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RECORDS
OF THE

GEOLOGICAL SUEVEY OE INDIA.

Part 1. ] 1 875. [February.

Annua-l Keport of ttte (Geological Survey of India, and of tue Geological
Museum, Calcutta, for the year 1874.

The labours of the Geolop^ical Survey of India have been, durinij the past season, almost

entirely under the control and directiou of Mr. II. B. Medlicott, who was officiatin»]j as Super-

intendent during my absence on leave. As stated in the report for last year, T remained for

some time at Vienna arranginj^ for the proper exhihitiou of the collections forwarded by the

Geolofi^ical Siirvc}' of India ;
this delay, however, did not tend to the impi’ovement of uiy

health, and I was in eonse(pience not able to return to duty in India at as early a date as

I had hoped. My first duty, on resumiiijj charge of the survey, is now to express my high

sense of the great Z(jal and energy with which Mr. Medlicott devoted himself to the duties

imposed on him, and the wdde knowledge of Indian Geological work and the high intelli-

gence which ho brought to bear on the researches of the survey, for which I am greatly

indebted to him.

During almost the entire year, in addition to my own absence, the Geological Survey

was also deprived of the aid of Mr. AV. T. Blanford. lie was, during this period, biisil^^ en-

gaged in working out and passing to press the results of his examination of parts of Persia,

while accompanying the Seistan Boundnry Commission as Naturalist and Geologist. These

researches, regarding a country hut little known, and at the same time so iniimaLdy (con-

nected with Western India and Sind, will, I have no doubt, j)rove of very high value and

interest to Indian Geologists. Th tnr publication may now he looked for soon. Mr. Blanford

resumed his diiti(3s on the Geological Survey about the middle of December, and then visited

Surat district with a view to advise the authorities on the probabilities of obtaining fresh and

good water in many places where lu^w the supply is bad, salt, and brackish. Mr. Blanford

has since then procet^ed to take up the general exaraiuation of the Province of Sind.

Another of our staff who was absent at the commencement of last year, land whose

return we looked for with great interest, has fallen a sacrifice to his over-exertion in the

cause of science. Dr. F. Stoliezka, who had been, as reported last year, altadied to tho

Yarkand mission under Sir T. Douglas Forsyth, had, though with much suffering, safely

accomplished the journey to Kashgar, and had also on his return had a ra})id and hurried

ride across the Pamir Steppe, which he had often longed to see, and was returning to his

work in India laden with rich and valuable zoological collections and with abundant notes

to work out his results, when he again felt the extreme temperature of the Karakorum pa.ss.

For a couple of days from 16th June he worked on quietly, and though with sutfering, con-

tinued the usual marches of the party with whom he was travelling. On the afternoon of

the 18tb, when more than half the day’s march had been completed safely, he noticed some-
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up on the hill side, whieh an’csted his attention, and dismounting from his horse,

which, of course, could not climh up the nigged cliffs of these bare and snow-clad hill sides,

he hims«dl‘ with groat exertion struggled up, examined what he wished to see, and made his

notes, and struggled down again to his companions. They noticed the gi'cat difficulty he

found in again mounting, and came on to the camp slowly and carefully
;
the march next day

was countermanded, in the hope that a little rest might enable our friend to recover himself,

hut falling into a semi-unconscious state, he only lingered on until the noon of the follow-

ing day (19th June). His body was conveyed to Leh, where, with all possihh* honours, his

remains were interred in the presence of his fellow travellers, the officers of the mission.

Thus passed away at the i;arly age of 3(5 one of tlic most devoted and able votaries of

Natural Science wlmm India has ever seen.

GifU*d by nature with peculiar powers of observation and comparison, trained in an accu-

rate and careful school of Giiology and Puheontology, he brought to his labours unbounded

zeal, acute intelligence, and large and carefully acquired knowledge, all of which tended to

render him one of the most useful and most trusted of our colleagues. But in addition to this,

his gonial temperament, his sound judgment, and Ins hearty appreciation of work of any

kind in others, together with his clear views of justice, and the unllinching expression of

those views, made him also one of our most esteemed and beloved friends and advisers. His

loss to the Geological Survey will be long and keenly felt. He has left behind him a

noble monument of his rescan and powers in tluj Palai()ntologia Tndica, published the

Geological Survey of India, in whicli, just before his departure for Yarkand, he had com-

pleted the description of tin* Cndaoeous Pauna of Southern India in four large volumes 4to.,

with 203 plates. And fori unah'Iy for the Survey, he lias also left behind him a very fitting

and competent sucec'ssor in Dr. Waagen, long Ids trusted fellow labourer and assistant.

T)r. Waagen’s publications have already secured for him the high aj)proval of all competent

to judge of such careful and accurate research.

Dr. \V aage n himself was also absent on medical certificate during the year, and has

only recently returned to lake up the Pal.Tontological labours on which he was so actively

and earnestly engaged, when his health gave way. He has, 1 am happy to say, returned in

good health.

Mr. Medlicott’s time was so fully occupied by the current work of tlic survey, and by
the pressing necessity for constant rcvisit>n of the reports and researches of others, and un-

ceasing communication and advice on all points referred to this office, that he found time for

only two brief visits to the field. At the urgent request of the Government of Bengal, he
midertook to visit the localities where coal was reported to occur within the Garo Hills.

Until very recently, it was not possible to proceed into these hills with safety. And when
formerly Mr. Medlicott visited the southern fringe of the hills (Memoirs, Geological Survey,
India, VII, 151), and doserihed the local exhibition of some poor coal-seams along their
outskirts, no repetition of these rocks was known to occur within the range. But on now
getting access to them, several detached basins of newer secondary rocks liave been found in
the heart of the hills, north of the main ridge. In one of these a strong scam of fair coal
is pivDy generally distributed. An account of this discovery was given in the May part of
the Becords of the Survey, 1874, p. 58, and it is therefore unnecessary to refer to it more
in detail here. A short run into the northern portion of the Itajmchal Hills resulted chiefly
in the discovery that no alluvial deposit.s occurred on the top of Putturghatta Hill north of
Colgoiig, where they had been reported to occur, at a level which made it difficult to account
for their existence, excepting on the supposition that the ‘ old alluvium’ of Bengal had a
marine origin.
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Mr. Theobald continuing liis researches in the upper tertiaries, flanking the north-

western Himalaya, has made a rapid examination of the area lying between the Ganges and

the Kavi. Some of his results, if confirmed by more careful investigation, are of high

interest. lie considers, apparently on good grounds, that the great mass of the Sivalik

range on this side (east) of the Jumna river is really composed of rocks belonging not to the

Sivalik group, but to the older and distinct Nahaii group, a view in which Mr. Medlieott, who
formerly examined this area, is disposed to concur. Trans-Sutlej, Mr. Theohald thuiks he

has established a northern limit for the Sivalik rocks along the Una dun. These are most

interesting results, but as some of the most important paheoutologieal deductions depend on

these separations of the rocks in which the fossils occur, they must only be taken for llu)

present as provisional.

Further research has led him to modify the conclusions arrived at in the previous

season regarding the pre-Sivalik age of glacial deposits, tor he finds typical glacial debris

scattered irregularly over the rocks in the typical Sivalik area.

The collection of the very valuciblc fossils of these areas increases rapidly under

Mr. Theobald’s hands, and a largo number have been received, the majority of which cannot

be opened out for Avant of space in the Museum here.

Mr. A. Ik Wynne commenced the examination of the Trans-Indus salt region early in

the season. At the special request of Mr. Wynne, Ur. Warth, in charge of the Find Dadiin

Khan Salt Miiie.s, was deputed to accompany him, so as to form a sound practical estimate of

the commercial value of these extensive salt deposits. Ur. Warth was unable to proceed

Avitli Mr. Wynne in the early part of the season, but subsequently joined him on the ground.

This work was very well accomplished, and a brief summary of the geological results was

at once submitted with the practical report of Ur. Warth. And this Avas published under

the Revenue Uepartmciit. Before the close of the year Mr. Wynne had coinphded a

detailed descriptive report with lull illustrations. And this is now in the press, and 1 trust

Avill he njady for publication without any serious delay. Besides determining the enormous

extent of the rock-salt, the most interesting result is the confirmation, in all probability

coficlusively, of the supposed old tertiary age of the rock-salt. This idea which had been

arrived at during a cursory and preliminary examination in j)revious years Avas borne out

by the careful and detailed investigation of the past season. No rock older than the salt

has yet been noticed, and this salt seems to be intercalated with the lower beds or almost

the base of the nummuUtic rocks.

During the recess Mr. Wynne was also engaged in revising, and to a considerable extent

reAvriting, the report on the Salt-range. At the opening of the present season he took the

field with the object of working up the country lying between the Salt-range and the

Kashmir boundary to the north, and is now engaged in this area. He has sent in a good

collection of fossils from the newer tertiary beds of that region, and also some from the small

ridge of the Kharian or Pabbi hills on the cast of the Jhelum river,

Mr. King, though unavoidably late in taking the field, in consequence of being detained

at Vienna, has made, during the season, good progress in following up the interesting ques-

tions to which reference was made in the report of last year. He establishes three zones in

the Rajmehal series : the uppermost characterized by a marine fauna recognized by

Ur. F. Stoliezka as corresponding to his ‘ Oomia’ beds in Kachh ; a middle zone also con-

taining marine fossils of somewhat diflerent form from the preceding, and a lower zone Avith

well marked Rajmehal plants. This last is found to he closely superimposed, but with

general unconformity, upon beds containing plant remains belonging to the Kami>ti-l>anuida

flora, thus leaving little or no room for the zones which elsewhere are thought to intervene
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These investigations detained Mr. Hughes^ so that he did not get to his regular work

until late in January. With Mr. Fedden’s aid he then remapped the northern portion of

the Wurrora coal-field, taking advantage of any recent erposure of the rocks in order to

revise his geological lines. In a country so largely and thickly# covered with alluvial

deposits, it becomes necessary to pick out every single point so as to obtain any (;luo oven

of a trivial kind which may lead to the identification of the various rocks so badly seen.

And this Mr. Hughes appears to have done with much care. It is gratifying to find that

the practical conclusion based solely on such geological investigations, as to the existence

of coal in the neighbourhood of Bander, Las been fully confirmed by actual borings com-

menced entirely on Mr. Hughes’ recommendation. These borings have proved the existence

of coal many feet in thickness, the occurrence of which would never have been suspected

from any surface exposure of the beds. This fact becomes of higher importance, because

the locality of this coal is greatly nearer the very valuable iron ores of the countrj^ than

any previously known beds of coal in the Wardha valley fields.

Passing into the Berars and the Nizam’s territories, Mr. Hughes continued these

investigations, and was able to give important advice and aid to the Nizam's officers.

It is a source of much regr(5t tliat in (lonsoquence of the frequently recurring and con-

tinued iiiterru])tions io Mr. Hughes’ progress in that district, the map])iiig of this Wardha

coal-field is not yet completed. There is still a considerable an'a calling for careful t'xamiiia-

tion, and in which it is not improbable that ' valuable results may yet reward our search.

It would only cause greater delaj^ to ]>ut ajiy one else to com])lete this work now. Aud we

can therefore only hope that it may yet be practicable without any much prolongcid delay to

complete the exami mil ion. The very existence of true coal in these districts and the sound

knowledge alread3^ obtained of its extent and amount is altogether the result of the labours

of the survey, aud w'O should bo glad to complete the investigation of the rocks as soon

as practicable.

Towards the end of the year Mr. Hughes’ aid was again sought for by two separate

comi)anies, who liave undertaken to remove the ali-imjxn’tant trial of actually smelting

iron in this country from the field of speculation and writing to that of actual cx])eriinent

on a commercial scale, in order to point out to them the most iavourahle localities for the

j)r()curing of ores, coal, &c., &c. lie had scarcely concluded tJiis work wdien tJie year closed.

H(‘ will thus again have only a brief season to devote to his systematic work. He will, 1 am
sure, do all that can be done in the time, but it will bo entirely impracticable to complete the

field in one short season.

Mr, Fedden, who, as stated in last year’s report, had been absent on siek leave, did not

return to work until late in January, 1874. He then joined Mr. Hughes in the Wardha

valley fidd, and worked with him for the remainder of the season, putting in the detailed

geological lines in parts of the Chanda district and in the adjoining territories of the

Nizam. At one place north of Wurrora, Mr. Fedden was fortunate enough to discover a few

specimens of fossil fishes in the uppennost beds of the sedimentary rocks, at about the sumo

horizon as that on which the Reverend Mr. Hislop years since found similar remains. These

will doubtless prove a valuable addition to tbe limited evidence we already possessed on

which to base a conclusion as to the age of these bods, Mr. Hislop classed these rocks as

belonging to tbe infratrappean bods of that neighbourhood in which he states that he

found shells of the same kind as from the intertrappean layers, mixed with bones of large

animals. On this evidence he referred the rocks to the same age relatively as the Lameta

beds of the Narbada valley.

During the current season Mr. Fedden is attached to Mr. W. T. Blanford in Sind.
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Mr. V. Ball only returned from the f^rcat exhibition at Vienna, where he had been,

jointly willi Mr. W. King, in charge of the valuable collections of the Geological Survey,

late in the year. After some few unavoidable delays which prevented his getting to the

hold till towards the end of December, he was again frequently interrupted in his work in

connection with the borings in the Dudlii valley. Ilia survey labours were conhued to the

country included in sheets 17 and 18 of the Satjmra Survey. He had made some progress

in this area, when at the beginning of March, ho was suddenly summoned to Calcutta, with

a view to his accomi)anyiiig some others on a visit to the Mergui Archipelago. This trip

was subsequently abandoned, nor indeed under any circumstaintes could geological results

of interest be looked for from such a visit to a country already examined. Jt was useless

his returning to the held again after this trip was given up. Mr. Ball had thus only a

very brief H(‘a8on of work, se-arcely more than two months out of the whole season. It

would scarcidy l>o fair to look for any largo outturn of work in this sliort time. The ground

on which he was engaged was dilllcult, and the intricate relations of tlie various groups

of rocks must alMx^ more thoroughly elucidated and worked out before any descriptive account

of them can he published.

Mr. Bull suhs»*(juentl> visited the wild district of tlio Liini Putlians, west of Upper Sind,

wluMe some traces of lignite had been s(m*u. A full account id' this visit has already a])peared

(Uecovds, Geol. Snrv., Imh, 1S71, p. 145), so lluit it will he unnecessary to refer to it here iu

detail.

T\\e ('xpovimental horiugs for coal in the tegion of the Narbada have not yet led to

any discovery. Burly in tin* year two boring's tvere comnn‘nced, at Jvliapa and at Manegaon,

ill the valley of the Dudlii. Tlu‘so were in the Mahadeva rocks, and wi're put down in the

hojjO of slriking the coal • measures beneath. At the beginning ol‘ the inoiihoon these bon’ngs

had reaidied 2()0 and "Jtl Joot resiiectively from the surface, and were still in the covering

rock 1‘ormation, when tin' work was necessarily closed for the season. The labour was then

translerred to the boring at Sukakheri in the main valley, where a de‘pth of 341 feet had

already been readied. Tiiero, it may be noticed, the endeavour is to roach the rock under-

lying the valley di'jiosits, there being some grounds for supposing that the coal-measures of

the Sitariva extend to the north. This boring lias been carried down to the depth of 491

feet still iu the still’ kuiikur clay. The 3-ineh pi]>ing having stack fast at 425 feet, the

additional depth Avas attained with great dilHculty, until finally it was found impossible to

do more than di-aw the sludge filling in from the sides
; and the work had to bo stopped.

This boring had been commenced with such material as was available at tho time, and with

the full exjiectation that rock would he reached at a less de})th. It had also the further dis-

advantage of frequent interrujdioiis from want of jiiping
;
much credit is, therefore, duo to

the skill and energy of Mr. Stewart, that he was able under the circumstances to push the

work so far.

No direct knowledge has, however, been gained upon the question to be solved excepting

collaterally, that it would ccriainly he very costly to sink for coal through such a depth of

superficial dtqiosits. It may possibly be that tliese deposits are exceptionally thick at

Sukakheri, and that rocks may he nearer the surfai^e elsewhere, and the question would

seem of sufficient importance practically, and of sufficient general interest to warrant a

renewal of the trial in another spot. The lowest few feet of clay in the boring at Suka-

kheri were much charged with black ferruginous granules, single and agglomerated, suggest-

ing perhaps the proximity of a hitijritic bed which is by no means niicommou at tlie base of

the old alluvial deposits, and this again most frequently occurs where the trap rocks occur

underneath. Both these conditions arc seen to obtain at several points along the margin of

the valley.
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Since the stoppafifo at Siikakhori near the close of the year, work has been resumed at

Khapa and Manegaon, and progress has Ix'en already made beyond the depth iiUained before

stopping for the monsoon. In December also two new borings were commenced in the

Tawa valley, at Kesbi and the Suk Tawa: the latter is certainly in the Damnda r<K'ks; the

former is in lower Mahadeva beds. The hoj>e is to strike the Darakur coal-uu‘asures, and

thus, if coal be found, to save twenty miles of rough carting from the Sliajmr or IkUul eoal-fitdd

to the south. As htis already been fully explained, it is impossible to speak of success as any-

thing more than a chance, inasmuch as no outcrop of these measures is seen north of the

Shapur field.

Mr. Willson steadily continued his mapping of the northern portion of the Bundel-

kund Survey and finislied several sluH'ts of the 1-incli plains. One of the princijail ])oints

of interest connected with this area is the great jirevalenco of quartz reefs or veins, liaving

a very constaui. and definite direction ami occurring in large number and of great size.

There arc also two systems of trap dykes in considerable number, and ]\Ir. Willson finds

evidence, wliich seems almost conclusive, that both these syshmis of tra}>-dykcs are younger

tluin the great quartz roofs, a conclusion of the highest, interest as hearing on the g(‘olo-

gical liistory of the district. Mr. Willson has again resumed this work for the coming

season. Mr. Willson’s mapping is always distinguished by’^ rare, neatness, and accuracy.

Mr. llackot resumed liis labour in Jiajputaiia, ma])))ing in a large area of the country

lying heiw’een Bhurtpur and Jaipur, and to the south, iiu’luded in the* sheets 27, 85, 87, 88,

89, and 41 of the Rajputana Survey, and in parts of lOu, 10/>, and 12 of the Gwalior Survey,

(scale 1 mile= l inch). All the rocks met with belong g'cn era! ly to th<* siiinvc. hiss as those

previously described by Mr. llu**ket in the Biaua lulls, being ehietly (juartzites, with very

irregularly intercalat'd zones of schists, limesk»ue, and trappean rocks resting upon (>r against

gneissic masses. Mr. Hacket is disposed to adopt the name attached to the general range of

these hills an a general inclubive name for the whole scries of roe.ks, and to call them the

Aravali series.

This work will ho continued on Mr. Hacket’s return from furlough, on whiidi ho is now
absent. It has been for some time anxiously looked for, as tending to till in one of the great

lacunoi on the map of India, with a view to a general geological sketch of the country, and

one of such importance that nothing very satisfactory can be done towards such a map until

this portion of the country has been examined.

Mr. Mallet accomplished the examiiiatioii of Sikkim (British) and of the Western Dbuars.

The interest attfiching to this field, from tlic probability of the coal forming an useful

source of fuel, led to the publicatiou of Mr. Mallet’s report as quickly as possible. It has

heen issued with two geological coloured maps. Excej)ting in the Darjiling district his

examination had to be limited to a more fringe of the mountains; in places, indeed, even this

much is beyond reach of the British boundary. There would appear to be some prospect of

the Damuda coal of that region being made serviceable by the adoption of suitable con-

trivances for the utilization of such dust or powdery coal.

Mr. Mallet’s observations have led him to the conclusion that tlie Damuda formation is, in

this country, the lowest member ofthe rock series of the outer Himalaya ranges, the Darjiling

gneiss being the topmost and youngest member of the same series. This, if confirmed, is a

result of very great interest and importance, and would tend to establish a well marked
common horizon between the rocks of the Himalaya and those of the Peninsula of India.

Mr. Mallet’s researches, excepting in the point to which his attention was specially directed,

were necessarily rapid and cursory, and the maps can only be viewed as preliminaiy skekhes.

Until the country on either side is worked up to this portion, no really trustworthy or reliable

section can he obtained from such isolated areas.
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Duriuf^ Uio past yoar there have been four apprentices attached to the Geolojspeal Survey

and paid out of the funds f^ranted for that survey. Of these four, one has now been attached

to the survey for nearly two years. During the present season he has been sent to the field

with one of the assistants (Mr. Ball), who reports that up to date he has been attentive and

willing to learn, but that his prot^ress is very .small and very unpromising^. Further

experience will he necessary before anythin*^ definite can be said as to the future prospect of

this studt'nt. ^J‘he otlier three, altliouj^h inmiinated at the bej^iniiing^ of tlie year and receivings

pay as apprentices, have been doin^ nothing in connection with the Gcoloj^ical Museum or

Survey, having been, under the sanction of (jovernment, attending courses of lectures and

instnK’tiions at the Presidency College. Cmbuibtedly tliese lessons will enable them to

appreciate better than tlu‘y could otlierwise liave done the more t(*clinical knowledge which

they are e\}»ected to aetjuire Imre. But the necessity for their devoting considerable time to

this ac(|uisition of what must be considennl ])urcly preliminary and collateral knowledge pre-

paratory to any study of geology or its hearings, will also undoubtedly prolong tlu; time

durin<^ which they must lu' merely learning. Tt may, I think, w(‘ll be doubted Low far the

systjun of paying young men for learning what they ought to bo able to prove tluiir acquaint-

ance W'itb, before lb(‘ir apjioint ment, can be very sue<'essful. Certainly tbe system of giving

appointments in order to induce llic lu»hl(‘rs of those appointments to make themselves ac-

(piainled with tbi‘ir dut ies lias, in eviuT <»tln-r scientific yiursuit, proved a failure. Thest' student

apprentices will lu* subjected to examination at the end of the season, when their general

jirogress can he tested.

As customarv, a small map of India is aim(‘xed, showing the present rate and general

jirogress of tlie survey.

Since the commiuicemcnt of this survey it has ever been my anxious de.sire and aim to

eomi)l<‘te a giuicral ski'icb map of tin* (l«‘ology of India. The conviction has grown stronger

each successive year, that until this can be done, nothing really useful can bo attempted in

the direction of very detuih*d geology, and that our progress must lu'ccssarily be slow and

irregular, until wu* shall bavi' been able to fix <*ven rougbl^^ tbe boundaries behveen tbe known
and the unknow'u. I still hope that 1 shall be able to complete such a map. But [ deeply

regret, to say tliat during tlie last few' years, very little advance has been made towards the

aceoinjilishment of this end. 'I’liere have been for some years so many and sucli ni-gent

claims on tbe time of tlu' otbeers of the survey for work of various kinds, often not.

geological, and the stalT of the survey has been so reduced by illness and absence, as well as

by actual diminuthm of numbers, lliat very little progress has been possible in that which

has always been reeommeniL'd tt> be, and wliich has indeed been more than once ordered to

he considered the first and main ohjivt of tlie survey, namely, the systematic and continuous

survey of tin* ('oimtry. 1 am fully aw'are of the value of the results often obtained from

enquiries in isolated areas, and at detached and separate points. Striking instances of this

might, he given from last year’s w'ork. Yet I am also compelled to think that these isolated

enquiries are rai>*ly of siieli immedi.'ite and urgent importance as to counterhalaiice the great

and heavy disadvantage resulting from this very fact of their isolation. Each becomes a

separate individual case, wbi»*b it is ira]»ossible to colligate into a whole simply because we
have no know ledge of the eonnectiiig links in the chain. Indeed many cases might be

given where it seems more than doubtful wdiether anything is really gained even in time

from such necessarily imperfect and unfinished results. A few years of devotion of the

greater portion of the staff of the survey to this one object would enable such a general

preliminary map to be published, subject of course to additions or corrections as the more

detailed work progressed in future years.

A glance at the little map which accompanies this report will at once show what large

ari'as there are regarding which the Geological Survey of India as yet knows nothing of
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its own researcb. But tlu^ ditboultj' in oornpilin^ a fijfucral nui]» »loo« not tlepend so

much on the size or frequency of these ^aps or hicuntc^ lor. of course, they could he left out*

to he tilled in afterwards, hut on the lact, that without some knowledge of these inter-

vening^ spaces, it is impracticable t(» cori-clatc the rocks in one j)art of the country with

those elsewhere. Each district or area examined in itself is necrssarily described by itself,

the rocks which occur in it are reduced to a system, their sueeessioii traced out, and their

relations one to the other determined so far as possible. Local distinctive names are jjiveu

to such se}>arate groups, and all is rendered ns coinphde as may he ])ossil)le for that area.

Tile survey operations are meanwlnle directed to some other locality, and the same process

of examination is gone through, but the results are not exact ly the same
;
new siih-divisious

of the rocks become necessary, new names are given to distini*!, groups, for local couveuieuce

of description. This msult is equally correct and equally satisfactorv for its own area. But

for any general map, it becomes essential that all those diflVrenci‘S shoiihl he eliniinat(*d, how-

ever roughly, and all reduced to one general system or scale, and this is precistdy what

it is iinpraidicable to do without some knowledge, however im])orfect, of the country generally*

which knowledge there is no means of olikiining while tlio otlicers oi‘ tlio survey are engaged

in isolated localities and on sp('cial reso.arches.

Seeing then the very distant prospect which was before the survey of being able to work

out any general map from their own researches, 1 have for some years devoted much atten-

tion to preparing separate descriptions and in some cases separate maps of certain divisions

of the countiy, so far as tlu'se weiv possible. Passing over pajiers dcscri])tive of the general

geology of districts, or eollectorates. (such as Surat, (hvalior, neighliourhood of Madras,

Godavari, &c.,) a general sketch of the Geology of the Central Provinces was given so

long since as 1871, of Orissa in 1872, of the Bombay Presidtuicy in 1872, of the North-

Western Provinces in 1873, of part of Punjab in 1873, and a geinu-al sketch of the Punjab

is now just ready for press, while a genera) sketeli of Bengal will be taken up also. These are

all in addition to the regular and more detailed descriptions of separate an'as, coal-fields, Ac.*

<fec. The most cursory reference to these sketches will show the iinp(»KHihility of combining

all into one system, without more knowledge of the intcrvcming ar(*a,s, as yet unexamintal,

or, as the other alternative, reducing the map to such large* g(*n(‘ralities as would get. rid of

these minor diflicultics, but would at the same time make such a map of extremely little value.

It is our earnest heqie, however, that the survey will lie permitted to <!Oinplete such a

general sketch map as may prove useful and witliin a limited time.

Publications.—Of tlie Memoirs of the Geological Subvev ok India, Vol. X, part 2,

announced as nearly ready at tin' close of last season, was issued t‘arly in the year. This

contained a descriptive account of the Geology of Pegu by Mr. Tln'ohald, with map, &c.

And at the close of tlie year, part 1 of Vol. XI, containing a rcj)ort by Mr. Malh)t on the

Geology of Darjiling and the Western Dhuars, with two g»-ological iinqjs, &c., appeared.

Of the Records of the Survey, the usual quarterly publication was steadily maintained,

and the volunn^ for 1874 contains no less than twenty-three separate ])apors on varied points

in the Geology of India, Four of these are valuable summaries of the geological results

obtained during the visit to Yarkand with the mission recently returned from that country

by our lamented colleague, Dr. F. Htoliezka. These with the note on the Allurn-Artush,

which w’ill he found lielow, complete all that he had brought into shape for publication. Of

practical papers, there are notes on the iron ores of Kumaou : on the raw materials for iron

smelting : on Petroleum in Assam : on the subsidiary materials used in production of artifi-

cial fuel : on the building and ornamental stones of India : on Potash salts : on Manganese

ore, &c., (fee., while descriptive notices are given of parts of Northern llazaribagli ;
neighbour-

hood of Murree; of Kangra; of the Garo hills; of the Luui Puthan country west of Sind,
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and of t>u* Routhorn GfKlavari ro\mti7 . These with annual report, and an interesting paper

by Mr. Tliwbald, on f-oine speculations as to the antiquity of the Human race iu India based

on Hindu legends, form the volume for the year.

Of the Pal^.ontolooia Indtca, only one part was actually issued during the year 1874.

As already stat/ed in previous reports, the concluding parts of the Cretaceous Fauna of Southern

India had been ])ressed forward in anticipnlion of their regular time of issue in order to com-

plot(3 this valuable stunes before the writer. Dr. Sloliczka, went away. This series was issued in

fidl for tbcj year 1873. And in addition, the commencing part of the Cephalopoda of Kachh
by Dr. W. Waagon was publislied in anticipation of the regular time of issue, namely, for

the first quarter of 1874. The absence with the mission to Yarkand of Dr. Stoliezka, and

from ill health of Dr. W. Waagcii, bus prevented further publication during the year. Pro-

gress was, liowever, made in the preparation of ])lates and drawings, and since the return of

Dr. Waiigen, the contimuitioii of Ins detailed descriptions of the Kachh Cephalopoda has

gone to prt‘ss. The part issued contained full description and figures of a very interesting form

of Jlliinoceros (/?. Dccrancnsis) found by Mr. IJ. B. Foote in tluviatile deposits in Belgaum.

Lftirauv.—One tliousnnd and eighty-four volimms or parts of vcdiimes have been

added to our Library iliiring the past twelve months. Of this total more than one-half, or

five lmndr(‘d and fifty-seven, have been prosimted by ditTcrent Societies and otlier institutions

in e.\change for the publications of the (lerdogieal Survey cf India, or as donations, while

five hundrt'd and t w(‘nty-.seven have been purchased. The usual ((uarterly lists of these have

been la'gularly continued in the Uixouik of the Survey, and as eustomary, a summary of the

various institutions from which (Umations or exchanges have been received during the twelve

months is apjauided. Wecontinm* t<> nmder access tt> this vory valuable library as geiiend and

fiB easy, as is eonsistent with the preservation of th(‘ books. And in very many cases, we

find that Ironi the special (duiractcr of oiir (adb'ctions, books have b(*en available boro, which

could not h(‘ refern'd to eLew Inu-e, either in Calcutta or indeed in India. In geological

matters, (jiiick and reiidy nd'ereiuc to the publislual results of other enquirers is perhaps

mnr(» esscMitially uecessary than in most other scientific (mquirios, and we continue to look most

anxiously for the transfer of our c<dh‘<*tions to premises where they can be rendered more

oasilv aeeessilde, and more gmierall} usidul, tlian it is ])ORsible to effect in our pre.sent

greatly overcrowded n})artmeuls.

MvsErM.‘ During the year all the coltf'ciion forwarded to the International Exhibition

at Vienna, which was intended to he returned to this country, was safely received back, and

was again ('lubodied with the gciu*ral st*ries. General notices of donations have been given

in the Records for the year, while w<* eoiuinue to receive from the officers of the Survey itself

valuable additions eoustantly. Of the so-called Sivalik fossils, a largo and valuable series

has been proc\ired by Mr. Theobald in bis recent examination of the country. The examina-

tion in dtdail of these is, I regret to say, almost completely impracticable from want of any

space or room iti which to open them oni. though individual speciiiieus have been taken up.

But very important results bearing on the sub-divi.sion and age of the different horizons of

tliese rocks and (f the imbedded fossils will undoubtedly arise, as soon as they can be care-

fully compareii and described. From Mr. A. B. Wynne also a good series of similar fossils have

been obtained, procured from parts of the Rawal Pindi and Jbilam districts in which he has

been working, and from the small range of hills on this side the Jhilam, called the Pabbi

bills. 8onu‘ fish remains and other things were procunul by Mr, lYdden, and a good series

of specimens from tlu' npi)er, secondary, and tertiary rocks of the Lower Godavari basin by

Mr. King. To Mr. Hughes also the Museum is indebted for a very interesting series of

fossil;' from the country adjoining the Milam pass, to the north of Kumaon, which prove

the continuity of the formations first descrilvd a.s occurring near the Kiti pass by Colonel

K. 8traclu‘y : thus extending our knowledge of these formations considerably north-east.

The fossils represent at least five different formations, Cretaceous, Jurassic, Triassic,
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Permian* and Carboniferous and Silurian. A detailed list will be giren in a future number

of the Records.

Meteouitks.—Our series has been enriched by pie('ca of the full which took place on

the 2llrd Septembor 1873. These are of much interest from the fact of their having been

j)roeurod at diflVrent places, though the structure and coni})osition of the stones show that

they are identical in their nature. One j>iece was found near the village of Mylsi, fifty miles

to south-(‘ast of Multan, and two others at Khairpur, thirty-five miles cast of lihawulpiir.

The distance between the two places being probably more than ten miles.

The collections have been kept in good order and safety during the year,

T. OLDHAM,

Supdt, of Geol. /5»w/vv7/, Indta^

Calcutta, 1 and Dirccivr if Geol. Altist um, Calcutta.

January
y 1875. J

List of Societies and other Justitutions from which puhlieafions hare hevn receive,^ in

donation or eo'change for the Library of the Geological Sumy of India during

the year 1»S74.

Datavta.— Royal Society of Batavia.

Beki.in.—

C

onn an (Jeological Society.

1)1 TIC).—Royal Academy of Sciences.

lk)N N.—N aturh istoriscl)eii V ereins.

DosroN.—Society of Natural History.

iJuusLA u.—Silesian Society.

Huihtoi..—

T

he Naturalists’ Society.

BjirssEi.Ls.—Royal Acadein^- of Science.

(h\LCUTTA.—Agrhniltural and HorticuHural Sociely.

Ditto.—

A

siatic Society of Iknigal.

C'AMBiiiiJOK, Mass.—

A

merican Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Ditto.—Museum of Comparative Zoology.

M HRi no E.—Woodward ian M useu m.

Coi’K N II AG E N .— Royal Acad ('my.

Dijon.—

I

mperial Academy of Dijon.

Dhesden.—

T

he Isis Society.

Edinhubgh.—

G

eological Society of Edinburgh.

Ditto.—Royal Scottish Society of Arts.

Ditto.—Royal Soedety.

Glasgow.—

G

eological Society of Glasgow.

Ditto.— Philoso})hical Society.

Gottingen.—The Gottingen Sociedy.

Lausanne.—The Society of Natural Sciences.

Livekpool.—

L

iterary and Philosophical Society of Liverpot>l.

London.—British Museum.
Ditto.

—

East India Association.

Ditto.—Geological Society of London.

Ditto.—

I

ndia Office.

Ditto.

—

Royal Institution of Grt‘al Britain.
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Lont^on.— Royal

Ditto.—Royal Geof^raphical Society.

MaNchesteu.—The Manchester (leolo^ieal Society.

Melhottene.—

R

oyal Society of Victoria.

Moscow.—Imperial S<*clety of Naturalists.

Munich.—Royal Davarian Acachany of Science.

Neuchatkl.—Society of Natural Sciences.

New Haven.—

C

onnecticut Acndemy.

New ZEAliANO.—(Jeolop^ical Survay of New Zealand.

I*AU18.—Greoloj^ical vSo(u’ety.

Ditto.—HAdminiRtration des Minos.

Ditto.

—

National Institute of France.

Ditto.•—The Academy of Scicanavs.

Pest.

—

Royal Geoloj'ieal Institute o( Hun<;ary.

PuiLAliKIiriirA.—Academy of Natural S« ienees.

Ditto.—-American Philosoj)hical Society.

Diito.

—

Franhlin Institute.

lioM E. - -(Jeoloj^ical Commi.vsion of Italy.

Salem, Mass.— Ksse.x Institute.

I ) iTTo .—1 ’ej il K)d y Aeademy

.

Stoi’KHolm.—Ituveau de la Rechev. <leol. Suede.

St. Pet k ks n r R(j.—-Imperial Acadt'my of Seiences.

TAfi.MyVN ia.

—

Royal Society.

Tokei.—(j!<'(dojL^ical Survey of Yckro.

T(»uo]STo. ~rana<liau Institute.

TriiJN.—Royal Aeademy of Science.*?.

Vk’Touia.—(rovernmeut Ueoloij^ical Survey of Victoria.

Di ito.— Ditto ditto ditto, Mininj:^ Department.
ViK.N NA.-r-The Vicuua Academy.

Ditto.—K. K. tJeologi^chen Reichsanstalt.

Waritinoton.—lVt>artmenl of Agrieulture, C. S. A.
Ditto.—Smithsonian Institute

Ditto.—luiled States (J('oU»gical Survey.
WEI.LINOTox.-~-Ne\v Zealand Institute.

VoivoirAMA.—(ierman Natural History Society.

Zurich.—Natural llisiory S(H-ietv.

Oovornments ot luMigal, Ih)mhay, India. Madras, North-WoRteni Provinces, and Punjab;
Chief Commissioners of Dritlsh Durma, Central Provinees, Mysore, and Coorg; the Resident,
Haiderahad, tlie Sur\eyor Genera] of India, the Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical
Survo;N (>l India, :nid the Siip('rintendent of the Thomason College of Civil Engineering,
Ro(>rl\pe.

Jauiian/y 1875
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The Alttjm-Artush considerep from a geological point of view^

hy Y , Stoliczka, Ph.1).

(Temy A^ed non vidi.)

As sotm as the most important political business had been concluded by the si‘:fning of

the commercial treaty by the Amir, His Excellency Mr. Eorsyih expressed a wish to visit

the renowned tomb of Sultan Satuk at A1 turn-Artush. The kinijj accorded his permissiou.

and instructed the Hakim Mahomed Khoja to assist us in travelling over the province under

his care to whatever extent Mr. Forsyth might desire.

Under the personal guidance of the Envoy, we—Dr. Bellow, Captain Chajnnan, Captain

Trotter, and myself—left Yangishar on the 14tli of February, reaching Altum-Artush at a

late hour the same day. As an introduction to the difficulties in trav(‘lling, our buggjige did

not arrive till next day, and we had to accommodate ourselves for the night- on the carpets

of the floor in a spacious but tolerably warm room. A halt of two days was desirable U)

enable us to make all necessary arrangements for our further movements. However, before

I proceed, 1 .shall endeavour to give the reader an idea of the geographical position and limits

of the country of which 1 shall speak in the subsecpient lines.

The data are derived from a general survey by Cai)tain Trotter and from information

given by the Hakim Mahomed Khoja.

Altum-Artush, >vbich is the chief place of the province, lies approximately in ciist

long. 76'" 8' and nortli lat. 39® 41', therefore about twenty-three miles north by easf, of Yangishar.

It is situated in the western part of the Yilak on thoBogos, here called Artush river, and north

of a low ridge which separates the Artush valley from the plains. The southern boundary

runs along this ridge for about ten miles west of Altum-Artusli, and from there almost

due north to tl\e crest of llie Koktau range ;
then along this range eastwards of the Jlelanti

pass (ea.st long. 77® 47' and north hit. 41'), and from thence in a south-eastmm direction

to the village of Kushtignak, some fifteen miles north of Fyzabad in long. 7ti° 42' 30" and

hit. 39® 28' 30". From here tluj southern boundary runs close to the right bank of the

Kasihgar river, until almost oj)positc to where the Artush river runs intx> the plains.

During the first four days we all marched in company up the valley of the Bogos river

to the fort Tangitar, about twenty-three miles to the north by west; then to a Kirghiz camp,

Bashsugum, in a north-easterly direction ; Tngurmatii almost stern
; and Ajaksugun in a

south-eastern direction
;
the directions being from the last camps respectively.

At A/jak-suguii Captain Trotter and I separated from the rest of the party, marching

northwards along the road to Ashtifan, to daitava, and from theneo across the Jigda Jilga

in a north-east by east r* direction to the camp at Nibulak, erossing tlie Nihulak pass, pass-

ing a second jilga, and turning then for almost nine miles more northwards to the Belanti

pass, beyond which lies the valley of the Kakshal or Aksai river. On our return we passisd

Ayak-sugun, Karaul, about a mile from our former camp of the same name, and visited

Kultislak and Pyzabad, returning to Y'angishar on the 3rd of March.

It was not a very favorable time for travelling in these regions, not so much on account

of the cold, as in consequence of the heavy falls of snow which appear to occur over the
whole of Thianshan during the second half of February and first half of Marcli. During
the last few days of February we were almost constantly wading in fresh fallen snow,
though on the saline plains it melted very rapidly.

The snow naturally interfered senously with our observations. However, obtaining even

but a little addition to our knowledge of these hills, was a better wa} of occupying our iliac

than remaining in our somewhat gloomy quarters.
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From a f^eolojj^ical poiut of view llie trip proved in many reK|>ect8 to be of consideralde

iuterest, particularl}-^ as suppleraentinji^ some former observations made more the west.

Althouf^b there is not much variety in the rock tormations we may distinguish three sue*

cessive series. The most southern jiart of tlie province, along the foot of the lulls, is formed

of alluvial gravels and sand in whose unfathomable depths are swallowed both the Artush and

Sujun rivers, before they can reach the Kashgar daria. Wherever irrigation from the latter

is possible the fields apj>ear to b(? fertile
;
but in the contrary case, the land is not much more

than a mere desert covered with low and scanty scrubs of Ephedra Sp. P The marshy grounds

along the river arc tlie breeding ]>laces of innumerable waterfowl. Brahmini ducks and

pintails were already selecting sites for their nests on the 1st of March. The latter must have

only just arrived.

Where high grass occurs wild jugs are not uncommon.

Tlie second series includes tlie low hills which extend diametrically from north to south

over about thirty miles, while the jirevaleiit strike is from north-east by east to south-west by

west. All these lower hills are occupied by Artush beds, of which I spoke in a former com-

municalion. Tliey are separated into two groups. The lower beds consist of greenish or

reddisli cl.iys or sandstones, and the ujiper ones of coarse conglomerates, which on a liill south

of Taugitar have a thickness oi’ about a thousand leet. At their contact both groups

generally ulU'rnate in s<‘V(‘ral layers. An aiilielinal runs almost through the middle of their

superficial extent. At (he fori Ayak-sugun it is caused by a low ridge of old dolomitic lime-

stones on wbieh the Artush clays and sandstones foutid a firm support. To the south of it

the beds diji at. angles of about 40° and 50° towards tlie Kashgar plain, in remarkably

regular and succi'ssive layers. North of the ridge, winch has no doubt a considerable sub-

terranean e.\tent in an east west direction, all the beds dip towards north by west at a

similar angle. A|»j)ro!iching the higher range more recent diluvial gravels cover most of the

sloj)es. I’he geological puzzle of tiuding strata of young beds as a rub* dipping towards a

higher range com|)osed of comparatively much older rocks si‘C]ns to me to be due, at least in

this s|)e(^ial case, to the j>henonu‘nou that the atmosjdieric waters which, descending on the

crest, How down the slojx's of the high ridge, gradually soften them, and if a subterranean

outltd facilitjite it the softened beds are worn away. While this process is going on the more

distant beds simj)ly subside in <»rder to fill the vacant spaces. In some eases a sinking or

rising of the main rangi*, or oven an overturn of high and precii)itous clifts, seem to go hand

in liaiid with the action of erosion, but it is not always the ease. 1 liope to illustrate this

idea, by a few diagrams, partly derived from actual observations on some future occasion.

A third series of entirely difl’erent rocks forms the main range of hills which are a

continuation of the Koktan range, and in which, more to the westward, are situated the

Torek and Chukmak forts. The average height of the range is here between 1,200 and 1,3(X)

feet, single j)eak8 rising to about l,5(X) feet. The whole of the southern portion consists, as

far as I could see, of carboniferous rtwks, in which, however, there is a great variety of

structure. The lowest beds are very often a peculiar breccia-limestone passing into regular

limestone conglomerate. Above this arc beds of solid grey dolomitic limestone, partly

massive, partly stratified ; the former j)ossessing the character of reef limestone, and portions

of it are indeed full of reef-building corals, criuoid stems, and a large Spirifer, the sections of

which, when seen on the surface, have a striking resemblance to those of Megalodon.

North of Tangitar and about Bash-sujuu I met in several j)hices srrent numbers of fossils,

but they were so firmly cemented in a calcareous matrix that only a few could bo extracted.

Among these I could recognise a small liclJerophon^ Erodurtus semireiictilatus^ and an

Athgris. A new was also very common. Hereabout Bash-sujuu and Tugur-
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matti preenish shales occurred often interstratified with the limestones, hods of winch were

highly carbonaceous ; the shales api>eartHl to he uiifoasiliferous.

The limestone hills, which, as already stated, are a continuation of the Koktan range

extend in a north-easterly direction the whole way to south of the Helanti ])a8H, w^here tliey

are overlaid by a particularly well-hethled dark limestone very similar to that containing

Megalndon north of Chungterek. On this liTiiestone rest greenish and purplish sandstones

and shales which occuj)y the pass and the adjoining hills to the north-west of it ; niinoralo-

gically these last rooks are quite identical witli what wo understand under the name of

“ Hunter sandsteiu” and it is by no means improhahlo that, the Bohinti beds are also of

triassic age, as they succeed in regular layers those of the carboniferous formation,

A peculiar feature in this part of the hills consists in the occurrence of extensive plains

to which the name jitga is generally applied. It means originally, I think, merely a water-

course, and, on a large scale, these plains may he looked upon as waiter-courses of former

water-sheets. They occur at the base of the high range, and in some respects resemble the

duns of the southern 8lo]»os of the ITimalayas. North of Tangitar one of these largo

plains occurs wnthiii the limestone rocks, being surrounded by them on all sides. It must

he about thirty miles long from east to west, and about sixteen from norlh to south. Several

isolated limestone lulls and ridges occur in it, and it is drained off by the Ik)gos and Siijiin rivers,

the former rising in the south-west, the latter in the south-east corner. Tlie average elevation

is about 5,()(K) feet. The greater portion is covered with a lows(!ruhhy vegelation, and, near

the rivers, with high grass. The principal camping grounds are Bash-sujun and Tugurmatti.

The whole plain, wdiich affords a good pasturage ground, is occupied by about 120 tents of

Kirghiz during the summer.

The next jilga is the Jigda Jilga. It differs considerably both in its physical situation

and in its general character from the former. Tt stretches from west, by south to east by north

for about thirty-five miles, whihi the diameter of the enst(‘ru ball’ is about twenty and that of

the western about twelve miles. Save for a few low hillocks i I isalmosl a level plain throughout.

On the north-western, northern, and nortli*eastern side it is honmltMl by the Kokt.an range,

from which several water-courses lead into it, one about the niiddh' from the north and one

from north-east of considerahh* size, this containing a large ipiaufity of (uystalline pebbles
;

the rock from wdiich they are derived must he i?t situ near the axis f)l'the ridge. A third I'iK

stream comes from the east, leading from the Nibulak pass. Non(‘ of these streams liad any
w'ater in them. On the soutli, east, and south-east the plain is hounded by the much lower

hills c.omposed of Artush beds, their slopes covered with gravel.

An elevated gap or saddle situated in the south-west corner appears to connect thi.s jilga

w'ith that of Tugurmatti. There is no drainage from this jilga; all the w'ah'r is absorbed by
the enormous thickness of sand and mud which fills the entire basin. This accounts for the

comparative!}’ rich vegetation winch exists in it. There are sevcTal strctcln^s of regular

poplar forest {V. nigra or P. halsamifera) up to ten miles long and four to five miles in

breadth. Besides which there are several places occupied by regular jungle of Tamnrir^
Myriraria, Hj^hedra, and the peculiar wormwood, from the seed of whicli the Kirgliiz

prepare satu. The Tamarix and poplars must absorb during their growth a very large

quantity of the mineral salts with whicli the entire ground is saturated
;
the wood on being

burnt gives out a strong smell of sulphur and chlorine.

The poplar trees are not healthy; they resemble oak trees covered wiili mistletoe. The
branches are short, stumpy, and bushy. It is evident that the trees only exist in consequence

of the subterranean moisture. There are a great numljiu* of .springs flirongli the forest and
on its edges, hut on account of the level character of the plain no flowing streams exist

except where there has been a very heavy snowfall and very rapid melting.
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Jiffihi j« orcni»ied by aboui 150 to 170 Kirghiz tents; each tent may ho taken as

containing five souls. TIkut are a few Helds ne:ir Jigda camp, and if there has been a large

quantiiy of snow the crops are said to j)rosper very well. During the winter the Kirghiz

arc eneain]>ed in siuall groups near the diflmuit springs. They do not keep many horses,

but large numbers of sheep and goats and a few camels. One whole is alight load for a

camel; when packed the blankets jir(‘ made into saddles over the hump of the animal.

A third jilga is south of the Uelanti pass and north-cast of the Nibulak pass. It is

about eight miles in bnsidth and the .same in length. Thm'e are two large water-courses

leading to it from t]u‘. range. On the southern side it is enclosed by AHusli and gravel beds,

blit whether an outlet exists is not known. It has no forest, nor any kind of trees or large

bushes, and the grass vegetation is .sciunty, evidently on m;count of the dryness. A southerly

outlet very lik<*ly exists. We nud a few Kirghiz encamped here from Usb-Turfau. The

only supply of wattn- they had \vas melted snow, and as soon as the snow-beds about aro

exhausted, they have to retreat with their Hocks to the Kaksbal valley.

On the evidknc’ks of ‘gkound-u k’ in TicorrcAL India, during the TAuenfR period,

/t// F. Ff.ddkn, F.ti.S., Oiuhxju'al Stinyey of India.

Since the announcement by Mr. Blanford in 1856 (Memoirs, Geological Survey, India,

Vol. I, page ID) ol' the occurrence of de]>osits supposed to Ik‘ glacial in formations occu})ying

the low lands of India south of the Tropic—those tbnnations, moreover, beifjg presumably

of pahcozoic age—the fact has hardly engaged the attention due tt) one so opi)08ed to every-

day experience at presi-nt. This neglect must, of course, be in a great measure attri-

buted to doubt. Even among ourstdves, observers of the Ttilchir boulder-clay have subse-

quently attempted to odi'r ext)huiatious of its mode of formation without the agency of ice.

But this view never obtsiined favour from those having the largest acquaintance with the

deposits in question, who have confidently looked forward to the confirmation of the judg-

ment given by Mr. Blanlord.

Although it had been pointed out from the first, that the mode of ice-action involved

w^as of a kind in which striation would be the exception rather than the rule, still, Btiiation

was almost the only independent testimony to be looked for in confirmation of the general

evidence. The boulder-hed had no resemblance to the till, or the deep-moraine, of a conti-

nental ice-sheet, except perhaps that the fine greeniuh silt so frequently forming the matrix

of the boulder-bed has a great similarity to the well-known glacial mud. It was equally
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unlike the ordinary moraine deposits of glaciers ; the boulders exhibit, most c^ommonly.

considerable weathering or water-wear. The boulder-bed, too, is not usually a bottom bed,

but is generally intercalated with very regular and sharply bedded d<'posits. Lamination is

moreover not unfrequently displayed in the boulder-bed itself. These features all ]>oint to the

familiar circumstances accom})anying ground-iee, where loose materials are picked up by

the freezing of the water in rivers or on the shallow margins of water-basins, and Hoatod

away to be deposited elsewhere*. Even so it must happen that such ice-rafts got strajuled

with more or less violence, producing striation and polishing of tlie imbedded boulders and

of the rocks with which they may come in contact, as also when urged onward by tin* accu-

mulating force of an ice-blocked river. It was thert'fore confidently expected that sooner or

later evidence of this kind would bo forthcoming in the TalchiV boulder-bed.

In January 1872 I had the good fortune to find an excellent example of this missing

link of evidence. The place was visited shortly after by Dr. Oldham, who dug out and

removed a fine specimen of hard dense close-grained syenitic granite, of whioli one side is

heauliihlly polished, scored and striated. This specimen is now in the Museum of the

Geological Survey in Calcutta. Notice was given of the discovery at the tinn* by Dr. Oldham

in a foot note to a paper Mr. Blauford on the Geology of Nagjiur (Mem. (tool. Sur.,

India, Vol. IX, p. .‘J24).* The section was not then very wtII seen. But on revisiting the

ground during the past season, I found the rocks much better (‘xjiosc'd. A sptufial record of

the case is made, as it is not unlik(‘ly that the elements may beiim* long ohliterati^ wli.il they

have now laid bare. The locality is near the little village of Trai on the right hank of the

Pern river, not (juite a mih* above its confluence with the Wardha, and ten rnihjs to west

south-west of Chdiida.

The surface features of the neighbourhood for a considerable distance always form an

important consideration in the discussion of any particular case of ice-scratebing ; and even

for these most ancient deposits wo are not without some plausible conjeetures on this jioint.

From the very general fact of the Talcliir group, and the other lower members of the series

to w'bicb they belong, occupying low ground in the actual drainage basins, and being com-

monly uverlap})ed by the succeeding members of the series, it is ajypareiit that the actual

basins are in a irianncr the reproduction of the pre-Talcliir ground-configuration. No doubt

tlic ancient highhinds had been greatly denuded to furnish matcuials for flu* thick d(‘}>osits

overlying the Talcbirs ; and they must have suffered further reduction from the denudation

which has for llie most part removed again those ov(Tlyiug groups. Y(;t it is prohable that

the existing contours give an indication of the pre-Talchir surl'ace. If it be sO, there is

notbiug here to support the notion of a glacier having reached the s])ot under notic.e. For

many score miles round there is uo commanding elevation of rock older than the I’nlehirs

from which an ice-stream could have descended. The supposition of an expansive ice-shoet

would be still more difficult to reconcile with the observed features.

The general circumstances of the case under consideration thus load us again to the

supposition of ground-ice
;
and this view is remarkably strengthened by the coincidence that

this single instance of scratched boulders is found in immediate connection with the only

knowm example of a scored and polished rock-surface. The boulder-bed is here a bottom rock,

resting upon compact Pcm-limcstones (Lower Vindhyan). For a length of .‘130 yards along

the river’s bank this underlying rock is exposed, displaying a large surface, polished, s(;ratcbed,

and grooved after the fashion so familiar to glacialists. The surface has a slope of 12°—15°

to the west, obliquely overcutting the strata, which have a dip of 8° to west, south-west.

• Mr, W. Blanford also jfave a brief notice of the fact, and of the (general evidence for the cxisteiu'c <»f jflsfial

forces at this early {^eolu^fieui epoch iu India, at the meeting of the British Association at Bradford, JB73, Sections,

p. 76.
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The Htriaj and grooves run in long parallel lines, having directions between north-east and

north-north-east, oblique to the slope of the surface ; and from the manner in which the

rock is affected at the edges of the few planes of jointing, it can be infen’cd that the move-

ment was up the slope. It is, of course, not certain that the present inclination of this

surface is the same as when the scoring was produced. The Talchirs have undergone con-

siderable crushing and displacement, tliougli this might well have occurred in soft strata

without much affecting the hard rocks against which they rest ; hut the actual conditions

are so far confirmatory of the view we have been led to—of an ice-raft being drifted against

and impelled up an opposing rock surfat;e.

The boulder-bed itself is strongly developed in the district, especially to the north,

where the contained masses of foreign rock—limestone, quartzite, granite (pegmatite and

protogine) <fec.—are of huge size and very numerous. In the immediate vicinity of Irai,

the boulders are for the most part small, a few attaining a major diameter of 2 feet and even

2 feet (> inches. Som»i of these boulders are worn smooth on certain sides only, and in the

direction of the longest diameter ; others more rounded have a beautifully polished suifface

:

they are moreover striated and scored in line parallel straight lines, precisely similar to the

rock-surface above described, and resulting evidently from glacial motion or ‘ground-ice.’

These boulders are enclosed in a fine gravelly bed of heterogeneous material, conglomera-

tic near the base, and intermingled with angular rough blocks and rock fragments.

It would appear that the freighled iee-imiss had travelled a longdistance from the south-

west, through the Utnur and Edlubad (Idulabad) districts, where rocks occur of the same

composition as that of the several boulderv‘<.

The evidences for the glacial origin of these deposits is as conclusive as that for the ice-

age formations of Europe.

The latitude of Irai is 19° 63', elevation under 900 foot; the most southerly known
position of the Talclur boulder-bed is latitude 17° 20', and only a little above the level of

the sea.

IIOMHAY,

Sfptember, 1871.

Trials of Ranioanj Ftbe-tjricks, Og T. AV. Hughes and H. B. Medlicott,
Geological Snrreg of India.

Amongst other investigations eounected with the jn*ojects to utilize the Indian iron-ores,

some fire-bricks that were furnished by the firm of Messrs. Burn and Company were ex-

amined and tested in September last.

They were made from various claye obtained in the neighbourhood of Raniganj and
elsewhere, and were highly recommended as having stood the wear and tear of ordinary

cupolas, and it was hoped tliat they would be found capable of standing the more heavy work of
a blast furnace. It will be seen, however, from the subjoined details of my experiments, that

there were some defects in their composition, and that although they were quite as good, or
rather somewhat superior to the Stourbridge fire-bricks which could be procured at the time,

they fell short of the excellence of Glenboig.

Subsequent trials, however, of the same kind and degree as those conducted in the first

instance were mode by Mr. Medlicott on bricks improved as suggested in the first report, and
his verdict was ‘that several of them stood the test perfectl}', showing no sign of cracking or

of vitrification.” These latter trials were made in the presence of Mr, Whiteiaw, Manager of
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tlie Bengal Iron Company’s proposed work, and others, who agreed in the favorable estimate

formed of the (jiiality of these bricks.

The experiments were, with the kind permission of Colonel H. Hyde, B. e., Master of the

Mint, conducted at the Mint furnaces.

Mr. Huglies, who conducted the first trials, reported

—

1. ** The fire-bricks tested by me were furnishod by the firm of Messrs. Burn and

Company, and are stated to have been made from fire-clay obtainable in the neighbourlmod

of Mallapiir.*

“ The results of my experiments arc

—

«< —That the material from which they are made is very refractory, and capable of

resisting high temperatures without sensibly fusing.

—That the bricks, however, have failed to sustain the high character for excellence

which Mr. Cowhan (the Manager of the Raniganj Pottery Works) has attributed to them,

inasmuch as they shrink on being subjected to strong firing, and show a tendency to fissure.

3rfZ.—That compared with Glenboig fire-bricks they are inferior
; but compared witli

Stourbridge fire-bricks they arc somewhat superior.

“ I attribute the shrinkage and fissuring to the texture being too fine
;
and this can only

be remedied by the addition of a proper amount of burnt clay in coarse powder, or some

infusible substance like silica. The particles of silica (quartz) must not be too fine, otherwise

they may enter into combination with the clay.

** The iisual proportion of raw to burnt clay is \ of the former to ?, of the latter,

and I believe this proportion was adopted in the manufiicturc of the fire-bricks from R4ni-

ganj. It does not appear to have answered however; but this was probably due to the burnt

clay having been ground up too fine. On a purely practical point of this kind, 1 do not like

to give a decided opinion, as experience alone can determine what the proper proportions

ought to be, and 1 would suggest that separate sample bricks be prepared, containing varying

proportions of ground brick and silica, and the particles to be of varying sizes. A seriim

of experiments carefully conducted will, I feel sure, enable fire-bricks to be made tliat will

possess all the qualities requisite for the special purposes to which they may bo applied.”

12th September 1874.

Details of expeeiments.

(A) .—The brick marked A was subjected to a temperature of over 3,000 Fahrt. in a

wind furnace, the fuel being English coke. It was purposely broken in half.

Ftemarhs,—The edges have stood well.

(B) .—^Was heated in the same furnace as a Glenboig brick, at a temperature considerably

higher than the smelting point of cast-iron,

Remarks.—It cracked, and was fissured throughout.

(C) .—Was submitted to conditions similar to (B).

Remarks.—It is superior to (B), but it is internally fissured. It contains

an excess of alkaline earth, which has vitrified.

—Was inserted in a plumbago crucible to avoid contact with the coke. This was

carefully weighed and measured previous to insertion and after extraction

Its tenderness was also noted.
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Remarks •—The edges hare resisted fusion, which is a good quality, and its

tenderness was not of an appreciable amount. It contracted, however, more
than I expected. The following were the measurements and weights

Measurement before insertion ... 9 V” long. 2 ,b* deep.

„ after extraction ... 9"'
„ 2/8*' „

Weight before insertion ... ... 277 tolas.

„ after extraction ... ... ... 275^ „

This brick when externally examined appears to approach in texture much nearer

the required standard than any other.

(E).— Was heated like the last in a plumbago crucible. It is made of pure fire-clay.

Remarks.—I think it was too strongly burnt in the first instance, i. c., before it

passed into iny hands. It cracked on being taken out of the furnace and de-

posited on a cold floor.

(P).—Was tested in the same manner as (B) and (C).

Remarks.—Like the other bricks, it exhibits fissures internally.

(Q. & H).—Glonboig bricks, puq)08ely broken, submitted to conditions similar to (B)

and (C) and (P).

Remarks.—It will be observed that there are no fissures. No contraction and

no softening.

In the second series of trials conducted by Mr. Medlicott, ten bricks, made at the

R&niganj works, wore tested with one of Stourbridge brick and one of Glenboig brick,

and also one common machine-made brick. They were kept for four hours in the gas

furnace in plumbago crucibles—for the last two hours at the full blast. None showed any

sign of fusion. The machinc'-mado brick and the Stourbridge brick were badly cracked,

and one of the Ihiniganj bricks slightly so. The loss of weight was very marked in the

Glenboig brick
; next so in the Stourbridge, probably due to the coarser texture of the former,

and in both to their having been less well dried than the others.

Five of the bricks were put into a coke furnace with a Glonboig brick, and five in a
second lurnacc with a Stourbridge brick. The former furnace seems to have been most
boated : even the Glonboig brick bent and broke, and showed as much vitrification as the

others. In the other furnace, all were more or less damaged—the Stourbridge least so.

Geological Museum,
^

January 1875. J

LIST OF DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM,

Dubinq October, November, and December 1874.

Specimen of Asbestos from Kuran, Kohat Frontier. Presented by Captain N. Cavaonabi.
An Elephants tusk, deeply eaten into by Porcupines, found in the Meekir Hill Jungles.

Presented by Cai’Tain J. Johnstone, s. c.

Specimens of Opal in matrix from New South Wales. Presented by W. Drummond, Esq.,

Sydney.

Ores of Copper, Lead, and Antimony, and other minerals from the mines, Kulu, Punjab.

Presented by Me. J. Calvert, Kulu.

Iron Pyrites from the Bozdar Hills, Trans-Indus. Presented by Captain R. G. Sandeman,
Deputy Commissioner, Dera Gazi Khan.

Quasi-Fossils (cellular quartz) in schistose slates from Palnad, Madras. Presented by
J. Vanstavebn, Esq.

January 1875. *
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Fbom 1st Octobbb to 31st Dbcsmbbb 1874.

Titles of Books. Donors.

Abstract of the Reports of tbc Surveys and of other Geographical operations in India for

1872-73, (1874), 8vo., London.

India Office.

Anstie, John,—The coal-fields of Gloucestershire and Somersetshire and their resources,

(1873), 8vo., London.

Babbande, Joachim.—Sjst^me Silurien du centre de la Boh(^me, Part I, with plates, Sui>-

plement to Vol. I, and Vol. 11, pt. 3, (1872-74) 4to., Paris.

The Author.

Bbauns, D.—Der Obere Jura im nordwestlichen Deutschland, (1874), 8vo., Braunschweig.

Cuvier, M. F.—Des Dents dcs inammif^res considdrees commo caractcres Zoologicpies,

(1825), 8vo., Strasbourg.

Darwin, C.—The structure and distribution of Coral Reefs, 2nd Edit. (1871), 8vo., London.

Dawkins, W. Boyd.—Cave Hunting, (1874), 8vo., London.

Denton, J. B.—The storage of water, (1874), 8vo., London.

Edwabds, Alphonse Milne. —Histoire des Crustacds Podophthalmaires Fossiles, (18G1),

4to., Paris.

The Author.

f) }} —Note sur existence d*un pelican do grande taille dans les

tourbieres d’Anglcterro, 4to., Paris.

The Author.

f» I) —Oiseaux Fossiles, (1869), 8vo., Paris.

The Author.

Falconer and Cautley.—Palroontological Tracts, 8vo.

Gaudry, Albert.—Animaux Fossiles dii Mont Ldberon, (1873), 4to., Paris.

Geinitz, Dr. H. B.—Das Elbthalgebirge in Sachsen, Theil I, lief. 4—6, Theil II, lief. 1 and

2, (1872), 4to., Cassel.

The Author.

tt Das Konigliche mineralogische Museum zu Dresden, (1873), 8vo.,

Dresden.

The Author.

Greenwood, Henry.—A manual of metallurgy, Vol. I, (1874), 8vo., London.
Haast, J.—Researches and Excavations carried on in and near the Moa Bone Point Cave,

Sumner Road, in 1872, (1874), 8vo., Christ Church.

The Author.

How, Henry.—The mineralogy of Nova Scotia, (1869), 8vo., Halifax.

Hunt, T. Sterby.—History of the names Cambrian and Silurian in Geology, (1872), 8vo.,

Montreal.

»» t, —The coal and iron of Southern Ohio considered with relation to the

Hocking Valley coal-field and its iron ores, (1874), 8vo., Salem.

Keene, H. G.—Note on the stone industries of Agra, (1873), 8vo., Mirzapur.

V. Ball.

Koninck, L. G. de.—.Recherches sur les Animaux Fossiles, Part II, (1873), 4to., Bonn.

Mackintosh, D.—The Scenery of England and Wales, (1869), 8vo., London.
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TitJea of Boolcs, Donors,

IMoibsenet, M. L.—Etudes Rur log Pilons du Cornwall. Parties Riches des Filons, with

Atlas, (1874), 8vo. and 4to., Paris.

OosTBE, W. A.—Pdtrifications remarqiiables des Alpcs Suisses. Le Corallien do Wimmis,

(1869), 4to., Cenevo.

The Authob.

Pfeiffer, Gael.—Systematisohe Anordnung nnd Beschreibung deutschcr Land-und Wasser-

Schnecken, (1821), 4to., Ciissol.

Pfeiffer, L.— Kritischcs RegistcT zu Martini und Chemnitz systematischen Conchylicn-

Cabinet, (184B), 8vo., Kassel-

Protozoe H(?]vetica, Bd. II, Abth. 3, (1871), 4to., Basel.

Quenstedt, F. a.—

P

etrofacteukundo Deutschlands, Bd. Ill, Abth. I, heft. 1—6 and Atlas,

(1873-74), 8vo., Leipzig.

Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the sevcjral matters redating to coal

in the United Kingdom, Vols. 1—111, with Atlas of 15 fol.

plates, (1871), fisc., London.

A. Ramsay.

llEYnAtJP, Louts.—Lo for et Hoiiille, (1874), 8vo., Paris.

Riviere, Emile.—Dccouverte d’un squelette Ilumain de I’Epoquc Paldolithique, (1873),

4to., Paris.

Robert, J. P.— Dizionario Italiano—Inglese e Englese—Itidiano, (1874), 8vo., Firenze.

Roth, !.—Beitriige zur Petrographic dor plutonischen GesUfme, (1873), 4to., Berlin.

Seeuacui, Karl von.—Das Mitteldeiitsche Erdbcbeii vom 6 Marz, 1872, (1873), 8vo.,

Leipzig.

The Author.

Selwyn, a. R. C.—Notes and observations on the Gold-fields of Quebec and Nova Scotia,

(1872), Svo., Halifax.

Wilkinson, C.— Report on the Tin-bearing country, New England, (1872), fisc., Sydney,

Young, John.—Ph3sical Geograjdiy. (1874), 8vo., London.

Zjrkel, Du. Feud.—Die Mikroskopische Beschattenheit der mineralien und Gesteine, (1873),

8vo., Leipzig.

ZiTTEL, Dr. K. a.—

D

ie Riiubcrhuhle am Schclmongraben, 4to., Miiuchen.

The Author.

ZiTTEL, Prof.—

A

lls dor Urzeit, 1st half, (1871), 8vo., Munchen.

The Author.

PERIODICALS.

American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Scr., Vol. VIII, Nos. 44—46, (1874), 8vo.,

New Haven.

The Editors.

Annalos des Mines, 7th Series, Vol. V, livr. 2, 1874, 8vo., Paris.

L'Adminstr. des Mines.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Ser., Vol. XIV, Nos. 81—83, (1874), 8vo.,

London.

Archiv fiir Naturgeschiclie, Jahrg. XL, heft 1, (1874), 8vo., Berlin.

Bibliotll^que Univei’selle et Revue Suisse. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles,

Vol. XLIX, Nos. 193—196, and L, Nos. 197—260, 1874, 8vo.,

Geneva.
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'JUtles of Books, Donors,

Biblioth^ue Universelle ei Revue Suisse, Vol. XLIX, Nos. 193—19f>,aud L, Nos. 197—200,
and LI, Nos. 201 and 202, (1874), 8vo., Lausanne.

CoBA, Guido.—Cosmos, Vol. II, Nos. 2 and 3, (1874), 8vo., Torino.

Guido Cora.

Geographical Magazine, Nos. G— 8, (1874), Roy. 8vo., London.

Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. I, Nos. 9—11, (1874), 8vo., London.

Indian Economist, with Agricultural Gazette and Statistical Rei^ovtcr, Vol. VI, Nos. 2—4,
(1874), 4to., Calcutta.

Govt, of India.

Jounial de Conchyliologie, 3rd Series, Vol. XIV, No. 3, (1874), 8vo., Paris.

The Editors.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 4th Series,

Vol. XLVIII, Nos. 317-319, (1874), 8vi)., London.

Luynes le Due DE.—Voyage d’Exploration a la Mer Morte a Petra et sur la rive gaucho

du Jourdain, lief, 17 & 18, (1874), 4to., Paris.

Martini und Chemnitz.—Systematischos Conchylicn-Cabinet, lief, 228—231, (1874), 4to.,

Nurnburg.

Mineral Statistics of Victoria for 1872-73, (1873-74), flsc., Melbourne.

Mining Dept., Victoria.

Nature, Vol. X, Nos. 254—266, (1874), 4to., London.

Ncues Jabrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologic, und Palueontologie, Jabrg. 1874, beft 6 & 7, (1874).,

8vo., Stuttgart.

Palseontographica, Band XX, lief. 7, XXII, lief. 6, and XXIII, lief. 1 & 2, (1874), 4.to-,

Cassel.

Petermann, Dr. A.—Geographisebe Mittheilungen, Band XX, Nos. 8—10, (1871), 4to.,

Gotha.

„ „ Geograpliische Mittheilungen, Supplement Nos. 34—38, (1872-74),

4to., Gotha.

Pfeiffer, Dr. L.—Malalvozoologiscbe Blatter, Band XXTI, Bg. 1—4, (1874), 8vo., Cassel.

Poggendokff, J. C.—Auualen der Physik und Chemie, Baud 152, Nos. 7 8, und 153,

No. 9, (1874), 8vo., Leipzig.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Ser., Vol. JIT, No. 14, (1874), 8vo., Roorkeo.

Thomason College of Civil Engineering.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, Nos. 55 & 66, (1874), 8vo., London.
Quarterly Journal of Science, No. 44, 1874, 8vo., London.

Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars, Victoria, for quarters ending 30th June,

30th September, and 31st December 1872, and 31st March 1873,

and 3l8t March 1874, (1872-74), flsc., Melbourne.

Mining Dept., Victoria.

Tlie Year-book of Photography and Photographic News Almanach for 1871-74, 8vo., Loudon.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c.

British Burma.—Administration Report on the Hill Tracts, Northern Arakan, for 1873-74,

(1874), 8vo., Rangoon.

Chief Commissioner, British Burma.
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(/ENTBAJi Pbotincbb.—Report on the administration of the Central Provinces for the year

1873-74 hy J. H. Morris, Esq., (1874), 8vo., Nagpur.

CHIBF CoMMISSIOirS]|, Cektbal Peovincbs.

—Selections from the R€*corcJ8 of the Government of India, Foreign Department,

No, 114. Report on the political administration of the terri-

tories within the Central India Agency for 1873-74, (1874), 8m,
Calcutta.

Government of India.

Punjab.—Selections from the Records of the Punjab Government, New Series, No. X.

The Himalayan Districts of Kooloo, Lahoul, and Spiti by

Captiun A. F. P. Ilarcourt, (1874), 8vo., Lahore.

Punjab Government.

TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES, &c.

Amsterdam.—Jaarboek van het Mijnwezen in Nederhmdsch Cost Indie, Jahrg. Ill, Deel I,

(1874), 8vo., Amsterdam.

Royal Society of Batavia.

Berlin.—Monaisbevicht dor kihii^. Preuss. Akad. dcr Wissenscbaflen zu Berlin, Juli, and

Aug., (1874), 8vo., Berlin.

The Academy.

„ InbaltsvcrzoicliniH.s der Abbaiulbingen der konig. Akad. der Wissenscbaften zu

Berlin, 1822-72, (1873), 8vo., Berlin.

The Academy.

„ ZeitscbriA dor Deutscbon Geologiscben Gesellscbaft, Bd. XXV, beft 4, & XXVI,
heft 1-2, (1873-74) 8vo., Berlin.

The Society.

Bonn.—Verbandlungen des Naturhistorischen Yereins, Jalirg. XXXI, Band I, pt. 4, (1874),

8vo., Bonn.

The Society

BiiKSLAU.—Abhandlungen der Skdih'siaclien Gesellscbaft fiir Vaterliindiscbe Cultur Philosoph-

historiscbe, Abtb. 1873-74, (1874), 8vo., Breslau.

The Society.

„ Einundi uufzigstcr Jabres-Bericbt der Scblesiscben Gesellscbaft fiir Vaterlandische
Cultur, (1874), 8vo., Breslau.

The Society,

Bruxelles—Annuaire de I’Acaddmio Royale des Sciences de Belgique, (1874), 8vo.,

Bruxelles.

The Academy.

„ Bulletins de I’Acaddmie Royale de Belgique, Vols. XXXV and XXXVI,
(1873), 8vo., Bruxelles.

The Academy.

„ Mdmoires Couronnes et autres Memoires, Vol. XXIII, (1873), 8vo., Bruxelles.

The Academy.
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BEtrxELLES.—M^moircs Couronn^s et Mcmoires des Sarants Etraiigers, Vol. XXXVII,
(1873), 4to., Bruxelles.

The Academy.

„ Mdmoires de I’Acad. Royale do Belgique, Vol. XL, (1873), 4to., Bruxelles,

The Academy.

CAicirrTA.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. XLIII, pt. 2,

Nos. 2, 3, (1874), 8vo., Calcutta.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 8 and 9, (1874), 8vo., Calcutta.

The Society.

Cdpenhaoeh.—Oversight over det kong. dan.ske Vidonskabcrncs Solskahs, Nos. 2 and 3,

1873, and No. 1, 1874, (1873-74), 8vo., Copenhagen.

The Kotae Academy.

Dhesden.—Sitzungshcrichto dor naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft, Isis, in Dresden,

Jahrg. 1871, May and July, 1872 July to Sc])iemher, 1874

January to March, (1871-74), 8vo., Dresden.

The Society.

Edinbuegh.—Transactions of the Edinburgh Geological Society, Vol. II, pt. 3, (1874), 8vo.,

Edinburgh.

The Society.

Glasgow.—Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, Vol. IX, No. 1, (1874),

8VO., Glasgow.

The Society.

„ Transactions of the Geological Society of Glasgow, Paheontological Series, pt. I,

4to., Glasgow.

The Society.

„ Transactions of the Geological Society of Glasgow, Vol. IV, pt. 3, (1874),

8vo., Glasgow.

The Society.

Lokdon.—Journal of the East India Association, Vol. VIII, No. 2, (1874), 8vo., London.

The Association,

„ Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XLIII, (1873), 8vo., London.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society of London, Vol. XVIII, Nos. 3-6,

(1874), 8vo., London.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Vol. XXII, Nos. 162 to 164,

(1874), 8VO., London.

Royal Society.

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, VoL XXX, pt. 2, Nos. 118

and 119, (1874), 8vo., London.
The Society.
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Manohesteb.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vols, I to XII, (1851-73),

8VO., Manchester.

The Suciett.

Moscou.-—Bulletin de la Soci^td Impdriale des Naturalistes de Moscou, Tome XLVI,
No. 4, (1874), 8vo., Moscou.

The Society.

MCjnchen.—Sitzungsberichte der math-phys. class der k. b. Ahaclomie dor Wissenschaften,

1873, heft 3, and 1874, heft 1, (1874), 8vo., Muiichoii.

The Academy.

MtJNCTiKN. Bischoff, Db. T. L. W. Von.—ITebcr don Einfluss des Freiberm Justus von

Li(iLig auf die eniwicklung der Pliysiologic, (1874), 8vo.,

Muncbcii.

The Academy.

Pettenkofeb, Du. Max. von.—Hr. Justus Froihorm von Liebig zum
Gediichtniss, (1874), 4to., Miinclion.

The Academy.

Vogel, August.—Justus Freiherr von Liebig als bogriindor tier Agrikultur-

Clieniio, (1874), 4to., Muncben.
The Academy.

Vcrzcichniss von 5,.503 telocopiscben sicrnen supphuncnt band XIII, (1874).

8 VO., Muncben.
The Academy.

New Zealand. Hectob, James.—Eigbtli Annual Keport on the Colonial Museum and

Laboratory, (1873), 8vo., New Zealand.

J. Hectob.

I’akts.— Bulletin de la Socidtd Gdologiipio de France, 2nd Ser., Vol. XXIX, Nos. 4—It 3rd Ser.,

Vui, I, Nos. 1—5, and Vol. II, Nos. 1—2, (1872-74), 8vo., Paris.

The Society.

Ooinptos Ecuidus, Vols. (18-70, and Table Gdndralc des Comptes Rendus pour 1851-05,

(1808-1873). 4to., Pari.s.

1/ Acad, de Science de l' Instttut de Fuance.

„ Memoires de I’lnstitut Impdriale do France, Vols. XXXVI, XXXVII, pt 2,

XXXVllI, and XLT, j>t. 1, (1870-74), 4to., Paris.

L’ Acad, de Science de l’ Institut de Fbanck.

Mdnioires prdsentds par divers savants a V Acaddmie des sciences de V Institut de

France, Vol. XX, (1872), 4to., Paris.

L’ Acad, de Science de l’ Institut de Fbance.

Pest.—Mitthoilungen aus dem jabrbueber der kon. ungar. Geologiscben Anstalt, Bd. I,

lief 3, and II, lief 2 & 3, (1873), 8vo., Pest.

The Institute.

.. A Magyar kir Fbldtani intezil Evkonyve, Bd. II, pt. 3, (1873), 8vo., Pest.

The Institute.

„ Catalogue des Nummulites exposds a V e.\po8ition Universelle a Vienna de V annde,

1873, (1873), 8vo., Pest.

The Institute.
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Pest.

—

Die Ausstellungs-Objecte der kon. ungar. Geologischeu Anstalt, (1878), 8vo., Pest.

The Institute.

„ Die Kollektiv-Ausstellung iingarisclieii Kolilen auf der Wiener Woltausstolluni:,

(1873), 8vo,, Pest.

The Institute.

Philadelphia.—Journal of tlio Academy of Natural Sciences of Pbiladelidiia, New Series,

Vol. VIII, pt. 1, (1874), 4to., Philadelpliia.

The Acai)Em\.

,, Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelpliia, parU

I to III, (1873-74), 8vo., Philadelphia.

The Academy.

Plymouth.—Report and Transactions of the Devonshire Association, Vols. 1—VI, pt. 1.

(18()3—73), 8vo., Plymouth.

Rome.—Bollettino R. Comitato Geologico d’ Italia, Nos. 7—10, (1874), 8vo., Rome.

Geol. Comm, op Italy.

Stockholm.—Sveriges Geologiska Undersdkning, Nos. 36^41, and 6 largo maps, (1870),

8vo., Stockholm.

DureATT Geol. Suede.

St. Peteusbqueo.—

B

ulletin de I’Academie Impdiialo des Sciences de St, Petersbourg.

Vol. XVIII, Nos. 3—5, and XIX, Nos. 1—3, (1873-74), 4to.,

St. Petersbourg.

The Academy.

„ Memoires do I’Academie Iinperialo des Sciences de St. Petersbourg,

Vol. XIX, Nos. 8—10, XX, Nos. 1—5, and XXI, Nos. 1—5,

(1873-74), 4to., St. Petersbourg.

The Acadedy.

Tasmania.—Monthly notices of Papers and Proceedings of the Royal Society of lasinania

for 1873, (1874), 8vo., Tasmania.

The Society.

Toronto.—Canadian Journal of Science, New Series, Vol. XIV, No. 3, (1874), 8vo.,

Toronto.

Canadian Institute.

Turin.—Atti della R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, Vol. IX, Nos. 1 5, (1873-71),

8vo., Torino.
The Academy.

„ Bollettino Meteorologico ed Astronomico del R(*gio Osservatorio del V Universita di

Torino, Anno VII, (1873), 4to., Torino.

The Academy.

„ Memorie delle Academic delle Science di Torino, 2nd Series, Vol, XXVII, (1873),

4to., Turin.

The Academy.

Vienna.—Abbandlungen der k. k. Geologischen Reich sanstalt. Band V, heft 6, VI and

VII, Nos. 1 & 2, (1873-74), 4to., Vienna.

The Institute
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Vienna.—Jahrbucli der k, k. Geologisclien Reichsanstalt, Band XXIII, Nos. 3 and 4, and

XXIV, No. 2, (1873-74), 8vo., Vienna.

The Institute.

K. K. Geologiscben Beicbsanstalt, Catalog dcr Ausstellungs-Gegenstande bei der

Wiener Weltausstellung, 1873, (1873), 8vo., Vienna.

The Institute.

„ Verhandlungen dcr k. k. Geologiscben Bcicbsanstalt, Jabrg. 1873, Nos. 11—18,

and 1874, No. 7, (1873-74), 8vo., Vienna.

The Institute.

„ Hit'/ungsberiebio der kiiis. Akademie der Wisscnscliafton, Band LXVI, abtb. I,

belt 1—5, abib. II, befi 1—6, abtb. Ill, beft 1—5, Band LXVII,

abtb. 1, bel't 1—5, abtb. II, beft 1—3, (1872-73). 8vo., Wien.

The Academy.

AVashinoton.—Annual Kepori of tbe Secretary of tbe Interior on tbc operations of the

Department for 1873, (1873), 8vo., Wasbington.

U. S. Geol. Suevey.

Bulletin of tlio United Stales Geological and GeograY>bical Survey of tbe

Territories, Nos. 1 & 2, (1874), 8vo., Wasbington.

The Suevey.

United States Geological Survey miscellaneous publications, No. 4. Synopsis

of tbe Flora of Colorado, by John M. Coulter and T. C. Porter,

(1874), 8vo., Washington.

IT. S. Geol. Suevey.

United States Geological Survey miscellaneous publications. No, 5. Descrip-

tive Catalogue of the photographs of tbe Unlt(;d States Geolo-

gical Survey of the territories for 1869 to 1873, by AV. H.

Jackson, (1874), 8v»' Washington.

U. S. Geol. Suevey.

Wellington. Hector James,—Meteorological Report for 1873, including returns for

1871-72, and Abstracts for previous years, (1874), 8vo., Wel-

lington.

J. Hectoe.

A'okohama.—Mittheilungen dcr Deutseben Gesellscbaft fur Natur und Vdlkerkunde

Ost Asiens, beft 5, (1874), Use., Yokohama.

The Society.

Maps.

Helmersen.—Carte Gdologique de la Eussie.
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Peeltmtnaby note on the Gold-fields of South-east Wynad, Matlms President/,
by William Kino, b. a., Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey of India, Madra.'i.

The attention of the Madras Government haviiif; been a^ain called, after a lapse of

Rcasou for present brief iB'JH’ly I’orty-two years, to the occurrence of j^old in the Malabar J)is-

trict, it was considered advisablcj that, an examination of the country

should be made by the Goolof^ical Survey of India. It now, however, turns out that, the

area over which the auriferous deposits and quartz reefs extoml is so lar/.;e, that a considerable

period of time must elapse before a full report of the whole district can I)e made. In tho

meanwhile, as a gold mining company had been started with the inbmtion of opening

up the quartz reefs huown to exist in Wynad, and more particularly those near

Dnyvallah, my attention was first directed to this region. The country examined up to this

time constitutes a local division of this part of the district and is sutticioiitly largo and

important in itself to be described sei)arately in these Itecords.

The inteiTnediatc elevated terrace of mountain-land lying between the low countiy of

Topography of Wyndd Malabar, the loftier plateau t>f the Nilgiri mountains, and the

plateau. Mysore territory, called the Wynad, has been conveniently separ-

ated (principally by the Coffee Planters) into three divisions : North Wymid, South Wyndd,

and South-east Wjuuid
;
and these larger areas are again parcelled out after a native classi-

fication into Amshams. South-east Wyndd includes among otliers th(^ Namhalicodo, Moondd,

and Moopia-ndd Amshanis, the latter being the most north-westerly of the three?, and touching

on South Wynad or that in which tho central village of Vythery is situated. Manantoddy, the

principal town of the plateau, is in North Wyndd.

The present paper has to do with so much of South-east Wyndd as lies to the soutb-

sonth-west of and alongside the road from Gildalur to Sultan’s Battery (Gunnapnddy-

vuttoin of Atlas-sheet). The other boundaries are the Nilgiri plateau and OiuditiTlony valley

on the east-south-east
; tho great lino of precipices of the Westc'rn Gljats from Nddgdni

(Oarcoor ghat) to tlic mountain of Vcllaramulla on tho south-s()uth-w(‘sl, and a )>igh wut(?r-

shed running from Vellarainulla to Sultan’s Battery on the north-north-west.

This rnonntain terrace has an elevation on an average of above 3,000 feet; bui out of it

rise peaked ridges and liills of considerably greater heights, vai.viug

from 3,fi0<) to nearly 7,O()0 feet above tbc sea.
Elevation.
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Forest covering, cultivation.

Along the edgt‘ of the gb&ts, occasionally for short disatnees inside of these, and down
the great ribs and intermediate trenches to the low country, all the

ground is covered by dense and lofty black forest. Inland, there

nre rounded grassy hills enclosing valleys, interspersed with good belts of forest, most of

which is, however, of poorer tree jungle than that of the ghats. Nearly all the valleys

contain swampy fiats, which are largely cultivated as paddy or rice-fields. The coffee

gardens, which are the European specialiy of Wynad, have, as a general rule, been made in

clearings near the edge of the gh&ts in the black forest, or in the denser parts of the inland

jungle.

A good deal of misconception appears to exist as to the healthiness of Wyndd. As far

as my own personal experience goes, the climate from the end of

September to the middle of January is tolerably well adapted for

Europeans. I am informed by the planters that it is even healthier from Ma}' to September

;

so that there are only three months in the year when the country is not healthy. Many
planters leave during these months for the coast, or the Nilgiris ; but others are known to

have remained with their wives and children for two and three years continuously.

On the other hand, the climate is not suitable to the natives, except such as belong to

tlic country, ns the (^iotties, Mopahs, Korumbnrs, Pannirs, &c. ; but much of this unsuitabi-

lity, may, however, be due to carelessness of the men brought into the country, and the fact of

their being away from their homes.

Next to the ireinendous rains of this region and the two or three unhealthy months,

the land-wind is j)erbaps one of the worst evils to be encountered. Bungalows arc built

so as to )>rosent a sheltering side to it; it is dangerous to sleep in; and it is about as

disagreeable to be felt or heard as the bleakest east wind in England. Fortunately, it seldom

lasts all day except for a short time in the year ; and in its place comes the oppositely mild

and soothing wind from the western sea.

The Malabar Pistrict has been famous for gold from time immemorial. Gold is still

History of the ‘Jut’S*
washed for in the low country and in Wynad

;
and it used to be

gof, in old days from quartz ‘ leaders’ in the hill country around

Dayvfillah, Nellialiim, Ac. Two tribes of people obtain the gold. The Panmrg wash for it

in the alluvium, surface soils, and river sands. The Korumhars dug down to and excavated

the quartz leaders. Tradition says that large finds of gold have been made at odd times by

the Korumhars. The Pannirs rarely find more than four annas* worth of gold in a day each

man. The latter only wash for gold now (in the Wynad) in the ofE season, when they

cannot get work in the coflee gardens at five annas a day.

In 1793 the gold mines of Malabar appear to have been noticed by the then Governor

of Bombay, who tried to get information on the subject
; and they were farmed by the

Madras Government in 1803.

In 1831 Mr. W. Sheffield, Principal Collector of Malabar, wrote an interesting report on

these gold mines, upon which Lieutenant Woodly Nicholson, 49th Regiment, Madras Native

Infantry, was deputed to explore the country with a view to the development of this industry.

The latter officer visited the Nambalicode Amsham, examined all the old workings of the

Korumhars on the Chulaymullay near Dayvallah, and obtained gold from the surface wash-

ings in the same neighbourhood. He also visited all the known gold localities in the low

country of Malabar. He does not seem to have thought much of Dayvallah, and the gold

obtained was not so pure as that from the plains. His acquaintance with the practical

business of the matter and his knowledge of the geological structure of the country were
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very poor, but his perseverance at the work was marvellous under the difficulties, real and

imaginary, with which he had to contend. A committee was then appointed, consisting of

Mr. F. Clementson, Principal Collector, Major A. Ross, Superintending Engineer, Malabar

and Canara, and Dr. F. W. Ward ; and an able report, dated 26th May, 1833, was the

result. These three gentlemen practically condemned the working for gold, as an European

industry, in the low country of Malabar. My own examination of the plains has as yet only

been a cursory one; but without going so far as this decision, I am inclined to agree to a

great extent with it, more especially as it would appear from what we now know that there is

sufficient evidence to show that European energy is moi*e likely to meet with success in the

W>Ti4d.

In 1865 or 1860 Mr. Stern (of Australian experience) paid a prospecting visit to Wynad

and made trial of the alluvial deposits, of which there are several in the form of flat swampy

land along the courses of the streams. He tried near Dayvallah by sinking pits to ‘ bottom

rock* and always got gold, but not in sufficient quantity to make it worth while continuing

his work.

Within the last year or so attention was again called to the occurrence of gold in the

Wyn&d. Some of the planters had lived in Australia previous to their coflee experiences,

and being more or less acquainted with quartz and its occasional associated nnncrals, they

were naturally struck with the quartz in Wyn&d, while they also knew that gold was, and is,

obtained by the nativtis. There was, however, a want of capital, and no one had seen gold

in the quartz until Mr. Withers, the present Manager of the Alpha Company, came down to

Wynad. Mr. Withers, who knows how to wash for gold, and is acquainted with quaiiz

reefing, prospected the country for a long time until he lelt convinced that nothing was to

be done at alluvial and surface washing. He then explored the old pits and workings of the

Korumbars and finally settled on a quartz reef in which ho found gold visible. This reef

and the ground alongside had been extensively worked in old times by the Korumbars. In

one of the numerous caves he found the remains of one of these native miners, and thus the

lode came to be called the “ Skull Reef.**

The Alpha Gold Company was then started, the prospectus of which stah*s on the

authority of “the Company’s Manager and two of the Directors, who have had much exj^eri-

ence of quartz-reef mining in Australia,** that the stone will yield about one ounce of gold

to the ton of quartz.

The most common mode of occurrence of gold in South-east Wynad is naturslly in

Allurial gources of gold, the Recent deposits, such as the surface soil on the hill-sides, the

stream sands and gravels, or the true alluvial flats (Yayals or

Veils) which are so frequent a feature in this upland as to have given it the name of the

“land of swamps”; but in none of these ways does it seem that any large quantity of gold

is stored up, except perhaps in the swamps which have as yet only been tried by Mr. Stern^

when they were found to be as poor as the rest of the land.

The surface soils are generally very thin, and they are not extensive enough to justify

Prom Borfooe soilg
large attempt at washing by hydraulic sluicing. Sfcill they are

perhaps the favorite resort of the Pannirs who can always from
known patches of ground produce a certain small amount of gold. On four occasions these
men worked for me at places around Dayvall&h, but they never got as much gold a« would
pay for their employment at five annas a day for each man. Occasionally, however, thay
chance on richer finds. The largest known fragment of gold found within the last few years

in Wynad weighs over seven pennyweights, but it contains some quartz. It is of pale color,

and is not much rolled
; in fact it has evidently not been washed far from the present reef,
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and has thus not been subjected to that exposure and attrition which seem necessary for the

production of the finally purer metal usually obtained from alluvial washings. In addition to

this, a further small rolled fragment of good yellow gold without quartz, weighing nearly 11

grains, was lately found by the Pannirs of Dayvallah ;
and a larger one, weighing 21*9 grains,

is in the possession of Mr. H. V. Pyan of Glcnrock—Mr. Minchin and Mr. Ilyan have each

oc<ta8ioiially employed coolies on their estates to wash for gold, but they do not find that the

quantity obtained is sufficient to encourage any further exploration. The latter gentleman

has collected 8T dwts. of gold, amongst which is the small nugget just mentioned. Out of

this, 150*9 grains had to be collect('d by amalgamation and there were 21*6 grains of dust.

The gold generally found by the Pannirs is in very fine dust, or in small flat spangles only

collectible from the black iron-sand, finally left with them, by amalgamation in the wooden

washing dish or miirriya ; but at times there are somewhat larger pepitas. This size of the

grains agrees with what I have seen of the precious metal in the matrix.

The stream sands are next resorted to, but they arc of no extent in this part of Wynad,

„ , , , as there are no large reaches, or hollows in the riverbeds in which
From stream sands, Ae. ” ’

gold could be stored up, while, as T shall presently endeavonr to

show, there is not much likelihood of its being retained in them, even if it WTre washed down

in any quantity. As it is, the usual small amount of gold is obtained here also by the

washers. In both conditions of deposit, as surfiicc soil, or as river sand, the men nearly

always only scrape a few inches ofstuif from the surface; they do not dig down to bottom-

rock, or to any bottom-layer of compact stuff answering to pipe-clay.

It will thus b(‘ seen that a somewhat diflerent mode of occurrence of the gold dust

Poverty ot theso at counlod (not in pockets, or at the bottom of lighter and permeable

matorials), and system of washing adopted (surface scrapings

only being sifted) exist in Wynad from what is known in Australia and California. Mueli

of this may b(* aitributablo to the heavy denuding force of the south-west monsoou

;

or. in other words, a very large jwoportion of the ore weathered out of the quartz veins and

adjacent eounti^y rock is carried down during the rains to the low country of Malabar. At

such times every stnjjim in Wynad is a rushing torrent in which no sediment is allowed to

rest until it reaches the slower-flowing, wider and dei'per, rivers of the ])lainR. As the mon-

soon shiekons, a little new auriferous soil is allowed to remain t)n the cleaned hill sides, and

tlie old basins and reaches of th<‘ stream beds are again filled up with their usual accumula-

ihm of m\id, sand, and gravel, and thus a small supply of gold is collected. There is no

doubt that iu tin* decreasing flow of water, gold dust and heavy iron sand must necessarily

at many i)laees settle down first in the hollows, but these are few and far between, irrespect-

ive of their being difficult of access by the native.s. At any rate such places arc not known
or soaridied to any extent in Wynad; and it seems to me that the fact of the men preferring

generally to wash stuff scraped from the surface of the coarsest gravel aud sand banks (the

ver)^ places where the drifting gold would he retarded by the rough bottom aud then permit-

ted to sefth' down among the stones) points directly to the transporting power of the mon-

soon sti eams. This is also borne out by the habit which the men have of going at certain

intervals to places known to them as having yielded gold on previous occasions, where they

do not find the accumulations of centuries of denudation, but the gatherings up of only one

or two seasons.

In certain parts of Wynad, and more particularly around Sultan’s Battery, or in the

. „ . , ,
neighbourhood of Manantoddy, the vallevs are filled in with exten-

81ve and thick alluvial deposits through which the streams almost

immediately after they leave the steeper liill-sides, often pursue a long and devious course,

or become lost for a time in deep and dangerous swamps. In Nambalycode and Moouad
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these alluvial flats ai'e not so frequent, and they are small in extt'nt. Tliore are no traces

anywhere of their having been searched for gold, except in so far as the patches of surface

soil alongside the streams, or on the edges of the flats, whore auriferous soil could gather,

may have been searched by the Pannirs.

There can hardly be a doubt but that gold in some (juantity must lie in these deposits,

for when they wove being laid down, eVen if the present rainfall existed, it is quite evident

that the flow of water was sufficiently retarded, possibly by lak(‘s which then occupied the

places of the present flats, to allow of a great thickness of separate patches of the denuded

material of Wynad being retained. It is, however, very questionable whether this amount

would be sufficient to repa}^ the washing of such places, for they

are throughout the year charged with water for the greater part

of their depth, and tlu'y are largel^^ made up of very unstable materials. The cost of exca-

vation, puddling, and pumping engines necessary to keep large works free of water would be

enormous. In addition to this, it is probable that work could only be carried on in the dry

season, three months of which are unhealthy for both Europeans and outside natives, parti-

cularly in these low-lying grounds.

Difficult to bo worked.

The places where gold washing has been carried on in the area \indor description aro

Ni) traces of jyold washing frequent in tbe Nambalycode and Moonad Amsbams
; but tliero is

in northern AmBliains. hq tradition of such work ever having been carried on outside

of these, although in Mr. yhelfield’s Report of 1831 mention is made of places, such as

Choolyode, purporting to be in tbe neighbourhood of Sultan’s Battery, where indeed then} aro

Pannirs, though these men are not skilled in the use of the washing dish. This apparently

unsearehed condition of the northern part of the field, and the ignorance of the Pannirs as to

the use of the murvi/i^a would seem to indicate that there should he no expectation of finding

any gold dust in that part of the couutry were there not the view that there was possibly

always sufficient occupation for these men in the well cultivated lands of these northern

Ainshams, while in the Nambalycode country, &c., they were driven by the land-owners to

search for gold, the land not being so well adapted for agricultural work.

The next source of Wynad gold is the matrix or the quartz veins, and to a slight extent

The coiKiitioDB of gold in
traversed by these; and here again the natives of

the matrix. Malabar have been beforehand in mining operations though only

in a very small way when the enormous extent of veinstone is taken into account. These

Korumhars have worked the smaller and more easily broken up veins often to a deptli of

60 or 70 feet. The western slopes of many of the hills in the three ^ a already enume-
rated are burrowed like rabbit warrens with pits, ofti?n only four or five feet apart, aud
communicating by short galleries. Chulaymullaj, one of the conspicuous headlands of the

Western GhAts near Dayvallah, was once extensively mined in this way. Lieutenant Nicholson
thus describes what he saw in April 1831 : “After cutting our way for several hours in the

thickest part of the jungle on the mountains, we came upon the mine in question, consisting

of three shafts about five feet each in diameter, and ten from each other, forming an
equilateral triangle, the deepest of them extending to about seventy feet, since a stone

dropped in took four and a half seconds to roach the bottom. We soon found that this mine
was not the only one, for, having penetrated as far as wc possibly could through the jungle

towards the summit of the mountain, we discovered no less than twenty-seven shafts all sunk
in tbe same manner and forming a chain of triangles as before described, the disposition o/’

which with regard to each other led me to suppose that they have all subterraneous counter-

shafts communicating with each other, and probably extending to a large main shaft which

I trust may be discovered on the arrival of the pioneers.” The same style of work is to be
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seen near N4dg&ni Bungalow and westwards, towards Chulaymullay, near Nulliallum, and

away on to Cheyrumbadi. In these places these men seem to have led water to the steeper

hill slopes and got at the numerous small veins on the foot-walls of the larger reefs by

regularly sluicing down the hill-side even to the extent of causing occasional landslips. In

the Glenrock Estate the upper part of the great valley or cliui'rum in which it is situated is

all of fallen earth, and there are still evidences of large sluicings having been carried on,

while the face of the ridge north of Hudiabettah is pierced all over with pits as in

Chulaymullay.

According to every information that is to be obtained, the whole of Wynad appears to

Wyndd generally a country traversed by quartz reefs, some of which appeal’ in the low
of quartz reefs country of Malabar, while others are traceable into the Ouchter-

lony valley ; and even, it is said, on to the spurs of the Koondah mountains to the south.

At present it is only known certainly that they are very strong and numerous in South-

east Wyn4d.

In the Nambalycode Arasham there are at least eighteen reefs, nine of which are

auriferous ; and the immediate neighbourhood of all has been

worked by the Korumbars, or washed by tlic Pannirs, for gold.

Most of these eighteen reefs are traceable northwards into the Moonad Amsham.

A.uriferou8 reefs.

Still further westward, by Pandalur, Cheyrumbadi, and Oholady to Vellaramulla, there

are at least twenty-four more reefs, those in the neighbourhood of Pandalur having had

their * foot-walls’ and ‘ leaders* very extensively worked in old times by the Korumbars.

Those of Cheyrumbadi and Cholady have not yet been sufficiently examined
;
but it may bo

here stated that one of the richest gold-washing regions (Kathaparaye) of the low country

could only have been supplied with its gold from the Cholady and Vellaramulla drainage

basins.

The gold obtained from the reefs is of a pale color
;
that from the leaders and wash-

Appearance of gold from ‘“K*' generally yellow ; and that from the surface washings
reefs and washinffs. nearly always of a good yellow color. The natives know this

difference, preferring the ‘ mud gold’ to the * stone gold,* w’hich last they designate also as

* white gold.'

Fragments of stone gold arc found at times by the Pannirs in their washings of

surface soil ; but there is nothing known of pale gold dust having ever been got in the

washings.

Qualitj of alluvial gold.
In an assay maade of some of the gold obtained by Lieutenant

Nicholson in 1831, the following result is given :

—

Battallab.

Gold ...

Silver ...

Copper ...

90*88

8*86

100-00

This was evidently gold obtained by the washers ; for Nicholson does not seem to have

got any reef gold.
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Two samples from auriferous surface soil near Dayvalldh have been assayed by my
colleague Mr. Tween, one of which, as will be seen, is very near Nicholson’s specimen, while

the second is richer.

No. 1, Gold 0300

Carats.

= 22

C. grains.

1 Fineness.

Silver 700 ss

No. 2, Gold 90*00 = 31 2| Pincuess.

Silver 8*67 =

Neither of these three assays comes up to the quality of the dust obtiiined by Nicholson

in 1831 from the Malabar low country, which varied from 94*63 to 99*22 in the percentage

of pure gold.

When the matrix gold is analysed a very different result is obtained showing a consider-

able falling off in the fineness of the ore. There is also a much greater disparity between it

and the alluvial gold than is usually displayed between the two kinds in Australia, or oven

in California
; though the percentage of pure gold in the Wynad ore is nearly the same as in

that of the latter country.

Mr. Tween has supplied me with the following assays

1. 2. 3.

Skull Kecf. Monarch Mixed

Reef. sample.

Gold ... 67*07 Gold ... 82*69 Gold 86*86

Silver ... 32 93 Silver ... 11*32 Silver 10*96

jording to the scale of fineness make the ore of—

Carats. C. grains.

Skull Reef ... 15 3 Fiue.

Monarch Reef ... 19 2| »»

Mixed sample ... ... 20 21 $9

An ounce troy of the mixed sample, taking the mint price of standard gold at iJ3-17-10|,

would be worth £3-13-()l, or about Ra. 36-12-2.

The sample from the Skull Reef is remarkably poor, and if it be a fair average (which

I do not think it is, as 1 have seen gold at times in the richest part of the lode having a

much better color than that of the amalgamated sample tried), it would reduce any calcula-

tion as to the return of this reef by nearly one-third. The specimen from the Monarch Reef

is only from one crushing of four pounds of stone ; and cannot be considered as so fair a

sample of gold right across the lode which was the case with that taken from the Skull. The

mixed sample is from amalgamated ore taken from six reefs ; and it ma}* be taken as an

average for Wynad gold as far as it has been yet tried. It is very probable that the fineness

of the gold in the different reefs will vary just as frequently as it is known to do in other

auriferous countries.

Aflris usual in most gold regions, the precious metal occurs hero in the reefs or large

„ j lodes, in the leaders and spurs, and in the ‘ casing’ or nondescript
Mode of occurrence of gold.

i i. . . ,

^

rock lining or casing these.

In leaders and small veins.

The ore of the leaders and casing is mostly visible, and is what is technically called

* coarse gold that is, it occurs as small segregations in the in-

terstices of the quartz, or of the assembled cubical crystals of what

is now Umonite, or even in the interior of these cubes. It is also very often visible in the

unaltered iron-pyrites which is not quite so frequently seen in the leaders as its pseudoraorph

limonite. A very common mineral in the casing of some of the loaders is pyrolusite, in

which also the gold is often visible. The blue-black variety of pyrolusite occurs also with

the gold visible at times.
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It iH this variety of gold which the Korumbars evidently always sought for, principally

from its splendid color ; then, because it is so easily seen and ofUm obtained without the

trouble of amalgamation
; and lastly, because it occurs in the casing and leaders or small veins

ol (juartz, all of which were easily broken up in the extemporized m(»rtar holes which are still

to be seen cut in adjacent blocks of gneiss or quartz, or calcined prior to pounding. The old

miners seem never to have broken up the big reefs, though they * cayoted’ or dug in among
the ‘ riders’ or masses of country rock and casing enclosed or contained in the interior of the

reefs.

The gold of the re(3f8 or great lodes is generally ‘ fine gold,’ or such as is disseminated

In the reef
through the ganguo in extremely fine particles quite invisible even

with the magnifier. After the quartz is crushed and washed,

this fine gold may be seen on the furrow’^s of the rude wooden dish used by the Pannirs like

little itainted waves of color. At times, however, the gold is visible even in the white quartz

in short streaks and little angular masses ; though it is more generally seen in the same form

in the red and brown stained ferruginous and cellular quartz.

The quartz reefs are, without cxc(iption, white colored on the outcroj) or when they come

, ,
fo‘ grass’; so that it is utterly im]n).ssihle to say from a surface

Appcarnucc ol roots.
.

”
. i ii i i i

inspection whether they sliall bo richly auriferous, or not. The

Skull Ih'ef of th(3 Alpha Conqiany which has as yet shown most gold is as white on the sur-

face as any other of the reefs.

All the reefs are badly defnu'd at tin* ontcroj): they just show a f(‘w feet over the ground

and never stand up as marked walls cutting across country as some quartz reefs do in

other parts of this Presidency. Occasionally, they show well on the eastcu’n slopes of the

grassy hills, as when their upper surfaces or ‘hacks’ just haj)pen to form jiarts of these

slopes.

In such an undulating, or deeply denuded, country as the Wynad, it is difficult for an

Tie of roofs
ordinary observer at first sight to mak(‘ out the true direction of

the great (juartz-lodcs, their dip or underlie being rather low ; but

when followed out for long distances they are seen to have a prevailing north-north-west,

soutli-sonth-east strike or ‘run’ across the cou-itiy. At places there may he a slight

deviation from this ; and for short distances there are slight curves; hut, on the whole, this

is the direction for South-east Wynad, and it is always across, not with, the stratification of the

rock of the country. The dip is always to the eastward, generally at an angle of 25° to 30°.

There is, however, a tendency in the ‘ underlie ’ to he lower on tlie tops of some of the

hills, and to increase in the valleys. For example, the Skull lleef at the present place of

quarrying dips nt 20° to 25° east-south-east, while on the top of a hill a short distance to the

north, some 2(K) feet higher, it is 10° and nearly flat. The same feature shows in the

Hamsluck Reef; and the Monarch Reef, at its lowest level, has a much higher dip than on

the hills.

The leaders and spurs, or side veins, strike off to the westward from the foot-

Of th lead Ts
walls, or undersides, of the big lodes. They dip and wave about

* in all directions, very often rather to the northward.

The great ledges or reefs of quartz appear to vary much in thickness both in their

length and depth, sometimes dying out, or at least becoming very
Extent of reefs.

short distances in their length
; and, as I am inclined to

believe, even liehaving thus in their depth. Some of the reefs are traceable with occasional

breaks or ihinnings-out for great distances. The Monarch Reef would seem to bo traceable

for about nine miles ; other reefs show' their outcrops at intervals for two, four, or six miles-
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It is much more difficult to say anything as to their depth in the underlie. Very, many show
by their outcrop on the hills and valleys that they are 3()0 or 400 feet in depth. The Hudia-
betta Reef, on the edge of the ghits, gives indications of being l,oO() yards down its underlie ;

while there is slight evidence that some of the reefs west of this show down in the low
country. On the other hand, two large reefs, as they run south of the Kadgani-Gudalur

road, are not seen in the deep trenches, and it is difficult to say whether they arc covered up
or have actually thinned out.

The thickest actual section is 15 feet in the quarries of the Skull Reef, though there

must he greater tliicknesscs than this close hy. A good average thickness in most of the

reefs may be taken as from 4 to 9 feet. The thickness of the leaders naturally varies

very much. They api)ear to run generally up to 2 feet or 8o ; but there is one under the

Dunbar Reef which is 6 to 8 feet in thickness.

A very common feature in tlie outcrop of the big ‘ ledges ’ is, that they show strong on

the higher parts of the ridges and hillocks traversed by them, and thinner or not at all in

the saddles. This at first sight points to a probable thinning out in dc])th
; hut there is the

view that the higher ground is more open to denudation while the saddles would to some

extent be covered up by debris of the country rock, and their slopes arc not so steep as

those of the ridges
; the outcrops, too, are deceptive, for th(‘y are ot'teu eiuuimbered with big

lumps of fallen quartz. Indeed, the masses of fallen quartz are in some places so largo and

so tumbled together down the western slopes of the grassy hills that tliey give the appearance

of stone in situ.

The rock of the Wyndd, or as it would he termed in mining regions the ‘ country rock/

is gneiss, belonging to the oldest known series in India, termed

Rock of the country. variously the Gneinsic, or iho Metamorp/iic senea
\

Gneiss. and is of very variable constitution in difl’orent i)aris of the coun-

try. Ordinarily, there is a massive foliated quartzo-fel,spathic, or

quartzo-hornblendic variety, with intercalations of micaceous and taleose schists; but all

these are, except in the hill -ridges, generally weathered or decomposed into a more or less

tough clayey rock, granular and friable with the undccomposed quartz, dark red and brown

from the hornbleudic and chloritlc couBtitucnts, or white, pale colored, and cheesy, or soapy

from the felspathie, micaceous, and taleose ingredients of the original rock. There is a largo

quantity of ferruginous matter distributed through the gneiss in the form of minute granules

or crystals of magnetic iron; and in one particular band in the Marpanmiidi ridge, as

lamina} of gray haematite. Hence the rod and brown colors of much of the decomposed

rock; and also its occasional lateriioid character: while at every working of the surface

soils or the river sands by the Panuirs there is the unfailing accompaniment of black

iron sand.

The strike of the foliation, or indeed of the lamination and the bedding of the gneiss,

is usually east-north-east, west-south-west, the dip being mostly at high angles to the south-

ward
; except in the Vellaramulla and Sultan s Battery country, when a west-north-west,

east-south-east foliation is prevalent with some folding, and even reduplication of the beds.

In South-east Wyndd four belts of gneiss are recognizable. Along and south of the

Soverai bands of gneiss
Nadgdni-Giidalur high road there is the northern edge of the

highly syenitoid and quartzose gneiss of the Ouchterlony valle}"

and the Nilgiris. North of this and striking about east-north-east, west-south-west, is a

highly felspathie band with two minor belts of chloritic gneiss. In this, the Dayvallah zone,

there is very little true massive rock until—still going north—the conspicuous and pic-

turesque serrated and lofty ridge of Marpanmudi and the Needle Rock is reached. Here
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a very hard, and thick band of highly quartzose and ferruginous gneiss is met with, in which

the run of the strata is rather tortuous ; while there arc indications of a synclinal roll in

the great wall of rock crowning the ridge above old Dayvallah and in the Needle Rock.

In the depression north of the Marpanmudi range there is a wide belt of much more varied

gneisses, which, on the whole, are not so felspathic as the Dayvallah band, nor so quartzose

and hornblendic as that of the Ouchterlony valley. This zone is traversable to beyond tho

Cheyrumbadi hill station, when a further curved bell of gneiss with more schistose bands

comes in as in tho Vythery Cholady and Sultan’s Battery country.

In the country just mentioned there are two large hill masses of granitic rock ; namely

Two ‘cores* of granitic rock.
Ye<l<iakulmullay near Sultan’s Battery and Mumramulla or Cul-

petia hill nearer to Vythery. These are, as it wore, great rocky

cores around and over which the foliated gneisses were laid down, the great arches or undu-

lations of which are now evidenced by the westerly dip and subsequent synclinal displa3^ed

in tho Chanibra, Yollambalari, and Panora peaks and the rest of the Vellaramulla range, tho

easterly dip of strata on the Sultan’s Bathiry and Manantoddy side of tin; country ; and the

narrow strip of folded beds in the wall like crests of tho Marpanmudi ridge near Dayvalla,

south of which there is the generally soul hern dip of the Ouchterlony valley strata. The

rock of Culpetta hill is a very rough weathering, pale flesh-colored, rather coarsely crystallizt^d

compound of quartz, felspar, and silvery mica, showing no trace of foliation. It wears away

into huge rounded masses of still harder rock, giving the hill rather a resemblance to those ot'

the Mysore country in which the gneiss is often highly granitoid. Yculdakulmulla}'^ is made

up of a much finer textured rock of <|uartz and felspar, and minute particles of black and

greenish mica, which when w<nithered l(K)ks very like a coarse butf sandstone. On the

western flanks of the mass, the rock is rather laminated or foliated. With both these cores

of granite there is a decrease in tho number and thickness of the quartz veins ;
but these

appear again quite strongly to the northwards crossing the Sultan’s Battery—Culpetta road.

Otherwise, tho country is veniarkahle for the non-occurrence of any strictly intrusive rocks

Hardly any intnisivi* rocks t'xecpt ill a very small way. There is a dyke of hard, compact dark-
in SoHiii-oast w^yniid. green diorite seen for a very short distance in the llamsluck

estate to tho west of Dayvallah. Tho width of this dyke is about 35 feet; and it is strik-

ing east by north, west by south, nearly vertical. It cuts off tho northern end of llamsluck

Re(if. A few small largely crystallized granite veins occur here and there over the Dayvallah

band of felspathic gneiss, as near the dyke just mentioned and around Ciddalur. Large

flakes of mica from these arc common on tho Nadgiini-Giidaliir road.

Ill (connexion with this rare occuiTcnce of granite veins it may be noticed that the

ouartz reefs of Cheyrumbadi are in some leases charged with
Quart* reefs bocomo uranltic. »

. /. o . o • i • rassemblages ol large plates ol mica ol J to o inches lu diameter;

and there thus seems to he a tendency in the western veins to become granitic rather than

simple quartz lodes. Likewise from Cheyrumbadi the quartz of the reefs is becoming

rather granular and saccharoid.

Sufficient data have not 3’et been gathered to be able to write with any confidence as to

, . how the quartz reefs may have been affected by the different belts

does not nfl'oct rcofa or their of gneiss lU which they were deposited. The ledges certainly
contents much. ^ stronger in the Dayvallah belt. They nip out very

thin, and even disappear in the hard Marpanmudi range
; hut they come to grass again

to the north of this. There are perhaps not so many reefs to the north of the Marpanmudi

range as to the south of it. The occurrence of gold in the leaders does not seem to have

been affected one way or other on either side of this ridge, for the old Korumbar works are

as freqnent about NelUalum and Pandalur as on the Daymllah side.
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The quartz reefs which have been traced out, or are sufficiently marked, are as follows

En«m,™tion or quartz reef..
Glidalur side of tho country, where and

eastward of which there do not appear to be any ledges, auri-

ferous or otherwise, for some miles at least :

—

Nome of Keof. Character.
Average propor-

tion of gold.
Lowest proportions lUghest

proportion.

1. Eastern Worked on foot-wall ... ... ...

2. Faliampora

3. Bear ...

Ditto

4t. Nadg^i Worked on foot-wall ... ...

6. Monarcli AuriferouH \ dwt.... 2 dwt. .. 69. 10 dwt.

6. Hamlin Worked on foot-wall...

7. Un-named Ditto ... ...

8. Korumbar ... ...

8. Uti-named

Auriferous

Worked on foot-wall ...

4 dwt. to ton
1

Ji dwt.... 7i dwt..-. 180 dwt.

10. Cavern Auriferous ...

11. Skull Ditto ... 11 dwt. to ton i 2 dwt.
1

26 dwt....

12. Hamsiuck . . Ditto ... 3 dwt. to ton
1

!

1 dwt..
.

j

7 dwt....

13. HaniHluck, middle Ditto 10 dwt. to ton 8 dwt.... 1 12 dwt....

11. llamslnde Waterfall Ditto 11 dwt. to ton 3 dwr,... 19 dwt. .. 60 dwt.

16. Balcarrae Ditto 3 dwt, to Ion i dwt. . ...

1(1. Puntaloor

17. Iludiabottali

Worked on foot-wall...

Auriferous

18, Glcnrock Worked on foot-wall ...

By ‘ auriferous on the foot wall,’ it is to be understood that the foot-wall of the reef and

the side veins tin refrom have been dug at by the Korumbars, and that they arc reported by

the natives to have given gold. In these cases, I think tradition may be b(;lieved to a

largo extent.

The Monarch Reef\»^ as stated above, traceable for aboiit nine miles fivjm the western side

Details of auriferous reefs.
of the bridge below the Nadgani Bungalow, across the Dayvallah

road (about a quainter of a mile east of the toll bar), up the

long grassy ridge to the summit of a lofty cross-ridge overlooking old Dayvallah ;
and

on to the wide gap in the Marpanmudi range, down through the Dingley Dell Estate, and

on past Koontalaudy towards the Giidalur—Sultan's Battery road. At its southern end a

drive was put through this reef, where it was found to bo 4 feet thick ; but I am inclined

to think that this is only part of the reef, a ‘rider’ or large enclosed piece of the country

rock having been met with. The varied results given in the table from this reef are

accounted for in this way : At first, color of gold was got in the samples taken from the

drive sufficient to warrant the expectation of about 2 dwts. of gold to the ton of quartz.

Subsequently, a fragment of stone from the suidace, weighing 3 lbs., was crushed and

2*3 grains of gold obtained, which is in the proportion of 69*19 pennyweights to the ton.

Btone, in fragments of which gold was clearly visible, was then taken from the same place

and 360 lbs. of it subjected to rough crushing in a stamper belonging to Mr. J. W. Minchin,

and passed over a large blanket cradle, but the outturn was extremely disappointing, as only

about 3 grains of gold were got, and yet more than this had been seen before the stone

was pounded up. It was soon found, however, from subsequent experiments, that the gold
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must have been lost in the stamping box which was merely a planked stimcture round the

stamp-head , and as no more trials could then be made on this reef, an average result has

not been entered in the table.

The quartz of the Monarch Reef is generally a milky-white coarse-textured rather glassy-

lustred compact rock. At times it is stained brown or red along the fractures, and shows

thin sheets and seams of brown iron rust. Flakes of bright golden colored mica are

frequent; and there are rare seams of greenish talc and chlorite. White iron-pyrites

occurs at rare intervals. Tb(^ quartz is rudely laminated with the lie of the reef, and spurs

of talcose schist are frequently running into the body of the lode. The casing is partly of

talcose schist, with frequent lamiiue of pyrolusite. This description applies to so much as

is exposed in the drive or cross-cut.

The foot wall and loaders of this great reef have been extensively worked on the slope

of the ridge overlooking tlie old Dayvullah valley in Mr. Hughes’ clearing, and in the

valley itself.

Korumhav Ttnf and others .—Between the Hamlin and Skull Reef, there arc at least

five lodes, but th<‘y are only traceable at intervals to the district road. One, called after the

native miners who pointed it out, gave another set of curious returns, wdiich will illustrate

the faulty condition ol' the extemporized crushing apparatus with which work had to be done.

Seven pounds ol' stone from the Korimihar Reef were hand-pounded and gave 12*40 grains

of good yellow gold
;
ami a further crushing of the tailings of white iron-pyrites, of which

there was a large quantity, added *40 grains to this; being in the proportion of 8 oz. 10 dwt.

IG grains to the ton. One hundred and sixty xmunds of this stone were then pounded, and

all b\it 10 lbs. cruslied and passed over the cradle, when gold at the rate of half a penny-

weight to tlje ion was got.. But from the 10 lbs. remaining which was hand-crushed there

was gold al. ilH‘ rate of 7\ dwts. to the ton. In the meantime, another sample of 4 lbs. of

stone was brought in from a new reef (TIainslade Waterfall) which gave 7 grains of gold,

I then Aveui to this roid' with the men and quarried out about 70 lbs. of stone which was

divided (or se])arate trial l)y wet crushing and by hand work, when the following outturn

appeared :

—

JlO Ihs. hand work ... ... ... G*3 grains of gold.

40 lbs. w'et crushing ... ... ... 1*3 ,, of „

The latter sample showed more gold thnn this in the uncrushed stone. Even if the wet-

crushed result be trii(‘, the proportion for this reef is 10*19 ]>ennyweights. It was evident,

however, that, gold had been lost in the stamping box ; hud indeed possibly never left it, for

the bed plate (tixed) could not he cumjdetely boxed in.

The outcrops of these reefs are very short for any continuous distance, but there can be

little doubt that tht‘y will be found continuing northwards nearly up to the Marpanmtidi

ridge
;
and some of thcju show down in the Kddgaiii estate in the Carcoor cherrum. They

are thin, about 3 to 4 feet on the edge of the vherruin^ and look at other points as though

they kept to this. Their appearance is very favorable, being more or loss colored with oxide

of iron, laminated, and full of white iron-pyrites; and they show gold at times; in fact, they

are just as promising-looking except in the matter of size as the reef to be noticed next.

The SJciiU lieef.—The outcrop of this lode is traceable nearly continuously for

about seven furlongs, but it is in all probability connected with other outcrops of quartz to

a complete length of at least four miles. Only a small part of the southern end of this reef

has been taken up by the Alpha Company. At the southern end it commences on the edge

of the Western GhAta, a little more than a mile and a half due west of the Nadgani Bungalow,

on the rounded grassy knolls of this part of the Dayvallah country. Thence it runs up to

the top of a liigh hill overlooking Dayvallah and down to the road a short distance east of

the bazar. Strong lenders from its fooi-wall cross the road nearer the village and run
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through the wooded hillock on which the old fort is situated. Its next appearance is in a
high ridge on which the Koman Catholic Chapel is built, aud again in the Harewood and
Kin tail Estate east of Mr. Hamlin’s bungalow. Beyond the cross range of Marpanmudi,
it again shows in the bottom of the Strathern Estate : and still further northward in the

Nallialum country.

The direction of the vein is, as usual with these south-east Wyuad lodes, viz., north-

north-west, south-south-east, with a dip or underlie varying from 10° to 25° east-south-cast.

On the top of the hill overlooking Dayvallah the angle is low, in fact becoming lint, but it

increases as the reef descends, being at the quarries about 20° to 25°. At the place of

quarrying there is a large irregular surface of the vein exposed on the eastern slope of a

grassy spur of the hills. This is full of caverns excavated by the old native miners who

evidently scraped and dug at every bit of casing, enclosed country rock, and the leaders-

The Manager of the Alpha Company is at present quarrying in at this exposed surface, and

preparing stone in readiness for the crushing machinery which is to arrive in a few months

from Australia. At the quarry the reef is about 15 feet thick, of rudely laminated quartz ;

laminations with the dip and strike. The back or upper surface of the lode is of coarse

white quartz. Erom this, as was seen by a cross-cut through the reef, the rock becomes more

and more ferruginous and staitied of dark brown, black, and reddish colors, cellular or mouse-

eaten, and charged at times with white iron pyrite.s much of which is decomposed, sulphate

of iron and even truces of sulphur being left behind. At about 12 feet the quartz is more

highly colored, very ferruginous, very cavernous, and gold is often visible in minute strings

and masses. The quantity of rock worked out has not been sufficient to show whether

there is any definite ‘ gold streak ’ in this lode.

Through the kindness of the Directors of this Company and their Manager, Mr. Withers,

1 have been supplied with a fair sot of specimens from this cross-cut, which have been

crushed, washed, and amalgamated in a rough manner. Very good color of gold was got

in nearly every dish of ])0undcd stone
; but the results from amalgamation were very poor

at first. The enormous quantity of iron pyrites associated with the gold came in the way
of amalgamation, causing the mercury to granulate and become coated with the iron,

sulphide ;
in fact * llouing ’ (Australian term) set in.

I have not been able, owing to the difficulties in the waj" of crushing, failure of some

experiments, and a want of time, to obtain a complete series of specimens and results from

one cross-cut in this reef, much less from diffq^ent parts of the lode, which would, of course,

be the fairest way of testing the quartz, but such as have been got are now given

—

Specimen
oi quartz.

Weight. Appearance, color, &c. Results.

Depth in cross-

cut from
‘back’ of

reef.

1 20 lbs.
j

Compact, coarse texture, laminated; white color 2 dwts. to ton 1st foot.

2 28 Ibfl. Still white in color, but stained with ferruginous matter 2’6dwt8. to ton 3rd foot.

3 Whitish, more discolored with Iron None. 6th foot.

4 30 ibs. Ditto ditto ditto Good color in

dish : lost in

amalgamation.

7th foot.

6
1

18 lbs. Still white, but ferruginous 6*18 dwts. to ton 10th foot.

6 18 lbs. Highly colored, red and brown, ferruginous, cellular,

with white iron pyrites. Gold visible... 19*44 dwts. to ton 12th foot.

7 18 lbs. Ditto ditto ditto washed and amalga-
mated in my presence by Mr. Withers. Gold not
visible 26*92 dwts. to ton 13th foot.
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For this cross-cut there is therefore an average result of 11 dwts. to the ton. At this

point the richest part of the reef is a band of the laminated quartz about two feet thick

within a couple of feet of the footwall or underside of the reef. The average of this rich

band is 22*68 dwts.

Mr. Withers informs us that he has got almost as good results out of a shaft and cross

tunnel which he made at the southern end of the outcrop, but that the reef is there narrower,

about 9 feet in thickness.

Hamsluck Beef.—About half a mile west of the high hill-outcrop of the Alpha Com-

pany’s Reef overlooking Dayvallah village there is another strong lode cropping up in

Mr. J. W. Minchin’s estate of Hamsluck. The lowest part of this reef, or what is seen in the

bottom of the valley at its foot, is about three furlongs in length ; and from this as base the

reef slopes up the eastern side of a hill about 3(K) feet high. The strike of the reef is about

the same as in others : the dip being about 20° to the eastward, though it is at a much

lower angle on the summit of the hill. The known thickness of this reef is from 4 to 8 feet.

The lode is cut off to the north by the dyke of green stone already noticed. It is traceable

southwards into the Chullaymullay mountain, and probably runs under the northern end of

rersevcrance Kstalo. The eastern slope of the Chullaymullay alongside the latter estate has

been ptirfectly riddhul by the j)its and excavations of the old miners who evidently worked

at the side vinns on the underside of the lode. Small samples of quartz were crushed, and

gold was always got showing clear in every dishful of stuff; but the result was small owing

most probably to the presence of a great quantity of iron sulphide. Subsequent crushings

gave the proportions shewn in the table.

Dunbar and BaJeavras Beefs .—About two miles further west, but on the northern

side of the deep trench leading to the low country by Carambat, tliere is a good outcrop of a

reef about 4 feet, thick in the Dunbar Estate. Mr. Powell, the Superintendent of this garden,

when down showing me the reef, was successful in knoehing out pieces of quartz in which

sinaU streaks of gold were visible. The underside of this lode is very like in color and

contents to that of the Alpha Company, the richer seam in the quartz being on this side.

Leaders are numerous and large. The casing is of talcose schist, and seamed with ferru-

ginous and manganese streaks.

The lode is traceable iiortliwards into the Balcanas Estate, where there is a great show

of white quartz on the eastern slope of one of Ihe low hills. This part of the reef has been

very extensively riddled by the old minors. In fact, all its extension northwards towards

Pandaluv has been washed, and its immediate neighbourhood on the underside is still a

favorite locality for washing during the rainy season. It runs through the Elizabeth and

Sandhurst Estates, and close alongside the Caroline and Mr. Holmes’ application, and thence

northwards.

My observations so far appear to show that quartz-crushing should be a success, in the

Nambaly-code Arasham at any rate. Here, there are eighteen reefs

Prospects of Wyn&d up to ^yhich are more or less auriferous in themselves, or as to their

leaders. The leaders and underside of these arc all known, or

reported, to be auriferous with coarse gold; audit is probable that the great reason they

are not worked now is that the pits necessary to be dug by the Korumbars would be too

deep for their style of work, water Ixdng the great obstacle likely to he met with. The

big reefs were not worked by these men on account of the difficulty of breaking up the

stone, and because the gold is distributed too finely through it to have paid band labor.

With machinery and modern appliances, the reefs should pay even if only 3 dwts. of gold

are got always from the ton of quartz.
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The average proportion of gold for fifteen trials on different reefs is at the rate of seven

pennyweights to the ton ;
and it is almost certain, that many of these would have given

a better outturn, could more perfect crushing apparatus have been used at the time.

The fineness or touch of the ore is inferior to that of Australia, but it compares favor-

ably with Californian reef gold. The percentage of 86*86 is given above as a fair average,

for on looking at the difierences between alluvial and matrix gold in other regions, it is

found that they agree very closely with the difference between this sample and the alluvial

ore of the upland ;
while the assays of the Skull reef, and the upland and low country

washings do not exhibit any gradation consistent with tlie amount of exposure to which the

two alluvial golds must have been subjected.

In Australia these ratios are as follows :

—

Alluvial gold 23 It

Pcroontajfe of
pure ffold.

... 97-50<)

Matrix gold 22 Oi ... 92'876

Difference 1 ... 4-025

Californian tables give about the same difference, but the liueiiess of the gold is much

lower, 21 c. 0 eg. or 88*(X).

The Wynad experiments give

—

PorccTitaprc of

pure ffold.

Alluvial ... 21 -.n ... 1)1*95

Matrix ... 20 28 ... 86*86

Piffercnco ... 1 H — 6*09

This close approach of differences for the tlirec countries implies also that a richer gold

than this is not to be expected from the reefs; though it must not he forgotten, as already

stated, that the ore from the small veins and leaders is evidently superior.

The reefs are easily got at, the gneiss traversed by them being often wonderfully decom-

posed almost to any reasonable dej)th. For a long time there may be no necessity for deep

sinking, as a large quantity of stone is held in the many rounded hills so common over the

country, and thus little trouble is to he anticipated in getting rid of water in the mines
when drives can always be made at low levels. The very prevalent idea that the ganguo
must necessarily be richer the deeper it is searched, will doubtless be brought to bear on any
mining which may he carried out; but the safer plan in a preliminary opening up of a

country like this will be to work at what will pay, rather than venture to mine ground
requiring expensive pumping apparatus, in which there is—after all that has been written

on the subject—no absolute knowledge that there must be more gold. It is woi’thy

of notice that the present surface of Wynad has probably only been exposed after a slow

wearing away of over 2,000 feet of superincumbent gneiss which was once continuous

between the Nilgiri mountains and the VellaramuUa range, in which also these quartz veins

may have been continued in their upward hade to the westward
;
and supposing that reefs

become richer in depth, then the richness now got of 7 pennyweights, by denudation of

2,000 feet, is not any great increase on whatever may have been the state of things at the

then higher outcrop ; while, if the same ratio of increase is to be counted on, any further

considerable increment of gold can only he expected at a greater depth than is likely to be

reached on the plateau. A reasonable view is that the occurrence of rich streaks of gold

will be exceedingly variable
; while the prevalence of very fine gold dust in Malabar indi-
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cates that fine gold is perhaps most evenly distributed through the matrix, and therefore

that beyond the first fifty feet, to which depth weathering may be supposed to extend, the

return shall bo tolerably constant.

The working of the mines may possibly not be as cheaply done as the present rate

of wages in Wynad would lead one to expect. The coolies einjdoyed on tb(3 cofiee estates get

from 4 to 6 annas a day per man ; but there is a decided scarcity of labor, and thus a higher

rate must follow if the quartz reefs are to be worked. A further addition will be in the

employment of a small number of skilled European or Australian workmen in tlie handling

of machinery, and in directing the getting out of the largest quantity of stone, and timbering

up. Still, with these additions, the labor in Wynad may be expected to be always cheaper

than in other gold countries.

Great facilities towai ^ls the crushing of the stone are presented in the way of water-

power, which might in some cases be obtained direct from perennial streams with sufficient

fall for any ordinary wheel ; or it might in most other instances be led or stored up without

much difficulty or expense. The stampers, &c., of the Alpha Mining Company are to be

driven by steam ;
but there would have been no difficulty in applying water-power at the site

of their works.

Having then the presumable average proportion of gold in the stone, the value of the

gold obtained so far, and the quality of the labor to be employed in getting it out, an

estimate can be made of the possible paying capabilities of the Wynfid reefs from the statistics

of the cost of extracting gold in Australia, where the labor is manifestly much more costly

than it can be in Wynad.

In Mr. Brough Smyth’s **Gold Fields and Mineral Districts of Victoria” the following

returns are given of the cost of complete extraction of the ore from a ton of stone :

—

Balharat DiBtrict

Clunea

Bright

Wood s Point

Sandhurst

Maryborough

Castlemaine

Maldon

£ s. d,

... 0 8 .

...103

...044

... 0 11 6

... 0 11 8

...198

... 0 11 5J

... 2 1 Sh

Some of these rates are very high and paid on stone got from a good depth in places

ill-Bituated as to supplies of wood and water, so that the average of 17s. is far beyond

any expected estimate of this kind in Wynad.

The value of Wyndd reef gold, when compared with the mint standard of £S 17s. lO^d.

is about Rs. 36-12-2 per ounce, troy, which is, of course, somewhat lower than the mercantile

rate. Seven pennyweights, or the outturn of 1 ton of stone, would then be worth Rs. 12-13^10,

which would leave a balance of Rs. 4-2-8 on every ton crushed, even if the high Australian

rate were ever attained.

The country must now be tried cautiously, while better or worse results may in the mean-
while be obtained from experiments which are being carried out, even before the arrival of

the machinery of the pioneer Company now waiting to venture in the field. There is no
promise like that of the Australian or American gold-fields ; no great nuggets have been

found ; the washings have always been poor, though there is a small supply of gold swept

down the hill sides every year from the.wear and tear of the quartz ledges, and the areas

over which they can be applied are very small ; and the gold which has been s^n in the
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reefs is only in minute strings and grains. The ground can only bo worked out bv capital
the most i>erfect machinery, and skilled hands to guide the cheaper labor ol' the country in
getting out the stone in the safest and readiest manner. And naturally, wlu‘ro the ])eroeiit
age of gold in the quartz is as yet so small, everything will depend on getting out a sufficient
tonnage of stone in a given time.

Until more is known of the gold-producing powers of the Wynad, no better guidance

can be given than the following hy Mr. A. E. C. Selwyn, Dire<;tor General, Geological Survey

of Canada :* “ It should not be forgotten that the most favorable indications are not always

reliable, and the sanguine prognostications they so frequently give rise to are not home
out by the result of actual working; wherefore I should, even under the most favorable

circumstances, not advise any one to invest in such enterprises to an amount beyond wbat
he can afford to lose without serious embarrassment.*'

Hitherto the land in Wyndd has been principally parcelled out in coffee gardens, either

Land tenure in WynAd.
^ee-hold, or paying an annual rent to the Rajahs who hold a groat
quantity of the groimd, or direct to Government. At the same

time, after a certain period, a revenue is derived from all the gardens hy the Government,
whether it be Rajah’s land, or not. Now that gold mining is likely to become an industry,
a new set of land interests are being developed. The Rajahs, of cdurse, retain their right to
all minerals and can sell these as they like. The Government of Madras has not yet, I
believe, decided as to how they are to act in the matter, except that applications for land ffu*

gold-mining and for agricultural purposes on which quartz reefs are supposed to exist, are

being reserved for consideration until the question of mining interest is settled.

In the meantime the Rajah of Nellamhor has (according to their prospectus) leased a

block of 15 acres of land near Dayvallah to the projectors of the Alpha Gold Company fur

twelve years at an annual rent of Rs. 225. Since then it is reported that the Rajah in recent

applications demands 10 per cent, on the out-turn of any gold-mining which may bo carried

on ; and it is very probable lie may change this rate. Nearly all the land in the Nainbaly-

code Amsham is owned hy the Rajah of Nellamhor. Equally, as w'ith the revenue derived

from estates on Rajah’s lauds, it may be found advisable that the gold from these reefs should

pay a royalty to Government.

In conclusion, I have to tender my thanks to all the planters whom I have yet met in

Wyn4d for their groat kindness and hospitality^ and for their assistance in every way. Also
for the readiness displayed by the Directors and the Manager of the Alpha Gold Company in

allowing me to examine their quaiTy and giving me such specimens as were required. To
Mr. J. W. Minchin of Dayvallah the greatest debt is due for having allowed all the speci-

mens to he crushed at his extemporized stamper and subsequently manipulated by bis

Pajinirs and Korumbars.

* Not«B and ObservatiouR on the Gold Fields of Quebec and Nova Scotia
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Ge<;looi( AL Notes on the KirAiiEEAN hills in the Ufpkb Punjab,
hy A. B. Wynne, e.g.s.. Geological Savvey of India.

The Khareean* hills are perhaps better known, to the natives of the country at least,

by the name of Pubbi, winch seems to have an application to their low but broken forms.

They are situated in the Upper Punjab, seven or eifjht miles southward of the river Jhilam,

and station of the same name, forniin*^ tlie southern of the three minor chains which link, as

it were, but without absolute continuity, the salt range to the Western Himalayan mountains.

These Pubbi hills extend from near the battle-lield of Olnlianwala, and closer to the

banks of the Jhilam, in an east-north-easterly dire<*tion for about tweiily-eight miles in the

direction of Bhimber (in Kashmere territory), but sink into a sandy nallah about four miles

short of that town. They form throughout a low rugged chain, cut into by numerous
ravines, having a general wiilth of* thre** or four miles, and a summit elevation of some 4 to

600 lent above the plains of tlie .Ihilam and the more extensive ones of the Goojrat district.

Their culminating ])oint is towards the ivestorn end of the range, and their declination

eastwards is very gradiial. In ih<‘ latter ilireeiion they arc crossed by the grand trunk road

from Calcutta to Peshawur and by the Northern State Railway in progress of construction.

The aspect of the hills is inonotononsly arid, barren and rugged, presenting everywhere

steep or preci]utous descents into dry sandy nullahs. Towards the eastward, the ‘Puhbis’

are turthcr apart, and scattered cultivated ]»atchcs occur between the hills, which are separated

by that peculiar labyrinth of rsivines known in tl)i.s country and the Pot’war as ‘ khuddera'‘\

The liills are composed of an enormous accumulation of sandstones, saiids, conglomerates

and clays belonging to the ujiper part of the tertiary rocks of the Northern Punjab.

From their position it was thought probable that hens the Sivalik sub-division of these

rocks might bo dcvelo]H‘d, and their relations to the nnderlyitig beds discovered if the same
marked unconfonnit}', as oeeiirs in other places, existed. On examination no trace of uncon-

formity within those liills has been found, and though (he soft and friable nature of most of

the strata would answer well enough for the description of Sivalik ro(‘ks in other regions,

their whole character suggests tlieir identity with the uppermost dei)Osits of the Pot’war to

the north, similar clays and sandstones tliorc having been always found to pass regularly

downwards into the lo\ver and older portion of the series, so far as has been gathered from
observations hitherto made.

The arrangement of the Pubhi rocks is simple; they form a distinct anticlinal, the axis

ot which coincides w’ith the higher parts of the range, a downward inclination of tliis at

eith(‘r end bringing at least a portion of the beds round to form the opposite sides of the
hills. With the general form described there arc many undulations of the rocks in bold

• The word is pronouuecd by the natives Kharee-in, and the faraouB battle-field of ChUianwala they speak of
aR (Thcliauinojocarrt.

t As chnrnetcriBtica of those Pnbbt hills it may he montionod (hat the chief obstacles to pedOBtriaii projn’oss,

bcBidos tho innumorttblo klmdH and ravines, are the diOlcnlty of obt lining fooihold on steoplv sloping clay surfaces
covered with small pebbles, sandstone frajrments or nodules of kiinkur whieU slide under the feet, the inRceure
nature of vertioally weatliered parts of the soft Haudstoncs and clays, and the trying strain in the dry sandy beds
of nulabs.

A striking feature of tho ground is tho contrast between its dryness and tho abundant evidence of abrasion
by water.

Although now so dry and barren, these hills were once populous and even thickly inhabited, as is evident from
the very numerous large village ruins soattored over them, and the size of some of the graveyards belonging to these
villages,—fast yielding to the atmospheric erosion which frotpicntly exposes the graves, showing that the potsherds
loft by the inhabitants were tnorc lasting than their hones,

Othor relies of a perhaps still older period are brick blocks of large size, though the buildings formed of these

have all but disappeared.
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t'onfluent curves ;
they sometimes assume horizontal positions, sometimes dip steeply into the

plains, but never present any high opposing dips to the general anticlinal conformation. The

highest point of longitudinal curvature of the axis upwards coincides with the summit of

the hills at Koar Great Trigonometrical Station, easi-south -east of the village of that name

and some eight miles westward of the trunk road. From this point the beds both slope to

the ends of the range and curve downwards upon its sides. Here, therefore, in the bottom of

the ravines the oldest rocks of th(‘ exposure ought to occur.

These are drah-brown and slightly pink or purplish red clays alternating with zones of

coarse friable gray or greenish speckled sandstone formed of comminuted waste of granitic

or crYstalline rocks, gr.ains of quartz, felspar, hornblende (or such a mineral) and spangles

of mica. Layers and runs or scattered pebbles of hard crystalline rocks are not uncommon,

increasing in quantity as the section ascends, with a predominance of whitt' quartzite frag-

ments well worn, until on the flanks of tlio hills these pebbles of larger size; and in greater

numbers, including a few of hill-iiuiiimulitie limestones in many i)laees thickly sheet the

ground, ])ointing to the local destruction of loose conglomeratic jichhlc b(5ds, which, from

their friable nature, are seldom found \n situ. The various and ri'peatcdly alternating zones

of clays and sandstones are often thick, ranging from 0 to 1^0 feet or njiwards. In eastern

jiarts of the range the clays are more developed, deep khuds often showing little else* than

zones of thick purple clay, each hjind purple below and of n bright ferruginoiis yellow above,

while the intercalated sandstone b.ands are 1)3
" no means prominent, save where they' form

caps to the hills or hard ledges (lefming the outlines of the ground in a widely extended and

multitudinous series of scarped oul-cro))s.

Through tlu; whole of tlie saudstone.s, hut rarely (if ever) in the clays, teeth and frag-

ments of large bones are thinly scattered. The beds may" be searched for long distances

without finding anything more than an oh-scure fragment broken before becoming ombedded, yet

in the debris between Bandstom* out-cTops the fragments are more numerous, though seldom

sufficiently ])erfect to he worth removal. These fragments have not. been found in the clays,

yet some dark liver-coloured hones seem to have come from the ]>ur|)le portions of these.

Fossil wood has not been nud. with. The hones are usually whitish or huff, the t(*eth

too hard to he touched by a knife, the hones often softer and caleareous, while some huge

tusks are replaced eliiefly by a pinkish white soft marly looking brittle clay or c‘arth.

The state of fossilization exactly resembles that of the Lchri bones thought by

Mr. Theobald to he of Nahun agt* (see Records, Geological Survey, No. 3, 1874).

The remains found in the above described beds include parts of large bones, such as the

humerus, scapula, jaws, teeth and tusks of huge pacliyderms. One of the former had a

girth of 2 feet 7 inches, and fragments of a pair of tusks measured 12 feet in the aggregate

w'ith a girth of 2 feet in ])laees. Large molar teeth resembliug those of ruminants also occur,

with some smaller teeth
;
]K)rtions of joints of less sizeable, leg hones, vertebra*, fragments

of large deciduous, deer horns nearly as thick at the attachment as a man’s wrist, many
mammalian rib bones, numerous unrecognisable fragments, and one small piece of the

armature of a tortoise (?) none of which have as yet undergone comparison or detennination.

From the general aspect of the rocks no hesitation would ho felt in referring them to the

upper portion of the Pot’war tertiary series, hut it remains to he seen if the fossils will

giv'e any support to the idea that they may be newer, or that these and some upper beds of

the Pot’war may both he Sivalik.

Perhaps tlie only feature which relieves the stratigraphical monotony of these beds is

an indication of a slow transition upwards into strata even move incoherent and more recent

looking than those of the mass of the hills. These upper and outer beds are coarij(‘ sandy
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f'ravelly and conglomeratic layers with drab or yellow clays containing kunkur (as indeed

do many of the clays lower in the series). Those clays are of the same color, and present

but little difference from the alluvium of the neighbouring plains, while the sandstones and

gravelly beds or base of conglomerates are of a duller and more muddy aspect than the

clean gray sandstones beneath. In the sandstone or gravelly parts of these rocks an

occasional rolled bone fragment or broken tooth may be found, and in some of the conglo-

merates pebbles of the tertiary sandstones themselves occur ; but notwithstanding the

derivative aspect of ilie bones and of the last-mentioned jiebbles, the containing rocks present

no visible unconformity to the hods on which they rest. On the contrary, as stated, the

transition to the softer and more recent looking layers appears to be gradual, wliilo the dips

are confornuible and the newer beds are found all round the elongated oval formed by the hills.

Limits to tliese up])er beds can only be approximately and arbitrarily a«.signed, but they

may have a usual thickness of from 2tM) to over 4()0 feet.

The thickness of the whole Pubhi series must also bo estimated with caution. Tor 18

or 2t) miles from tlm eastern (md of the exposure, a continuous succession of layers coming

out from b(‘neath each other may bo traced, all lying at low but very perceptible inclinations

which would, even at angles less than 5°, give a large total depth. When the cross-section,

however, is considen'd, btdween 2,500 and 3,tX)0 feet would seem a sufficient estimate for them

all, and the probability is that the amount may exceed rather than fall within .3,000 feet.

Outside the incliTied newer light colored layers the alluvium of the ])lains may bo found

horizontally abutting against and resting upon these rocks. It is of the common drab

argillaceous or somewhat sandy, and occasionally kunkery or otherwise calcareous character,

iho only traces of fossils observed in it being small, white, dead Buliinus shells and part of

the skull of some large bovliu* animal (perhaps a huffiiloe) of recent appearance, but buried

beneath from 8 to 10 or 15 feel of <;lay and exposed in the bank of a nullah. In neither

case can these* indications taken as contemporaneous with the alluvium itself, for in so

easily shifted and slii fling a deposit, organisms of even more recent age might readily become

emdosed. Much of' the eastern part of the broken Pubbi country is formed of the deeply

ravined alluvium.

It is to bo hoped that the fossils collected, few, imperfect and fragmentary though they

bo, may afford sufficient eviihuico to relegate tliesc Pubbi tertiary rocks to their proper place.

Pending the examination of these fossils, the only conjecture that can be hazarded, based

upon structural and petrological grounds, as well as Mr. Theobald’s paper previously referred

to, is that the fossiliferous portion of the Pubbi rocks is probably of Nahun age, while the age

of the uppermost and more recent looking layers remains an open question.

Camt, T a. B. WYNNE,

Novtmher 1874. J Geological Survey,

Thefollowing itt a rough list of (he fossils collected hy Mr. Wynne during his examirta^

(ion of this small range of hills, drawn up by Mr, B. Lydekker, Geological Survey

of Lulia.

1.

—JL'quus siralcnsis, from north-west of Sundpur.

(tf). 2nd premohir, right ramns of mandible.

(b) . Molar and parts of mandible.

(c) . First inohir, Maxilla.

2.

—Equus sivalensis, from near Changas, Pubbi bills—distal extremity, right meta-

carpus.
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—J?<w, Purr Kuss, inside of stream, in bank 8 to 10 feel below surface,— part

of maxilla of left side, containing' 1, 2 and 3 preiuolars, and first molar.

4

.

— near Chan^as, Pubbi hills—

(a). 2nd molar, right ramus of mandible,

(&). Fragments of molars.

'6 .—BoSy near Changas, Pubbi bills,—3rd molar, left maxilla.

6.

—Bos, north-west of Sundpiir or Sandepura,—distal extremity, right metacarpus.

7.

—Bos, from Gotriala to Besa,—fragmentary teeth, mandible.

5.

^jEqiitis sivalensis, from Gotriala to Besa,— 1st molar, right ramus of mandible.

9.

—

Bos, from Gotriala to Besa,—external second phalange, left foot.

10.

—Eqnus, Pir Jaflir, Pubbi,—left calcancum.

11.

—Bos, Pir Jaffir, Pubbi,—distal two-tbirds, left ealcaneum.

12.

—J!?os, Kniara, Pubbf,—neural arch and laminm, thoracic vertebra}.

13.

—Bos, Kniara, Pubbi,—proximal bead of radius.

14.

—Cervus, Pir Jaflir, Pubbi,—base of left born.

16.

—

Cervus, Pir Jaffir, Pubbi,—base of right horn.

16.

— Cervus, Pir Jaflir, Pubbi,—portion of born.

17.

—JUlepkas hysudricus, Pir Jaffir, Pubbi,—portion of molar.

18.

—Elephas insignis (P) Ganesa (p). west of Pir Jaffir,—part of molar
; stated to have

been found with tushs two feet in circumference; from this probably

belong to Ganesa,

19.

—Elephas, Pir J affir, Mosque,—part of tusk.

^.--Elephas ,—part of tusk belonging to No. 18.

21,

—

Crocodilus,—fragment of carapace.

Nofe.—Ati the fossils of Boe arc only molar teeth and fragmentary boncB, it ia impoRsiblo to detorniino the
speeios.—U. L,

RePOKT on WA.TER-BEAEING STRATA OF THE SUKAT DISTRICT, by W. T. BlaNPOED, F.R.S.,

F.O.8., Deputy Superintendent, Geological Simwy of India.

It appears to me, so far as I can form a judgment on the question from the correspondence

forwarded to mts that the problem presented may bo briefly stated thus : To determine how
far the irregularity in the distribution of sweet and salt wells in the Surat district is due to

the geological structure of the country, and to ascertain whether that structure renders it

probable that sweet water will be found in those parts of the district in which none has
hitherto been discovered.

In endeavouring to solve this problem, the first point for consideration is the geological

structure of the district, and the second the knowledge which is available of the distribution

of sweet and brackish water. On the latter head most of the information obtained is from
local sources and not from my own observation, I am consequently not responsible for its

accuracy, but any error I may make will doubtless be correcttjd by the local officers.

The geology of the Surat district is simple.* In the extreme east, about Mdndvi and
elsewhere, hills of basalt and other volcanic rocks are found. Upon these rest limestones,
sandstones, gravels, &c., of tertiary age, the lowest of which abound in nummulites. These

• A sketch of it was given by Mr. A. B. Wynne, of the Geological Survey, in the Records, Geological Survey
India, Vol, I, p. 27, I alto described it in the Memoirs, Geological Survey, India, Voi. VI, p. 163.
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rocks arc seen in the Tapti river below Bhodhan and in tlie Kim river as far west as the

neij^hbonrhood of £lao, but throughout most of the intervening area they are covered up and

(ioucoalcd by alluvial deposits, and tliey are nowhere exposed, except in one or two small

isolated hills, throughout the country south of the river Tapti. By far the greater portion of

the country consists of an alluvial plain, the surface being covered with a thick coating ol

black soil. Along the sea-coast are low hillocks of blown sand.

The alluvial deposits furnish nearly all the water obtained in wells, and these deposits

demand thoroforc rather fuller notice. Tliey consist of clays, sandy clays, and sand, much

interspersed in places with concretionary nodules ()f carbonate of lime. Towards the surface

they pass into black soil. They may contain beds of gravel (rolled pebbles) in places, but

such apjicars to be nnconiinon, so far as my information extends. The different la3'ers of

sand and clay are prolinhlj^ very irregular in thickness and extent, but sections are rare,

and very few borings have been iakim. In tho.se made for the Tapti bridge at Surat, howevtuv

as I am informed liy tbe Executive Engineer in charge, a bed of hard clay with calcareous

nodules, in which it is projiosed to la^' the foundations of the pit'rs, was ibniid to he very

much thinner on one side of the river than on the other, the diflerence, whicli was not

precisely determined, amounting to several feet. It is evident that this bed lias an irregular

and possibly a lenticular section, and the sanu* is probabl}^ the case witii all the strata in the

alluvial deposits, whilst, the more sandy lav(‘r8 in which, owing to tlieir greater permeability,

water is generally ibund, may very often thin out and disupjiear in tbe distance of a few

yards.

I (|uiio concur in Mr. Medlicott’s remarks on tbe diiferent reasons wliicli may be assigned

for tbe oc(!urronce of brackish water in wells. Thest‘ are, briefly» the presence of salt in

the strata when originally formed, salt springs, and intiliration from spots in which salt

is being tleposiU'd at tbe surla<*(' of the ground. To tluise may hi^ added percolation from the

sea or from e.stuaries, which, however, is practically identical with the third fonu. In the

case of Surat, I believe that the salt was originally deposited in tlie alluvial strata.

The ])la.ins of Guz(‘rat have every ap[)earance of l»eing estuarine or marine deposits

formed from tlie elay and sand brought down by the Tapti, Narhadda. and other rivers.

Tlie deposits forming in the salt marshes and Hats submerged at high tides near the mouth

of the Tapti, which I had an opjiort unity of examining during my recent visit, are covered by

n deposit dillering so little from one form of the hh. k soil, that it is impossible to draw a line

separating the two, tbe blaekisb argillaceous dried mud of the estuarine flats and marshes

IxMiig similar, both in colour find textun*, to the black soil of the fields a few inches above the

level of the highest tides, and this soil again diflers but slighll}*, either in colour or texture,

from the ordinary ‘cotton soil’ of Giizerat. Such diflercnces .as exist arc, 1 think, due to

surface action ; i.o the effect of rain and chemical changes, impregnation with organic

matter,* and agricultural processes, and I see no reason for doubting that the whole of the

surface formations in Surat may have been deposited from salt and brackish water in tidal

estuaries and salt marshes, precistd^' similar to those which are now being reclaimed and

e^onverted into arable land in places on tbe sea board of the district. The more sandy beds

must have been deposited wliere some current, due either to tidal or stream action, existed

;

the fine argillaceoiw black soil has probably been formed in back-waters and marshes.f

Evidence of retient rise in the land has been found in several places on the western coast

of India : instances are known at. Bombay, in Katlhiawad, and in Sind, There is every reason

• It in probable that great part of iuzerat haa been covered by forest, and the soil thus imprcRuated with

decayed orgraule matter. In this manner the best and rjchost eottou soil has very probabl.v been formed.

t My brother, Mr. H. F HlaiUord, several years as^o pointed out a similar mode of origin of block cotton soil on

the Madras coast, and 1 fouud a similar deposit forming under the same ciieumstances in Drissa.
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for believing that Surat has ahared in this movement, and that the plains of aoutti-eaBtoru

Guzerat have been raised above the Bea-level at no very distant geological date.

Such being the geological nature and origin of the alluvial formations which cover tho

country, it may bo inferred that more or less salt must originally have been left in the

soil, and that the occurrence of saline impurities at present will depend upon whether they

have been removed by the percolation of rain water—whether, in short, they have been

washed out—since the deposits were formed. If other conditions remain similar, it is

reasonable to anticipate that the salt would be removed more completely from those strata

which have been raised to a greater heigJit above the sea and from the more permeable beds

because the first, owing to their elevation, and the second, in consequence of their porosity,

have been traversed to a greater extent by water seeking a lower level. It is also j)rohable

that elevation has been gradual, and, if this has been the case, it is evident tliat tlio surface

deposits at a greater height above tho sea have been first raised, and have consequently been

longer subjected to the action of sweet water. But these more elevated portions of tho

plains are farther from the sea, and consequently it ap]>ears ])robablo that the amount of salt in

the alluvial deposits diminishes gradually in passing from the lower ground on the sea board to

the higher inland plains, tlie presence or absence of saline impuritievs also depending on the

more or less porous nature of tlie bods ;
or, which is the same thing, tlie proportion of sand

and gravel to clay in their composition. Moreover, as the beds thin out within short dis-

tances, and the intercalation of sandy and gravelly layers with the less pervious argillaceous

strata is variable, mueli irregularity in the extent to whi(di the water is impregnated with

salt may be anticipated. If the hrackishness of the water dep(?nde(l directly on tho pt;rm(i-

ability of the beds, we should expect that the wells yielding the largest supply of water

would bo the least impregnated with salt, and although this does not ai)pe}ir to be universally

the case, some instances in its favor have come to my knowledge in the town of Surat, hut

the amount of salt in each instance is much complicated by peculiarities in. the course taken

by the wjiter in reaching tlie w(dl from the surface, and the beds it jiasses througli during

tho process of percolation.

So far as I am aware, this theory of the mode in which tho alluvial deposits of Guzerat

have been formed, and of the distribution of beds containing brackish wider, agr(‘<‘H with

observed facts. With the important exception to wliich I shall presently r(^fer, and which

I can, I think, explain, of certain perfectly sweet wells close to the sea, the water found near

the coast is more or less salt, whilst that obtained in the higlier portions of the plains away

from the sea is sweeter ; but there is much irregularity. I have dwelt at some length on the

theory by w^hich I account for tho brackislmess of the well water, because it is upon the

correctness of this theory that the conclusions formed depend; because, by exjdaining my
views fully, I afford an opportunity to the civil officers and engineers of tlie district to

test and confirm ‘or refute them, and because, in one instance at least, I have found theories

put forward which appear to me erroneous.

There are two circumstances at least which appear at first sight to be ojiposed to tho

riews above expressed. One of the.se is the occurrence, already alluded to, of sweet water in

wells close to the coast. I was only able to investigate one instance
;
this is at some bunga-

lows between the villages of Dumas and Bhimpiir, just south of the mouth of the Tapti

river, and about ten miles from Surat. At and around Surat city, on the road between Surat

and Dumas, and in the village of Dumas itself, every well which I tried, and so far as I could

learn, every well existing, is more or less bra(;kish, some being sufficiently pure for use, whilst

others contain water much too salt for either drinking purposes or irrigation. But at

the bungalows just mentioned, which are within less than half a mile of the sea, tlie

water in the wells is perfectly sweet. Now, the bungalows stand on hills of blown sand ;

the village about a mile away is on black soil. The wells at the bungalows are very shallow,
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1 am mfomed by Mr. Clarke, tbe Executive Engineer, that the case at Vaux’s tomb,

especially mcnlionod in Mr. Hope’s letter, is precisely similar to Dumas, whilst at Bhugwa

Dandec, where no good water could be found, there are no sand hills. If my explanation be

correct, the sinking of deeper wells at the Dumas bungalows or at Vaux s tomb will probably

result in brackish water being found in the beds underlying those which now supply the wells.

Tlie other difficulty to which I have refeired is the existence of n umeroas wells in vari-

ous parts of the country, the water of which is said to have become gradually salter. This is

rather opposed to the view above expressed, because it is probable that percolation removes

the salt in any given stratum, and consequently wells should become sweeter by use if they

undergo any change; that is, provided that the water always finds its way from the surface

into the wells hy the same route, and traverses the same beds in its course. But the removal

of water from a well may occasioiiallj^ produce an inflow from other strata than those from

which the 8up]»ly was originally derived, and thus salter water may be introduced. The

question is a ditfieult one, and 1 think some further information ou the subject of wells

becoming salter is desirable. In the first jdace, 1 think the .evidence of inci easing saltuess

in wells should ho ralher caiefully examined
;
of course no analyses of the water have been

made, and, so far as I can leui ti, comjdaints about water becoming salt have been frequently

iiuulo in order to obtain remissions of rent, as irrigated land is more highly taxed than land

which is not irrigated. 1 should like to suggest the possibility that, in some cases at least,

the change has not been in the w’abu*, but in the soil of the fields. As all the well water

contains s.alts in solution, and as the water poured upon the land is evaporated, leaving the

salts behind, a gradual conceulraticm of the salt must take place in irrigatiid lands until

it may, unless remedial iiuvisures he taken, become so saturated as to b(* uufit for cultivation,

as in the eiieo of the ‘reh' lands of llpjier India. In this case the blame would infallibly

and justly he laid on the wati*r used for irrigation, although no increase has really taken

place ill the saline imi)urities contained in the w.*ter.

I caunot say how far the wells in and around Surat represent those of the district

generally, hut if thej" do, I may add that the impurities of the water are not confined to

eommon salt (sodium chloride). Some rough tests which 1 have applied with such means

a.s were available showed the presence of lime, alumina, and of an alkaline earth, which I

believe to be magnesia, in considerable quantities.

If the views above expressed are correct, it is evidently improbable that hotter water

will be obtained by deep boring, unless the strata at a depth below the surface are much
more peraiciible than the superficial deposits ; on tbe contrary, the deeper beds will have had

less chance of being purified from salt by percolation than those near the surface. Where

the beds at a greater depth are very poroii.s, they may contain sweet water, but this is by

no means certain, and I can see no reason for anticipating that the lower strata will prove

very different in character from those exposed at the surface of the ground. Should rock

be found, it is impossible to form an opinion without actual trial as to what the character of

the assodiated water may be. The rock may ver}’^ possibly belong to the lower tertiary

strata, and similar beds in Kachh and Sind often yield brackish water.

Before concluding I may briefly advert to the water-supply of the town of Surat, to

which my attention has been particularly drawn. I went over the town with Mr. Pandurang
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Balkrislina, the Secretary to the Municipality, to whom 1 am indibU'd lor most of the

details mentioned,

Surat is a large txiwn, with a population exceeding one hundred thousand. Ah in most

old cities, the surface has been greatly raised in places by the {^cumulation of ruins of build-

ings and rubbish of all kinds. The town stands on tbo bunk of the Tiipti, here u tidal

river, the water of which is sweet in the rainy season, but bruckisli ai other times, and

especially so in the hot weather.

There are in Surat numerous wells, one to nearly every liouse. The water of only

two or three of these is used for drinking purposes ; nearly the wliole of tlu' inliahitanis

obtain their drinking water from the river, from cisterns in which rain water is eollerted,

or from wells outside the town. The depth of the wells inside the town varies from {i])oul

30 to about 70 feet, and the Imight at wliieh the w{iter stands in tiu* wells al)ov(‘ the datum

to which all levels within the municipal limits are referred (100 h'et below a tixed mark

in the castle) varies in diflenmt wells from 60 to nearly 70 fi‘et. As ti general rule,

the wells inside Surat city contain very brackisli wat(T ; those oiiiside the cit y proper, hut

within the old walls, vary in quality, a tew being just drinkable, whilst outside the walls

there are some wells of so-called sweet w{itor. Tliis last, however, though far ])iirer than

that obtained from the wells inside the city, is decidedly more hraelvish tJian good driuking

water should be, and on testing it, it was found to contain lime, imigiu'sia, {ind other iin-

punticR in considerable quantity besides common salt. The same remark apjjlies to those

wells inside the city which contain drinkable water.

The latter arc only two in number : one in the castle and close* to t.lu* river bank, <ho other

at the house of a Maharaj named Mandir. The former very probably derives its su|>})ly

from percolation from tlic river wlieii in flood,* anotlier well not 1(H) yojds {iway, but furtlier

from the river, yielding brackish w{iter. The well in Maharaj Mandiv’s bo\ise is Either

deeper than usual, tlie bottom of the well being 48 feet, and the surliiee level of llio walei-

66 above datum, and the supply is so large that an attempt, to pump tbo well dry by n

6-horsc power steam-engine scarcely produced any sensible diminution ol’ the water Jev(‘l.

At the same time other wells nearly of the same depth eontaiii bvjickisli water.

Two other incidents comm’Wd with the Surat wells may he lu‘re inentiom^d. The first

is that there is a well in the public park used for watering ih(< gjirdcuis ; it is 68 feet deep,

and contaius, when full, 36 feet of water, the surface of the water being ‘about 66 feet above

datum. The supply is considerable, but the water can be pmnpi'd dry by a 8-hor.se power

engine in 3 hours, and requires 24 hours to refill. After )>um])ing for u short lime tlie watei-

improves, but when the well is left to refill it becomes brackish again. Anolbor well, not

60 yjirds distant, contains very brackish water. The supply is, I believe, less than in tli<?

other well, but I have no certain information.

Another cirenm.stance worthy of note is referred to hy Mr Hope in Lis letter No. 2280

of 1871. A well w^as sunk at the Surat ra(;e-course about half a mile* outside the cit y walls,

at a spot in the middle of four existing wells, none of wliicli arc more than 150 yards apjirt.

All these wells are coinparativtdy swe(‘t, cc‘rtaiijly much hotter tluni any well insidt*. the town

of Suraf, yet Mr, Hope’s well proved bnmkish. Tii tins cjise I thirjl; it is to be regretted

that the well was not pumped for some time hefon* Wing abandoned, sineu the sail imiy luive

been derived from the sides of the well and pumping might have c:iUM*d an irjflow from tlm

stratum which supplies the other wells, but the R{iltncss may Imve been due to the Avjiter

finding its way into the well by a different channel to that pursued by the flood supplying

the others.

• The staletnent in a report by Mr. Sowerhy on tlio wator-.supply, &e., of Hurut, dated 7th N ovember that,

the leveJ of the water in the Burat welln ia above that of hijrh flpring* tides in the Tapti, appears to be* inct.i j .-v'.
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With reference to the impurity of the wells within the city walls, it is probable that

water percolating through the accumulated debris of old mortar, ashes, burnt clay, &c., which

hare raised the surface of the ground inside the city from 10 to 20 feet, may dissolve a

considerable quantity of various salts, and thus increase the saline ingredients of the well

water.

So far as I can judge, however, none of the wells in or around Surat furnish water so

pure as ought to be obtained for drinking purposes. I am told that no complete analyses of

th^e waters have ever been made, and I should recommend that such be obtained of difEerent

waters, including the best and the worst, since the kind of salt present and the relative

quantities may afford some clue to their origin.

The details just given concerning the Surat wells are certainly in favor of the conclusions

already expressed as to the causes of irregular distribution of fresh water in the soils of

Surat. These conclusions I will briefly recapitulate, pointing out their practical application

—

1. There appears reason to believe that the greater portion, if not the whole, of the

alluvial deposits near the coast of Guzorat wore originally impregnated with salt in conse-

quence of their having been formed in salt-water. Where they are now tree fi*om saline

impurities, tliis is due to the removal of sucli impurities by the percolation of fresh water,

2. Such percolation of fresh water has been efficient in proportion to the elevation

above the sea, and to the greater or less permeability of the beds ; consequently, as a rule, those

wells which are at the greatest height above the sea and those which yield tlie most water

are the sweetest.

3. The distribution of permeable and impermeable ])od8 is very irregular, most of the

strata being lenticular in seetiou and thinning out within .short distances.

4. It ensues from the above, that there is no reasonable prospect of fresh water being

obtained from deep borings, unless the strata beneath the bottoms of the existing wells are

generally more pervious tlian those n<‘ar the surface. This is ])ossible, but there appears no

sound reason for anticipiiting that it will ])rove to be the case, and it is probable that deep

borings will give as irregular results as surlace wells.

5. It is also inijwobable that fresh water will be found in wells sunk in the salt

lands now being reclaimed. Should such be found, its occurrence will be, I think, accidental,

and due to the existence of unusually pervious strata, and I think that these may very

possibly prove local.

6. The presoneo of fresh water in some places on the coast, as near Dumas and at

Vaux’s tomb, appears duo to the existence of sand-hills resting on impervious clay. The
quantity of water will probably bear some proportion to the extent of the sand-hills.

Although a considerable supplj' may be derived from such places for l(x;al puiposes, I do not

think it probable that the quantity is sufficient to supply large irrigation works, nor should

I bo surprised if in some similar localities the water proved more or less brackish, owing to

the presence of salt in the sand, or contamination from the subsoil. Deep wells amongst

the sand-hills would probably yield brackish water.

7. None of the wells about Surat town supply really good water, nor is there at

present suflicient prospect of improvement to justify the sinking of deep wells, and, as an

ample source of excellent water exists in the river Tapti a few miles higher up, and I am
informed that it is proposed to introduce the same into the city, it appears scarcely worth

while to incur expense in experiments which are very likely to fail.

Finally, I can only suggest that if further information be required, and to test the

accuracy of tbe views here expressed, bbrijQgd sbquld be made to a depth not exceeding
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160 to 200 feet. To attempt to raise water from a greater depth would probably involve

greater expense than the value of the water for irrigation would cover. It would be well to

make borings along lineSi and at a fixed distance apart, in such parts of the district as it is

particularly desired to explore. There appears no reason for selecting any locality in

particular, for, as I have above shown, the probability appears to me that sweet water will

not be found, at all events not as a general rule ; at the same time, the matter is of such

importance that the trifling cost of a few borings would be fully justified in order to obtain

certain information, for, after all, the opinion given above is bused, upon very imperteot

information.

When borings are made the water from every water-bearing stratum traversed should

be separately tested, and, at all events, the quantity of salts in solution ascertained by

evaporating to dryness, care being taken that some water is alwaj’s pumped out before

collecting specimens for analysis.

I would further recommend that complete quantitative analyses be made of a few of the

Surat waters, especially of those in and near the town of Surat,* and I would also suggest

that the water of some of the wells which are said to he gradually becoming sailer be

anal^'scd, or, at all events, tlio quantity of salts in solution estimated (a very easy matter)

from time to time.

As already pointed out, common salt ks by no means the only impurity present in con-

siderable quantities in the well water of Surat, and other salts may be equally dt'Ieierious

both to htiman health and to vegetation, although tJieir presence is not so easily detected by

the taste of the watci*. It is useless, without more oxacd information as to tlio nature and

quantity of these salts, to atiem])t to trace their origin ;
some liave, in all probability, been

derived, like the common salt, from the sea; others from the decomposition of the materials

forming the alluvial strata.

11/7/ January 1876.

SKETCn OF THE GeOLOGY OF ScINDIa’s TERlilTOHIES, 11 . B. MeULICOTT, A. M., F. O. fl.,

Deputy Supcriuteitdcnff Geological Surveg of India,

Scindia’s possessions are so scattered, that any connected physical description of them

must include much adjoining ground. The extent and uniformity
Configuration.

natural features further involve this comprehensiveness,

so that the following notice of the geology ot the region comprises much of Holkar s tcriitoiy,

all of Bhopal and of the Britisli district of Sagar, all of Kotali, a great part of Bundi, besides

some other petty States of Kajputdua. All this ground belongs to the Vindliyan plateau,

defined on the south- south-east by the Vindhyan range overlooking the Narbada valley, on

the north-east by a scarp overlooking Baiiddlkand, and on the north-west by clilfi‘.d ranges

facing Rajputana. Althougli its limits are so well defined, the character of this area as a

single plateau is not well marked. Tlic entire drainage is from the southern edge, the crest

. of the Vindhyan range
;
and in their progress to the Jainna the rivers have lonned deep and

wide valleys, so that a very large area of the so-called plateau consists of plains hut little

raised above the level of the country to the cjust and west : still the plateau form is every-

where maintained; the smallest elevations are little table-lands or terraces.

• It should be boruc in mind that the greatest care is necessary in collecting samples of water for ajialysos
;
such

samples should be taken by a responsible officer personally, never on any account by a native servant or suh*

ordinate, and both bottles and corks must be perfectly clean Unless those precautions arc taken, the analyses when

made will be useless.
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2. TIioro features are directly connected with the rock-structure. The well known

SJruoturo
j^cof^rapliical name for the southern crest of elevation has been

adopted lor the f^reat sedimentary formation which forms the basis

ot the whole plateau. Kxcepi along the edj^es of their area, the Vindhyan strata are hori-

zontal : and this arrang(*nient, combined with alternations of hard and soft rocks, induces tho

tint scarped form of elevation. In the south-west part of the plateau in Malwa, where the

Vindhyans are so completely eovered by eruptive rocks, the same fonn of elevation is

c(»nstant, illustriditig ifdmirahly the step-liki; arrangement for which the name of trap-rock

wa.s originally given to these* uneb-nt volcanic products.

2. To ]n'<iret (l in rcgulai* order from the youngest to tlie oldest formations, brief notice

.
nmst he taken of the siipertieial de])osits. There is little or no

iSupcrfi. i.'il tiopijbilt’, ...
ALLUVIUM proper in this eountiy. actual land-formation now in

progress from rivto* (l<*p<»sits ; unles.s we are to include under this head the almost ceaseless and

everywhere present actitm of wind and rain in shifting and arranging the earth particles

at the Furraee. The, soil and s\d>soil covering is on the whole inseparable from the thick

aeeunnihitions of clays, sands and gravels oecurring over the plains and valley.s
;
although

tlu* gr(*at dejjth of th<‘H<* and their forming st<‘ep liaiiks high (ver the extreme flood level of
the great rivi'rs, eiearly point to conditions of tbrination separated from the present by

marked physical changes, involving aloweringof the water-levi‘l in this region. In confirm-

ation of this observation, we find t hese deposits e.ontinnous with those of the great Gangetic

[>hiins, in which the remains ol‘ extinct varieties of large mammals have been found. Tho

best known locality for these fossils is near Ktilwa in the bed of the Jaiuuna, close to the

north-oast limit of Scindia’s territory. It is very likely' that similar remains might be found

within the boundary in the (.Miamhul and otliei* large streams.

4. The tra[>-rocK of ]\Ialvva is the next in order of age to tho valley-dejiosiis, the break

,
ill time between them being enormous, embracing nearly tlie whole

of the geological period known as tektiiuy. Tin* formation is

known as the l)(V<*an trap, this rock in Malwa being in unbroken connection across tbe

valleys of the TV'arhada and the Tapti, with that forming the great plateau of the Deccan,

The upjier limit, of age for the formutiou is given by the occurrence of nummulittc strata

resting upon a di*iiudt*d surface of llie trap along the westm-ri base of tlic highlands near

Broach. The lower limit of age is fixei> by the occurrence of cket.aceous rocks, supposed

to he middh‘ (U'etaceoiis, beneath the trap at Bagh in one of Scindia’s outlying districts in

the Narhadii valley, and also on the plateau near tlabmi. Within tlie formation itself there

occur local i literirapjioan beds, ]iatches of .sedimentary rock, earthy and calcareous, fre4|uently

conlaiuing fresh water fossils. The independent evidence of these lias been thought to connect

the trap more w^ith the tertiary than with the secondary epoch. The trap hidongs to the

basaltic family, but presenting many vaiietics from greenish Mack, dense, columnar basalt, to

porous amygdalolds with agates and zeolites, and to earthy ash-like beds. Within the district

under notice no dykes have hoiui observed, showing that it is beyond the immediate region of

eruption. Tl’he present northern limit of the trap is an irregular line between Nimach and

Badravvas. It is purely a boundary of denudation, and it would be impossible to say how
much farther to the north the eimptive rock may originally have extended. The latorite

baud wliieh is so generally associated with the tnip may give a clue to this question. There

are many kinds of laterite of different ages and modes of origin. The variety here spoken of

is a purely earthy ferruginous rock free from sandy detritus, its upper part, to a depth of

ten to twenty feet, being intensely hardened ly the segregation of the iron. It appears as

a cajipiug to the highest ]dateaii of tho trap, thus having the apparent relation of an original
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top-ruck to the formation. If it could be legitimately taken as thus relattwl to the trap, wc
could assert that this rock had never covered the whole surface in the neighbourhood of

Gwalior, for laterite of this type cai>8 the high hill eight miles south-west of tlie city resting

on the Morar rocks, without any intervening trap. A full half of Scindia s torritt)ry is on
the trap formation. The laterite is finely developed about Gunii and Augar.

5.

Mention has already been made of the small patches of rocks of middle(?) cretaceous

rotao' 8 rocks
age in the Narbada valley about Ragh and on the plateau miar

Jahna, both places in or near the Ohujerra district. The most

important rock of the grouj) is a limestone holding marine fossils, and underlaid by saud-

stmie, or resting upon the basal crystalline rocks. The infratrappean or Liiuieta limestone

and sandstoni^ of the districts to thtreast (Sugar and Jabalpdr) are thought to represent the

Bagh beds; but as yet only vertLd)rate remains, some of great size, but unidentified, have been

found in them. Tliis information is given because the ground under description has been

only partially examined, so that representations of either group might be looked for

anywhere at the base of the trap.

6.

There is an immense geological gap between the cretaceous beds and the Viudhyaus,

which are the next (ddest rocks in this region. In other parts
The Vindhjau tormatioii, p , i i /-n i i i . p

01 India lliis gap is partly tilled up by the great rock senes of

wiiich the Indian coal measures form a part. (leologically, the Vindhyan plateau is a

basin. The lower strata of the formation only appear along the houiulary of the ti(*ld, with a

greater or loss slopt* towjirds the centre in which direction younger beds succeed. The whole

series has been divided into the following groups :

—

^ Upper Bhanrer

Bhanrer ... <

' Lower Bhanrer

Riwa
i

Upper Biwa

Lower Riwa

Kaimdr
U])per Kaimiir

Lower Kuimur

... Upper Bhanrdr sandstone.

( Sirhu shales.

3 Lo\v(‘r Blianrer sandstone.
“*

1 Bhanrer limestono.

Gaiiurgarh shales.

... Upper R-iwa sandstone,

rjliiri shales.

... i Lower Riwa sandstone.

Panna shales.

(
Up])er Kaimtir sandstone.

^ Kaimur eoiiixlom crate.

( Bijigarli slnilcs.

“*
I Lower Kaimiir sandstone.

7.

Most of these groups are rejm'sented in Scindia’s territories nortli of Badrawas.

The Kaimiir conglomerate and it^ overlying sandstone are admirably exposed about Gwalior,

In the fort-hill and the adjoining scarp they rest upon one of the trappean bauds of the

Morar group. In the hills to the south they rest upon other beds of the same series.

Passing north-westward the Fauna shales are found in the low ground along the base of the

next scarp, which is formed of the Lower Riwa sandstone. Beyond tliis again there is a

third scar^i formed of the U])per Riwa sandstone with the Jhiri shales at its base. Still

further to the west we find the Ganiirgarh shales and Bhanrer limestone well oxiiosed in

the valley of the Charalml, the Lower Bhanrer sandstone forming the Dholpur ridge on the

left bank of the river. In the Nimach district the same series is well develojicd ascending

from the west. The Bhanrdr limestone is well exposed between Nimach and Ohittorgarh.

The age of the Vindhyan series is still quite undetermined. All that can be said is that it is

greatly more ancient than the base of the coal measure series. Although so undisturbed and

unaltered, and apparently so adapted by their varied composition and the conditions of

deposition (as indicated by the variety and prevalence of water-marking), for the existence
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There is but one other formation to be noticed. Sciudiah’s territories include a small

Gneiss
portion of the crystalline rock area of Bandelkhand. The relation
of tliis rock to the Gwalior and the Vindhyan senes has been

noticed. The gneiss is often highly granitoid, but no intrusive granite has been detected.

Bands of schists, sometimes hornblendic, occur occasionally, having an east-west strike.

The most remarkable feature of this area is the number of great reefs of vein-quartz, form-

ing narrow regular precipitous ridges, with a prevailing north-easterly direction. No trace

of gold has ever been noticed about them. The gneiss is also much traversed by trap-dykes

;

in these a north-westerly direction prevails. They have been found in some cases to traverse

the quartz-reefs, and are, therefore, younger than these. But both reefs and dykes are older

than any of the sedimentary formations in contact with this gneiss. At the western edge of

the^ trap and Yindhyan plateau, there may be paiches of crystalline rooks within the

Amjhera and Jawad Nimuch districts of Sdndia’s territories.

A'pril 1873.
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The PiTAruii Coal-I'ierd, with kotice of Coal-explorations in the Naerada uf,<uon,

hy H. Mkolicott, m. a., f. o. s., Ihqmty Supcriutcndcnt, (ivological Survey of

Jvdia.

Section 1.—Notice of recent exploration,

„ 2.—"The woHlern extension of Ihi* Sntpnni Imuio.

„ PosBililo coal-firldH on the lower Narbado.

„ 4.—Tlie Shapur coal-field. Surainary.

I.

—

Notice of recent exploration.

The ([uestion of Ihc coal-supply in the Narbada valh*y has now boon for lonf^ before the

public, and is still unsettled. Mobpani is still the only locality where workable coal is known

Ix) (s-eur
;
and the extension of the coal bere is us j'et nnjirovi'd. ^Sin^a^ Dceenibcr 1H72, exjilo-

riitions have been carrii^d on in several jdaees under the orders of Goveriuuent, but so far

without ivsult. Tlic region to which these remarks apjily is the northern portion of tho

great Satpura basin of tin? coal-bearing rocks, within comparatively easy rua(;h of the Great

Indian Peninsula Kailwa}’, It has long been known that there arc numerous outcrops of

wial along the south margin of the field; but tho distance would greatly add to the cost of

exploitation. To that ground, however, wo must have recourse if our endeavours to find

coal in a more favorable position prove unavailing. With this in view, a survey was made

during the past season of the western and more accessible portion of Ibo southern region,

known as the Betul or the Shilpur coal-field.

Before proceeding to describe this field, with the aid of the annexed outline-map, I would

give a sketch of the explorations u]> to date. It cannot be said that any of the experiments

has proved a failure, because no cue of them has attained the full limit contemplated for

the search. No success, however, can he reported as yet; and in one case some disappointment

has to be recorded. Having had the entire responsibility of choosing tho positions for the

trial borings, I am, of course, anxious, for tho satisfaction of Government, that a right under-

standing should exist of tho grounds upon which I decided : it is so easy after tho fact to

condemn a project as hopeless
; and there are always people ready to take the credit of

wisdom on such occasions. The data available were never more than could warrant a fair

possibility of success, as was duly explained at the first.
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"inoJi; of pvoceediiij^ in this investiji^tioii would have boon to explore the

iiK^asuroH at Molipani—to see liow the coal-seams behave on this side oi* the basin to the

deep of their only outcrop. Inforinarion inij^ht thus have been {gained giving 8on>e grounds

for a definite opinion as to the position and depth of the coal elsewbere along this region.

This course was not available, the ground being in the possession of the Narbada Coal

Company. The iuten^sts of ibis colliery depend largely upon the conditions in question
; but

as yet little or no light has been thrown upon them—no coal has np to date (June 1875) been

found beyond the limits of the faults against which the original working stopped.

Thus the atterni)! that had to bo made was not tliat'of exploring a known coal-field, but

to look for the coal-measures in a great series of formations where it was known they might

oeinir. Tlie explorations pi’oposi'd were of two kinds : one depending upon the unknown

limits of the rock-basin itself ; tlie other uj)on the unknown lie of the coal-measures within

the known ari;a -of the basin.

So far as a])pear3 on a g(M»logieal map, the northern limit of the rocks with which the

coal-iii(*asures are associated would ai)proxiinately corresj)ond with

vanJyoTthe'Na'Lll!^
irregular line indicating the southern edge of the

alluvial plains. Along certain ])ortions of that line narrow oiitcro])s

are scon of metamorphlo rocks; and where these appeal*, tlie (continuity of the younger rock-

basin is, of (bourse, cut oil. There are, howevei*, wide gaps whore no older, rocks appear, where

the vall(\y-doi)osits r(?si against tlu' coal-hcaring formatiems. It was for a time 8U})posecl that

the junction of the sandstones witli the metamorphie ro<;ks (xscurrod along a great fault, by

which the newer rocks were thrown up to the north and removed. Were this so, we should

be ('iititled to draw a fixed fault-boundary to the possible eoal-bearing ground across those

gaps between the existing outcrops of the metaiuorphics. From a careful study of the rock-

junction where seen, I came to the conclnsion that no great lin(‘ of dislocation could be

proved : the actual contact of the two rock-serit's was almost everywheri^ found to he the

original one. I even got romuants of the younger strata on the north flanks at the same level

ns on the south of the narrow ridges of metamorphics. It thus becomes ap])arent tliat the

gaps 111 the present boundary, where the alluvium laps against the sandstones, may only

represent bays in the original (‘dgc of the basin of deposition of the coal-bearing formations.

A full discussion of this (picstion is given in luy last report upon this ground
;
it can only he

by a revision oi' that discussion that the exploration for coal iu these blank ai'eas can be shown

to be unwarranted.

The Mohpani colliery, on the Siiaviva, lies in ilio centre of one of the longest of these

blank portions of the boundary. Almost the last rock seen in the river is the coal, in full

strength, underlying stoe]dy towards the plain. An att-imipt was made to work the coal

here, but it was found to be too naich broken and crushed to be worth extracting. It was to

the north of this position that I recommended borings to be made in the alluvium, close to

the branch railway, where ctial, if found, would be very favorably situated. There were

of course, other doubtful conditions besides the principal one already indicated: the bay may
have been there, and yet the coal deposits have found small place iu it : or whatever had

found place there may have been to a great extent cleared out by the excavation of the

hollow in which the alluvium now lies. The probability, such as it is, of coal existing under

any considerable portion of the immense area covered by tlu^ alluvium seemed sufficient to

warrant some outlay uj)on the search. Boring was attempted at Gadarwara station and at

Sukakheri, at ton and four miles from the boundary. The former trial broke down at a depth of

251 feet. The hole at Sukakheri was carried to a depth of 491 feet, yet without piercing

through the valley deposits. Both these trials were started when boring implements were
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deficient ; and although I gave 5()0 feet as a possible tbichnoss for the alluvium, I certainly

expected rock to be struck at a less depth ; thus the borings were not begun on a BufHcieiit

scale for such a depth where' piping had ta be used throughout.

There was nothing whatever for a positive opinion that the superficial deposits would

be so deep. The Narbada flows on the north side of this broad plain ; and within coinv

paratively short distances throughout its courao it toucht's rock, leaving the valley lhn)Ugh

a narrow rocky gorge 100 miles to west of, and at a level about 2(X) feet below, the surface at

Gadarwara. This gorge is the lowest lip of the rock-basin of the actual valley ; for the

watershed on all sides is on rock. We have thus at least learned from this Sukakhevi boring

an interesting geological fact regarding the depth of the pleistocene valley.

A complete prognosis of the case would involve also the consideration of yet another,

great valley of excavation in* the same area, but regarding wliicb our information is slill

more obscure. The valley (Kioupied by the ])leisloccne deposits was to a groat extent cut ont

of the great trappean formation, which bad filled np a ])revious valley to the full level of the

higlilands on the north and south. Hoth to east and west ()f tl\c Sitaviva bedded trap is, at

several places, the last rock seen passing under the alluvium at flic south side of the valley.

Locally, too, it is underlaid by thin fresb-water deposits supposed to be of upper cretaceous

age. Tliat pi*e-tcrtiary valley to soime extent corresponded with the existing feature, being

principally bounded by the Viudhyaiis on the north and the IMahadcva liills on the south ;

but it is improbable that its line of discharge was the same as that of the present Narbada.

Kegarding its possible relative depth there is no certain clue
; hut there is nothing to suggest

its having been great in the Sitanva region, older roidjs being s(‘cn at many places to east

and west. There were some symptoms that the boring at Sukakheti was approaching a

bottom of this kind
; the last samples of clay brought up were mucli cliargcd with granules

of h’on oxide as if from a lateritic layer which is frequently found coating the trap.

The discovery of the great depth of the surface-deposits at Sukakhevi is, no doubt, a

check to our hopes of finding the cojil-measures within easy rcacdi in this neighbourhood, and

Biay therefore divert the press of exploration to other points
; hut, of course, the question of

the existence or not of the coal-U'aring rocks in this position is quite untouched. The ai*gu-

ment on this point staiKls just as at the beginning; and unless before long coal is found

under more favorjible conditions elsewhere ill this Satpiira region, I would certainly recom-

mend tl>c prosecution of the search here. Tliic actual position might he sliiftod to Oagurola,

a village a mile and a half south of Sukakheri. I went clear to the north in first choosing

a silo, to avoid coarse gravels in the (covering deposits near flic liills, and to get well beyond

a known region of disturbance in the coal rocks, should tlu*y he found.

The other class of exploration is directed to fiml the coal-measnrcs within the known

rock basin. On the south side of the basin the oui<*vo]> of the

measures is nearly cvmtinuous from cast to west. The hope ol

finding them on the north side is based upon tl>e single outcrop

on the Sitariva, and upon the fact that very generally they are closely associated with the

Talchirs, and these are found at several places along the north honiidary. The reasonable

conjecture is, that the coal may be more or less continuous throughout; the whole basin,

beneath the covering Mahadeva rocks. For a short distance west; of llu? Sitariva the Tak’-hir

rocks, and even the coal-measures, are traceable; their manner of disappearance in lliis dircc*

tiou is not seen; the nearest section is very obscure and greatly aflected by trap dikes.

In the first complete section exposed, in the Dudhi and cast of it, younger I'ock.s occupy

the whole ground up to the boundary with the metamorphics. When next the lower mem-

bers of the series come to the surface along the boundary, the Talchir group alone is found,

overlaid by younger rocks than the coal-mcaLurcs, the hittci being eompletcly cut out, oi

‘ orerliippcd.*
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In explorations of this nature it is commonly the case that some approximation can bo

made towards oomputinf^ the depth at which the object should be attained. The simple

general rule is— from the proposed point of experiment to follow the descending section

directly across the strata to the outcrop of the bed sought for; and then, from the surface

distance and the mean dip of the rocks, to calculate the depth from the surface at the required

point. Were this rule to liold good in the present case, the coal would be hopelessly out of

reach where we are now secdcing for it. Throughout this whole central area of the rock

basin, the strata hav(^ a very constant northerly slope to within a .short distance of the north

boundary, where, according to the above rule, the depth to the measurca would be enormous.

The rule, however, works ujxm the assumption that the bods continue to the deep as they

appear at the surface ; and it is quite certain that this is not the case with tlio rocks we have

to deed with here. They are for the most part massive, irregular sandstones ; and it is

domonstraied that not only individual beds, but whole groups of Iwida, die out to the deep and

are overlap])ed before reaching the north side of the basin. There is no law known, or in

the nature of the case ])()SKiblc, for such a mode of extinction and succession of stratified

depo.sits. Their distrihution depends n])()u the local physical conditions at the time of their

formation, the only evidence for which conditions i.s to be found in the deposits themselves.

Thus, Ibcro can be no reason assigned why the coal-measures themselves should not also die

out to the north, they being composed of thick sandstones not unlike those above them.

The hope that such is not the case rests upon the features along the north boundary, as

already noticed.

The facts hearing upon this class of explorations have also been given and discu.ssod in

some detail in my last roj)oi’t on this ground ; hut from the foregoing brief remarks it can

bo Hocn that these trials, tliougli under such very dilTorout conditions, are of a scarcely I(‘8s

precarious nature than are tlios(‘ in th(3 open vall<‘y. It may also Loro be understood that

any olfband opinion on tlui point (;an ho of no value, unless in .so far as it maybe based upon

reasons sticli us tho.se indi(!ated.

In selecting sites for these borings, I gave, as for the others, a wide berth to the known

difficulties close to the general boundary of the field; sucli as, firstly, the greater disturhanee

of the strata, often with trappean intrusion ; secondly, the coarsely congloincritic character

of the Mahadovas in this zone, which has ])rovcd so obstructive to borings at Mohpani; and

thirdly, to give a better chance of getting below the known overlap. To these considerations

the surface features added other inducemeuts. On the east and west of the basin, two wide

open areas are presented in the valleys of the Dndlii and the Tawa, se])arat-ed from the

jdains of the Narbada valley by a narrow belt of low liills. If the Satpura coal-basin ever

fulfils our reasonable hopes as regards coal, it is in those areas that the industry would ho

established, and here that it should he .started. Whether or no coal should he found some-

what nearer the surface toward.s the edge of the basin, it would he a dut}" to ascertain if

it lay within reach of these central areas where mining must he located if it is ever to

expand ; hut to fulfil this purpose the borings here should he carried to the full depth at

which there w*ould be any prospect of mining being profitably carried out. Upon this

point ray knowledge and experience scarcely eiilitlcnic to an opinion : I should say conjectur-

ally, that 8upj>osing coal to he present, it would pay better in the long run to work it

at 160 fathoms in the centre of the field than at 50 fathoms near the margin.

In comun ueing operations, preference was given to the Dudhi area, for the reason that

the strongest natural outcrops of the coal both to north and south
Duiih!\ alloy, -i n i i

were on the cast side of the basin! The borings at Khapa

and Maneg'^m wove commenced in the middh^ of February lS7d. Both start m the Denwa

horizon of the Mahadeva scric.s. At the do.se of the season, on the Ist June, they had

reached the d' priis of 2G0 and 2 Iw feel. After the shqipagc of the Sukakheri boring, work
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was resumed at Khapa and Manegaon on the 16th January 1876. On the 23ih1 of April

work was suspended at the Manegaon boring (at 419 feet), the depth now attained necessi-

tating the constant attention of the European foreman at one boring. At the close of the

season (16th May) tlie hole at Khapa was down to 472 feet. Tlie sections of these borings

give as yet no hint os to the prospect of finding coal : the rocks are throughout the same as

at the surface, purple and greenish clays, alternating with sandstones, either wliito or tinted

by admixture of the coloured clays. In the Khapa hole the proportion of clays to sand-

stones is 193 to 279, at Manegaon it is 219 to 200. There is nothing discouraging so far.

I have shown elsewhere that the Pachmari sandstone (lower Mahadeva) passes into clay to the

deep ;
and the change to the coal-measures would probably be abrupt.

On the representation by the Railway Department of the importance of a supply of coal

Tawa Valley
possible, the trials in the Tawa valh'y were,

commenced on the 25th December 1874 at Kcsla, and on tbe 1st

January 1875 at the Suktawa, under the management of Mr. A. Gardiner, m. e. The latter

is entirely in strata of the Damuda formation, on the horizon of the Bijori beds as described

in this region, and nine miles south of the Shapur coal-field. The Kesla boring starts in

the lower beds of the Mahadevas, somewhere in the Pachmari horizon, so far as can at

present bo determined, four miles duo north of the Suktawa boring
;

yet, if the structure

upon which all these trials depend is favorable, if the Barakar coal-measures rise again

towards the north edge of the basin, they may bo nearer the surface at Kesla, which is only

tbreo miles from boundary of the mctamorpbics. When closed for the season (IlOtli April)

the Kesla liolo bad roacliod to .302' fi", that at the Suktaw.a to 241'. Clay greatly prei>onderateK

in the Kesla boring, a bard sandy rock vari<*gated brown and red. Tbe Suktawa rock also

maintains the same characters as at the surface, alternations of strong sandstone with sligbily

carbonaceous shales. I do not find in them any grounds for a change of ojiiiuon regarding

the original project; the depths as yet attained arc no greater than might occur at a short

distance from the outcrop.

There is, however, already the surety from those borings that mining in this central

. , region will have to be deeper than has yet been attempted in
Other trials rccommcn'lcd. , ^ ,

India. For this reason, and to provide against the by no moans

improbable event of failure to reach the coal-measures at all in tliis position, it is certainly

advisable to commence trials in other ground. Two projects arc open to us : to try for the

nieiisures close to the north boundary of the basin, in a ])Osition analogous to that of the

outcrop at Mohpani ; and, to commence the exploration of the Shapur coal-field. With this

view I have selected four sites for trial borings along the north boundary : one on the road

into the Dudlu valley, about seven miles west of Mohpani ; one on each of the roiuls to

PiMibmari, close to patches of Talchir rocks ; and one at Lokartalai. For the southern region

I have selected a site near the village of Sonada. One or more of these trials can be ean ied

on at the same time and under the same maniigemcnt as one of the deeper borings in each of

the river valleys, say at Khapa and the Suktawa.

II.’—The western extension op the Satphra basin.

The occasional mention of tbe probable extension of the coal-bcaring series beneath the

trap to tbe west of the known Satpura basin, and the fresh demand for coal for the new State

Railway starting northwards from Khandwa, led to the request for an examination of the

line of ground most likely to throw light on the possibility of finding coal in that direction.

At the end of tbe season ' I made a tour to the west of Lokartalai along the direction of llu'

north boundary of the basin. There cannot be said to be any immediate practical result, but

observations have been made confirming and greatly extending the conjecture upon which the
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hope was baseJ ; direct evidence has been found of the underjp'ound continuation of this

important scries of rocks for some distance beyond the limits hitherto known; and an identifi-

cation of Mahadeva rocks has been made far to the west on the Narbada near Barwai, which

opens the question whether some of the so-called cretaceous sandstones alom^ the valley of

this river to near the coast may not belong to the same much older series, and thus

be indicators of western coal-fields corresponding with those o-f the Dainuda valley on

the east.

No observation has hitherto been made (or at least published) of any appearance to the west

of Lokartalai of rocks closely connected with the coal-bearing scries. At page 43 ofmy last report

(1872) on the Satpura basin (Mem. Geol. Sur., Vol. X) a brief notice is given of the western

part of the northern boundary of the basin. The following remarks are in continuation of

those there given. It was said that east of Sali the metamorpliics arc in force along the

boundary. This was hazarded on the strength of a small outcrop at Sali, and of their forming

the iM’incipal part of tlie range twelve miles to the east on tlu; high road north of Kesla. I

find, however, that intermediately there is an important seelion in which the Mahadevas are

The ZumAui Bcetlon
continuous to the plains. It is south of Zunnini in the Narbada

valley, and north of Lalpani in the Tawa valley. Along the base

of the hills north-west of Kesla and Tako the Bagra limestone is in force, with a dip of 30°

to north-north-west. The overlying sandstone and conglomerate with a low dip in the same

direction form the scarp abovc^. From the largo and numerous blocks of trap at the foot of

the waterfall there is ])robahly an outlying ca]) of this rock on the hill. The crest of the

pass north of Lalpani is on the southern ridge of the range, on the run of the liigh dip, 30° to

north-north-westerly, in conglomeritie sandstone overlying limestone. There is probably

some slip or sudden twist along tbe north of tins ridge, for on the Blo]nug high ground in

that direction the strong limestone is again in force, with a low north-iiortb-wcsterly dip.

On the rise to the outer crest of tbe pass tbe overlying sandstone and conglomerates come in

again. These brcccia-conglomoratcs arc splendidly exposed in the steep gorge to east of the

road. In a spur near tbe mouth of this gorge there is a small Mahadeo roclv-tcmplo in tbo

conglomeritie sandstone, having a dip of 3” to north-north-west. A little below this the dip

rises rapidly to 4/1°, in hardened sandstone distinctly overlying the conglomerates ; thei*e is

then a baud of crushed rock and a trap dike, h-.t within about eighty yards apparently the

same sandstcncs are again 30° to north-nortli-wesi, rapidly falling to 5°. The beds that

c,omc in hero arc peculiar : a whitish sandst(uie (which has been a good deal quarried), with

partings of white shale and a layer of pyritous coaly shale. The character of these beds and

their stvatigraphical position at the top of a long ascending section of the Bagra group

make it highly probable that they belong to the Jabalpur horizon, the nearest known

position of which is capping CJuUar hill sixty miles to eastward. When last seen in the

stream under J alpa the bi*ds are quite flat, and end abruptly, with some crushing, trap being

the next rock seen. This is, perhaps, the most important section we Imvc of the north

boundarj% as it marks so clearly the upheaval of the Satpura area, or the depression

of the Narbada valley, along it. It illustrates and explains some of the sections to the east,

especially that on the Anjan (op. cit., p, 37).

About six miles east of Lokartalai there is a fine section of the boundary under the

scarp of Budimai ridge. South of Batki the Bagra limestone

appears in force in the low ground at the base of the scarp, dip-

ping at 30° to north-north-west, under the trap of the valley. Along the strike to the south-

west of those outcrops the limestone disappears, but there is a much fuller section of this

fringing zone of rocks. They form quite a Hanking range outside the scarp, scparattjd from

it by a chain of small lougitudiiiul Vidlc3'fi> excavated along the broken uuiclinul flexure,

Budimai section.
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between the nearly horizontal beds of the scarp, and the same beds lilting down undtjr the

plains. Before these beds disappear the dip flattens very much, or even sliglitly turns up

to the north, while near the axis of the flexure it is nearly vertical. 1 did not here detixit

any characteristic Jabalpur rock, but unless faulting interferes with the sequenoo they

ought to be represented. The fine Dandiwara sandstone, so much prized on the Groat

Indian Peninsula Railway, comes from the top beds of these iiicliued strata. Structurally

this section corresponds with that of Zumaui, only the flexure is more maiked. It is

importaut to remark that in both cases the sandstones re:u;h well to the front of the run

of the nearest metamorphic rock. The strike of the latter into the anticlinal axis rather

that they acted as a fulcrum upon which the overlying strata were bent and broken.

No special disturbance was noticed in the trap on the Moran. In passing to the W(*st-

.
south-west on the strike of the little rib of mctamon^liic lime-

The westeru inhcra.
. • i- r i ^ i ^ i . -it. ,

stone Koutli oJ Lokartalai, at about a mile distance, there is a

low ridge. A clear section of it is seen in the stream, showing it to be formed of trap,

with a central band of gray and reddish cl&y, all having a dip of 00° to south-south-east.

In the U(‘xt stream there is a still b(?tter section of this continuous little ridge, just under

Salei village. The clay hand here is calcareous, and is locally full of Physa Primejui,

the common fossil of the iiitcrirappean formation. The dip is the same as before. The
ridge passes just to souili of the village, and immediately north of it there is a strong

outcrop of hard coiiglomoritic sandstone, about 30 yards wide, tlie dip being 00° to 7U°

to south-south-east. The trap occurs again immediately north of it. Tliis rib lasts for about

a mile, the iuiertrappean band being traceable mucli further. In the Ganjal at Uskali,

and exactly on the same strike, there is a stronger outcrop of the same sandstone. It has

been extonsivfdy quarried in the little liill east of the village. The dip here is 45° to sout.li

south-east, and in front of it the trap is well soon, although the bods are massive, to have

the same dip, gradually lowering to 5® at half a mile up stream. The iutertrajipean baud

is absent in this section. Immediately below the sandstone there is a small obscure section

of trap. Two miles further, on the same exact strike, atlvupasi and Jii\wdni, the rih of sand-

stone appears again, still at ()0° to south-south-cast, and just under it at Kupasi there is a

small crop of metamorphic limestone. This is the last appearance of the sandstone, at

edeven miles from Lokartalai. The structural feature, howevei’, is well marked for a much
greater distance, and exactly on tlic same strike: south of Padarmati there is an outcrop

of intertrapi)eans still at 50° to south-south-east ; in the streams at KiUhmakhera and

Singanpur, and better still iu the Machak above Magardha, the zone of high dip in

the trap is well seen. Beyond this it seems to die out, being scarcely noticeable in the

Siani below Makrai. Magardha is twenty-five miles from Lokartalai.

The feature just described is a very remarkable one. The sandstone of these inlicrs

- . ... , ,, Would seem to belong to the Bdgra rocks ; it is quite like the rock
luterprotation of thorn. r i . i, .

found near the mctamorphics all along the boundary. It is the

structural feature that exhibits such a change. Even this might have been anticipated in

kind : the steady south-westerly dip of the sandstones on the Moran indicates a depression

of the formations in that direction ; but it was not there detected that the trap participated

in that disturbance. This fact comes out very forcibly from these western sections; and

they give one, too, an idea of the magnitude of the event. Eor a thickness of quite 1,000

feet the trap affects the same sU^ep dip as the sandstones, which must, one would think,

carry the latter to at least that depth in the ground to the south. This, of course, would

put the chance of coal indefinitely out of reach in this immediate region ; the horizontal

extent of the feature being quite in proportion to the vertical magnitude. The geological

reading of it is very puzzling, especially when 'it has to be taken from such scattered

observations as can be made during a single march across the ground. I can only slate
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the puz/.lu as it stan<la. Tlie extraordinary slrai^^lilness oE the feature compels one to

eonsid(a’ it as p(»a.sil>ly connected with faultirifj. In this connection especially these westtTU

out(;rops must Isj taken as solidary with the rest of the boundary to the cast; for the

tlisapiK*aran(*e of the sandstones on the Budiinai and Zuniani sections is exactly on the

same liiu?. The {^reat contrast, however, in the features of the cross-sections to east and

west makes it especially difficult to connect both with one and the same master-dislocation.

Apart from the fact of rcnjarkable continuity and straij'htncss, the primdfacie sugj^es-

,
tion of faulting is the same in the east as in the west of the line.

Whether faulted. mi i • . i i i. i

The ahru])t termination, with especial crushing, ol the iiat sand-

stones at the north end of the Zuinani section, with trap at a lower level close-by in front,

is strongly suggestive of faulting with northern downtlirovv; the only other explanation

lM‘ing the pre-trappeau origin of the edge of sandstone. Similar close vertical juxtaposition

of formations occurs to the west ; trap is found close to the north of the sandstone outcrops,

and at a lower levcjl, at Salei and IJskali, suggesting the same northern downthrow, or else

pretra])pean exposure. The rock itself of the western outcrop does not suggest any difference

of throw east and ivest. Nor is there any excuse for phusing the fault (if there is one)

between the sandstone and tlic rnetamorphic limestone at Kupasi : the sandstone seems to bo

of the same horizon as that occurring at the same level cast of the Moran,—a breccia con-

glomerate, such as is found in natural contact with the metamorphics all along the boundaiy

;

and at the Moran this ridge of supporting rock strikes into the axis of the Budimai flexure,

well to the soutli of the supposed fault-line. Thus from this more direct portion of the

evidence, one must, I think, conclude that if there is a fault it is post-trappeun, and has a

southern upthrow tliroughout. The <;ollatcral evidence, witli reference to faulting, presents,

on the contrary, a great difler(;ncc bctw<Hm the eastern and the westeim areas. The proof

of a great post-irappean southern depression by flexure at the edge of the stratigraphical

basin to the west of the Moran is now beyond question. This, though perhaps not incom-

patible with a southern upthrow by faulting along the north boundary of the same area,

certainly does not seem to agnn* with that supposition. The evidence of elevation, by

flexure along the same line of disturbance, of the area to the east of the Moran seems

equally cleai, and this would remove the necessity for upthrow by faulting along the northern

boundary, though not incompatible with the co-operation of such a feature. The certainty

of the post-trappean age of the western depression might afford presumption that the

elevation to the east was of the same age, opposite effects in adjoining areas being rather

the rule than otherwise in crust movements ; but I shall presently iu t his paper call attention

to the evidence of extensive disturbance and denudation of the Malutdcva and undcfrlying

series prior to the outflow of the trap. The fact, as I said, is a very important one ; and

if it is established at ouc point on a geological horizon, it must be taken some account

of throughout.

Ill,—Possible coal-fields on the Loweb Narbada.

Finding myself at Khandwa, after a vain attempt to discover any further sign of the

U D area.
infra-trappean formations along the Satpuras, I devoted a few

^
days to visiting Barwai, where so many different rock-senes are

represented within a small area. A combination of favorable circumstances, due to the works

of the Holkar State Railway now in active progress, put it in my way to add another to the

list of geological attractions of this giound.

When the general description of the western Narbada region was published in 1869

(Memoirs, Geological Survey, Vol. VI, pt. 3), the original conception
TlieMtthadcvahortwa. ' 11/11 r x* xu ^ • -l cu iw

ot the Mahadeva formation—that it was quite unconfonnable to,

and independent of, the coul-beariiig i-ocks of the Pamuda series, and superior even to the

The Barwai area.

Tlie Mahadeva horttoa.
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Rajmalials—had not been rectified. Mr. Blnnford ivccordinjjjlv, in I'orroifttinjjf.the £?roup8of the

lower with those of tlie upper Narbiida valley (which he had not seen), aiiiliateil the Lamota,
and with it the Mahadeva beds of the latter, to the cretaceous horizon of the former area.

This view has been so far uphold as rej^ards the Lan»ctii jjroup
; but in November IH72

(Records, Geological Survey, Vol. V, p. 115), the correction was pointed out as regards tho

Mahadevas. In making so import-ant a change it might have been tliought better to adopt

a new name, but if that were done the correction would not have bt‘en so a])piiretit—the old

name would have held on in its false connection. Besides, the corr(;i*-tiou was made in tho

typical area : the Pachmari (Mahadeva) sandstone is now known to hold a middle horizon

in a continuously superposed series, of which tlie Jabalpur (Ihijmahal) group is tho upper-

most, and the Taleliirs the lowt*st memlMU*. The original Mahadeva ground contains fiuir

well marked groups (Jabalpur, Bugra, Denwa, Pachmari) forming the present Mahadeva

series.

The correction j ust quoted led, of course, to the view that there were no Mahadevas in

, r. . the lower Narbada ar4‘a; that all tin* infra-trappean strata there
True Mahadevas at Barwai.

• , , i i • i i

eitlier belonged tt>, or were closely conjieet(‘d witli, the much

younger, crehiceous group of Bagh. The observation 1 have now to bring to notices is that

there are true Mahadevas at Bavwai, uucouforma h!o to the crelsict'ous beds of that phu'e.

The proof of tlus discovery is due to Mr. Moore, om* ol’ the engineers at the railway viaduct

on the Narbada. Mr. Moore has charge of the groat (piarries 4)p(‘ned at Gatta, on the

upland east of Barwai, on thi^ banks of the Clioral, and to which a temporary railway is

laid from the viaduct. In the bottom of a small vaihy, about a quarter of a mile nort h

of his bungalow, Mr. Moore discovered a number of fossil oyster sh(‘lls in a sluillow waici*-

course. Tlie ground being <)uit(‘ Hat there was no section ; so at my request Mr. Moore bad

a shallow pit sunk, and has sent mo tho following description :

—

“ r C' entirely of (yster sluJls.

9'' Thin bed of conglomerate with fossils imbedded.

3' 3" Bed of soft wliite sandstone ; first foot (‘xcavated with a pick
;

tlio rest

harder and distinctly stratified with perfectly level beds.

4' fi" Tliick bod (bottom not n^aclied) of water-worn pebbles and small bouldt'rs

imbedded in stifl’ yellowish-brown clay or loam."

From this spot, by sinking shallow pits, Mr. Moore traced tlie fossil-bed (without

getting to the end of it) to within feet of the scarped upland, about 80 fin't liigb,

formed of the massive sandstone iu wliicb (piarries are opimcd over a very hirg(; area.

It is a bard white roc-k with red steiks and mottling. Pel)hh;s (chit^fiy of Vindijyaii

quartzite) are scatt(*red through it locally so as to form a conglomerate ;
but even in the

clt*arest secitioiis in the quarries ncj regular bedding is viKi])hs the strings of pehides, bow(jver,

indicating that the mass is undisturbixl. Well marked joint-planes traverse it in varkaH

directions. It is a thoroughly consolidated roc,k, though portions (»f it are niiujli liunhjr

than otliers through infiltration of siliiia from tlie once sui)erincumbent trap. No earthy

layer is found in it ; and along the Choral it is seen resting directly on the nearly vertical

Bijawar limestone and breccias.

One could scarcely dt;sire a more distinct case of a wide geological break Ilian is pre-

sented in this section : the petrographical contrast is evident cnongli iVom the fori'goiug

description, suggesting iu the strongi‘st manner tho necessary distinction of the formations.

The case for unconformity may not h(^ considered conclusive : a small fault h(itwecn

the oyster bed and the seai'p to east of it would account for the actual relative positions

;

a concealed sharp cuiyc in the bedding would have the same efTect j
or even it might
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be an oi-iji^inal bank of sand with the mnddy o^^ster bed alongside of it. Nothing

shi»rt of an artificial cut a<?ross the r()cka could finally dispose of all these objections; but

ciM’tainly the first and most probable cxjilanation is that of original denudation-unconformity.

The incompatibility of the evc*n ajiproximatc contemporaneity of such rocks as these now
are, indefinitely increases this probability.

The oyster bed and its associates are characteristic representatives of the Bagh beds

of this region. All the petrngraphical characters of the Gatla rock point to its being a re-

presentative of some niemhcr of the; Mahadeva series of Central India. I failed, owing to the

TTuli t’estival, to get to the larger ari^a of similar rocks about Katkot. I suspect the great

quarries opened there for the works on the ghat are in the same rock as at Gatta.

The observation I have just i*x])lained has a very direct bearing upon the object of my
. ,

trip weslward—the possible extension of the coal-fi(*lds. It has
Jnferonoe as to coal. ‘

ir* • i
not been sunicientiy noted that tlic resemblance of the massive

sandstones of the lower Narbada valley, especially in the Dova valley close to the alluvial

jdaitis of Broach, as repeatidly observed by Mr. Blanford, is a p(*rmanont character, and

would hold true wbat(‘vcr gisdogical rearrangement the original Mahadeva group might

nndergo; also, lhat the conn(‘cting of iliose rocks with the overlying cretaceous beds is

given wilh groat doubt by Mr. Blanford, more because he had not detec.ted any break be-

tween tb(‘m, than Irom any dependence upon their apparent conformahility. This missing

link of evidence has now been found, and Mr. Blanford’s original conjecture confirmed. It

is certain that at least some of the rocks in tlio Western Narbada area provisionally placed

with the cretaceous formation are not only lithologically like tlio Muliadcvas, but are strati-

grapliically related to the cretaceous beds just as the Maluulevas of the eastern area art* to

the Lametas. Tluu'c is scarcely much risk in supposing that the sandstones of the Deva

valley are the same as the Gatta rock; and if so, the position of the Mahadovas as now

understood* would give a new siguifieaiiee to the fact, suggesting very directly the possible

or evtui probablt^ occurrence of tlio coal-measures. It is not for a moment supposed that

there arc outerojis of tlie Diimudas in the Deva valley; and no jn-obablo guess can be

made as to tlie depth at whicli tlioy arc liktily to lie; is as likely as 50(J feet.

The prospect would include the neighbourhood of Burwai. No doubt the rock at Gatta

rests immediately on metamorpliics
; but there are like overlaps of the Maliadevas in their

typical area. The luitkot outlier is also very likely to be shallow. I saw, liowever, at the

viaduct a quantity of cut stone of the same description from a ])laco near Aklmnd, to the

south-east. It is possible this nuiy be tin* lip of the basin from which Gatla is an overlap,

and that coal may bo within reach. Of its gri’at value in such a position I need not remark.

I had sent my camp by forced inarcbes to Bankeri railwa}' station, and had no means of

going about, having already overtaxed the hospitality of the local officers.

A general consideration of tlie ease does not discourage these suggestions. The great

Satpura basin almost certainly had its outlet to the west. Its u])porinost strata spread out

to the east over the gneiss at the watershed of the peninsuhu It is not unreasonable to

suppose that to the west as to tlie east of India an t'xpansit>n of the lower coal-bearing

groups took jdace towards tin* sea-board, and that the Bengal lields may have underground

equivalents in the region ol' the lower Narbada.

IV.—The Shapur Coal virld.

In the event of failure to find coal, and in sufficient quantity, on the north side of the

Position.
Satpura basin, the alternative wdll be to take up the most aecessi-

• ble position on the southern outcrop of the measures. In anti-

cipation of this necessity, a survey has bt'eu made of that portion of the ground where
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such trials should be comineuced. Througlumi the \yhole leuj^lli of the basin from

eiist to west, the Barakars are exposed in a more or less continuous outcrop. On the

east, where unfortunately the coal is in much greater force, the ]>osition is quite out

of reach of present demand in an upland valley of the Bench river, which is a tributary

of the Weill Gunga, wliich, as the Brenhila, is an allluent of the Godavery. The head waters

ol the Tawa adjoin those of the Peneh ; but they tail rapidly to a much lower level, ilowing at

first in deep gorges, which soon o])en t>ut into broad undulating plains. This broad valley

of the Tawa, though containing sonic large patches of Hat alluvial land, is for the most

part barren, rocky, and uiieveii. The high road between llosuiigabad and Bolul crossing it

from north to south is deeidedJ}’ a rough one.

The annexed map represents a portion, about twenty miles long, on the southern and

western borders of tliis valley. It is taken from sheets tJ, 7, 1**5,

and 13 of the Topographical Survey. The topogra])hy is very

far from being as accurate as is required I'or close geological work, hut lor present purposes

it will suffice in the hands of any ouo in the least iitted to look afitu* eoal. The l)oundai*i»‘s

ol‘ the coal-measures are about as close as tlie transitional charaebT of the formations admits

of. The other geological features are accurate so far as given, but a good deaf remains to

be done in the Avay of following out Ira]) dikes, quart/ reefs, and like details.

The first thing to bo done is to indicate what rocks constitute the coal-measures, or in

, t X .. a wider meaning, the liarakar gr()ii]>. Coal and carboiiaceous
Gcuoral cbaracterH ot groups. "

\ , -i

shale are seen to beeoniinedto a special line oi (jouiitry ; but it soon

bi'comes apparent that the rocks conlaining thi'iii are not constantly si‘paraU*d from tln^ ad-

joining rocks by any sharply defined features, that in fact, tlie measures onl^^ form a zoiu*,

horizon, or grouji, in a closely connected stralignqihical series. T1 h‘ demarcation of fi-xed

boundaries thus becomes a inattm* of much difficulty, and must he aectq>ted subji'ct to cor-

rection. Ill the absence, or vt‘ry rare oceurrenei*, of fossils, the problem has tJ be Worked

out conditionally from lithological and stratigrajdiical data.

The whole rock-series is composed exclusively of saiidslohc and clays, the former greatly

preponderating, except at the base. The character of the bedding throughout is massive,

and, as is then generally the case, irregular. It is only in the most general way that either

rock can be said to prevail in any ]>articiilar zoiu*. There are, however, some tyiies oj‘ com-

position and of texture more or less eharaeieristic of dilfenMit portions of the s(*rios, and it

is upon these that the discrimination of the s(*verai groups in a great measure dejumds.

Throughout a great thiekness of strata at the base the sandstuiu*s are V(‘ry iine-graiiu'd and

of a pale greenish-yellow tint; the cla^s are hard, splintery, and silieious; both often enclose

large erratic blwks and other debris, forming I’ourHO conglomeratic generally with a large

preponderance of matrix. These beds form the Talchir group. Above this comes the coal-

bearing zone, the Barukars; in which the sandstone is generally white, somewhat coarse an<l

gritty
» fhe clays being slialy and carbonaceous. The sandstone of the next overlying

baud of the Motur horizon is softer than that of the coal-measures, more earthy and oi’

mixed composition, and having corresponding gray, brown, and greenish tints; the clays are

lumpy, sandy, and orhrey. The distribution and the relations of these groups will appear

from the description of the local sections.

The difficulty of demarcating the several formations is much increased by the disturb-

Condition, of dl.turt..n™.

in the boundaries very troublesome to make out where the pri-

mary characters of the groups are so undwddcd. The dips are not often high, hut they vary

much, and faults arc numerous, some having u great throw. There arc also many tr?q>
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Norllu'ru limit of map.

dikes and quartz veins or reefs. These are seldom eonnected with actual dislocations of the

strata, but they often disj^uise the mineral characters of the rock, and thus obstruct the

identification of isolated outcrojm.

The south boundary of the area under notice is the base of the sedimentary series,—^the

junction of the Talchir j;rouj) with the ^noissic and schistose rocks

i'orinin" the hif^hland of Betul. For the most part the contact

occurs in the low f^round alon;' the base of tlie hills of crystalline rocks. It forms an excced-

inj^ly indented outline, bein^' in fact the intersection of two very iiTej^ular surfaces—the

presijnt ^j^round surface witJj that of the original door of deposition of the Talchirs. The

actual contact is frequently ('xposed ; nowhere bettcir than in the Phopas (at the south-east

corner of the inaj)) : the gneissose scliists are denuded in the bed of the river, and for several

seon* yards along the left bank the Talchir boulder clay is seen resting flatly on a rough, sharply

weatlu'red, Mue.ient surface. At some points this boundary scorns to be a faulted one, as in the

section of the Amdhana stream at tlie south base of the Bhnorgavb ridge; the contact here is

very sf(‘ep and cruslied, and is moreover on the run of tlie Maehna, north-cast to south-west,

fjiull. In the west, ai the ImmuI of the Bhoura and Suki valleys, the Talchirs rise to a cousi-

derahh* height, forming the upland about Kota, between the Bliaorgarli crystalline ridge on

tlie soutli and the hasjilt-cap])ed ridges on the norlh. The formation is splendidly oxjHised in

the scarps of this small plateau, west of' Mura village. The exact position of the southbound-

ary lias only been fixed at a few points of our area, the intermediate portions being left uu-

coloured in tlie present map.

The northern limit of the area to be described is an arbitrary line in the great.sandstone

(lejiosit overlying the eoal-m(*asures. Tln*se bt^ds belong to that

middle portion of the Damuda series of the Satpura basin indi-

rafed in my former pa]ier as the Motur horizon, in which carhomuieous matter seems to be

alfogeflier wanting (but rea]»pearing in the overlying beds of the Bijori horizon). The clays

of the Motur group are oltiui slightly ferruginous.

•

The Motur-Biuakar boundarv line is, on the whole, well defined. At several distant

])laces. as Dolari and Kusmeri on the Tawa and below Somula on
Moliir-ISarttkar boundary

i .1 a i. • i 1 1 i. jT
the Blioura stream, the contrast is very well marked between the

liard white sandstones of the coal-measures and the softer earthy tinted rocks above. On the

Tawa bi low its eonlluenee with the Maehna the distinction is not so marked. Some other

parts ol' the houndary are only approximately accurate on account of the covered condition

t»f the ground.

The base of the Ihirakav group is very vaguely definahle as a strict geological horizon.

The (haracters of the two de]H)sits are not only blended vertically
Ji.irnkftr T.ab hir bound.uj.

i 11terstrati fieatiou, but it would appear as if this also Occurred

horizontally-" beds of decided Barakar type in one place being repr(‘sented by as decided

Talcbiv rock elsewhere. Thus it may he that the line given is not truly equivalent in dilfev-

ent parts of the held. This feature will be indicated in the descriptions of the dillereut

sections.

The physical features suggest the division of the area into four portions : on the east a

great fault quite detaches the Dohiri outcrop.s from those lower
Four separate areas.

clown the T;iwa; the great Maehna fault cuts off this s(‘coud area

from that traversed by the Siiki. and this again is separated from the Sonada outcrops in

the valley of the Blumra by a stt*cp ridge of indurated sandstone along a vein of quartz

intiltration.
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ThB DotABI AEEA.

In the Tawa under Dolari village there is the fullest seeticMi of eharacteristieally

Moturl ds
Baraka r rocks within this whole district. The steep narrow
Lodadeo-Baramdeo ridge has a hack-hone of vein quart'/., and

the sandstone is disguised beyond recognition. In the small slream close und(*r the

north base of the ridge, thick, soft sandstone and red and green clay liave a northerly

dip of 20°. It would seem, therefore, that the main part of tlu* ridge must he formed of

these Motur rocks. In the Tawa, to the north, these same rocks have a low south-wi‘sterly

dip. Below the Karia stream, the dip is 3° to south on both banlvs of river for half a mile,

and then turns up sharply to a south-easterly dip of 20°, lowering to 10° near the quart/,

vein which crosses the river ohliqm ly to ea8t-30°-south in the direction of Lodadeo. The

same rocks, with a more easterly dij), aj>pear below the <iuart/. reef up to the trap dike which

crosses the river to south-35°-west, immediately umhu* the easi.crn vilhigt^ of Dolari. The

dike does not disturb the strata, the same strong bed of mixed earthy sandstone appearing

on its west side, where it rests directly on a bed of coal.

The change of formations is thus lithologically as abrupt at this spot as it could ho ; hut

the paralielism of strati lieation is unhndien. The coal is only seen
Coal-measures ; upper beds. -.1.1 i i . 1* . 1 . 1 .

3ust under the sandstoms tlie rest, ol the oiuerop being eoveu’ed up
;

but there is room for a large scam. From boneatli it there ris(>s a strong bed of wliile tels-

jiathic sandst-one. Immediate!}’ under this again coal is seen for a small thickness, the n'st

of the outcrop, full twenty yards wide, being concealed. 13(*low tins, for 130 yards, there is

white sandstone; then again coal. The covered outcrop of this scam is 40 yards wide, in

which some, layt'rs of dark shale can he traced under water, hut there is room for much coal

in the unseen portions. There is then 50 yards of saiulslones, ami below it 20 yards of

covered outcrop wnth eoaf at top. This fourth seam is also underlaid by strong white sand-

stone. These 350 .yards of section, with an average easterly dip of 12°, rejiresent about 2(K)

feet of strata, containing what ma}’' ho four strong seams of coal. I saw nothing lo suggest

that any ol'ihe outcrops are due to repetition by faulting.

There is a marked change in the character of the underlying measures. The thick

,
rough white sandstones are r(‘pla(;ed by sharidy defined hard

Middle beds. n i i i p 1 1

flaggy beds, very tine m texture and ol dull greenish-yellow

sh.ades, more of the Talchir than the Barakar type of rock ; but lh(‘ alternating shales are

co])ionsly carbomieeous, and with some strings and thin beds of bright coal. There is more

disturbance in these beds, the dip being sometimes as high as 30°, hut in the same easterly

direction. The thickness is about BK) to lot) feet.

Below these thin measures there is still a descending section for over half a mile

Tower beds
where a run of qnartz crosses the river from north to soutli.

The only rocks seen in this rejich are Illicit sandstones, in com-

position and texture mostly of the Barakar type, thcrugh some would [lass as Talchir,

esjiecially the lowest bed adjoining the quartz vein. Tlie intervening earthy hods arc com-

pletely covered
;
I conjecture that tluiy an; of Talchir type, not carbonaceous. 1 have,

however, coloured the whole as Barakar. not to eomjilicate this small area witli boundaries

of doubtful nature and position, as undoubted coal-measures occur again close by. The

thickness of these lower beds may be G(K) to 700 feet.

The quartz vein just mentioned occurs on a broken anticlinal axis; the silica simply

filling the many cracks in tiie fra/itnred sandstone, some central

faaTt!^

Bcctiou and being much stronger than the rest. Tlie reverse dip is si'cii

in the indurated rock forming the reef, Ixdow wiiich tliere is a

blank of some 3<X) yards to where sandstone appears in forc<; in the left bank at the con-
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il nonce witli tl»o Phopas. It is a typical Barakar sandstone, and dips south-westerly at 15'^.

Tliis rock forms the left Lank of the Tawa for a quarter of a mile. It becomes much

crushed and silicified, and is linally cut out by a run of broken Talchir rock agj^loincrated

by silica. Up the Pliopds, there is an ascending section for some 2(M) yards, the upper beds

Iniving somewhat the aspect of Motur sandstone; and they abut at a moderate angle

directly against tin* same crushed mass of Talchirs. Then* is clearly here a fault of

Viu-y considerable throw. The ridge of crushed and indurated Tabdiir rock is about 4U yards

wide
;
and immediately on its south-west side the boulder-clay is quite undisturbed.

•

In the small stream running parallel to the Phopas under the Lodadeo ridge, and at

100 yards from th(" Tawa, there is a two-leet seam of bright coal,
The LodaOoo stream. *

,
. , . , _ ii . i i

covered by strong sandstone and resting on thick carbonaceous

Fhale. Tlie dip is to w(‘st-south-west. For more than a mile in a direct line typical

Barakar rocks are exposed at intervals up this stream ; the dij) is very variable in amount

and direction. The last ouhTop, at west-(>"-north from Lodadeo, is a wldte sandstone, dip-

ping north-easterly at 15^"; Taleliir clay occurring close heliiiid it at the same level. The

fault here is unaccompanied by any crushing or vein rock.

Tlio above indicate all the outcrops in tins Dohiri area. Tlie eontiunation of the measures

„ along the south base of Lodadeo has not lx.*eu followed out. In
The Doluri fiiult. "

. / • r i* n
tlie stnuim north of Dolan, 1 fully expected to find the repetition

of the main seel ion in the Tawa, the ground between h(‘ing quite tlat, witli nothing to sug-

gest a great break in tlie rocks. At the nearest point, however, just to iiorlli of the village,

lvpi(!al J\lotur beds occur, liaving a low southerly inclination, and cuiitinue so to westwards.

Jn pr(H’,et‘ding down the westiud}^ reach, there is a run of fracture with quartz veining

;

and the dip increases, through an ascending section of ihe same
,
saudstoues, to within

;](H) yards of the Tawa, where it is JlO" to south-south-wi st. The actual rock against

wliicli these sandstones abut is not exjuised in th(‘ hanbs of the stream; hut a little below

its coiilhieuce with the Tawa, tlau’C is a good section of one of the veid's of broken rock

cemented by quartz infiltration, so frequent in this region. 1 believe tlie rock it includes

to be Talchir; but owing to the small scale of the maj), I liave not conijilicated it by

at tempting to represimt t hese small and obscure outcrops. Talchir clay is seen at several

]ioiiiis with alow northerly dij) on both hanks throughout the B.ispur reacli of the Tawa.

There can be no doubt of the prestmee of a great east-west fault, having a northern down-

throw of several huiidn'd feet, bounding the Dolari coal-li(‘hl on the nortli. Two miles east

of Dohiri, at the angle ol‘ the stream south-east of Siwaiipdl, tlime is an outcrop ot‘ broken

and silicified rock on ihe exact run of the Dohiri fault. The whole country here north of

tlie Tawa is deeply covered by soil.

^ ^ ^

A Inu’ing in the gully hetw^vn the two villages of Dohiri

ouglit to cut all the coal witliiii 250 feel lituii Ihe siirl'acc.

Tut: MveiiNA Akea.

The Dolari lauli is well seen in the Tawa at the bend below Baspur. A mass of cvuslied

^
^ ^

Talchir ro«ks indurated by silicious infiltration projwts into the

river from the west Close under it on the left hank, massive

white Barakar sandstone is seen dipping at a moderate angle from the fault; hut within a

few' yards ii turns up to a low southerly inclination which lusts throughout this north-

easi reach of the river, and as far as a pair of strong trap dikes cutting vt^ry obliquely

in a nearly east-west dirt‘ction, across the Tawa, under Colai. The sandstones thiMughuut

this length are decided Barakar, and \uih.>s repealed by faulting (of which there is no
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appoarjince) they represent a thiekness of 7lK> to 8lM) feet. The outevop k very little in-

terrupted, bnt no w>al is s<h‘u ; and such earthy beds as are exposed arc only slightly car-

bonaceous, yet nearly the whole group must be here exposed.

The two great trap dikes south of Golai about correspond with an anticlinal flexure.

The SUapti reach.
they are hoautil'iilly cxiiosed,

cutting sharply through a strong bed of fine ])alo greenish-yellow

sandstone of decided Talchir character. It contains, however, small strings of bright

coal; and the gray sandy clay under it, as seen up stream in the Tawa, is slightly car-

bonaceous. The low northerly dip of the sandstone is not in the least disturbed by tlio

dikes, eaeh about 20 yards wide. Tin* sandstone is continuous down the left bank of tbo

Tawa, gradually rising to the west and then to north, where the gray clay rises with

it. Under this unothor strong bod of fine sandstone crops up in force, ending at a lino

of broken and cnish(‘d ground. As in tbo Dobiri area, I have coloined these doubtful

beds with the Barnkar group. B(*youd the crush, which may also include a small fault,

a very typical Talchir rock appears, massive greenish-gray splintcTy (rlay with thin

bands of hard compact limestone
; it is overlaid by thick sandstone like the i)receding. All

have a low northerly inclination, soon hcroming quite fiat, and then turning iq) to tho

north. These beds are very well seen in the stresara bedween Silnpti and the Tawa, and

threads of coaly matter are observable in the sandstone. They end along a marked line of

fracture crossing tho river to west-8()°-north ; soim^ Barakiir-likc sandstone oec-iining im-

mediately to the north of it, and then there is a blank ot fifty yards in the section.

It would be impossible to follow closely tho lines of this Silapti inlicr to (‘ast or we.st, tho

ground is so flat and coven'd with clay. In tlie stream norLh-(‘ast of Golai only Barakar

hods are seen, with some crops of very poor coal. The fi‘aiure north of the Golai diki's is,

on tho whole, a blunt wedge lower strata exhibiting two flat synclinal folds with inter-

veiling crush, elevated with ieuliing, and throwing oif the coal-measures to tho south and

north.

The Tcmui rcaoli.

To the north of tho blank in which tho last section ends, thin-hedded measures coino

in with carhonac^i'ous shah*s and poor coal, probably representing

the middle measures of the Dolari area. The dip is at first

southerly, soon turning over in a fiat anticlinal, and the northerly dip lasts up to the con-

fluence with the Miichna. The outcrops are nearly continuous Ihrougliout, strong sand-

stones of undecided character ; the fi'w earthy partings being also uncharacl(u*isti<s and hut

faintly carbonacreous. Tho whole are, how<*ver, Barakar. A thin seam «)f coal occurs undttr

the great sheet of sandstone on tlie left hank, at the Teiniii ford. I saw nothing to suggesi

a concealed outcrop of strong coal.

So far, in what might he called the main section through this Machna area, there is

very small appearance of useful coal deposits. It was from out-

crops in the Madina itself under Mardanpur that tlie large quan-

tity of coal was taken which gave such satisfactory ri^sults in a trial on the Groat Indian

Peninsula Railway in 1873. From the confluence of the Madina and Tawa a great sheet of

strong Barakar sandstone rises gently to westwards along the bed of the form(5r stream.

Under Douri a long deep pool has been cut by the water through this rock into an underlying

earthy bed, which is quite concealed, the same mass of sandstone continuing above the

pool and extending on the left bank up to where the river bends to the west-soutli-west.

For a hundred yards or so near the bend the sandstones on the right bank have a considcT-

able north-westerly dip
; and in the bed of the river is visible the crack along whidi, by

faulting, this abutting stratification takes place. There must also he a south-westerly or

some equivalent line of fracture at the hack of this upheaved mass of ]»eds. It is at tho

The MardAnpur outcrops.
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top ot' this little section that the coal Hearns occur, cutting very obliquely across the river

bed. At every available ]joiiit of the outcrop, along a length of some sixty yards, coal was

cut on both sides of the river. The holes are now filled in, and little can be seen. There

are two seams, the lower one apparently with a strong parting of shale. Tliere did not

K(‘eiu to be in either seam room for more than lour to five feet of coal. The dip is 30®. At a

short distance up stream tlio dip changes to north-east, and continues so up the next, north-

south, reach. I c(mld not find that the seams are repeated on the reverse outcrop.

There is thus here an oblique synclinal flexure, sloping towards the main fault, and the

continuity of the coal at this spot is tln*refore closely limited. The place seems, on the

whole, very unpvopitious for mining operations.

The Kotmi section.

The Talchirs on the Muclmu.

The next north-westerly sweej) takes the river for about half a mile across the main

fault into most typical Talchir rocks, the massive fine clay with

thin bands of dense, nearly bhu;k, limestone. Above this tliere are

again Barakar bods, showing an easi-west fiat synclinal, south of which a very massive bed

ol sandstone rises to the next bend of the river. Beneath this rock, along the east-west

ri'iudi, a hand of Unggy sandstones and coaly shales is very well exposed, and the same are

traceable for some distance np the gnlly draining from across the fault to the west. All

]ui,v(‘ a moderate novih(‘rly dip, and at the head of the island, at the southerly bend of tho

river, they are regularly underlaid by the fine Talchir sandstone. These flaggy measures

may correspond with those already noticed twice on the Tawa.

Hitherto we have only seen broken sections between the Barakars and the Talchirs.

In th(^ Maehna tho sequence is quite continuous; and if the

conjecture regarding the identity of the flaggy coal-measures

luTo and at Dohiri he correct, the contrast hetwcim the underlying beds in the two

st‘ctions is striking : at Dohiri the Barakar type of sandstone prevails, while in tho

Maehna, from beUnv tlui llaggy coaly beds a mile north of Sluipnr, we meet only rocks of

Talchir charac.t(‘r. There is another feature in these beds on the Machmi different from

what, is found to the west—the sandstones are in force down to a low horizon in the series,

alternating with the boulder clay and even containing large erratic blocks itself. From

llu* Maehna the section was followed to the south boundary up the stream flowing near the

l\igh road. The mod(‘rate northerly dip is remarkably stimdy tliroughout, and unless there

are repetitions by faulting the thickness would be over 2,000 feet. From the top of the

section there are broad intervals between tlic successive crops of thick fine sandstone. I’he

clays whi<*.h no doubt occur in these spaces being ipiitc concealed, an important aid was

missed in fixing a fair boundary for the groups ; the presence of earbomiceous matter was

thus also not ascertainable. T did not hit upon the clay with limestone which is peculiar to

the Talchirs, though not confined to a particular horizon. The boundary 1 have given is

certainly higher than that taken elsewhere. Locally it is the best marked line in the series,

and for coal-searcbiiig purposes the most suitable. I had not time to work the question out

more niimitely.

The Maehna fiiiilt is quite as well marked as those in the Dolari area,, and has nearly as
great a throw. The upland to the north-west of it is almost

entirely formed of Talchir clay, except the hills north-west and

north of Shapur, which are mostly sandstone, perhaps partly Barakar. The Barakars occu-

py the low ground along the river. The run of the fault is very steady; the bulge appear-

ing in it on the map may be due to incorrect plotting of the river course. At both points

where it cuts the Maehna there is much confusion of the stratification, with infiltration of

silica; bat at the only point where I got a view of the actual plane of contact, the fealuro

is very sharply defined. This occurs iu a siuull gully, within fifty yards of the river at the

The Machim Fault.
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north-westerly elbow above the Murdanpur coal crops. The exact line Is not traceable in the

covered gp’ound north of Douri, nor can it bo fixed on the Tawa. It has probably died out

in that direction, as all these features are clearly coniu^ited with the special disturbance of

the stratification along the margin of the basin. To the south-west the fault ivs seen at the

base of the range of gncissic rocks at the mouth of the Amdhana gorge. Its continuation

up the valley has not been followed out.

For reasons already indicated, I should not advise any outlay upon an atlempt to mine

sit foraborin
scams in the detached block of mcjisures south of Murdanpur.

If there is any continuity in the ineasuivs, the seams should be

found in a favorable position awa}' from the fault-ground. A good site for a boring would

be on the left hank of the Tawa, a little below the confluence of the Machna. A depth of

4()0 feet here would probably prove the whole of the measures.

Tbo S6ki section.

The Suki area.

The ciust end of this portion of the fleld, about Bbumkadhana and Kosmeri, is hopelessly

^ ^
concealed and obscure. From isolated outcrops and the fi'oqiient

occurrence of vein (piartz, it is ))lain that the strati filiation is much
disturbed. On the left hank of the Tawa at Kosmeri there is typical Barakar sandstone,

and on the right bank as typical Motur rock. At a few feet from the base of this latter

group tbore is all along this portion of the l;)Oundary an extensive exhibition of trap rock,

appearing generally as a slioel-dilve along the outcrop of a massivci bed of rusty clay. Tliis

character is wtdl displayed in the Loliar river, where there is a wide spread of the sandstone

covering the trap at a low angle, and broken and altered by it.

lu the Suki itself there is an unbroken section, including apparently the whole Barakar

group
;
and if it is so, the promise of coal is very poor indeed,

there being no scam of workable thickness or quality. At the

very mouth of the river the strong white Barakar sandstone is in force
; typical Motur beds

appearing a little to north of it on the left bank of the* Tawa ; all with a steady nortlierly

dip. At top of an irregular earth 3
'’ parting in tin’s band of massive sandstone, there arc

three inches of platy cx)al. Up stream, in a short wcst-soutli-west roach, Ondor the top

sandstone there is a flat section of xerj irregular flaggy sandstone showing already some

Talchir characters. Above this there is a long norlh-soutli reach with no strong crop, biit on

right bank the section is almost continuous ; a low northerly dip in soft sandstone and sandy

micaceous shale. Two of these beds are carbonaceous, with mere strings of coaly matttT,

the associated sandstone being per.sistently fine, eartb3% greenish. From the upper end of

this reach to the causeway at the road-crossing there are continuous crops of strong fine sand-

stone with a few thick irregular partings of sandy micaceous shale, faintly carbonaceous in

strings. The flat reach almve the road is along the top of a lower band of softer, finer sand-

stones, below which the Talchir cla3's come in with scarcely any associated sandstones. In

this section the characters of the two groups are run together in a very puzzling manner

:

the Talchir-Barakar sandstones arc clubbed in force with iiitorsi)ersed caihonaceous matter.

The boundary adopted is a very marked one, but mauifestly on a lower horizon than that

taken on the Mnchna. If the section on the Machna were to be interpreted by the analogy of

that on the Suki, the base of the Barakars should be taken well to tlie south of Sluipur.

The question of coal in this locality turns upon whether the shales observed become

Doubtful prospect of coal ^oal to the deep, and whether some of the top measures may not

bore. suppressed by faulting. I noticed no direct evidence for tJic

latter supposition : there is no doubt much quartz-veining along the boundary at this sj>ot,

but I do not think it is connected with faulting ; such is rarel3
" and iudirecUj' the case witlx
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many nms of voin-qunrtz observed ihroiijrliont the district. The conformable succession

of strata here seems unbroken. There is also little encouragement to adopt the other sup-

position. I would rather conntict the want of coal here with the other peculiarities noticed in

the original characters of this formation in this position.

WoHl of tho Siiki. ^

In tho left bank of the Tawa, on the strike* of the ridge of indurated rocks separating

tlu' Bhoura and Siiki streams, there is an excellent section of tlic

bottom Moiur beds. There are two strong bands of mottled sandy

clays overlaid by thii'k sandstones. These latter pass up to form the crest of the ridge

along the quartz vein. The'extension of the Barakurs along the base of this steep ridge is

quite covered up by debris.

The Sonaha area.

The point at wliich the Motur-Bamkar boundary crosses tho ridge of induration is put

,
hi iiiferentially, from the ainiarent structure, the rocks of the ridge

being too much disguised for close identification. The position of

the boundary on the Bhoura Nadi is well defined. In the reach to south-east of Bandabir tho

massive greimish-browii and mottled purple clays of the Motur are in force. A lower band of

tlie saim* appears near the bend of the riv(*r to east-by-south of Sonada. To the west, along

the flanks of diimgarh, these bands, if present, are concealed by talus. But I rather think

they die out to the rise : the sandstone forming Ihe east flanks of the hill are seen to pass

down into the low ground to the north; at the high level they are porous and conglomeritic,

while low down they become earthy and fine grained.

The coal-mcasuroB.

The Barakar beds are fairly exposed for several miles along the Bhoura stream, the

course of which is very oblique to tlie strike of the formations.

For this reason and the doubtful accuracy of the map, it is im-

possible to be certain whether two or more of the outcrops may not belong to the same

seam, or to assign an ap])roximate thickness for this group. It is certain, however,

that the coal-mcasuro characiers are more pronounced than on the Suki. The top rock

is as usual a very strong wliite saiulstonc. Under Somida, near the top of the long west-

hy-north reach of the river, two poor strings of coal occur in local partings of this rock.

Above Sonada there is a succession of south-westerly reaches, across the measures, and west-

north-westerly reaches more or less along tho strike. At the northerly elbows between the

four first pairs of these reaches coal is seen on the left bank under strong sandstone. Tbe

first two are, I think, the same scam, and also the third and fourth, at a lower horizon. From

one to two feet of coal is seen in each case ; but there is room for more in tho concealed

part of tho outcrop. There are besides several bands of covered ground in these sections

that may contain coal. To the west the whole group passes into the base of the Jamgarh

range, and is obliquely ovcrlapiied by the covering trap which passes across it to rest on the

Talchirs west of Teter. The first scarp north of Teter is of coarse Barakar sandstone,

' locally altered by the overlying basalt.

Here again we find an instance of the mutual accommodation that occurs between these

The Talchirs
groups : as the Barakar typo of sandstone, and with it true

coal deposits, increases, the Talchir stamp of sandstone decreases. I

have still left a considerable band of these latter within tho coal-measures boundary, so as to let

it oon’espond with the continuous line in the Suki area ;
taking as top of the Talchirs the first

appearance of the massive, fine, silicious clays with thin bands of hard compact limestone

north of Kupa. Beneath tliis there are still some strong beds of the fine yellowish sand-

stone. The very massive Talchir clay is deeply weathered out in tbe broken ridge south

of Teter, showing the quai'tz veins passing vertically through it. Lower still the boulder

deposits are splendidly exposed in the eastern scarp of the Kota plateau.
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The high rcyad (it only deserves the title from the causeways and culverts constructed

across the watercourses) passes through the Siiki area, which, as
Site for borinfir*

shown, offers the least promise of coiil. For any

really effective roadway from the north, Sonada is much the nearest and most accessible point

of the coal-measures. There is no serious obstruction to overcome between it and Dhar on

the present road. For this reason it is here that a first attempt should bo made to prove

the ground for a workable coal, although the a]>imvent prospect of sucet^ss may bo loss pro-

mising than in the Machna or Doldri area. In choosing an actual site for boring one might

at first be inclined to avoid the visibly barren ground jxt the top of the measures at the

bend of the river just above the village. Ypt, as none of the outcrops are very tempting,

the object should be to test the whole measures a little to the dec]) of the outcrop. With

this in view I should take up a position immediately to the north of Sonada village. When

th^re is such uncertainty as to the thickness of the measures it is dilHcnlt. to assign a depth

for a boring. If 4^0 feet at Sonada did not clear all the measures, the remmuder could bo

tested by another shallow boring half a mile to the south.

Trap.

The few trap dikes that occur arc not likely to prove very Ironhlesomo. The only one

Been in the Sonada area is close to the Talcliir boundary. There are none in or near the

Siiki section. None is seen either in the Machna. A liMi-yard dike stops just short

of its left bank, at the mouth of the little stream south-south-west of Douri. It is very

remarkable for its finely developed prismoidal striictnn!. Two small dikes cut across the

Tawa, just below the mouth of tlio Machna. A boring here iniglit be placial between

the two, or below the lower one. Several fine dikes cross the Tawa wil bin tliis area to

south. In the Doldri area a strong dike crosses the river immediately above tho outcrop

of the coal seams.

The general habit of the trap dikes is to coincide approximately with tho lines of

flexure, and therefore with the local strike of the strata. Tlui great dike at Kamti and tliat

north of the Tawa at Kosnicri cut across the strike and i)arallel to the Machna fault.

There are some good instances in lids field of the tendency of intrusive trap to run out in

sheete at the contact of thick clay bands witli strong overlying sandstoni'. Tlie broad run

of trap along tho north bank of the Tawa in the Kosmeri reach is a good case of this, as

already mentioned. There is also a very good example of it in tho Talchirs on tlierhopas:

a band of hard sandstone is seen broken or tossed about upon an nndevtlow of trap. 1

am disposed to think that the cotemporaneons trap said to occur in the Talchirs elsewliere

is only an exhibition of this phenomenon.

I have seen nothing to disturb the opinion I have already expressed tliat all the trnp in

these formations is of the age of the Deccan rock. There is t’xei'llent evidence within tho

range of our map of the advanced denudation of these formations at the time of its outflow.

The trap forming the summit of Jamgarh is fully SO) feet thick, the top scarp of Motor

rocks having an elevation of about 2,000 feet. At a distance of little over two miles, in tho

gorge west of Teter, the trap is at the lowest level. The fact of there being no iui'ratrap-

pean deposits in such a position only shows that even then this must have been an upland

gorge. There is one mode of occurrence of the trap that suggests at first sight an opposite

conclusion regarding the periods of denudation. The best case in point 1 noticed this season,

about twelve miles to the east*north-east of Dolari : a very strong dike, traced for several miles

along the low ground, cuts straight up the west face of KiIand<,'o hill and forms a ridge on

the summit. It is certain that when this occurred the whole of the present low ground was
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filled with rock; but it is quite open to supposition that the filling rock was in great part

trap. The unquestionable fact, that the main Narbada vallej itself, formed on the south by

scarps of Mabadeva strata, is re-excavated out of the covering trap-foimation—the floor of

the valley being still of this rock at many places in front of the Maha/leva scarp—removes

any apparent improbability in such a conjecture as that here made regarding the inner vallios

of the basin and the pretraj>pean denudation of the Mahadeva formation. A just estimate

of this feature is an important factor in our judguicnt upon the time-relations of the Muha-

deva series, the top member of whicli is the Jabalpur (Hajmahal) group, in comparison with

the Bagh series (cretaceous) in this region ; and also upon the distinction of the Deccan and

Ksjmulial trap|>can formations.

QUAIiTZ-VKINS AND FAULTS.

The frequent occuiToncc of .strong and contiimons quartz-veins is perhaps the most pecu-

liar leature of tlu* southern zone of this r(»ck>ba.sin. Along the
QuarU-veinB ; fionipositum. .

. , . ^

‘

norttierii margin, wliere the contortion ol the strata is locally

greater than here, 1 have not observed a single case of quartz-veining
;
and in other basins

of these formati<ais the thing is almost niiknown. There is, however, one markid feature of

those veins that has long been familiar to us in many parts of India in metamorphic and

transition rock.s—a peculiar pseiidomorphic structure, thin shining plates of pearly white

quartz, cither in parallel arraiigonumt or confusedly entangled, with empty interstices. I do

not recollect noticing this form in vein-stones of other countries; but in India it seems to

be nearly universal. The line linos on these shining })lates have suggeHted that they may be

after micaceous iron. Stains of iron are common, but there are no signs of any other metal

in these veins. There is often associated hrccciated quartz.

Not fault-rock.

The whole rock was for long currently designated amongst us as * fault-rock.' In highly

contorted and altered strata, where this sUuie was most familiarly

known, it is generally dillicult to establish the fact of faulting
;
but

ill tliese little disturbed and unaltered deposits the evidence is often complete. From many

observations made in this tield 1 can say that this rock seems rather to sliiiii a coiinec-

tiini willi faults, as if they were related to opposite results of di.sturbing action—such as if

iknlts occurred along lines of maximum compression and these veins along lines of tension.

The vein forming the core of the ridge botwoeii the Suki and Bhoura streams is at least

eight miles long, varying from one foot wide in the Talehir clays to six feet in the sandstones.

In the niasivc unstratilied cbys vortical dislocation might not be detected, but there is little

or no sign of crushing or rubbing alongside the vein, clear .sections of wliicli are abundantly

exposed in the broken ridge south of Teter. In the sandstone it is quite surpiising how this

fissuring of the rock and introduction of foreign muttiu* does not even locally derange

the moderate dip of the bed: an indurated shell of sandstone of variable width commonly

adheres to the south face of the vein, to the rise of the dip ; and in tliis, as well as in the

strips of rock enclosed by the ramifications of the veinstone, the low nortlierly dip is uniformly

undisturbed. The best defined and most contiimons of tlic quartz-runs correspond with this

de8crii>tion. The few ctises where llie quartz appears locally near the Dolavi and Machua
faults might be cpioted on the other side ; but besides that these spots are quite local as com-

pared with the length of those I'aiilts, it can generally he seen, as in the Tawa and the Phopas,

that tbe quartz is located in broken flexures adjoining the fault, where no vertical displacvment

lias occurred, and does not represent what is properly designated by the term fault-rock
;

it is

dimply veinstone. One of the veins which have given rise to the group of sandstone

ridges north-west of Shapur is seen on th<' path des<‘ending the Amdhaiia gorge to the

gouib^ to run couiinuuusly into the gncib.s as a comb- vein one foot wide.
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Peculiar local structure.

The structnre of some of these runs of vein quartz is peculiar ; the small veins of which

the reef is made up are not always coincident with thc^neml direc-

tion. In the liill north-west of Blionra the coin[K)nent veins ai*c

nearly normal to the direction of the a""re*?ate. In the Tawa above Tomni the run of the

quartz rib is east-west, while the veins composin" it lie north-east,* ijouth-west. It is per-

haps conceivable that ‘colliding* earthquake waves might shatter the rock in this manner.

The induration and metamorphism of the sandstone that occurs in connection with this

infusion of quartz is sometimes remarkable, as it takes the form of
Peculiar induration.

felspat hisation, the development of innate crystaHine felspar. 1

noticed this at the contact of the Lodadeo reef in the Tawa. It is important to tind it in

this connection, because the most marked case I found of this form of induration is not

visibly connected with any veiniiig. It is in the small hills on the Bhoura stream south-

west of Bandabir. They arc formed of sandstone having quite a granite-liko hardnt‘ss

;

the porosity of tlie sandstouc is not destroyed, nor is the earthy matrix quite obliterate<l

;

but bright glassy facets of a felspar are disseminated, manifestly innate ; and it must hold

the whole in an invisible bond to account for the peculiar baitlnoss of the i*oek.

The well-marked Ikults within the stratified series form anothei* pcenliar feature of this

„ region. We are familiar enough with the word ‘fault’ in tlio
Faults: dimcuBions. ^

i
northern region, about Mohpam ; but 1h(*y would bo correctly

termed slips in comparison with the principal faults in tlie Sha])iir field, where toj) Barakars

or even high Motur strata are brought into contact with middle or lower Talchirs ; in which

cases the throw must be from 500 to 1,000 feet.

Notwithstanding the dimonsious of these faults, I cannot look upon them as anything

_ . , ,, but local features, not merely in the literal and obvious sense, hut
Local relations. .

as connected with and determined by pre-existing local conditions.

The Machna, north-east-south-west, fault runs with the crystalline range of Bhaorgnrh ; but

I cannot regard them as concomitant effects of elevating action. I rather connect the fault

with a pre-existing feature of the basin of deposition, of which there seems U) bo coincident

evidence in the marked change in the character of the Talchir strata along tliat line.

Dift’ereut throw lu caut and
west.

The only noteworthy instance in India of Barakar deposits occurring at a high elevation is

on the continuation of these outcroj)8 to the east, in the Pouch valley.

The ciiso ha« been appealed to as a sufficient refutation of the ge-

neral remark that the areas of Barakar deposition correspond in a

recognisable manner with the existing depressions of the peninsula. The objection, liowever,

will not hold if it is shown that the apparent exception is due to local elevation ; and there

seems every jirobability that such was the case. Bui for the great faults which set on to llio

eastward from Shapur, the coal-measures here would correspond in position with those in the

Pench. The fault which brings up the coal on the Pencil river west of Chendia has, on the

contrary, its upthrow to the north : here, too, the quartz veins keep clear of the faults.

The structural features of this region offer a most tempting subject for study. I believe

it will appear that the limitation of the sedimentary basin here is not in any important degree

due to elevation from the south ; but rather that tliis present local stratigrajihy is connected

immediately with pre-existing surface features.

Summary.

Although the foregoing details ai*c reduced to the minimum required for any one

who would carry on the investigations described, or even as evidence for any one wJm
would study the questions discussed, each of which is marginally' noted, it may he well

briefly’ to point out what conclusions or opiniona have been arrived at.
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Ah to coal : the only tjinf^'ble jChd immediate prospect is, of course, where we are certain of

the coal-measures ; I think tliere is a good prospect of coal in the Shapur field
; if not in the

Sonada area, then further east, on the Tawa.

Kegarding those places where we arc searching for the measures themselves, I can only

say that there is a reasbtiable hope of finding them. In the central area, where the deep

borings are being made, the chief risk is that the measures are out of refwh. In the trials

along the border of the basin tlie extra hope is that the measures, if there, have partaken in

the extension and rise oE tlie Talcliir beds towards the northern outcrop ; the extra risk, that

the boring may be outside the overlap,

Tlie prospect held out of coal on the lower Narbada is in some ways more precarious,

the ground being so very far from any known occurrence of the coal-measures
;
yet the

countervailing suggestion of a probable original expansion of the measunjs towards the sea-

board is not without weight ; and the presence of a rock that is known to overlie most of the

important coal-hjisins in India is no small encouragement. Considering the importance of a

local supply in Western India, the chance ought not to be left untried.

Note on coals bkcently found neak Moflono, Khasi Hills, hif F. R. Mallet, Esq. ,

Geological Surveg of India,

On the 19th April 1875, 1 visited the coal recently discovered near Umsaomat and at

Dddum Hill.

Two spots were pointed out to me near Umsaomat, one about half a mile, and the other

a mile south-east of the village. The coal at both these places is worthless, being shaly, and

the seams only a foot thick.

Tlie following assays have boon made of the Dediim coal, and for comparison of that at

Maobelaka, the latter seam is that which for some time past has been worked for the supply

of Shillong with fuel :

—

D^dum Hill. SlHobclaka.

HyprroKCople water ... « 0 31
Volutilo matter, cxcIubIvc of water ... ... 24 '« 30«
Fixed eorbou 27*8 552

^ Aiih 31 « 1-8

1000 100 0

Tlie Maobelaka coal was taken from the fresh working face of the quarry, while that

from Deduin was from the surface of the weathered outcrop. The latter coal would pro-

bably be found considerably better a few feet in. The seam is three feet t hick (the Maobe-

laka coal being to 1' 0"
), but the outcrop is at the foot of a perpeudicular sandstone

elilf 15 feet high, from the top of which the hill slopes hac.k steeply for 30 or 40 feet

more. The hill near the t/op of which the seam is situated appears to be equally steep

all along the southern side, so that the coal could not be quarried. If sufficiently good in

the interior, however, and no better seams should be fouud in the neighbourhood, it might
bo worth mining on a small scale, as when the projected new road is completed, the

facilities for carriage from Dedum to Shillong will he considerably greater than those from
Maobelaka. The roof is good and the seam horizontal, and a few minors could raise

sufficient cojil to supply Shillong. The chief difficulty in the wjiy of opening such a mine

under native sui'orvision would be the risk of exi>losiou^i if it were not piopcrly veutilated.
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DONATION TO MUSEUM.

Dubino April, May and Junk.

Laterite from Pij^coii Island. Limestone from liittrapar one of Iho Laccadives, and
Rock specimens from the Vingorla rocks. Presented by A. O. Hujie, Es^. /o

Government of India,

ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY..

From Ist April to JOth June 1875.

Titles of Hool's, Donors,

Bonnet, F. G.—Geology, (1874), 8vo., London.

DuchateaU, J.—Notice sur l«is Aino, (1874), 8vo., Paris.

ENcy#LopjEDiA Brttannica, Vol. I, 9ili Edit., (1875), 4to., Edinburgh.

Geikie, Prof.—Geology, (1874), 8vo., London.

„ „ —Physical Geography, (1876), 8vo., London.

Helfer, Dr. J. W.—The Provinces of Ye, Tavoy, and Mergui on the Tenasscrim Coast,

(1839), reprinted 1875, 8vo., Calcutta.

Government of India.

Jeffreys, J. G.—British Conchology, Vol. ITT, (1875), 8vo., London.

KinAHAN, G. H.—Valleys and their relation to fissures, fractures, and faults, (1875),

8vo., London.

Koch, Dr. L.—Aegyptis^dio nnd Abyssinische Arachniden, (1875), 4to., Niirnherg.

Plattner.—Manual of qualitative and quantitative analysis with the Blowpipe, (1873),

8VO., New York.

Report on the effects of ariilicial respiration, &c., in Indian and Australian Snake Poison-

ing, (1874), 8vo., Calcutta.

Surgeon Major Ewart.
Rutley, F.—Mineralogy, (1874), 8vo., London.

Skebtchly, S. B. j.—

G

eology, (1873), 8vo., London.

„ „ —Physical Geography, (1874), 8vo., London.

Toula, Dr. F.—Kohlenkalk und Z(?chstcin Fossilien aiis dein Ilomsund an der Slid

Westkuste von Spitzbergeu, (1874), 8vo., Wien.

PERIODICALS.

American Jounial of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol. VIII, Nos. 49 & 60 ; IX, Nos.

61 & 62, (1876), 8vo., New Haven.

The Editors.

Annales des Mines, 7th Series, Vol. VI, livr. 5 & 6, (1874), 8vo., Paris.

L*Admini8. DBS Mines.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Series, Vol. XV, Nos. 87—89, (1875),

8vo., London.

Archiv fur Naturgeschichte, Band XLI, heft 1, (1875), 8vo., Berlin.

Bibliotb^ue Universelle et Revue Suisse, Vol. LII, Nos. 205—207, (1876), 8vo., Lausanne.

Bibliotheque Universelle et Revue Suisse. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles,

Vol. LI, No. 204, & LII, Nos. 205 & 206, (1876), 8vo., Gcueva.

Geographical Magazine, Vol. II, Nos. 3—6, (1875), 8vo., London.

Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. II, Nos. 3—6, (1875), 8vo., London.

Hanley, Sylvahus, & Theobald, Wm.—

C

onchologia Indica, Part VII, (1874), 4to.,

London.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

Indian Economist, with Agricultural Gazette and Statistical Reporter, Vol. VI, No. 8,

(1876), fisc., Calcutta.

Goveenmekt op India.

Journal de Conchyliologio, 3rd Ser., Vol. XV, No. I, (1875), 8vo., Paris.

List of Officers in the Survey Dei^artmcnts on the 1st April 1876, (1876), fisc., Calcutta.

Dept. Rev., Agbicultuee & Commerce.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 4th Ser.

Vol. XLIX, Nos. 324 to 32b, (1876), 8vo., London.

Luynes, LK DUC de.—Voyage d’Exploration a la Mer Morte, a Petra, et sur la Rive

Gauche du Jourdain, Vuls. I & II text, and livr. 19—25 Plates,

(1876), 4to., Paris.

Martini dnd Chemnitz.—Conchylien Cabinet, Lief. 233 & 234, (1875), 4to., Nurnberg.

Nature, Vol. XI, I^'os. 278—291, (1876), 4to., London. ^
Neues Jahrbuch fur Mincralogie, Geologic, und Palaeontologie, Jahrg. 1876, heft 1—3,

(1876), 8vo., Stuttgart.

PaliJRontograpbica, Hand XXI, Lief. G, (1875), 4to., Cassid.

Pktebmann, Du. A.—Geogrnphi.sche Mittheilungen, Band XXI, Nos. 2—4, (1876), 4to.,

Gotha.

„ —Geograpbische Mittheilungen, Supplement, Nos. 39 to 42, (1875),

4to., Gotha.

PoGGENDORFF, Ji C.—Ann.alen der Physik und Chemie, Rand 154, Nos. 1—4, (1875),

8vo., Leipzig.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineeiing, 2nd Ser., Vol. IV, No. 16, (1875), 8vo., Roorkee.

Thomason College, Roorkee.

Quarterly Journal of Science, No. 46, (1876), 8vo., London.

QuaHerly Journal of MicroHCO])ical Science, New Scries, No. 68, (1875), 8vo., London.

Ropoi’ts of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 30th September

(1874), fisc., Melbourne.

Govt. Mining Dept., Melbourne.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c.

Bombay. Report on the Assessment of the Rygur Talooka in the Colaba Sub-Collectoratc,

(180G), 8vo., Bombay.

The Bombay Government.

Selections from the Rc'cords of the Bombay Government, New Series, No. 146.

Papers relative to the revision of assessment of certain villages

in the Nasik Collectorate, (1875), 8vo., Bombay.

The Bombay Government.

India.—Report on the Revenue Survey Operations of the Lower Provinces from 1st October

1873 to 30Ui September 1874 (1875), fisc., Calcutta.

The Revenue Survey.

Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department,

No. 119. Report on the administration of the Ajmere and

Mhairwara Districts for 1873-74, (1875), 8vo., Calcutta.

Foreign Department,

Walker, Col. J. T.—General Report on the operations of the Great Trigonome-

trical Survey of India during 1873-74, (1874), fisc., Debra

Dun.
Great Trigonometrical Survey.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

Ia’DIA.—Walkee, Col, J. T.—Synopsis of the results of the operations of tlio Great
Trigonometrical Survey of India, Vol. IV, (1875), 4to..

Debra Dun.

Geeat Teioonometetoal Suevf.y.

Mabbas.—Keport on the Administration of the Aladras Presidency during 1873-74, (1875),

8VO., Madras.

Madras Government.,

MYSOBE.—Report on Public Instruction in M3\soro for 1873-74, (1874), 8vo., llanj^aloro.

Chief Commissioner of Mysore

.

TRANSACTIONS & PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES, &c.

Beelin.—Monatsboriclite dcr koni^. Preuss. Akad. der Wissenschafteu zu Berlin, Novem-

ber to February, (1874 &. 1875), 8vo., Berlin.

The Academy,

„ Register fiir die Monntsbericbte der k. Preuss. A kademio dor Wissenschafteu zu

Berlin, von 1859 bis 1873, (1875), 8vo., Berlin.

Berlin Acadejiy.

Bombay.—Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. X, No. 30,

(1875), 8vo., Bombay.

The Society,

Buffalo.—Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, Vol. II, No. 2, (1871),

8vo., Buflak).

The Society.

Calcutta,—Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, New Series,

Vol. X, pt. 1, (1875), 8vo., Calcutta.

The Society.

„ Joiniijil of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. XLllI, pt. II,

No. 4, & Vol. XLIV, pt. 1, No. 1, (1874-75), 8vo., Calcutta.

Ditto.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. II—V (1875), 8vo., Calcutta.

Ditto.

Dresden.—Sitzungsbericlite der naturwi.ssenschaftlicben Gesellscbaft Isis in Dresden,

Jahrg. 1874, April to September, (1874), 8vo., Dresden.

The Isis Society.

Dublin.—Journal of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland, New Series, Vol. IV, pt. 1,

(1874), 8vo., Dublin.

The Society.

Edinburgh.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. VIII, No. 87, (1874),

8vo., Edinburgh.

The Society

„ Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. XXVII, pt. 2, (1874)

4to., Edinburgh.
Ditto.

Glasgow.—Transactions of the Geological Society of Glasgow, Vol. V, pt. 1, (1875), 8vo.,

Glasgow.
The Society.

Lausanne.—Bulletin de la Societd Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles, 2nd Series, Vol. XIII,

No. 73, (1874), 8vo., Lausanne.

The Society.
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Tlihfi of liooTca, Donors,

Livekpool.—Abstract of the Procwflin^s of the LiVei*pooI Geological Society, Sessions I to

XV (ISGii-lHM), 8 VO., Liverpool.

The Soctett.

„ Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society ofLiverpool, Vol. XXVIII,

(187-1), 8vo., London.

Ditto.

British Museum ,—A Guido Pook to the Exhibition Rooms of the Departments

of Natural History and Anticpiities of the British Museum

(1871), 8vo., London.

The Britjsh Museum.

„ „ Catalogue of the Birds in the British Museum, Vol. 1 (1874),

8vo., London.

Ditto.

„ „ Gray, Dr. J. E.— Hand List of Seals, Morses, Sea Lions,

and Sea Bears in tlu* British Museum (1874), 8vo , London.

Ditto.

,, Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. IV,

No. 1 (1874), Svo., London.

„ Journal of the East India Association, Vol. VIII, No. 3, (1875), Svo., London.

'I’liE Association.

„ Proceedings of the. Royal Geographical Society, VoL XIX, Nos. 1—3, (1875),

8vo., Loudon.

The Society.

,, Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Vol. XXIIT, Nos. 157—159,

(1874), 8vo., London.

Ditto.

„ Jourjial of tin* Geological Society of London. Vol. XXX, pt. V’,

No. l:i{l, ami Vol. XXXI, pt. I, No. 121, (1874 and 1875), Svo.,

London.

Ditto.

Manchester.—Transactions of the Manche.ster Geological Society, Vol. XIII, pt.^. 8 A 9,

(1875), Svo,, Manche.ster.

The Society.

MiiEnoUKNE.—

S

myth, K. B.—Gecdogical Snrv<‘y of Victoria. Report of Progress, No. II,

(1875), 8VO., Melbourne.

The Survey.

•doscoc.—Bulletiii de la Soeiete Jinperiale des Naturalistes de Mo.scou, Vol. XLVllI, No. 2,

(1874), 8vo., Moseou.

The Society.

Nouvoaux Memoires de la Socidte Imperiale des Naturalistes de Moseou, Vol. XIII,

livr. 4, (1874), 4to., IMoscou.

Ditto.

MLLnciikn.—Ahhaudlungen der Math.—Phys. Chi-sse der k. b. Akademieder Wissenschafteii.

Baud XI, Abth. 3, (1871), 4to., Munchen.

The Academy,

„ Annalon der kiiniglieheu Sternwarte bei Miiuchen, Band XX, (1874), Svo.

Munchen.

Ditto.
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llth^ of Boul-s.

MUKCiiEN—Eiu.ENiiEYER, Dr. Emil.—IVIut tlon EinfliisK dos Frollien-n Justus von
Liolil^- aul’ die Eiitwickeluiii,^ der reinen ehemie, (1871) dto
Miiiiclien.

Tue A(’M)i:mv.

Sitzui)*r>l)erichte der jrath.— Pliys. Olasse dor k. 1>. Akadeinie der AVisstaiseluif*

ten, Indl. (1871), 8v()., 3liuicdu'ii.

Drmu
New Zealand.—Aiinlli Annjial l^*}»()rt of the (\donial J\Iuseum and Laboniiory, 1S7:{-7I,

(1S71}, Svo., Aew Zealand.

TiTK (tE<>Lor5lCAL SURVEY OK NeW ZfaLA\|..

Paris.—

B

ulletin de la Soeiete (leoloiri.jue do France, .’Inl Serii's. Vol. I, ])|), dll—-ej,;,

Vol. JI, No. G, and V^)l. 111, Nos. 1 Si "2 , (187 1-70), Svo., Paris.

Tin; So( u: rv.

PniLAT»F.LrniA.—Journal of tlie Franklin Inslilule, 3rd Senes, Vol. LXVlll, No. G, and

LX IX, Nos. 1 Si 2, (187 l-7o), 8vo,, Philadelphia.

dhlE I.NNTfTl TC.

„ LyxMan. Theodore.—Conuneinorative noiieo of Louis Ajj^assi/., (1873),

8vo., Philadelphia.

AmERH'AN ArADEAlY oK AuTS AN D Sl'lENU'Ey.

Rome.—

B

ollettino P. Comitato (ieoloj^ieo d’ Italia, No.s. 1— t, (187^/), Sv(>., Uoma.

Thk (L'OLOOK’AL PoAniTSSION.

Vienna.—

D

enksehrirten der k. Akad. der Wis.senschaften, Band XXXllJ, (187 1), Uo.,

AVien.

Tuk Vienna A('vdeaja.

Sit/aingsherichte der k. k. Akadeinie <ler Wissensehaften, Land JjXVIH, Al>t.h. I,

lud’t 3—5. Ahlh. 11, heft 3— o, and Ahlii. Ill, heft 1
' ri,

BandLXlX, Ahlh. 1, heft 1-3, Ahth. 11, heft. 1—3, ( 187 1 1,

8vo., Vienna.

Ditto.

u Jahrhu'jli der k. k. Cleolo‘:^i.schen Iteieh.saii.stalt, Band XXIV, No, 1, (IS/I), 8vo.,

Vienna.

The iNHTiTnE.

M Verhaiidlun^en der k. k. Geoloijisehen Keiehsan.stall, Nos. IG— 18, (l87d), 8vo.,

Vienna.

Ditto.

Zurich.—Abhandlunj'eii der Seh\v»*i/erischcn palaontoloi^i.schen Gesellsehalt, Vol. 1, (Ml),

dto., Ziirieli.

,, Neue Denkselirifteii der Allgeuieinen Sehweizeriselicn Gesellsehatt, Band XXV

and XXVI, (1873-71), 4to., Ziirieli.

„ A^ierteljahrssehrift der Nat iirfoi'Hehenden Gesellsehaft in Ziirieh, Jahr^^ XV 111,

heft 1— 1, (1873), 8vo., Zurich.

The Society.

„ Neiijahrshlatt von der Naturforscliendeii Gesellschaft, No. LXXVI, (1871), dlo.,

Zurich.

Ditto.
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Part 4.] ^S7r>. [November.

Mute on tue (Jeology of Nepal,* h/ H. 1?. Medlioott, m. a., f. <j. s.. Depufj/ S(^J)crin ^

iendvntj (rco/of/iral Survnj of India.

Through the kindness of Mr. Girdlestone, the Uesidcnt of Nepal, I liad an opportunily

in May last of visiting tliat very secluded country. ‘It will surprise many to hear that

although the marches of N'epal run for more than 500 uiih's along some of the most
fertile and populous districts of Ilritish India, that country is still rigorously tabooed to all

outsiders, Englishmen included. With the exception of the track to Katmandu, no part of

that extensive area has been traversed by civilized man. Even the route to the capital is

only open to political envoys, and by special favor to invitt'd giK'sts; and any digressiou from
the actual road-way is suspiciously watched. The permitted range of exploration from

Katmandu is correspondingly restricted: one may go as far as the Trisal-ganga, on the north-

west, about sixteen miles (direct), and to about an equal distance on the south-east, in both

cases a short way beyond the precincts of the actual valley. TJio Following ohservatifins are

therefore most scanty, there being no opportunity to followup and examine features of special

importance in the general section. TJiey may, however, have sonic interest lis a term of

comparison between tlui known ground on the east and on the west, about midway between

which this section occurs.

It is necessary briefly to state what the features are with which this comparison is to

be made. From the Sutlej to the western frontier of Nepal there is continuously trucenhle

along the margin of the mountains a zone of variable width formed of slates and thin

silicious beds surmounted by sandstone and strong limestone. The latter have been described

as the Krol group ; the lower horizons being distinguished as infra-Krol, Bliui (a thin lime-

stone) and infra-Blini. They usually form a broad, crushed synclinal ridge at the edge ol'

the mountain-area, as at Mussooree and Naini Tal. In the Simla region they extend far

beyond this ridge into the interior of the mountains , where they become obscured by meta-

inorpbism, their relation to the gneiss rocks not being as yet satisfactorily determined. In

Kumaon, at least north of Naini Tal, there is an abrupt change, along a line of trappean

intrusion, between the range of semi-raetamorphic strata and the gneiss rocks to the nortli.

It has been conjectured Unit the Krol limestone is triassic, and the underlying groups pahno-

Within the territorios the name Nepal is only applied to the vallej of Katinaodu.
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Altliougk this Chessa-garhi ranpe has a nearly east-west direction, parallel to the strike

of the rocks to the soutli of it, it is formed, at least at this point, of rocks having a widely

different direction. Even at Bimplicdi, at the south base of the ridge, the strata strike to

north 36" west. They are again thin quartzites, greatly folded and shattered, but maintain-

ing a dominant high underlie to north-east-by-east. A little below the crest of the ridge on

the northern descent, the quartzosr schists are associated with strong bands of prophyritic

gneiss, which is the dominant rock towards the base. The strike would take it into the

ridge well within the basin of the Eaj)ti. At the north base of the range the Pinouiii

river hows from tluMiorth against this mass of gneiss, and turns away to the east. Just

above the b<md of the river there is a clilf-section showing the crushed coiulition of the

gncissic strata, contrasting well with the steady high underlie of the sharply bt'dded quartzites

through which the river cuts its way obliquely. The general strike in both rocks is the

same ;
and th(‘ whole feature suggests that tin* gneiss has been formed, and perhaps faulted

up, along a broken anticlinal axis of flexure. It is near this line of disturbance that the

copper mines of this locality occur. 1 was, of <;(>nrHe, unable to visit and inspect them; hut

by a curious coincidence 1 passed at this very place, a number of coolies laden with foreign

copper for Katmandu, which suggests that tlie nativ«‘ lesources in this metal cannot be very

great. Here, and at several other ])laces where I saw abundant refuse of old copper smcli-

ings, the work seems to be now abandoned.

Prom the Sango bridge at Tamba Khoneh, along the Pinouni nearly due north to

Marku, and then up the Chitlong valley to the north-east, there is an ascending section

(()hli<iuely) through the sliarply bedded ((uartzites underlying steeply to cast-35"-north.

Wlmrever their composition is more earthy, foliation is well marked; but I did not see any

gueissic band. Towards the liead of the Chitlong valley the strike of tin* rocks becomes

more easterly, U]) to the Cheiidragiri ridge, where it is east-15"-south
; and the rocks are

freely calcareous.

The Cheudragiri ridge overlooks the No]»al valley, which is enclosed, except on the north,

by rocks of the same descri[)tion as those found here. There is, however, nothing like a

circular arrangement of the ridges or of the rocks; the strike of both is most constant,

between 15" and 26" to sonth-of-cast ; and the form of the valley is consequently most

irregular—a number of longitudinal valleys, united in a central area by the suppression of the

ridges, which are in some cases mere sjmrs running a short distance into tlu? open ; others,

again, as that of Kirthipur, are nearly continuous across the valley ; sometimes, as at Pash-

])ati, the rock appears isolated in tbe alluvial deposits. The south-west corner of the valley

divides the Cheudragiri from the Phulchok range, on the same strike. Here at Katwaldar,

the llnghinati leaves the valhjy through rocky gorge across vertical quartzites. It is a

moderately sized torrent, the watershed being contined to the ridges immediately surrounding

the valley, which is only about sixteen miles long from west-north-west to east-south-east, and

about twelve miles transversely, from Katawldar to the base of the Sheopuri range on the

north. The alluvial area may be about 125 square miles. The elevation of Katmandu is given

as 4,600 feet. Phulchok on the south-east is the highest summit of the surrounding hills,

rising to 9,720 feet.

Excluding the Sheopuri range on the north, all the ridges skirting or abutting into tho

Nepal valley arc formed of steeply folded repetitions of one set of rocks, in which, as already

noticed, a calcareous ingredient is very general. It often appears as limestone, in some forco

and of various degrees of purity. Tho summit of Phulchok is of thick white crystallin-

limestones. Strong beds are also found on Chendragiri and Nagarjan, both of which are

syncliual ridges. The pure lock would thus seem to occur chiefly near the top of the series, but
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some single beds are found low down. The schistose limestone of which the nionpliths

of Katmandu and Patun are made is quamed low down on the Kivihipur ridge at Choubul,
where it is well seen at the gorge of the Baghraati. There are some thin bunds of limestone
also in the gorge atPashpati. The prevailing rock is a peculiar inassivc, very fine schistose

quartzite with a trifling percentage of carbonate of lime, yet to this minimum ingre<lieut is,

I believe, largely due the physical condition of this mountain zone—its deep crosum, as chiefly

exhibited in the basin of the Nepal valley. This rock is very prone to decompose, by the

abstraction of the small calcareous element in it, and is therefore seldom found in clear oul-

crops. It is well exposed in the little stream at the north-west side of Sambunath. For
the most part it forms at the surface an ochrey sandy clay. When only partially discomposed

it forms what might he called a sandstone (freestone). In this state it is quarried at the base

of Nagarjan for building.

Prom the frequent reappearance of similar rocks across a broad zone of more or less

vertical strata, one might of course presume that there is repetition by folding; but this

condition is independently ostahliHhed: both Chendragiri and Nagarjan ridges, and those

flanking Phulchok, are on synclinals. There would thus seem to be from ilie Pinouni into

Nepal a repetition of the structural feature observed in the outer zone along the Rnjiti

valley—an ascending section, only aflected by minor foldings, through 1 h inly bedded quartzoso

schists into a broad many-folded synclinal, in which an upiier group of calcareous strata is

frequently repeated at the surface. There is also sufficient likeness in llie two series to suggest

that they belong to the same formations, the most marked diflerence being the concen-

tration of the calcareous element at the top of the southern section aud its dispersion in the

upper part of the northern one.

I would further venture to suggest that this scries may hi^ the continuation of the

Krol and underlying formations of the Simla region. The flaggy quartzites of the lower

horizons in the Nepal sections would very fairly represent the thin silieious beds that form

so large a part of the Simla slates, or infra-Blini zone. Cases have, moreover, been recorded of

the Krol limestone being represented elsewhere by more or less calcareous sandstone : a re-

lation quite analogous to that now suggested between the strong quartzite and limestone of

Bhaiusi Daman Jind the calcareous quartzites of Nepal. Katmandu is in about the same

zone of the mountains as Simla and Almora, being only thirty miles in a direct line from the

plains. There are two points of contrast between the section liero and in the Simla region,

supposing the rocks representative : the contortion and the metamorphism of tlie strata in

the latter position are local and partial, whereas in Nepal they are general and more or less

complete. The limestone on the crest of the Chendragiri pass between Ohitlong and Nepal

is somewhat less altered than usual ;
in it I noticed some small facets of spar having a

central puncture, and which I tor' to be crinoidal ; hut Dr. Waageii could not say positively

that they were so.

On the north-north -oast side of the valley the alluvial deposits rest against gneiss at the

base of the Sheopuri range. The white patches so conspicuous along this edge of the vall(‘y

are slip-faces in this rock where it is deeply decomposed. It is a coarse felspathic gneiss wiili

much silvery mica and schorl. Its ddhris is a prominent ingredient of the valley dejiosiU

at Katmandu. On the spur north of Bodhnath and that connecting Sheopuri with Nagr-

jan, one finds very fine mica schists, first alternating with, and then succeeding to, the gneiss^

The compression of the whole is so excessive and the underlie so variable, that it would bo

impossible to conjecture, without very detailed study, what the normal order of the strata

maybe. On nearing Nagarjan the underlie sets towards it; but tlie fhiggy quartzites of

Chitlong, which certainly underlie the calcareous zone, are not specifically recognisable in the
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The section in Sikhim, to the east of the Nepal territories, is petrograpliically very

different from that in the Simla region. Th^ .‘‘chists and gneiss come close to the edge of the

mountains, in some ])laceH quite up to it. But in many parts there is a narrow band of

partially altered strata, which have been fully identified as belonging to the Damuda formation,

the coal-ineasurcs of India, thought to he of upper paheozoic age. But the curious point is

that these beds arc the lowest and oldest member (»f the rock-series, conformably underlying

the schists, and these again pashiug regularly beneatii the gneiss, which forms the greater

part of the mountains in the Darjiling district. In Sikhim the usual outer ranges of the

sub-Hiinalayan hills, enclosing long valleys at the base of the mountains, are not represent-

ed. The inner zone of sandstone at the very base of the mountains is, however, in force.

In the Nopal section we tind a very complete exhibition of the sub-Himalayan hills, as

known to tin* north-west. Tln^ Chiiria Ghati range, in size, structure and appearance is a

/he A’m/76M)f the oiigiiml Sivaliks. Inside it the dunoY marl of Etoundah is an excellent

example of these; cliaractt‘rlstic sul)-IIiinala3Uin valleys. And to the north of this, along the

base of the mountains, then; is a Hanking range of sandstone, harder, and apparently

older, than that ol ihe outer hills, just as 0(!curs in the western region. There is still so much
uuecriainiy about the grou])ing and distribution of these siih-llimalayan rocks, that I cannot

speak confidently as to those iii the section under notice. It is quite recognised that there are

twio strong and stratigraphically well separated groups—the Sivalik and the Nahan—in the

trans-Jumna ri'gion
;
hut considerable doubt has been thrown upon the vi(;w I at first adopted^

that the eis-.Iumna Sivalik hills belong to the upper group of rocks. Lithologically,

the resemblance is move with the Nahuu than with the Sivalik group. Thus it would

appear that Ht.ructural jiosition, even in the case of what is physically a single range, is no

criterion of tin; geological horizon of the rocks ; and we arc unable on these grounds to

assume ilmt the (dmria Ghati strata are true Sivaliks. Lithologically too, they have small

resemblance to the typical Sivaliks of the trans-Jumna range. In mere composition they

are inuch more like rocks of the cis-Jumna hills, consisting as they do in the lower

half, of massive' gray sandstone, and above of great beds of conglomeritic gravel. There are,

liowever, some points of difference: in the west the change fiom the sandstones to the con-

glomerates is gradual and alternating; here it is rapid and complete, from an almost unbroken

mass of lino grey sand to an eipially uniform mass of pale yellowish-brown conglomerate.

This cluiraeter can have no significance ; but I was much struck with the very fresh aspect

of these Chuvia Ghati deposits as compared with those of the range south of the Dehra-Diiu.

The sand, in solidity as well as in appearance, is scarcely dilforeut from that forming the

chars (tompornry islands) in the great river beds. I sliould, perhaps, mention that it is

several years since 1 have seen the Sivalik sections, and have since then been occupied with

much more ancient formations. On one point, however, I will speak firmly: I must at

present refuse to believe that the Chnria Ghati strata can he of the same horizon as the

sandstone forming the hills north of Etoundah ; and so, these being presumably Nahans,

the former ma^' for the present be set down as Sivalik.

At the outer base of the range, at Biehiakoh, there are some rusty earthy beds ; and

all ai'o greatly crushed, locally quite vertical. The dip soon settles down to 30°, to north-

north-west, maintaining it steadily to the top of the pass. This is the typo structure of

these detached' sub- Himalayan ranges, of whatever group composed: the flat half of a

normal anticlinal flexure. The range is about four miles wide, wfliich would give an ag-

gregate thickness of about 10,000 feet of rock,* The pass, as is universal in these ranges.

It is still ut*<'essary to uott* tlwit this does not wnpl) vertical sequent* ,
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follows the broad bed of a torrent, to near the very summit, where it turns up a steep ^ully»

partly artificial. Here I noticed a strong bed of ochreo\is clay. A similar rock is very com-

mon in a like position in the passes south of the Dehrii-Ddn. Boulders of from 12 to 20

inches cube are common in the bed of the torrent, though it is rare to sec* stones of this si/.c

in the conglomerate forming the clilfs on each side, from \vhu*h, it would he assumed, all

must be derived. Near the foot of the steep rise I observed a huge block of cjuartzite,

measuring 10' X 7' X 6'. Keforcnee to it will be made lurtlier on.

In the Rapti, immediately under EtounJab, there arc outerops of the rusty snndy clays

and greenisb-gra}’’ sandstone at the base of the section north of the dun. They dip at (K)''

to north-by-east. Wherever observed along the road, this dip (with slight variation in amount)

was found constant, and there is but little change in the cliaraeU*!’ of the rocjk. It is (dearly

an ascending section: clays occur, but very subordinately ; the sands! one becomes somewhat

softer in the higher beds, and there are here sevortil layers of thin conglomeratic In no

single feature is there any ])recisc resemblance to the series in tlie outer range. The strata

closely correspond wdth the Nahan group of the north-west, and with that described by

Mr. Mallet at the base of the Sikhim Himalaya. At Ktoundah tlie formation is about a mile

wide, which would give an accumulated thicknc'ss of about ItUHK) teel, there being notliing

to suggest repetition by faulting or tlexure. A blank covered space of fullj^ 1(M) yards,

between the last outcrop of the sandstone seen on the road section and tin* first outcrop of

the slates, conceals the contact. It is ))robably, as usual, very steep, if not overhanging.

Mr. Mallet has adopted for the Sikhim ground the view F put forward regarding this main

feature of the mountain-structure in the north-wc's!, that it is not primarily a faulted rock-

junction. There is no sign at the base of the section, nor as a remnant along the junction,

of any older tertiary rocks that might ro])re.sent tiie eocene group of Suhathu. The inner

limit of these sandstone hills is well marked by narrow longitudinal valleys of denudation.

The first rocks seen north of the tertiary sandstone* nre some earthy schists, with a

crushed dip of 50° to north -hy-east, quite parallel in strike to tin* sandstone. A thin hand of

blue limestone occurs in these hods, and further on a strong hand of black scliisiose slate,

in which are some irregular veiu-like nests of impure carbojiaeeous matter. All these, beds

within a few hundred feet of the boundary, though decidiHlly suhfoliaUal, are less altered

than any rocks to the north of them, and also le.^s highly inclined. They are ov(‘rlaid by

more silicious rocks, llaggy schistose quartzite, nearly vertical, or fold(*d in zig/fig contor-

tions. There is again a small ap])earance of more eartliy schist, or possihl}^ a reappearance

of the former hand, for the beds are greatly contorted, although the northerly underlie seems

constant. A trappoid rock occurs here; but its intrusive character is not well marked. It is

the only rock of this kind that 1 observed in Nepal. The thin (juart/ites come in again and

pass up into stronger beds of the same ix>ck, wdiich arc overlaid by massive white crystalline

limestone, all dipping at to 80° to north-hy-east. Tliis limestone must bo several hundred

feet tliick. The sample I brought with me is not dolomitic. At Bhainsi Daman, whore the

river takes a bend, and above it for some miles, the rocks are much broken and confused.

Groat masses of the white limestone form irregular cliffs on both sides, the underlying rocks

being concealed by vegetation and valley-deposits.

It would seem as if the ascending section from the boundary to Bhainsi Daman here

passed into a broad, broken and contorted synclinal basin. The east-hy-south general strike

is maintained throughout
; it was observed in some quartzites u mile below Bimpbedi, which

stands at the head of the valley close under the steep ridge of Chcssa-garlii. This glen of

Nimbua-Tanr on the upper couise of the liapti is one of the most picturesque I have ever

seen.
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AltLougk this Chessa-garhi range has a nearly east-west direction, parallel to the strike

of the rocks to the south of it, it is fonned, at least at this point, of rocks having a widely

different direction. Even at Ilimphedi, at the south base of the ridge, the strata strike to

north 36" west. They arc again thin quartzites, greatly folded and shattered, but maintain-

ing a dominant high underlie to north-east-hy-east. A little below the crest of the ridge on

the northern descent, the quartzoar schists are associated with strong bands of prophyritic

gneiss, which is the dominant rock towards tlie base. The strike would take it into the

ridge well within the basin of the I{aj)ti. At the north base of the range the Pinouni

river flows from the north against tins mass of gneiss, and turns away to the east. Just

above the bend of thi^ river there is a clilf-section showing the crushed condition of the

gncissic strata, contrasting well with the steady high underlie of the sharply bedded quartzites

through which the river cuts its way obli([uely. The general strike in both rocks is the

same
;
and the whole feature suggests that the gneiss lias been formed, and perhaps faulted

up, along a broken anticlinal axis of flexure. It is near this line of disturbance that the

copper mines of this locality occur. 1 was, of course, unable to visit and inspect them; but

by a curious coincidence I jiasscd at this very )>lace a number of coolies laden with foreign

copper for Katmandu, which suggests that the nativt* lesources in this metal eaniiot he very

great. Hero, and at several other places where I saw ahimdant refuse of old copper smelt-

iiigs, the work seeniH to he now abandoned.

Prom the Sango bridge at Tamba Khoneh, along the Pinouni nearly due north to

Marku, and tluui up the Chit long valley to the north-east, there is an ascending section

(obliquely) througli the sharply bedded ipiartzites underlying steeply to east-35°-north.

Wherever th(‘ir com position is more earthy, foliation is well marked; but I did not see any

gneissic haml. Towards the head of the (Ihitlong valley the strike of the rocks becomes

more easterly, up to the Clumdragiri ridgt*, where it is east-16'’-south ; and the rocks are

freely calcareous.

The Cheiidragiri ridge overlooks the Nepal valley, whicli is enclosed, except on the north,

by rocks of the same description as thos(* found here. There is, however, nothing like a

circular arrangement of the ridges or of the rocks; the strike of both is most constant,

between 16° and 26° to south-of-oast ; and the form of the valley is consequently most

irregular—a nuniher of longitudinal valleys, united in a central area by the suppression of the

ridges, which are in some cases mere spurs running a short distance into the open ;
others,

again, as that of Kirthipur, are nearly continuous atiross the valley: sometimes, as at Pash-

pati, the rock appears isolated in the alluvial deposits. The south-west corner of the valley

divides the Chendragiri from the Phulchok range, on the same strike. Here at Katwaldar,

the Baghmati leaves the valley through rocky gorge across vertical quartzites. It is a

moderately sized torrent, the watershed being confined to tlie ridges immediately surrounding

the valley, which is only about sixteen miles long from west-north-west to cast-south-east, and

about twelve miles transversely, from Katawklar to the base of the Sheopuri range on ike

north. The alluvial area may he about 125 square miles. The elevation of Katmandu is given

as 4,500 feet. Phulchok on tin* south-east is the highest summit of the surrounding hills,

rising to 9,720 feet.

Excluding the Sheopuri range on the north, all the ridges skirting or abutting into the

Nopal valley are formed of steeply folded repetitions of one sot of rocks, in which, as already

noticed, a calcareous ingredient is very general. It often appears as limestone, in some force

and of various degrees of purity. The summit of Phulchok is of thick white ciystallin'

limestones. Strong hods an? also found on Chendragiri and Nagarjan, both of which are

synclinal ridges. The pure rock w'ould thus seem to occur chiefly near the top of the series, but
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some single beds are found low down. The schistose limestone of which the monplitha
of Katmandu and Patun are made is quamed low down on the KirUiipur rid^^e at Ghoubal,
where it is well seen at the gorge of the Baghraati. There are some tliiu hands of limestone
also in the gorge atPashpati. The prevailing roch is a peculiar massive, very fine schistose

quartzite with a trifling percentage of carbonate of lime, 3'et to this minimum ingredient is,

I believe, largely duo the physical condition of this mountain zone—its deep erosion, as chiefly

exhibited in the basin of the Nopal valley. This rock is very prone to decompose, by the

abstraction of the small calcareous clement in it, and is therefore seldom found in clear out-

crops. It is well exposed in the little stream at the north-west side of Sambunath. For

the moat part it forms at the surface an ochrey sandy clay. When only partially decomposed

it forms what might he called a sandstone (freestone). In this state it is quarried at the base

of Nagarjan for building.

From the frequent reappearance of similar rocks a(U*oss a broad zone of more or leas

vertical strata, one might of course presume that there is repetition by folding; hut this

condition is independently established: both Chendrngiri and Nagarjan ridges, and those

flanking Phulchok, arc on synclinals. There would thus seem to be from the Pinouni into

Nepal a repetition of the structural feature observed in the outer zone along the Itapti

valley—an ascending section, only aflecled by minor foldings, through thinly bedded quartzoso

schists into a broad many-folded synclinal, in which an upper group of calcareous strata is

frequently repeated at the surface. There is also suflieient likeness in ih(» two series to suggest

that they belong to the same formations, the most marked difl’eron<‘e being tlie concen-

tration of the calcareous element at the top of the southern section and its dispersion in the

upper part of the northern one.

I would further venture to suggest that this series may bo the continuation of the

Krol and underlying formations of the Simla region. The flaggy quartzites of the lower

horizons in the Nepal sections would very fairly represent the thin silicious beds that form

so large a part of the Simla slates, or iufra-Blini zone. Cases liave, moreover, been recorded of

the Krol limestone being represented elsewhere by more or less calcareous sandstone : a ih?-

lation quite analogous to that now suggested between the strong quartzite and limestone ol‘

Bhainsi Daman and the cale^areous quartzites of Ne])al. Katmandu is in about the same

zone of the mountains as Simla and Almora, being only thirty miles in a direct line from the

plains. There are two points of contrast between the section here and in the Simla region,

supposing the rocks representative ; the contortion and the metamorijhism of the strata in

the latter position are local and partial, whereas in Nepal they an? general and more or less

complete. The limestone on the crest of llio Chendragiri pass between Cliiilong and Nepal

is somewhat less altered than usual ;
in it I noticed some small fiicets of spar having a

central puncture, and w] ‘ch I took to be crinoidal ; but Dr. Waagen could not say positively

that they were so.

On the north-north-east side of the valley the alluvial deposits rest against gneiss at the

base of the Sheopuri range. The white patches so conspicuous along this edge of the valhy

are slip-faces in this rock where it is deeply decomposed. It is a coarse felspatliic gneiss with

much silvery mica and schorl. Its debris is a prominent ingredient of the valley deposits

at Katmandu. On the spur north of Bodhnath and that connecting Slieopuri with Nagp**

jan, one finds very fine mica schists, first alternating with, and then succeeding to, the gneiss-

The compression of the whole is so excessive and the underlie so variable, that it would be

impossible to conjecture, without very detailed study, what the normal order of tlie strata

maybe. On nearing Nagarjan th(5 underlie sets towards it; but tlie flaggy quartzites of

Chitlong, which certainly underlie the calcareous zone, are not specifically recognisable in tiic
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uhoi’t. section between the limestone and the f^neiss. In crossinoj the range northwards, schists

are frequently observed with the gneiss, alwa3's intensely crushed ; but the general strike

of the Nepal rocks is maintained. At Chitrali Powah, some height above the north base of the

range, the gneiss is permanently replaced by schists, which here have a decided southerly

underlie towards the gneiss. The valley of the 7’adi and that of the Trisal-ganga between

Debighat and the Nyakot sango are in these rocks, variously inclined at high angles, but

with an east-north -easterly strike.

There seems to be scarcely any specific resemblance between the Nepal section and that

in Sikblm, beyond tbe undonitted equivalence of tlic tertiary sandstones at the foot of the

range. Tbi^ slighlly eiirl)onaeeous ]>and at the base of tlie section in tlie Rapti valley cannot

be directly identilied with the coal-measure zone to the east, the associated rocks being

quite unlike the Damuda sandstone, in wbiidi the crushed coal occurs at the base of the

Darjiling section. Dearing in mind the great distance (more than 200 mih's) between tbe

two, it is, of course, quite possible that true equivalence nui)" exist, but from simple petro-

graplncal comparisons, tbe carbonaceous schists of tbe Rapti would be more like tbe similar

rock in Mr. Mallet, s Daling scries, over the coal band. The chied* discnqiancy occurs, how-

ever, in iiie ascending sections : i?i one ease we find massive limestone, in tlio other massive

gneiss. It would bo idle to speculate ujuin tbe possible recaineilement of those features

from such very scanty evideiuM^ One may only notice that although tbe degree of ineta-

morphism has increased from Nopal to Sikbim (if, indeed, tbe prevalence of gneiss does require

this assumptioTi), tbe degree of disturbance is far less marked iu the latter area, judging from

published descriptions.

It is truly vexatious to tbiuk that the settlement of questions of suefi wide scientific

interest should be held in abeyance to gratify antiquated and barbarous official prejudices

or customs. 1 met with the greatest civility from tbe few country-people with whom I

chanced to come in contact. The obstruct ivc*ness is entirely on tbe i)art of those iu power,

who tbiuk their own dignit}" enhanced by exclusiveness. The officials at Katmandu were

most anxious to obtain from m(‘ some useful information regarding a sulphur mine recently

discovered at tbe base of Gosain Tlian mountain, in tlie upper valley of the Trisal-ganga,

or rather in the main branch of that river that does not flow from the sacred lake
; but

nothing could jiersuade them to allow me to visit the locality. Their state of enlightenment

in such matters may be judged from tbe fact that they im[»orted from England a number of

Davy lamps to counteract the ('tlccts of the noxious gases or vapours pervading the mine,

but which I could not mak(‘ out from their description to bo of the nature of fire-damp.

Tor much formal courtesy received I would ofl‘cr my thanks to Sir Jung Babadoor.

To the foregoing sketch of the older rock formations I would add a few words regard-

ing more recent deposits. 1 have said that tbe Nepal valley contains some 125 square miles

of alluvial land, but in precise language I am not prepared to say to what extent those

deposits are alluvial or lacuslriuc. They are, ou the whole, analogous to tbe Karewab deposits

of Kashmir, as partially described b^-^ ATajor Goiwin-Austen
;
but there is here no present

lake, however small, to suggest a fornierlv more extensive water basin. The sacred myths,

of course, record that the valley was once a lake, and even account in the usual miraculous

way for its mode of origin
;
so far as I could observe, however, tbe oldest temples w'cre

fomided during the existing phase of tbe surface, which is oue of arrested erosion of a

once continuous deposit. Tlie feature all over the valley is flat uplands separated h^^ broad flat

vallej^s, locally called 7«;//*and AV/u/a, aiidcorrespondiug exactly' to the Bhangar Khcidir

of the upper gangetic plains. There is much artificial terracing where tbe upland flats pass

into the rain-wash slopes from the mountains ; but I observed only one regular river terrace.
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that made by tbe actual course o£ the streams. Altliougb, wherever a bend of tbe channel

touches the edge of the upland, the side-erosion is still in progress, enlarging the area of

the khola land, the rivers are not now lowering their bed. If any chiiiige is in progress, it

is the reverse
; the channels are ver}’- wide and shallow, and in some places at or above the

level of adjoining cultivation. Such at least is the case above the goi'ge at Olmuhal
;
below

it the channel is more confined, as occurs when a river is deepening its channel in Ibis

position the upper surface of tlie valley deposits must be 6(X) feet above the stream, which

gives a minimum thickness for the formation.

There are within the valley three remarkable instances of the rivers having cut deep

narrow clefts through rock-barriers. The one just referred to at Chouhal is tlio largi si,

where the united drainage of the main area crosses the point of the Kirthipnr ridge. Tl>ere

is another much higher up on the Jiaghmati at Gaokaran. through the point of a ridge,

flanking SLeopuri; and a third at PasUpati. where llie Pisheninati passes througli a low

isolated outcrop of rocks on the strihe of liie Nagarjan ridge. Tliey are mere elofts, narrowi'i*

than are at all usual in tlie most confined gorges. One must sMpj)()so that the bygone con-

ditions wliicli produced them were in some manner special, and connected witli the produc-

tion of the alluvial basin
;

i. e., they can hardly be accepted as remnants of the primitivo

channel of the Baghuiati valley, before that simple feature of denudation Lad been con-

verted in its upper area into a basin of deposition.

It may be presumed that the valley of Nepal is a true rock bnsin—flmt the rock-

surface beneath some considerable portion of tbe covering deposits is ladow tbe level of tbe

outcrop at the head of tbe gorge of outlet. It would seem indeed to comprise a series {)f

such basins : if the clefts through the several ridges, as described in tlio last paragraph, were

filled up, this would certainly be tbe case now
;
and that such has been the case there can bo

no doubt, for the beds now forming the adjoining terrace-land above those gorges could not

Lave been formed Lad these outlets been then availn])le. Tims the excavation of these

ro(!k-gorges by the existing rivers accounts for the ])resent features of the valley deposits,

and gives some measure of the antiquity of those features.

The fact of a rock-basin, even of considerable deptli, does not involve a water-basin.

This would depend upon tbe relative activity of the ])roductioii of the barrier and of tlio

accumulation of deposits above it, which cannot be independently determined. The question

must bo settled by observation as to whether the deposits an; alluvial or laeuslrine, and
of this the evidence is not very fixed or easy of application. The degree of horizontality

is one of the best tests, but needs much caution and accuracy in apjdying it; the slope at

which true alluvial dejiosition may take place being so small, and there being always a chaiieo

of a very slight movemc*nt giving a tilt to originally liorizontal layers. There is, indeed,

sufficient evidence that some such disturbance lias aiTected these deposits in Nepal: at

several points, south of Ubatgaon and in the Katwaldar area, along the south side of the

valley, near the base of tbe bills, I observed dips as high as 15° in fine deposits, directed

from the mountain. I could find no such occurrence in exactly similar deposits along tbe

north edge of the basin. It would seem a.s if tbe action which originally formed tbe rock

basin had been again, or still, at work after the formation of some of tbe liigbest beds.

Major Godwin-Austen records a similar feature in tbe deposits of the Kashmir valley :

a dip of and upwards on the south and none on the north (Quarterly Journal, Geological

Society, London, 1861, p. 383).

There is, however, one observation showing that at many different levels the surface

at the time of formation was not a submerged one. Beds of an impure peat are of
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froqutMit oociirrcnco. I noticed tliem at the lowest levels exposed in the gullies close above

the Katwaldar gorge, and near the surfjKie of the uplands north of' Katmandu, and not

confined to the edges of the valley. Thin layers of the same kind occur in Kashmir; but in

Nepal they are thick, and pure enough to be much used for burning bricks. Such deposits

are only compatible with swamping, such as is an ordinary concomitant of alluvial con-

(litioiiH. There is another deposit of extensive occurrence in Nopal, and of which I find no

mention elsewhere. It is a fine stiff blue-gray clay, which is very extensively used all over

the valley as a manure. Although it commonly contains particles of carbonized vegetable

fibre, the little organi(; matter in it can hardly account for its fertilizing properties. This

would seem to be due to ilu* jirc'sence of phosphate : I noticed that blue specks of vivianite

are freely scattered through the clay.

It will liurdly Ixi believed that I obtained no fossils from such deposits as these. I

never was near a section without having a look out for shells, and I examined several spots

careiiilly, witliout any success. This may bo another argument for the alluvial mode of

formation of the (le])()sits, for certainly this process is not propitious to the preservation

of (uganic remains. In extenuation of my failure I would mention that one of our best

Known Indian naturalists (Ihiaii Hodgson) was for many years Resident of Nepal
; ho cer-

tainly would Imve at hiast noticed and recorded the fact had be observed any in the sections

iliai confront one in ()very direction. The case is the more remarkable, since Major Godwiu-

Austen (in IHtM) describes land and fresh-water shells as abundant in the Kashmir deposits.

So at least it is in the south-east side of the valley ; but in his first paper on the subject (in

IfioS), derived from observations on the north-west side, he remarks—“in all my wanderings

ainongst the Karewah Hills I never was able to find the slightest trace of a land or fresh-water

shell in any of tiio many sections I have examined.” 1 would urge the matter u[)on the

aiteniiou of future dwellers in Nepal. The remains of mammalia or of plants would be

specially interesting ; and both might be expected to turn up occasionally in such beds as the

peat and the phosphatic clay.

There is no tcunptation to attribute the rock-basins of the Nepal valley to glaciers.

Even it* it were proven that glaciers liad extended to a nuicli lower level, the form and

conditions here ar<' not such us wotild result from or account for the existing features

through that agency. The valley is not in the course of any main drainage line; on the

contrary, tlie watershed is closely restricted to the hills immediately surrounding, none of

winch are of great elevation. The valley is only a local exaggeration of wliat has occurred

gencrilly along tliis mountain zone. I have said that along the strike in both directions

special domidatioii luis taken place, which 1 have attempted to account for by the nature

of the rorks ; and in both directions we find the valleys more or less filled with deposits

exactly like those of Nei)al. The phenomenon is longitudinal with resjiect to the mountain

system
;
and cun be rationally understood as the effect of compression. The local yielding

might l)(? induced by the special excavation along this zone ; and the effect would he a

relative elevation of the ridges on the down side, producing rock-basins. It is an illustra-

tion of a process I appealed to last year in explanation of the cretaceous rock-basins in the

Garo Hills (Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., vol. VJl, p. 02),

Although rejecting the intervention of glaciers in connection with the Nepal valle}’’, I

have been much puzzled with what I tOi)k to be glacial evidence elsewhere. Etoundah

stands in the Dun exactly facing tlie gorge of the Rapti. The ground all about is strewn

with great boulders, up to 10 feet cube, principally of coarse gneiss, high and dry above the

present bed of the river, in which no such blocks arc now to bo seen. I came to the opinion

that they must be glacial erratics; altbough the elevation of the locality is probably well under
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1,500 feet. Proceeding up the valley I did not notice any such blocks up to Nimbnatanr,

where the bottom of the valley is quite choked with an accumulation of si^nilar blocks.

These I took to be a later moraine deposit. Above this they become graduiilly concealed, as

it seems, beneath lighter detritus, over which the siream runs for some way. and which

passes into a great fan-deposit stretching across the valley from a lateral gorgi‘ on tlic east

just below Bimphpdi. Here the main branch of the stream runs upon rock at a much
lower level, passing by a steeply cut channel along the west side of the valley. No groat

blocks appear in or upon this diluvial fan.

The case was not a little complicated at first by the fact that, along the whole valley

of the Rapti and up to the crest of the Chessa-garhi ridge in which it rises, no gneissic rock

was observed in place. The first rock of this kind crossed on the road is some way down

the northern side of the ridge. The strike of the rocks, however, would take this gneiss

into the ridge east of the road well within the head-waters of the Rapti
; and from this

source, it must be presumed, all the aforesaid erratics were derived. The highest point of

the watershed of the Rapti must be under 7,(K)() feet.

It would hardly have occurred to me to question the glacial origin of those immense

boulders had I succeeded in finding any confirmatory evidence of glacial conditions in the

higher mountain region. If the Rapti valley were ever 0(;cupied by ice, the whole country

to the north must have been in a similar state. Yet I have to recoi\l (liat throughout fbe

rest of my trip I failed to find any symptom of such couditions. Thinking that the valley

deposits of Nepal would bo younger than the glacial period, and might cover its most

characteristic remains, 1 searched for such at the deepest point of erosion, about Katwaldfir,

but without success. 1 was more surprised, and slmuld have been so independently of the

suggestion in the Rapti, to find no signs of glacial action in the Trisal-gaiiga valley at

Nyakot. This is one of the great rivers, draining from the (losain Tbat\, a peak of over

26,000 feet in elevation, and it must now be fed by immense glaciers: yet in a length of

six miles, from Nyakot to Dcbi ghat, I could find nothing to suggest glacial action. It is

true the same excuse would apply here as in Nopal ; this portion ot the Trisal-ganga valley

is occupied by deposits, well stratified and with peuty layers very similar to those about

Katmandu, the river only touching rook at a few points; still it were marvellous that no

trace should be seen of such a glacier as must have lain hero had the ice ever advanced

to Etouudah.

Despite all this want of confirmation, I cannot declare finally against the glacial origin

of the Etouudah erratics. I know that torrents can do wonders in the way of moving large

masses. But it does not appear that the Rapti can now stir such blocdcs as those, much

less pile them together as they are at Etouudah. The great block noticed iti the Churiaghati

pass may be a straggler from the Etouudah rocks, though I could not see any like it on the

northern slope of the range.

I trust that these crude notes will be of some service in guiding future visitors to Nepal

Even incorrect suggestions may lead to observations that would otherwise have remained

unnoticed.

Avgust 1875 .

H. B. MEDLICOTT.
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Tub Raioabh and Hingib Coal-field, % V. Ball, m. a., f. o. s., Geological Survey

of India.

(Second notice.)

Inteuddction.

The followiiipf account, refers to the south-eastern extension of a very considerable

tract of coal-measure and associated sedimentary rocks which is situated in the south-west

frontier districts of Benj^al, and some of the north-eastern districts of the Central Provinces.

The limits and consequently the contained area of this tract are at present imperfectly known,

but not imi)robably the latter exceeds 6,000 square miles. To the whole the name south-

west frontier coal-field might be given ; but for convenience in the description of certain

portions which admit of separate treatment, such names as Bisrampur and Raigarh—Hin-

gir have been employed in previous accounts.

The name Raigarh—Hingir was first ado]»ted in 1871 as being less likely to mislead

than tlu^ old name Gangpur,* no portion of the field being in Gangpiir proper. The exten-

sion of tho coal-field, as ascertained during the past season, has not rendered any further

change of name desirable, the States of Raigarh and Hingir being sufficiently centrically

situated in the now known area to furnish a suitable local name
;
but the fact that the area

HO indicated is not an isolated coal-field should not be lost sight of. To the west, through

Udipur, the coal-measures or their associated rocks sprt'ad continuously to Korha in Bilaspur,

wliile to the north, through Sirguja, the connection is unbroken up to Eewa and the borders

of Mirzapur.

The Talchir coal-field,f though quite detached, is only a few miles distant from the most

eastern points of our field, and may not imi>robably have been at one time connected with it.

The area occupied by that portion of the coal-field to be described in tbc following pages

has a very irregular outline. Save for two narrow prolongations which extemd to the east of

tho Ebe, it may be said roughly to commence in the angle (^closed betwt*en the Ebe and

Mahanadi rivers a few miles to the north-west of Sambalpur. Tlumce it spreads in a north-

westerly direction, tho southern and south-western limit being defined by a well marked and

in part faulted boundary. On the north-east, for about twenty miles, the boundary has only

been partially examined, but sufficient is known of it to show that it is of an unusually com-

plicated and obscure character. Originally it is not improbable that the extension of the Bara-

kars was limited by the tolerably regular dill' of a low plateau of metamoi-phie rocks
; but at

the present time a considerable thickness of a newer series of rocks laps over this boundary

and forms the hilly and difficult country of northern Raigarh and Hingir, thus concealing tho

edges of the Barakfir rocks.

The reasons for su])po8iug the Barakars not to have extended much further north

arc, that in a line with the bounding, uncovered metamorphics of the north-eastern comer of

the field, exi)osures of the same rocks are found at intervals, as we proceed westwards, paving
the deep-cut valleys between the ranges of nj>per sandstones.

How far these upper sandstones stretch northwards through Serapgarh is not known.
It is possible that they couct'al some small detached basins of Barakars. Thus far for twenty
miles of the northern and north-eastern boundary, but for thirty miles further, until Rahkob
on the Maud in Udipiir is reached, no northern limiting irietamorphic rocks have been met
with as yet.

* Records No. 4, 1871, p. 101. All previous aotiecs of the field will bo found tucutioued in that paper,

t Described in Mem (j S. 1., vol. 1.
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In the present account the coal-measure rocks which occupy the valley of tlie Maud
and stretch thence to K<>rl)a are not described, as they have not Wen fully examined.

They extend over a wnsidevable area and contain many seams of coal.

I.

—

General Geology.

The rwks whicli occur within and iu the vicinity of the coal-field belong to the follow-

ing series and groups :
—

MctaniOrphic Series.

Vindhyan „

Talohir „

Damuda „

Barakar Group.

Upper sandstones or Hiugir Group.

Laieriie.

The rocks of the melaniorphic and Vindhyan series, which surround and underlie the

coal-field, are not described at present, as the examination of them has been limited to the

immediate vicinity of tbo field, and no general exploration of them lias been yet atttimpit‘d.

The Talchir series does not in this ar<‘a attain any great thickness. Probably 250 feet

is its maximum, but this estimate, in the absence of reliable data^ is, it must be admitted,

purely conjectural.

Tlic rocks constituting tbe Barakar group are, I btdieve, of much less iliiekness than in

the Damuda valley coal-fields; but there are no sections which would justify any definite

statement.

The upper sandstones, for which the temporary and local name of Hingir group is used

without prejudice to their future relegation under one of the titles used for similar roc,k

elsewhere, may in places exceed 1,(XK) feet, but that is, I believe, a fair av(‘rage. It has been

arrived at from tlic ineasurcinent, of horizontal beds from the level of the Baiakars to the

tops of the highest hills.

The thickness of tlie laterite seldom exceeds fiO feet. Generally it is much less.

IT. - -Talchir Series.

Within the area under description, the rocks which belong to the Talchir series do not

anywhere attain any very great importanc.o either as regards their thickm*ss or the area

occupied. As to the amount of the former, only an approximate and very rough estimate

has been offered, no measurable section being exposed. Of evidence of faulting along the

boundaries, except iu the case to bo hereafter nieiitioued, there is none. On the whole, it

would appear that the representatives of this series merely occupy originally shallow and

more or less detached deprcssi(.)ns iu the metamorphic rocks, and belore any inatked disturb-

ance or denudation took place, were covered up and overlapped iu most instances by the

Barakars. One well marked case, at least, occurs, however, where 1 alchirs are immediately

superposed by the upper sandstones, no trace of intervening Barakars being found.

In their lithological characters the Talchirs of this area conform chjsely to the well-

known types, as will be seen from the following deUiiled descriptions.

For purposes of reference it will be convenient to refer to the several areas of Taleliir

rocks which occur along the margin of the coal-field by the names of the priricipal villages (>r

rivers within their limits. Thus denominated they would stand under the i’ollowiug heads :

—

Sastjn—Rekba. This area occupies an irregular strip of country whi(di slretche.s from

a few miles east of Sasun* westwards to beyond Rcmra, in all for a distance of about

twenty miles, and with a breadth of from three to six miles.

* .Sasun is about eight miles north of Sanjbalpur,
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In the neighbourhood of Sasun the rocks are much concealed by aiiuvfum and laterite,

and the exact position of the oastom boundary is from this cause somewhat uncertain. Both

to the north and south of Sasun short sections of sandstones and shales are seen. Some of the

beds of the former are tolerably thick, and one, a bJuish-grey fine-grained rock, baa furnished

both building stone and material for vats used in lac manufacture. So far as it is seen, the

boundary appears to be quite natural, following the irregular edges of the basin of deposit.

West from Sasun, and on both sides of the Ebe, laterite conceals the Talchirs to a very con-

siderable extent ;
though in this particular section of the country it is not abundant on

the older rocks. Tlien; is sometimes, for several miles together, a most remarkable coincidence

between the Talchir-gneiss boundary and the edge of the terrace-like spreads of laterite.

So much is this in some places the case, that one can follow the boundary with the eye

from a distance by means of the raised banks of laterite which terminate abruptly at the

junction ot Talcliirs and gneiss. Of the cause of this I am at present unable to offer even

a plausible explaualiun, and must therefore confine myself to the simple record of the fact.

The greater i)ari of the bed of the Ebe, where it traverses these rocks, is one unbroken

waste of sand ;
hut tliere is a short section of sandstones and shales, with a dip of 8® —16“ to

north-north-east, at the bend near Mangalpur. Here, too, in tlic bed of the channel, there is

a boulder he<l, the boulders in which are not very numerous nor of large size, but tliey can be

seeu sticking out of the silt here and there underneath the clear waters of the river.

In the country to the \vt*st of the Ebe so complete is the covering of laterite, that

exposed outcrops of TaUdiir rocks are only very occasionally met with. In the eastern

branch of the Kadam river at Gorgoda and Bodopali, and in the western at Hinki and Bolunda,

there are short sections, and the existence of a spur of metamorpliic rocks running into the

main Talehir area is rendered apparent. Half a mile north of Binki there are seen, in the

high ground, shales and thin sandstones with a dip of 30° to north-east which has been

caused by some very local disturbance.

At Kemra (Ttcmda of map) there is nn inlicr of metamorphic rocks whose boundaries

are much concealed by laterite.
,
From this westwards, the Barukars, which first appear over-

lying the Talchirs at Telunpali, gradually lap over, and before Borkliol is reached all traces

of Talchirs at the southern boundary have disappeared. Tins total di8a])pearanco is, however,

probably not exclusively attributable to overlap, as the boundary appears to be a faulted

one, and a portion of the originally existing Talchirs may have been cut off. lu the stream

west ot Dugarnuiiida the Talchirs for a short distance dip away from the gneiss at an angle

of i;()°.

A small oiillior from this area ot Talchira exists in the valley of the Ebe near the vil-

lages ot Taldi and Terda. The rocks seen are shales and sandstone.

This area covers something under one square mile, and was in all probability, judging by
tbe character of the survoundiug country, originally, as it is now, quite detached from the

main mass.

^—rriBAPALi.—Some eight mileg to the north of the strip of Talchirs men-
tioned above, a second spur-like eastern prolongation of the field crosses the bed of the Ebe.
Although Baraknrs are the principal rocks seen, indications of underlying Talchirs are not
wanting at the margins. The first of these is at Kirarama. The principal rock is a boulder

bed which is ex]>osed at the foot of some small laterite hills to the east of the village. The
boulders consist oi jasper-conglomerate, quartzite, &c., all of quite foreign origin. The
boundary here is not iniprohabl}' natural, the beds appearing to rest against hornblendic

gneiss, a section of which is seen in the bed of the river. To the south and west the ^boun-

dary is much concealed by laterite.
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Apparently disconnected from this patch, Talchirs again crop out from beneath the Bara-

kars in the bed of the Ebe below Ramesur, where there arc green sandy shales with a low dip

to north-east. Further east, in the village of Putrapali, sandstones come to the surface. To
the north-east of that village, in heavy jungle, there is a ridge of pseudomorphic quaHz which

is not improbably connected with some faulting, but I failed to discover its ehuracter owing to

the laterite covering. South-east from Putrapali, along the boundary, small outcrops of shales

are seen at various points ; and beyond Burimal, in the high ground, there are some consider-

able lenticular masses of limestone included in the bods of silt. Further east from this, de-

tailed examination was not continued, but Talchir rocks were observed at Bursipali and

Rurimoul.

RaJPUE.—

O

u the northern boundary of the above mentioned spur, Talchir rocks appear

in the vicinity of Raj pur, especially in the Godadianear its junction with the Baisnnder, whore

there is a short section of shales and boulder bed, iho'latter resting naturally on gneiss. In

the Baisnnder, too, close to the junction, there are some sandstones witii a dip of 6° to the

south-west. In the bed of the Ehe the rocks are for the most part concealed by sand

;

but at Degani, on the western bank, there are short outcrops of shales and sandstones.

To the south-east, at Singaboga, some fine sandstones and shales are exposed, otherwise

there are no otlier outcrops, and it would appear that at Chaltikra the Talchirs are completely

overlapped by Barakars.

Garganbal.—Further north a narrow strip of Talchirs occurs on the boundary near

Garganljal. The lowest bed is generally formed of nrkose, as I found to be the case a Utile

further north at Kosira on the Baisnnder It rests naturally on the gneiss.

Sambulpuri.—Passing now to the southern boundary of ilie field, a narrow strip of

Talchirs is met with between the villages of damga and Laka. In some places, ns to the

south-west of Badpali, they dip away from the gneiss at a liigh angle. Sainbalpnri is situated

at about the centre of the area, and in its vicinity are the best sections. In some the

beds dip at a high angle from the boundary.

A little beyond Laka these rocks are overlapped by Barakars, wbiidi are again, them-

selves, covered up by the upper sandstones.

Still further west is the area which may be conveniently indicated by the name of the n vor.

Kurket.—On the oast and north the Talchirs of thi.s ar(‘aare bounded by the upper sand-

stones. Possibly ilie eastern junction may he faulted, hut it has not yet been fully examined.

On the west tliey arc bounded by Barakars and on the south by gneiss. Close to Lotan there

is a fine boulder bed.

III.

—

Damuda Series— Babakar Group.

lu describing the Banikar rocks of this field, we have to deal with a number of detached

or seim-dctaclicd areas. Those on the north have been partially or fully described in the

already published report on the Baisnnder and other river sections, and the area in tlie

Maud valley, and thence westwards, has only been partially examined. As neither it nor the

Baisnnder section were visited during the past season, they will not he aliudcd to further

here.

Valley of the Ebe area.—Commencing on the extreme east of the known 'exten-

sion of this area, a narrow strip or spur of Barakar rocks is found in the vicinity of LupungM,

where they are horizontal and much concealed by superficial deposits. Towards the north,

the junction with metamorphics, as seen at Bomali, is quite natural, the Talchirs being com-

Vide EecordtJ Geological Survc'y, India, IS71, \u 102.
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pletely overlapped. On the eontb, however, there are indications all along the boundary,

from Bursipali to the £be, of underlying Talchirs.

Proceeding westwards, the northern boundary is found to strike obliquely across a great

loop bend of the Bonum river at Chalitikra, but the lowest seen sandstones there seem to be

Talchirs. Between this loop and the Ebe, the country is very hilly and uneven. The rooks

are coarse sandstones and conglomerates, some of the beds being of considerable thickness.

As seen in the neighbourhood of the old fort of Rampur, in the Ebe section and in the

country further west, some of these rocks resemble the upper sandstones of the Hingir

group ; but after full examination I am inclined to refer them to the Barakars. Brown

hmmatite iron ore is very jibandaut, and especially so to the east of Ramesur. It does not

appear there, however, to constitute any di‘firiite continuous bed, but to occur rather in con-

cretionary nests and bands in the sandstones. Fragments of ore from this source spread

over a considerable surface, and give the appearance of an ahnndant supply, especially in the

valleys where they have accumulahjd I’or ages. Iron is manufactured at Cluilitikru, and was

formerly at Rampur, where there are still considerable heaps of slag t.o be seen.

Some of the conglomerates seen here consist of pebbl(‘s in a matrix which is bm’oly suffi-

cient to hind them tog{‘tlier. As this matrix is often removed at tin? surhici*, the hills of

conglomerate look simply like piles of loose stoiu‘s, not a sign of consolidated rock being

apparent. Tlui b<‘d of th(‘ Eho alTords no continuous section of* tliese roc.ks, the few outcrops

being for the most part scparaic'd by long stretches of sand. As, moreov(‘r, the beds are hero

li(HT/ontal, or nt‘arly so, notliing of importance rt‘garding their tliiokness can be made out.

Opixwite tin* mouth of ilie Bonum river, a cliff of sai\dstoues covered \)y conglomerate rises to

a height of from 50 to 60 feet. These rocks, though not exactly like the usual tyyjes of Bara-

ka »’s, /i‘om ihoiv position and physical relations, should, I think, he referred to that group.

The rocks of this borixon can he traced north and south over about ton miles, from thonei^h-

hourhood of Cherlii to Bograchaka ; they form long low ridges with a very slight dip to the

west, which cames them under the more typical Barakars containing coni and some ironstones

which an* about to he noticed. Between the Ebo and the b()undari(‘s of the upper sandstones

nndi'riieath wbicli the Barakars disappear, rivers and streams occur in abundance, but in two

only have any traces of coal been met with.

TiiK Lilj.aiii Kiveu.- This river, like many others, takes its rise close to Hingir, and
joins the Ebe, after a course of about twenty-five miles, near the village of Balput. Following

it lip from its junction, in the first two miles or so, inetamorpliic rocks only are seen, but

beyond them Barakar sandstones are ex])Osed, and appear at intervals up to Durlipali, where

tliere is a seam of carbonaceous shale and coal, of which the following is the section.

descendiaq :—
Top denuded.

^ ,
Ft. Iiuj,

1. Slightly coaly blue and black shales ... ...9 0
2. Black earbonaccous shale with flaky coal ... ... 6 6

3. Concretionary blue shales ... ... ... 1 3

4. Coal {Vide Assay, p. 120) contains much iron ... ... 2 6

6. Blue concretionary shale with coaly layers towards lop and

bottom ... ... ... ... ... 5 6

6. Slaty carbonaceous shales, portions coaly ... ... 3 0
7. Ditto ditto the coaly portion confined to thin

layers of 1-3 inches thick ... ... ... 12 0
8. Blue concretion ai-y shales ... ... ... 1 6

9. Coal fair (Hdc Assay) ... ... ... 1 0
10. Blue concretionary shales ... ... 2 0

Base concealed.
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Coal No. 4, brought to ca*mp» burut indiffoteutly, leaving a considerable asb« From

No. 9, the coal is much better ; a garah full when roasted gave out a luminous flame 18 inches

long (with a 1-inch diameter burner) which lasted for an hour. Most of the residue was par-

tially caked. Higher in the section there is a bed of tesselated ironstone which seems to be

continuous at that horizon, being seen again at Choakani, five miles to the north, and also in

the intervening country. North of Kodaloi there appears to be a second ironstone zone

which includes a better quality of stone. This zone is also seen further south, one

mile to the west of Rugonathdera. The rocks throughout this region are much concealed by

lateiite.

Two miles further up the stream, near Khairkoni, the top 2 feet of a coal seam are

^ ^
exposed. For four miles fin tlier, up to Chamri-malial, tlie bed of

the river discloses a much broken section of sandstones and car-

bonaceous shales, which in places roll slightly, but are otherwise horizontal. Beyond this the

sandstones of the Hingir group are alone found.

Bagdia River.—About half a mile from Ailepur (Lukonpur) the top of a seaui is seen

in the river. Owing to water and shifting sand I could do no mon^

than prove the existence of at least a foot of fiiir coal which burns

freely, leaving a flaky ash. What the total thickness of the seam may he it is iini){)SHil)lo to

say at present. In the country to the east there are some ridges of ferruginous sandstones

which may, perhaps, be in part prolongations from the main area of upper sandstones, hut 1

was unable to sopatato them from the underlying Barakars with any degree of certainty . licav-

Ing for the present the description of the strip of Barakars which extends from this neigh-

bourhood through Borkhol along the south of the field, that which occurs along the north-

eastern boundary may be most oonveniontly disposed of. Close to Katakand, a small villag(}

on the Godadia, the Burakars, which further south are covered up by the sandstones of the

Bilpahari range imppear, and form an irregular strip which is continuous up to the Bai-

sunder, where the coal-measures, described in the previously published notice of this Held,

occur. On its eastern side, the Bamkars occu])ying this strip rest naturally upon the meta-

morphic rocks, an arkoso bed being not unfrequently found at the base. On tho western

side the irregular outliue formed by the foot of the up])(*r sandstone higlilands of Hingir

constitutes the limit of exposure. In the river at Dulunga, to the south-south-west of tho

village, there is a coal seam of which the following is a section

of the portion seen, dcsrendhifj :

—

Pt. In<*.

1. Black and grey shales ... ... ... 10

2. Hard stony Coal ... ... ... ... 6

3. Flaky Coal ... ... ... ... 2

4. Grey and black shales ... ... ... ... 4

6. Flaky shales, coaly in parts ... ... ... 1 10

6. Blue and grey shales ... ... ... ... 1 0

7. Stony Coal and black shales ... ... ... 1 4

8. Coal ... ... ... ... ... 4

9. Stony Coal and black shale ... ... ... 7

10. Coal ... ^ ... ... 7

11. Shale ... ... ... ... ... 1 4

8 10

Further down the stream some higher layers of carbonaceous and coaly shale belonging

to the same seam are imperfectly exposed.
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To the north of the village there is a seam seen, at the road crossing, which contains

about six feet of coaly shale and coal, the dip being 6° to south. In the section of rocks below

this, that is to say, further up the stream, the boundary is seen to be pei’feclly natural
;
gneiss

being exposed in the bed and sandstone in the overhanging banks. From this northwards

the relations of the rocks are for the most part obscure and the western boundary is very

intricate. In the Barakars to the south of Kiripsira, black shales and ironstones occur. On
the Gurganbal and Bagbura road, east of the boundary, in the first stream crossed, there is a

bed of arkose which seems to be detached from the field. Beyond it for the next mile or so,

the granitic gneiss rocks which occasionally appear are much covered by loose boulders which

in their miscellaneous and foreign character resemble those found in the Talchirs. In all

probability they were derived from a Talchir boulder bed of which no other trace is left now.

Southern Boundary.—Passing now again to the south boundary at Borkhol. In

speaking of the Talchirs it has been pointed out that they disappear on the boundary at this

point, being much overlapped, and having probably been in part cut out by a fault which appears

to have forr»jed the present southern boundary and limit of the fitdd. At Singapur the

area occu])ied by tlie Barakars docs not exceed about half a mile in width, and as they rest

nearly horizontally on Talchirs, the evidence of extensive overlap by the upper sandstones is

complete. West from Borkhol, w’hcre the Talchirs are not found on the boundary, their

apparently diminished thickness might be attributed to the fault having cut out lower beds,

but hero it is quite clear that, unless there has been groat natural and original thinning out of

the upper beds of the Barakars which are seen in the Ebe valley, their edges must be com-

pleti'ly overlapped by the upper sandstones.

From Borkhol the faulted boundary runs in a steady north-westerly direction for

nearly forty miles, and with it for thirty miles, a valley which presents a wonderful

degree of uniformity throughout. On the one side, outside the fault, are ranges and some-

times low ridges of metaraorphic or other old rocks, on the other the scarp of the sandstones

forming the Hingir plateau. The bed of this valley being coincident, or nearly so, with the

base of the upper saud.Ntoncs, the Bardkars, and sometimes the Talchirs, form the floor.

Although many rivers and streams cross the vallej' at right angles, there is such an accumu-

lation of superficial deposits, that sections, showing the character and relations of the rocks

are of extreme rarity. The bottom of the valley, almost throughout, may be described as one

succession of paddy fields. The origin of this state of things is quite obvious. The valley,

in the first instance, scooped out by lateral streams along the faulted junction, has subsequent-

ly served as the repository of the solid substances brought down by the rivers, which, coming

from the highlands of comparatively soft sandstones, find themselves suddenly arrested by

the metainorphic rocks Ihrougb wbicli they have only been able to cut narrow gorges.

At Borkhol itself no rocks are exposed in the valley ; but further west, south of the

village of Durga, sandstones and gneiss are seen in close proximity to one another, though

no actual contact is exposed. To the west of Kutrapali there are some ferruginous Bar&kar

sandstones with ironstones, which also extend northwards up into a bay to the north of the

village. Proceeding in the same direction the same rocks are met up to Dibdorah, with the

addition, at that place, of coal which crops out underneath the

waters of the Hingir river. An excavation which I had made in

this seam proved a thickness of at least 6 feet 6 inches down from the denuded surface.

Of this thickness, all, except the lowest foot, consists of very fair-looking coal. So far as

appearance goes, it is certainly the best which I met with in the field. The dip is about 5®

to north-20®-ea8t, or from the boundary. W^bat the total thickness may be I had no means

of ascertaining.
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Hif?ber up the river, close to the foot of the falls over the upper saudstones which are

described on a followinpf page, the Dewan of Kodibuga pointed out to me some fragments of

carbonaceous shale which he said had been there for scvenil years. Whence ti\ey came I am
quite uncertain. There may possibly ho a seam at the foot of the fulls covered up by water

and fallen blocks. Certaiul}’^ in its higher reaches the river does not cross any Barakar rocks,

and I found no trace of carbonaceous matter in the stream above.

Between Jhargaon and Bihdorah, the sandstones, wherever seen near the boundary, as

also the coal at tbe^atter place, exhibit no trace of great disturhaiiee at their edges, having,

apparently, when faulted, gently subsided into their present position. Ntjither at Dibdorah

nor Jogidhipa are junctions disclosed by the rivers. Betweem Dibdorah and Jogidhipa the

Barakars are of the same character as those between the former and Jhargaon.

At Jogidhipa, the scarped hills, which further east marked the limits of the upper beds,

locally die away, and physically it seems possible that the rocks exposed for some distance to

the north might bo Barakars, but lithologically they appear to belong to the upper grou]).

Continuing along the valley wo find at Lipusj>ali, north of the villnge, dark colored sand-

stones which appear here to form the base of the upper seri(;s. NoBanikars are K(‘en, tijougli

they doubtless exist under the alluvium. Before reaching Manwapali, Talehirs are found to

come in again, forming a narrow stri[) along the houiidary and leaving hut very little room

for the Barakars to occupy.

In the Supnai west of Bhogra (Basunpall of map*), at the base of the section, there is a

short thickness of sandstones, apparently Barakars, which dip from the boundary at an angle

of 30° to north
;
the overlying rocks, too, are also locally dist urbed. Ikitween Bhogra and Sinn-

bulpuri the position of the BaiAkars is marked by ironstones, which are H<*en near tlu* villag<‘

of Badpali. At Suiiibulpuri, if the e,oarse grits seen in the river section dipping at angles of

from 30° to 45° from the bounda-ry be not referable, as seems probable, to the Jiarakars,

then that group must be here reduced to very narrow limits. At Danot the upper rocks

come close to the north of the village, while Talehirs eroj> out on the soul li
;
hut there is

room for a small thickne.ss of Baiakars. In the Kehi section between the gneiss on tlie one

hand and brownish-red upper sandstones on the other, a coiutealed interval atfords room for

both Talehirs and Barakars. One short outcrop of Talehirs is setai closer to the road crossing.

Had I not known something ortlu‘ njqier reaches of th(‘ Kehi, tlic oeciirrenee of frag-

ments of coal in the bed of the river, as it issues from the upi)er sandstone hills, would luive

been a puzzle involving much fruitless search. It is evident that these fragnuiiits have

travelled from the seams which the Kclu traverses far to the north near Tamar and

Jhargaon.

Between Laka and Chcripani, an interval of only about 150 yards exists between these

upper sandstones and the Vindhyan quartzites. In this interval laterite and a recent

conglomerate are the only rocks seen. Further west from tliis 1 did not meet with tlie

slightest trace of Talehirs, and the lowest sandstones seen are not, 1 think, Barakars, so

that both series are again most probably cut out by the fault wliich hence westwards runs

between quartzites of Vindhyan agc.jind the sandstones of the llingir group.

Gabjan aeea.—To the north, under the Garjan hill in Hingir, some carbonaceous

rocks, probably Bardkars, are exposed in the streams. This area has not been examined ns

yet in detail.

Northern RaigaRH area.—This is an area of Barakar rocks of which nj)\var<lH

of 200 square miles have been examined. It is siBiatcd in the north-eastern (joriier ol

The names of all the villages in this part of the valley are misplaecd on the mup.-~iAiia> f?hect).
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Edigarh. Oa the east, south and west it is samunded by Mils (otmedof tie upper ssnd-

stooes, under which the eotd measureepm
1[lo t\ie TxoTt\i tlie limits \iave not yet been ascertained, but from the sections which have

\>een mmneii, ani ^feom tbe general physical structure of the country, it is probable that,

with a few exceptions in the valleys, where contacts of the Barakars with the underlying

metainorphicb arc cxjjoscd, the cd^eH (if the former are overlapped by the upper sandstones.

In this central area, the Bardkar rocks, which from their position are probably the top

measures of the group, differ materially from those met with in the Elbe valley to the east.

Instead of coarse Handatoncs and conglomerates, there are fine sandstones with much

carbonaceous sha/c and some coal. In all probability the coarser rocks occur below, and

indeed to the north some of them are seen cropping out towards the boundary. In tbe

IJaisu rider seel ionf, on the other hand, it would appear that the courser rocks never were

defHJsitad, as only a small thickness of sandstone and arkose intervenes between the cai'bo-

niiceoiis shales and gneiss.

In the western part of our area the Karket river collects the drainage and affords

tolerable, though much interrupted, sections.

Kabket Kiveb Section.—That poi-tion of the Karket which traverses the upper sand-

ston(‘8 will be found described on a following page. In so far as the Barakars are

(toncorned, it is only necessary to describe the descending section which is exposed between

Baiamundii and Karamakel.

The highest rocks seen are some sandstones with three baiuls of carbonaceous shale,

which measure respectively 2'., 3'. and 3'. 0.'', the dip being 5° to south-west, which carries

tbeiu uiulor the horizontal upper sandstones. Some ironstones seen to the south of Baia-

muiida, but not ('xposed in tbe river section, not improbably constitute the top hods.

Not far from the mouth of tin* Katang stream the to]) of a coal scam is exposed which

measures about one foot. For about half a mile noiBi of the Katang there are massive sand-

stones, the relations of which to tlie more typical BarAkars are somewhat obscure : at first it

appeared jn-obuble that tln*v might be u])j)er beds resting in a flat synclinal, but subsequently

seen cases of similarly situated and similar rocks, suggested that they were only locally inter-

j)olated beds.

Beyond these again there arc tliin bedded sandstones with shales more or loss carbona-

ceous, luiving a low dip to south. Less than half a mile to the

south ()l‘ Suadera there is a coal seam which contains only eight

inches of good coal with a dip of 5° south-west.

From this \i]) to the mouth of the stream which rises in the Duldulla 11. S., the only

rocks seen are thin beddc'd sandstones and carbonaceous sliales, wliich vary a good deal in the

direction of their dips on either side of south, but not much in the amount, never ranging

above 1(>.“ There is nothing that can bo called coal exposed in this portion.

At the stream, however, there is a seam of which the following is a section

Massive sandstone, about
Ft.

... 25
Inc.

0

Shale... ... ... ... . ... ... P

Coal ... ... 1 7

Shill y parting ... 0 9

Coal... ... 0 5

Carbonaceous shale with coaly layers ... 4 8

Coal... 3 0

Base hidden

;

dip 3" S. S. E.

t KiH’urdB, Vol. IV, i»t. p. 106 .

seen.
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The overlying bed of sandstone is seen lower down the river to break up into several
smaller ones in consequence of the interpolation of carbonaceous shales ; thv\s bearing out
the view taken above of the bed seen near the mouth of the Katang.

Further north from this I did not continue detailed examination, but fragments of coal

are abundant from the higher reaches, and the Barakars extend at least as far north as the
valley surrounding Kurmukel (sheet 59 a, old series).

In the Katang stream, from Kaasia to its junction with the Kavkel, there are cavhona.
ceous shales with sandstones, and the massive hed previously mentiouod. Some iVagmout.s of

coal were seen, but no exposed seam could be found.

Throughout the country between the Karket and Pnzar the rocks are wuch covered, and

there is nothing of particular interest to he noticed.

Pazab Rtveu Section.—At the junction of the Barakars and iipper sandstones, where

this river enters a gorge through the liills to the south-west of Kasdol, tlie ibnner show signs

of local disturbance, and the hed, wliicli is a few lect from the junction, dips away from under

the overlying horizontal .sandstone in a manner which is suggestive of uneoulormity. There

being no actual superposition, this section cannot perhaps he e.ousidered coneliisive, and causes

other than original unconformity may have produced the pves(‘nt, ap}U‘:irauce. Taken in

conjunction, however, with other evidence of unconformity to he given Furt her on, this section

assumes some importance. A short distance up the streaiu there is a seam of which the

following is a section :
- -

Ff. IlU’,

Sandstone ... ... 0 (>

Shales ... ... ... 7 {)

Coal . .

.

... 1 5

Black shale ... ... 0 5

Coal

Shales, portions coaly.

... ... 1 0

For the remainder of this section uj> to Pondripani there are fine sandstones and car-

bonaceous shales, the latter with occasional Inyers of coal, us at Putraiiali (8'') and at Pon-

dripani {2"). Tliere is much false bedding and interjiolation in this section. Tn the Digi

stream the section is similar. A seam of 6" of coal is exposed at Doogur, The Kelfi river

section up to Tamuar also exposes the same kind of rocks with no coal of worhahl** thick-

ness.

The Kelu section beyond this up to Kbara was descn]){‘d in my previous repoH. Uesum-

ing, therefore, at that pL'ice, we find that for nearly two inil(\s liardly any riK-ks arc seen, but

beyond that there is a tolerably continuous section of sandstones and carbonaceous shales

The first seam measures, desc^onding, dip 5° south-west :
-

Ft. Inc.

Coal ... ... ^ ... fi 0

Shales ... ... ... ... 3 6

Coal ... ... ... ... 1 t>

The coal is probably of rather inferior quality, but in its weathered and water-logged

condition it is not possible to form a conclusive opinion. The next seam of any inijicrianco

measures about 17'. The coal is in thin layers of less than a foot, altxu’iiating with shale,

dip south-south-west. Beyond this there appear to be some other seams ; but tlicy are not

well exposed. North-west of Pelma two flat seams are exposed. Tlujir tliicknes.ses seem to

be about 6' and 4' respectively. The coal may be of fair quality. These seams are also

seen in the broken ground east of the river, where the tliicknes.s may be somewliat more. For

three miles further I follow^ed this section (into Sheet 62), the Barakars continuing steadily
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in tho bed of the river, while llie hills on either side were of the upper sandstones. Frag-

ments of coal were still to be seen at the furthest point reatdied ; but from the abundance

of gneiss and jasper-conglomerate pebbles, the metamorphic rocks cannot be very far

distant. The jasper may not very improbabl}’^ be derived from Talcbir beds.

The Polma-Milupara valley is one of several along this frontier where denudation has

removed the upper sandstones, thus forming avast amphitheatre in which Barakars form the

floor. A considenible a(!CUinulation of alluvium occm*s in this valley ; it is much cut up by

ravines, and consequently difficult to traverse. As it was impossible to take the camp beyond

Milupara, much time was wasted in going to and fro. To draw a satisfactory boundary at

the foot of tho hills would require close and very detailed examination.

Bf?NPiA Bjvke Suction.—In the portion of this river not previously examined,* between

Kornkcl and Janjghir, for the first Ihree miles the rocks ur(‘ much covered, after which there

are coarse sandstoiu's with a succession of seams containing coal in bands of from 2/ to 3^

None of these seams are wcdl (‘xposed, as they are for the most paid flat, and it is impossible to

spe^ak decidedly of tlieir value. It is nof
,
liowover, at all improbable that good coal in workable

quantity may ('xist. At. Janjghir the Barakars abut against gneiss, and are in places covered

by upper samlstones which cross the boundary. In some cases the bottom beds resting on

the gmnss in the Janjgbir valKy may be Barakars; but the cases are doubtful. To the

west oF the village a pehhh; conglomerate bed can be traced from off the inetamorphics on to

iindouhtod llarakavs upon which it appears to vest nnconformably, but the section is not

quite clear. In om* phice in the river it is seen distinctly overlying a coal seam with associ-

atod Barakar sands! ones. This seam measuri‘s

—

Ft. Ido.

Coat., about ... 0 8

Barfing ... ... 0 3

Coal ... 1 0

I think th(‘ conglorneralc musi be referred to the upper series.

In the bed of flic stream on tbe bill side, ai tin* bead of this valley, I found some

fragments of black shale, wliieli appear to have come from tbe up])er beds. As will be

noticed furilier on, a similar ease occurs to the oast, in the valley of the Beiidia.

From tlu* preceding it will he seen that there are no data sufficient for forming an

opinion as to the total thickness of the Barakars, but that there is strong evidence of great

irn'giilarity of deposit.

On the prospects of coal being found in useful amount, I shall speak in the section on

economic resources.

IV.

—

UrPEu Sanpstones, on Hingir Group.

Re.sting upon tho Barakar rocks is a group of beds differing from them in their litliolo-

gical characters, and containing certain fossil plants which have in no part of the country

been found ft) occur in rocks of tbe Barakar horizon.

With rare, and perhaps even somewhat doubtful exceptions, this group does not include

any carbonaceous deposits. In the fossil plants the carbon has been all removed aud

replaced by iron.

In some of the sections described on previous page.s evidence is given of the extensive

scale ill which the Barakars have been overlapped by these younger rocks, At many places

along the southern houndary of the field, as, for instance, at Singapurand Borkhol (vide p. 108)

the area occupied by the Bjirakavs is reduced to very narrow limits. Again, near the Kurket

Vide Records, 1S71, pp. 105-S.
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these upiier rocks rest immediately on Taloliii*s, and along the northern boundary not uufro-

quently upon gneiss.

Although the junctions between these rocks and the Barakars often nppeav to bo quite

Unconformity
conformable, certain observations seem to indicate that some un-

conformity between the two does exist. No actual section exhibiting

unconformable superposition can he adduced, however. The nearest n])projich to it is perhaps

the case above mentioned, where, close to Janjghir, a pebble conglomerate was traced ofF

the gneiss on to Barakars upon which it appears to rest uncon formably, but owing to some

false bedding, the section is not quite clear, and should not, perhaps, bo regarded ns eriicial.

In idle Pazar river section (i)age 111) there is the already noticed case of disturbed Barukars

occurring close to the junction with the massive horizonfal np}>er sandstones.

Passing from these individual cases, which afford evidence of only doubtful value, to the

more general relations existing between the upper sandstones and the Bardkars, wo find that,

taken as a whole, the latter exhibit an amonnt of rolling and disturbance of which the upi)er

beds show no trace whatever.

The great amonnt of false bedding in tbo Bardkars, noted both in this and the previmis

report, and the overlap, arc quite sufficient to account for the fa('t that the beds of Bardkjirs

appearing from underneath the sandstones vary much in character in different parts of

the field. At Lipus]uili, for instance, there is a coal seam only a few feet below tlie red

shales. Yet no sign of this coal seam appears in any other section. But when the facts

observed in the tract of country indicated as the northern Kaigarh area (p. lt)9) come to be

examined, it is difficult to imagine any cause other than unconformity as being able to produce

the relations which exist there. Denudation has in that part of the country cleared away

the upper rocks and formed an extensive basin where upwards of 2()0 square miles of

Bardkars are exposed. Numerous more or less couiimious sections of these rocks are afford-

ed by the rivers which run from north to south ; but the best is that in the Kurket, In that

river from south to north there is a steadily descending s(*ction, which is sometimes compli-

cated by local rolls, but which must represent several hundred feet in thickness. The

crumpling and rolling and the dips,—the latter in places attaining as much as 10'^—aro

incompatible with the idea that these beds are merely in their original position of deposit

on a sloping surface. Several of the coal seams dij) at angles of 5,“ wliicli, small tliough it

be, can scarcely have existed at the time of depo.sit. From its very nature and generally

accepted origin the coal must have been at first horizontal, or nearly so.

In the surrounding rocks which form tlm ranges limiting the basin, and in three inlying

hills or groups of hills known as Gid, Duldulli, and Kolam, no evidence of similar rolling

and crumpling is apparent, wliile the sections, so far as they go, induce the belief that these

outliers rest on the edges of different portions of the Bardkar succession. From the inter-

polation and false bedding, which, as has been alluded to, characterise these Bardkar rocks, no

actual conclusion could be drawn from observations on the difference in charactar of indi-

vidual beds which are immediately covered by the upj>er sandstones. Indeed, the overlap

alone would be sufficient to account for such differences as liavo been observed. It is there-

fore necessary to confine the evidence for the unconformity to the more general characteristics

of the two series, all small sections being, for the above given reasons, unreliable.

Examined closely, the upper sandstones exhibit no signs of disturbance and appear to be

quite horizontal. On some of the scarped ranges where the view takes in several miles, a slight

southernly trend can, however, bo made out, but no rolling corresponding to that in tho

Bardkars at the base. Whether the rolling and crumpling in the thin beds is in any degree

due to the pressure of the great mass of hills—which would in that case have been produced



J have been unabh} io see that Iho beds of different lithological characters occupy any

definite succession. The red clay beds paHicularly seem to have a very capricious distribu-

tion. Thougli not always present, they are generally found among the bottom hods of the

group. Towards the top, too, they not iinfrequenily occur. In the centre they appear seldom.

Often where one would expect to see them, they do not show the slif^htest indication of their

presences Con^^loinerates and sandstones alternate with one another without showing any

regular sequence so far as I wa.s able io make out.

The conglomerates consist chiefly of small rounded quartz pebbles, bound together in a

sandy ferruginous matrix with a varying amount of felspar. The pt‘hblcs rarely exceed

() inches in their greatest diameter, and sometimes they are uniformly, throughout particular

beds, not larger than small marbles. Occasionally the pebbles are of gneiss. This is, of

cours(!, most frequently the case when the underlying rocks belong to the metamorphic series.

The sandstones vary much in texture and color, hut really fine-grained sandstones are

rare, and white, or even grey looking, rocks are of unusual occurrence. Sometimes beds oox^ur,

both ill the case of conglomerates and sandstones, which it is not easy to distinguish from

Barakars. In such cases traces of associated carbonaceous beds are anxiously looked for as

a Hording an almost infallible test of the age. The beds of sandstones, as may be seen in

the scni*})ed sides of the hills, occasionally attain very considerable thicknesses, narrow part-

ings of shale 0(;curring at distances of from 20 to 40 feet. The most common form of sand-

stone is a rough brownish grit, which, even when under the constant action of running water,

seldom shows a clean or smooth surface. Carbonate of lime is not often present in suflS-

cient quantity to give rise to any marked form of chemical weathering. Mechanically

formed pot-holes are, for some reason which I cannot explain, less common than in the

Barakars.

Shales or clays, generally red and sometimes passing into ironstones, include all the

remaining forms of rtKjk found in this group. In one direction these beds show a tendency

to pass into sandstones, but as I have said, fine grained sand.stones, properly so called,

seldom occur. Mica occurs in abundance in certain layers. With the exception of some

white beds which are occasionally met with, all are ferruginous, some highly so ; the latter

are dense and heavy, but are seldom used as an ore of iron by the natives.

The only beds of this group which have so far proved fossiliferous are the shales which

have just been mentioned, and they are by no means universally so. The place where I
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found fossils most numerous as regards individuals ^as in the Gaijan hill in Hingir.

Here, too, the number of species was the greatest, hut it does not altogether exceed eight.

The following is a preliminary list by Dr. Feistmantel

EQUISBTACEiB.

Schizoneura P = Damuda sp.

„ P sp.

Vertebraria Indica, Bunb»

Filicbs.

Glossopteris Indica, ScJiimp,

„ Browniana, Brogn. Var. Australaslca.

„ Sp.P

Pecopteris Sp. == Bunbury’s drawing.

„ Lindleyana, Boyle,

The specimens of Yertobraria were met with at Girundla,K.odaloi, and on the BUpahan.

T\\e question oi the correlation of these rochs with the groups elsewhere hnowu iu

India is for the present reserved.

These sandstones cover by far the largest part of the area includ(>d in tlie field.

Throughout the central portion no other rocks are met with, and to the nortli-cnst and

south-west, only narrow strips of the older rocks are disclosed at the Imindaries^ and that

for comparative!}' short distances. In the northern part of Raigarh there is a consi-

derable exposure of Barakars which is siirroiinded on all sides by th(*Ke rocks, and so super-

ficially separated from the Barakars of the Ebe valley 011 the east, and of the Maud on the

. west.

The eastern boundaries of these sandstones follow an irregular outline, whiiih is in

general well marked, and is more or less coincident with the limits of the liilly plateau

country of Hingir. Possibly there may ho some small outliers within the limils of the area

colored as Biinikar, but the often highly ferruginous characters of some ol' tlio pe]>l)!y beds

presumably belonging to the latter, and llie obscurity of the physical rclatious renders dis-

crimination almost impossible.

The group of hills of which Sitarain and Bilpaharl are the culminating points is situa-

ted at the northern extremity of the eastern houndary
;
the rocks seen there are sandstoiu's

and red shales, the latter containing Vertebraria. Some of tlie sandstones are highly ferrii-

ginous, and contain layers and plates of hardened and dense charactm- which weather out

on tho surface into relief, as is commonly seen iu the Pachmari sandstones.

At Girundla and Bindichua the same rocks prevail
; they are generally horizontal, but

at one place in the Lilian, south of the latter village, some local disturbanoe has given rise

to a southern dip. The Bindichiia G. T. hill station well illustrates the tendency of cer-

tain beds of sandstone to weather into curious and grotesque shapes.

The rocks about Onkilbira, Komghat, and Pikol are all of the same character and call

for no particular notice. The same may be said of those forming the hills t6 tho east and

south of Lakenpur,

Close to Borkhol, the Koilar river debouches from the hills
; it is the first of a scries which,

rising in the highlands of Hingir, pursue a steady south course to the Mahanadi. As tho

rocks which they traverse, except near the boundary, are horizontal, the swtions do not

throw much light upon the general characters of the series. Ordinarily these rivers run

in deeply cut channels iu beds of coarse brown or red sandstones. These being water-bear-
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ing strata feed tbc rivers all along their course, and the moist faces of exposed rock are the

favorite growing place of a species of Drosera ; all these rivers arc perennial, and their con-

stant flow of water makes them contrast with the rivers of the gneiss and Talchir areas

wliich soon dry up after the rains, leaving wide sandy channels.

The general characters of the valley which extends along the boundary in a north-

westemly direction from llorkhol have been described on a previous page. "With the rocks

which bound it on the north only have we to do at present. North of Jhargaon the road

to Kaini ascends over the scarp of red shales and sandstones
; these arc still better seen

further west at Dibdorah, where there is a step in the Ilingir river over wliich the waters

fall, forming a most picturesque, and in the eyes of the natives sacred, cascade. Near the

foot of tills fall, as lias already been mentioned, some pieces of carbonaceous shale were found,

but none above.

At Jogidhipa the physical featun's are somewhat modified, as there is no distinct ridgo

or siiarp on the Barakar boundary, hut the relative position to the main boundary of the

litdd appears to coTitinue the same. From this westwards the red clays cease to occur asso-

ciated with the basal rocks of the iipjier sandstom*s.

In the Kur or Chota Kelu, hcttweeii Bt*rapa.li* and Bcramimda, there are brown and

yellowish sandstones which sometimes contain ]>ebbies, but there is* no trace of the red clays.

Their abseneo may be due to overlap of that portion of the series in which they occur *, but

I think more probably they wore never dcqioaited here. At daniga* the Barakars arc almost

completely covered up by these upper rocks.

In the Supnai section from a ])oiut east of Jhargura to Bhogra* there are coarse ferru-

ginous sandstones which are at first slightly iuclimid to tbc south, but as the boundary is

approached, tiny dip in the opjiosito direction, and the bottom beds, some of which seem to be

Bardkars, dip at an angle of ilO° to north.

In the Sonikara and Bilaijor rivers to the east and west of Sambulpnri tliero are similar

sections
;
in the latter the rocks close to the boundary dip away from it at as high an angle as

45°. Close to Badpali there are some trace's of a local bed of red (!la3\

III the Kolu tlicre is a long interval between coarse sandstones dip])ing at*20° north

and the gneiss. Save for a small outcrop of Talehirs at the ghat there is nothing to indicate

the character of the intervening rocks. Further north, these sandstones fall to the horizontal

and are deepl}^ channelled h}" the river. 1 have on a previous page indicated the origin of

the coal fragments which arc seen in the hod of this river.

At Donot, the edges of the upper sandstones form a distinct and prominent ridge close to

and north of the village.

In the vicinity of Cheraipani the Talehirs and Barakars are apparently finally overlapped

by the sandstones on one side, and cut out by the fault on the other
; at least no c(‘rtain sign

of them is met with further west. The}' may exist, however, at the bottom of the narrow

alluvial valley which is bounded by on either side qiiarUites and sandstones. At Belari (or

Derali) sandstones dip at 30° to north-east. Just north of the village the lowest bed may
possibly be Barakar, but I think not. To the south-east of the village these sandstones are

seen within 200 3'ards of the quartzites.

From this westwards to the Kurket, and also to the north in the direction of Tumardi,

the rocks which arc exposed all belong to the upper series.

Kukket Rivee SECTieN.—At Rabo there is an interval of perhaps 300 yards between

the gneiss and some beds of sandstone, which dip at an angle of 30^^ to 30° north-of-east.

• Tbceo uames, us prcvioubly mentioned, are all misplaced on the Allas Sheet.
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What may intervene between these outcrops can only l>e conjectured, possibly Talchirs, but

there is no trace of them to be seen. With regard to the sandstones, I think they must
be referred to the upper series, though they are not unlike Bar^kars, which, indeed, I thought

them to be when I saw them in 1871. The high dip is gradually lessened, until about a

mile further north the beds become horizontal, and so continue with only local variations iii

dip for about five miles. In places the river runs in a deep cutting with walls twenty foot

high. The sandstones are of the usual character, coarse ferruginous, sometimes with plates

and layers of more highly ferruginous composition. They are often somewhat conglomeratic

and not unfrequently pinkish in color. There is no sign of red clays in this section. From

underneath these rocks at Baiamunda, as has already been mentioned, appear the Barakurs.

To the west the boundary, leaving the river, passes along tho foot of a range of hills

which strikes north from Katangdi. At Nowagaon (Nowagiid) these hills present a scarped

iace of coarse ferruginous sandstones with some red clay partings. These rocks have a

general, though slight, dip to the south. Detached from this range, towards its northern

extremity, is the Duldula hill which is formed of the same rocks.

The eastern boundary on leaving the Kurkot, passes south of Baiamunda and thou

bends southwards to Jiringol. Between Balumar and Samaruraa the red shales were again

met with near the base of tho series.

The Gid hill appears to be an outlier of these rocks, tho continuity being broken on the

south, but this is not quite certain, as tho rocks arc much bidden in the broken raviny ground.

The principal rocks forming this hill are fcrniginous sandstones and red shales, but at the

base there is a considerable bed of white sandstone of doubtful afBnities.

The character of the junction in the Kelu river section has been alluded to above ; tho

upper sandstones, away from the boundary, are horizontal, or have a gentle dip to the south.

From this eastward as far as the Ambo hill the boundary runs along tho foot of the scarp;

this is well seen at Doogaon and Pariga. Ii> the Garjan hill, I found the principal part of

tho fossils mentioned on page 116. Tho further extension of these rocks to tho east has been

noticed in my previous report, and it therefore only remains to describe their occurrence to

the north so far as they have been examined in that direction.

At Janjghir and the valleys on either side of it, we find Bar&kars abutting against

gneiss, the boundaries being more or less overlapped by sandstones and conglomerates which

form the surrounding hills. These sandstones and conglomerates are, I think, referable to

the upper group, but at the heads of two of those valleys, from 160 to 200 feet above the

level of the top of the Barakars seen outside, I met with iragmentsof (joaly shale in tlm beds

of the hill-side torrents. At first sight this suggested the probability of Barakars occurring

at the higher level, but another case, presently to he mentioned, seems to make it probable

that carbonaceous shales do sometimes occur in the upper beds.

A glance at the map* will show the difficult nature of tho country where these observa-

tions were made. Until tho whole of tho hill tract there has been examined, it will be im-

possible to speak with any degree of certainty on the subject. As rendering it more probable

that the carbonaceous shale is from the upper sandstones, it may be mentioned that the frag-

ments were much mixed with pieces of red shales which may, however, have come from a

higher level.

The amphitheatrical appearance of the valley of the Kelu above Milupara has already

been alluded wO, Owing to the jungle and superficial deposits, the boundaries are much

obscured, but at Hingjhar there are exposed some ferruginous sandstones and red shales

* On the one inch to a mile scale. In the accompan;^ing sketch map tho hill shading baa been omitted.
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refltinpf upon ironstones, which latter are presumable Barihara* On the east of the valley,

in the Sukti hill, there is a good section of these rooks.

Ascending from the village of Bajarmura, which is on red clays and sandstones, the path

passes over whitish grey sandstones, which might pass lithologically for Bar&kars ; above

them near a bear’s cave* is a band of black shales
; this is at least 300 feet above the red

shales of Bajarmura, and must therefore belong to the upper series.

Above this there were coarse ferruginous sandstones which continued up to the top of

the hill On the eastern side of the hill, at Khara, the Barakars extended up the side from

100 to 160 feet.

So far as they have been examined, these upper sandstones appear to constitute one

group which is not susceptible of any natural sub-division.

V.— Lateeite.

In the course of the preceding pages the occurrence of laterite resting upon the older

rocks has been occasionally alluded to. It is more particularly abundant on the Talchirs,

and, as noticed on a previous page, its limits are curiously concurrent with the Talchir—gneiss

boundary in the eastern part of the field. To the north-east it is often found on gneiss, so

that its occurrence in one locality in a limited way on the Talchirs only is the more remark-

able. It seems to be chiefly, if not entirely, confined to the lower levels, and I never found

a trace of it on the higher hills, though in such positions it is commonly met with in Sirguja.

There is nowhere, so far as I know, a greater thickness of it than about sixty feet. In

the eastern part of tlie field it forms wide spreads, which completely conceal the underlying

rocks. In lithological characters this laterite resembles the laterite of Midnapore and else-

where.

VI.—Faults and Dykes.

The character of the south-western bounda^ having been described in the previous

pages, little remains to be said, and recapitulation is, perhaps, unnecessary. Although no

single section can be pointed to as absolutely establishing the faulted nature of this boundary,

still the general tendency of the observations which have been made is to point in that direc-

tion, while the difference in the character and age of the beds which are successively brought

into conjunction, and the remarkable straightness of the boundary, are strongly corroborative

of the same view.

With this exception there is no evidence of any faulting throughout the area, and most

of the boundaries have been distinctly seen to be natural.

Dghes .—But one case of trap also has been met with in the field ; this is at Kirara-

ma in the Barakar area, whore a dyke is exposed for a few yards. A similar rock is seen at

Kondaimunda, in the gneiss, and the two may be continuous. It must be noted that there

is a possibility of this being only the peak of a trap-like metamorphic rock which strikes

up through the Barakars. Its lithological characters quite favor this possibility.

VII.—Economic Resoubces.

The economic resources of this field are—Building materials. Coal and Iron.

Building mateeials.—As in other coal-fields containing Damuda rocks, many varieties

of sandstones occur which would be applicable to building purposes. Hitherto the only

* Nots.—

T

he cave is in a triable bed of slif^htly fierraginoos sandstone, which I noticed was perforated in a

peouliar manner. On examination each of these perforationa, at leaat those which* looked fireshest, contained the

nest, or rather don, of a small spider, while the older ones contained exavi» of spiders.

It was perfectly obvious that those perforations, which were mostly | of an inch * deep^ had been made by the

apideri by patiently removing the friable rock grain by grain.
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rock$ which have been used in this way are the Talohir sandstones of Sasun. These furnish

a suitable material for copings and similar purposes in Sambalpur. Recently they have
been employed in the manufacture of washing vats for lac works. The building stone which
is chiefly used in Sambalpur is a schistose quartzite which is found in the station. Limestone

of limited amount, but good quality, occurs in the Talchir rocks to the south ot Luponga
{vide p. 105). Kankar is found in most of the alluvial tracts, but is not generally abundant.

The Vindhyan rocks south of Padampur on the Mahauadi include an excellent limestone,

which is the source of lime chiefly resorted to in the district.

Coal.—The seams which are exposed in the portion of the field at present under descrip-

tion are neither very numerous nor individually of promising quality
; but it must bo remem-

bered that the coal-measure rocks are not only, as a whole, very slightly disturbed from their

original horizontal position, but are much covered by superficial deposits, and that there is

a complete want of sections which might show the succession of beds constituting the group.

The true, or even approximate, value of the field, therefore, can only be ascertained by borings.

In the meantime it may safely be asserted tliat there is a fair prospect of this field proving

to be of considerable value.

Of those seams which are at present exposed I should recommend that at Dibdorah as

being the one which is most likely to reward exploitation. The advantages which this seam

possesses are the following:—The coal is of fair quality, much better probably than might be

supposed from the assay, the sample having been taken from under water
; the thickness is

at least six and a half feet. The seam being at the surface, and having only a small dip,

might bo worked by simple undercut quarries.

Lastly, the locality is the nearest to the Mahanadi, being only about six miles distant

from that means of carriage. The chief difficulty in working this seam, indeed the only

one that I know of, will bo caused by water which it may possibly bo found not very easy

to dispose of, especially during the rains. This, of course, would only be felt while the works

were carried on on a small scale ; with extended operations suitable provision could no doubt

be made, but the narrowness of the valley in which the seam is situated must always cause

some trouble.

With this in view it would obviously be best to break ground first (provided, of course,

that the scam is first proved to extend so far) at the watershed betw(*eu Dibdorah and

Jogidhipa ; this would involve somewhat longer carriage, hut would secure an outlet on

either side for the ejected water. The water would almost entirely be from surface sources,

as the red clays which occur with the upper sandstones would, I think, prevent excessive

percolation from the water-bearing rocks of the highlands.

The sections given above of the other seams in this part of the field (Ebe valley area)

do not indicate any coal of workable thickness. According to the assays and my rough

examination in the field, No. 9 of the Durlipali is the best coal, but of it there is only one

foot. No. 4 of the same section is two feet six inches thick, but the quality is very inferior.

It must be remembered, however, that the whole of this seam, as well as that of most of the

others, is not exposed. As regards carriage, the Durlipali seam is much less favourably

situated than that at Dibdorah ; the distance from Sambalpur as the crow flies is twenty-five

miles. During the rains, however, the Ebe river, which is only six miles distant, might bo

used as a means of carriage. The Lnkanpur scam, regarding which little is known at

present, is situated in an enclosed valley difficult of access, the road to which from the

Mahanadi would probably be from ten to twelve miles. The Dulunga seam is about sixteen

miles from the Ebe. Of the large seams in the Baisunder I have spoken in my previous

report ; the coal from them might, perhaps, to a small extent, be brought down that river to the

Ebe also during the rains.
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Some of the seams in the Keld valley may very possibly contain good coid, bnt they

are difficult of access, being thirty-six miles, as the crow flies, from the Mahsnadi. Carts,

they could get over the ground at all, would have to travel probably not less than sixty miles.

To Sambalpur the distance by any possible route would not fall far short of 100 miles.

Still more unfavorably situated as regards roads are the seams in northern Hingir to the

west. The Kurket river there, however, would afibrd a means of transport during the rains.

I saw a large boat being built at Itabo on the Kurket, so that navigation is so far possible

;

indeed, the river bed, thence to its junction with the Mahanadi, contains no serious obstructions

of any kind.

So little is yet known of the coal of the Talchir field, that it would be impossible at

present to institute a fair comparison* between the two. Unless the coal of our field is of

better quality it could not compete successfully in Cuttack owing to the much greater dis-

tanco it would have to travel At the same time the Mahanadi is closer to the eastern end
of the Bdigarh and Hingir field than it is to any part of the Talchir field, and the Brah-
mini, owing to obstructions, is not much better as a means of transport than the Ebe or

Kurket would be.

The prospects of the ultimate development of this coal-Reld depend altogether on the

future extension of a line of railway into that part of the country. If the project for con-

necting Calcutta with Hagpiir, by a direct line, he over carried out, this held will attain

considerable importance, should the borings, which must first be made, prove the existence ot

abundant and good coal, and of their doing so, there is, I think, a fair prospect.

Assays of CoAisf.

Durlipali No. 4 of Sec.

Moisture.

... 6 3

Carbon.

26-4

VolatUe.

30-6

Ash.

37*1

Durlipali No. U of „ ... 11*8 60-2 36*8 13*

Lakanpur ... 9-2 33-4 34-4 32-2

Dibdorali ... 9*9 39'9 33-6 26’6

Hulunga ... 11- 46*2 33'6 21-2

Mograpali ... 11*2 4G-1 40- 13*9

Ikon.—Within the Barakar gi’oup there arc, as has been indicated on a previous page, two
and possibly three zones of ironstones. Assays have not been yet made, but some of the ores

appear to be good. As to quautities, so far as superficial examination goes, I think at

Kodaloi and some of the other localities on that horizon there is a large supply which could

be easily worked. Of the abundance of ore in the bills at Rampur, east of the Ebe, I have
already expressed my doubts, but on these points it is impossible, without some preliminary
clearing of the ground, to speak with certainty.

The zone of ironstones which runs with the south-west boundary, at the top of the

Barakars, seemed to bo thin and poor.

In the upper sandstone series ironstones also occur, but are seldom used by the native

Jjoliars. In several instances I found that the Lohars of villages which, owing to wood
being abundant, wore situated within the upper sandstone area, procured their ore from the

Barakars some miles distant. Except towards the frontiers of the Hingir highlands, there are

few Lohars villages in that zetnindari, but in no part of the country which I have visited are

they BO abundant as in Rampur. At many of the largo villages there are furnaces, but the greater

• fcJolcelcd coal from tho Tiilcliir field has been found to answer fairly well in small eteamers on the Cuttack
canals. Its cost, owinp^ to expensive carriage, was, however, too high,

t By Mr. Tween.
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number are worked by colonies of Lobars who form temporary villages where timber is abun.

dant, passing to new localities when they have exhausted the supply in their viwnity. Although

S&l (Sharea rohusta) is the wood most commonly used for making oharcoid, I found the Bijasal

(Bypterocarpug marsupium) seemed to be preferred by some. Bamboo, though abundant, never

seems to be used. The wood is cut into logs about 3i feet long, or rather more, and is burnt

in holes which are about 4 feet square and 18 inches deep. Small branches are not used.

The furnaces are somewhat smaller than the largest which are used in Bengal
; they are fur-

nished with a tray above, in which a quantity of mixed ore and charcoal is kept, which can be

raked into the top of the furnace by the person working the bellows without other assistance.

This, of course, is a great saving of labour as compared with the usual system which involves

the presence of a second person to feed the furnace. Differing from the practice in Hazaribagh,

the same individuals make the giri (bloom) and also work it up into iron for the market. The

giris were much smaller than in Hazaribagh, in one case at Jodiboga not exceeding 6 or 7 seers,

generally, perhaps, they are about 10 seers. So far as 1 could make out, the Mahajans get

from 15 to 20 seers of iron for a rupee from the Lobars, but owing to the advance system and

the transactions being chieHj in kind, this cannot be accurately ascertained.

ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.

Fbom IsT July to 30th Sbptembeb 1876.

Titles of Books, Bonors,

Anca F. and Gbmmkllabo, G. G.—Monografia dogli Blefanti Fossili di Sicilia (1807),

4to., Palermo.

Abchiac, d’ and Haimb Jules.—Description dcs Animaux Fossiles du Groupo Num-
mulitique do LTnde (1863), 4to., Paris.

Beybich, E.—Trias—Ammoiiiteii (1864). 8vo., Berlin.

Beybich, E.—Ueber eine kohleukalk—Fauna von Timor (1806), 4to., Berlin.

Bibd, Isabella L.—Six months among the jialm groves, coral reefs, and volcanoes of tlio

Sandwich Islands, (1876), 8vo., London.

Deslonochamfs, Euqene.—Documents sur la Gdologie do la Nouvello—Calcdonio (1804),

8vo., Paris.

Eichwald, Ed. de.—Letbma Rossica, Vols. I to III, with Atlas of 4to. plates, (1852-1808),

8vo., Stuttgart.

Favbe, E.—Reeherches G^ologiques dans la partie centrale de la Chaine du Caucaso (1875),

4to., Geneva.

Geological Survey of Missouri. Preliminary Report on the Iron Ores and Coal Fields, from

the Field Work of 1872, with Atlas (1873), 8vo., New York.

Heeb, De. Oswald.—Flora Fossilis Arctica, Band I—III (1868-1876), 4to., Winterthur.

Koninck, L. de.—

N

otice sur deux espcces do Brachiopodes, 8vo., Bruxelles.

Macfablane, James.—The Coal Regions of America (1876), 8vo., New York.

Mahcou, Jules.—Dyas et Trias (1869), 8vo., Geneva.

Noggehath, Db. J.—Das Erdhehen (1847), 4to., Bonn.

ScTiMiDT, Dr. J.—Studicn iiher Erdhehen (1875), 8vo., Leipzig.

Seeuach, K. von.—

D

as Mitteldeutscho Erdhehen von Marz, 1872 (1873), 8vo., Leipzig.

The Suveuteenth Auuiversary Report of the Burra Bazaar Family Literary Club (1874),

8vo., Calcutta.

The Club.
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Titlee of Books, Donors,

American Journal of Science and Arts, Srd Ser., Vol. IX, Nos. 63-66 (1S75), 8vo., New
Haven.

Thb Edxtobs*

Annales des mines, 7tb Ser., Vol. VII, liv. 1 (1876), 8vo., Paris.

L’Admtbis. DBS Mikbs*

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4tli Ser., Vol. XV, No. 90, and XVI, 91-92

(1875), 8vo., London.

Arcbiv fiir Naturgeacbicbte, Band XL, heft 4, and XLT, beft 2 (1874-76), 8vo., Berlin.

Bibliotb^que Universelle et Revuo Suisse, Vol. LII, Nos. 208, and LIII, 209 (1876), 8vo.,

Lausanne.

Biblioth^ue Universelle et Revue Suisse, Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles,

Vol. LII, Nos. 207, 208 (1876), 8vo., Geneva.

Geographical Magazine, Decade II, Vol. II, Nos, 6 to 8 (1875), roy, 8vo., London.

Geological Magazine, New Ser., Decade II, Vol. II, Nos. 6 tc 8 (1876), 8vo., London.

Journal de Oonchyliologie, 3rd Ser., Vol. XV, No 2 (1875), 8vo., Paris.

London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 4th Ser.,

Vol. XLIX, Nos. 327 and L, Nos. 328-329 (1875), 8vo., London.

Martini und Chemnitz.—Conchylien Cabinet, Lief 2:15 (1875), 4to., Niirnberg.

Madras Journal of Medical Science, 1867, 1868, 1870, 1871, 1872 and January to June 1878

(1867-73), 8vo., Madras.

Wm. Theobald, Esq.

Nature, Vol. XIT, Nos. 292-304 (1875), 4to., London.

Noues Jabrbucb fur Mincralogic, Geologic und Palsoontologie, Jabrgang 1875, heft 4-5

(1875), 8vo., Stuttgart.

PaJmontoJogie Fran^aiae, 2nd Ser., Vegctaux ; Terrain Jurassique, Liv, 1-18 (1872-75), 8vo.,

Paris.

PaJmontographica, Band XXII, lief. 6 (1875h 4to., Cassel.

Petebmann, Db, a.—

G

eographisclie Mifctlieilungen, Band XXI, Nos, 5-8 (1875), 8vo,,

Gotha.

PoGGENDORFP, J. C.—Annalen der Pliysik und Chemie, Band 155, Nos, 6-7 (1875), 8vo.,

Leipzig.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Ser., Vol. IV, No. 17 (1875,) 8vo., Roorkee.

Thomason College of Civil Engineering.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, Now Ser., Vol. XV, No. 59 (1876), 8vo.,

London.

Quarterly Journal of Science, No, XLVII (1875), 8vo., London.

Report of the 44th Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science

at Belfast (1876), 8vo., London.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c.

Bombay.—Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government, New Series, No. 148,

Papers relating to the revision of the rates of assessment on the

expiration of the first settlement in the Indee and Hooblee

Talukas of the Kolladgee and Dharwar Collectorates (1875), 8vo.,

Bombay.
Bombay Government.
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Beitibh BtTBMA.—Eighth Annual Beport of the Light-Houses off the Coat^t of British

Burma for 1874 (1876), 8vo., BAugoon.

CHIBE COHMIBSIOBBE OB BeITIBH BuBMA.

India.'—AnaalB of Indian Administration in 1878-1874, Vol. XIX (1876), Svo., Calcutta.

„ Thuillibb, Colonel H. L.—General Report on the Topographical Surveys of

India, for 1873-1874 (1876), fisc., Calcutta.

SUEVEYOB GeNEBAL.

Mysobb.—Report on the Administration of Mysore for 1873-74 (1876), 8vo., Bangalore.

Chief Commissioneb of Mysore.

N. W. Pbovincks,—Atkinson, E. T.—Statistical, Descriptive 'and Historical Account of

the North-Western Provinces of India, Vol. II, Meerut Divi-

sion, Part I (1875), 8vo., Allahabad.

Govkbnment of N. W. Provinces.

TRANSACTIONS, &c., OF SOCIETIES.

Berlin.—Monatsbericht der k. k. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, March

—April (1876), 8vo., Berlin.

The Academy.

„ Zeitschrift der Doutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Band XXVI, 4, and XXVII,

1 (1874-76), 8vo., Berlin.

The Society^

Boston.—Annual Report of the Trustees of the Museum of Comparative Zoology for

1873 (1874), 8vo., Boston.

The Museum of Comparative Zooloot,

„ Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, New Series, Vol. I

(1874), 8vo., Boston.

The Academy.

„ Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. II, pt. II, No. 4, and

pt. Ill, Nos. 1 and 2 (1873-1874,) 8vo., Boston.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. XV., pts. 3 and 4,

and XVI, pts. 1 and 2 (1873-74), 8vo., Boston.

Ditto.

„ The Complete Works of Count Rumford, Vol. Ill (1874), 8vo., Boston.

The American Academy.

Buenos AiBES.-^Anales del Museo publico de Buenos Aires, Vol. II, pts. 4-6 (1872-73),

4to., Buenos Aires.

Buffalo.—Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, Vol. I, Nos. 1-4 and Vol. II,

Nos. 1-3 (1873-74), 8vo., Buffalo.

The Society.

Bristol.—Proceedings of the Bristol Naturalists’ Society, New Series, Vol. I, pt. 2 (1876),

8vo., BrlstoL

Ditto.
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Calcutta.—Journal of the Astatic Society of Bengal, New Series, VoL XLIII, pt. 2,

No. 1, and XLIV, pt. 1, No. 2 (1876), 8vo., Calcutta.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 6-8 (1876), 8vo., Calcutta.

Ditto.

Cambbiuoe, Mabs.—Fekeel, Wm.—Discussion of Tides in Boston Harbour (1868), 4to.,

Cambridge.
United States Coabt Suevet.

„ „ Appendix, Tidal Researches (1874), 4to., Cambridge,

Ditto.

„ „ The organization and progress of the Anderson School

of Natural History at Penikeso Island (1874), 8vo.,

Cambridge.

The Museum of Compabative Zoology.

Catania.—Atti dcirAccademia Gio(‘nia di Scienze Naturali di Cahinia, Vols. I—VII, 2nd

Scries, Vols. 1—XVI (1825-1860), 4to., Catania.

Cheistianta. -Ilelland, Amund.—Om Kromjornsten i Serpentin (1873), 8vo., Christiania.

Royal Univeesity of Noeway.

„ Kjeeulf, Pbof. J.—Om Skuringsmmrker, Glacialformationon teiTasser of

Strandlinicr (1873), 4to., Christiania.

Ditto.

„ ScHiTZ, 0. E.—Analyse af Zenotim fra Hiter (1872), 8vo., Christiania.

Ditto.

„ Schttz, 0. E.—Boretning om nogle undersogclscr over Sparagmitkvarts—

Fjoldet i den stligo dcel of Ilamar Stift (1873), 8vo., Chris-

tiania.

Ditto.

„ Sexe, S. a.—Fffittegryder og gamle Strandlinier i fast klippe (1874), 4to.,

Christiania.

Ditto.

Copenhagen.—Oversigt over det kong. dauske Videnskabemes Selskabs, 1858, 1860, and

1874, No. 2 (1868, 1860 & 1874), 8vo., Copenhagen.

The Royal Academy.

Deesden.—Leopoldina—Amtliches organ der k. Lcopoldinisch-Carolinischen Deutschen

Akademie der Naturforscher, Heft. VII—IX (1871-74) 4to.,

Dresden.

The Academy.

Nova Acta Acaderaise Cmsare® Leopoldino Carolina) Germanicse Naturae Curio-

Borum, Band XXVI (1873), 4to., Dresden.

Ditto.

„ Sitzungsberiohte der Natur. Gesellschaft Isis in Dresden. Jahrg., 1874., October

to December (1876), 8vo., Dresden.

The Isis Society.

Peankfubt. Abhandlungen von der Senckenbergischen Nafurforschenden Gesellschaft,

Band I—IX, heft 3 (1864-74), 4to., Frankfurt.
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(iOTiTNGEN.—Abhandlungen der konis». Gesellscbaft der Wisseuschaften zu Gottingen, Band
XVII (1873). 4to., Gottingen.

The Society

.

„ Naclirichten von der konig. Geeellschaft der Wissenschaften a\is dom Jahre
1873 (1873), 8vo., Gottingen.

Ditto.
• Leipzig.—Abhaudlungen dor Math. phys. classe der kiinig Siiehsischeii Gosellstliai’t dor

Wissenschaften zu Leipzig, Vol. I—XV (1849-1 87d.j, 8vo.,

Leipzig.

London.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Groat Britain and Ireland, Vol. IV.,

No. 2 (1875). 8vo., London.

.. dourual of Iho Lininnan Society, Vol. I—XI, Zoology, and I— Xlll., Botany

(1857-73), 8vo., London.

,, Pnjceedings of the Tloyal Geographical Society, Vol. XIX, No. 4 (1875), Svo.,

London.

The Son etv.

,, Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Vol. XX HI, Nos. KiO-KII, (1875)

8vo., London.

The SociFTY.

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol, XXXI., pt. 2,

No. 122 (1875), 8vo., London.

The Society.

MELiioiruNE.—Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria, Vol. XI.

(1871), 8yo., Melbourne,

The Society.

MiIiANO.—Atti della Societa Italiana di Sci<‘nze Natural!, Vols. T—11 (1859-51), 8yi».,

Milano.

,, XLMuorio doir Iinperial<* Rogio lustituto del R(‘giio Lombardo—Vimelo, Vol. I— V'.

(1819-.38), tto., MiL'ino.

Ml NNEAPOf-is.—Bulletin ol’ tlie Miiniesota Academy of Natural SrieiiccH lor 1874 (1871),

Svo., Minneapolis.

The Academy.

Mosrou.— Bulletin de la Sociote Imperialc dos Naturalistes <le Moscou, Vol. XLVlll, No. 3,

(1875), 8vo., Moscou.

The SocIET^

NRtrOHATEL.—Mcinoii’es de la Societe des Sciences Naturelles de Neuehatel, Vol. I-TII,

(1835-1845), 4to., Neuehatel.

Paris.—Bulletin de la Socidto Geologique de France, 3rd Ser., Vol. Ill, Nos. 3-4 (1875),

Svo., Pari.s.

The Society.

Pest.—A Bakouy deli r6.szenek foldtani Viszonyai Rdsz, II (1874), 8vo., Pest.

Royal Geological Institute, Hungary.

„ A Magyar kir Foldtani intezet Evkonve, Vol. Ill, No. 2, and Vol. IV, No. I

(1874-75), 8vo., Pest.

Dirro.

„ Mittheiluiigeii aus, dem Jahrhuche der kon ungar. Geologischen Austalt., Band

III, heft 1-2 (1874), 8VO., Pest.

Ditto,
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Philadelphia.—JourBal of the Franklin Institute, 3r(l Series, Vol. LXII, No. 1, VoL

LXIX, No. 4, and LXX, No. 1 (1875), 8vo., Philadelphia.

The Institute.

„ Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Parts 1-3 (1874),

8vo., Philadelphia.

The Academt.

Peag.—Lotos, Zoitschrift fiir Naturwissenschaften, Nos. I-XXIV, (1851-1874), 8vo., Prag.

Pome.—Bollettino K. Comitato Geologico d’ Italia, Nos. 6-6 (1875), 8vo., Rome.

Geological Commission of Italy.

Saint I’aul.

—

Geological and Natural History Survey of Minnesota. Second Annual Report

for 1873 (1874), 8vo., Saint Paul.

Minnesota Academy,

Salem, Mass.— Bulletin of the Essex Institute, Vol. V, Nos. 1-12 (1874), 8vo., Essex.

The iNsriTUTE,

Tobonto.—Canadian Journal of Science and Arts, New Series, Vol. XIV, No. 4 (1S75).

8vo., Toronton
Canadian Institute.

Vienna.—Verhandlungon dcr k. k. Zoologisch-botanischen Gessellschaft in Wien., Band

XXIV, 8vo., Wien.
The Society.

Washington.—Annual Rejxu’t of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian In.slitute for

1872 (1873), 8vo., Wa.shinglon.

The Institute.

,, Bulletin of the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of the

Territories, No. 4, Second Series (1875), 8vo., Washington.

^ F. V. Hayden, Esq.

„ ^Monthly Reports of the Department of Agriculture for 1873, 1873), 8vo.,

AVashiugton.
Department of Agriculture.

„ Report ol“ the Commissioner of Agriculture for 1872 and 1873 (1874),

8vo., Washington.
Commissioner of Agriculture.

„ United States Geological Survey. Miscellaneous Publications, No. 1, Lists

of Elevations principally to the west of the Mississippi (1875),

8 VO., Washington.
F. V. Hayden, Esq.

„ United States Geological Survey. Vol. VI, Contributions to the Fossil

Flora of the Western Territories, Part 1, Cretaceous Flora, h}

Leo Lesquereux, (1874), 8vo., Washington.

Ditto.

„ AVarken. G. K.—An essay concerning impoi-tant physical features exhibited

in the valley of the Minnesota River and their signification

(1874;, 8vo., Washington.
The Author.

Yokoham A.—M ittheilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft fur Natur und VoIkerknndeOst

—

Asiens, heft VII, June (1875), Isc., Yokohama,
The Society*

Geological Survey Office,

22«</ Oi'toher 1875.
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Part 1.] 3cS7<j. [February.

Annual Kkpoht OF THE Geological Suevet of India and of the Geolooical Museum,
Calcutta, foe the yeae 1875.

The close of anotlier year hrinj^s with it the duty of rei)ortin}j l>riefly the proo^roKs made
(luring the past twelve mouths. As must almost nec(*ssarily he tlu^ eiise in such a department

as the Geological Survey of India, the full number of the oHicers in the establishment has

never actually been at work during the year; while even of those present atid ai'tivcly

engaged, some have bad their time almost, fully occupi(3d with suhjt^eis, not immediaiely

forming a purl of the Survey oi)erations, although intimately connected with them.

In this way, M r. W. T. 13 Ian ford very fully occupied in the examination and

description of the zoologiir.il coll(*ctions (5olle(;ted in Yarkand by the late Dr. Stoliezka,

and in arranging for publication the geological notes of the same trip. jM r. F. 11. Mallet
was absent on three montlis’ leave, Mr. llacket w'as absent on furlougli till witln'n a coujdc

of months of the close of the year, and Dr. W. Waagen, who had only returned from Europe

at the beginning of the season, was obliged again to leave India, and, to our great, regret, and

the very serious loss of the Survey, felt comjicllcd to rt'sign all hopes of returning.

Mr. Medlicott’s labours in the earlier part of the year wore confined to the coal-fields

in the Satpura hills. Full notes of his researches have been alrtiady published, so that it is

unnecessar}’’ to enter into any detail here. One important fm;t may he. noticed. Towards the

close of the season, Mr. Medlicott was fortunate enough to notice the occurrence of rocks,

which ho considers as undoubtedly representative of the upper part of the series accompany-

ing the coal-bearing rixjks elsewhere, at a point much further to the west than those had been

known previously to occur. And he justly bases on the occurnnice of these rocks a recom-

mendation for further detailed search in the district, and suggests the propriety, seeing the

vast importance of a supply of coal in that neighbourhood, of borings to test the occurrence of

any such deposits. It would be essential that such borings, if attempted, should he carried to

a very considerable depth, before any definite reply to tlie question of the exisUmce of coal

could be obtained. And in estimating the value of the clninces, it will he essential to re-

member, as Mr. Medlicott himself remarks, that (jven if the coal deposits should be proved,

it is impossible to make even a probable gin^s, as to the depth beneath the surface at wliich

they are likely to lie, “2,000 is as likely as 500 feet.**

Unless coal should be found in very con.‘'iderahle ahundam c, and inosl favorably plm ed

as to dip, &c., I need scarcely say that mining it at a depth of 2,0()Dl’cct would be a matter
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of such difficulty, danjjer and cost in this country, that it certainly would not pay for many
years to couus if ever, while even on fi^eneral considerations, some of which have been

])artially explained befoi'o now, and have been confirmed by everythin" since noticed, I

am not at all sanguine that any favorable deposits of coal will ever be found in the area

indicated.

The geological facts noticed by Mr. Medlicott are of the highest interest as regards

the structure of the valley of the Ncrbada, and his suggestions must not be lost sight of in

future in vesti gations.

Up to dale, no very delinite results have been obtained by the borings now in progi*csK

at Toondn(‘(; and Khappa, but neither has any proof* been obtained that the rods have reached

beds below the coal-bearing rocks.

Mr. Medlicott, at the close of the season in the early part of the 3"ear, took advantage

of an invitation to visit Kbatmandu in Nepal, and a v(‘iy interesting and suggestive notice

of this visit is given by Mr. Medlicott in the Kecords of the (?eological Survey of India

for November last. It must always be a source of great regret that the nii>vemcnts of

Kuro])ean8 are HO jealously watched in Nepal, that it is im]M>ssiblc to do more than pay a

Imrried visit to the localities immediately round the capital, or the ))laces actually" on or

adjoining the road there and hack. Mr. M(‘dlicott saw% perhaps, everything that he could

liave seen, that is, that he would have been permitted to s(‘e, hut this w'as barely sufficient to

suggest a few possil)iliti(!S as to the structure of the adjoining country, the corrccitncss or

incorrectness of which could not he established by further research. The continuity of the zone

of newer rocks which fringes the Himalayan range to the north-west has been established,

and the occurrence of the newer tertiary gi'oups also proved.

At the commencement of the present working sea.son, M r. M ed 1 ico tt, in conjunction with

Mr. Theobald and JMr. Jjydokker, commenced a revision of the tertiary rocks oftheNorth-

AVest and Punjab. The very impcu’tant fact of a marked stratigra])hieul se})arati()u oF two

distinct groiii».s of roeks in tlhj Nahuu country, which had ])revionsly been all considered as a

continuous series of beds, was first noticed by M r. M t‘d Hco 1 1 himself. The locality where this

marked uueonforinit^^ was noticed unfortunately did not ^deld any fossils from the lower group

of the rocks, so that the very important <|uestion as to whetlnu’ this marked separation of the

rocks ]>hysically was accompanied by any distinction in their organic contents was still un-

decided. To determine this, it became necessary to trace the same two groui)s further to the

north-west, and to collect the fossils from each group separately'. In doing this, it

became evident that the veiy marked unconformity' noticed in the Markunda river did not

continue to th(^ north-west. And the separation of tin; groups must obviously he based on

other eonsidevations. Apparent distinctness in the fossils also on more careful examination

disappeared, if not entirely', nearly so. It became, therefore, of the last importance that the

separation of these groups should he more carefully investigated, and their relations one to

the other established. And with this object in view, I requested Mr. Medlicott to go care-

fully over the entire ground .again, giving him the aid of Mr. Theobald, who knew the

fossil localities tolerably^ W'ell, and had alrcmly brought together a very valuable collection

from these rocks, and also the help of Mr. Lydekkor, W'bo had been all the previous part

of ihe year engaged in a careful and earnest examination of the fos.sils, on wliieb he had

been able to throw' mneb light. And I confidently hope that before the season closes, the

boundaries of these tertiary groups may be demarcated and their relations established.

The vast importance, considered with reference to a study of the tertiary rocks of

India, of a knowledge of the structure of JSiud has long been patent. It has been more
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than once intended to take up ihe examination ol* that proviiu’o. In 18^9, arranfjfementa

were made for doin<» so, but other and more pressing; demands caused tliis to be laid aside.

Afjain in 1871, the same thin^ occurred, to our j'real rennet. The sections in Sind wore

known to be unusually clear and well exposed
; many of the rocks were richly fossiliforous,

and while a very larjje number of species had been alread}* collected and described, it had

become evident that they had been erroneously referred all to the same series. It was also

bi^bly probable, if not certain, that we should in Sind find a connect in link bvdwcen the

tortiaries of Cutcli and of the Sub-Himalayas. It was tlu-relbre with ^reat satisfaction that

we w(Te able at last to depute M r. B 1 a n fo r d, with the aid of M r. F e cl d e n, to t.akc u])

Sind in 1871. Before the close of the worh'ing season of 187 •1*75, they had com]»letod a

fair sketch of the geology of the province, and have aj^ain this year resumed their labours

theiv, M r. B Ian f o rd also purposing to accom]>lisli a traverse of tin* desert to »lessulmir and

Jodhpur, and so probably hack aj^ainhya. diJTcrent route to Sind. JM r. Fe d d en also has

been able to brin^ together a very good ciollcction of fossils, some of them very beautifully

preserved.

During the summer, Mr. Bl an ford was, as already slated, chiclly occupied in working

out the eollections of Dr. Stoliezka from Yarkand pre])aratory to publication, hut

eoutinned to superintend Mr. Fed den while he was c'arefully comparing the numerous

collections brought from Sind, he hitnsclf taking up the Kchinoderms, while M r. Fedden
confined his labours to the Molliisca. There was no time to investigate the Corals. A
full sketch of the geological results is given in the jnTsent number of the Itocords ol‘

the Geological Survey of India, so that it is only nec,(‘ssarv to immtion briefly, here,

that Mr. B Ian ford seems to have established the existence, in addition to the more

recent and subrecent deposits, of rocks of pliocene, mio<‘ene, and eocene age, all ol‘ which

had previously been roughly grouped into old tertiary. While in ])laces there an* still Iow<*r

beds, the exact geological age of which is not fixed, but which are, in ])art at least, probably

cretaceous.

M r. Fcdden has worked very earnesll}^ and intelligently, and to Mr. Bin. n ford's

satisfaction, and h^" his careful study of the fossils collected last scjison, has aiMpiircd a

knowledge of their forms and distrihutiiui, which will i)n»vc of v(*ry essential advantage to

liiui during the present season in examining the continuation of the same rocks.

Mr. Willson has very steadily contimied his work in the Bundelcund and Rewah
conniry, and has mapped in several sheets of the now iopograj>hi(!a.l survey, during the

progress of which work, some important geological facts have been established.

Mr. llacket only returned from leave of absence in Europe in time to take the fi(‘hl

a little latter in the season than usual in Rajpootana. Since then he has been acliv»*ly

engaged in TTlwar, and it is hoped that by the close of the working season, he will have

coin])leied a general geological sketch of that district.

During the entire season, Mr. Hughes was engaged in finisliing up the geological

maps of the Chanda country, with more especial view to the coal-fields of the VVardah

valh’v. A report on these has since been completed, after most unlooked for delay, and is now
gom* to press. M r. Hug h c s, during the present season, has taken up the continuation of

same geological area to the south, aud will, it is hoped, be able to join on his woi k to that

of r. King, who is extending his ex^,mination from the south up the valley of tlie

Godavery.

Mr. Ball completed the examination of the Uaigarh and Hingir coal-fiehl, on which

he had been engaged during the previou.s season. 01 this field, an inieivsting sketch is
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pivf*n by Mr. Ball, and pnbliHhod in the Records. Durinj^ the present working season,

Mr. Ball has been cn^aj^ed in a revision of the Talchir coal-field, and in an examination of

the Atfjnrh sandstones.

J) r. Fe i 8 1 m a n t e 1, who joirH‘d the Survey at the commencement of the year, has been

most earnest and zealous in worldnj^ out the fossil plants of the several "roups of rocks in

India, and has alreaidy aceuinulated much valuable matter. He has commenced the prepara-

tion of a history of tlie fossil flora of Kachli, which, taken in connection with the already pub-

lished descriptions of some* of the fossils from the associated beds, will prove of ^rcat inter-

est and value. Tliere is litth* doubt that the fuller and more careful investij^ation of the

several floras from the successive f;frouj)R of rocks will throw much li"ht on the relation

of the diilerent members of what it has become a fashion to style the plant*bearing

series.

In Madras Presidency, Mr. King completed the examination of the Rajahmnndry

country before leaving tlu; field. I regret to have to report that exposure to the first burst of

the monsoon before reaching station resulted in a very severe attack of inflammation of the

eyes, Avhich for some time assumed a very seriou.s form. Fortunately this was conquered, and

Mr. King’s sight saved, all hough his recovery was tedious. Taking the field again at the

commencement of the season he lias visited the several fields near the lower valley of the

Godavery, and clos(‘d up that part of the area, and has since proceeded northwards along tlie

Clodavery valley, with a view to joining Mr. Hughes, who has been carrying out the examin-

atiou of the same vall(‘y proceeding southwards.

Mr. Foote succeeded in mapping in a good area of the country along the coast

ij) the Nellore and Ongole country, and Avas fortunate also in finding some very beautifully

jueserved and interesting fossils of Rajinahal age. And in the present season he continues

flu* same work northwards, with a vi<'W to join on to the (iodavery and Rajahmundry areas.

During tlie reiicss, M r. Foote completed a valuable report on the Southern Mahratta Country,

which is now in hands preparatory to going to press.

Puhlicationa .—Of the Mkmoirs of the Gkolootcal Suetky of India, Vol. XI,

Pt. 2, containing a detailed description of the salt-producing country in the Kohat district,

Trans-Indus, was is.suod. The illusirations required for this pari occupied some time, and

the absence in Euroiio of the writer, Mr. Wynne, also involved some delay in reference in a

few points.

Of the JIecoeds of the Survey, the regAilar quarterly issue was punctually maiutained,

and the volume for the year Avill he found to contain several very valuable papers on the

geological structure of various parts of India. ** The paper on the Altum Artnsh, from a

geological point of view,'* by the late Dr. F. Stolic zka, completed the series of short papers

bearing on his trip to Yarkand, which he had left ready for publication. Among other

descriptive papers, we have a note on the geology of Nepal by Mr. Medlicott, on the Kha-

reean Hills in the Punjab by Mr. Wynne, a sketch of the geology of Scindia’s territories

by Mr. Medlicott, and a full sketch of the Shapiir coal-fields, with notices on the explora-

tions in progress in the Nerbada valley for coal : also an account of the Raigarh and Hiugir

coal-field by Mr. Ball, while the practical hearings of geological research are illustrated by

Mr. W. Blanford’s paper on the Avater-hearing stratii of Surat, Mr. Hughes and Mr.

Medlicotton fire bricks, Mr. M al 1 e t on coal near MoHong, &c.

Of the Paljeontolooia In dtc a, the publication of the Jurassic Cephalopoda from

Kachh has been continued. The whole series is now completed and issued, although the
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difficultieB caused by the preparation of such a large number of pbitos delayed this com-

pletion beyond tlm actual close of the past year. This series contains t>0 plates, of

which six are double, and 250 pages of letter press, with explanations of ]dates, c'tc.,

and is unquestionably one of the most valuable contributions to the fossil history

of the Upper Jurassic Cephalopoda ever yet issued. This was all (^onqdetcd, though

not printed off, when Dr. \V. Waagen felt compelled to resign his connection with

the Geological Survey of India.. A great source of delay in the completion of the plates

has arisen from the transfer of our offices to the New Museum, and the time, unavoidably

lost, in moving and re-seltiug up the lithographic presses.

Good progress has also been made in the preparation of plates for the next issue of

the Pal.TOiitologia Indica which will be devoted to the fossil flora of Kachh. It was

hoped that we should have been able to continne the same detailed illustrations of tho

fossil mollusca in the other groups, ns have now been published of the Ceplnilopo<lfi. But

the loss of our Puhcontologist has for the present deprived us of the means of accomplish-

ing this.

It will be seen that there have been issued during tho year no less than 65 ])hitos,

equivalent, from double ones, to Cl of the regular quarto size, the annual number promised

being only 48 (originally 24).

TJhrary .—During the twelve months of 1876, 881 volumes or parts of volumes have

been added to the Library ol‘ the Geological Survey. Of this number, l.fl7 have been received

from Societies and other Institutions in exchange for the jmblications of the Survey, or as

donations, and 441- have been purchased. Quarterly lists of these additions have* b(‘en

regularly published as usual in tho llecords, and a nominal list of Societies and Institutious

from which ])resentations or exchanges have been received is apj)ended.

The removal of so large and valuable a scries of hooks to th(‘ new oflices of the Surv(‘y

was a task of some risk and tiouble, especially during the rains, hut it was eflVctisl with

hut little injury. The greater space we have now at disposal has already admitted of a

fuller and more detailed elassificatory arrangement of the hooks than was previously po.ssi-

hle. The completion of this arrangement will, liowcver, iioe(‘.ssiirily ()(jcu])y sonio time, and

cannot he altogether satisfactorily accomplished until after the eoinpletiou of the jiroposed

gallery and another series of cases.

The Library continues to he a great resource to students, who can obtain access hero

to hooks, many of which do not exist in aiiy other cvdlcction in C’akuitta, or indeed

in India.

Museum ,—The removal of all the collections from the former offices of the Geological

Survey to the new Museum was a task of no small trouble and labour, as well as risk. It

could not have been expected that such a series could be moved w ithout some injury to tho

more delicate fossils, and to the numerous casts of unique animals which our collection

contains, nor was this danger diminished by the fact that the greater part of the removal

was effected during the rains. It has consequently taken some time to restore all these things

to their proper condition. With regard to the rearrangements of the full collections, inasmuch

as no additional cases have as yet been provided for exhibition, we liave been competed for

the present to content ourselves with merely grouping the collections and thus rendering

them more easily accessible for the final arrangement when cases are available. Ord(*rs have

been given for a considerable number already, and it is hoped that some Nvill soon

be ready.
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Thf* want of any out-oflfict*s has also compelled us to interfere stuiously with the proper

arrauf^ement of the Museum by uecessitatiiig the storing away of tents, boxes with speci-

mens, and other stores in the galleries of the Museum.

The collections are all in good order and preservation.

Calcutta,

February 1876. I

T. OLDHAM,

Supdt.f Geological Surrey of India^

and Director of Geological Museum.

List of Societies and other Institutions from which puhlicntion.s have been received in

donation or exchange fur the Library of the Geological Survey of India during the

year 1876.

Batavia.—Koyal Society of Batavia.

Beklin.—German Geological Society.

„ Jh-ussian Acad(‘my of Sciences.

„ Oesellscliaft fur Erd Kiinde.

Bombay.—Bombay Branch of Royal Asiatic; Soc.icdy.

Bonn .—

N

aturh istorisches Verein s

.

Boston. —Museum of Comparative Zoology.

„ Boston Society of Natural History.

Breslau.— Silesian Society of Natural History.

Bristol.—Naturalists’ Society of—
Brussels.—

R

oyal Aeadeiny of Sciences.

Bt^FFALO,—Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences.

Calcutta.—Asiatic Society of Bengal.

„ Agricultural and HorticuJfura/ SoriHy.
Camuriuge, Mass., U. S., A.—United States Coast Survey.

Christiania.—Royal University of Norway.
Coi’ENliAOEN.—Roj'al Danish Academy.

Dijon.—Academy of Sciences, Dijon.

Dresden.—The Tai.s Society,

„ The Leopoldino Caroline Academy of Naturalists,

„ The Royal Museum.
Dublin. The Royal Irish Academy.

„ Royal Geological Society of Ireland.
EDiRBURon.—Geological Society of Ediiihurgh.

.» Royal Society of Edinburgh.

(Jenkva.—Physical and Natural History Soei(*ty of Geneva.
Glasgowt.—Philosophical Society of Glasgow.

Geological Society of Glasgow.
Gottingen.-

R

oyal Society of Science.

Lausanne.—Vandois Society of Natnml Science.

Liege.—Geological Society of Belgium.
Liverpool.—Litcraiy and Philosophical Society.

)> Geological Society.
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Lua\0on.—

E

ast Indian Associatioii,

„ Eoyjil Geographical Society.

Royal Society.

„ Geological Society of London.

„ Anthropological Institute.

„ Royal Institution.

„ British Museum.

„ Linnsean Society.

Manchksteb.—

G

eological Society.

MKLBotJENB.—Geological Survey of Victoria.

„ Mining Department, Victoria.

„ Royal Society of Victoria.

Minnesota.—Academy of Science.

„ Geological Survey of Minnesota.

Moscow.—Imperial Society of Naturalists.

Munich.—

B

avarian Academy of Sciences.

Nkuchatel.—Society of Natural Science at Nouchalel.

New Haven.—

A

merican Journal of Science.

New Zealand. --Colonial Museum and Laboratojy.

„ Wellington. New Zealand Institute.

Paeib.—L’admini^»tration des Mines.

„ Geological Society of France.

PestH. —Royal Hungarian Geological Institute.

Phil \T)ELi*inA.—Franklin Institute.

Plymouth.—Devonshire Association.

Rome. - Geological Commission of Italy.

Rooek EE.—

C

ivil Eiigineoring College.

Salem, Mass., V, S., A.—American Association for the advancement of Science.

„ Essex Institute.

STO('KnoLM.—Bureau de la recluTche Geologique du S\mde.

St. Peticksuc eg.—

I

mperial Academy of Sciences.

SvoNEV. *~-R('yal Society of New South Wales.

ToKON TO.—(kinad ian I nstitute.

Vienna.—Imperial Academy of Srivners.

K. Jv. Gcologisclie Rcic!is-an stall.

„ Zoologico-Botanical Society.

Washington, -Sinithsonian Institute.

YoKoiiAMA.—Gcrman Naturalists’ Society.

ZuBiCH,—Swiss Palamntological Society.

„ Swiss Natural History Society.

Governments of India, Madras, North-Western Provinces, Piinjah, and Bombay, Clii(*f Com-

missioners of British Burmah, Central Provinces, Surveyor General of India, Sijperint(*ndeni

of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, and the Supcriiitciidcnt of the Thomason

College, Roorkce.
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On the Geology of Sind. By William T. Blanfoud, a.r.s.m., i'.R.8., Deputy Supers

intendenl. Geological ISucvcy of India.

Introduction .—It has been for many 3’'t\'irs ]>nfit an olijoct of the last importance in

niabing out the relations of the tertiary rocks of India to ex imine the geology of the pro-

vince of Sind, and, but for the pressure of other work, the examination of that country would
liavc been undertaken before. I was directed by the Superintendi nt of the Geological

Survey on two previous occasions, in IHbO and 1871, to commence th(‘ survey of Sind, but
other and more jiressing work in each case interf<‘red. During the working season 1874-76,

a general examination of the jirovinee was made by my colleague, Mr. Feddon, and myself,

the principal results of which are given in the following pages. The area of which a preli-

minary survey and sketch mai) were made exceeds 0,000 square miles, exclusive of the alluvial

area. The survey is still iu progress, and all recent observations tend to confirm the

(diissificatioii proposed.

A very largo share of the work both in the field, and subsequently in the determination
of the fossils, was done by Mr. Fedden, and the knowledge gained of the geology is quite as

much due to Lis observations as to my ow^n.

The im])ortancc of a thorough geological examination of Sind is due to two circum-
Ktances. lirsi, it has long been known that there is in that province a fine series of tertiary

rocks abounding iu fossils. Secondly, the magnificent figures and desiTiptions of the liidian

numniulitic iossils by Messrs. D’Archiac and llaime in their “ Description des Animaux
fossiles du groupc NummiiUtique dc ITnde” published in 1853, probably the most impoi’tant
single contribution to Indian Ge<dogy ever issued in Europe, lose half their value from the
circumstance that the exact position in the series of the beds from which the different fossils

described were obtained was unknown. The majority of the fossils had been procured in
Sind, but tbe exact localities were not recorded.

Physical geography
. province of Sind consists geographically of tbe Indus valley

and of the lull ranges to the west of the river, from tbe neighbourhood of Kashmor and
Jucobabad, or the latitude of about 28® 30', to the sea.

The whole province is generally divided into Upper and Lower Sind. Upper Sind con.
sists of a broad alluvial plain extending for many miles on both banks of tbe river, but
interrupted near Sakhar (Sukkur) and llohii by a range of limestone hills, isolated in the
Blluvmm and running neady north and south. These hills are intersected close to their
northern extremity by the river which runs at this spot from north-cast to south-west, and
they extend about fifty miles south of it. Beyond the flat alluvial tract east of the river is

an extensive region of sandy desert. To the west of the river the alluvial plain extends to
Die mountains which form the frontier of the province, and which, under tbe name of the
Khirthar range,* extend from the Bolan pass to considerably south of Sehwau. There is
only one break in this range, that formed by the Gaj river, and the gorge of the stream is

quite impassable; everywhere else the range rises to heights varying from about 3,000 to

over 7,000 feet.

In Lower Sind the alluvial plain is almost confined to the left or east bank of the river,

and between the Indus and the western frontier of the province the country is hilly. On

In nil old mnpH this nnd nome other rniiR-os were iiuitod under the name of the Haln rnngo, hut no suchname Is rwognisod in the province. Dy Viesry tbe term Hala-ranjro was npplied l.*osely to several distinct ranffos,
which, misled by the maps of the period, ho evidently supposed to bo pni tions of the samo. nnd the name hasthus com^o to bo used commonly in works roforrmfjf t«> the Ocolopy ol Sind. The result, as roifards all attemptsto idontlfy the original IosbU localities, is most confu8in*f.

' itgnius au Htwimpis
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Iho pn4 of tlie river ttere is an isolated low rang-o of limestone Idlls near IFyderabad, and

another near Tatta. The country west of the river consists partly of an undulating plain,

partly of ranges of hills formed of limestone, and having a general north and south strike.

The hijihest of these ridges are met wiih south and south-west id fciehwau : towards Kotri,

Tatta aid Karaclii only low hills or undulating plains are found.

Cfolof^ical formations .—AVithiii the area of Sind no rocks have as yet been detect od

contaiiilm’’ fossils of older date than Eoeeno, but tlie lowest rocks Intherto found in the

province are unfossilifevons, or contain only a lew vegelahh* remains wliich are not well pre-

served. From Dr. Cook s researches ill Kelat, we know that mesozoic rocks with Amvio^

'iiites are Ibund in that direction, and at no great distance from our frontier ; whilst from

the Khirthar range close to the Uaj river, 1 saw lower beds cropping out from below the

eocene limestone.

^Jdie result of the res(‘ar<‘]i(‘s of the past year is that the following formations, in descend-

ing sequence, liave been dotceted in Sind

Kume of f'roup. Approximate a^c. Character of rocks.

Supoilicial lietlti, alluvium, icc. ... Subrceont and rocoiit IMitwn sand. Alluvium of llio InduK.hotU oflhc
river plain .ami (he delta. Slopes and deposiitf

of gravel, often eonsolidated.

21am liJia r o r .Scval i k . .

. 1

PUocouc (</) Massive emudomcrale on the edpe of (ho
alluvial plain

;
[h) clays, sandstones, and eonplo-

nierates, nsuiilly unfo!ijbilil‘erou.s, but Homo-
limos ooutaitiinj; bones.

GdJ or Supra-numniulitic Mioucuo Ilig-Uly foBRiliferouH marine limCKtoncs, clays nml
tsundstones, usually lu thin buds

; no uumniu-
litcs.

4, iVaW or Upper Nummulitic ... Lower miocene or upper eocene (a) Saudstones, very massive and of Rreat
thii'kness, Homolimea vurieprated; unfosmilifer-
ous, hut intorHlratified towards the base with
((>) yellow and brown limestoneK with Nammu-
iitf^ (/(minsennuf, N. iublcBvtgatuaf and Orbi-
toidea pap^racua.

3. Khirthar or Lower Nummulitic Eocene (a) Massive, white and prey limestones with
many Kpct’ies of NnmmutUea, Afuenliiia, &c.

(b) Hiphly fossil ifcrouH yellow limesluiie with
Opfrruhna euwa/ » /era. &c, (local).

^

(c) tirceu clays of Uohri and Hyderabad.

2. JRanilcot or lufra-iiummulitic ? Lower eocene Shales and sandstones, in part vnriepated and
richly colored, thiuly bedded, containing ouly
vopetable remains.

1. Volcanic ? Basalt.

The new names proposed arc all taken from well known localities in Sind. Mamhhar
is from the Manchhar Lake, on the southern and south-western hanks of which the Sind

representatives of the Sevaliks are well seen. Gd; is the name of a river which traverses

the frontier range north-west of Sehwan, and exposes a superb section of the middle tertiary

deposits. The name applied to the Upper Nummulitics is taken from the Nari Nai, a

stream which drains the hills a little way south of the Gaj, and the upper course of which

lies almost entirely amongst the formations named from it; whilst the Khirthar range,

dividing the whole of Upper Sind from Kelat, gives its name to tlic great mass of Lower

Nummulitic limestone, of which its higher ranges are entirely composed. The term pro-

posed for the Infra-nummulitic group is taken from the stronghold of the Sind Amirs in

the range north-west of Kotri. It appears to me better in eveiy case to apply a local
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name than to use exclusively terms derived from European Geology, which may subsequently

have to be abandoned, or to adopt names from other areas in India the rocks ot which

have not been distinctly correlated with those of Sind. There is, for instance, but little

reason to doubt that the Manchhar group of Sind represents generally the Sevalik and

Nahun beds of the Punjab ;
bet still there is a question as to whether it coiresponds only

to one of those groups, or whether both are represented.*

It should not bo forgotten that Messrs. D’Arcliiac and TIaime had actually foretoldf

from their examination of the fossils the division of the Sind Numniiilitics into two groups,

an upper division with Nt^rnmnlltes garitnsensis^ and a lower with A. Mamondi^ N
I^egmericit N, granuloaa^ N. vjcporicTia, Alveolhia ovoidea. See., and they also correctly

indicated the existence of a third sub-divi.sion without Numniulites. Ihit here the clue

alforded by the Foraminifera failed them, for there are beds without iniininulites at the

extreme base of the series, and others at tlie top, and it was, of course, impossible for them

to tell from whieh part of the series their fossils had been derived, except so far as the

allianc(‘ to European forms guided them.

Sul)S(‘quently it was shown hy Professor Martin Puncan (Annals and Magazine, Natural

History, Ser. .‘Ird, Volume XIII, p. 205), and by Mr. Jenkins ((Quarterly Journal Geological

S<)ci(‘ty, Lond., Vol. XX, p. 4/1), that many of the Sind fossils, .and especially some corals wdiieh

had not been described by Messrs. P’Arcbiac and llainie, wore nnmistukably of inioecne age.

The I'ock.s of Captain Yicary’s classifieation,^ to which allusion has so often been made

in geological works, arc the following, with their equivalents in the system now proposed;

Croups of Cuptiuu Vicaiy. Groups now pTopoHcd.

1. Coji;,d('iuci‘jil('

§

a. Clays and sandstone

S. Ujipor Ismo bed

4. .Sandstone'; fossils rare

f». 1.0wer bono bod

) Manchhar (.Sevalik).

• \)

CiKirse, nrcnacoons, calcareous rock v^MXx Cythrrea f.ro/ftti,|| • /Miocpni.\
Mniexaratii,Spatan9i:vLo:snwmxx\xiiiH ... .

|
P »•

Nari (Upper Nuunnulitic).

8. Niiujumlitic limestone of tbo Ilalii Ruupc Khirflmr, Lower ]S’ununulitic.

a. llhu'k slates; thickness unknown

* Dnrinir the past recess season, owing lo a number of other demands upon my time, it has been imiwesihlc

for me to investigate the relations of the Sind tertiary fauna as I eould have wished, whilst, owing to the sad events

which have deprived the Survey of its two Pala'ontologists successively, I have not had the advantage of aid from

those bettor qu.ahfied than myself to determiue paloioutological questions. Under these ciremnstanoes, Mr. Feddeii

undertook the examination of the fossils coUceted, with such aid as I could give him
;
and although I believe that

most of the identifleations mentioned in the subsequent pages are trustworthy, 1 do not venture to hope that they

are free from error. Tho ^ckinndermata and Foraminifera were examined chiefly by myself, the Mollusca by

Mr. Fodden. Time did not permit of the corals being examined,

t Descr. An. Foss du Groupe Nnm. de rindc, p. 359.

t Quarterly Journal Geological Society, Volume 111, p. 334,

§ This is the coarse conglomerate at tho Uip of tho series.

D Captain Vioiiry's fossil names liavo never lieen clearly identified. His Spafanyi may have been Breynia

carinofit, Brhinolamptti JacgueBumfii, \ his Jlypponicee I have been unable to trace. It is just possible they may

have been Luunlttee,
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Volcanic Rocks.

At the base of the section exposed at Rauikot, where the lowest beds found in the pro-

vince are seen, and aj^ain in a similar position, as I learn from Mr. Fedden, north of Rauikot,

basalt is seen. The exposure in each case occupies only a few scpiare f<*et, and is very

obscure. Nothing of importance with reference to this rock has been added during the

I)ast season to the observations made in 1863,* and it is still uncertiiin whether the basalt

is intrusive or not, and, in the latter case, whether it belongs to the Deccan group of traps.

Its rtdation to the ovcrljdng beds in the latter case is remarkably similar to what it is in

Kachh.t

2. RaNIKOT GiIOUP OE iNrilA-NUMMULITIC,

Those bods have alread}^ been described in the Memoirs.J They consist of sandstones,

shales and clays, with gypsum, and are freqxiently remark.able for their bright and variegated

colors. In some places the shales are carboimceous, and irregular deposits of lignite occur

in them, and they frequently contain pyrites and yield alum.

About feet of these bods are exposed in Ranikot, between the base of fhe nuin-

mulitic limestone and the small hummock of basalt which forms the lowest of the rockg

seen in the section.

The only organic remains observed in the beds themselves are vegetable, being dicotyle-

donous loaves, stems. See. But north of Ranikot, Mr. Fedden found some hands of cal-

careous shale and iiuiostono some distan<;e below the base of the white Nnmmulitic (Kliirtliar)

limestone and interst ratified with sandstones and shales which may belong to the Ranikot

group. These bands contain Cardiia Jieauviunii, I^auHlus J^'orhesiyN. Lahecheiy and a few

other fossils. Tlioso above named have Cretaceous afiinities. Further examination of the

locality is desirable in order to ascertain the extent to which th(‘ two groups can be con-

sidered as iuterstratified. It shoidd be noticed that neither Cardita lieaumonti nor the

species of NciuHIks liave hitherto been obtained by Mr, Fedden or lu^’sclf at any higlier

horizon than the extreme base of tin* Kliirtliar group.

Th(? R.ariikot group is but sjiaringly exposed in Sind. It is seen at Ranikot itself, and

extends for some distance to the iiortli, huully aj>peariiig on tlio outer scarp of the hills. It

is also exposed within the range about four miles west of Ranikot, where it oeeuj)ics a

valley about five miles long by a mile broad, and tljoro is a small tract composed of it

around Lainyan south-east of Ranikot and north-west of Kotri. ^Hero, however, the ground

is greatly concealed by surlace gravtds, and much of the area to the westward is occupied hy

the grey sat) dstoues of the Manchhar (Sevalik) group, wlimh in ])laces so closely resemble some

of the sandstones of Ratiikot that they cannot easily bo distinguished.

3. Khikthae oe Lowee Nummulitic Geoup.

This is by far the most important and characteristic group of rocks in Sind, and all

the higlier hills of the province are composed of it. As usually developed, it consists of an

immense thickness of massive grey and white limestone, abounding in Nurnmnlites and

other Forarniuifera and unbroken by a single band of any other rock. Such is its character

from tlie northern frontier of Sind to Kotri, but to the southward I am informed by

Mr. Fedden that the group shows a tendency to break up into distinct beds, the t3q)ical

hard limestone being interstratifiod with bands of softer limestones, sandstones, and shales,

and in adjoining areas, in Kachb and Baluchistan, the massive white or grey limestone forms

but a subordinate portion of the grouji.

• Mem. Goologicttl Survey of India, Vol. VI, p. 6.

t Mem. Geolof^ical Snrvoy of Indio, Vol. IX, p. 75.

J Mem. Geological Survey of indiii, Vo!. VI, p. 4,
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At tlie base of the Numnmlitic limestone, fossiliferous beds occur in parts of the

province. These beds it appears best for the ]>reseiit to associate with the Kbirtliar ^roup,

althouf^h tht\y may ultimately prove worthy of distiindion, or it nuiy, a- above suggested,

prove necessary to class them with the Infra-niimuuilitic beds of Ranihot.

The most nortbem locality at whicb the basement bedh of the Kummulitic group appear

to be exposed in Sind is on the west side of the hills south ofRohri. Here beds of pale-

green gypseous elays arc seen, interstrati fied with a few bands of iiu})ure dark limestone and
calcareous shale. These beds are fossiliferous, but the only species that has been recognised

in them is Natica lungii^plraf wddeh appears to have a wide range in time, being found, accord-

ing to D’Arcbiac, in the upper eocene beds with NnmmulUes garansensis. Species of

Lucinaf Cardkm, Leda^ Pewpicr, Cerithimn^ and Roxiellaria also occur.

Similar green clay was observed by Mr. Fedden near Ilj^derabad, but no good section

was found, nor were any fossils detected in it. In neither case was the base of the green
clays seen, so that it is impossible to be certain whether they are not a band locally inter-

calated in the limestones. The latter appears most probable at Hyderabad.

At the base of the thick Nummulitic limestone in the Vero plain north-west of Kotri,
and in similar beds on the same horizon near Jhirk (Jerruck) and Tatta, some very fossili-

feroua ytdlowish-brown limestone is found, in which the following fossils have been
identified :—

*

Furaininifara.

Oporculiim canalifera (very abundant). Niimmulites Leymcriei.

0 lattaeusis, Carter. irregularis.

Echinodennata.

. Fehinolampas sp. (one very near K
snbsimilis).

Eurhodia Morrisi.

Hemiustcr digonus.

Jiraclt iojfoda.

Ter- hratula ap,

LamvlUhranch la la.

Spoiidylus Rouaultl.

Gasferopoda.

Toroholliun jdicatuin.

T. suhbelemnitoideum.

Host vlhii'ia ang-isioma.

R. Pre.stwiclii.

It. fusoides.

Ctpliahpoda.
nw. ..un ^uuufuiuiusiaims.

Labechei.

K. Forbc^i.

Cardlta Beaumont i.

Turritclla anguJafa.

T. assiuulis,

Neritii Schmedediana.

Ratica longispira.

Terebellum distortum.

1./1 r

Cidiiris ffalacnsis ?

Poroci (1ar i s (spin es)

.

Teiuiioplounis Valencicnncsi.

• 1.. thi. «,ul „thor lirt, I)-Ar.hiao A,ui n.muo: nrc Tl.-ir uU.n di/I.r r,„„, .h...

irt!ror."!n«
;

“
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The mas&lve Nuramulilio Ihiicstone itself abounds in fossils, especially ForamiviCi ra,

but owinj' to the nature of the rocks and their mode of \veatherin;j:, their orj^anio cumtents

usually only appear in section on the weathered surface. Corals, Kolnwoilemuiia and

^ollusca abouiul, but the latter, as a rule, weather out as casts. The I’oUowini' are some

of the most characteristic fossils ideutifiod :

—

Furaminifera.

Orbitolites sp. Nummulites obiusa, Hmnondi, Ibivrit-

Orbitoides dispansus. zeiisis, R’.aumonti, Viearyi, e>;poueuB,

Patellina Cooki. granulosa, spira, and Leymcriei.

Alveolina ovoidea and A. splieroidea.

Ecbinolampas discoideus.

E. Sindensis.

Eurhodia Ctilderi.

Conoclypeus pulvinatus ?

Amblypygus sp.

Fibularia sp.

Echinodermata.

Enpaiagus avellana.

Sebizaster sp.

Brissopsis Soworb}^ P

B. Bcutiformis.

B. sp.

Lamellihrmioli tafa.

Ostrea vesicAilavis (0. globosa, Sow.) Yulsolla legumon.

Pholadomya lialaensis.

Gasteropoda.

Ncrita Schinedeliana (very abundant). Ovulum Murcliisoni and other specie's.

Crustacea.

Arges Murchisoni (Galenopsis Murchi- Banina sp.

soni).

Amongst the above tlic most common and characteristic forms are Orhifoidcs (dispansus^

Povv.), Nunimulites of various species, Alrcollna, and Ncrita Sekmedf tiana. Of tli(‘ age of*

this group it is unnecessary to say aTiything, as it is, of course, the same as that of the Ahminui-

litic limestone of Southern Euroijc, viz., typically eocene.

The thickness of the Khirtbar group has not been determined, but, where fully

developed in tlie Kliirtliar range, it cannot he less tlian feet, and it may he twice as

much. To the south, however, the thickness iniikt diminish greatly, and near Jhirk {wid

Tatta it, probably, does not exceed a few lumdred feet.

The Nummulitic limestone forms the whole liigher ])ortion of the Kliii'thar range from

the northern frontier of Siiid to the termination of the rang(^ within the province a hunt

fift}" miles south-by*-west of Sehwan. It also composes the range wliich umh‘r various

names, Lakki, Eri, Daphro, &c., runs soutli from Sehwan to beyond Bula Klian’s Thami,

and the several ridges to the westward near the Hahb, the southernmost of wljicli tnrmimites

at Cape ATonze, It, moreover, occupies a consideraldc tract of country near Kotri arnl Jliirk

(JeiTuck), and forms the isolated hills of Sakhar (Sukkur), Roliri, Hyderabad, and Tatta.

4. Naei oe Uppee Nummfjlitic Geoup.

The upper sub-division of the numrnulitics of Sind is, where best developed, very nearly,

if not quite, equal in thickness to the lower, but its composition is vf?ry differtuit. At the base

it contains a variahh* thickness of brown and yellow limestone abounding in Fwnmuliivs

garansensis, K, suhtfm'igata, and Orhitoides Fortisi (— O, paptjravea^ Boubtk*), intersl ra-

tified with sandstone and shale. These beds are in plrtces tlvc hundred feet thick, but usually
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uincli loss. All tLe upper portion of tbe group consists of massive samUtone beds, which

are generally quite unfossilil'erouH, but occasionally contain bands of clay and shale with

fruginentary plant remains. Towards the base of the sandstone, bods of limestone with the

characteristic Nummuliteit are occasionally intcrstratificd, sonic! imes tiwi hundred feet, or

even more, above the principal limestone beds at the base ol llic group
;
tims clearly showing

that the limestones with /yarauA-ewA/**, &c., belong to the same sub-division of

the tertiary series as tlie sandstones.

In many places, especially" towards the base, very ferrnginous hands are intorstratified

with the sandstones ;
and south of Sehwaii, on the west side of the liliagcdoro range, where

the thic.knesH oftlie whole grou}) is much less than in tlie Khirlliar range, the upper portion

consists of ironstone, rerruginous sandstones, and brightly coloured clays, purple, brown, and

while. On the Khirlhar range, howeviT, almost the whole group, except at the base, is

composed of massive beds of brown sandsloue. Throughout the area examin(‘d, the upper

nuinmulitics rest, conformably upon the lower, hut there is a complete break in mineral

cliaracter, and the fossils are diflerent, the two characteristic species of Nummulite, for

instance, being distinct from any hitlierto found in the Khirthar group.

The whole thickness of the Nari group on the Khirthar range can scarcely be less than

five thousand feet.

In some phiccs the limestones at the base of the Nari group contain a large number of

Mollusca and Echinodermata. The following have been identified
; a large proportion are

from Bhagotoro, south of Sehwan :

—

Nummulites garansonsis.

N. subhevigala.

Foratmnifera.

Orbitoides Fortisi.*

Fr/tiuodermafa.

Cidaris Verneinli.

(VlopleuruR Forln^si.

Ecliiiwinthus profundus ?

Echinolamjias, sp. iiov.

Eupatagus rost i-atus,

Schizastor Ikdoutchislaueusis,

S. Newboldi

Oorhula harpa.

Venus granosa.

Cardium triforme.

LamcUihrancJiiata,

]\^cten Lahadyei.

Ostrea flabellula.

Natica piitulii.

N. sigaretina,

N. decipiens.

Siliquaria Granti.

Solarium affine, 2 vars.

Trochus cumulans,

Bhasianclla Oweni.

TurritelJa Deshayosi.

T. angulatn, var.

T. Renevicri.

Triton Davidsoni.

Voluta jiigosa.

V. dentata.

Cypr.-ea nasuta and other species.

Terebellum obtu s um.

The most common forms being- fJw Fora-
miui/era and Fecten Lahadgei.

• (KouWe) : sec Goolofjical Magazine. November lB7o, p. M/i. As befoio remarked, for conveni-
enco sake, D’Arcbiac and llainie’s sfjecifie names aro pre&erved tbronghout tViis paper. 1 lielievetbis rbiz<ipod to
Ik; correctly idontifiod, but at the same time it ai>]>ears to me to bo the sfiecics ideutitiod by Dr. Carter with
O. Journal, Bombay Branch Boyal Asiatic Socict^^ vi, pji. 70, 82, Ate., Au.
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A ltliona:li the relations of the fossils named above appear, on the whole, to be Eocene

rathe]' than Miocene, tliere boinjf a predominance of species siich as Safira pafuht, JW nigara*

tinaf Ostrea jlahelIulaj T olnta juf/osa^ A'O,, found, or represented by closely allied forms, in

EoeeTie beds in Euroi)e, there is a considerable admixture of species with Miocene affinities,

such as Graiiii, Solarium ajffinc, and EcJihtanllms {Cl i{pvas(vr). Of the two

characteristic species of NummnUtes also, one, N. sublarigata, is p(‘euliar, bein^ unlviiown

out of India, whilst the other, JV, garansensis, is met with in the lower Miocene beds of

Eraiu'c.'*

It should not be fort^otten that the fossiliferous beds arc at the base of the Nari fcronp,

and if, as appears probable, these are hi^h Eocene, the upper portion of the division may,

very possibly, bo of Miocene ajje.

The rocks of the Nari group extend nearly throughout the Khirthar range, forming a

belt of lower hills along the western base of the main ridge. This belt vai'ies gresitly in

breadth, but is rarely less than fi-oin two to thriKJ miles across, exce})t in the extnune nortli,

close to the frontier, where these beds are cut out apparently by a fault, or squeezed into a

narrow belt, a few feet in width, and in the extreme south, whore the}' appear, in places, to

have been removed by denudation. On the Giij river, the tract of country occupied

by upper Nummulitic rocks is about three and a half miles wide; on the Nari Nai, from

which its name is taken, it expands grcai.ly and is six miles broad. The same rocks occupy

the broad valley of the Angai stream south of the Nari, and, sweeping round the northern

termination of the Bhit range, form the greater portion of the valley to the eastward

Their area in this direction has, however, yet to be ascertained. They are largely developed

in the broad valley of Chorlo and Malirri running south from the Mancdihar Lake, and they

are met with again about Tatta, but they do not appear to be found east of the Laki Kara

and Eri range between Sehwiin and Kotri. They, however, occupy a largo tract of country

near Jungshahi, and are represented in many parts of Kohistan. Their area towards

Karachi remains to be determined.

5. Gaj or Supra-nummulitic Group.

Above the sandstones of the Upper Nummulitics there is found a group of highly

fossiliferous limestones, sandstones, and shales, distinguished by a very dilferont fauna,

from wbicli NummuUtes are entirely absent. This group is easily recognised by being

composed of several thin bands of hard limestone, usually of a brown colour, but oocasioii-

ally white, with sandstones and shales intcrstratifiod, in bands of small thickunss. Tho
limestone weathers into ridges which may frequently be traced for miles amongst the outer

hills of the Khirthar range.

The most characteristic bands of limestone are about the middle of the formation.

They contain 'EcUinodennata (especially Bregnia carivala) in considerable quantities, and

they frequently abound in corals. The Echinodermata appear, as a rule, to be confined to

one bed, but further examination is necessary: all that can be positively asserted is, that a

hand of limestone, abounding in fossil sea-urchins, occurs throughout a large area at

about the same horizon. Towards the base of the group shales and sandstones prevail, but

the latter may, as a rule, be easily distingui.shed from similar rocks in the underlying Nari

group by being comparatively tliin, each bed rarely exceeding eight or t(*n feel in tliickness,

and by their being in terstratified wiib shales or InncsUwe, often fo^isiJiforouH. Tho upper

portion of the Gaj group consists usually of calcareous sandstone and hard marls, with

shales and clay, and the uppermost beds frequently abound in Turrtiella angulata .and

other allied species of the same genus. In some localities, as on the Maki Nai, and again

D’Arch. and Haiinc, An. Foss. Num. de ITnde, p. 101,
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on tbo Klionji Nai, the bi{;fhe8t bods of the group are clays with gypsum, containing,

besides TtirrUclla angulaia^ ibo following fossils :

—

Corbubi, trigonalis. Tellina subdonacialis.

Luci)ia (Diplodonta) inoerta. Area Larbanensis.

Tliese beds may, very pro])ably, bo oatnarino, for Area granosa, tbo living Indian repre-

seniative of Arm Larkanrnnift/x^ oi' the mosi, typical of estuarine molliisbs, and tbo

Tdl'nia, Corhula, and J)ifih)(tonta* iiW have allies living in esluaries. These supposed

estuarine bods are (juite coulurmable to the overlying Mancbbar (Sevalik) group and appear

to pass inio it.

The tiaj group, wliere bosl. developed, as on tbo Gaj river, is at least one thousand feet

tbicdc. As a rule, tlirougbout the Kbirtbar range, it is conformable to the Upper Nuinmulitics,

but west of the Manclibar Lake?, near Tandra Ualiim Kluin, it rests uncoiiformably upon all

the oldcT beds, for its outcrop (‘xtends in a nearly straiglit line across the Angai valley,

\vhi(‘b is formed by a synelinal of the Nari or Upjier Numrnulitic group. Further south,

in tb(^ country soutli>west of Jlula Khan’s Tliana, the (laj beds are nearly horizontal over

a large area, whilst the nummulitic Ixals, both Kbirtbar .and Nari, wIkto they rise to the

eastward from beneath the lu'wer formation, exhibit much greater disturbance. In one

spot near Bula, Ivlian’s Tbana (laj beds Avere found resting diri'ctly on Lower Nuinmulitics.

The following is a list of tlu^ ju-Iiicipal fossils identified from the (laj group. Forjunini-

f(U*a are not very eommon, and bitlierto in JSind, as lias been already mentioned, no species

of NiiniinuUtea bus been observed in these rocks:—

I^or(imiit[fcra.

Operculiua caiialifera

?

inodermafa.

f^a‘lo])loiiriis Forbesi, vur.

(’. (sp. nov.?)

Fell inns Stracbeyi ?

Kell inant Inis jirofundus.

K. balaeiisis ? var.

K. sp.

Kebinodisens sp. (near the recent E. auri-

tiis^ but w'ith closed lunules).

Kcb iIK >1 ,ampas Jaequcinon ti

.

E. sjdieroidalis?

Ilreynia carinata.

Brissus (Mcoma) sp.

Maretia sj). (undistingnisbable from the

recent M. plauuhtla).

Scbizasler sp.

Lam (i1ihrancli ia ta.

( ? Ku])bus'i rectusf (Sevpula recta, Sow).

Covbula trigonalis.

Tellina (Maeomii) subdonacialis,

Luclua (Diplodonta) incerta.

Astarte byderabadensis.

Ten us granosa.

Y. caucellata.

V. (Tapes) subvirgata.

V. (Dosinia) pseudoargiis (= D. exaspe^

ratat Chemnitz, recent).

Cardium anoinule.

Area Larkbanaensis.

A. Peetheiisis.

A. Kurraebb nsis.

Foctuiiculus pccten,

Pecteu Cornells.

P. Bouci.

P. Favrei.

Spondylus Tallavignesi.

Ostrea muliicostata.

0. byoiis (recent).

O. denticnlata (ditto).

• Mr. G. Ncvill has dono nio the favour of comparing the Diplodonta and some other species, and I letim

from him that a living species common in the Indian seas, wliich iioilher of us can distinguish from the fossil

Dtplodonlii. is unnamed. I am not acquainted with the proci.se habitat of the living form, but either the same
or a clo.^ely allied .species occurs with estuarine Moliusca at Bombay. The Tellina belongs to the subgenus
Macoma, and is very close to T. (Macoma) wt/te/ormi$t Sow,, a cumnum recent estuarine species.

t A form undistiugnishublo from this it, found also in the Khirbhdr group. In both cases the lube is certainly

that of a mollusc, not uf im annelid.
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Gasteropoda.

Turritella angulata. Buccimuu Caufcloyi.

Bucrcinum Yicaryi.

Crustacea.

Balaiius sublavia. Palajocai’pilius rugifer.*

The most characteristic fossils of the forraation are Breyiua carluaia and Osfvea miiltU

rostata. Species of Cfgpeastcr {JPlch inanthus apud D’Archiac and Ilaime), Frhinolampas

Jacquemonti, Kuphus {!) rectus, Venus granosa. Area LarHanaensis, A. Peethams,

A. KurracMensis, Pccteti Favrei, TurriteUa angulata, and Bahinus subteevis are also

common.

That the above fauna is later than Eocene is self evident, the genera of Echinodermata

alone being amply sufficient to prove the later tertiary ago of the rocks. 1 feel some doubt

as to whether the group is as old as the Miocene of Europe. It must be boruo in mind

that one important characteristic of the European Miocene is the i)resenco of genera now

confined to tropical or subtropical seas, and consequently a similar fauna in subtropical Indian

rocks may indicato a later geological age. The definite test of the ago oi* Indian later

tertiary rocks must be llic same as that applied by Lyell and others in Europe—the com-

parison of tbo fossils with the fauna now living in neighbouring seas—and until tliis can be

made, only a provisional age slioiild, I think, bo assigned to the beds. Whilst, therefore, the

Guj group may for the present be called Miocene, as forming tlie middle tertiary group or

Sind, 1 think it i)ossiblc that it may ultimately prove Pliocene, and that the Nari beds are, in

part at least, the equivalents of the European Miocene. Bearing in mind that the fossili-

ferous beds at tlie base of the Nari group have unmistakable mioceno affinities, it is impossi-

ble to consider the Gaj beds older than Upper Miocene.

The Gaj group is found throughout the Khirihar range, and usually forms the first

well marked ridge west of the lower hills of soft Sevalik (or Manchhar) sandstones. South

of the Nari Nai, this bolt of middle tertiary beds turns to the sonlh-east, and finally more to

the eastward, and it forms a range of bills of small elevation about four miles south-west

uf the Manchhar Lake. To the south-west of the lake, the group appears to be entirely

wanting, and the Sevaliks rest, apparently conformably, upon the Upper Numinulitics (Nari).

The Gaj beds are also absent east of the range running south from Sehwan.f Tliey, however,

appear in places in the valleys to the west of that range, near Bula Khan’s Thana; and
south-west of that place and of Tong they occupy a very large tract of country, hitherto

imperfectly examined, extending south-east towards Jungshahi, and west towards the Hahh
river, along which fhey stretch to the neighbourhood of Karachi. Their relations witli the

overlying rocks in this country require further examination.

6. Manchhar or Sevalik Group.

The highest group of the Sind tertiary series has hitherto received but little attention.

It is unfossiliferons as a general rule, and there can bo but little doubt of its representing

formations better exhibited and more fossiliferous in tlje Sub-Himalayan region, and already

widely explored. It is far from impossible that further study of the Sind beds may show
that they are separable into two or more sub-groups. In one instance at least there was
observed evidence of pro])ablc unconformity between different portions of them.

* Stoliezka, Pal. Indica.

t A bed only two or three feet thick hae just been found roprcBentin^ them near Vero. It reslw o» KljirtJiar

Umeatoue, and coutoiits 0$irea multicottata, PecUn Faorei, ife.
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The Sevalik beds in Sind consist of clays, sandstones, and conglomerates. The clays are

usually buff or red in colour, the sandstones reddish-brow^n or grey. One very characteristic

bed is a rather fine greenish-grey sandstone composed of fragments of quartz, felspar, and

hornblend. This sandstone is often quarried for platters used to bake bread upon. In the

reddish-brown sandstone the hornblend is absent.

The conglonu'uitos vary much in character. Asa general rule, and especially towards

the base of tlu* grouj), they contain rolled fragments of argillaceous sandstone and clay,

closely resembling the fissociatod beds in the same group. As a rule, too, except in the upper

congloimu-ate at tlie top of the group, pebbles of the older tertiary formations are wanting ;

but in a few instances they have been found. This is the case in one bod on tlie Khenji Nai,

and cotiglomeratic hands containing Nummulitic limestone and Gaj (Miocene) limestones are

seen on the road between Shah Ilassan on the Manchhar Lake and Pir Gaji.

On the top of the Manchhar or Sevalik and on the edge of the alluvium there is found,

in most parts of the Khirthar range, a very thick bed of coarse conglomerate composed

of largo pebbles of nummulitic limestone and other rocks, amongst which fragments of a

quai'tzite are abundant. This conglomerate bod in places, as at the outlet of the Gaj, cannot

be loss than two or three hundred foot thick. It is disturbed and inclined like the Manchhar

beds beneath it, and it appears conformable to them. It has, however, an appearance of

passing upwards into the gravels of the slope outside the range, but such appearances are

iometiines fallacious. At the same time it is far from improbable that the conformity of

this conglomerate to the Manchhar beds may be only apparent.

The thickness of the Manchhar group in Sind has not been ascertained with any

certainty, but it can scarcely be less in places than five thousand feet.

Except near Karachi, where some oysters were found by Mr. Fedden in beds apparently

belonging to this group,* no marine fossils have hitherto been obtained in it, and the principal

recognizable remains of vertebrata hitherto collected by the Survey are some bones and

teeth of llhinoceros and Crocodile. Captain Vicary and some other explorers appear,' how-

ever, to have found bones in larger numbers.

From the circumstance that the Manchhar group rests unconformahly on the Gaj

beds, which are at the oldest Upper Miocene, it is manifest that the Manchhar group itself

cannot bo older than Pliocene. This result is extremely important, if, as appears almost

certain, the Manchhar beds of Sind are the equivalents, in part or wholly, of the Sevalik

and Nahun beds of Ihe Punjab, since the latter have generally been referred by all writers

to a Miocene opocli.f The Makran group, the possible equivalent of the Manchhar in

Baluchistan, is newer Pliocene or Pleistocene.

It appears to me that the Sind beds cannot be of marine origin. With one or two local

exceptions, they are entirely destitute of mollusca or other forms of marine animal life,

whilst similar beds in the Gaj group just below are full of fossils. The coarse conglomerate

at the top of the group is chiefly composed of pebbles which appear to have been rolled

in streams, their form being too oblate for them to have been formed on a> sea beach. I am
strongly disposed to suspect that the Manchhar group, despite its enormous thickness, is

• Within the last few days, some more oysters have been found, also by Mr. Fedden, at Vero, west of Eotri.

They are acoompuniod by two kinds of JDalanui.

t 1 have, for a long time past, doubted whether the Sevalik; rocks were correctly referred to so early a date

as the Miocene, and I expressed my doubts, mainly founded on the great proportion of remains of ruminants to

those of other orders, to Dr. Falconer bimsolf as long ago as 1862.
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of subaerial origin, the clays having,- probably, been formed in an alluvial plain, and the

conglomerates and sandstones deposited by streams and the wash of rain from hills.

The Manchhar group is unconformable to the Gaj group. This is proved by the ch^-

currence of fragments of the Gaj limestones in places in the Manchhar conglomerates, and
also by the newer group in places near Sehwan and Kotri overlapping the older and

resting unconformably upon the upper or lower Nummulitic beds. But, as a rule, through-

out the Khirthar range, the Manchhar beds rest conformably on those of the Gdj group.

The Sind Sevaliks form a belt of low hills on the flanks of the Khirthar range as much
as fourteen miles in breadth near Ghaibi Dero, west of Larkano, hut usually not more than

four or five miles wide. South and west of the Manchhar Lake the same rocks occup3’^ a consid-

erable tract of undulating couiitr3\ They are found on the west side of the Laki hills,

south-west of the Manchhar, and they cover much of the ground between the Indus and the

continuation of the same range to the southward. Tliey arc also met with locally about Bula

Khan’s Thana and in some of the other valleys of Kohistan. Their extent near the coast

is obscure, for they appear to change in character in this direction, and they may be repre-

sented by the Makran group but this point has not been determined as yet.

The Manchhar beds were evidently deposited before the elevation of the Khirthar range,

since they are tilted up with the beds of which the higher hills arc formed. They thus

mark the close of the tertiary period in Sind, and a break exists between them and the undis-

turbed forajations of more recent date.

7. Recent and Sub-Recent Deposits.

Although these cover the greater portion of Sind, they possess hut little geological

importance by themselves. They are merely local forms of wdde spread formations, and,

from their simplicity, demand but brief notice.

The alluvium of tlie Indus plain is rather sandy, perhaps in consequence of the great

extent to which sand is carried over the country by wind. Otherwise the alluvium presents

no peculiarities, or at least none have been observed.

Along the base of the Khirthar and other ranges are slopes of gravels similar to those

found in Persia and the dry regions of (Centra). Asia, but on a much smalliu* scale. These

dcpo.sits are evidently due to the wa.sh of rain and small streams, and similar slopes occur in

all countries, but they are peculiarly conspicuous in the desert regions, in consequence of the

absence of vegetation.

Large accumulations of gravel and sand are found in many of the valleys between the

ranges in Lower Sind and amongst the lower hills of the Khirthar. These gravels are often

cemented into a conglomerate by carbonate of lime.

Blown sand is frequently found in parts of the Indus plain covering the surface and

forming low hillocks. To the east of the Indus it covers a large tract of desert country,

separating Sind from Rajputana.

On the correlation of the Sind tertiaries with those in neighbouring countries.

importance of a knowledge of the rocks of Sind, for the purpose of affording a clue to the

tertiary geology of other parts of India, has already been noticed. Much additional study of

the fossils is necessary before anything like accurate correlation is practicable, and it is

possible that the distribution of organic remains in the tertiary rocks of other parts of India

may differ slightly from that found in Sind.

* Records, Goologicnl Surrey, India, IS7 vol. r, p. 4].,
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The tertiaries of Kaohh, south-west of Sind, were described by Captain Grant in 1837,

and have since been mapped and classified by Messrs. Wynne and Fedden (Mem. Geoh
Surv. India, Vol. IX). The following groups were distinguished by the latter. I place

against each its probable equivalent in Sind:

—

KavliJi.

F. Upper Tertiary.

E. Argillaceous group.

D. Arenaceous group.

C. Numniulitic group.

13. Gypseous shales.

A. Sub-Numinulitic.

Sind,

Manchhar or Sevalik.

Gaj or Supra-Nunimulitic.

Kari or Upper Nummulitic.

Khirthar or Lower Nummulitic.

P Ranikot or Infra-Nummulitic.

At the same time it is only just to state that these identifications arc chiefly based upon

fossil evidence contained in the detailed descriptions,* and that tliis evidenije does not always

coincide witli tlu^ distribution of organic remains found in Sind. For instance, Nurnmnlitcs

lire said to have boon found in the argillaecous group of Kaehh,t wliilst none have liitherto

heen met with in the corrcsiionding Sind formation. Mr. Fedden tells me that it is probable

that the majiping of portions of the Kachh tertiaries, which are frequently very ill-exposed,

muy vt'qnire alteration. Some of the identifications of Fossils, too, were made with imperfect

means ol comparison. Unrortunately it is not speeifi(‘d in the Memoir which of the identi-

fi(!{itlons are by Dr. Stollezka, wbo compared most of tbe forms eumnerated in the detailed

doscri])ti()ns.

Of ICathiawad wo only know as 3’et that a tertiary series is found, near the base of

which Nummulitic liinestono occurs. Above this Mr. Theobald, in bis manuscript report,

enumeratos in ascending order (a) T'enus gretnos'a beds, wbicb are probably, in piiri at least,

the representatives of tbe (liij group of Sind; (/3) Perim beds, approximately of Sevalik age,

and, tberefon!, <*on'esponding to the Manchhar grouj) of ^^ind, and (y) Milliolito beds, w'bieh

are, possibly, the equivalents of part of the Miikran gr«>up, and are not, so far as w-o know,

represent(‘d by inavine beds in Sind at all.

Ill Eastern Gujrat.J in the districts of Surat and Hroacb, the tertiary formations above

the volcanic series of the Dcijcan traps are ver^' ill-exposed. Near their base limestone is

found with numerous fossils, several of which are ehavactonstic of the Sind Khirthar group

(Eocene), whilst higher in the series sandstones, clays, and gravels with liulanus and other

fossils occur. These may, possibly, represent the Gaj group of Sind.

Turning northwards from Sind, the first place (with the exception of the hills north of

the modern Jacobabad, briefly described b}’ Captain Vicary) of wliich we bav(‘ any definite

inlbrmation is tbe portion of the Sulini.an range, recent ly examined by Mr. l{all,§ west of

Dora Gbazi Kbiui. Mr. Ball describes beds, wbicb be considers of Sevalik age, resting upon

sandstones wit h clays
; the latter beds are, probably, tbe representatives of tbe Sind Manchhar

group, and Mr. Ball’s ^evaliks may correspond to the massive conglomerate found in Sind at

the top of the tertiary series.

Of course, considering that Mr. Ball made only a flying visit to the hills at the most
unfavourable season ol the year, ho may have easily overlooked some groups, and representa-

tives of the Gaj and Nari beds of Sind could scarcely have been detected without a careful

survey. Still the absence of the massive sandstones of tbe former group is important-

• 1. 0 . pp. sal, 289.

t pp. 2.13, 2S0.

J Memoirs Cleologlcal Survey of India, VI, pp. fil-fi,), 20S, A;c.

§ Records Geological Survey of India, VH, p. IJw.
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But the lower portion of Mr. Ball's section corresponds well with what is known of Sind.

He found Nummulitic limestone, evidently of Khirthar a{?e, resting upon a j^reat j^roiip of

alum shales and sandstone with coal, apparently represent! the Ranikot bods of Sind.

So little has as yet been ascertained definitely about the Punjab tertiary rooks, that it is

best to defer all attempts at identifyiujj them until more is known of their ori^anic rcinnins.

With the Sub-Himalayan rocks described by Mr. Mcdlicott,’*‘‘ the followinj; are possible

identifications, but the absence of marine fossils in the two upper sub-divisions of the Sinmir

group renders comparison difiicult

Sub-Himalaya near Gauges, Sind,

Sevalik

Nahan 1
Manchbar.

fKasaoli ... P

Sirmiir Dagshai ... P

iSabathu... ... ... Khirthar,

Tlio most striking point is that, so far as the examination has liitherto prooeeded, no
marine representative oi the Gtij Miocene group has been found north of SimI, unless the

occurrence of a single valve of Lvcina (D'qfloiJonia) iurrrfa in the Salt rangc^f he evidcaioo

of its existence. Mr. Medlicott notes the existence of (hfreci innhlroslafa in the Sahaihu

gronp.J but it is far from clear that this species, .althongh it is so common in ih(‘ (hij group

as to he a characteristic fossil, is confined to that horizon even in India. In Europe it is an

Eocene form. Whether the Kasaoli or Dagshai bods represent the Nari group of Sind

remains to bo determined.

Lastly, west of Sind, in Makran, there is found a thick group of marine beds of very-

late age, certainly not older than Pliocene. This group, whi(‘h is greatly developi'd near the

coast, I have proposed to call the ]\ljikran gronp.g It rests with apparent local conformity

on an immense thickness of sandstones and shales, in wliich occasionally beds of Numinulitie

limestone occur. All this h»wor portion of the series, in the only country in which I was

able to examine it, is greatly disturbed .and altered, all the beds, as a nde, l)eing vertical or

nearly bo, and it was impossible to classify the rocks below the Maknin group.

This Makran group is certainly unrepresented in Sind by any marine beds hitherto

examined: (it must be borne in mind that the neighbourhood of tl»e coast requires further

attention;) most of the included fossils are recent species, and not a single characteristic

Gaj (Miocene) form has been detected in Makran (*xcept Area (Farallcfojyijxdum) tortuosa,

which may prove undisiinguishable from Area Kvrrachitnds.

The natural suggestion arises that the Makran group nmy represent the Manchliar

formation of Sind : but this remains to be proved. The one formation is exclusively marine,

the other freshwater, and until the intervening area has been examined, it would he premature

to speculate upon the relations of the two to each other.

P.S.—December 23rd, 1875.—Since the above sketch of Sind geology was written,

the rocks beneath the Khirlliar group have received further examination, and the result

shows that the fossiliferous brown limestones of Tatta, JLirk, and the conntry north-west of

Kotri must be classed with the Ranikot or Infra-Nummulilic, and not with the Khirthar

* Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, III, pt. 2, pp. 17, Ac.

t D’Arch. and Haime. An. Foss. Nutn. do I’lride, p. 240.

i 1. c. p. loo.

liecords, Geological Survey of India, JS72, Vol. V, . 41.
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group. A list of some
,
of the principal fossils obtained from these brown limestones was

given above (p. 12). It has also been ascertained that the Khirthar group rests uncon-

formably, in places at least, on the Rauikot group, the unconforiiiity being clearly seen at

Hothian pass, ten miles south of Ranikot. This unconformity explains the absence of the

fossiliferous brown limestones, which are the highest known members of the group, at

Ranikot itself.

Basalt, precisely similar to that seen at the base of the Ranikot section, has been traced

in several j)hices along the range north of Ranikot, and proves to be a lava flow 30 to 40 feet

in thickness, distinctly interstratifled with the sedimentary beds of the Ranikot group. A
second flow lias been found at a lower horizon. The bed containing Cardita lieaumonti is

inferior to the ujjper basaltic stratum.

Beneath the shales and sandstones exposed at Ranikot, and below the Cardita Beau-

monti bed, there is a great thickness of brown, reddish, and white sandstones and conglome-

rates and some dark-coloured gritty limestone, and at the base of these beds white limestones

appear, in which no nummulites have been detected and which may prove cretaceous. Unfor-

tunately, the south of Sehwan and Lakki Range, in which the sections are exposed, is difficult

of access. It is hoped that a fuller account of these interesting beds may be given

hereafter.

DONATIONS TO MUSEUAI.

October 1875.—Specimen of gold (wg. 39 grs.) from Katanga mines. Central Africa,

received from Zanzibar. Presented b}^ Government of India.

December 1876.—A jiiece of the meteorite, which fell at Jhang in the Punjab, (wg. 2 lbs.

7 oz. 272 grs.) PreBeiilcd liy A. Brandreth, Esq., Commissioner, Mooltau

Division.

ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.

Prom Ist October to 31st December 1875.

Titles of Bool'S. Donors,

Daily, Wm. IIklliee.—Figures of characteristic British fossils, with descriptive remarks,

Vol. I, pt. 4, 1875, 8vo., London.

Croll, James.—Climate and Time, 1875, 8vo., Loudon.

Frazer, P.—Tables for the determination of Minerals, 1875, 8vo., Philadelphia.

Geikik, Alex.—Life of Sir Roderick Murchison, Bart,, Vols. I—11, 1875, 8vo., London.

GuMiELius, Otto.—Om Glaciala Bildningar, No. 1, 1874, 8vo., Stockholm.

The Author.

Hayden, F. V.—Catalogue of the Publications of the United States Geological Survey of

the Territories, 1874, 8vo., Washington.

The Author.

Hummel, Datid.—

O

m Rullstons Bildningar, 1874, 8vo., Stockholm,

The Author.

Karstkn.—Lehrbuch der Salinenkunde, Vols. I—II, 8vo., and Atlas, folio, 1876, Niimberg.

Macphebson, J.—Bosquejo Geologico ds la Provincia de Cadiz, 1872, 8vo., Cadiz,

Phillips, John.—Illustrations of the Geology of Yorkshire, pt. I. The Yorkshire Coast,

3rd Edit., 1875, 4to., London.

SCHIMPEB, W.—Traite de Paldontologie Vdgetale, Vol. II, pt. 2, and Vol. HI, and Atlas,

fol. 1870-72 and 1874, 8vo., Paris.
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PERIODICALS, SERULS, Ac.

Titles of JBoohs, Donors,

American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Sor., Vol. X, Nos. 67, 68, 69. Edited by
Dana, &c., 1876, 8vo., New Haven.

Thk Editoks,

Annales des Mines, 7th Ser., Vol. VII, livr. 2, 3, 1875, 8vo., Paris.

L'Adminis. BBS Minks.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4tli Ser., Vol. XVI, Nos. 93, 94, 95, 8vo.,

London.

Archiv fur Naturgeschichte, Jahrgaiig XLI, Band 1, heft 3, 1875, 8vo., Berlin.

Bibliotli^que Uuiverselle et Revue Suisse. Arcin'ves des Sciences Ph)’-8iques et Naturellos,

Vol. LIII, Nog. 209, 210, 211,212; V(»l. LIV, No. 213, 1875,

Svo., Geneve.

Vol. LIII, Nos. 210, 211, 212; LIV, 213,214, 8vo., 1875,

Lausanne.

Encyclopffidia Britannica, Vol. II, 9th edition, 1875, 4to., Edinburgh.

Geographical Magazine, Vol. II, Nos. 9, 10, 11, 1875, 8vo., London.

Geological Magazine, New Ser., Decade II, Vol. II, Nos. 9, 10, 11, 1875, 8vo., London.

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Ser., Vol. XV, No. 3, 1875, 8vo., Paris.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Pliilosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 4th Ser.,

Vol. L. Nos. 330-332, 1875, London.

Maetini unb Ciiemnitz.—Conchylien Cabinet, edited by Ivuster, lief. 236—2'10, 1875,

4to., Nuriihorg.

Mining Journal, Vol. XLV, for October, November, and December, 1875, fob, London.

Nature, Vol. XIT, Nos. 305—316, 1876, Koy. 8vo., London.

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologic und Pala3ontologie, Juhrgang 1875, heft 6 and 7,

1876, 8 VO., Stuttgart.

Palffiontographica, Band XX, lief. 8 ; XX, Abth. 2, lief, 6; Bd. XXIII, lief. 4 and G, 1876,

4to., Cassol.

Petebmann, De. A.—Geographische Mittheilungen, Bd. XXI, Nos. 9, 10, 1875, 4to.,

Gotha.

„ Ditto ditto. Supplement No. 43, 1876, 4to., Gotha.

Pfeiffee, De. L.—Novitates Conchologic®, lief. 46, 47, 4to., Cassel.

PoaaENBOBFF, J. C.—Annalen dor Physik und Chemie, Bd. CLV, No. 8, CLVl, 9 and 10,

1875, 8vo., Leipzig.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Ser., Vol. IV, No. 18, 1876, 8vo., Roorkee.

The Civil Enoinekeinh College, Rooekee.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Ser., No. 60, 1875, 8vo,, London.

Quai'terly Journal of Science, No. 48, 1875, 8vo., London.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c.

Bombay.—Census of the Bombay Presidency, taken on the 21st February 1872, pts. I—III,

1875, fcp., Bombay.

Govebnment of Bombay.

Inbia.—Annual Report on the Administration of the Persian Gulf Political Residency,

and Muscat Political Agency for the year 1874-76, 1875, 8vo.,

Calcutta.

The Fobeign Depabtmknt.
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Titles of Boohs, Donors,

India.. Li sis of Officers in tho Survey Departments on the Ist October 1875. 1876, fcp.,

Calttuita.

Department of Devenuk, Aoeiculture and Commerce.

„ Report on the Scf.lleiueiit of the Ajinero and Mhairwarra Districts, by J. D.

LaTomdie, Esq., 1875, 8vo., Calcutta.

The Foreign Department.

Punjab.—Captain Bmadfoot, r. e. Ob.structiona which have occurred in the upper waters

of the Indus and its tributaries, 1876, fcp.

Government op Punjab.

TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES, &c.

Amsterdam.—Jaarhoek van het Mijnwezen in Nederlaudsch Cost Indie, Jahrj^ang III,

Deel. 2, 8VO., 1874, Amsterdam.

Royal Society of Batavia.

Belgium,—Annales de la Societc Geologique dc Belgique, Vol. 1, 1875, 8vo., Liege.

The Society.

Berlin.—Monatshericht der Konig. Preuss. Akad. Mai, June 1875, 8vo., Berlin.

The Academy.

Vc'rhandlungon der G(‘sells(‘liafl fiir Erdkunde zu Berlin, Bd. 11, Nos. 4, 5, 1875,

Svo., Berlin.

Zoilsclirift dor Deutscheii Geologischeu Gesell soli aft, Band XXVII, heft 1,

1875, 8vo., Berlin.

The Society.

Breslau.— Abhandluugen der Schlosischeti Gesellsohuft fiir Vatcrlandisclio Cultur, Abtb.

1809*72 and 1871, 1871 and 1872, 8vo., Breslau.

The Society.

Noun-iind-vierzigster Jahres-Berieht der Schlesischon Gcsellsuhaft fiir Vater-

liiiidischc Cultur, 1874, 8vo., Breslau.

Ditto.

Calcutta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Ser., Vol. XLIV, pt. I, No. 3,

1875, Calcutta. •

The Society.

Glasgow.—Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, Vol. IX, No. 2, 1875,

8vo., Glasgow.

The Society.

London.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Vol. XXIII, Nos. 162, 163, 1875,

8vo., London.

The Society.

Transactions of the Linneean Society, Vol. XXVIII, pts. 3 and 4; Vol. XXIX,
pts. 2 and 3 ; Vol, XXX, pts. 1, 2, 3, and 2nd Series, Botany,

Vol. I, pt. 1; Zoology, Vol. I, pt. 1, 1873-75, 4to., London.

The Society.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

Londok.—Proceedinf^s of the Lhmaean Societ}^ for 1873-74, 1874, 8vo., London.

The Society.

„ Journal of the Linnccan Society—^Botany Vol. XIIT, Nob. 0)5—72. Vol. XIV,
Nos. 73—80, and Zoology Vol, XII, Noe. 68. 61), 1871—75, 8vo.,

Loudon.

Ditto.

Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XLIV, 1874, 8vo., liondon.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XIX, No. 7, 1875, 8vo.,

London.

Ditto.

„ Quarlerly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. XXXI, 3, No. 123,

1875, 8VO., London.

The Society.

,, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. II,

pt. 2, 1875, 8vo., London.

The Society.

„ Pro(!eediug8 of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 1875,

8vo., Hertfonl.

Ditto.

„ Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. V,

No. 1, 1875, 8vo., London.

Lausanne.— Bulletin do la Societc Vaudoise des Sciences Naturellcs, 2mo Ser,, Vol. XIII,

No. 74, 1875, 8vo., Lausanne.

The Society.

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Socidto Tmpdrialo des NaturalistcB de Moscow, Vol. XLVIII, No. 4,

1875, 8vo., Moscow.

The Society.

New Zealand.—Transactions and Proceedings of the Now Zealand Institute, Vols. V, VI,

VII, 1873—75, Svo., Wellington.

The Institute.

Paeis.—Bulletin de la Societc Gcologique de France, 3me. Ser.

—

Vol. II, No. 7, 1874.

Vol. Ill, Nos. 5, 8, 7, 1875, 8vo., Paris,

The Society.

Philadelphia.—^iTournal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Sen, Vol. LXIX, Nos. 5, 0,

Vol. LXX, Nob. 3, 4, 1875, 8vo., Philadelphia.

The Institute.

Ko3IE.—Bollettino Rcale Comitato Geologico d’ Italia, 1875, Nos. 7 and 8, 8vo., Rome.

The Commission.

St. Peteesbuegh.—M^moires de T Academie Tmpdriale des SciemeB de St. Petersburg, 7th

Sen, Vol. XXI, Nos. (i—12, Vol. XXII, Nos. 1-3, 1874-75,

4to., St. Petersburg.

The Academy.
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Titles of Boohs. Donors.

St. Fetebsbubgh*—BuUetin de T Acad^mie Impdriale de St. Petersburg, Vol. XIX, Nos. 4^

6,Vol. XX, Nos. 1, 2, 1874, 8vo.

The Acadbmt,

Stockholm.—-Sveriges Geologiska Undersokning, Nos. 60-63, with maps, and map of

Nos. 46—49. Folio.

Btjeeau Qeol., Suede.

Sydney.— Transactions of the Boyal Society of New South Wales for the year 1874, 1876,

8vo., Sydney.

The Society.

„ Mines and Mineral Statistics of New South Wales, 1875, 8vo., Sydney.

Eevd. W. B. Clieke.

Toeonto.—Canadian Joumal of Science, New Series, Vol. XII, No, 6, Vol. XIII, No. 5,

1870, 1872, 8vo., Toronto.

Canadian Institute.

Victoria.—Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines, to the Minister of Mines for the year

1874. 1875, fcp., Melbourne.

Govt. Mining Dept., Victoria.

„ Repoi’ts of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for the quarters ending 31st

December 1874 and 31st March 1875. 1875, fcp., Melbourne.

Ditto.

Prodronnis of the Pala?ontology of Victoria, Decade II, 1876, Roy, 8vo.,

Melbourne,

Ditto,

„ Mineral Shifistics of Victoria for the year 1874. 1876, 4to., Melbourne.

Ditto.

Vienna.—Sitzungsberiebte dor K. Akademie dor Wissonschal'fen, Band LXIX, Abtli. I

heft 4, 5 ; Abth. II, heft. 4, o ;
Abth. HI, lieft 1-5.

Band LXX, Abth. I, heft. 1, 2 ; Abth. II, heft. 1, 2 ; Abth. Ill, heft. 1, 2, 1875,

8vo., Wien.

The Academy.

Jahrbucli dcr K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Band XXV, Nos. 1, 2, 1875,

8vo., Wien.

The Institute.

Abhandlungen der K.K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Band VIII, heft 1, 1875,

4to., Wien.

Ditto.

„ Verhandlungen der K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, 1875, Nos. 1—10, 1875,

8vo,, Wien.

Ditto.
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The Ketieement of Db. Oldham.

This number of our Records would be sadly wantin*' without a word of j^ralcful

farewell to the man who has conducted the labours of the Gooloj^ical Survey of India

from their beginning until now. When Mr. Oldham came to India in 1851, the Geological

Survey cannot be said to have existed. Some coal-vicwers and improvised geologists had

made occasional reports to Government, but there was nothing that could be called an

institution, either as to stall* or abiding-place. Professor Oldham conferred at onco upon

his post the influence of a well-known name, and the experience he had for yearn acquired

as Director of the Geological Survey of Ireland. With those guarantees, by porsoiial

address and energy, he quickly acquired the confidence of Government, and by its liberal

support he was able rapidly to bring together an efficient body of working geologists, witli

and through whom he soon began to throw light upon the rocks of India. Of the valii«»

of bis services, as exhibited in the publications of the Survey, Dr. Oldham has repeatedly

received very high testimony from the scientific world. To appreciate fully what be has

effected, one should have experience of the position, where every means, material and

personal, had to bo formed or imported ; and further, one should see what is only known

to those present, the very valuable library and the extensive collections brought together

by his care. Due honour paid to the intelligent liberality of the Government of India,

it is to Dr. Oldham, whether as Superintendent of the Geological Survey, or as President

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, more than to any other man, that Calcutta owes the

magnificent museum-building it can now boast of. All this he now leaves to his colleagues

and successors. Failing health compels him to retire from the service, and leave the country

before he could give form and unity to his labours. Those who reap where he has sown

should ever remember the great debt they owe to Dr. Oldham.
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Kotes on the age of some fossil floras of India, Ottokau Feistmantel, m, d.,

Gfological Survey of India.

I AND IT.

While preparing detailed dosoriptioiiR and investigations of the several fossil floras

of India, with drawings of all the most important specimens for the Palieontologia Indica,

I think it best to give brief outlines in this place of the results I have obtained from the

study* Though persuaded of their interest, both general and special, I must not presume

that every naturalist can and will take the time and trouble to study those detailed investi-

gations. All may, however, easily master the results if offered to them in this short form.

It is necessary to preface these papers with a notice of the formations to which they

refer. The best known, because almost the only fossiliferous, rock-series in the peninsular

area of India, is that usually spoken of collectively as the plant-bearing series. This is an

awkward designation ; and I will at once adopt instead the name Gondwana series or

system, to be understood in the same wide sense as when we speak of the Jurassic or

Silurian series or system. The name was proposed some years ago by Mr. Medlicott, and

has since been more or less current on the survey ; it has been once used in print by

Mr. H. F. Blau ford in his little work on the Physical Geology of India. We have in India

important coal-bearing strata of cretaceous and niimmulitic age, quite distinct from the

Gondwana scries, to the flora of which we will first call attention in these papers as of more
pressing interest.

From Raniganj, on the western edge of the Delta of the Ganges, these formations

stretch in detached basins up the valley of the Damuda, between the crystalline masses

of Chutia Nagpur and Hazaribagh. Smaller patches also occur on the northern portion

of the latter area, in some of the valleys, and along the border of the gneiss towards the

plains of the Ganges. The Rajrnahal area belongs to this position. From the head of the

Damuda they stretch into the valley of the Sone, spreading out there into the wide basin of

South Itewnh. A narrow band of the topmost group, passing by Jabalpur, connects this area,

across the gneissic mans forming the watershed of the peninsula, with the large basin in the

Satpura range, on the west side of which, along the Moran river, the stratified series passes
in force beneath the trap rocks of the Deccan. Some few inliers have been detected beneath
tho trap further to the west in the Narbauii vaUcy, as about Barwiii. Throughout the entire

course along the Sone and Narbada valleys, the bound,ary of the Gondwjina series runs close
to the great Vindhyan plateau, from tho scarp of which it is everywhere separated by a
varying belt of gtieissic or schistose rocks.

Far removed to the west, but still within the rock-arca of the Indian peninsula, plant-
bearing beds of tbe Gondwfina age have long been known to occur in Kacb.

This northern region of the Gondwana deposits, stretching obliquely across India
from east-north-east to west-south-wesi, has two extensions to the south. The South Rewah
basin is continuous across the watershed of the Sone and Mahanadi rivers, through Sirgujah
into Raigarh and Ilingir, towards the Talchir coal-field and the Atgarh area below Katak.
On the west, in the Sntpuras, tho Gondwana rocks occupy the watershed between the Nar-
bada and tlie basin of the Godavari. It is doubtful whether they were ever continuous in
this direction, but they here at least come into proximity to the deposits of tbe same age
at Nagpur, and extending from here down the valleys of tho Wardah and Godavari to
Rajamandri, From the Delta of the Godavari there occur detached patches of these rocks
along the coast of the Karnatik to Trichinopoli, fringing the great expanse of gneissic rocks

forming tlie high laud of the interior.

There is only one extra-peninsular region in India where rocks of this age have been
identified along the base of tbe Eastern Himalaya, in Sikbim and Upper Assam.
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The following table exhibits the various groups into wliich the Gondwana series is at
pres(‘iit tentatively divided in the several regions

Bengal. South Beiwah. Satpura.
1 Godavari. 1 Karnatik,

B^mahal. Jabalpur. Jabalpur.
j
Bujmabal. Rajmahal.

Panchet. ^

^ rBaniganJ.

1 < Ironstone shales.

© iBatakar.

Pali.

Mahadeva.

Aimed.
'

Bijori.

j

Kamthi.

Barakar.

Motur.

Barakar.
i

Barak^.

Talchir, Talchir. Talchir. Talchir.

Gneiss. Gneiss. Gneiss. Vindhyans Gneiss.
and gneiss.

Kaeh.
\

E. Uimalaya.

Damada

Most of these strata contain only plant remains. Some widely separated localities

have also yielded a few vertebrate fossils of fish and reptiles, for which various ages have
been assigned—palmozoic, triassic, and liassic. It is only in Kach and on the east coast
of the peninsula that the upper members of the series are found associated with beds
containing a well-marked marine moUuscan fauna

;
and these have been taken to give the

horizon of these groups. The plant beds of Kach alternate with and overlie strata having an
upper Jurassic fauna; and a similar association of the Rajmahal group has been found near
Rajamandri and in parts of the Karnatik. While, at Trichinopoli, plant beds of about the
same horizon underlie the well-known upper cretaceous rocks of that region. The evidence
of the plants

^

will bo seen to indicate a much lower homotaxeous position for these strata

;

t us establishing a marked paleontological discordance between the marine and terrestrial

oiganisms ot this geological epoch in this region. In such cases we must only say, the flora
of this or that locality (or stratum) is of such an age, and was still growing on the coast,
when already a younger fauna (but of the same epoch) was living in the sea. Tliis is the
on y way to explain these so-called palmontological contradictions between the fauna and flora

of the same strata.

My examination of the collections has so far indicated the existence of five distinctive
floras III the following borizous of the Goudwdm system

1.

—Kach (in Kach).

2.

—Ra jmahal (in different places).

•1.—Panchet (in different places).

4. ^Damuda (m different places), including the Raniganj (Kamthi), Irou-Sliale,
and Barakar groups.

5-—Talchir.

tn fn*
course, possible that further research may necessitate modifications or additions

K-jr "'y “bservatious on the flora of the.

intheGodaran dtt’ricf
h-up in the Rajmahal Hills, and at Kolapilli

I-—ftoBA OF ins Kach seeies (Cvtcii).

is rather nZ «««« formations,

ILracterirt"~ ^ I" f
Ihoncfi ir i« n f 't

' *'Pci-ies for determination of the age of the flora as a whole,
g . 0 quite so easy to determine the age at each locality with tic same accuracy.
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For my purpose it will be sufficient and most useful to represent the flora first in a

general systematical rcvit‘w, and then may follow the localities with their characteristic

species and their probable correlation.

A.—Acotyledones Ceyptogam^.

1.—Algte.

Of this family I have not met with any specimen, hut Mr. Morris, in Captain Grant 8

Goohfry of Kacli, describes a If\coi(hs dirhoiomus, Morr. Although I am quite unable

to form an opinion as to whether Mr. Morris is right or not (because I have not soon the

original s])Ocimen), I mny remark that there is no objection to take it so, as from the same

strata of otJier places (England) Algtr. are mentioned. I would only add that if it is an

Alga, it is a Cliondnlca, with the same specific name.

Locality not indicated.

II.-^Filices.

Ferns are not v<'rv fre(|uont, but some most characteristic genera and species occur.

Already in tht' r(‘[)roscntativeK of this family, we can see the character of the strata.

At least we must, on the first view, say that they are Mesozoic, the species may then

d(‘terminc ncanu'.

1 . Order, Ticniopterides.

As we will also find in the Itajinahal group, this order is abundantly developed, but

re])n‘8cnted by some difTerent species. This is the first difference we may notice between

these two floras.

In the division of tliis order, I follow the newest by Mr. Schimper

—

a.—Td'mopier'm, 13gt., mostly Paheozoic.

h,-^Angiopicr]dUm, Schirnp. Mesozoic.

t\— Oloandt'idinm, Schirnp. Mesozoic.

d.—MacvotiVimypicrh, Schirnp. Mesozoic.

€.—DuimL opah, fleer,

f.^ Danaites, (Ibppt.

Our species are

—

a.—Olcandridinm vltlafum, Schirnp. {Tfcmopterts vHtaia Bgt.) Some specimens

.agreeing quite with Ib’cngniart’s drawings and those of Lindley and Hutton, also wuth those

ol' Young and Pil’d, Phillips, &c., from the English Oolite (Scarborough), are knowm
from Kukurhil, in a grey sandy clay. It is an importixnt species.

h.—T/rmoptcris dnisina'vij^, Fstm. The fragment from whieli this species is made 1

fake to he a real Tiriiioptcris, Pgt.

Locality : Kukuvbit,

2. Order, Pecopterides.

Some fragments occur; a few of them are of considerable importance*

«.—Alvthopteru, WhKJtyciisis, Gbpp. Pecopteris Whithgensis, L. and II., Tab. 134

(F(^s8. flor. of Great Britain.)

Some fragments of a true Alcthopferis, Goppt. (leaflets attached by the whole base

and connected togethov), I could only identify with this species, which occurs mostly in the

English Oolite, although it has been also found in the Liassic strata. This species is

often mentioned in hooks under tlie m(»st different synonyms. In my detailed descriptions

I have brought them all into the relation I think most correct.

L(>caliiy : Doodaco, in a rcddish*grey soft clay.
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h,--Pecopteris (cyatkeides) tenera, F^tm. A small fragment of a pinna I place here,

but ic is of no special importance.

Locality : the same.

3. Order, Neuropterides.

It is with Mr. Schimper that I agree in placing the following genus and Rpecies in

this order, while by other authors it has been assigned to a quite difperent order. To
discuss this point here would be out of place. The genus is Pac/typteris, 13gt., which

I take in Brongniart's sense, and unite with it some Sphenoptcris and Hcuropfcris of

Phillips, Dichopteris of Zigno, and Sclerojyteris, ex. p. Sa2>orta. It is of Jurassic age.

a,—Pachypteris specifica, Fstm. There is no doubt that the specimen I have so

named belongs to the same genus as Brongniart described. It is ver}'^ near Brongniart’s

species of Pachyjiieris, also to Dicliojitens visianica, Zigno.

Those species, with which ours agree, are low^r Oolitic (Scarborough and Italy).

JjOcaUty

:

Bhoojooree, in a soft reddish clay.

h,—Pachypteris hrevipimiata. This form, which I believe to be the same genus,

I so name on account of its shorter pinna). Locality^— Kukurbit.

d.—Order, Cyclopierides,

Genus, Actinopteris,

Some peculiar, orbicular, and radially striated forms from Bayreuth M. Geipport,

described first as Cychpt. peHata, and wc find this locality meniitmed as Keujier.

But later, from the researches of M. Scheuk, these localitios near Bayreuth (Culinbaeh,

Veithlahm) are determined as belonging to the interposed strata (between Iveuper and

Lias) called Rh (c i i c. This species, too, was independently changed into A Hiuopteris pvltafa

^

Sehnk. I have now found this form in the Kach series. Therft are three specimens quite

agreeing with all the drawings ; so I am, no doubt, correct in the identi^cation, altfiough

I am still quite unable to say anything distinct about the naturenf th6le fossils. Prof,

Scbimi^er regards iliem as pseudo- fossils, formed by infiltration ; but on this supposition

their constant form and limited occurrence in the Juro-triassic epoch, most near the

division boundary, would be inexjdicable.

Locality: Near Gooneri
;

in gray, sandy clay, as at KukurbiL If I do not accej)t

this locality to be Rbcetic, I must at least accept this fossil as an indication of a lower

horizon than has as yet been sissigned to these plant beds.

B.—COTYLKPONKS PjfAKEKOQ AMA:.

I.— Cycadcip.

This family, which was in India general^ very abundant in the floras of Jurassic

times, has tlic most re])rcsentatives also in the Kach series. We will, however, see that

the representation here is in a different manner than in the Rajmahal beds
; and this is

another point of differeftcc between tliesc series, wliich were formerly thought identical.

1.—Genus PtUophyllum, Morr.

I take this name of Morris, and not the later Palceozamia, Endl., b{*eau8C our genus

is indeed quite different from all others, and therefore also from Valmozamia^ as Schimper

and Saporta hav^e also lately shown.

Tills Ptilophyllnm is a truly Indian ty^pe, forming the only link between some Indian

local floras ; and we can ascertain independently that the Ptilophyllnm ("Pala^ozamio)

bearing beds are all of Jurassic (lower) age.*

• li rna> l*c well to iiytc that ] u»o the elasHiOcatioa niakintr the Juragsie to include Liaa
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a.—Pttlopigllum Cutchente, Morr. (Paheotamia Cutchensis, Morr. and Oldh.)

Thia is the predominant form, with shorter and more obtuse leaflets. I distinguish several

varieties which I need not enumerate here. Locality : Kukurbit and Bhoojooree.

h.—PHlophgllum amttifoUum, Morr. Mr. Morris, in Captain Grant’s Geology (pans-

actions, Geolog. Soc., 1840, Tol. V, 2 Ser., p. xii, f. 123), figures several specimens,

but I have observed only one. Locality : Bhoojooree.

2.—Genus Otozamites, Braun.

c.-^Otozamiteft contiffuns, Fstm. Some fern-like forms have been formerly placed as

Otopteru

;

but 1 believe it is best to take them all still as OtozamiteSf Braun ; it will at

least avoid confusion.

The above species is one of those with short pinnulm. Locality : Kukurbit.

d.^Olozamites imhricatuSy Fstm. A species with longer pinnula, which are so

inserted on the rhacMs that they are imbricated. Locality.—Loharia; in ferruginous

fine-grained sandstone.

e.— Otozamltes cf. Goldiaei, Bgt. This is one of the groups with \ox\^ pinnulm ; and

1 consider our 8])e(;imen closely allied to Brongniart’s species from the English Oolite ;
and so

a si)ecics of more importance than the others. Locality.—Kukurbit.

3.—Genus Ci/caditcSy Bgt.

f.— Offcaditex Ciifch&nxix, Fstm. A very delicate species, with the distinct midrib of

Cfjradilcx. Very close to CijcadUcx zamioides, Leckeiih., differing only by the insertion

f)f the leaflets on the base. This latter is also an Oolitic species from England (Scar-

borough), Locality : Kukurbit.

4.—Genus VTiUiamsonia, Carr.

There arc three 8])ecios of a fossil from Kukurbit, brought by Mr. W. T. Blanford,

which I place in the genus Williaimonm, Carr., from the English Oolite (Linn. Transact.,

Vol. XXVI, p. 680. Bhillip’s Yorkshire, iii edit., 1875, p. 227, PI. XXIV, f. 5), and which

1 will describe as WiUiamx. Blanfordl, Fstm,

Of less importance is Ci/cadolcpu, Sap., which occurs also near Bhoojooree in one

specimen, and to which I give the specific name CycadoJ. pilosa, Fstm.

II.

—

Conifer(V.

Among the remains of this class are again some very important species for the

determination of age, as they in general are very characteristic of the strata in which
they occur.

1.—Genus Palissya.

Irom three localities we have got coniferous branches, which I place without hesitation
in this genus, because thej’ have its peculiar characters.

o.—Pu/mycr Bhojoorenxis, Fstm. This species I think different by some marks from
Falmsytx Branni, Endl., and from that occurring in tlie Rajmahal series, P. Oldhami,
Fstm.; so I name it as above. Loc.aUty . Blioojooree ; in reddi.sh soft clay.

h,—Pahssyn ^sp. like that from the Rajmahal series, and also from the Jabalpur group,
which is probably of the same horizon.
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This speoimra is from Thrombow, and I think perhaps this localitv is lower in am than
the others. This species signifies again that we should take for the Kach series a lower age
than has lately been given to it. The other species of ferns and the other tonifere sugi^t
the separation of the Kach from the Eajmahid series. r**

Two other branchlets occur, which I would consider also as Valissya, Endl. They
resemble very much Phillips’ Taxiies laxus, PhilL, which, however, seems also to be a
Palusya

:

and I would designate it as Palissya laxa^ Phill., sp.

2.

—Genus, Pacltyphyllum Bgt.

a.—Pachyphyllum divaricatum, Fstm.—A coniferous branch, agreeing quite with
Cryptomerites divaricatus, Bunb., from Scarborough

; but I believe this Ibssil more correctly

placed in the genus Pachyphyllum^ Schimp., as I have also placed our specimen.

Locality: Kukurbit.

3.

—PchinostrohuSy Schimp.

a.

—

Echinodrohun expanaus, Schimp. The most frequent, and also quite characterist ic

coniferous plant, is a form with thin and dichotomous branches, having the general aspect

of a Tli'uya or Cu2)res8nSy and which also at first was described as Thuytes expansus,

Stbg. (Phillips). It is now placed by Schimper in his now genus Echimstrohus^ Schimp.

This species also is thus identical with a species from the English Oolite,

Locality : Kukurbit, frequent.

4.—Scales of fossil cones.

Very remarkable also are some rather frequent fossils, which on the first view must bo

recognized as scales of fossil cones. If we look after analogies in existing literature, wo

find some quite the same in Phillips* Geology of Yorkshire, and recently in Mr. Carrul.herK*

paper on some undoscribed coniferous fruits from secondary rocks of Britain (Geo. Mag.,

1869). Phillips mentioned this fossil as winged seed”; while Mr. Carruthers described tliem

with Araucarites as scales of cones of this genus. Our fossils are of the same kind.

Locality : Pretty frequent at Kukurbit.

This may, therefore, he the general view of fossil plant remains from Kach :—Generally

considered, the flora declares itself at once as Jurassic. The particular horizon must be

detemined by the most cliaracteristic fossils. These are

—

Oleandridium (Tfeniopteris)

vittatam^ Schimp. Alethopteris Whithyemis^ Gopp. ; Gen. PachypteriSy Bgt.; Otozamites

cf. Goldicciy Bgt. ;
Cycadites KachensiSy Fstm. {Palissya^ Endl.) ; Pachyp/iyllum divari-

catum, Fstm. ;
Echinostrohus expansus, Schimp. Scales.

All these fossils occur in the English Oolite of Scarborough and Whitby: and

the same planfs from Jurassic strata in Kacb may he placed generally in the same age.

While some localities seem to indicate a lower horizon, we can say that the Jurassic strata

of Kach generally are of an Oolitic age; and it is of a lower Oolitic horizon, corre-

sponding to the strata seen on the Yorkshire coast at Scarborough and Whitby, with

which our flora has about ten genera and species in common. With the Oolitic flora of Italy

aud France there arc only some genera in common ;
as is also the case between tliose floras
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and tiu* En^liHh Oolitic lloia. With the Riijinahal scries, as wc will see, tlu? Kacli bedi^

have only about throe or four species in common, while, moreover, there Is a great difFcreuce

in (he most characteristic forms.

The localities here mentioned are (taking the supposed oldest lirst) :

—

1.

—Near Gooneri, with Adinopteris (Schenk)-likc forms
;
gray sandy clay.

2.

—Thrombow, with Falissya^ like the same from the Riymahal scries aud the

d abalpur grouj> ; in the same gray sandy clay.

These two indicate a lower age, and perhaps represent the Kajmahal series in Each.

3.—Kukurbit, with most of the characteristic types : Oleandridium^ Otozamite,s,

Cycaditeft, Palusya, Pachyphyllum, JErhinostrohiis {Tf/vj/tes), fos.sil scales, all with

oolitic spc(!ies; in gray sandy clay.

4—Ijhoojoorce, with Pachypteris spcnjica

;

in a reddish soft clay.

t5.—Dooduee, with AletJwptcris Whithyensis, Gd
2)p. ; in a reddish-gray soft clay.

Iheso three, it can scarcely b(* doubted, are of lower oolitic age.

t). Loharia, wdth Ofuzamites mhdeatus, Fstm.
; in a ferruginous sandstone.

All of tlK'Sft can be determined with more or less accuracy as lower Oolitic, exceptin''
Loharia.whicli is not so distinct. But generally a lower oolitic ago must be taken for
them

; only the two localities, Gooucri and Thrombow, indicate a lower horinon.

As I have already mentioned, there seems to bo a “paUontohqiml contradiction"
betwoentho ev.denee from the animal and from the plant remains. The latter occur in the upper
p'oups of t!,o local Jurassic series as described by Mr. Wynne, the marine fauna occurring
in the lower groups. According to Ur. Waagens researches on the Ammonite fauna, this is
not older than Bathonian; and yet the plants, which are from a higher horizon, indicate
generally an age as old as the Bathonian or Bath-oolite, and some of them a still
older horizon.

Such are the paleontological facts regarding which we can only say that plants of lowerooM, . .s, *11 .«™w i. ttU .Ito lh.1
the adjoining sea. It would seem, moreover, from the fact that Ptilophyllum, Morn,

Tolit^hir"'' T' of Kach, though generally
oolitic, had an earlier existence m India than in the strata of England.

^ ^

n. Flora of the Rajmahai Series (is the Bajhahal Hius
Godxveri District).

The flora of the Rajmahai series in general, and especially that of thesa i t-typically seen in the Rajmahai bills, is more abundant thm.fte. I “
regards the number of specimens as well as of genera and snec' T

*"^1 “
discuss shortly the flora as exhibited in this regiol and having estaWishedThehere, we can recognize them in other places.

' tiTusal forms

The fossil plant-remains of the Rajmahai series in the i i i •„
already the object of a valuable work begun by Mr. Oldham Ld Proi LrZ ^75



A. CEYPTOGAMiE ACOTYLSDONSB,

\,’-^J£quisetace<B.

Perhaps in all formations characteristic forms of this order occurred. We have from her©
Equisctum,csl\*idi Equiseium Rajmahalenset^chimi^, (Oldh., Morr. PL II, f. 2-3. PI. XXXV
f. 3-4), which is near to some liassic and rhoetic forms. In Kach, as we saw, no Equise-
tacece were observed.

II.

—

Filiceg,

These are pretty frequent in the Rajmahal hills, with some most characteristic forms.

1.

—Order SphenopteridcB,

a.—Sphenopteris^ Bgt. : by Sphenopt. JUshpi, Oldh. and Morr. PL XXXI

;

SphenopU memhranosa^ Fstm. and Sphenopt. arguia, L. and H. ; PL XXXII (O. and

M.)
;

tliis is an Oolitic species in England.

h.—Dichsonia: by Dlchs. Bindrahunensis^ Fstm. PL XXXVII, f. 2-2a
; tin's is a

8phe7wpieri.s~\ikQ fossil with a fructification by which it must be plac(‘d as Dicksonia.

c.—Uymenoqdiylllies, Bgt., hy ITymenophyllites BunhuiyanuSf Fstm. (Sphenopt.

liunhuryana^ Oldh. and Morr. PL XXXII f. 6-6.)

2.

—Order Neuropterides.

a.— Cyclopteris, Bgt. On Plato XXXVI (Oldh. and Mor.) (not yet published) arc

drawn two fragments of a Cycloptcris-Yiko leaf not well delined. Later I got two others,

one of them quite distinct, with the characters of a Cyclopteris, which, therefore, may
bo called Cyclopteris Oldhami, Fstm., PL XXXVII, f. 5-6.

b.—Thinnfeldia, Ettgh. A very interesting genus already known by A. Braun (1840),

but described as Kirclmeria Br., and later by still other names. The systematical position

is, following Mr. Schimper, with the N&aropteridece, in which I must agree with him.

The geological horizons for this genus are Lias and R h oe t i c. We possess from
Buskoghat a specimen of a plant which I took at once to be a Thinnfeldia s and this has

been confirmed by the discovery of another well marked specimen near Burio, so that I

will describe this plant as Thinnfeldia indica, Fstm. PL XXXIX f. 1-la, PL XLVI f. l-2-2a.

3.

—Order Pecopterides.

There are some quite distinctive forms for the Rajmahal series, and also for the charac-

ters belonging to this family,

a.—Pecopteris gleichemides, Oldh. and Morr., PL XXV, XXVI ; placed by Schimper as

Crleichenites, and called Gl. Pindrahunensis, Schimp. ; is very frequent and typical for

these strata. Schimper may be right. Mr. Oldham also placed this species as Gleichenites.

h.—Pecopteris (Alethopt.) indica, Oldh. and Morr., PL XXVII, is indeed an Alethop-

teris with the same specific name. It is allied to Asplenites Pdsserti, Schenk, from the

Rhoetic (Bavaria), and to some other species of Alethopteris

;

important. Pecopt. salici’-

folia, Morr., is also to be placed here.

•Thefi^es which M.M. Oldham and Morris have already given in their work I will mark, "Oldh., Morr.,

I*L , fig, *’
; those to be drawn in my oontinuation of that work are hero marked as ** Fstm., PI. fig.

t Besides the plant remaViu I am going to desctlbo, there ate also foa»i\ aiVicUied wooda pretty abundnnt,

which, however, I am unable to mention here, as they want more examination, i will deacribo them lutor

together with others of the same kind.
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c,—Pecopteris{Asplenites)maerocai*pafO\ii\u 2in^Movx.f PI. XXVIIT, is au As'plenitea

very near to AsfleniUs Ottonis, Schimp., also from the Rh cetic (Bavaria); important.

dr^Recojgteru hhata^ Oldh. and Morr. PI. XXIX, XXX, pretty frequent ; it may
retain this name ; it seems an Indian type.

4.—Order Tamiopterides.

This family gives one of the chief characters of the Rajmahal series, especially in the

R^mahal bills; there are very frequent large and interesting forms which are very

important for the determination of the age.

a.-^Macrotceniopteris (Tcpnioptens) lata, Schimp., (Oldh. and Morr.) PI. I, II, IV,

Tfcniopteris musatfolia (Oldh.) Schimp., which are not really different, represent the

character of this family, being very near to Tc^niopt, {Macrotesniopt,) gigantea, Schimp.,

from the K h oe t i c.

—Tmiiopi, [Angiopteridlum) McClellandi, Oldh. and Morr., PI. VI, (T€BniopU
spaihulala, McClell.), being near to Angiopteridium (T(eniopt) Miinsteri, Schimp., from
the Rha'iic, these two fossilK indicate a lower age for this series than tliat hithei'to

supposed.

Tamiopt, ovata, Schimp., described as Tmmopt, ovalis (Oldh. and Morr.), but
dllK-rciit, a.s I find by the denticulatiou of the margin. 0. M. PI. Ill; Fstm PI
XXXVII, f. 1.

d,---Macrot(vniopL MorrUi, Oldh., is also a separate species. 0. M. PI. Ill, IV.

€,—Danaopns RajmahaJensu, Fstm. PI. XXXVITT. 4. The essential characters of
this very interesting genus arc, I believe, exhibited in ibis species.

In the Cn/pfoganuF wo may, therefore, note as important Equisetum Rajmahalense,
Sehini])., Ehimfvldia mdica, Fstm.. Ahtlioptcrh indica, Oldh. and Morr., Alefhopt.
niavrocarpa, Oldh. and Morr., Macrutceniopterifi lata, Oldh., and Angiopteridium
McChllandi, Oldh, and 3Joir,

B.

—

PnANEltOGAMJE—CoTYLEDONES,

In this class we find another marked character of the Rajmahal series, by which again
this flora differs quite distinctly from that of the Kach series.

//?///?/?«, Bgt. The most developed genus, with a great variety of forms,
of which the most cliariicteristic are Pteropligllum varterianum, Oldh., Pterophyll, Mor-
rivanum, Oldh., Pterophyllum princeps, Oldh. and Morr. (which is quite near to Pteropk,
Braunsiy Schenk, from the Rluntic), Pierophyll, Rajmahalense, Morr. "&c., as they have
been described and figured by Oldham and Morris. PI. X, XVIII.

Pi^dophyllnm, Morr. About this I have already said that I take this name instead
ni PaUeozamia, Endl., observing' it as an Indian type, and therefore as a distinct genus ;

this genus is known both in the Kach and the Rajmahal series; and also the same species
occur in both

; but while Ptiloph, Cntrhensc, Morr., prevails in Kach, Ptiloph, acutifolium,
Morr., is the most abundant in the Rajmahal series. Ptilophyll. rigidnm, Schimp., I take
to be identical with this latter, and think Ptilophyll, {Palceozamia) affine, n. sp., not very
far from PtilophyU, Cutcheiise, As varieties I distinguish here also Ptiloph,
acuti/blium yav maximum and Ptiloph, Outchense vav minimum; this genus constitutes a
connective form between these two rock-series, belonging to the same great geological
epoch; it is Jurassic.
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r^^Otozamites Braun. In this genus I put some species, wVicli in ilie tiret description

of tlic Rajmalial series by MM. Oldham and Morris were also described as Falaozamia
End!., 0. M. PI XIX. Their Oiopteris-like habitus is so distinct, especially in the disposition

of their veins, that at first I thought it right to place them with Otopteris, Schenh. It

seems best, however, following MM. deZigno and Saporta, to abandon this old genus, and to

take all Otopteris forms as Otozamites, because they have more characters of the Zamka

;

so Uiese Otopieris’‘\ike fossils from the Rajmahal hills (which stood formerly as PaleBozamta)

must be put to OtozamiteSt Braun. The species are Otozamites abbrematus, Fstm. {Palm*

ozcmia b&tigalenm^ Oldh. and Morr.), Otozamites hengalensis, Schimp.
; it is near

Palssozamia hrevtfolia^ Braun, or Otopteris Buchlandi, Schimp., but Mr. Schimper

considers it different by its more obtuse leaflets, and names it as above.

d,—Zamites, Bgt. Of this genus, we have two specimens, pretty well preserved. I call

the species Zkimites proximus^ Pstm., as it is very near to a living Zamia, Fstm. PL XLI.

f. 1-2.

c.

—

Bictyozamites, Oldham. Quito a peculiar genus in general, and a marked Indian

type; we only know it in the Bajmahal series. It was at first described and characterized

as a DictyopteriSy Guth., and as DlHyopt. falcatay Mon*., and Dictyopt, falcatUy vav.

obtusifoliay Moit., by Mr. Morris in the original description of Ra-imahal plants in (he

Palffiontologia Indica, 1862, PI. XXIV. Although at first of the same view (Memoirs Geologi-

cal Survey of India, II, p. 320), Mr. Oldham, in the description of the llajmabal plants,

p, 40, developed another and more correct opinion about this fossil, taking it as belonging to

the Cycadeacea (Zamiece) near OlozamiteSy Braun, and proposed a new generic name,

JDictyozamiteSy with its diagnosis, which I fully adopt. 1 propose the specific name

Bictyozamites indicus, Fstm., taking both varieties as the same. It was originally known

only from Amrapara ; lately I found it also near Murrero. Outside of the Itajmahal

hills we know it also in some other places.

2 . Cycadecp,

a,—Cycadites, Brgt. The occurrence of true Cycadece is also of imporkinco for the

determination of age, because they indicate always a lower horizon in the J avassic scries.

Fossils of this genus are very abundant in the Itajmahal series. MM. OJdhain and Morris

have described three species ; but I believe there are only two, Cycadites Rajmahaleusuy

Oldh., and Cycadites confertuSy Morr., putting the third, Cycadites Blanfordianusy Oldh.,

with this latter, 0. M. PL VII, IX.

Some fruit-like fossils I recognize as belonging to the genus Williamsoniay Carr. ; they

are very similar to those in Phillips’ Geology of Yorkshire, 3rd Ed., .1875, PI. XXIV,

f. 2, 3, 4, 5, from the lower sandstones (lower portion of lower Oolite) of Whitby.

Besides these, there are also some cycadeous stems and fructifications, which, however,

need no further mention.

3. Coniferx.

In this family we find some well marked forms, serving to indicate the age of the Raj-

mabal series, and also as characteristic of that formation.

1.—Genus Palissya, Endl.

Two species occur, one pretty frequently typical of the Rajmahal series.

Palissya Oldhamiy Fstm., 0. M. XXXIII, is a form like Palissya Brauniy Endl., from

Rhoetic strata; it is the same form as mentioned already in the Kach series Irom

Thrombow.
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Another form I call Palissya pecltnea^YBtm,t Fstm. XLV. which is very frequent ; it has

lately been found also in other places, which I take to belong to the Rajmahal series. MM.
Oldham and Morris have figured the first as Toxodites indicus^ and the second as Cunning*

homites confertua.

2. Cheirolepis^ Schimp.

Some very tender-leaved hranchlets, first described as Araucarites gracilis^ n. sp., 0. M,
PI. XXXIII, XXXV. and which have a Lycopodites-YiikQ aspect, must, I believe, be placed

in this genus. I name them Cheirolepis indica, Fstm. I may at once mention that no

Lycopodites is known hif^her than in the Permian ; all Z^cojPoc?i7e?«-liko plants in the

newer strata being coniferous plants.

3. JEchinostrobus, Schimp.

I have already said in the preceding note on the Kach flora, that some species of the

genus ThuyteSf Ung. (which have been sometimes also called Ung. and others),

have boon shown by Prof. Schimper to be Pchmostrohus^ Schimp. In the Rajmahal series

there occur some branches which must be so placed.

Rchinostrohus Bajmahalcnsis^ Fstm. 0. M. PI. XXXIT. 8. Fstm. XLV. : I call by this

name some branches resembling the now disnsed species, BaliosticJms ornatusj Stbg.,

Arlhrotaxites Baliostichns, Ung., and Arthrotaxites Fnschmanum, Ung., but w^hich three

form, as I think, only one species. Our Rajmahal specimens are, however, a little diflerent.

Such is the flora of the Rajmahal series in the original area, so far as now determined.

I estimate the whole number of good species as about fifty. Tho description of the flora of

this series, as the continuation and conclusion of the valuable work of MM. Oldham and

Morns, illustrated by eleven additional plates, will, I hope, be published as soon as possible

after the Flora of Kach, now in the ])rcss.

In taking a general view of tho Flora of tho Rajmahal scries in the Rajmahal hills,

wo may point out the following plauts as tho most important forms :

—

1st,—As characteristic of the formation :

—

a.—Alethopteris indica^ Oldh. and Morr.

h,—Asplenites macrocarpus, Oldh. and Morr.

c.—Gleichenites {Cyatheides) JDindrahunensis, Schimp.

<i.— Some species of T(cniopieris, Bgt..

e.—The frequent occurrence of the genus PteropJiyllum, Bgt.

f.
—Dictyozamites indicus, Fstm.

g.

*^Palissya pectinea, Fstm.

2nd.—For determination of tho age :

—

a.—Equisetum Eajmahalense, Schimp.

h.—Alethopteris indica, Oldh. and Morr.

c.—Asplenites macrocarpus, Oldh. and Morr.

d.—Thinnfeldia indica, Fstm.

e.—Macroterniopteris lata, Schimp.

f.
—Angiopteridium Mcclellandi, Schimp.

^.~The frequent occurrence of Pterophyllum, especially P/. Oldh.
h.—Otozamites hrevifolius, Br. {Otoz. Bengalensis, Schimp).

.—The true Cycadites, Bgt., and Palissya Oldhami, Fstm. (near Palissya

Brauni, £ndl.)
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All the plants enumerated in this 2nd list are of such a fteles that they indicate

at once a lower zone of the Jurassic period^ and 1 have no hesi/ation in assigning to

them a Liassic age. At first, these plants were considered as oolitic. M. deZigno, in a

written consideration, which is in my hands, dated 1861, and later in a paper, Sopra i deposit!

di piante fossili dell* America settentrioiialle, delle Inde e del Australia, etc, Padova, 18()5

(of which there is a Report in Leonhard and Geinitz n. Jahrb. 1866, p. 381), regards

them rather as Liassic. In the Vienna Jahrb, der Geolog. Reichsanst., 1861-62,

Verhandl., p. 80, we find the Rajinahal fossils mentioned as agreeing with the Austrian

Ken per plants. Mr. Ettingshausen, in his ** Parreukrauter dor Jctztwelt,” p. 22, re-

marks of Tmniopt. lata and Taen. Morrisi quite distinctly :
“ In forniatione Lias dicta

ad Bindrabun Bongaliae.** We may therefore adopt, as tho result of our special study

confirming the opinions of the several authors, that these Rajmahal strata are to bo

taken as Liass ic.

Mr. Schimper, however, in Vol. Ill of his Paldontolog. vdgdt., has put the greatest

number of our Rajmahal fossils in tho oolitic period ; wdiile. one of the same, Fquiseium

Hajmahalensef Schimp., occurring in the same strata with the others, he puls as Rha'tic,

which, of course, is contradictory. This is still more reraarkahle when we find Mr. Selnni])er

placing also the Glossopteris and Fhyllotheca of tho Darnuda series in the Oolitic

period.

It remains now only to enumerate the localities of the fossil planis I have examined,

or where they are said to occur. There are twelve localities known, in an alphabetical order,

as below :

—

l,Amrapura; 2, Bindrabun; 3, Burio; 4, Busko Ghat; 6, Gbutiari
; 6, Jamkoondih

;

7, Murero; 8, Mucbwa Pass; 9, Ontbea; 10, Salompoor
; 11, Shahabad

; 12, Sooroojbera.

The total number of species being taken as fifty, the number known from the several

localities is as follows :

—

1-5, 2-32, 3-9, 4-5, 5-2, 6-2, 7-4, 8-2, 9-4, 10-1, 11-1, 12-1.

The greatest proportion is in No. 2, Bindrabun, with thirty-two species ; the next is

No. 3, Burio, with nine.

Note on the age qf theflora of some places in the Godavari District^ especially of the

sandstones of Kolapilli.

In the Records of the Geological Survey, 1871 and 1872, Mr. W. T, Blanford has published

a paper in two parts on some plant-bearing sandstones of the Godavari valley, and descriptioiiB

of others in the same district (Records, Vol. IV, p. 107, Vol. V, p. 23, Vol. IV, p. 49)

All the places Mr. Blanford mentions, and from which he has got fossil plants, ho has

recognized as belonging to the Damuda series and to the Kamthi group (upper portion of

Damudas in general) on account of the occurrence of Glossopteris and Verlehraria in the

characteristic forms for those beds. This is indeed so ; and our Museum contains several

sets of fossil plants, from localities in the Godavari District (from the lower part of the river

valley) which are at once to be recognized as plants of tho Kamthi or Raniganj group.

But we have got also from another locality, Kolapilli, near Ellore, discovered by

Mr. King, a set of plants which certainly belong to another group and another ago.

The plants from this locality are preserved in a very fine sandstone of a yellow-brown

colour (ferruginous). They are pretty numerous, but do not represent many species ;
suffi-

cient, however, to determine the age of the flora. The following systematical enumeration

will enable us to compare these fossils with others already described and determined.
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h^JEquiseiace a»

Wanting.

IL—JFV/iVc#.

1.

^Alethopteris indica, Oldb. and Morr.: some very characteristic specimens quite like

the Hajmahal form, and also like Asjihnites Mosserti, Schenk.

2.

--^Asplenite8 macrocarpust Oldh. and Morr. : frequent, very closely allied to AspleniUs

Ottonis, Schimp.

3

.

—Gleichenites Bindralunensis^ Schimp., {Pecopteris gleichenites), Oldh. and Morr.

;

a fragmentary specimen.

4.

—T<Bnioptori8 (Angiopteridium) spathulata, McCl. ; a fragment of a TcBniopteris,

agreeing well with fig. 7 on PL VI, Oldh. and Morr., Rajmahal Flora,

6.

—

Taniopteris (Angiopteridium) ensisy Oldh. and Morr. Two specimens I believe

belong to this species of the Kajrnahal Hills.

III.

—

Cifcadem,

1.

—PferopJiplUtm Morrisiauumy Oldh., one or two specimens, one pretty largo.

2.

—P/erophi/Hum cartetiannmy Oklb, A very iroqnoni species,

3.

—VtcrophyUam comp, distans, Morr. (Ifislopianumy Oldb.) The specimen recalls

also the Plcroph. Pvaunianumy Gd{)p.

4.

—Piilopliyllum (Palcvozamia) aculifoliumy Morr. Tlic common form. Pretty

frequent.

6.

—Piilopliyllum cnicliemey Morr. This species is also represented by some specimens.

Q.^Dlciyozamiies indieus, Fstrn., formerly Dictyopferis fdcatay Morr. Of this

very interesting and curious fossil, the systematic position of which, however, has not yet

been quite determined, but is provisionally taken as a Cycadew near Otozamites Braun, there

occur some specimens near KolapilU, but on account of the more sandy stone, the reticula-

tion of the veins is not so distinct as iu the same species from the Rajmahal hills or from
near Madras. But the identity is proved.

7. A fruit of a cycadeous plant belonging to the genus William8oniay Carr;
it is pretty large, as iu the Rajmahal series ; in Kach wo found some smaller specimens.

IV.

—

Coniferce.

1.

—Palissya pectincay Fstrn. This quite characteristic coniferous species occurs pretty

frequently.

2.

—Palissya Oldhami also is represented in one specimen.

3.

—Echinosfrohus sp. Two specimens, somewhat indistinct, but from the rami-

fication and disposition of the leaves they can be placed only in this genus ;
the species I

have not yet determined.

4.

—Scales of coniferous plants of a very large size, belonging most probably to Arau^
carifeSy occur in some specimens.

This general view of the plants from KolapilU exhibits at once some of the most fre-

quent and most characteristic species from the Rajmahal series in the Rajmahal hills, so

that we may safely take them to be on the some horizon and age.
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General table thawing the relationt of the now diteusted term and theirflorae.

Kach (gbhbbally Kach Sbbieb) Middlb
JCBASS., Eubopb. Rajhahax. Bbrxxs (Lows* Jubass., Eobopk).

Upper horizon. Lower horizon (?) Rajmahal Hills. Kolapilli.

Loharia ; not quite dis-

tinct.

Doodaft, Bhoojooree, Ku~
iurbit! these 3 with
Oolitic forme, as en-

umerated above.
Oolite (lower).

\

Thromhnv>vf\ih a Palin-

ftifa, like thatfrom the
kajmahai smee and
Narbada valley ? per-

haps reprtmiUng here

the Jinjntahal gerie.<<.

Near Oooneri, oont.ain-

inp tlie AclinopterU-
like forms.

Abundant larj?e TtBniopferit,

Pttt'ophyllum ; true Cycadiies;

some Olommitce, Palmya (re-

minding ? Braiini, Eurtl.) etc.,

ofl'oring a liassic view of the
plants.

Some Alethopteris, and a cons-
tant PaliMtfactv.., Lias (of Aus-
tria P); common plant with tlie

npiier horizon of Kath, PtHo-
phyJlum, Morr.

;
with Thrombmo

the PaltH^yatcpovwv., oalled by
me Pal. Oldhami Fstm.

Containinf? abundant Pio'o-
phyllmn, healdes all (ho
eharaeteristie plants for the
“Rajmahal series’* of the
Rajmahal hills (which must
be taken as typical).

LtoHsic.

Common with Thrombow, the
Pa’ineva siHicies called by tno
Pah Oldhami. Fstm. With
the upper horizon the conlfe-

ruus scales (but much larger).

There are two species of the "onus JPtilophyllum Morr., common to both scries ; they are Pt,

cutchense (prevailing in Kach) and Pt. Morr., prevailing in the Rajmahal scries*

I would here give a list of the several works I have referred to bearing on our plant-

bearing strata, tlielr flora and age. Wo have Captain SJierwill (Jonrn. Asiat. Soc., 1851,

p. 577,) on the Kajiualial hills, with a map.—Mr. 27/. Oldha/n (in Jourii. Asiat. Soc., Bengab

1854, p. 203,) On the geology of the Ibijiuahal Hills.

—

T/i. Oldham and Morris, “ On the

flora of Rajinalial series, Rajmahal hills,” Paheont. Indica, 1802.

—

"^U'. Tk. Oldham, Mom.

Gcol. Survey of India, 1800, II Voh, “ On the geolog. age of the rocks in Central India, Raj-

inahal hills, etc.”—Capbiin “ Geology of Kach.” Transactions of the Gcolog. Soc.,

Vol. I, sec. scries, with description of tlie plants by Prof. Morris.

—

Me Clelland

:

Report of

the Geological Survey of India, 1818-49, with plates, Calcutta, 1860.—W. T. lilanford.

Memoirs of the Geolog. Surv. of India, Vol. VI, “On the geology of n portion of Kach,
*'

p. 17.—Mr. Wynne: Mem., Gcolog. Surv. of India, Vol. IX, “Geology of Kach”.

—

Dr. W. Waagc/i: Records of tlio Geological Survey of India, “Abstracts of results of examin-

ation of the ammonite fauua of Kach,” etc., Vol. IV, 1871, No. 4, p. 89.—Dr. Waa/jen:

“Jurassic fiiuna of Kach,” Palueontologia Indica, 1875.

"De Zigno

:

Some observations on the flora of the Oolite
:

Quarterly Qeolog. Journnl,

1860, p. 110 .—De Zignv

:

Soprai deposile di j»iaute fossili dell America Betieiitrionulc, delle

Indie e dell Australia, etc., Padova, 1863 .—De Zlgnu

:

Observations sur les Planches

de rOuvrage de Mr. Oldham: “ Sur les Plantes fo.s8i les des Rajmahal hills” (manuscript,

1861, in our Library ).—De Zigno

:

Flora fo.ssilis formationis Oolithicac, Vol. I, 1856-68,

pag. VI, etc.

—

Bimhnry

:

General remarks and postcript in his Fossil plants of Nagpur:

Quarterly Journal Geolog. Soc., XVII, (1861), p. 34, f. f.—Ilislep \
“ Nagpur Sandstone”

etc.: Quarterly Journal, Grcolog. Soc. XVII, (1861), p. 349. Rajmahal Hills.—W.
Ilaidingeri Verhandlungen der k. k. Geolog. Reichsanstalt, Wien : Pflanzeufossilion aus

den Rajmahal Hiigln, 1861-62, Bericht, vom, 31 Juli, p. 80.

I may also mention some works in which special mention is made of our fossils. There

is Mr. Schenk’s “ Flora der Gronzschichten zwischen Keuper und Lias”, 1 867, where especi-

ally the systematical position of some of our Rajmahal species is discussed, and where

Eqidsetum Majmahaleme, Oldh., is considered as a 1 i a s s i c form. Mr. Ettingshausen, in

his “ Die Farrenkrautor der Jetztwclt” 1865, mentions especially the T/rnioptcris lata, Oldh.,

Tccniopt., Morris, Oldh., placing it with tljc living Arrostichum (which, however, is of no use

in the question of the age)
; as to the localities he states ;

“ In formatione lias dicbi ad

Bindrahun Bengalis.”
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Mr. Saporta, in his “ Vegdtaux fossiles du Ten’aiii jurassiqne,” in the Palconiologie

Fran9aise, 1872-1876 (Nos. 1-18), mentions in several places our fossil plants from tho

Rajmahal hills. Of Mr. Schimpers Paldontologie Vegdtale, 1867-1874, I have already said

wliat was necessary, and repeat only that our Rajmahal fossils, and also those of tho

Damuda, must be eliminated from his list of the fossil plants of the Oolitic period, and

be put in their proper places.

In 1876 we have again a note by Mr. Zigno on the Rajmahal Flora in Verhandl, d. k, k,

geolog. Reichsanst. No. 17, where he again approves the Li as sic age of the Rajmahal

Flora.

I must finally mention a paper by Mr. JS. F. Blanford, published in the Quarterly

Journal, Geolog. Soci(;ty, 1875, November, with the title, “ On the age and (correlations of the

plant-bearing series of India, and the former existence of an Iiido-Oceanic Continent**, in

which, however, regarding tlui flora all is repeated from the former publications of the Survey,

and therefore reciuircs the same corrections. I will only mention that all the lists of fossil

plants given by Mr. Oldham were only provisional ; and that many of the genera were

subsequently detennined to be different ; which, of course, also changed tho conclusions to be

made from them.

It is tlius obvious that I do not agree in identifying the horizon of the Kach with that of the

Rajmahal seihjs in the Rajmahal hills, on the Godavari and near Madras. Nor is it at all

probable that the Damuda series are Permian; as tho Schizoneuray which is so very

frequent in the upp(^r Damudas, is not known anywhere in Permian strata, but in

Trias. I may also mention tho recent discovery in the Barakar group of a VoUzia and

of a very distinct single-pinnate Neuropteris, Bgt., which till now is nowhere known in the

PalpRozoic (viz.y Permian) strata, but only in the Triassic {viz.y Buntsandstein—grbs

bigarrd) rocks*
;

proving, besides other evidence, that the lower Damudas also are of

mosozoio age, as 1 will show more fully in a later paper. From these facts one will be also

able to make further conclusions on tho age of the Australian plants, as being identical with

our Damuda plants.

Description of a cranium of Stegodon ganssa, with notes on the sub-genus and
ALLIED FORMS, hg R. Lydbkhee, B. A. (Cantab), Geological Swrvey of India,

Tho cranium described in the present paper is a remarkably fine and nearly perfect

specimen belonging to Stegodon ganesa (Falconer). It was discovered by Mr. Theobald in

tho grey sandstone beds of Maili, belonging to the middle ^Siwalik series. In describing this

specimen I have of necessity been led to examine the other allied species, and in the present
paper intend giving a few notes on the sub-genus.

The sub-genus or genus (?) Stegodon as originally founded by the late Dr. Falconer,
comprised four species, viz,y S. insignisy 8. lomhi/ronSy and 8, ganesay from the Siwaliks, and
8, cUflUy from the tertiary bods of the Irawadi : subsequently, Professor Owen (Q. Jour., Geol.
Soc., Lon., 1870, p. 417) added two other species to this list, viz,y 8. orientalis and 8, sinen-
sisy founded on fragments of molar teeth brought from China. In spite of the reputation of
the founder of these last two species, I cannot help doubting their validity as being
based on the characters of the teeth alone, as these are so very similar in all the species ; at
the same time, 1 should be by no means surprised that, if at any time the crania of the
Chinese species should be discovered, it (or they) would be found to differ from the Indian
species.

SoIiiHii>cr aud Muugcot : Mouographio dos plaules fossiloa du grea bigarr<5 doa Vosges, 1847, 40 plates.



I therefore consider the molars of Slcgodon ganesa and Stegodon Inafguift as indisiin-

^uishable one from ilie oilier; the skulls are, however, easily reeofjni/.ed, th;«i of S. inufgn’h'i

“being singularly modified, so as to hear an analogy to the cranium of Danothvrinm, while

the head of S. ganesa does not differ much from the ordinary typo of the elephant ” (Pal.

Mem., voL I, p. 81). In spite, however, of this striking dilVerence in the two crania, Dr.

Falconer, subsequently to writing the above passage, had reason to doubt the specific distinct,

-

ness of /S', ganesa : he did not state, however, on what grounds, or with which species ho pro-

posed to amalgamate it ; the distinctness, however, of the molars of Stegodon bomhifrons

shows that it must have been with S. insignis. If any certain distinction COuld 1)6 drftWll

between the molars of S. insignis and 8, ganesa, it would be of itself suflScient to confirm
the distinctness of the latter ; as it is, we are driven to depend on the character of the crania
alone.

At first sight the huge tusks and alveoli, the large size of the inter-alveolar fossa and of
the nasal fossa, together with the high and vaulted frentals, appear alone quite sufficient to
distinguish the cranium of S. ganesa from the small-tusked 8. insignis, with the small
nasal fossa, and the peculiar flattening and ridging of the frontals

;
if, however, we turn to

the figures of the crania of S. insignis in the “ Fauna Antlqua Sivalensis,” we shall find iliat

the peculiar shape of the frontals of the adult oi S. insignis is not present in those of the
young animal

:
(the peculiarity in the adult arising from a partial development of the

intertabular fossie). From this fact, in accordance with Falconer’s doubts, I have though
it might be possible that 8, ganesa is only a bage-tusked male form, of wliich 8.

tnsignis is the female
; in the former, in correlation with the great development of the lowcu-

part of the skuU to carry the large tusks, the frontal sinuses are also developed in like

manner, and not aborted as in the female (8. insignis).

The size of the crania of 5. ganesa in the British Museum is, however, much larger In

pToporiion to those of 8. insignis than occurs in the living species of elephants; and 1

cannot but think it expedient to continue to consider the two as distinct Kpecies, ns tin*

crania are so widely dlfierent. The present cranium has smaller tusks than any dese,ribi'd

specimen of S, ganesa, although they are still much larger than those of 8. insignis. T

think it, therefore, not improbable that this ma^’' be a female form, which supposition Wi)Uid
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at once do away with the above hypothesis ; there appears to be a difference in the number

of cusps in the molars of this specimen from typical forms, which, according to Prof. Owen,

might be grounds for specific distinction.

Apparently, from the specimens in Falconer’s collections in the typical Siwalik strata

of the districts adjoining the Jamna, which include the highest beds of the series, the

skulls and molars of the highly specialized sub-genus EuelephaSj as exemplified by

JE'. hysvdricus, were equally common with either of the species of Stegodon; passing,

however, more to the westward, towards the Satlej and the Beas districts, we find that

most of the fossils obtained by Mr. Theobald (which form the chief part of the Siwalik colleo-

tioil of the Geological Survey) are obtained either from the middle grey sandstones, or the

lower red clays,—both older than the Markanda river beds; among these fossils the pro-

portionate number of Stegodon molars to those of Euelephas is about 30 to 1 ; or in the pro-

portion of 10 to 1 (allowing for the three species of Stegodon), In the. newer deposits of

the Narbada valley, we find Euelephas Namadtcv^ the dominant species, while Stegodon is

only represented by a few specimens of S, insignis ; in the present Indian Fauna, Euelephas

alone survives,* having died out; the latter genus is confined to the tertiary beds of

India, Burma and China ; we find, therefore, as might have been predicated on anatomical

grounds, that the simple form, Stegodon, apjiears to have been gradually dying out since

Siwalik times (how long before that it originated we are unable at present to say), and to

have been replaced by the more highly specialized forms of Loxodon and Euelephas, of which

the latter is the most highly specialized. The pedigree of the Prohosridia is probably some-

thing of this sort, as shown in the diagram
; Tapirus connecting it with other Vngulata,

EUELEPHAS
Namadlrus /
Sgsudrictis

Indicus

LOXODON
Planifrons .. . .Africanus

'^.Meridionalis

/
/ Primif/en ius

Anttquus

JBombifrons^

Orientalis ?

' Sinensis ^

STEGODON
Insignis *

Ferimensis
Sivalemis

DEINOTHERIUM MASTODON
Laiidem

European and American

species

TAPIRUS

COMMON ANCESTOR

Until geological explorations have been carried out to a greater extent in the countries

between India and England, it is impossible to say in which direction the migration of

elephants took place
; it would not, however, be unreasonable, from the number of species

and genera found in the Siwaliks and other Indian strata, to suggest that India was the original

home of the family {Efephas, Mastodon, Deinothcrium, and Tapirus are all found fossil in

ludin), and that the migration took place from thence, all the sub-genera having taken origin
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in that country, probably long before Siwalik times ; thus Loxodun planlfrmi.i, or an unknown

allied species, might have travelled westward and given rise to Loxodon wcridionalis of the

English “ Forest Beds,*’ and subsequently to the living Loxodon qfrivanus. In the same

way, LJuelephas may first have given rise to the Siwalik species, from which again sprung

the Narbada species and the living LJuelepkas indicust and on the other hand, to another

branch which travelled over Asiatic Eussia, and thence to Europe, producing the Mammoth

JB, primigenius and the other European species.

Mastodon^ as having the widest distribution—Europe, Asia, and America—as well as from

being the most generalized type of the family, may well be considered as the most ancient

form of the group ; its earliest occurrence in India is in the supra-nummulitic beds of Sind

and Kach, and its latest existence was probably in the marshes of the Ohio, where it not

unlikely lived down to the human period ; it is the only American representative of the

family, and its migration may well have taken place from India westward to America.

Mastodon was the first of the elephants to die out in India, it being unknown after the

Siwalik period.

The present specimen of Stegodon ganesa exhibits the whole of the cranium in very

perfect and complete condition ; the chief injuries are the absence of the zygomatic arches,

which have been broken off close to their respective origins ;
and the absence of the greater

portions of the tusks, the incisive sheaths having been broken off near their base
;
the hones

composing the wall of the left temporal fossa have been much crushed and comminuted, but

have been subsequently roughly recemented together by a calcareous infilti*ation.

In its original state the cranium was almost completely embedded in a mass of the com-

mon Siwalik grey sandstone, which, though generally soft, became almost as hard as granite

as it approached the bone. The mass of stone in which the specimen was embedded was, as

is so commonly the case with Siwalik fossils, a detached boulder, which had undergone a

considerable amount of rolling and weathering ; the fractured extremities of the tusks bad

evidently been exposed for a considerable time to the action of the weather, being much

decomposed, and easily separating into a series of concentric rings. The bone had lost its

animal matter, adhering very strongly to the tongue, and absorbing a great quantity of the

glue with which it was treated.

The general outline of the facial and frontal portions of the cranium correspond neaily

with that of Colonel Baker’s large cranium of this species in the British Museum,' tin's is

noticeable in tlie comparatively largo size of the incisive slieaths, the large and deep l()ssa

between them, and in the continuity of the fronto-incisive planes
; when examined in detjiil,

however, certain suniller points of difference exhibit themselves.

The frontal plane of Colonel Baker’s specimen of this species is remarkable for its

broad and smooth expanse, sc.'ircely roughened by any ridge or pi'otuberance
; in this speci-

men a bold rounded ridge is continued upwards and backwards along the mesial line of the

frontals from the nasals, and terminates in a rounded boss, some eight iruihcs above the
naso-frontal suture; on either side of this ridge there is a marked depression, broadest above
the nasals, and gradually narrowing as it passes upwards: externally to this depression

^

sharp trihedral ridge is continued upwards from the post-orbital process of the IVont.d, im-
perceptibly losing itself in the Hat surface of the parictals. There is no restunbiance to

the flattened upper frontals and supra-nasal ridge of the cranium of Stegodon insigais.

The large dimensions of the nasal bones (see table of measurements) difler I'rom those

of typical specimens of the species, and still more widely from those of all other species,

esjMJcially 6. insignisy in which they are remarkably small
; t\iey are more than double the

size of the corresjxmding bones in Colonel Baker’s cranium, and four times that of the nasals
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of S.insignif!, The iiiisals form a downward prolongation of the mesial Irontal ridge; they

are of great thickness, being composed of a mass of finely cancellated bony tissue, project

iar over the nasal fossa, and have a soinewliat quadrate free termination. The lower border

of the frontals, forming the upper boundary of the nasal fossa, sweeps upwards in a bold

nrch on either side of the nasals: in Colonel Baker’s cranium this line of the frontals is

mue.b straighter and is scarccdy interrupted by the small nasals. The lower border of the

nasal fossa slopes away evenly Jrom either side to the median line
;
at this line a deep trian-

gular notch, on either side of which arc the posterior processes of the prt*maxilhe, connects

the nasal and incisive fossm; bi'lowthis notch the incisive fossa becomes suddenly very deep;

in Colonel Baker’s cranium the iiitcr-premaxillary notch is much shallower, and the processes

blunter : in S. insignis the notch is almost absent, and the incisive fossa becomes gradually,

not suddenly, deep.

The incisive fossa is of great size and depth, its outer walls are nearly perpendicular to

the base, and parallel to each other ; in Colonel Baker's cranium the inner walls of the

incisive sheaths are curved, the concavity looking inwards : in S. insignia the incisive sheaths

are very slender and diverge rapidly outwards, in a manner very different from either of the

above.

In a side view of the cranium, the upper, boundaiy of the large temporal fossa is of an

elongated eav-shape, just as in Colonel BakerV specimen ;
the cranial wall of this fossa runs

in a plane nearly at right angles to the roof of tho cranium, as far down as a line connect-

ing the post-orbital process of the frontal with the lower border of the posterior zygomatic

root; along the lino of tho nervous foramina, there is an abrupt fall inwards from this

vortical plane, to join tho plane of tho molar alveolus. In Colonel Baker’s specimen the

wall of the temporal fossa begins to curve inwards very rapidly, which curve is continued

without any break at tho nervous foramina, to join tho piano of the molar alveolus. In

Stegodon insignia tho temporal fossa is curved antero-posteriorly, as well as from above down-

wards, difTcring very markedly from either of the above forms.

The walls ol' tlie temporal fossa, in this and in all other specimens of Stegodon ganesa
that I have seen, are straight aKtero-posteriorly, and are placed nearly at right angles to

tlio plane of the fhee ;
there is never i. y wedge-shap(xl indontfition of the fossa towards

the median line in tho middle of the IVontals, which reml(‘rs the greater part of the walls

of the fossa visil)le frmu the front of the skull, as always occurs in the crania of Stegodon
insignls, and whicli gives it its characteristic form.

In the crania of all other elephants that I have seen, the course of the optic nerve
after emerging from its foramen, is continued outwards across the orbit, in a deep channel

which grooves the inferior surface of the post-orbital process of the frontal
; in tbo present

spccinien this channel is nhseni, the surface of the hone being perfectly smooth; this feature
is probably only an individual variety.

Ill a front view of the cranium, as stated above, only a very small portion of the tem-
poral fossa of either side conies into the field of view ; the external outline of the lower
^rtion of tlie cranium differs in several respects from Colonel Baker’s specimen, probably
owing to tbe smaller size of the tusks. The anterior zygomatic root stands out from the
cuter border of tbo incisive sheath almost at a right angle, throwing the infra-orbital fora-
men entirely out of the line of the incisive fossa, while the foramen itself looks nearly
directly forwards. In Colonel Baker’s specimen the anterior zygomatic root slopes away very
gradimll)'- from tbe outer wall of the incisive sheath at an obtuse angle of nearly 120° the
infriuorbitid foramen occupies, a notch in the outer border of tbe incisive sheath, and looks
considerably outwards as well as forwards. Tbo position and form of the anterior zygo-
matic root and fommen in the present specimen resemble the position of the corresponding
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w t\io cvaniwm of Stegodon insignis, and might, therefore, he taken as evidence ior

Urn two forms ; 1 rather regard this position, however, as due only

to the smaller size of the tushs *, while the greater size of the present cranium, and the fornr

of the frontals and temporal fossm, serve to show that a smaller tushed form of Sk^odon

qanesa exists, v/ithout mahing any approacjh in the form of the upper cranium to the

cranium of Stegodon insignis, so peculiarly modified in the upper regions.

Thi‘ occipital surface is much flattened, having an irregular hexagonal outline, of which

the parietals form the longer superior border, and the condyles the shorter inferior border

;

on its outer side, this surfiice slopes away rapidly to form the posterior boundary of the

temporal fossa ; the hollow for the insertion of the ligamentum nucha3 commences about five

inches above the foramen magnum, and is continued vertically upwards for a distance of

eleven inches, averaging an inch and a half in width, and rather less in depth.

The following measurements of this cranium are compared below with those of Colonel

Baker’s specimen, figured in plate XXI of the Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis, and described at

page 33 of the description of the plates to the above :
~

Measurement in inches of crania.
Present

specimen.

Col. Baker’s

8. ^ane«a.

Width of incisives at infra-orbital foramen
Width of ditto below ditto

Length of cranium from occipital condyles to anterior border of molar
alveolus

Vertical height from condyles to sinciput ...

Lateral diameter across occipital condyles

Aiitev()-iK)Sterior diameter of loft coudyle ...

Transverse diameter of ditto

Ditto ditto of foramen magnum ...

A ntero-posterior diameter ditto

Diameter of widest part of supra-oanpital
Ditto naso- praomaxillary fossa

Interval between nasal tossa and post-orbital margin of frontal ...

Extreme width of frontals
licngth of inoibivo (broken in specimen) ...

Depth of zygomatic fossa
Estimated width of cranium between centre of temporal fossa ...

Height from lower margin of meatus auditorius externus to sinciput

Ditto posterior margin of molar alveolus to sinciimt
Length from upper border of foramen magnum to posterior margin of

molar alveolus ... ... ...

Vertical height of orbit ... ... ... ^ ...

Transverse diameter of middle of left incisive sheath
Vertical diameter of left incisive sheath ...

Ditto ot infra-oTb\ta\ foramen
Transverse ditto ditto
Intorv'al between distal ends of second molar
Interval between proximal ditto ditto
Lenf'th of rifxht second molar
Width of ditto ditto ditto at second ridp'o ... ...
Ditto ditto ditto ditto at penultimate ditto

Vertical height from posterior extremity of outer border of second molar
alveolns to post-orbital process of frontal

Distance between outer surfaces of second molars at fifth ridge ...

Antero-postenor diameter of meatus auditorius externus
Trausverse ditto ditto ditto ... ...

Length from upper border of foramen magnnm to tip of nasals ...

From tip of nasals to prromaxillary protuberance
Height from lower border of anterior zygomatic root to crown -surface of

second molar ...

Width of nasals at base ...
**’

\\\

*’*

Length of ditto ... ...
[’* **[

Long diameter of posterior iiares
*”

**.*

Tiansvcrse ditto ditto ...

6-5

66

26-0

25*0

9*0

5*0

4'0

3-()

2 9

28-0

lO-O

27*6

210
4*5

170
200
30-0

90
8*9

8*0

7*8

a*7
In
4 0
6*2

JfiO
4'3

53

21*5

18*5

]*2

1*0

650
7*0

26*0

6*6

3*8

60
30

7*6

10*75

26-0

24*0

9*2

6-0

3*85

3*0

31
2U‘2
16*0

4 *i)*j

26*26

8l'()

4*25

19*25

180
32*0

9*5

3-7«

11*5

10*6
8*85

2*7

:r2rj

IIV
405
60

210
12*0

1*15

1*0

3*0

1
*6

*
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From tlic above table of measurements we find the general measurements of the two

crania not varying more than might be expected in two different individuals; but the

respective dimensions of the tusks and their alveoli are very different. Thus it will be

seen that, in the present specimen, the transverse diameter of the incisive sheath above

and below the infra-orbital foramen is the same ; while in Colonel Baker’s cranium the sheaths

are constricted at the foramen, and suddenly expand below this point. TJie transverse

diameters of the incisive sheaths of the two crania below the infra-orbital foramina are in

the proportion of 8 to 11*5, and the antoro-posterior diameters in the proportion of 7 to

10. The (;iream hirenccs of the respective incisive sheaths are 20 and 30 inches; the

length of the tusks of Colonel Baker’s specimen, from the distal extremity of the incisive

sheath to tlioir tip, is 0 feet 8 inches; if the length of the tusks in the present speci-

men h(‘ars t he- sainii proportion to their diameter, as it does in Colonel Baker’s specimen,

this would not have exceeded (J feet 9 inches, making a difference of 2 feet 9 inches

in the lengtli of the tusks in the two individuals; very probably the difference may have

been still greater.

The next most noticeable difference in the measurements of the two skulls occurs in

the palate ;
the palate of the ])ri‘sent specimen is widt-r than that of Colonel Baker’s spoeimen,

in the ])roportiou of 1 to 2*7 at one end and 5 2 to 3‘2 at the other. The nasals of the

present specimen are nearly twiee as large as those of Colomd Baker's specimen ; the trans-

verse measurements being 5‘5 and 3*0, and the anlero-poslerior measurements 3‘8 and

I'O inches.

The vertical lu'ight. of th(' proseiil specimen is one inch greater than that of Colonel

Baker’s sjiecimen; and the width ol' the frontals is inch greater.

If now we turn t.o tin' ligures of the crania of Stvgoiloii insigni.'^ given in plates 1&

and 17 of the ‘‘ Fa\ina Antiijua Sivalonsis” with their accompanying measurements, we

find that the s])eeimen figured in jdate 17, fig. 1, has a diameter of only 25*5 inches

across the oeci]mt, 3 inches less than in the present .specimen; while its vertical height

is 4*5 inches less; llu' whole cranium, in fact, being greatly smaller than the present,

and dillering by the peculiar form of the foreliead so gn'atly as to have very little general

resemblance.

From the above facts T (mncludo that the present specimen proves the existence of a

small-tusked variety of S/n/oi/oti ganesa, of wliieli the cranium is at least as large as in the

l)ig-tusked variety, and which, moreover, show.s no approach to the peculiarly modified

cranium of insignia, of which the tusks are still smaller; the ])rosent speeiraon

might well be a female of Sfegodoii gtuicsa, wliile Stegodon insignis will still stand as a

distinct, though closely-allied, smaller species (in the modern acceptation of the term) dis-

tinguished by its peculiar frontals and temi>oral fossse; the teeth of the two species being in-

distinguishable from each, and indicating a very close affinity.

Continuing our description of the present specimen, we find that two pairs of molars

are protruded from their alveoli
; the first pair have been in wear for a considerable period,

and are much worn away in front, the number of ridges remaining being only seven. In
the second molar of tlu' left side, eight ridges may be counted, together with an anterior

talou ridge : betweeu the first and second ridge there is a small conical tubercle on tlie outer
side. This molar is only partially protruded from its alveolus ; from the width of the last

visible ridge, there must he two or three more ridges still concealed in the alveolus: this
would make the tooth the last of the permanent molar series, in which the number of ridges
should bo either ten or eleven; the penultimate molar never has more than eight ridges;
the fact of this tooth being the last of the series proves the animal to have been fully adult,
and that the tusks had attained their full size and development.
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The unworn ridges on the last molar are remarkably clear and sharp, displaying in

great perfection the cusps on their summits ; as in the typical specimen, they liavo the usual

transverse bowed form, with clean transverse valley’s, without any trace of a median, fore-

and-aft cleft ; the outer side of the worn ridges is lower than the inner side.

The first ridge of the ultimate molar is unusually thick and massive; it lias an

imperfectly-divided talon on its anterior side: its longer or transverse diameter is 4
inches, and the shorter or antero-postcrior diameter 2 inches

; the interval between

the summits of the second and third ridges is 1*2 inches, and that between ihe

seventh and eighth ridges 1*6 iiiehes. The depth of the valley between the sixth and

seventh ridges is 1*5 inches; transverse diameter of the fifth ridge is 4*2 inches.

On the fifth ridge there are no less than thirteen sharply-pointed ensps visible : the sixth

cusp, counting from the inner side, on this, and the immediately adjacent ridges is some-

what larger than the rest, and its hollow on the outer side somewhat deeper. This sixth

cusp and valley will probably indicate the line homologous with the medial fissure of the

molars of Mastodon,

The great number of cusps on tlie ridges of the last molar is an nnnsual character

among the Siwalik Stegodons ; a character to which, however, as stated above, 1 do not

attach much value : tlie thirt(*en cusps on the fifth ridge do not probably represent the total

number, as the whole of the ridge is not protruded from its alveolus
;
there are, no doubt,

at least two still concealed ; this would bring up the whole number to iifkMm.

The greatest number of cusps contained in a single ridge of any of the molars of

Stegodon ganesa figured in the “Fauna Antiqua Sivaleiisis *’ is eight ; in 8. /w-v/V/a/# ten ;

and in 8, hotnbifro7is nine. In Stegodon ortenfalis. Prof. Owen says, the cusps are “ about

a dozen in number”; and in S. sinensis he infers them to be twelve or thirteen. If the

number of cusps be any criterion of specific identity, as Prof. Owen tbinks it is, the pre-

sent cranium would belong to a fifth Siwalik species, which would be most nearly related

to the Chinese species. The close resemblance of the cranium, however, to the typical

Stegodon ganesa at once forbids this supposition ; and 1 should ho therefore inclined to

doubt the validity of Prof. Owen’s new species, founded mainly on this character.

As an iustanc.e of the variability of this tdiaracter, I may cite a specimen of a right

mandible of S. insignis in the collection of the Imperial Mu.seuin (No. 62 S.) ; the specimen

contains the third milk-molar just protruded from its alveolus ; this tooth shows seven

ridges; the fifl.h of these carries eleven cusps, a greater number than 1 have seen on even

a last molar of this species. I think, therefore, tliat this character, as of specific value,

must be abandoned
; if so, Prof. Owen’s Chinese specimens must also he abandoned, as they

are founded chiefly on this character and some slight variation in the enamel.

Note upon the Suu-IIimalayan Series in the Jamit (Jummoo) Hills, by JT. B.

Medlicott, m. a., Geological Survey of India.

The ‘J.amu Hills’ may conveniently be taken to designate the several ranges, of steadily

decreasing elevation, between the flanks of the Pir Panjal and the plains of tlie Panjiib,

from the Ravi to the Jhelam. At the Ravi they arc the direct continuation of the ranges

in the Kangra district. For many years this ground has been a mi'^sing link in our study

of the great Sub-Ilimalayan series of tertiary rocks. So long as those territories could

boast of a geologist of their own, we refrained from trespassing upon his rights; but soon

after the departure of Mr. Drew, steps were taken towards closing tliis gap in our wor .

Every facility has been granted to us by His Highness the Maharajah and his ministers.
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rn. ».»d .-b i. «. .-en,2^.=old slaty rocks of the higher mountains, hi„ii p

nant of atill older tertiary deposits, including at their base the nummulitic beds o ubathu,

transitionally overlaid by red clays and grey sandstones m distinguishable zones, *0 which I

gave the names Dagshai and Kasaoli. I subsequently denoted these three older bands collect-

ively as the Sirmur group, it being desirable to restrict the name Subathu to the nummulitic

zone proper. There was little direct evidence as to how far the boundary between the Ndhan

and Sirmur groups might also ho an aboriginal unconformity, or altogether due to flexure and

faulting; but the fact that in the lowest outcrops of the Nahan band over a very large area

no symptom could be detected of the very characteristic Subathu zone, nor any specific

representative of the Kasdoli beds, which in the contiguous area are repeatedly marked by

peculiar plant layers, gave strong presumptive evidence lor the supposition of aboriginal un-

(!onformity,

lijo trace of those very marked stratigvaphical features of the Simla region could bo

detected by Mr. Wynne iu the country west of the .Thelain ; although several of the Z()n(‘s

could be identified with great certainty. TheSuhatliu nummuHti(;s are very charaetoristically

represented west of Mari (Murree), and over them, at Mari itself, the rocks exactly resemble

the Dagshai beds; while at the upper end of the series ilie Siwaliks are iu great force, with

their characteristic Ibssils.

As an unknown quantity between these two contrasting sections there was the remark-

able fact that the axes of flexure iu the rocks west of the Jhelam have a direction at right

Jingles to that of the contiguous Himalayan ranges ; the change taking place abruptly along

the I'onrso of the river. It is tlio junction or confluence, the knee, as it has been termed,

between the lines of the Himalaya proper and those of the Hindu Kush. Thera seemed

a possibility that the total (lisa2)pearance westward of the boundaries .so strongly marked at

tlie base of the Himalaya east of the Satlej might be closely connected with this striking

transverse feature of the mountaiu structure. Such, however, is not the case. These two

sysfoms of flexure are continuous and cotemi»oraneous.

The difficulty of establisliing divisions in the immense series of tertiary strata which

has so hampered Mr. Wynne in his examination of the trans-J helam eomitr}^ had already

strongly declared itself to me in the hills between the Satlej and the liavi. On the map
published with my memoir, it will be seen that the Nahan-Siwalik boundary and the Nahan
zone itself is stoppod abruptly and arbitrarily at the Satlej. I found that the abutting,

overlap2>ing junction of topmost Siwaliks again.st low Nahaus had gradually changed into

vertical parallelism ; the ridge of Nahan rocks here taking the form of an anticlinal, sinking

to the nortli-west, round the point of which the Siwaliks turn over into the inner valley.

Finding that the several broad duns (flat longitudinal valleys) of the Kangra district were

occupied by rucks of Siwalik type, and not having time to work out their approximate

s('j>aration from tlic core of Nahan beds in some of the dividing ridges. I coloured tl"?
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whole area as Siwalik, giviuj^ due notice of this on the map itself aud in the descriptive

text. Thus already in the Kangra district the Naban-Siwalik boundary was extremely
difficult to fix.

The other great boundary-feature of the Simla region, that between the Nahan aud
Sirmur groups, also undergoes much change immediately west of the Satloj

; and iu a similar

manner to that described for the NAhan zone ; the whole Sirmur group becomes lowered along

the strike to the north-west, so that the Subathu zone is altogether suppressed. On this

account, and because this structure would probably bring in higher beds, the north-western

extension of 'the Sirmtir baud was coloured as NAhan in my map of 1862. It is for this

zone the beginning of the compromise that must be adopted to reconcile the difEerent distri-

bution of the strata in the separate sections qf the mountain region. The actual boundary

of this innermost tertiary zone is still as clear as ever, because there is a corresponding

change in the outer contact rocks ; Siwalik conglomerates abutting against it all along the

KAngra Dun.

There is still a leading feature of contrast between the two regions separated by the

Jamu hills. In the Simla region the Subathu beds rest on a deeply denuded surface of the

next oldest strata, supposed to be of lower secondary age
;
whereas beyond the Jhelam no

such unconformity has been observed. This, it is evident, is a ditferenco of precisely the same

character as those already noticed within the tertiary series
;
aud it is very noteworthy that

these changes coincide in position with the most remarkable bend in contour of the boundary

of the higher mountains, formed of old rocks, where for a length of nearly eighty miles it runs

north and south, making an angle of 45° with the general course of the range. The direct

continuity of the outermost base of the hills bounding the plains is maintained, past this

bend of the higher mountains, by a greatly increased width of the fringing belt of the

tertiary rocks.

These leading features of the two regions, as partially sketched in the preceding para-

graphs, have boon for some time more or less fixed ; and the interpretation I have put upon

them is simply that the disturbances marking the Himalayan system, as displayed in the

centre of its area, are of earlier date than those alTeoting the terminal portion and the

Hindu Kush; that iu early or middle secondary times a general elevation occurred of

the south Himalayan area, along the border of whicli the Sirrnfir deposits siibsequontly

took place
; that the eocene period was closed by the more special disturbance with crushing

which constituted, perhaps, the principal phase of the mountain formation ; that after a ])oriod

of denudation the Nahan deposits set in; that a similar iiiterru])tioa produced the break

between the Nahan and Siwalik groups; while during all that time little or no elevation took

place in the region of the Jhelam. Our observations in the Jamu bills have not disturbed

these conjectures.

During the past cold season I had the advantage of going over part of my old ground,

from the Satlej to the Ravi, through the Jamu country, and over a part of the trans-Jhelam

districts, in company with Mr. Theobald and Mr. Lydekher. The snow prevented us follow-

ing the innermost tertiary boundary along the flanks of the Pir west of the Chenah
; but

this was not our principal object, and Mr. Lydekher is now engaged in examining that

ground. We satisfied ourselves that on the Satlej there is no assignable break, faulted or

otherwise, in the sequence from the Nahan to the Siwalik strata, although a very approxi-

mate position (that given in my map) can he made out for the change from tho harder,

deeper-coloured clays and sandstones of the former, to the paler or brighter and softer rocks

of the fossilAferous upper group. This distinction is more or less discernible throughout tho

whole range to the north-west. It may be very well seen on both sides of the Bakrula ridge

between Jhelam and RAwalpindi.

As might be expected from its much greater magnitude, the middle tertiary break—that

appearing in the Cis-Satlej region as a Nahan-Sirnnir contact, and in the Kangra district
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marked' on my map as a Siwalik-Nahan boundary—is clearly defined for a much greater

distance westward than the Nahan-Siwalik break of the Simla region. On the Rdvi, as all

through the llingra district, the Siwalik conglomerates are in great force along it ; but

west of the river an oblique strike brings in lower beds, which are less distinguishable ;
still,

the feature as a structural break is easily followed to near Udampur, where the fault dies out

in the irregular flexures of the region of the Choti-Tiwi. Here one must trust to aboriginal

characters of the strata in any attempt to separate the lower as well as the upper zones of

tertiary rocks.

In examining the extension of the inner belt of tertiaries this year, I hit upon two

outcrops bearing on this point. Where this zone runs north and south along the left bank of

the B4vi, under the point of the Bh&oladh4r ridge, it is very much compressed, being not

more than a quarter to half a mile in width. In this very crushed, probably inverted,

outerop I found a characteristic sample of the Kasaoli plant bed, the only occurrenoe of it

known west of the Satlej. Should the unconformity between the Kasioli and N&ban

horizons in the eastern region be confirmed, this observation will extend the separation of the

zones up to the Rdvi ; and 1 shall have been over-cautious in introducing the Ndhan strata

in this position so far to the eastward on my map.

Where the Ravi leaves its mountain gorge and turns sharply to the south, there is also

an acute bend in the strike of the bottom tertiary zone, and from here to the westward this

band increases steadily in width, chiefiy owing to the gradual retreat of its inner boundary,

which crosses tho high ridge into the Chendb valley north of Chineni. The breadth here at

fifty miles from the Rdvi is over twelve miles. In the valley of the Pine over the village of

Mardn, fifteen miles from the Rdvi, I got a small outcrop of earthy nummulitic limestone,

the first identification of the Subdthu zone west of tho Beas. This case illustrates well the

difficulty of fixing the bottom division of the tertiary series—tho Subdthu-Dagshai boundary,

if the Sirmur group maintains its distinctness so far ; or the Subathu-Nahan boundary, if

the Upper Sirmur group merges into the Ndhan group, as seems certainly to occur at some

part between the Rdvi and the Jhelam. This nummulitic outcrop on the Pine, in the midst

of a great section of bright red clays and pale-greenish sandy beds near the south boundary

of tho Sirmur hand, is about tho highest position in which I have found nummulitics ; and it

exhibits again how closely tho great supra-nummulitic red deposits are connected with that

formation in the Himalayan region.

I may here note an important observation I made this year regarding the inner boundary

of this oldest tertiary zone. In the position already noticed along the west base of the

Dhdoladhar where the recognisable band of these rocks is so narrow, being compressed,

crushed, and apparently inverted, there is no definable boundary between them and the

contiguous rocks of the mountain which here consist of a broken amorphous mass in a semi-

metamorpliic trappoid condition, red and green vesicular and quasi-amygdaJoidal pseudo-trap

being the prevailing type. The amygdala are not tho smooth vesicles produced by elastic

fluids in a fused rock
;
they are of irregular shape, but are quite filled with infiltrated minerals.

There is a magnificent fan of the d6bri8 of this crumbling mass just below Simliu, and now
deeply cut into on the left bank of the R&vi. I could not but conclude that this peculiar rock

is a metamorphosed condition, through enormous pressure, of the Subathu nummulitics. Now
it exactly resembles the so-called trap of the Pir Panjal and Kashmir, the ddhris of which is

the most abundant shingle in the torrents from that range, and of the age or origin of which

there is no definite knowledge. If the observation here recorded can he extended to that

region, an important step will be made towards understanding its intricate geolc^^.

As the inner tertiary zone expands to the west of the Ravi, the enormous thickness of

the supra-nummulitic groups has room to display itself. The cross^gorgo of the Ohoti-Tiwi

is a line of depression, the rocks of the high ridge to the north-west of it having a steady

south-easterly dip. Strata much higher in the series occur here. There are thick masses of
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pale soa clays north of Cbin^ni that may even be Siwalik. Indeed, here for the first time in

this zone, which in the east, aa has been said, is lifted bodily upon a pedestal of the old slatesi

we find, as is so general in the outer tertiary 7X)nc8, conglomerates along the inner boundary
of the area and forming the top of the series. At several places in the upper T/iwi valley,

below the Bind! gap, coarse and massive conglomerates are at the contatit nearly* vertical.

These are most important, as bearing upon the question of sub-division of this Sub-Himalayan

tertiary series : do these beds Represent the Siwalik conglomerates P If not, we can scarcely

avoid the inference that there are concealed nneonformities to be looked for. The search for

fossils is the most hopeful way of settling the point ; but as I was traversing the country by

forced marches to pick np the leading structural features of a large area, I could not stop for

this purpose. The internal evidence ,of the beds themselves is, however, very significant : the

imperfectly rounded shingle, some blocks as large as 2 feet in diameter, is almost exclusively

made up of the bottom tertiary sandstone. The identification is certain. A fact of this

nature was one of the confirmatory points for the Nahan-Siwalik unconformity in the Simla

region, the source of these boulders being there evident ; whereas for the conglomerates on the

Tawi there is no apparent source ; every trace, so far as is known, of the tertiary rocks hav-

ing been removed from the region to the north. The fact is, however, absolute as to their

once having extended in that direction, and as to their disturbance and denudation before the

deposition of this conglomerate, certainly suggesting possible unconformity here, and in

favour of the conjecture, that these beds at the inner border of the tertiary area, and well in

among the high ranges, may represent the Siwalik conglomerates.

One of the most interesting observations we made this season was the demarcation of a

great inlier of old limestone within the tertiary area. The extreme north-west end of this

feature at Dandli close to the Punch river was noticed in my Memoir of 1862 (loc. cit.,

p, 89), and I have now to apologise for having given a mistaken reading of it, which has led

to some confusion. I was sent up there in 1869 to report on an outcrop of coal at Dandli.

I had only one day on the ground ; and, fresh from the Simla region, I was too hasty in

applying its features to this remote section. I at once recognised the Subdthu group at

Dandli, crushed up at the south base of a great ridge of old limestone. Throughout the

Simla region there is no carbonaceous band in the Subdthu group ; hut, owing to deep uncon-

formity and crushing, this group is very frequently brought into contact with infra-Krol

carbonaceous shales. The superficial similarity of these sections, in parallel geographical

positions, led me astray. The coal of Dandli belongs to the uummulitic formation ; and the

limestone is not presumably Krol.

The first appearance of this inlier is eighty miles to south-east from Dandli, some seven

miles north-west of Udampur. It is not continuous throughout this distance, as there is no

sign of it in the valley of the Bari-Tdwi between Ndoshcra and Bdjdori ; but all the outcrops

occur along the same line of flexure and upheaval. It is noteworthy that this line is on the

general extension of the middle tertiary break of the Simla region, the outer boundary of the

Sirmur zone. The principal mass of limestone is at the south-east end, where for a length of

thirty miles it forms a lofty picturesque lidge, through the very centre of which the Chendh

has cut a precipitous gorge, just north of Kidssi.

The structure of this feature throughout conforms to that which is so dominant over

the whole South Himalayan region, a normal anticlinal flexure, broken and faulted on its

steep outer face. Besides this familiar transverse structure, the clearly defined outcrop of

these groups betrays a regular longitudinal waving of the stratification. The interrupted

outcrop with intervening younger rocks suggests tliis ; and the detail shows it more clearly.

At each end of these ridges the beds enrve continuously round the point of the anticlinal as

it becomes depressed. The river courses seem to have little fixed relation to this feature, the

two Tdwia cross on lines of depression ; the Chendh cuts through the middle of the Kiassi

ridge ;
the Punch cuts the point of the Dandli ridge ; and several minor streams

specially to affect clefts or chasms across these steep ribs of hard limestone.
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The relation of the SuMtliu group to these limestone masses is most uniform ; not only

is there complete parallelism of stratification, but the beds in contact seem to be the same
throughout. This is most markedly the case in the nummulitic group, the bottom bed every-

•where being the peculiar pisolitic clay, identical with that I described as a bottom bed of the

group at Subatbu (loc. cit., p, 78), and also identical with that in the same position on Mount
Tilla at the east end of the Salt Itange. It is normally a ferruginous layer, but the

removal of the iron ofien leaves it nearly pure white. The coaly band with some sbaly clays

immediately overlies it ;
to wliicb succeeds the limestone. Immediately under the Subatbu

bottom bed there is very commonly found a sort of silicious breccia. The perfect angu-

larity of all the fragments forbids the idea of their liaving undergone any transport, as would

prim 6, facie be suggested by tlu* occurrence of such a band over a very large area, and often

when the bedding lias iiiid(‘rgone no contortion. In this rock iron-ore has been extensively

mined at many places, especially on the Sangar-Marg ridge. I believe the rock to be a

Hbattcred condition of a sandstone band th.at often occurs at the top of the great limestone

sorioR. The ore is a cellular limonite occurring in nests and strings through the breccia; it is

probably derived by decomposition and infiltration from the coaly band of the Subatbu

group.

Tlie great limestone itself is a dense ciyptocry.stalline rock, in this respect contrasting

strongly with the compact and often earthy nummulitic limestone close above it. It is often

tbin-beddod, locally eberty, and occasionally has intercalated bands of silicious slates and

flags. Tin* aggregate tbi(dvness of the formation must be great. We could nowhere find any

trace of fossils in it, and I could sec no speitial points of resemblance in it to the Krol group

of the outer Himalaya east of the Satlej. On the more gentle northern slope of the range the

Subatbu group stretches high up along every spur ; and the pisolitic bottom bed with its

aitendani quartz breccia occurs on tlu‘ highest summits. It will be seen bow this relation of

the nummulitic zone here to the iiud(Tlyiiig formations agrees with that in the trans-tlhelam

country, and contrasts with its total unconformity in tlie Himalayan region east of the

Katlej.

At Kotli on the Pfineb wc have the feature representing the middle tertiary break of

the Simla region, being the outer boundary of the inner tertiary belt. It is here a double

folded-flexure, with inversion between the axes, and faulting along the inner (anticlinal) axis.

On the strike to tlio nortli-west toward.s the Jhelain the compressed flexure expands, the

faulting dies out gradually, and upper beds stretch across the anticlinal axis. We were not

able to follow this line up to the dhelam, but these changes in it are the same as occur in all

these features as they approach the Jhelam
; the faulting which is so common along the main

flexures in the Sub-1 liinalayan region dies out; and in many cases the flexures themselves

cease and arc taken up, on the new strike west of the Jhelam, by representative, not con-

tinuous, features. The two main north-west south-east anticlinal flexures outside the Kotli

diin seem to bend continuously into the north-east south-west anticlinals on either side of

Mount Nar, west of the Jhelam. I liad not time to follow them so far ; but I got a very

near view from the summits east of the river. The synclinal of the Sensar diin, between

those anticlinal ridges, certainly rises with a steep south-east dip in the lidges flanking Mount
Nar on the south-east and well seen at the Owen ferry.

The less defined flexures of the lower Jamu hills are also traceable into connection with tbo

trans-»Hielam lines. The anticlinal orossing the Punch to north-west at Suru bends round

and runs into a branch of the Bakrala north-east flexure below Bangli ferry on the Jhelam.

The main representative of the Bakrala anticlinal continues on to Salgraon, where it merges

into several minor transverse corrugations. Similarly, the broad north-north-east anticlinal of

Lehri and Godari sinks into tlic synclinal area of Chaomuk ; and further south, the Rhotas
north-north-east anticlinal spreads and sinks into the synclinal outside the last branch of the

Himalayan flexures, north-east of Bhimbar. On the whole, the transverse line of the JUclani
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would seem to be one of comparative depression ; altliougb, of course, tlic deepest section visible,

the lower zones of rock are not so exposed along it as on parallel sections to the south-east.

The river itself observes no rule in its windings amongst the points of these opposing

flexures.

I could detect nothing definite in these mutually accommodating structural features to

prove that cither sj'stem is younger or older than the other. They fit into each other in a way
that could only be effected by a simultaneous growth. The continuity of strike observable in

each could not obtain if the strata had previously been affected by undulations of the other.

Of the two, however, the strikes are much more steady in the north-west south-east system

;

a fact which may, perhaps, suggest that they had somewhat the start in their alignment. The

gi’eat Bakrala flexure is almost serpentine in its windings. The form also of the north-east

south-west flexures is less regular ;
and in its variation betra3"s the dominance of the Hima-

layan thrust: while to the south-west, the steep side of these flexures is almost uniformly on

the south-east ;
to the north-east the steeper side is to the north-west. It is so in the Lchri

anticlinal, and in the Bakrala flexure north of the Kasi,

In following the tertiary zones south-westwards from the Himalayan border to the Salt

Range, some important changes are very marked. As is usual in the proximity of all the great

Himalayan rivers, the Siwalik conglomerates attain an enormous special development near

the Jhclam. They are finely exposed in the hills west of Salgraon, where it is well seen how
this character is due partly to encroachment upon the lower zone. When not in force, the

conglomerates are confined to the topmost earthy-brown portion of the series
;
this hand

is largely represented here ; but below it tlie grey sandstone is strongly conglomeratic for a

thickness of several hundred feet. These coarse deposits decrease greatly to the south, and

become confined to the topmost beds, as described by Mr. Wy'iino in the Khnridn or Pahhi

hills, south-east of Jhelani (Rec. Gcol. Siirv., Ind., Vol. VIII, p. 4<8).

The main fossiliferons zone of tlie Siwaliks continues in great force to the south. The

uncertainty of our measurements of tliem does not admit as yet of any close comparison in

this respect, Mr. Theobald has again during this season made a good collection from these

beds, principally in the area immediately north of the Salt Jtange, between the Tilla and

Bakrala ridges. Mr. L^-^dekher, when he returns from the field, will no doubt give a good

account of them.

In the lower zone we again find a very^ marked contrast from north to south along the

Jhclam, between the Sub-Himalayaii region and tlie Salt Range. We have seen all along

the former ground that the SubaUiu-Dagslmi boundary is the most unsettled of any in the

Sub-Himalayan tertiary series; stray thin layers of nnmmulitic limestone being locally

found high up in the purple clays transitionally ovcijying the distinctive Subathu zone. In

the Salt Range, on the contrary, this is the most marked boundary of any; thick, softish

sandstones and clays rest abruptly on the clear nuinmulitie limestone. The commonest junc-

tion-layer being a conglomerate made np of water-worn pebbles of the limestone and its

flints, I described the contact in my Memoir of 3862 (p. 91), as one of denudati^wi. Ido not

think the term a misleading one for such a junction, although Mr. Wynne very properly

insists upon the constant parallelism of the stratification in the two groups, and upon his

failure to find even a single case of actual erosion in the lower group filled in by the upper one.

It is quite evident, however, that a very considerable break in the Iciiiary series occurs at

this horizon in the Salt Range, amounting, I should think, to several hundred feet of the

Bubathu and immediate!}^ supra-Subdthu zones of the Himalayan sections.

An important formation not yet mentioned came largely under our notice in the Sub-

Himalayan hills—high-level river-shingle capping the ridges and spurs of upturned tertiary

strata and packed against their flank at fully 400 to fiOO feet over the actual river courses,

which must have been eroded to at least that depth since the period of these deposits. 7’lierc

is evidence also tn show that to some extent at least this was a re-cxcavation of the channels out
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of these deposits, t. e., that the existing rock-gorges had been to a great extent cut out before

their accumulation, then filled by them, and subsequently cleared out again. Bubhdr stands

on a great bank of these beds packed against a ridge of vertical Siwalik conglomerates ; and
the bottom beds are seen to pass continuously for some way up the gorge of the Satlqj, while

the top beds of the same set are found capping the inner ridge of grey sandstone above Naili.

They are unquestionably of very ancient post-tertiary date.

The distribution of this formation in the hills is generally limited to a greater or less

distance from the great river courses ; a fact which seems simply a question of levels ; the

fiat watershed of the dfins being commonly 500 to 600 feet over the main drainage level.

The supposed glacial deposits of the Kangra valley would belong to this old diluvial

period. 1 must mention that though we were unable to account for the distribution of the

great erratics otherwise than by glacial action, Mr. Leydckher and myself were unable to find

the moraines so graphically described by Mr. Theobald (Vol. VII, p. 86). The features so

named are, I believe, only ridges of erosion out of a deposit that must once have filled the

whole valley, remnants of it being found on the outer ridge high over Kdngra fort.

The same deposits are largely displayed about the Jhelam, capping the Rhotds ridge

on both sides of the Kahdn
;
and on the Potwar, filling the valley of the Sohdn, and

covering the country for some distance from the Bakrala and Tilla ridges with large blocks

of stone, for the transport of which it is difiicult to account. Mr. Theobald strongly

advocates their glacial origin, finding what he considers evidence of an ice-stream from the

south-east flank of Tilla, past the villages of Huuula and Hun, to within about 1,000 feet

of the sea level.

As the principal object of our season’s work, it is necessary to say something of the

correlation of these tertiary groups, especially since, in the absence of direct information,

conjectural affiliations have been published by the Survey—by Mr. Wynne in his Memoir

on the Kohat Salt Region (Mem., Vol, XI, 1875), and by Mr. Blanford in his paper on the

Geology of Sind (Rec, Vol IX, 1876). The former finds representatives of all the lower

tertiary zones in the Kohat and Salt Range sections, and almost excludes the Siwaliks (see

table, p. 24) ; while the latter runs the Siwaliks and Nahans together as equivalent to his

Manchar (pliocene) group (p. 21). It is but right to explain that these opposite mistakes are

htrgely due to some unpublished work of Mr. Theobald’s in 1873-74, who, starting from the

Satlej, somewhat arbitrarily restricted the Siwalik group to the outermost range of hills, and

mapped all the rest tis Nahans, up to the trans-Jhelam country, although finding in them

fossils of the Fauna Sivalensis, the object set before him being to work out the presumed

distinction of the Nuhan and Siwalik faunas. Mr. Wynne accepted his stratigraphical

identifications, and Mr. Blanford on his si^e was equally right in insisting that there was

a very close affinity between the fossils said to be from the two distinct horizons.

Whatever value may be ultimately assigned to the unconformity which originally sug.

gested the separation of the Naban group in the Cis-Satlej region, the distinction of the zone

as a comparatively barren formation at the base of the great mammaliferous Siwalik depo-

sits will hold good, even if the fossils, whenever discovered, should make it desirable to

designate the group as lower Siwalik. It has now been traced with fair certainty into

the trans-Jhelam country, where it is represented by several hundred feet of sandstones and

clays immediately overlying the nummulitic limestone on the east end of the Salt Range.

It may not^ unlikely be the equivalent of Mr. Blahford’s Qaj (miocene) marine group

in Sind.

It seems very doubtful whether it will be practicable or desirable to separate this band

from possible representatives of the upper Sirmfir strate, in the vastly greater thickness

of purple sandstones and clays transitionally overlying the Subathu group in the Himalayan
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region proper, to the north of the Salt Range. We may be well satisfied if we can make

out there an assignable boundary for the top of the Subdthu group. This remains to

be done.

A word is necessary on the Subdthn group itself: at Subathn, where it was first brought

to notice through the collections of Miyor Yicary, described by D*Archiac and Haime, and

all along the Himalaya up to Mari, the formation is principally made up of browu, olive,

and red clays, with subordinate earthy limestone
; the base of the group being very sharply

defined throughout by veiy characteristic beds resting upon much older rooks. In my
Memoir of 1862, owing to the mistake already noticed regaining the coal of Dandli, and

other causes, such as the specific difieronce of the fossils as noted in DArchiac and Haimo*s

work, 1 remarked upon the want of agreement between the Subdthu group and the nummulitio

band of the Salt Range. From the continuous observations of this season I was greatly

struck by the remarkable correspondence between the thin nummuliiic band at the east end of

the Salt Range and the very base of the Subathu group. The point is important with referonco

to the great change that takes place in the formation to the westward, both in the northern

and southern region—the immense and rapid increase of limestone. From Mr. Wynne s de-

scription of the Mari ground, it would appear as if the
** Sub&thu group overlay his

**
Hill

nummulitic limestone;’* but I am disposed to think, and information sent me by Mr, Lydekher

strengthens the notion, that this groat limestone takes the place of the upper Subdthu

deposits. The coaly band, common to both regions, continues at the base of the formation

all through the Salt Range and beyond it to the west. Thus it appears possible that tho

Sub&thu group of the Himalayan region may contain representatives of Mr. Blanford*s

Nan and Kirthar groups, and even of his Ranikot beds, in Sind.

Our observations of this season have strongly brought before us the necessity of indicat-

ing an upper division in the Siwalik group of my Memoir of 1862, to represent tho groat

conglomeratic zone and its equivalents at the top of the formation. We found repeated

confirmation of my remark that the distribution of these Siwalik conglomerates is coincident

with the proximity of the Great Himalayan rivers, they being generally represented

elsewhere by brown clays undistinguishablo from recent alluvium, or, if conglomeratic

in this position, the pebbles are of local debris, not the hard torrent-shingle of the great

conglomerates. There is no better example of this than at tho Satloj, where there are

some 4,000 feet of deposits highly conglomeratic throughout and very coarse in tho upper

portion. All are vertical, tho strike being most easily followed continuously
; and thus,

within seven miles of the Satlej, in the parallel section above Basdli (Madanpur), we find only

about 600 feet of conglomerate in the middle of over 3,000 feet of brown sandy clays. It

was in these beds that Mr. Theobald found remains of Buhalus and Camelus

;

and Mr.

Lydekher insists upon their separation from the main Siwalik deposits on palceontological

grounds, suggesting that they may be the same as the Narbada fossil-beds. Upon this

question of identification I think further consideration is needed. If the old alluvium of tho

Gangetic plains, which Falconer identified with the Narbada bone beds, are the equivalents of

these vertical upper Siwalik strata, where in tho plains are we to look for the representatives

of the very ancient high-level terrace deposits already described along the base of the Hima-

laya as post-tertiary P I am inclined to think that these may rather be grouped with tho

old valley-gravels of the Peninsula. The gap between them and the top Siwaliks must be

very great

(An for this paper will he given in a later numher).
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DONATIONS TO MUSEUM.

Januaby to Mabch 1870.

“ Fenestella
**
in slaty rock from Kashmir

Fossiliferous rock from Cherat

A large slab of shale with fossil plants from Kurhurballee coal-

field, Dengal

Coal in junction with trap rock, same locality

Silver ore from Kulu ... ... ... ...

Serpentine carved into utensils, from Wuzecri, Rupi, Kulu

Donors,

Major H. Collet.

Ditto.

T. J. Whitty, Esq.

Ditto.

J. Calvert, Esq.

Ditto.

ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.

Fbom IsT Januaby to 3l8T Maecii 1876.

Titles of Books, Donors,

Fobsyth, Sib T. D.—Report of a mission to Yarkuud in 1873, (1876), 4to., Calcutta.

Government op India.

Hutton, F. W., and Ulrich, G. H. F.—Report on the Geology and Gold-fields of Otago,

1875, 8vo., Dunedin.

The Authobs.

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c.

American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Ser., Vol. X, No. 60, Supplementary No. for

December, and Vol. XI, No. 61, (1875— 1876), 8vo., New Haven.

The Editors.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Ser., Vol. XVI, No. 96, XVII, Nos, 97—*

98, (1875—1876), 8vo., London.

Archiv fiir Naturgeschichto, Vol. XLI, heft 4, 1875, 8vo., Berlin.

Bibliothbque Uuiversello et Revue Suisse, Vol. LIV, No. 215, (1875), 8vo., Lausanne.

Ditto ditto Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturellos, Vol. LIV,

No. 214, (1875), 8vo., Geneva.

Encyclopoedia Britannica, Vol. Ill, 9th Edition, (1875), 4to, Edinburgh.

Geographical Magazine, Vol. II, No. 12, and Vol. Ill, Nos. 1 & 2, (1876—1870), Roy. 8vo.,

London.

Geological Magazine, New Scries, Decade II, Vol. II, No. 12, Vol, III, Nos. 1 & 2, (1875

—

1876), 8vo., London.

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Series, Vol. XV, No. 4, (1875), 8vo., Paris.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 4th Series,

Vol, L, Nos, 333 & 334, 5th .Series, Vol. I, No. 2, (1875), 8vo.,

London.

Martini und Chemnitz,—Conchylien Cabinet, Lief 241 & 243, (1875), 4to., Nurnberg.

Nature, Vol. XIII, Nos. 317—331, (1875—1876), 4to., London.

Neues Jalirbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie, und Palmontologie, Jahrg. 1875, heft VIII—IX,
Jahrg. 1876, heft I, (1875—1876), 8vo,, Stuttgart.

Palieontographioa, Band XXIII, Lief. V, (1875), 4to., Cassel.

„ Supplement III, Lief 1, (1875), 4to., Cassel,
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TiiUfi of Boohs, Donors,

Petebmann, Db. a.—Geographischo Mittheilungen, Band XXI» Nos. 11 & 12, and XXII,
No. 1, (1876—1870), 4to., Gotha.

„ „ Supplement, No. 44, (1876), 4to., Gotha.

Peeipfeb, Db. L.—Malakozoologischc Blatter, Band XXII, (1874), 8vo., Casseh

PoGQENDOBFF, J. C.—Aunalcn der Ph3
’^

8ik und Chemie, Band 156, Nos. 11 & 12, (1876),

8vo., Leipzig.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineenng, 2ttd Series, Vol. V, No. 19, (1876), Svo.,

Boorkoe.

Thomason College op Civil Enoineeking.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, No. 61, (1876), 8vo., London.

The Athenaeum, Nos. 2615—2523, (1876), 4to., London.

The Colliery Guardian, Vol. XXXI, Nos. 784—790 and 792, (1876), fol., London.

The Mining Journal, Vol. XLV, Nos. 210t3—2108, and Vol. XLVI, Nos. 2109—2114,

(1876), fol., London.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c.

Bengal.—Willson, W. G.—Report of the Meteorological Reporter to the Government

of Bengal. Meteorological Abstract for 1874, (1875), Use.,

Calcutta.

Meteobological Repobteb.

„ „ Report on the Midnaporo and Burdwan Cyclone of the 15th

and 16th October 1874, (1870), Use., Calcutta.

Ditto.

Bkitish Bubma.—Report on the administration of British Burma during 1874-1876, (1876),

8vo., Rangoon.

Chief Commissioneb, Bbitish Burma.

Inlia.—Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department,

No. 122. Report on the political administration of the Rajpoo-

tana States for 1874-76, (1876), 8vo., Calcutta,

Government of India.

Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department,

No. 123. Report on the political administration of the territories

within the Central India Agency for 1874-76, (1875), 8vo.,

Calcutta.

Ditto.

List of Civil Officers holding gazetted appointments under the Government of

India in the Home, Legislative, and Foreign Departments on

let January 1876, (1876), 8vo., Calcutta.

Ditto.

N.-W. Provinces. Atkinson, Edwin, T.—Statistical, descriptive, and historical account

of the North-Western Provinces of India, Vol. Ill, Meerut

Division, Part II, (1876), 8vo., Allahabad.

Government, N.-W. Provinces.

Punjab.—Report on the administration of the Punjab and its dependencies for 1874-76,

(1876), 8vo., Lahore.

Punjab Govbbnmnet.
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Punjab.—Selections from the Records of the Government of the Punjab and its depen-

dencies, New Series, Nos. XII—XIII, (1876), 8vo., Lahore.

Punjab Goveenment.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES.

Amstiedam.—Jaarboek van hot Mijnwezcn in Nedcrlandscli Oost.-Indie, Jahrg, IV,

Decl I, 1875, 8vo., Amsterdam.

Royal Society of Batavia.

Berlin.—Monatsbericht der Konig. Preiiss. Akad. der Wisscnschaften zu Berlin, July

—

Aug., Nov., (1875—1876), 8vo., Berlin.

The Academy.

Zeiischvift der Deutschcii Gcologischcn Gesellschaft, Band XXVII, heft 2,

(1875), 8vo., Berlin.

The Society.

liOMitAY.—Journal of the Bombay Brandi of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XI, No. 31,

(1875), 8 VO., Bombay^

The Socieiy'.

Bukslau—

P

est—Gruss dor Schlcsischen Gesellschaft fiir Vaterliindische Cultur, (1874),

8vo., Breslau.

TjI^e Silesian Society.

,, Zwei und fuiifzig.sto Jahrcs-Bericht der Schlesischon Gesellschaft fiir Vater-

liindibcho Cultur, (1875), 8vo., Breslau.

Ditto.

Calcutta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. New Series, Vol. XLTII, pt. II, extra

No., Vol. XLIV, pt. n. No. 3, and XLV, pt. 1, No. 4, (1875),

8vo., Calcutta.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. X, Dec. 1875, and Nos. 1

& 2, (1876), 8vo., Calcutta.

Ditto.

Dresden.—Sitzungs—Berichte der naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft Isis in Dresden,

Jahrg. 1875, Jaiiy.—June, (1875), 8vo., Dresden.

The Society.

Dublin.—Journal of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland, New Series, Vol. IV, pt. 2,

(1875), 8vo., Dublin.

The Society,

Edinbuegh.—Transactions of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, Vol. VIII, pt. 6, and

IX, pts. 1 & 2, (1873—1874), 8vo., Edinburgh.

The Society.

Geneva.—Memoires do la Socidtd do Physique do Gonbve, Vol. XXIV, pt. 1, (1874—1876),

4to., Geneva. The Society.

Livebfool.—Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool, No. 29,

(1875), 8vo., London.

The Society.
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TitUa of Books, Donors.

LivKBPOot.—ProceediDgs of the Liverpool Geological Society, Vol III, pt. 1, (1876), 8vo..

Liverpool.

The SociETT.

London.—Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Vol. IGl, pis. 1 X', 2,

and Vol. 1G5, pt. 1, with List of Fellows for 1874, (1874—1875),
41o., London.

The Society.

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London. Vol. XXXI, pi. 4,

No. 124, with List of Fellows for 1875, (1875), 8vo., London.

The Society.

Manchester.—Transactions of the Manchester G(‘oIogical Society, Vol. XIV, 1, (1870).

8vo., Manchester.

The Society.

Melbourne.—Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for q\iartor ending 30ih

June 1875, (1875), flse., Melbourne.

Govt. Mining Dept.

Minneapolis.—Geological and Natural History Survey of Minnesota. Peat for domestic

fuel, (1874), 8VO., Minneapolis,

Geological Survey of Minnesota.

j> WiNCHELL, N. H.—Geological Survey of Ohio. Re]K)rls on the countries of

Sandusky, Seneca, Wyandot, and Marion, (1875), 8vo., Min-

neapolis.

Ditto.

9t WiNCHELL, N. H.—The Economical Geology of the region of Cheboygan

and Old Mackinac, (1875), 8vo., Minneapolis.

Ditto.

Moscow.—Bulletin do la Socidld Impdrialc dcs Naturalistes de Moscow, Vol. XLIX, No. 1,

(1875), 8vo., Moscow.

The Society.

Neuchatel.—Bulletin de la Soci6le dcs Sciences Naturclles de Neuchatel, Vol. X, pt. 2,

(1875), 8vo., Neuchatel.

The Society.

Paris.—Bulletin de la Societd Geologiquc de France, 3rd Series, Vol. Ill, No. 7, (1875), 8vo.,

Paris.

The Society,

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LXX, No. 0, aud

LXXI, Nos. 1, 2, (1876—1870), 8vo., Philadelphia.

The Institute.

Plymouth.—Report and transactions of the Devonshire Association, Vol. VII, (1875), 8vo.,

Plymouth.

The Association.

Bomb.—BoUettino B. Comitato Geologico d’ Italia, Nos. 11 & 12, (1876), 8vo., Borne.

The Geological Commission.
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of Books, Donors,

Saint Paul.—Geological and Natural History Survey of Minnesota. Annual Keport for

1873, (1874), 8vo., Saint Paul.

Geological Suevby op Minnesota.

„ WiNCHBLL, N. H.—Notes on the drift soils of Minnesota, (1873), 8vo., Saint

Paul.

Ditto.

„ WiNCHKLL, N. H.—Report concerning the salt spring lands due to the

State of Minnesota, (1874), 8vo., Saint Paul.

Ditto.

„ Statistics of Minnesota for 1874, (1876), 8vo., Saint Paul

Ditto.

Toeonto.—The Canadian Journal of Science, Literature and History, New Series,

Vol. XIV, No. 5 (1875), 8vo., Toronto.

The Canadian Institute.

Tuein.—Atti della R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, Vol. X, Nos. 1—8, (1874—1875),

Hvo., Turin.

The Academy.

„ Bollettino Mctoorologico ed Astronoinico del Regio ossorvatorio, Anno VIII, (1876),

4to., Turin.

Ditto.

Yokohama.—Mittheilungen dor Doutschen Gesellschaft fiir Natur und Volkerkunde Osta-

sieus, heft VIII, (1876), 4to., Yokohama.

The Society.
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Notes on the age of some fossil floras in India, />»/ Ottokar 3^’Ki8TMANTii:L, m. i> ,

Oenloffimi Survey of hulia^

III, IV AND V.

In tlic last nnmbor ot the Rcc(»rcls I had occasion to discuss the relations of some
local fossil floras of India, and from those relations, after a ihorouji:!) comparison of our

floras with others, I attempted to draw natural conclusions repirding the ago of the rocks

in which the idants occur. 1 began with the highest groups of the Goudwana series,

and gave a list of fossil plants lound in the jdani-lx'ds in Jv ach, and in those interstratilii'd

(partly) with the volcanic formations of the llajmaluU hills. I also referred the flora from

Golapilli, (Kolapilli) near Ellore (Madras rresidoncj'), to the same age as the Ilajmalui)

group.

Proceeding in natural order, 1 should next describe the other local floras more or

less closely allied to those mentioned above, e., to the Kac h and R a j m a h a 1 groups.

Such local floras are found in the J abal piir group of the Satpiira and South Kewah
areas, the Sr iperm alii r beds near Madras and the Trichino])oly plant-beds. I will,

however, postpone the consideration of these for the present, in order to give a prelimi-

nary sketch of the floras found in the lower groups of the Gondwana syslcni, which are

palfcontologically more interesting, as determining the geological range of this syslL'm as

a whole.

The groups to be noticed in the present paper, according to the classification ado)>ted

by the Geological Survey' of India, are the following

a .—The Panchet group.

h .—The Damuda group,

c.—The Talchir group.

However opinions may diflTcr as to the age of these three groups, as indicated by ihcir

floras, I do not doubt for a moment that all belong to one g e o logical epoch—the

Trias. Their precise age, in each case, will be shown by a discussion of each flora

8eparatel3\ I should consider it a great palsKontological mistake on my part, and it would

show w'ant of knowledge of the literature, were I to decide otherwise, for it seems to me
incorrect suppose that the floras of these groups cannot be compared ivitb a well known

fossil flora in Europe, and to refer them instead only to a less perfecil>^ known flora in Aus-

tralia, with which some of our plant-beds have by accident one or two genera in <*omnion. Ofi

tb(‘ other hand, several irapoi*tant genera found iu the fossil floras of ludia are identical wiih

* Continued JV<im j*.
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those described from a well known and defined horizon amongst the rock-systems of Europe,

while not one of the animal fossils, which serve to determine the ago of the lower portion of

the Australian coal strata, has ever been found in our series.

I regret only that the provisional dctei*minations of the plant remains given by Mr.

Oldham in his paper in the Memoirs, vol. II, have been misunderstood, and have given

rise to wrong conclusions, as tlie present state of our knowledge shows that the real

relations of the fossil plants are different from what they were formerly supposed to be.

For any safe inference the following conditions must be fulfilled :

—

1.

—Only a thorough determination of the fossil remains can be used for the

determination of the age of the series.

2.

—The comparison must bo made with all the known floras, and not only with

one, especially if that one bo not typical.

3.

—Where, besides the fossil plant remains, there are no fossil animals, the typical

plants must determine the ago of the groups, especially if the species of

jilants arc identical with other well known and characteristic forms found

in formations of well determined age.

4.

—Th(» conclusions must agree with all laws of Paleontology; if one law is aban-

doned, the conclusions are uncertain, and contradictions appear which aro

unnatural.

r>.—It is not unnatural that certain genera having a wide range in time should

be common to several series. They can, however, be of no important

influence in fixing age, which must be determined by the other fossils

with w^hich th(‘y aro associated.

For instance," there is nothing strange in the same species of Ptilopliyllum, Morr.,

occurring both in tholtltajmahdl series ( Lias ) and in the Kach series ( lower Oolite),

nor in some species of Ferns or Equisetacece^ being found in the Carboniferous

and Permian ;''fand similarly there is no reason why a certain species of the genus

Glossopterisf Brgt., occurring in our Damiida series, the flora of wliich is really

Mesozoic, should not also be found as well (and perhaps prevail) in some of the supposed

Pa lajozoic coal strata of New South Wales.

We shall see thatjcharactoristic species arc found in the Panchet group and throughout

the Damiida formation, and that these species clearly define the age of the beds, while

Schizijneura is common to both, and proves that both belong to the same great epoch. The

Damiida group has no real connection with the lower coal-beds of New South Wales,

although Glossopteris, Brgt., occurs in both, and in Australia (but only in the lower strata)

is associated w'ith marine fossils of pala'ozoic age. The plant-beds of Kach and those of

Itajmahal, as wuis shown in the last number of the Records, are, it is true, of different ages,

but yet belong to the same great epoch, and are related by the occurrence of certain species

of the genus Ptilophglhim, Morr.; in the same manner, we shall find that the three series

now to be described aro also connected together by common forms: that the Panchet

group is connected by a species of with the Damiida, and these latter again

with the Thick ir 8 by GangamoqHeria

;

proving that all these three, though of different age,

belong to the same epoch. There may be, and of course are, other opinions about the age of

these groups. I can only remark, that as long as no other proofs are found, the fossils

alone can serve to decide the geological age, agreeing, as they do, with other well known

species from well defined series ; and as these are all well known fossil plants, these must

decide.
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III.—Flora and fkobable aos of thf Panchet group.*

In his paper on “the Ranigaiij coal-field,” I. c., Mr. W. T. Blauford described some
hods overlying the Damudas ns the Panchjet group. From this group, both animal and

plant remains are known. The fii’st have been already described by Prof. Huxley in the

PaltBontologia Indica, Ser. IV, No. I, and determined os bones of

and Dici/nodonts, Besides these some Fsiherim were also found. These animal fossils, in

connection with the plant remains, amongst which Mr. Oldham recognised soraeiriassic

forms, led to an approximate determination of the age of the Panchet group. This wo
find expressed on imgo 205 of Mr. Oldhams paper, 1. c. (Mom. Ill) in the following

words: “ I feel no hesitation in expressing my belief that the Panchet group

of the present report represents the earliest portion of the great mesozoic division in the

general geological scale, or, in other words, is of about the same ago as the Bu ntersan fi-

st ein and Kcuper of Europe.”

There is only to be remarked, that to this group cannot bo attributed the age of two

different European strata (as Buntersandstein and Keuper are). From a comparison of tho

plants 1 must as I shall show, accept the age of the Keuper for our Panchet group.

Mr. Oldham gave also a provisional list of the plant remains (Mom. Ill, p. 201))

which has been reproduced in a recent paper of Mr. H. F. Blanford.t

The list was

—

8chizoneurat 1 species.

TieniopteriSf 1 „

Sphenopterisy 2 „

Neuropteris ? 1 „

Fecopiensy 2 „

Preisleriay 1 „

Of these I have been unable to find any Sphenopteris or any true Ncuro2>terisy whilst

with regard to the doubtful genus Pnisleriity Prosl, we now know from the investiga-

tions of Prof. Schenk, that in the specimens which Prcsl dcscribedj the leaf fragments

belong to Zamites distans, Presl, and that tho flower or fruit-like figure (fig. 10) is an arti-

ficial jiroduction, as I will point out hereafter. Our fossils, whiclx Mr. Oldham compared with

Vreisleriay are, as 1 think, more probably the fructification of some equi setae eons plant.

As I shall before long liave occasion to speak of these plant remains, as well as of the

others, in more detail, with illustrations of the best of them, 1 will here only briefly notice

the most important

—

A^EQUISETACE^,
Bemains of equisetaceous jilants ai’o of frequent occurrence; one very important

genus being especially abundant.

Genus

:

ScHizoNEURA, Schimp,

(Schimper et Mougcot ; Mouogr. d. pi. foss. du Grfcs bigarr^ den Vosges, 1844.)

Schimper and Mougeot described this peculiar genus from the “Grbs bigarre*,

(Buntsandstein) of the Vosges-mountains. But it has since been found also in Keuper
and in K ha) tic. There are in all about four species known.

Tide W. T. Blauford : Memoirs, Qeolog. Surv., Ill, Part I, pp. 29, 126, 132, &c.

„ Th. Oldham : Additional remarks on the geological relations, etc. Mem. Ueol. Surv. HI, p. 197.

Quart. Jouru. Geolog. Soc., 1876 : Ou the age and cdrrelation of the plant-bearing scries of India, etc.

Sternberg, II, tab. XXXIII, f. 6—lo.
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Our species from the Panchet is distinguished from those previously described by

the dimensions of the leaflets (on the spathes), which are broader. It comes nearest to

Hrhizoneura paradoxaf Schimp.-Moug., from the Vosges sandstone. As I think lam
jnslilied in considering this species from the Panchet group as identical with that from

the Baniganj group (Damiida), I shall describe it under the following name:—

1. Schizoneura GondwanensiSf Pstm. The description will be given &rther on

under the Danmda flora.

This species is of great impoHance ; both because it is of influence in the determination

of the age (for these broad-leaved forms are only found in the Trias), and because it serves

to connect the Panchet with the upper portion of the Damuda (Rdniganj group)
; as this

species is found in both groups of the lower portion of the Gondwana series I name the

speoios Gondwanmns^ There occur also a great variety of stalks, stems, and evidently also

Khizomes and rootlets, belonging no doubt to this genus.

The fossils which Mr. Oldham identified with Presl’s genus Preisleria I am inclined

to look upon as the fructification of Sehizoneura

:

they have certainly nothing in common
witli the form described by Presl. T have already mentioned that Presl’s figure was taken

From a speciirum which had been altered by artificial means. Schenk* has proved that

pros 1*8 figiiret belongs to ZamUefi distansj and he considers that the markings which were

taken for inflorescence were produced by painting the spenmen with Indian ink.;|[

B,-’FILICE8.

Amongst these, there are two sjiecies of importance for the determination of the age.

The most ubundaiit is—
1. Fecopterls concinna, Prosl. Sternberg; FI. d. Vorw. II, Tab. XLI, fig. S.

A'forn, of which we have several specimens found in a greenish grey soft sandy clay

which has not been quite suitable for the preservation of the tender parts of the fronds

;

still our speeiineus agree exactly with Prcsls hgure.

Mr. Oldliani recognized this species, and says on page 205 of hia paper (Mem. Ill) ;

“A is undistingiiishahle from JP. concinnay Presl, a triaasic (Kcuper) form.*'

It is true that. Presl and other authors after him considered the locality of P. convinnuy Presl,

(lloereu near IJamberg) as Keu per, but Schenk has shown that this locality as well as

scvevjd others belong to the Khtotic formation, intervening between Keuper and Lias.

Nevertheless, on account of its occurrence with Schizoneura Gondwanemisy Fstm., I will

consider it Keuper.

The other spwdes is

—

2. Cgdopieris pachyrachisy Gbppert : Gattuiigen der foss. Pflauz., Lief. 6, 6, p. 94
Tab. IV, V, figs. 13, 11.

This fossil was originally described from Bamberg, and was supposed to have been

found in beds belonging to ibe Keuper. Other authors, including Schenk, have described

it under the same name ; but the last named writer, from a special examination of the

ground, bus proved that the locality at which the fossil was procured belongs to the

Khart ic beds, and its position is nearly the same as that of Pecopieris concinnay Fresh

* U«itrU};« »ur Ivcupcr-und Uono-bed- flora, p, 67.

f PrcMl in Stprnborff, VerH, II, PI, XXXIll, tijf. 10.

J Sflii'iik, Oriii'/,9cliichtcU'flora, p. 162. “ Das Original der fig. 10, iu dor Krcissammlnng za Bayreuth beflnd-

lloh, veniiont srar keino Heruoksiohtigung, oh ist mit Toscho brmalt und Rind die runden scliwarzen Stollen mit

Furbo aufgi'tragL’n, djw Blutt gehbrt walirst lioinlicb ebotifalls *n Zrmiteti ditfant."
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Schimper has more lately transferred Ct/clopteris pachyrachh, Gopp., first to Keuropims,
Brgt., and in the last volume of his Paldontologie vdgdtale (III, p. 476,) to Pecopterii.

Besides these two very well marked species of ferns there are some more indistinct frag*

ments, only one of which requires notice here. It is a species of Taniopteris, Brgt., which,

from the general habit of the frond and its coriaceous appearance, must, I think, be referred

to Oleandridiutn, Schimper, and is evidently somewhat allied to 0. stenon&uran, Schimp,

(Schenk) from Rhatic beds.

In general, therefore, the Flora of the Pan diet is very poor ; but still it is sufficient

for comparison with other Floras, and for determining the age, at least with some probability.

All the fossil plants hitherto found in the Panchet rocks are from one locality south of

Maitur, on the west branch of the Nunia in the llaniganj fiidd.

Amongst the Panchet fossil plants Sehizoneura Gotidwanensis, Fstm., is the most

important form.

If we now turn to the determination of the age, we have, excluding the reptilian remains,

especially to (jonsider three very well marked species, which at once indicate an age lower

than Jnra (including Lias). Of these threh plants, two, Pe(opfens coneinna, Prcsl, and

Cpclopteris pacinjrarhis, Gdpp., (as well aa, perhaps, the 2\uniopteris, Brgt.,) would indicate

the transition series between Kcuper and Lias; but the occurrence of Schizoneum GonxI

wanensisy Fstm., which on the one side is allied to the European broad-leaved species

Schizoneum paradoxay Schim.-Moug., from the Vosges (Buntsaudstciu or gn's higarrd), on

the other side is the same as the Sehizoneura so ahmidant in the Itaniganj group (IJjjper

Damuda), which also, as will be seen, is lower Triassio (gres bigarrd), induces me to take

the plants altogether as indicating a rather lower age, and I do not hesitate to considen*

thorn all as Kcuper, a position which is moreover not at all in contradiction with the evi-

dence of the reptilian bones, and with Mr. Oldham’s already pronounced opinion (Mem. 111).

The Panchet f/roup may he therefore taken as rc2)r€sentallee of Ihchiyhtsi Trias (Keuper).

I think also the animal remains of this group will not be o)>})osed to these ohsorva-

^^ions, as tliey agree very clostdy witli many reptilian rcmaiJis known from the Binotic of

Bayreutii (Verzeichn. dcr Petref z. Bayreuth
;

P. Braun, 181,0).

This group is allied, through Sehizoneura Fstm., with the Dainiidas, in

the first place with the Kfinigauj group, and through this with the whole formation.

lY.—

F

lora and rRoJuntE age of the DamOda Formation.

Tliis fornnition is largely develop<*d in India; it is also the most important, as it includes

the deposits of the so-called “ old coal” of liidi.a. We find it in Bengal, South Uewah,
Satpura Range, on the Godavari and in the Eastern Himalaya. I need not mention anything

about the stratigraphy of this series, as this lias been done in the publications of our Survey.*

• The rnosl important notii’es are—
JilemoirB I,—On the jfeulojfU'.al structure and relations of the TAlohir Coal-field In the districl of (’uit uik.

(W. T. and ll. F. lUunford, and W. Theobald).

Memoirs II.—On the pnolo^fu-ril structure of the central portion of the Nerbndda Dihtriet. (.1. G, Mod-
licott).

*» .» On the froological ridatioiiR and probable geological age of the rocks in Ccutral India, (by

Mr. Oldham).

Memoirs III.—On the geological structure and relations of the Iluuiganj Coal-field, Bengal. (VV. T.

Blauford),
^

At^emoirs VI,—The llokaro CoaV field. (Th. W. 11. Hughes).

*» n The Baragiarh Coal-field. (IlngbcH).

Memoirs VII.—Kurhurhari Coal-field. (Hughes).

Dooghur Coal-field. (Hughes).
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It is quite possible and not unnatural that the whole group may be divided strati-

graphically and lithologically into the three sub-groups which have been proposed, viz .

—

Rdniganj and Kamthi group (upper Damuda).

Iron stone slialcs (middle do. ).

Barakur (lower do. ).

But with reference to their paleontological relations, we must consider all these as

belonging to the same age, for the whole of the fossil plants, taken together, exhibit a
distinctly limited general character such as is found in a well defined group in Europe. One
genus also occurs in the lower coal-strata of Australia, and consequently a corresponding

age has been inferred for our coal-bearing rocks, but, I think, incorrectly, for the other

plant remains from our Damuda formation which are so very characteristic are not

found in Australia, and even the greater part of our species of Glossopterls, Brgt., are

distinct from the Australian, and also in Australia the same genus occurs iu the upper por-

tion of the coal-strata without any fossil animals, but with incsozoic plants, and is most

abundant at this horizon. I therefore consider that

—

a.—In Australia there may he fossil remains of animals which determine the age of

tile series, although a certain species of Glossopleris^ Brgt., is found with

them.

I ,—In India, on the other hand, as no fossil animals have been found, the ago of the

series must he detormined by the other plants, notwithstanding the occurrence

of Olostioptcris, Brgt.

I look upon the occuiTcnce of Ghtssoptcris, Brgt., in the Damuda formation as offering

a parallel case to the presence of Vtilophifllum., Morr., in the Uajmahal and Kach groups

;

it is an interesting ])lant, hut without direct iulluence in enabling us to determine the

age of the beds. My conclusions are the following, that GXossopteris^ Brgt., began to

exist in the lower coal-strata of Anstraliat where it is said to he associated with

fossil animals of carboniferous age^ and continued in our Indian coal series, tvkich,

however, are characterised hg some verg well defined genera, which indicate another, and

a mesozoie age as in the ujiper portion of the Australian strata and in Africa. A more

exact determination of the ago will result from the comparison of the fossil plants.

It has been, and will perhaps yet be, endeavoured to show that the Indian Damuda
series are of pula*ozoic age, but 1 do not see where is the jiroof, as the pakeoiitological

the onlg possible proofs, indicate lower mesozoie, as will appear from the follow-

ing facts :

—

a.—There is no other connection between the Indian rocks and the lower portion of

the coal -strata of A\istralia except the occurrence of Glossopteris, Brgt., in both
;

it is,

however, much move developed in India.

b.—The chief evidence that no Tceniopteris occurs in the Damuda (Oldham,

Memoirs, II, p. 321), and some others), has been showui to he a mistake, as there are found

in the upper portion distinct species of broad-leaved Twniopteris, Brgt., with mesozoie

characters (Macrotceniopteris) Schirap., as 1 will show more fully further on.

Memoirs IX.- Geology of N»gp<ir. (W. T. Dlauford).

Memoirs X.—-Batpura Coal-basin. (Mcdlieott).

Memoirs XI.—Geology of Daijeeling. (Mallet). ,

Besides these 1 will mention only— •

Fossil plants from Nagpur. Quart. Jonm., Ocolog. Soc. 1861, Vol. XVIT, p. 326.

JRoy/e.—Illustrations of the Botany, &c., of the Himalayan Mountains. (Plants from Burdwan).

Jlc’C/eZ/uad.—Beport of the Geological Survey in 18i8-4l> (Damoodah plants).
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<?.—The Damiada Sphenopltyllum (Trizygia) proves quite different in habit from tlioso

of the carboniferous period.

The discovery of Voltzia and Neuropteris with single pinum (triassic forms) in the

Bardkarsis very important.

€.—In the Barak ars there arc forms of a genus allied to Glossoptevt,^ [Gangamop*

teris from the upper-portion of the Australian coal-atrata)» which is almost the oiily fossil

found in the Talchirs; by it these latter are connected with the former.

Having established these general views, I proceed to discuss the fossil plants, which

afford additional evidence in favor of my opinions. I can, of course, only describe the most

important fossils. A thorough discussion of all the plant remains will bo given in tlie

Palmontologia Indica.

A.—EQUISETACEJR.

These are very abundant, and one genus is especially important, as bringing the

Damn das into relation with the Panchets, and showing that both belong to the same

epoch as a European formation, in which the same genus is well known. This genus is

—

a.—ScHizoNEtTBA, Schimp. & Muttg.

This genus is especially abundant in the upper portion of the Damn das. It is

found of different sizes, and in various states of development, but everywhere there is only

one kind of leaves (spathes), and everywhere they have the same characters. They are very

near to those of Schizoneura paradojca^ Schimp. &, Moug., which they resemble in tbo

mode of connection of tbo leaflets in two parts of the spathe. Only one speciuuui is

known in which the separation of the leaflets is nearly complete, and this specimen closely

resembles Schimper’s figure, Pal. Vegetale, PI. XIII, fig. 8. 1 have no doubt that this

specimen belongs to the same species as the others. As 1 consider that tbo Schizoneimi

of the Panchets is the same as that in the Ilamudas, I will use the same name for

both—

Schizoneura Gondvsanensisf Pstm.

Diagnosis

;

Caule articulato^ siriato, variahili altitndine ac latHudine ; foliis 12—22 ;

pleruraqw in duas paries vagince coalilis ; nonmniquam etium liheris, svhcrevtis^ fuliolis

in duas paries eonnexiSffolia ohhmgO’Ovalia exhihentlhua ; nsque ad lit’b centm. longis^

et media parte 2‘6 centm. latis^ 7—11 nervos continentihus.

This diagnosis of this species is, of course, the same for the form from the Panchet
group: the habit and the characters are identical in both, only the Panchet forms are

in general a little smaller.

As the only difference from the Vosges species 8, paradoxa, Schimp. and Moug., is in

the number of the leaflets, I consider that the two forms are nearly allied, and I look upon

our species also as Triassic (Bunt<;r-Sandstein). The fossils described as Zeugophylliies,

Brgt., from India by Brongniart (Prodrome 121-175) and subsequently by Strzcecki (Phys.

dcscr. of New South Wales, &c.) seem to belong also to Schizoneura^ as well as the fossil

described by Mc’Clelland (1. c. PI. XIV, fig. 4), as Zamia Burdwanensis^ Mc’Cl. ; there is,

however, as far as I know the litei»ture, nothing like Schizoneura anywhere mentioned as

occurring in the lower coal-strata of Australia.
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SpnENOPHVLLUM, Brgt.

T»> tlie DsmiiRla t'orinati<Mi, Ijoth in tho iip])er portion mid intlielower,8omeequi8e-

tacoons foRBils occur, whicli were deRoribed by Royle an Trizygia speciosa^ 1. c., p.

431. Tbereis no doubt tliat these fossils belong to the well known genus SphenophyUum,

Brgt., and we find tbem described in Unger’s 'Gen. et sp. plant, foss., p. 70, under the name
0^ Sphenophyllum trizygia, Xlwff. Mc’Clclland (1. c., p. 64) described the same formas

Sphenophyllum speciosnm, Mc’Clell., and pointed out quite dlstinctl}^ that there was no doubt

about itH being a real Sphnioplyllum, Brgt. But whilst there is no doubt about the iden-

tity of Sphcnophyllim and Trizygia, I prefer Unger’s name Sphenophyllum trizygia, as

there is a constant charnel er in the arrangement of the leaves in three pairs, each of two equal

biaves, on one side of tlu* articulation, the lowest pair of leaflets being the shortest, the middle

long(>r, and lb(‘ highest ihe longest. There are, therefore, never more than six leaflets, which

do not form an entire whorl, hut are arranged on one side. This arrangement is quite different

from that found in all carboniferous forms, in which the leaflets are all nearly

equal and form an entire whorl round the articulation ; besides tin’s, the stem of the Indian

Sphenophyllum is in all cases very thin in relation to the size of the leaves. There can

he no doubt about the nature of this species, which must have been a water-plant, expanding

its Icafltds at the surface of the water.

This is therefore different from all Carboniferous and Permian
forms, and I adojit Unger’s name Sphenophyllum trizygia, Ung. 1 have specimens from

Bu rd w an (from the ujqier portion of the Bamiidas, Uaniganj), and from Talchirncar

Cuthick from the Barakars, I think there is only one species.

Besides theses two well mark(‘d fossils, various stalks with articulations, ribs and furrows,

are common, and iire generally known as Phyllotheca imlica, Bunh. I must say 1 have

seen the real Phyllotheca such as Zigno described from the Oolitic formation, and as

are known from the ujqier portion of the coal-strata in Australia (Newcastle), hut 1 am very

much inclined to consider a great proportion of the shuns found in India as stalks of Sehizo^

neura, Seliirnp. ;
some others may he indeed internal casts of mesozoic s})oeies of JEguifietum.

In Australia lln*re is in the upper portion of the coal-strata also a real Phyllotheca in

Zigno’s sense (Newcastle) ; the Phyllotheca in the lower portion may he Catamites or

Pquisetum,

Tin; very dmihi.fnl form, calk'd Vertebraria, I consider to consist of roots and rootlets

(Rhizomes), most inohahly of some e quise taceous plants, in the same way as the

geims Pinularia, Ijindl. and TL, in ihe carboniferous strata, consists also of rootlets, most

likely of Asterophyllites, Brgt.

Vertebraria abounds in the Dam lid as, and appears to he characteristic of them as a

series, hut it cannot he quoted for ihe determination of the age, for which only Sehizoneura

Gondieanensis, Fstm., can he used. As far as I can tell from the liter.ature, and from what

I have seen of Australian fossil plants, Vertebraria is also known only from the upper

portion of the coal-strata.

B—FILICES.

In the same way as amongst the Fquisefaccev, the genus Sehizoneura, Schiinp. and

Moug., is the prevailing form, so also amongst the Filiccs one genus is ospeeially prevalent.

This genus, however, cannot he directly employed as evidence of the age of the Damuda

;
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it i» only by its relations toother forms that, it can housed as collateral proof. It is only

characteristic of the series. This genus is— ^

<7.—Glossoftkuis, Bnjt .

However intei'esting this genus may be. it has, I think, been the chief cause of the con-

fusion of opinions about the age of the series in which it occurs—

1

mean the confusion has

been caused by the comparison of this genus with the same in Australia, where it. is said

to he found in pal roozoic rocks. From this evidence also our Indian Damiida groups

in which Glossnpterts is very common have been taken for pahnozoic, without considering

that has in this case been found apart from animal remains which indicate a

pa Iffiozoic age, but, on the contrary, only with plant remains, which are all mcsozoic

(Triassic).

I should consider it a great pahconlological mistake if I wi‘ro to take a series in which

the majority of the plants are of inesozoic age, and idtmtical or closely allied with well

known m cs o z o i o (Triassic) genera and species, to be of any other age ilian m t* s o z o i c,

onl}" beeause one genus is also found in it which is also known from a y)ort.ion of the coal-

strata in Australia, Nobody will class the Permian and Carboniferous as identical, although

some species of plants or animals ma}' occur in both.

AVe should rather say, some species of Glmsupterh arc found in the supposed paLeo-

zoi c coal-strata of Australia, hut the genus also occurs in great abundance in the lower
mesozoic coal-strata of India.*

It is only remarkable that, while in Australia there are hol.h fossil animals and

plants of lower carboniferous age, of which the lait(‘r belong for the most ])art to

genera identical with those found in Europe, there should he in the upper carbon i ferous

(without fossil animals) a sudden change in the llora and no true (jarboniferous ydanfc found.

But another locality is known for Olosaopterix,
; this is in the Karoo beds

of South Africa, described by Mr. Tatc,t which sei*ie,s that author also puts in tin* Trias,

and 1 think with justice. This would agree well with our series. Tab? recognized in Africa

the same forms which are most common here in 111(1111.]:

Sec a similar opinion by Mr. Dawkinw hi the transaelions of the Manehester OeoloKieai fku;ioty, Vol. XIV
Session 1875-711, Part 11, p. 28: Ai^e of tin- New South Wales coal-bodB. Tlu* manner in which Mr. Dawkins
expressed himself is quite correct and natural, but 1 never before read anythm;^ about the aHsociution of tho
OhmHoptcrii in Australia with LrpidodeuiJron, SigifUiria, Calamife«,ctt thcHC boina only found below the lower marine
beds.

t Quart. Journ. Oeolotf. Soc., 18117, p. 110 ff.

% I cannot discuss this subject further here, ami I think it sulTieient to quote the Ibllowinjf literature about
Qh»topteri $ :

—

Brongniart

;

Histoiro des v^ffotaux fossilCB, 1818.

C%oppert: Systema tilieum fosKilium, 183(1.

Me' Coif: On the fossil botany and zoolojry of the rocks aHHocialed with the coal of Australia. Annals
of Natural History, Vol. XX, ser. 2.

Bunhury

:

FobbII plante from Nagphr. Quart. Journ. V^ol. XVII.
Mo’Clelland

:

Report, 184W-4t); Calcutta, 1860.

Dana: Geolopry (United Ftates Exploring Expedition), 1819,

South African foBBils. Quart. Journ., 1807 (Vol. XXIII).
McCoy

:

Prodromus of Palacont- of Victoria, II Decade.

Sekimper

:

Traitd de Paltoontolog. Vi^geUlc.

W. B. Clarice

;

RcmarkB on the Bcdimentary formations of New South Wales, 187,'>.

Also all tho publications in our Memoirs which I quoted before sliould here be repented, cspcclnliy

Mr. Oldham’s paper on the probable age of the rocks in Rcngal and Central India (Vol. IQ.
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The bofet known species of Oloftsopferis, Brgt., is Glossopteris JSrowniana, Brgt., of

which Broii^niartdistin^nished two varietieii: (a), Indicu^^n^ {h), Anstralasiaca,w\nQ\\ioyi7^

ever, ffave boon described by Schiinper as two different species, and I think correctly. Iinay

add ihat in India the only prevailin^^ form is that with longer and pointed leaves and much

narrower retie illation, O/osxtpfrris Schirnp., whih* the generally smaller form with a

more obtuse apex and wider ndienlation, Gloss, lirowniana, Br^ft., is much rarer in our strata,

although it prevails in Australia, where it is the only species found in the lower portion with

the marine fauna.

I am now prej)aiirig a monogniph of the genus (xlossupteris, Brgt., and some allied

genera, in wliieli J will (‘iitt'r more I'lilly into details, and it will he seen that the pointed

lofivos jn'rviiil in ihu Dnniiidu, and id.'^o ih:ii o/* the iii^urvs ot‘ out' Indiiin forms those in

Biinbury's pa])or (J. c.) are tlie best whilst those in Brongniart and Gup])ert are not very-

correct.

B)*o/ig/jiart described one form ns Glossopt. am/mfiJoJia from Raniganj; I have not

found any specinien Irom India, hail have seen one from Australia, from the upper portion

of th(3 couI-.stra(ii.

Besides these I have been able to distinguish a great many species, or at least varieties,

also young fronds, etc.

Near Ts'agpfir sevau-al sjK'ciiuens have been found with fructification, with 1—4 rows of

sporangia bid i\cen tlu' stelk and tile ncirgin, wbicb, together ivitli the reticulate nervation, tend

to indical(‘ a ndalimiship between (rt»ssepfcrls and some living species of Po! ifpodium. On
om‘ spi'eiuiiMi of the Australian fi7o.s‘.voy<^eW.v, Brgl., l\lr. Carnitbers seems to havi* observed

a ddlereut fruetiliealloii, consisting ol linear sori ahuig the sadiis, Imt ne,in*r to the margin

of the leaf. (See Carrutliers in Daintive's jiaper on the Geology oJ’ (Queensland. (Quart,

.loui’., Geol. Soe.. lS72j. This wi uld prove further the dillereiieo between our Glossoplcris

and the Australian spt'cit's.

The best known forms aie therefore

—

1. G/ossofiferis iiidit'cr, Sehiinp.—large pointed leaves, narrow reticulation. Sori

in rows oji the surface of the frond.— Prevailing in India.

2. Glos.sopteris lirowuiana. Brgt., Sehiinp.—smaller obtuse leaves, wider reti-

culation. Australian form
; the only species found in tlu‘ lower strata.

2. Glossnpfcris <ni(fitsfiJofiu, Brgt.*-*diirerent in the nervation, known from the

Daimidas and the upper portion of the coal-strata in Australia,

Other species will be shewn to exist after the special examination of tliis genus.

Then) are, besid<>s these, several species described by Bunbury and Mc Clelland, but

Me’Clelland’s ligures (1. e.) cannot be recognized, as they arc not accuratidy drawui. I need

only mention G /ossojift ris araiGis, Alc’Clclk, Tab. XIV. f. 3, Ihi, w'bieh is not sutficiently

well figured to be ideiitilied, ami others are eijually imperfect.

The figures of Anstraliau species <»f Gh/ssopferis, Brgl., in Dana’s Geology are also of no

n^e for eoin pari son, as the rcticulatiou is incoiTcclly and irn'gularly represented.

Giossvjifcris is the most eommoii and characteristic fossil of the Damudas. It is

found in all three snb-divisions and is the unfailing evidence of the occurrence of this

format ion.
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Bunbury*s Glossopteris musafolia seems from the drawing: rather to belong to Taniop^

terii, Brgt., althougb the author says that the veins anastomose near the stalk. This the

figure, however, does not exhibit at all, and the same may be said of Glouoptcria sfrirfa,

Bunb., from Kamtlii. Tate’s Dicft/opfcris simjdcsr, (1. c.) PI. VI, fig. 0, is a GIvssoplens

of the same group to whicli some of our Indian species also belong.

In one way Glossopfens^ Brgt., may be considered evidence of a mesozoio age: if ii

is compared with other ferns with retieul.ited leaves, the moat nearly allied is tin* Triassic

and llhmtic Sa^enopteris, and stmie forms of 6r^o6*.vt)^)/eW.vave evidonily relaicdto ll>i^

Triassic genua.

b. Gangamopteuis, Mr'

C

o//,

In the lower group of the Damudas (Barakars) there oceiir some ferns resemhling

G/o.Ksoj)feri,9. which, however, on .a closer examination, .‘^how dillen'nt characlers; Die most

prominent of these is the want of the distinct midrib, which is (bund in (he luail Ghnsop-

ieris, Brgt. ; there are instead of it only three or lour thicker vcdns starting frojii the base ;

the other veins radiating from the base towards the margin. Tins is a eharacter ylilch we

find partly in ('yrlopfrriti, hut while iu the hitler geuus thi‘ veins bidween tlw'ir jioint of

origin and the margin are divided only dichotoiuously. in this form from the Barakars tlaw

are reticulated, as iu Glossuptcria, lirgt. We have therefore in tln‘se h'aves

—

1.

—Wtint of a distinct midrib.

2.

—A venation radiating from the base towards the margin, as iu CpcIopU ris, but yet

reticulated, as in Glosmqiieris,

3.

—A roundi'r leaf than in Glossoj^icris. Similar forms liave been described by

Mc’Coy (Palmontol. of Vietoriii, Dee. II) from Au stral ia as Gauyamoplrris, and I thiuk

I am not wrong iu putting these forms from the Burakar group iu the same gcmus.

The species I will call

—

Gangamoptvrh Cyvioptcroidrfi. Fstm.

As this species occurs .‘ 1,1 so in the Talchir group, wlnu'o it is almost the, only fossil,

I will give a d i ag n os i s and a fuller diseu.s.sion when treating of that groujn A similar

form* is described by M r. Tate from the K a r o o h e d s ( ^J'rlassic
)
in South A f r i c a as

Cprloptcris JcnViusiana^ whicli, I think, also belongs to this genus.

The occurrence of this geuus iii the B a r a k a r s is very important, not for tlie de-

termination of the age, but because of the comiexion it shows between the lower Damudas
and the Talchirs. It thus unites the latter with the whole Damuda group. These

forms have been lately found iu the Barakars of the Kurhurhari coal basin. I have also

one or two fragments from Kamthi which belong to the same species.

r. Sagknopteki.s, Brgt.

If wc take Glossopicris, Brgt., as a single-leaved genus, w'ilh .a certain venation, .some

otlier forms with several leaves coming out from tJie same slalk aud a dilferent venation

must be Separated from this genus and placed with Sagcnojderis, Brgt. This is esjiecially

the case with the Glossopttris acaulis, Mc’Clell. (Jiep. XIV, fig. .3), which, however.

* Sec Talc 1. c l>. 1 Ui, Tab, VJ, tig.
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is not correctly drawn in Mo’CleHand's Report. I have had the opportrafty of aeeinjc in oar

collections the original specimen and another, and have had both drawn from satnre.

Tliey exhibit a very different appearance from McClelland’s figure: about eight leaves pass

out from a common stalk ; the middle leaves seem to have been the longest; the venation is

].ecullar and different from that of our forms of Glossopteris, Brgt. 1 have no doubt these

specimens belong to Sagenuptem, Brgt. ; but the specific name is inappropriate, and should,

I think, he changed.

d. Tjeniopteeis, Brgt.

The absence of Twniopterisy Brgt., in the Dam li da group has been urged as one of

the principal difltinctions between that group and the R a j m a h d I, and a strong confirma-

tion of the p a 1 oj 0 z 0 i c age of the former. This view, however, is no longer tenable,

for Glossopteris danmoides, Royl., figured by Royle in his work ( 1. c. PI. 2-9 ), is really

a Tmnioptcrisj Brgt. The original specimen was from the Burdwan coal-formation,

that is, from the Raniganj coal-field. I have not seen the specimen, but I have no

doubt about the fossil being T(vmopiens

;

the venation proves it, as the veins are distinctly

quite free at their base, and only dichotomous in their whole length.

TJ)<‘ specimen from the Burdwan ( R:inigauj ) conhliehl represented by McVJelland

in his Geological lleport, PI. XV, £gs. ISa, 10, under the name of Tamiopieris da7i(roides,

McClelland, is of course also a true Ileaiopfens, Brgt., and judging from the form of the

frond and the distance between the veins, T am inclined to consider it the same as the species

figured by Royle. In its broad loaves and distant venation this species presents a habit corre-

sponding with that of triassic forms of the genus. There is anotlior specimen in the collection

of the Geological Surv(\y from the D a m li d a formation of B u r g o in the R a j m a h 4

1

hills which leads to fh(^ same conclusions as Royle’s and Mc’Clelland’s figures. Accidentally

on the opposite side of this specimen are some fronds of Brgt,, thus proving

the association of the tw() genera in the Damiida rocks.

Lastly, I have seen a broad-leaved true Brgt., from Kamthi, with very

narrow veins, whicii resembles strongly Bunbury’s Glossojderis 7nns(rfoUa, except that

the veins do not anastomose near their base (1. c. PI. VIII, fig. 0), so that I will describe it

under n diifcreiit specific name. Besides this I think that Glussojttcris sfricta, Bunb. (1. c. PI.

IX, tig. 5) is also near to Tinnoptcri.'t, Brgt., and Sir C. Bnnbury himself has figured a

fragment of a Ttvnioptevis (1. c. PI. X, fig. 2) as Tceniopteris dancroide.s (?) Me’Cl. Ho
may he right. It may therefore he stated without hesitation that together with Glossopteris,

Brgt., there occur broad-leaved species of Brgt, witii a mesozoic habitus, and

that tho latter iilTord additional evidence against the palrcozoic age of the Damuda Flora.

e. Neueopteeis, Brgt.

When Prof. Schimper described the fossil plants from the Vosges sandstone, he referred

to the genus Neuropteris, Brgt., some forms which did not quite agree with the carboni-
ferous species, although the nervature of tho leaflets in these triassic forms is the same
as in those from the carbon iforou a strata, tho leaves of tho former being, however,
simply pinnate. Not wishing to establish a new genus, he divided the genus Neuropteris
into two principal groups, ol which one, the carboniferous type, includes species with hi-

or multi-pinnate fronds; the other or triassic typo com])nses the forms with simply
pinnate fronds which are found in the Grbs bigarre (Bunter.)*

boe Schimper aud Mougeot, Manogr, des plautBS fossilcs du grc» bijrai rc des Vosges, 1841. p. 76.
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On his Plates (1. c.) XXXVI &c. several species are figured, of which Neuropteris prandu

folia (XXXVI, f. 1) is the largest. From the Kurhurbdri coal-field our Museum received

some time since a splendid specimen of the shale aocompanying^the coal seams. This speci-

men exhibited three very important genera and species, some of them represented by several

specimens. One I have already mentioned, Gangamopteria cyclopteroides, Fstm.
; another

belongs to the genus now under discussion, Neuropterisy Brgt.

When I saw the specimen, I at once recognized several fronds of a well developed fom

with single pinnae, one being complete. At first I was astonished to see such a form

;

but soon I saw another fossil on the same specimen, Vvltziay Brgt., which left mo no longer

in doubt about the simply pinnate leaves. From the norvature of the leaflets and from

the singly pinnate nature of the whole frond, I was sure that tlio specimens represented a

NeuropteHsy belonging to the group found in the Gres bigarro l^y Schimper, or, in short, that

the specimens represent a lower triassic (Buntsandstein) Neiiropictns, Brgt. As no

paBeozoic species of this character is known, I could not longer be in doubt about this, as tho

occurrence of the genus already mentioned {Schizonenray Schiinp. and Moug., also a triossie

genus) and of Volizia, Brgt., strongly supf)ortcd my views. The nearesli ally of our specimmi

appears to bo Neuropteris grandifoliay Schimp. and Moug., but tho Indian fern dillers in the

following particulars

a ,—The leaflets in our specimen are wider apart.

Ik—They begin, it is true, with entire or only slightly lobato leaflets, but tho upper

leaflets become larger and deeply lohato or pinnatitid.

The strong stalk both forms have, in common. Our plant seems still larger than that

figured by Schimper. The simply pinnate character is well secu, tlic low(‘st leaflets an?

nearly entire and small, the middle are the largest and nearly pinnatitid, and tho uppermost

again like the lower. I will call this fern

—

Neuropteris valida, Fstm.

Fronde simpUct (pinnaia), rhachide valiihiy striata
;
pinnulis imis minimisy ohhnqisy

iotafere hasi aduaiis, marguic siuuosis, mediis magnis, hhatls ant pirmatis, media parte

basis pedicello latiusculo brevi adnatis, sumniis Imos adaquantihus ; nervis creberrimisy

nervo prlmario hasilari, vix distinctoy secundariis c hasi radiatim ascendentthus, dlclwto*

mis.

Further description and discussion may he rcservtd until I can figure this very in-

teresting species, which aflbrds a strong evidence of the triassic age of the Damu da, and,

as it happens, of the lower portion (Barakars),

/.—Actinoptebis, Schenk,

I had already occasion, when discussing the Kach fossil flora, to mention this peculiar

fossil plant, which formerly was united with Cyclopterisy Brgt., Professor Gbppert having
described the only known species as Cyclopteris peltatUy Gopp. On account of its relation

with some living ferns, Schenk called it Actinopteris peltatay and showed that the horizon

at which it was found was Khm tic. I found similar forms amongst the Kach fossil plants.

Schimper, however, had some doubts about the nature of these fossils, and was disposed to

consider them merely infiltrations of hydrated peroxide of iron. From the Kan iganj coal-

field we have a very well preserved specimen of a real fern, which I cannot refer to any
other genus than Actinopteris,
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I call thiB RpecicB —

Actiywpfcns Bengalee Fwlrn.

Fronde otdncularifer ovafa^ jicUatOy cjr foliolis .sinr/tdis, .scgmenta formantihus com^

pusila; foliolis e media parie radiaulilnis^ dirkutome partHis, margineni versus latioribiiSf

02006 rotundalis ; loro iusertinnis petijll medio.

The whohi frond is rnther lai^e, circularly ovate in outline, and the leaflelH radiate

towards tlie margin from the insertion of the stalk ; they are very well marked hy a thin layer

of coal, and iwr diidiotomous in the same way as in Ariinopieris radialo,. Link. Not a

moment’s doubt can exist as to this specimen hein^ a fern.

Ti, seems to me ditlerent from those from llhadic strata, hut is another proof of the mc-

80/0 ic (diameter of our tlora.. Fiom the up[)er coal measures in Australia there is men-

tioned fdso “a ptsudiar ])eltate leaf,” which may. peril aj)s, he also an Arli?iop/er}.s', Hohook.

(See Mines and Mineral Statistics of New South Wal(‘s, by .lohu Lucas, etc., 1875, p. 129.)

Hesides the ferns already mentioned, some other forms occur, which, however, need not

he noticed hen*, ns th(\y are not of any ^reati'r importance than those. I have already described.

I may, howevi'r, add that Pvcopleris Lindleijana., Hoyle, wlTudi has been noticed in relation

with l*eco}deris onsfralis^ ]\lorr. (from Tasmania), ladoni's undoubtedly to the ^ronp oi' Alc"

Ihopleris 7r////^o/cn.v/.v, , which st‘einH to include only m(‘so/oic foi’ins
;

still another

Fero/deris (AleUtofderis, («dpp.) is not. uncommon, but this also (‘xhibits a moso/oic habitus,

Amon^^Ht the ferns we have theredure to note esiieeially the following species :

—

Glvssojdvris indioa, Scdiimp., for the series.

Gavgamopleris cyohptcroides, Fstm., for the relation of tlic Damudr. s with

the Tal cliir s.

!J\eni')/>ferls damvoides. Mc’Clell. (Royle), .and the othm broad-leaved s])ecies of

l){'iii(i})(<'ris from Kaml.hi for the nu'sozoic a<4;e of the Damn das.

Ketiroplcris raJida, Fstm., for the triassic (Buntsandsteiu) age of the

Dam li das.

Aciinnpyteris Ihngaleusis, Fstm., incso/oic form.

C.—COyjFEBJE.

Cvnifciur nro \ovy raro in the Damudas, but a very important genus lias lately been

found in the Kurhiubjiri coal-fields.

a.— VoLTZIA.

This genus is peculiar and limited to the middle and lower Trias .as S<diimper states.*

Bronguiart, the founder of tiiis genus, was very well acquainted with it, and described four

Bpt'eies, all from the Gres bigarre.

On the large speeiinen from Knrhurbari, which T mentioned before when describing

Kenrojitoris valida. Fstm., tliero are some branches of a coinferoa.s plant, which, judging by

See ScUiraper : Palscoutulogie v%eiale, 11, p, 2U).
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the form of the loaves, can only belong to the genus Voltzia, Brgt. Our spoeimen agrees best

with the following :

—

YoUzia acuiifolia

Bronffnitirt : Brodromu^, pp. 10^, 190.

1841, Sohiinpor ot : Mono'rraphip, etc., p. 20, Tub. XV.

1871-72. Schiniper : Pala-ontolo^^ii' p. 241, Vol. 11.

When I compare our s])ocic.s with Y. aciitifolia^ *Brgi., I inu.'<t also add that the Icmvom,

especially towards the end of the branches, are a little longer and broadm*. I'oUz. andifolia^

Brgt., is, with Yoltz. heterojihglla, Brgt., most characteristic of the Gres Bigarre.

Besides this distinct Fo//cm there is also a branch, with innch longer and broader leaves,

which I cannot identify with any known Yolfzia, but rallu'r with Albertla sgcefo,s'a,

Schiinp. (see Schim])er and Mougcot, 1. o. PI. V, f. B), which is also a well known species

characteristic of L o w o, r r i a s.

This is all that ni‘cd now he said about the Conijcrce.

The above are the most important plant remains from t lie Damii das, so far as they

have hitherto been det<‘rmincd, and no further discussion is ncccNsary in this paper, as

suCTicient evidence has been brought forward for the determination of the age.

From the previous discussions 1 have been led to the following results:

—

a —Srhizoneiira is re])reseuted by the sa.me species (londwanensis, Fstrn.),

in the Panoliot group and in the Damildas, especiall3M‘i) the Upper Danuidas, or

Ilaniganj, proving that both belong to the same general c]k)c1i.

h.—The occurrence of Glossoglcris, Brgt., in all the three sub-divisions of the

Dam u das, besides the occurrence (d' triassic species (of the age of Iho (Irbs ])igarrc)

in both the Upper and Lower Damildas, j)rovcs that all three sub-divisions belong

to the same age.

c.—The species Gcnigtunoplcri.s' cgrhq>fero'i(h’S, Fstm., which occurs in the Lower
Damudas (Bartikars of tlu* Kurhurhari coal-tiebl), and wbicli is the ju'cvailiug Ibssil

again in the Talchivs, brings the latter into relation with the former, as I shall show

presently.

d.—There is no diflicnlty in det«;rmining the age of the Danuidas. Wc have to

regard only the most important I’os.mIs, viz .
:

—

Sr/ilzoncitra G<indwane:is}s, Fstm, (a triassic form)
;

Sagi nupferis {(fr(ft(lis?) M<‘Sozoi<’.

jVeurojdcris valld<(, Fstm. (a triassic form)
;

AciimqiterU Hengalmsi.^., Fstm., iVb-sozoic.

Yollzia acatifvlia, Brgt. (Gres bigarre);

and perhaps Alhertia spaciosa, Scliimp. ((ires bigarre).

All these are closely alli(*<l, and .some are identical witli specioR which hitherto are

known only from 1 ower triassi c; no form is palaeozoic, cxcejd iS/dir?iop////llurr

which, however, show's very dillcrcnt characters from those of sjx'citss from paheozoic rocks,

therefore, considering all that I have said and determined, ive are obliged, following the

generally adopted palmontological law.s, to comsider our Damilda formation as of lower
triassic age. Considering the relations of the Damuda bods and the coal-strata in

Australia, only the ujiper portion of tlie lattiT present some analogy wdlh these Damilda
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beds. In this upper portion (upper coal measures) of Australia we find fossil plants,

mostly of mesozoic type, e. Rhylloiheca australis, FhylL HooJceri (in the New-

castle coal-field, belonging to the real Fhyllotkeca type), VeHehraria (Damiida type),

Glossopteris (some of them related with our Indian foms), Tceniopteris, broad with narrow-

veins, (Mcbcrotcsniopteris, SchimpO, Thinnfeldta-)SkQ ferns, Fecopieris odontopieraides,

Morr., a peculiar peltate leaf (which may possibly be Actinopieris, Schimp.), seed vessels of

' Conifers (these may, perhaps, be allied to Araucarites Phillipsi, Carr., or Araucar.

Kachensis, Fstm. P), and others, witliout any marine .fauna. The lower portion of these

Australian coal-strata presents no analogy with our Damiidas, as the latter contain none of

the marine animal fossils so frequent in the lower coal-mesaures of Australia.

V.—Fossil Floba of the Talchibs.

This is the poorest flora of all. Only a few fronds have been found, and but one or two
localities are known at which fossils occur. These fossils were mentioned by Mr. Oldham*
ns hirgo OpclojifcrisAWa leal';'* Mr. W. T. lllaiiford had previously recognized
the nature of ibis fossil, and in his paper on the linn iganj coal-field, Mom., Vol. Ill,

p. 38, writing about the ibssil.s ii-om the Taicbir group, he said, “the best marked was
a form intermediate between Glossopteru and Cyclopteyis.*'

1 noticed above similar fronds amongst Iho Damuda fossils from tlio Bardkars.
I poinbid out tliat there are leaves witli a radiatiiif; distribution of the veins, as in
CyclopferU, Brjjt., but the veins are reticulated, iw iu Glosmpterk, Br<»t.. and I referred
them to tlie new geims G,m,famop(eris, Mc’Coy. I also said tl.at those specimens from the
Bardkars ar(! Kleutical with those found iu the Tdlchirs : the species I called—

I .—Gjngamopierls vydopieroidcs, Fstm.

Diagnosis

;

Fronde ohlongo-ovnll, snhoUiqna, inlegerdma ; rhoA'liide nulla ; nervh onmlhus e hasi
radiantihus veluU hi Oyclopteride, reiia furmanlihm (Glossoptcridis similibus), mediis ima
parte distinctissimis.

This diagnosis serves for the species both from the Baralcars and Ttllchirs.

By itself this species does not prove much; but its occurrence both in the Damtidas
Jind Talchirs makes it at least very probable that these two groups are very near in age,
and 1, for my part, look upon the Talchirs as a lower group of the whole Damuda formation*
or, in other words, as a loAver horizon of the lower tri ass ic age.

*

Compared with the Australian species of our species is most nearly
related to Gangamopteris obliqna, Mc’Coy.f

^

I have thus given a short outline of the most important fossils from Ihe lower groups
of the Gondwaiia Series, from the Panchets, the Damudas, and the Talchirs, and
the following general results may be deduced

a. From the relations of the fossil plants of these three groups, it follows that they
all belong to one epooli, the tri ns sic.

^

* Mem. 11, p. 336.

t Frodroitms of the Palieontolojry of Victoria, Decade U, PI. XII, figt. 2, 3, 4.
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5/—The Panchet group has Sckizoneura Gondwanendft, Fstm., oonimon with the
Daraudas, and whilst the other two species of the Pan diets, Pecopteru concima,
Preal, and i>ac%rAacAw, Gopp., would indicate a R ha) tic ago, Sckizoneura
Gondwanensis, Fstm., tends to give them an older aspect, so that I class them os Keupor.

c.—The Damildas have yielded important fossil plants of lower triussic age
(Bnutsandstein). I therefore refer all the three suh-divisious to this age, as the same
fossil plants, and especially the same species of Glosmpteris, Drgt., are found in all throe.

d.—The Talchirs contain a fossil plant, wliich has been found also in the liarckars-,

viz., Gangamopteris cydopieroules, Fstm., so that I do not hesitate to consider ih(‘ Tdtdiirs

as the lower continuation of the Dami'tdas.

Wo have derived, therefore, from the plants the following scheme ;

—

I.

—

Jurassic.

Lower,

Jlajumha).

Golapili {near Ellore).

Sripeirniatii r (M adras )

.

11 — Triassic.

Upper (Keuper). Lower (Ihintsandstein).

Panchet group. Dainildas

—

Upper (Ktirnthi, Raiiiganj).

Middle (Iron shales).

Lower (Barakar).

Talchirs.

Middle.

Kach.

Jabalpur.

Note on the oeological age or certain groups compktheu in the Gondwana flEiiiKs

OF India, and on the evidence they afford of distinct Zoolooical ani) Bota-

nical Terrestrial Regions in ancient epochs. By W. T. Blanford, a. u. s.m.,

F. R. 8., &c., Geological Survey of India.

In the preceding paper and in that published in the last nurnhor of the licconls \anie

pp. 28—42), Dr. Feistmantel has stated at length the coiudusions as to the ago of tlie

different members of the great plant-bearing or Gondwana Series of India, to which a care-

ful and exhaustive study of the fossil flora has guided him. How urgently a careful study

of the plants was need(*d it is unnecessary to point out, anrl iln^ rtisults to Indian

Geology must be most important. Guided by the abundance of particular forms, Indian

Geologists had hitherto not unreasonably supposed that the Kaidih (Gulch) plant-bearing

beds were of the same age as those of Rajmehal, Trichinopoly, &c., for in all these localities

the commonest species are two forms of PtilopkyUum (Palazozamia), In the same

manner no doubt had ever arisen as to the identity of the Damilda llora with that of the

Australian coal rocks, for the common types in hotli are speeacs of Glossoptens and

Yertehraria^ which have hitherto always been supposed to be identical, whilst other forms of

Equisetacece and ferns from both countries arc closely allied. Whether wc filially accept

Dr. FeistmanteTs conclusions, or not, it is impossible to conceive any researches likely to

afford a greater service to Indian Geology than the accural e deteriuination of the liouioia^vm

of our different fossil floras.
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At the same time jt will, I think, be advisable to hesitate before accepting? as proved

the age assigned to the different formations on palajobotanical grounds. Dr. Feistmaiitel

has already noticed (ante p. 34) the palaeontological contradiction, as he very justly terms

it, between the evidence derived from the animal remains in Kachh (Cutoh) and that offered

by the fossil plants. This contradiction is, however, much greater than would be supposed

from Dr. Feistmantels remark. The matter is so important in its bearing on the relations

of Indian rooks that it will be well briefly to recapitulate the history of the examination

of the Kachh beds by the Survey.

From a very cursory examination which I made in 1863 of a small portion of the pro-

vince,* J wfis led to believe that the plant-bearing beds in Kachh, as a whole, rest upon the

series of rocks with marine fossils of jurassic age, but that in some cases marine beds are

intercalated with the upper plant-bearing group, and I pointed out that if they are not inter-

stratified, certain fossil iforoiis bands in the Charwar range south of Bhooj must, have been

brought up by a fault. Messrs. Wynne and Feddon surveyed Kachh in ]867-68-69,t the

jurassic rocks being chiefly examined by Mr, Wynne, who found that a fault really exists,

bringing up the rocks of the Charwar range ; consequetitly the principal grounds on which

my belief in the interstratification of the marine and ])lant-bearing strata were founded

proved untenable. Some information I had received as to the occurrence of marine fossils

near BhoojJ appears als(» to liavo been incorrect. At the same time, the conclusion at which

1 had arrived, that both marine and fresb-water beds belong to one series, and that the two

pass into etich other, was entirely confirmed by Mr. Wynne. Ho also found in some places

uriquostionable intercalation of the plant-beds with strata containing marine fossils.§

Tlio Cephalopoda collected by Mes.svs. Wynne and Fedden were examined by Dr.

Waageu,|| who found that those from different localities showed the existence of several

distinct groups of jurassic strata, ranging from Lower Oolite (Batlionian) to Uppermost

Oolite (Portlandian and Titlionian). Dr. Stoliezka went to Kachh in 1872, and spent sevei'al

months in examining the. rocks. Ho ascertained that four separate groups of jurassic beds,

di.stij)guis]ie(l by widJ-marked mineralogical and paheontological characters, can be traced

throughout the nivu occupied by the rocks of Oolitic age. These groups he culled—

J. Umja (Oomiti).,. ... ... Tithoiiiiin and PortJnndinn.

2. Katkol ... ... ... Kimmen dgt* and Upper Oxford.

3. CjiAuf (Charee) ... ... Lower Oxford and Kelioway (Cahovian).

4. Pacham (Patchum) ... ... Bath Oolite.

]>r, Stoliezka’s na>»es were adopted in Dr. Waageu’s account of the J unissic Ceplialopoda

of Kachh,"ll ami the groups referred to the ahovementioued Eui'opean sub-divisions of the

jurassic series.

No account of Dr. Sloliczk/i’s work in Kachh has ever been published. Shortly after

returning he left with the mission for Turkestan, and ho died on the return journey. The
note books used by him in Kachh are amongst the survey records

; they contain a very full

aceouut of bis ex])loiution of the }>nwince, and after readiug them through, I think there

Mciu. Ui’ol. yurv., India, VI, i). 17.

t Mem. tleol, Surv., India, IX, i»p. 1—289.

t Mem. Geol. Surv., India, VI, p. 11.

§ 1. c., pi>. f.1, 210, 213, 215, 210.

li Itec., Geol. burv., India, )V, p. 89.

Z I’lil. ludiua, Ber. IX, lutK»duotioij.
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can be no question of the conclusions at which he arrived regarding the relations of the

plant-bearing beds to the marine strata. His views were precisely the same as Mr.

Wynne 8 and my own ; he determined that the plant-beds form the highest member of the

jurassic series, that they pass down into the beds with marine fossils of Ihe Umia group,

and that in some places bands of these marine fossils, especially Trigonia Smeei and a

Trigonia, closely allied to tie cretaceous T. tuberculifera* of Southern India, are interca-

lated in the plant-bearing group. He consequently classed both the plant-bearing beds and

the Umia marine beds in one group. Moreover, he found in one place, resting upon the

plant-beds, a band containing cretaceous cephalopoda of Upper Neocomian (Aptian) age.f

It is difficult to ascertain from Dr. Stoliczka^s field notes whether he considered these

cretaceous rocks conformable to the Umia beds, or not, but ho certainly on his return spoke of

this Umia group as of Wealden age.

I may add at once that of the loc.alities mentioned by Dr. Feistraantel, riz,, Kukurbit,

Trombow, Bhoojooreo, Doodaoe, Loharia, and (loonaroe.J all, except the last named, are in the

beds forming the upper part of the Umia group, ami there. is no important ditTorenco in

the liorizon. Goonaree is rather lower in position according to Dr. Stollczka’s map, being

in the lower portion of the Umia group and associated with the marine beds, hut not one

of the localities is below all the beds with upper ooliiic fossils. From Nurhn.,§ the only

locality in Kachh belonging to the Katrol group at which remains of plnuts have been obtained

.

the specimens, which have jilfct been found, appear to belong to s]>ccios found also in the Umia

group.

It is important to insist upon these facts in order to prevent mistakes. It slionld he

distinctly understood that tbe rocks in Kachh (Cutch) with a lower oolitic flora
^
and

containing several species of plants identical with those found in. the Lower Oolites of

Yorkshire^ rest upon marine strata containing J^orfland and Tithonian Cephalopoda^ and

are capped hg beds with LTpper L^eocomian (Aptian) Ainmonites

;

that oecasionally the

marine strata witli upper oolitic fossils are interstrati lied with the plant-beds ; and that

the geological position of the Kachh plant-beds lias been determined 'by careful and repeated

examination by three dillerent geologists, all of whom agree in their conclusiouH.

I do not sec any probability of error in the determinations of the marine fossils. J)r.

Waagen, whose knowledge of Jurassic Cephalopoda is probably eijual to that of any l^ila'on-

tologist living, insists particularly on the remarkable parallelism of the dilfereut groups

whieh make up the jurassie series in Europe and India. I^be remainder of the fauna

has not received the same careful examination and comparison as the Cephalopoda, l)ut

I believe I am justified in saying that both Dr. Stoliezka and J)r. Waagen considered that

the evidence ailbrded by it coincided with that furnished by tlio Cephalojiodous Mollusca.

Dr. Waagen especially Htates|| that in the Umia beds of nine species of Cephalopoda,

* Pftl. Indioa, Ser. Vf, 3, p. 316, PI. K\, fips. 10-12.

t I*al. ludica, Sor, IX, p. ‘215,

X It insiy be UHcful U) point out where thrse places ure
;
they arc villatrcK not marked ou moi't niiipn,

and not easy U» identify—

Goonen (ooonarec of map) is in north-western K»ichh (Cutch), about nix miles cast south-cubt of I/ulipiit

Thrombow, six miles north-east, of Hhooj.

Kukurbit, twenty miles west by a little north of Uhooj.

Bhoo.iooree, five miles east-gouth-cast of Uhooj.

Dooduco, about thirty miles cast of Uhooj.

Loharia, iieveuteen miles south-east of Uhooj. and south of the Katrol ran'.r<

The spoiling is that of the map in the Alcmoirn, Vol. IX.

§ Mom. Geol. Surv., India, IX, p. 213.

,1 Pal. Ind„ Sei. IX, Vol. I. Kachh Coj'halopoda, pp. 22r» and 23.3.
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Tour arc identical with European forms found either in the Tithonian beds of Southern

Europe, or the Portland Oolite of England and Prance, and he adds that this proportion of

Inrms common to the two regions will increase greatly when the other classes of inollusca

aw described, * as many of the Vdecypoda of this bed seem to be identical with species from

the Portland stone,’ and elsewhere he especially luentions the abundance of TngonioB of the

t^'pe of T. gihbom.

This is not written willi a view of impiiofning Dr. Feistmantel’s conclusions. These will

be given to the public in full in tlie ‘ Puhnontologia Indica,’ and I have no doubt are as accurate

i‘nd trustworthy as Dr. Waagen’s. But it is important to call attention to the exact terms

of the contradiction hel\vc(‘n the marine and terrestrial forms of the Kachli Oolites, because

it shows that one or the otlnu* is misleading when applied to the determination of geological

age. As tlic iruirine f*ossils are much more numerous, and probably atford a much less im-

y)erleci n'preseniation of the lile of the period, as they occur in a larger serpience of rocks

and have attracted much more attention, and as they are preserved in a manner which, I

heli(‘ve, it is geiKually considered, enables their affinities to be determined with greater

accuracy, it will, I think, be admitted by most paheontologists that w(^ must accept the con-

chiHions derived from them. The deduction is inevitable, that the comynxrison of the remains

(d* jdants leads in this case to results, as regards geological ago, which are not accurate, and

Unit other idenlificatioiis on similar data must be received with groat caution.

It necessarily follows tliat although the homotaxis of the Itajmohal flora be liassic,

and that of the Panehets and Daniudas triassic, we can only accept this homotaxis as an
approximation to the actual geological age of the formations.

Between the Upper Gondvvana rocks to wdiich the Rajmehdls and Jabalpfjrs belong,
and the Lower Gondwaua series comyunsing the Panehets, Dannidas, and Talchirs, there is a
great break in the forms of life. Cycads abound in the former, but, luive not hitherto been
found in the latter, whilst the lower series is characterized by the abundance of equisciacoous

jdants. The only genera known to be common to the two. on* ferns of considerable range in

time. It follows as a matter of eourhC that no arguments as to the ago of the Lower
(loiidwana j’oeks can he drawn from the upper part of the series.

The evidence which Dr. Feistnianiel has shown to exist in favour of ascribing a Triassic

,Mge to 11)0 Panchefs, Dannul.as, and Talchirs is undoubtedly of great iuiportaiioe
; but I feel

some doubts as to whether it is conclusive, and although it is with great hesitation that
1 vent lire, to express a dill'erent oyiinioii on a subject on which Dr. Foistmanlers knowledge
ot ymheobotaiiy enables him to form a more accurate opinion than 1 can oiler, I still think
that if the evidence of plants alone be employed to determine the age of the Indian rocks,

the relations between the Indian and Australian coal-measures must he taken into consi-
deiMtion in estimating the homotax 'l^ of the Indian formations.*

It is also only fair to point out that the main arguments for the triassic age of the
Damudus are derived from the occurrence of* three plants which were only discovered this

year. Even admitting, for the sake of argument, that the evidence at present justifies

the referenee of the Damiida beds to the Trias, it by no means follows that the flora known
sixteen years, or even two years ago, was sufficient to warrant the same conclusion, and
I believe Dr. Oldham was quite right in lSGO,t and that my brother, Mr. II. F. Blauford,
was equally justified^ in lS7d, in assigning a palaeozoic age to the Damiida formation on the
evidence of the jdant remains alone. The PaucLet beds have always, since they were first

defined, hivn considered as jirobably Triassic.

I'r. arguinvut, that bfcauso, t]»e marine forms whieli doieraane the age of the Australian rocks
are absent in India, the evidence of the itlant remnins beeuuics ot loss \alue, is quite true, but it is just as applicable
to the Diiimula plants eonmiun to tlic tviae. of llurope as to thojso tuuud also lu Australia,

t Wein. iJeol. Surv of India. II, p ii-

; (Juart .hmrn. (?eoi. Soe„ 1S7.\ pp
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Of course the first and most important question is, whether the a{?o of the Australian

coal-measures is definitely settled. It is not surprising that the evidence should be received

with some distrust when it is found that ever since they were first d(‘8cribed, one group of

observers, headed by Professor McCoy, has persistently dechu-ed that the coal-beds are of

Jurassic age, whilst another group, comprising especially the Eev. Mr. Clarke, Professor

Jukes, and Mr. Daintree, have coutended that thej^ are palaeozoic. But there is an important

difference between tlie two classes. The geologists have all examined the rocks iu xitn, and

have ascertained that the plant-bearing beds are interstratified witl» marine bands containing

Brachiopiida and other fossils admitted to be of carboniferous age by all j)aheontologiKts.

Of the palmo-botanists, McCoy, Morris, deZigno, Carruthers, Schimper, and others, who have

contended for the Jurassic age of the Australian rocks, not one has ever examined t he beds,

and their opinions cannot consequently be of any weight, as o[)posed to the views of the

geologists. Mr. Clarke has published two sections of coal-pits,* in which eoal-seama and

shales with Glossopleris^ ]*hpUothcc(U{x\\di Noe^garathla (/ SrhizoiHtnra) ura shown to have

been reached after passing through beds containing PvaesicUa^ Cunularia, OHiw-

ceras, and other fossils of admitted carboniferous age. Mr. Daintree also bus published a

sectionf showing beds with Productus and Sjdrifer resting upon coal-seams with Glosaop-

tcris. Unless the palmo-hotanists can prove that Clarke* s and Daintree s sections are

incorrect, the question must bo decided {igainst the mesozoic age of the Glossoptvrits bods.

The succession of formations in the coal-fields of New South Wales is said to be the

following —

•> bedH }
mcniioned m the lists of fossilK.

3. Upper <*0 !il eeaiuH of Noweafitle with Verlvln-aria, Ac.

4. Lower eoal-souniB of New'ciiHtlo with OIosHOfiirrin, Nnef/f/frafhia, (f St hisottrnra)

&c. With these aud above tlie plant -bearioj? bodn are bauds with luarlno eiirboniferouB

fossils.

C. Mariue eurboiiiferous rooks.

0, Lower carbouiterous or Devonian bods with Lepidodondron tudhum, Uufifcv, &e.

The Wianamatta and Hawkeshnry beds, .so fiir as is known, contain no plants common to

any of the Indian rocks. They are now classed as older mesozoic. They arc said to be

connected witli the beds beneath them, No. 3, by the presence of a ])Iant, Perojderis odon-

iopieroides, Morris, in abundance in both, just as the Panchets in India are cormetded with

the upper sub-division of the Daniudas the occurrence in b«)lh of tin; same species of

Schizoneura, In the same manner the floras of Nos. 3 and 4 appear to be connetded by the

presence of Qloasojjlcris Browtnaua in both, although, from s])ecimens which Dr. Feist-

mantel lias showed to me, there appears to he a considerable distinction in the flora. Until

the Australian plant remains are subjected to a thorough revision, it will, perhaps, be unwise

to consider too much as proved ; but so far as the evidence goes, it a])
2
)ears that all the Ans-

tralian plant-bearing rocks of Australia are connected by S
2
)ecies of plants passing in each case

from one to the other, precisely as Dr. Fei.stmantel has shown to be ihc case with the rot^ks of

the lower Gondwana series in India, and if on the strength of the evidence we are juslilied

in assigning the Panchets, Damudas, and Talchirs to the Triiis, because the two former

contain triassic plants, and the Talchirs contain one ]>lant, also found in the lower fXunddas,

Transactions, Royal Society of Victoria, Vol, VI, ISCI, and Remarks on the Sedimentary Formations of New
South Wales, 3rd edition, 1876. p. 61 ;

hoc also Quart. Jourti. Qeol. 8o(v, XVII, 1801, p. 364.

t Quart. Journ. Gcol. Soc., XXVIII, 1872, p. 286.

X Quart. Joum. lieol. Soc., XVII, 1861, pp, 368, 360; XXVII 1, 1872, pp 283, 286, 366, kc. CJarkc, Sediuicnlary

Formations of Now South Wales, pp, 1.6,
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we should equally be obliged to relegate the whole of the Australian coal-measures below the

Hawkesbury group to the Carboniferous, because they contain at least one species of plant

throughout, and their lower sub-division is intt*rslrati6ed with beds containing marine

carboniferous fossils.

With one or the other of these Australian coal-beds, No. 3 or No. 4 of the preceding

section, the following plants of the Daniuda groups are common :

—

Ghs.wpteris, two or throe speci(*s identicjil.

Cangamnpferis^* (the genus only).

VcHf'hraria, one species identical.

pHropicris {Alcfhopfcrlx), one species probably identical.

tSrhizonmra (Zt iiguphyllites.)

We have thus live genera and four or five species common, without counting the

l^qnheiacea'. {VhgUolhcray (fee.), which appear son)(‘what doubtful. With the triassic rocks

of Kuropo, Dr. Fciistinautel has shown that the ibllowing Damuda forms arc common :

—

VoUzin, one sjjocies identical,

AlhvriUt / ditto P

ActuiopteHs, the genus only, the species shewing aflinity,

Safjenopteris^ ditto. ditto.

JVei(ro])ferl.s\ ditto, ditto,

Schizoncura, ditto, ditto.

or six genera and one or, perhaps, two species. It is quite true, as Dr. Feistmantel has

shown, tliat ]*evopicris {Alethoplcris) Lindleyaiia of the Damudas has nearly as close

atlinities to certain Jurassic forms in Europe as to P. ; but, on the other hand,

an oquisetaceous ])laut occurring ne:ir Nagpurf was described by Sir 0. Bunbury under the

iianie of Phijllothcva Jmiira from a go«»d series of sp(‘cimeiis, and considered closely

allied to some Australian forms.

On the whole, it ap])ears to he a reasonable conclusion that the evidence which connects

the Damdda formation wdth the Australian carboniferous rooks is about ecjual to that which

tends to sh</w their relations with the Trias of Europe, the only distinction of imj>ortance

being that the evidence of connection with the Australian beds is so abundant, and the

plants which arc ciommon to the Trias are (with the exception of IScliizonelira) so rare,

that the latt<*r have hitherto been overlooked.

The evidence alforded by the few animal remains hitherto ])roeured from the (londwana

series is nearly as eon fusing as that of the ]dantH. From the Kota and Maleri l>edR

now shownj to he identical, and to belong to the Upper (Jondwaiia series, we have

Cerafodvs, which in Europe is Triassic or Liassic, but wlii(;h has been found

living in Australia
; Hi/perodapedon^ Triassic in Europe, hut allied to the living

New Zealand genus TTaftcria ; and certain early mesozoic forms of Crocodilia, together

with tish ( 7.c/>/f/o/w.v and Kclimodns) with liassic affinities, and yf.\7//cr?VT, which is insufficient

* Tl>o e.«>Sfri])ed by Met’oy (l*rod. Falii'ont. Victoria, Decade 11, IMh. Xll •& XIll) arc said by Ihoir

doHcribcr to be from the upticf coal-bcarmp strata of Victoria, the position of which is uncertain, hut Dr.

Keistinanicl has detected one species in the beds from beneath the eurboinrerous marine beds of Newcastle,

N. K Whales.

t t^nar. .lonrn. tiool. Soe
, XVII, p. 335,

J Sec the followtnij^^ paper b> Mr. lln^ihcb.
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for the determination of age. In the Panchet group of the Lower Gondwana scries wo
have Bicifnodon showing an affinity for South African strata, other reptiles from whicli have

just been shown by Professor Owen* to be allied to Permian forms found in Russia. The

other known Panchet Veriebrata are Ijahytiiitliodonis and a Thvcodmit SanritiHf which,

according to Professor Huxley, might be either lower mosozoic or up})er palirozoie. Resides

these there arc the ubiquitous E<stheri(F. From the Dannida formation (including the Kainthi

of Mangali) one Lahyrinthodunt {Brachyops laiicepa) has be(*n described, the affiniti(‘s of

which appear to bo uncertain, an Archeyomums, hitherto only imperfectly examined, and

Bsthcria. The whole evidence, so far as it goes, both of animals and ])lants, tends to comu'ct

the whole of the Gondwdna scries with formations ranging from the Upper PaUnozoic to the

Lower Jurassic.

It must be remembered that the affinities between the plants of the Australian co.d-

bearing rocks and those of the jurassie, beds of Furope arc unmist ak(;able. They have been

pointed out by all pakeo-botanists, and they extend to some of the plants in the beds

interstratified with the carboniferous marine strata.

It would have been useless to recapiiulnte all these facts, most of which are well known,

and none of which are new, did they not lead toaconclnsion which a]>peavs lo me of tbe higlu'st

importance with reference to the ancient distribution of animals and plants.

Ill the present distribution of the aniin.al kingdom, tliere is much greater uniformity

throughout the globe in the marine than there is in the terrestrial fauna. Tlie former

varies chief!}’ with the depth beneath the sea, and, s^mongst the shallow water and

coast forms, with climate. A collection of Mollusca or Echinodermata (and those are our

prineijial guides in palaeontological classification) from the Atlantic, the Pacific, and the

Indian Oceans, all taken within the troj)i<‘s, would afford but lew ex/implos of gemeric dis-

tinction. A collection of terrestrial vertehrata or intu’rfehrata from Tropical Amcn’ica, North-

ern Australia, Malacca and Africa, would differ from (‘ach other, not im’ndy in genera, hut,

in many instances, in families. The plants from these different tropical lands would also

exhibit marked generic distinctions, and whilst many of the American ])laiits would show

affinities with the mioceiie forms Ibund in Eurojie, numerous representatives would bo

found, amongst Australian animals and plants, of forms whicli, in Europe, were typical of

mesozoic strata .f

In the evidence now reca])itulat<.*d, that the plants which existed in Australia, whilst

carboniferous forms iiibabiled tlie seas, were allied to spi'cies and genera of the jurassic flora of

Europe, that some of these same forms of carbonilbrous age in Australia co-existed in India

with species found also in the triassic rocks of Europe, and that plants of the lower oolite

of England still existed in India, whilst the surrounding seas nourished uppermost oolitic

forms, we have convincing proof that the land faunas and floras of palaeozoic and mesozoic

times dillered from each other in various parts of the globe, at least as much as they do in

the present day. In short, tbe conclusions to which we are, I <lhink, brought by a considera-

tion of the evidence are

—

\si .—That the faunas and floras of distant lands varied in paheozoie and mesozoic times,

as they do at the present day, far more than the fauna of the seas ;
in shoi*t, Unit there were

distinct terrestrial zoological and botanical provinces.

2tnd .—That evidence, founded upon fossil plants, of tlie age of rocks in distant regions,

must be received with great caution, and that such evidence is certainly in some cases opposed

to that furnished by the marine fauna.

* Geologiral ikicicty of Loudon ; Mectiuff of May 24tli, 1876. Only an abstract of the paper has hitherto readied

India.

t It would take up too mneh space to go into details. Zamia and certain Prottaceir amongst jJauts, Ceralodut

and the amongst animals, arc sufficient to establish the general fact.
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Ok TKE BKLATIOK8 C^F TH» F089ILIFEK0tT8 STRATA AT MaIi^RI AKI> K6tX, KEAB S^IKOKCHA*

Cektbai. Provikcrs, hy Th. H. Hughes, a.b.8.m., f.g.b., Geological 8uro^
India,

The fossiliferous strata alluded to in this paper hare already been brought to notice

directly in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London,* and incidentally in

our own Memoirs,i* and various other publications, but hitherto only# speculative suggestions

as to their mutual relations have resulted, the essential element of stratigraphical evidence

having been wanting to complete the data for practical discussion.

This year, however, in the course of a special tour in which I accompanied Mr, King,

Deputy Superintendent of the Survey for Madras, we were able to visit Kota and Malcri,

and to trace the extension of the more prominent beds of the one locality into connection

with tliose of the other, thus supplying the needed evidence.

The result we have come to is, that the K6ta and Maleri beds must be classed together,

or, at all events, are members of the same series, and that they are younger than the Kam-

thi, or Kamthi-Damuda series.

The most interesting result of our palajontological researches in the same district was

the discovery by Mr. King, in strata below the beds at Kota, of a Palissya wliich Dr.

Peistmantel lias identified as a specific representative of one in the Rajmahal series (Palu'-

sya conferfa) \ while in beds associated with the fossiliferous strata at Maldri, I detected

another Pallssya, referable to a species found in the Jabalpur group, and also the Arauca-

riteji of the Jfach plant-beds.

The fauna already known from Kota and Maldri is represented by relics of Icpidotus,

CEchmodus^ and Ccrafodu<f, with the crocodilian genus Parasurhus, Pyperud(fp€(hn, &>c.t

some of which indicate a Triassic age, whilst none are represented by allied forms in Euro-
pean strata at more recent period than the Liassic.

We thus have associated in the same group plants of our Indian Jabalpur, Kach, and
RAjmahal groups, and animals, which, if judged by European analogy, are certainly not

younger than the age of the Lias. •

Dr. Feistmantel has recently endeavonrtd to show that the flora of the Jabalpur, Kach
and liajinalial groups proves them to be older than the age usually ascribed to them, a view
which our discovery teuds to strengthen.

Notes on the Fossil Mammalian FAUNiE op India and Burma, by R. Lypekkeb, jb.a.,

Geological Survey of India,

The present short papo* is intended to appear as a kind of preface to full descriptions

of several new species of fossil mammalia which have lately

Introduction. been discovered in the tertiary strata of India and Burma,
chiefly by Members of the Geological Survey of India.

These descriptions will appear in the “ Pahuontologia Indica,’* according to the opportunities

of publication.

The formations and districts from which the remains of mammalia have hitherto been

discovered in India and Burma are shown in the following

Formations. lists ; these I have arranged according to that which seems

to me to ho their most probable succession in time
; several

• VII, p. 272; VI II, p. l.'ao; IX, p. 361 ; XVII, p. 349; XX. pp. 117, 2S0, &c.

t II, p. 335 ; III, p. 202 ; IX, p. 33.
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fafTOSB* such as those of the old alluviain of the Ganges and Jomna, of the gravels of the

Nerbudda Valley, and of certain beds of the Deccan, are grouped provisionally together, as they

evidently belong to (geologically speaking) the same epoch ; at the same time I would observe

that these beds are nowhere found in direct apposition, and that, therefore, there may be con-

siderable differences in their ago. It is also to be borne in mind that many of these formations

containing distinct groups of animals may really bo contemporaneous, the difference in their

faunw being caused by physical conditions. After the names of certain genera and species in

the succeeding lists, my own name is added
;
these genera and species are new to the fossil

Indian fauna, and full descriptions will subsequently ap])ear in the Pahnontologia Indica.’*

The following list comprises the known mammal iferoiis beds of India

Recent.

Post Pliocene

or

Newer Pliocene.

Indian Mamnialiferous Series.

f Modern alluvia of rivers and plains, containing human
i remains and hones of living Mammalia.
t a .—Old alluvium of Jamna and Ganges.

< b .—Older gravels of Nerhudda and Godavari.

C c .—(i ravels of tlie Deccan,

f d.—Ui)per Siwfilik conglomerates and clays.

Slwalilvs of Falconer. (Pal. Mem.
Mammaliferous sandstones and clays of Jamu.

SlWALlK. Medlicott: Rec. Geol. Surv., Ind.,

Vol. IX. pt. 2.

.
Mammaliferous sandstones and clays of Potvvar and Kohat

1

L districts: (AVynne: Mem. Gcol. Surv., Ind., Vol.X, pt. 2.)
Pli^^^scno.

Marine mammalifor >us .sandstones of Chittagong and Sjdhct

Siwaliks (?) of Tibet,

Manchliar beds of Sind (and Kach ?)

Mammaliferous b(*ds of Pegu and Irawad/ River.

Mam inaliferolls beds of Perim Island. j

Beds at Kushalghar (forty miles south of AttoelO

Nahaii beds of Bakrala Range

SuBATHU ... Nummulitic beds of Salt Range and Fatebjang

... Upper Miocene (P)

... Ujiper Miocene (P)

... Miocene.

Commencing with the uppermost beds in this lisi, it will be seen that I have grouped

three («, h, c,) togetlier; the two first are placed together on the authority of J)r. Falconer,

who grouped the older alluvia of the Jamna with the older gravels of the Nerhudda valley,

on account of the similarity of their faunae (Pal. Mem., vol. II, p. 680.)—The Upper
Siwalik group I have also placed near these beds (see infra)^ on account of the distinctness

of its few mammals from those of the underlying beds : at the same time it must he observed

that these uppermost beds are conformable to the underlying series, while they are capped by

uiiconformahle strata, which may be contemporaneous witli part of the river alluvia : it

would, perhaps, be best, therefore, to regard these U])per Siwaliks as “transition beds''

between the true Siwaliks and the Nerhudda and Jamna series.

The following list of genera and species is given Falconer (Pal. Mem., vol. II, p. 642)

from the older alluvia of the Jamna —

Euelephas namadicus, Falc. Bubal us palceindicus Falc.

Tetraprotodon palseindicus Falc. Sus ( sp.)

Equus (sp.) Bos (sp.)

Cervus (sp.) Antilope (sp.)
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In the Indian Museum* we have also specimens of h/Lus and Semnopithecus from the

same deposits. The whole of the pjencra in the above list are still livinj^ in India with the

exception of Tetraprotodon, which is now confined to Africa: all tho genera (and species at

present determined) are also found in the Nerbudda deposits. The mammalian fauna of the

Nerbudda and Godavari deposits presents a somewhat more copious list than the foregoing’

;

many of the species have been figured by Falconer (see Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis and

“ Palffiontological Memoirs’’), but a few new species are contained in tho collection of the

Indian Museum. The following is the list from these formations

Bimana.

Man. (stone weapons.)

Pboboscidia.

Elephas namadicus, Falc. ... Stegodon insignis, Falc.

Perissodactyla.

Rhinoceros namadicus, Falc. ... Equus namadicus, Falc.

Artiodactyla.
Hexaprotodon namadicus ... Bubalus palwindicus, Falc.

Tetraprotodon namadicus ... Bos namadicus, Falc.

CeiTiis namadicus, Falc.

Carnivora.
Felis (sp. nov. Indian Museum) ... Ursus namadicus, Falc.

Eopentia.
Mus (sp. nov. Indian Museum).

The topmost Siwalik clay and conglomerates near Bubhor (see Mr. MedlicotPs paper, Bee.

Geological Survey, India, vol. IX, pt. 2, p. 67) have yielded to Mr. Theobald s careful

search two species of Mammals, viz.^ Buhalus palceindicus and Camelus sivalensis. As the

first of these species is unknown amongst the subjacent Siwalik Fauna, and as the second is

an essentially modem form, I have chosen to group these uppermost Siwaliks with the Ner-

budda beds rather than with those lying below them. Mr. Medlicott, however, is rather

inclined to doubt this view.

It will bo observed that in the above lists, the whole of the genera, with the excep-

Living genera.
Sexaprotodon and Stegodon (which are really only

sub-genera), are still living on the globe, and among the

living genera, with the exception of Hippopotamus, the whole number are still living in India.

None of the fossil species have, hitherto, been satisfactorily identified with living forais

;

one species of deer is, however, very closely allied to the living Indian Rucervus (as I shall

show in a subsequent paper) j and the Buhalus palceindicus (as far as craninlogical characters

go) is scarcely separable from the Buhalus arni of India. The presence of a true taurine ox

{Bos namadicus) in these beds marks tho distinctness of this fauna from that of modem
India, but, at the same time, such a highly specialized form confirms the veiy recent age of

these formations.

Certain species of Ruminants, such as Bos Falconeri and Cervulus .styloceras described

by Mr. Theobald from tho Nerbudda valley (Mem. Geol. Surv., India, vol. Jl, p. 279)>

are founded on hones of Bos namadiats and Rucervus,

* Bones figruroti In the Journal of the Asiatic- Society, Bengal (vol. II. p. 36), bb human Hvzu these beds, were

Bubaequcutly shown by Ftdeonor to belong to other aiammaJia.
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The last fomation which I have proviaionally placed in this newer group consists of

certain gravels and clays from the Deccan, containing

Deccan beds. Mammalian remains, some of which have been described

by Mr. Foote (Pal. Ind., Ser. X, Vol. II).

Tlie fauna at present only comprises three genera, two of which are only known by

fmgments, and cannot be specifically determined. These are

—

Rhinoceros deccanensis (Foote).

Bos (sp). Equus (sp).

Mastodon pandionis^ Lartet, has also been described by Falconer from superficial bods

in the Deccan ( “ Palaeontological Memoirs,” Vol. I, p. 124).

These gi’avcls being superficial and undisturbed, point to the comparatively modern age

of the beds : the bones, too, are in an extremely friable and rotten condition, which would

induce one to think that had they been buried for long geological periods in this pervious

soil, they would have completely perished. At the same time, the molars of the species of

Rhinoceros are so different from those of any living or fossil Indian species, that I cannot

help tliinking these beds may be older than those of the Nerbudda valley, or, at any rate, that

the Rhinoceros is one of the last survivors of an older fauna.

The very peculiar and prominent “ cingulum” on the premolars of this species indicates

considerable relationship with the older Acerotherium and Palmotlierium. If Falconer is

right in identifying the Deccan Mastodon with M. pandionis, this is the only instance of a

fossil Indian Mammal being identical with a European species.

The different groups of strata included under this head comprise those beds which have

produced the greatest number of fossil Mammalia : I have

Pliocene. included under the head of Pliocene-Siwalik nearly the

whole of the Mammaliferous beds of the Sub-Himalayan

region (with the exception of the topmost beds noted above), because we have hitherto found

no diatinction in the Mammalian Fauna of the different beds. Few identifiable Mammalian

fossils have yet been discovered from the Nahan beds of Mr. Medlicott (Mem. Oeol. Surv.,

India, Vol. Ill, p. 101), nor from what appear to be their corresponding beds in the Jamd
and Potwar country (Roc. Geol. Surv., India, Vol. IX, pt. 2) described by Mr. Medlicott.

The main exception to this are certain fossils, to be subsequently noticed, coming from the

south of Attock. •

Mr. Wynne (Mem. Geol. Surv., India, Vol, X, pt. ii, p. 24) has proposed to identify

the grey sandstone and brown-clay series of the Potwar and Kohat districts with the N4hans

of Mr. Medlicott : this, I believe, partly arose from a mistaken conception of the geological age

of certain fossils collected by Mr. Theobald in the Kangra and Jamii districts : these fossils

were all collected from Siwalik and not from Nahun beds, and as they agree specifically

with those from Mr. Wynne’s grey and brown beds, I have no hesitation in placing these,

on palaeontological grounds only, as of Siwalik ago : Mr. Medlicott agrees with this view

(Rec. Geol. Surv., India, Vol. IX, pt. 2, p. 66).

The whole of the Mammalian fossils (with the exception of those from near Attock)^

described by the late Dr. Falconer, were, I have not the least doubt, obtained from cho typical

Siwalik horizon of Mr. Medlicott
;
and there is, therefore, no ground for the suggestion which

has been made, that Dr. Falconer erred in not making a distinction between Siwalik and

Nahun Mammalian fossils. The divisions in the Siwalik strata, founded on lithological

charaoters only, I have not noticed, as they do not, as far as we know at present, contain dis-

tinctive groups of Mammalia.
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The following is the list of Fossil Mammalia at present known to me from the Sub-Hima-
layan Siwaliks :

—

raoBosciDiA.

Stegodon insignis, Falc.

Stegodon bombi Irons, Falc.

Stegodon ganesa» Fjilc.

Loxodon planilrons, Falc.

Eueloplias h3^siidncns, Falc.

Mastodon latidens, Falc.

Mastodon sivalensis, Falc.

Peeissodactyla.

Bhinoceros platyrhinus, Falc.

Bhinoceros sivalensis, Falc.

Bhinoceros palioindicus, Falc.

Acerolhcrium perimeiise, Falc.

Equus sivalensis, Falc.

Eqiius palaeonus, Falc.

Hil)potheriiim antilopinum, Falc.

Liwstriodon sp. mihi.

ARTlODACTYLAj^Suina.

Ilcxaprotodon sivalensis, Falc. Sus giganteus, Falc.

Morycopotamus dissiinilis, Falc. Sus hj’sudricus, Falc.

Tetraconodoii magnum, Falc. et mihi. Ilippohyus sivalensis, Falc.

A UTTODACTVLA—Pecora.

Chali(;othoriun* siyalerise, Falc.

Caiiiclus sivalensis, Falc.

Sivatherium gigiinlcum, Falc.

Camelopardalis sivalensis, Falc.

Dorcatherium, 2, sp. mihi.

Capra, sp. Brit. Mas.

Bison sivalensis, Falc.

llemihoH triquctriceros, hVlc.

Amphibo.s acuticornis, Falc.

Perlhos occij)italis, Falc. et mihi.

Bos, sp. var. Indian Museum.
Cervus, sp. var. Indian Museum.

Caenivob.\.

Felis cristata, Falc.

Felis paheotigris, Falc.

Drepanodon sivalense, Falc.

Hymna sivalensis, Falc.

Canis, sp. Brit, and Indian Museum.

Ilymnarctos sivalensis, Falc.

Ainphicyon, sp. mihi, Indian Museum.
ITrsitaxus sivalensis, Falc.

Lutra ))aheindica, Falc.

Euhjalriodon ferox, Falc.

Rouentia.

Hystrix, sp. Falc. Miis sp. B'alc. Typhlodon sp. non-desc, Falc.

• Quadefmana.

Semnopithccus Sub-lTinuila^^anus, Meyer: and Macacus.

Several sjK^cies mentioned in the manuscript notes of the late Dr. Falconer, but never

described, and of which the original specimens are now unknown, have been omitted from

the above list, a.s it is quite imjKvssible to identify them. Camelopardalis affinis of Falconer

has also been omitted, because the species ai>pears to me to have been founded on a mistake.

(See Appendix.)

Referring to the table of formations given above, we find the next on the list to be cer-

tain bods at Chittagong ;
these beds I have never seen, nor am I aware that they have been

described : the^^ are inserted here on the evidence of a small collection of fossils from the

above locality in the Indian Museum. These fossils are imbedded in a coarse green sand

matrix, and comprise two or three geneva of mariivo shells, with tooth of Lamna, aud two

Mammalian molars : one of the lattei I have identified with Sus hysudricus of the Siwaliks

;

the other is the molar of a species of Cervus, apparently new
; of course till more specimens

are obtained from this district, it would be rash to speculate as to the age of the beds^

though they may very probably be Siwalik.
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The next formation on the list Jis the Mammaliferous scries of IVgu and the Irawadi
river ; fossils from these beds have been described and figured Dr. Falconer (“ Fauna
Ant. Sival." and “ Pal. Mem.”), and by Mr. CliH (Trans. Gool. Soc., London, 2nd series, vol.

4); several new species of Mammals from this district are contained in the coUection of the

Indian Museum, obtained by Mr. W. T. Blanford and Mr. AV. Theobald. The followinj^ list

contains only those species of which the locality is certain

Phobobcidia.

Stegodon Cliftii, Falc, Mastodon latidens, Falc.

Mastodon sivalensis, Falc.

Pbeibsodacttla.

Rhinoceros n. sp. mihi, Iiid. Mu.s. Equus sp. Ind. Mus.

Aoerotheriiim periinense, Falc. Tapirus, Clift.

Aetiodactyla.

Hexaprotodon iravadicuin, Falc. Bos. sp. Tnd. Mus.
Mcrycopotamus dissimilis, Falc. Cervus sp. lud. Mus.

Vishnutheriuui iravadicum u. gen.

mihi.

Cabntvora.

Ursus sp. Indian Museum.

The fauna of the (probably) Siwalik strata of the Niti Pass and Tibet is only known

from a few fragments of bone described by Dr. Falconer (“Pal. Mem.,” Vol. I, p. l7o),>and

from certain fossils collected by General Strachey (Qnar. Jonrn. Geol. Soe.. London, Vol. Vll,

p. 292) ; these comprise remains of a species of Rhinoceros, and of a ruminant allied to Onis

or Capra,

The mammaliferous strata of Sind, with which I should be disposed to group those of

Kach, have been recently described by Mr. AV. T. Blanford (Rec. Geol. Surv., India, Vol.

IX, pt. 1) under the name of Miiuchhar beds, which ho correlates with the Sub-TIimaljiyan

Siwaliks
; the only genera which I can at present identify among the numerous fragments of

bones collected by Mr. Feddon from these deposits are the following :
—

Proboscidia.

Mastodon latidens, Falc. Stegodon sp.

Dinothorium sp. mihi.

Pebtssodactyla.
Rhinoceros, 2 sp. mihi. Listriodon sp.

Aetiodactyla.
Merycopotamus sp. mihi. Ruminant sp. (astragalus.)

ChulicoLherimn, sp.

The last beds that I have introduced into the pliocene group are the mammaliferouH

gravels of Perim Island, in the Gulf of Cambay ; most of the species were noticed by

Falconer ; the list comprises

—

Proboscidia,

Mastodon latidens Falc. Dinothcriuin indicum, Falc.

Mastodon perimensis Falc.

Peeissodactyla

Acerothefium perimense, Falc. Rhinoceros sp. non-des.
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Abtiodactyla.

Bramafcherium perimense, Talc. Antilope sp. mihi Ind, Mua,

Camelopardalis sp. Falc. Sus hysudricus Falc.

Capra, sp. mihi. Ind. Mns.

The Mammalian fossils which I have provisionally placed under the head of Miocene

comprise three groups ; the first of these is from Kushalghar, forty miles to the south of

Attock. In the early part of the present year I made a journey to Attock for the purpose

of re-discovering the beds from which these fossils had been obtained ;
unfortunately I had

not been correctly informed as to the precise locality at which the fossils had been found,

and I was consequently unsuccessful in the main object of my journey. The exact

horizon of these beds must therefore be still an unsettled question : from the marked difier-

ence between their small fauna and that of the typical Siwalik area, I am inclined to think

that they may belong to a somewhat earlier period, such as the Nahan of Mr. Medlicott

;

red strata corresponding to the latter occur in the neighbourhood from which the fossils

were obtained. The original specimens from this locality arc now in the Indian Museum ;

those to which Falconer s name is added in the following list were shortly noticed by him

in a manuscript note (“ Pal. Mem., Vol. I, p. ; the following list contains all the species

known to me from this locality ;

—

PROJfOSCIDlA,

Mastodon sp. Ind. Mus. Dinotherium pontapotamicam, Falc*

PEEISSOJ>ACrrLA.

Listriodon pentapotami®, Falc. (gen. mihi.) Antoletherium, Falc.

Rhinoceros sp. n. Ind. Mus.

Aktiodactyla.

Merycopotanms sp. milii.* Sus pusillus, Falc.

Dorcatherium sp. mihi.

Cabnivoba.

Amphicyon sp. ii. Falc.

With regard to other formations below the typical Siwaliks, the fossils are so few and

so fragmentary, that very few of tliem can be specifically determined. Mr. Wynne has

collected a fragmentary tooth of a species of Mastodon from the Nahan beds of the Bakrala

range near Jhihim. From the Sabathu niimmulitic beds of Fatehjang and its neighbour-

hood Mr. Wynne has obtained a considerable series of bones, but mostly in a very unsatis-

factory condition.

From the beds immediately overlying the Mammaliferous clays of Fatehjang, I have

recognised the perfect astragalus of an Artiodactyle animal ; the form of this bone shows that

the navicular and cuboid were united ; the animal was therefore probably a Ruminant.

From the Sabathu nummulitics we have a femur of a Perissodactyle animal allied to Uhino^

ceros. These are the oldest Mammalian remains yet discovered in India.

Having now shortly noticed the faume of the various Mammaliferous beds of India, it

remains firstly to consider their relationship one to another, and subsequently the relationship

of the whole group to the living and fossil Mammalian faunas of other regions of the globe.

' See Appendix.
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On looking? through the foregoing lists, it will be observed that there is but one species of

Mammal common to the faun© of the Nerbudda beds and the lower Sub-Himalayan Siwaliks,

viz., Stegodon insignia ; the remains of this species are far less common in proportion to

those of other animals in the Nerbudda beds than in the Siwaliks : this fact indicates

that the species was rapidly dying out in the latter period, beyond which the genus is

unknown. Bubalus palmndicm has been quite lately discovered (in company with Camelus

sivalensis) in the topmost beds of the Siwaliks, which have not hitherto yielded other

Mammalian remains : as this species is not found in the lower Siwaliks, 1 have placed these

uppermost beds in near relation to the Nerbudda beds. Since, as noticed above, the genera

Hippopotamus and Stegodon are the only forms at present not generically represented among

the living Indian fauna, there can be no doubt as to the very modern age of these deposits.

The only two species of Mammalia at present satisfactorily determined to be common to

the Sub-Himalayan, Irawadi, and Perim Island beds are Acerotherium perimenae (this

species was added last year to the Siwalik Fauna by Mr. W. Theobald's discovery of two

well-preserved upper molars in these strata) and Mastodon latidens.

Both the species of Mastodon^ which occur in the Siwaliks, are also found in the

Irawadi beds
;
but the Rhinoceros of the latter deposits is very markedly distinct from any

ol the Siwalik species. (The molars of the Irawadi Rhinoceros in the Indian Museum I shall

describe on a future occasion.) The species of ITexaprotodon are also different in the two

deposits : the some sj^ecies of Mei'ycopotamuSf however, occurs in both. Stegodon cliftii

appears to be peculiar to the Irawadi bods ; it is the species most nearly allied to the

Mastodons^ and is therefore probably the oldest of the genus ; tcetli of Mastodon are very

-common in these beds, while true elephants appear to be absent; but I cannot lay great stress

upon this point at present ;
if the absence of RueJephas be confirmed by a more thorough ex-

amination of these strata, I should be well-nigh sure that these beds are older than the Siwaliks.

A new genus of Ruminant, for which I propose the name of VishniUherium^ closely related to,

but smaller than, Skmtherinm and Rramalhcrinmy has heendetermined by mo from a portion

of a lowerjaw with teeth obtained from these beds by Mr. W. T. Blanford. Remains of spe-

cialised Ruminants like Cermis, Bosy and AntilopCy as also of EquuSy are far more rare in the

Irawadi beds than in the Siwaliks—facts probably pointing to the somewhat older age of

the former.

From the Mammaliferous beds of Perim Island, Acerotherium perimense and Mas-
todon latidens are the only two Mammals which I have been able satisfactorily to identify

with tbe Siwalik fauna; the one molar of Sns from Perim in the Indian Museum seems, however,

to be tbe same as the Siwalik Sus hysudricus. All the other species at present determined are

peculiar to this district : out of seven genera, four are quite extinct, and two of these, viz., Dmo-
therium and Bramatheriumy are not found in the typical Sub-Himalayan Siwaliks. The

presence of the former of these genera indicates a relationship between this fauna and that

of Sind, and the Attock beds.

The extinct Mammalian fauna of the Siwaliks of Sind, as far as it is at present known,

seems to indicate a group distinguished from that of the typical Sub-Himalayan deposits.

Among the small but interesting collection of fossils brought from this district by Mr.

Fedden, I notice the absence of Equus and Bovoid Ruminants, and the presence of Dinothe-

riuMy Dorcatheriumy and Merycopotamus (all extinct). Listriodon has been found in

these beds, and single teeth have been obtained from Attock and the Potwar (Theobald), but

not from the true Siwaliks of Falconer : it would therefore seem i)robable that this genus in

tertiary times was confined to the western side of Upper India, not ranging into the R'wi

and Satlej districts. Two species of Rhinoceros have been brought by Mr. Fedden from
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thefio beds : one of tbem is different from either of the Siwalik species, and allied to jB.

deccanensis of Mr. Foote, while the other approaches to B. palmndicus. The species of

Listrindon appears to me to be the same as Lidriodon jyentapotamiec from Attock. I think

it probable from this fainia, either that it was separated from the typical Siwalik fauna

by physical barriers, or that it nii^ht have been slightl}" older. Mr. Fedden tells me that

the Mammals from these dej)osits are found nearly at the base of the fresh-water series; in

the Poiwar district, on the oilier hand, they occur nearly at the top : this suggests that

the Sind fauna is somewhat the older.*

Tlie fauna of the ICushalghar beds near Attock comprises a small group of Mammalia,

in which the sficcies and in many cases the genera are quite distinct from those of the typical

Siwalik area
;

all the sp(‘cinicus from this locality are molar teeth in an excellent state of

preservation, so that there can be no doubt as to the con-ectness of their specific identification ;

the Ibssils arc embedded in a red clay matrix, wliich lends confirmation to my suggestion that

they may belong to the Nahiin zone of Mr. Modlicott. Among a total number of nine genera

J’rom these beds no less than five are extinct
;
one of these genera, Dinotherium (as noted

above) is unknown in the typical Siwaliks; while another, Anto1etheriurn/in peculiar to

these beds: a third, Amphieyon, is only known in the typical Siwaliks, from a single

carnassial tooth of the lower jaw brought by Mr. Medlicott from the rcd-clay and sandstone beds

of Niirpur (these beds are placed quite at the base of the Mammaliferous Siwaliks)
;
the Attock

specimen, which is an upper true molar, must have belonged to a much smaller animal than the

Siwalik specin\en
;
and the two species were doubtless distinct. The Merycopotamus of

the Kushalghar beds seems to be the same as the Siwalik and Burmese species t; a-

lower molar of Bhin(>rero,s% from the same locality, is quite distinct from those of either

of the Siwalik species of the genus. A species of Dorcaihcriiim from these beds may or

may not be distinct from Falconer’s Siwalik species, the original and description of which

seems to have been lost, the name only appearing in a manuscript note. A very small

and distinct species of Sus (the animal could scarcely have been larger than Hodgson’s

Borcula isalvania) is also peculiar to th(‘se beds. IJsfrlodo7i has only just been found

in the Siwalik strata by Mr. Theobald; it existed in the lower Miocene of Europe: I

think the Siwalik species is the same as Falconer’s Lhtrwdon pcniapotamice.

Apart, theri'fore, from the position of these Kushalghar beds in the geological series,

their Mammalian faima is found tube very markedly distinct from that of the Siwaliks,

From the presence of such, simple forms as Antoletherinm Dinotherium and Listriodon

iogeiher with Ampldcynn and Dorcaihcriiim—all European Miocene forms—and from

the absence, hitherto, of all such specialized types as Bos, Elephas, Equus, &c.,

we are led to place this fauna in closer connection with the ancestors of the true

Siwalik fauna. Whether the age of the fossils is really pre-Siwalik, or whether the

animals from which they were derived lived in part contemporaneously with the Siwalik

fauna, but shut oif from it by })hysical barriers, must remain an open question until the

exact position of the beds is deteianined
;

at' all events there seems to be a distinctness in the

fauna of all the ISIammalifcrous beds of the western side of India from those of the typical

Siwaliks of Falconer. Dinotherium and Listriodon are only found at Attock, in Sind, and at

Perim. The above comparisons tend to show that the Burmese Fauna, though different, still

Inniyuotoon SfepoAon ganeta (Rcc. Geol. Sxirv. India, Vcl. IX, pt. 2, p. 46) T made the error of calling

those beds “ Kiipra-mmimulitic" instead of Siwalik, Mr. Blanford’s paper on Sind was not published when I wrote

the pniwr.

t Sec Appendix,
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has considerable relations to the Siwalik, indicatinpf some land connection between the two

areas, perhaps something like that which exists at the present day ; on the otlier liand, the

Fannie of Perim Island and the Kushalghar beds are markedly distinct. Nothing dolinito

can at present be predicted regarding the other beds.

Having now shortly glanced at the relations of the fossil fauna among themselves,

we may consider their rehations firstly to the present fauna of the globe, and secondly to the

fossil fauna of other regions. The lists given above (excluding the Post-Pliocene pi'riod) con-

tain upwards of forty-six well established genera of Mammalia
;
of these, the following

twenty-five, or rather more than one-half of the total number, are now extinct, viz .
:

—

Peoboscidia, Maslodon, Sfegodon, DinotJierium.

Pkeissopactyla, Anfolethrriurn, Acerolherium, Hippofherittm, Listriodnn.

AetiODACTYLA, llcxwprotodon., Teiraconodon^ Merycogndamus^ llippohyuSy Bramailicvi-

urriy Yisdmatliermmy Sivatheriumy lleynihoSy Amphihosy PerihoSy DorcaUieriumy Chali-

cotherium.

Eodentia, Typldodon.

Caenivoea, Drepanodoriy AmphUyoriy HyesnarctoSy UrsitaxuSy Enhydriodon.

Of the remaining genera there are now found living in India or the adjacent countries

the following seventeen, viz .
:

—

Peoboscidia, Euclephas.

Pbeissodactyla, RhinoceroSy Equus,

Aetiodactyla, Cervusy AniilopCy Capray Bison iPo(phnyus)y Bos {Bibos), Sus.

Eodentia, Ilystrix.

Caenivoea, Felisy Kymmiy Lutray Canis, Ursus.

Quadbcmana, SemnopithecuSy Macacu i.

The above list shows that rather more than one-third of the genera of the middle tertiary

Mammalia of India are still living in Asia ; if now we turn to the living Mammalian fauna of

Africa, we find the following twelve genera common to it and to the Indian Tertiary

Mammalian Fauna, vis.

:

—
Peoboscidia, Loxodon,

Pbeissodactyla, Rhinoceros, Equus.

Aetiodactyla, Hippopotamus (representing Hexaprotodon), Buhalus, GamelopurdaliSy

Capra, Antilope.

Caenivoea, Mycena, Lutra, Felis, Canis.

As being closely connected with our present subject, we may notice here the great number

of living Mammalian genera common to the continents of India and Africa (south

of the Sahara). The following list of forms (exclusive of Cheiroptera) common to the

two continents was kindly given to me by Mr. W. T. Blanford ; it comprises twenty-three

genera, viz.

:

—
Peoboscidia, Elephas (Loxodon in Africa and Euelephas in India.

Pbeissodactyla, Antilope (suhgenera), Oazella, Capra, Buhalus,

SlEENIA, Halicore.

Eodentia, Sciurus, Mystrix, Mus, Oerhillus, Leprn.

Insectivoea, Erinaceusy Sorex (Croddura).

Caenivoea, Felis (sp. leo. and leopardus), Canis (sp. aureu.s:)y Mustela (Himalayas),

Hy<^na, Viverra Paradoxurus, Lutra, Aonyx, Herpesics, Mellivora,
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Affain, w« find the twenty-six following genera common to the Indian Tertiaries and to

the Tertiaries of Europe, viz.

Pbobobcidja, Mastodon, Loxodon, Fnetep/ias, Bmoth^rnm.
r - * ‘ j

rEKissoDACTTtA, BhinoccrM. Am-uihfrinm, KutiiiK. Ifhi’poihprium, Ustnodon.

ARTloi.A(;TyLA, lUppopoinmm, Sax, Ciutlicotheiium, DoreaUurium, Cervws, Bos, Bison,

Capra, Camclnpardalia,*

Cau.mvoua, .Cap/cayoa, Fcih, Drepavodon, Ifyrna, Lutra, J/t/wnarctos, Cams.

Fratii the iihovo list ^vr fiud ihnt more Hum hulf the munhor oC ffcnom of Miimmillifi

which (ictriif in tlxj fndinn TorHuries are nlso found in the Teriiary fimnn of Eiiiope. Jn

coiiiriisl to this if W(‘ turn to ilio livin'^' fauna, of Europe, vve find the following'' ei^^ht j^enera

(ioiinnoii to it and the Indian Tertiary fauna, tuz .
:

—

ARTioiarTVLA, Sus\ Jios. Bison, Capra, Cenms.

Caknivoua, Ursus, Fells, Luira.

Fiuiilly wc find the following; fourteen f^enera pmiliar to tin* Indian Tintiaries --

IhouioscnuA, Sfecfodon.

Pru I nsooactyla, A nto!clfieriurn.

Akti()T>A(’TYLA, IJexaprofodun, Tetraeonadon, JtJerycnjmtainus, Hippohyus, Pcriiios,

JJeinihos, Amphihos, Slnatlierluin, Brarnathcrlum, Vishnutherimn.

Carnivoba, Ursltaxus, Knhi/driodvn.

From the forej'oinj? we arrive at the following? results : firstly, that all the species of

IVl anilnalia found in the Indian Tertiaries below the Nerbudda beds are extinct; and that

the following are the relations of the genera:

—

Extinct ... ... ... ... 25

Peculiar to Indian Tertiaries ... ... ... 14

Common to Indian and European Tertiaries ... ... 26

Common to fossil and living Indian fauna ... ... 17

Common to Indian Tertiaries and modern Africa ... 12

Common to Indian Tertiaries and modern Europe ... 8

The greatest number of genera common to any two periods occur in the Tertiaries of Europe

and India; next to them the greatest common number is found in the living and fossil

Indian faniiii; thirdly, a small number of genera is common to the extinct fauna of India,

and the living fauna of Africa; a few genera are common to the extinct Indian fauna and

the modern European fauna; while a larger number of genera are common to the living

faume of India and Africa.

The above results appear clearly to point to some former connection by land between the

oontiueuts of India, Africa and Europe. The former land connection between India and

Africa has been strongly insisted upon by several modern naturalists
;
this ancient land con-

nection has been named “ Indo-Oceania” by Mr. H. F. Planford in a recent paper,

(Quart, dour. Ceol. Soe. Loud., November 1876) by which name it will be cited here. The

writers wdio have argued for the existence of this ancient continent have been led to form their

opinions by the study of thtur own particular branches of science
; another line of evidence

derived from the fossil Mammalia cannot but add strength to the hypothesis.

Uii. Miocene of Attica ; and iierhaps in France
; soo Qervfvis, Paleentologie et Zoologie Franvais, p. 14i2»
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Assuming the truth of this hypothesis, we must, in considering the relations of the extinct

to the modern fauna of India, divest ourselves of the idea of peniTisular ludia being con-

nected by moans of the Himalaya with Central Asia ; rather we must look upon it as having

been disconnected from the hitter n'gion by a deep Eo-Miocene sea, which deposited thp

extensive nummulitic formations of the llinialaya and Persia ; and as having l>een con-

nected by the old “ Indo-Oceania” with Africa, and so with Europe. Subsequently to the

(at all events partial) upheaval of the nummulitic scries and its overlying sandstones and

rod clays, the great fresh-water Manmmlilerous series was dej)osit(‘d : and it. becomes an

interesting question to consider whether these were deposited previously or subsequently to

the submergence of “ Indo-Oceaiiia.’*

Before there can bo any chance of answering this question, the geological ago of the

Siw.'diks must bo ccrtainl}' fixed
;
whet lier in fact they should he ])laced in the Miocene or

Pliocene j)oriod. The number of extiiml genera oi Mammalia in tln‘se bods is so large, that

on tir.st thoughts oik* would he at once inelincd to say that they cannot he of later ago than

J\liocone; this view was taken by Dr. Kalconer, and has been subsequently ac^piiescod in by

most other writers. In considering this question wo must, howiwer, bear in mind, that it

do<w not at all follow that tlie same rul(‘ holds good in India as in Europ(‘
;
changes of climatal

and j»hysical conditions, and consequently of the forms of life, imiy have been iiifiuitely more

rapid in tlio one region than in tlie other.

Jlesides th(‘ Mammalian remains, a considerable number of sjxvies of Mollnsca liave been

colleeted from tin; Siwaliks ; those wore sent by Dr. Faleoiuu* to the lati; Prof. E. Porhos for

determination ; a oonsiderablo number were identified with living forms, and Mr. Theobald

now tcdls im* that ho believes (owing to the more eomplele eollot-lions ol* living s]n‘eies now
extajjt) nearly all are identical with living sjiecies. At the end of his nolo on tlio subject

(Pal. Mem., Yol. 1, ]>. Prof. Forlk's .says that tlu; Mollusc in evidence t(*ntls to ]>lai;o t he

age of the Siwalik Fauna a.s not newer than older Plioeeiie
;

if, however, Mr. Theobald’s

suggestion turn out to be correct, the age would, frmn the .\lolluscan evidence, be later than

this. In the first volume of the Pahoontological Memoirs ([). 2d) it is .stated that iu the

o]»inion of a then eminent authority (Mr. Benson), mMily il‘ not qiiiti^ ,all the Siwalik shells

were idmitical with living s})eeies. Our oolleetioii of these shells in the Intliau Museum is

not at i»restMit very exteiisivi* ; if adflitional specimens he oht.'iim^d, it would ho very iuiportaut

to liave the whole series carefully compared witii their living coiigeiiei’S.

There is, however, the still more import.-int fact, that the (iharial of the Siwaliks, and
one species of Crocodile, an* ahsolutely indistinguish:ible iVoni their living Indian nqjreseii-

tativcH, wiiilst there is, 1 believe, no instance of reptiles having survived troiii the Miocene

to the present period. Both of tlie above facts to my mind point very strongly to tin;

Plitxjcne age of the Siwaliks: Km^.s tivtitui ln also auollier Siwalik iieptile which has

survived down to tlie present time.

Anotlier very important pii'ce of evidence tending to the same view is afforded by

a stateinont of Mr. W. T. Jllanford’s (Ivcc. Geol. Surv. India, Vol. IX, pt. 1, p. J8) in Jiis

Geology of Sind
; it is there sliowii that the Manehhar h«'<ls, which lie (•orn‘lates with tin*

Siw.iliks (and from the few fossils hrouglit from them, I should say that th(*y eamiot pos.-^ihly

be newer) rest uuetuifonuabl}" on beds “ wliieli are at the oldi'st Upi»er Miocene.” Iftiiis

identification is certain, it at once disposes of tlie iMiocene theory of the age of th(i Siw.iliks.

The assemblage of Mammalian genera in the Siwaliks, and oilier Indian Tertinrie!^,

is so incongruous, according to our ideas derived from the European iauiia (as was long sinee

pointed out by Dr. Falconer), tliat it seems to be impossible from this alone to decide

their age. Forms such as ChuHvo literium^ Acerotherium and JJnreathermni arc voiy

characteristic of the Miocene of Continental Europe; but then we find mixed with them such
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markedly modem forme ae Mguus, Hippopotafnui. and JBos, just as characteristic of the

Pliocene in Europe ; and it is from the presence of these and kindred genera that I am

inclined to givemy adherence to the view of the modern age of these strata ;
rather than, led;

away by the presence of older forms, which might well have lived down to a later period in

this country than in Europe, to place the Siwaliks in the Miocene period. Mr. W. T.

Blanford, in the paper above quoted (page 18, note), attaches much weight to the presence

of specialised Ruminants in the Siwaliks, as indicating their Pliocene age : and the absence

of genera like Palaotherium and Anoplotheriunty as far as negative evidence goes, also tends

to prove the modern age of the Siwaliks; with regard to Mr. Blanford’s remark, however,

it is mentioned in the report on the Miocene Mammals of Attica (Compt. Rend Vol. LI, p.

1296) that “ L’abondance dcs Ruminants est rcmarquable k Pikermi :** and yet the strata

are placed as Miocene.

Assuming, however, the Pliocene age of the Siwaliks, and the former connection of

India with Africa, we still have to account for the number of generic forms common to

Tertiary India and Tertiary Europe ; this, however, presents no difficulty, because it is»

I believe, a well-established fact tluit Southern Europe and Northern Africa were connected

by land in niiddhf tertiary time's ; so that a land communication (not necessarily continuous

at any oin? period) must have once existed between India and Europe, across the Indian

Ocean, allowing of tlie freo migration of the Mammalia of the three great continents.

According to this view of the case, wo m.ay rt'udily conceive how a European Miocene

genus like Jlclladotherinni oi* Camelopatulalis (both found fossil on the extreme southern

bovihire ol' Eiiropa) jtiiiy have lived in those regions, in Northern Ai'rioii iind in the inter-

wodmte siiJanor^od hind, and so may have ^iven origin to the Camelojtardalis of the
latter continent, and also to f he Nieafherium, B)*amatherium and Giriiffe of the Indian
lertiaries, which lived in the succeeding Pliocene period. Tho same may bo said of Wephas
and lh\)p()poiamuii, some forms of both of these genera being found either living or fossil

in all the three eonliuenis; botli genera might have taken their origin in tho Miocene
Indo-Occania, or adjacent lands, and thence spread out on all sides

; to live in one continent
up to Pliocene and Post-Pliocenc times only, and in the other two to exist up to tho
present day.

llie presence of such genera us Eipius and Tins in the Pliocene of Europe, and in
tlie Siwaliks of India—genera which are si ill living in both continents—appears to lead to

the eonclusion that the connecting land between India and Europe must have existed down
to a comparatively modern period : and that perhaps some portion of the Siwalik strata were
deposited during the period of tliis uniou.

Tlie very large* number of Mammalian genera common to the Indian and European
Tortiarics, and the comparatively small number common to the former and to the living
Fauna ot Europe, seem to point to an earlier separation between India and Europe than
bctwe(?n India and Alrica; the Kaunajof the two latter countries still have so many forms
in (common, that it apj)ears only a relatively short period of time can have elapsed since their
separation

;
a period not loTig enough to have modified the genera, and in several cases not

o.ven the species. Between India and Europe, on the other hand, the relationship between
the living Mammalian genera is much less close

; and we have to go back to the Miocene
period of the latter country, and to the Pliocene period of the former, to find conclusive
evidence of a former land communication between tho two. Still, as before said, certain
living genera aie now common to both countries, and we must bear in mind that, assuming
the former union of tho three great continents of the old world, India and Europe would
be situated at the two ends of the chain, and that, therefore, their faunse would naturally
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differ xnoet ; moreover, tbe continents of modem India and Europe differ now (irrespective

of what may have occurred in Tertiary times) very greatly in climate, and to this cause

alone we may attribute in great part their present divergence in faunae.

If a more complete series of Mammalian remains should hereafter be discovered in the

Tertiary strata of Africa, we may confidently expect to find among them more conclusive

evidences of the former mingling of the faunm of the three great continents of the old

world. Among the few Mammalian remains which have been obtained from the upper

Tertiaries of Algiers, there is a species of Buhalus (B, antiquus

:

see Gervaia’ Zoologie

et Palmontologie,** Ist series, pi. XIX), which approaches much nearer in the form of its

cranium to Buhalus ami of India, than to any living African species of the genus

;

certain characters, however, relate it to B, hrachyceros of the latter continent. Intermediate

forms like the above afford the most conclusive evidence of the former connection of the two

continents.

The presence of two or three genera of Mammalia in the Siwaliks seems to indicate

that at some period of time the fauna of the Indian region must have had communication

with the progenitors of the American Fauna ; for instance, the genera Mastodon and Equus

are common to the Tertiaries of Europe, Asia and America : Sioaiherium is not only related

by the form of its molar teeth to Camelopardalis and Megareros, hut in the structure of its

horn-cores it approaches the American Antiloeapray and no other living Mammal. Camelus,

again, which is found fossil in the Indian Tertiaincs, and in no other formations in the world,

must have had some relationship with the ancestors of the Lamas and Vicimnns of the

Cordilleras : a fact wliicli I have just discovered confirms this point : the Siwalik camcil

presents a peculiarity in the lower molars which is not found in the living species, hut exists

only in the American Auehenia.* If camels exist wild in Turk(‘stan, the presence of the

genus among tlie Siwalik fauna is one of the few instances in which that fauna is related

to the fauna of Central Asia.

No remains of Edentata (now sparingly represented in India) haveliitherto been described

from the Siwaliks. Inserthora are likewise unknown; and no sj)ecimons of Bodentia have

been obtained since Falconer’s original si)eciinens. As is so generally the case among older

faunm, many of the Tertiary animals of India vastly exceeded in size their modern representa-

tives; as instances we ma^’' note, Stegodon ganesa^ Sivathcrium, Brainathcrmmf Bliinoceros

platyrhinus, Eyo'riarv.tos sivalensls, and above all Colossochelys gigantea.

With regard to the presence of man among the fossil fauna of India, it will bo noticed

that the discovery of a stone weapon in the gravels of the Nerbudda by Mr. Hacket, and

of another by Mr. Wynne, in the Godavari Valley, have confirmed the suggestion of J)r,

Falconer (Pal. Mem., Vol. II, page 577) that man would one day be found in these deposits.

No traces, however, of man have yet been discovered in the Siwaliks, though Falconer

thought they might occur even here
;
and on the theory of these beds being IMiocenc, o<^(!urrence

of human remains is still more probable ;
even yet I think all hope of finding them is not (!X-

hausted, especially when we remember how very rare are the remains of any Mammals of the

anthropoid type; the one tusk of an Ape allied to the Orang, found by F'alconer (Pal.

Mem., Vol. II, page 578) is still the only specimen of the species hitherto discovered among

the many thousands of specimens brought from these deposits. It must also be borne in

mind that the wliole of the Siwalik fossils are derived from strata and not from caverns,

and that, therefore, the chance of finding human remains among them is so much the less.

This |)et*\iliarity wiU rtuhst-quetUly h«‘ fully
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LaHtly, 1 would coucliide with a few words as to tlie past and present physical features

of the Siwalik rej^ion, and as to the causes wliich have led to the complete extinction of the

old PauTia. My remarks will chielly have reference to that portion of the Siwalik area lyinj'

between the rivers Satlej and Indus, as hein*^ that with which alone I am personally

familiar.

The present Siwalik hills consist of a scries of comparatively low ran<j^es, wdth a general

jiorth-west strike, forming the oulermost hands of the Himalaya (see Mr. Medlicott:

Mem. Geol. Sur., India, Vol. Ill, and Mr. Drew: Jamii and Kashmir Territories”),

here and there ]}ierced through and broken up by masses of the underlying forma-

tions; even their very topm<jst IhhIs are contorted and cruslied in every conceivable manner,

indienting the- lateness of the period down to which tlic uplicaval of tlie Himalaya lias

oxUmdcd.

Th(‘se liills are cither (iompletely bans or are covered with forests of Ptnua lonffolia

and ib'm/ Wchhiaua, oy with low scrub jungle: the “duns” hetwi‘en tin* ridges are gene-

rally cnllivab'd and f.iirl^’^ fertile. The rivers are generally confined to narrow channels in

d(‘e]i-cul gorges, and never lliall am aware ol spread out into lakes: isolated lakes of any

size are also very rani. On tin! uncnltivated lauds natural herbage (lit for food) is extremely

scarce; ami in its present eoinlition the country seems to me eiilircly unfittiid for the support

of a fanna such as tliat of which we tind tlie remains embedded in its strata.

Mr. l\ledlicott, liow<'ver, has reminded me that the vdd Moghul Empcirors used to hunt

the (‘lepluint in the Jainu hills; and it. therefore seems likely that cultivation must have had

a share in ivmhTing this part of the country unfit Ibr the habitation of large game, fur-

ther to the east the Siwalik area still abounds in jungle, in which the elejihaut is found

abundantly.

S<*vernl of the Mammalia, found in the Siwaliks of Jainh belong, however, to genera

wliieli live in tin* ojien sparingly-ivateivd plains of Africa; sucli an* Eqtins and CamrJojKt'r-

(jfafis. The Ji ij)jH)j)ofa liowever, on tlic other liand, is only found at the pr(‘S(‘nt day inha-

biting large and de(*ji rl\ers, with pools and lagoons, and on the hanks of which grow

almndaiici’ of rank and succulent V(*getation
; and, to my mind, could not have possibly lived

in any </f the rapidly-tlowing rivers of damu.

If, on the oilier hand, we ghinee hack at what might have lieen, and very probably was

the elniracter of the eoiintry during thii d(*position of the Siwalik strata, we may readily

imagine a physical condition much more suited to animals like the hippopotamus.

Since, in the Jam fi district, at all events, the Siwalik strata arc carried up and contorted

by the conformable underlying rocks, it is evident that these older roiiks have only been raised

at a comparatively recent period to the elevation at 'which we now find them, and that, conse-

quentl}' in Siwalik times the whole of the outer belt of the Himalaya must have been much

lower than at, prest'ut. This lower elevation would imply a smaller degree of fail in the

rivers (which Mr. Medlicott supposes to have llowcd in the same courses in Siwalik times as

at present) and these consequently^ instead of denuding, would have been depositing in thi*

Siwalik districts, and miglit have wnindered in sinuous cour.ses over extensive maisliy

plains, spreading out here and there into lakes: under such conditions we may readily ima-

gine the country to have abounded with dense jungles of sni*eulont jdants suited for the

support of large herbivores like the hippopotamus, rhinoceros, elephant, &c. ;
the condition

of the country was probably more like that of Assam at the present day, where the rhino-

ceros, elephant and hutfaloe still exist. Evidence of the former existence of extensive

forests in thest* regions is allbrded by tbe vast number of tree-stems found in the Kalian

sandstone of flogi-Tilhi near Jhilain, and more sparingly in other places.
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During the whole of this “ depositing-period” the innenncJKt band of the upper

Tertiaries (Nahans) was probably being gradually upheaved, while its detritus was again

deposited in the outer band ; in course of time the elevation of the iuuor regions would

become so great as to cause the rivers to begin to cut through the oiiter JSiwaliks, and so

gradually to drain the country ;
the Siwalik strata becoming contorted and oruslu'd as tliey

were slowly u])heaved. This gradual draining of the country and consequent dis}ipp<‘arance

of a great part of the vegetation would, 1 imagine, have been of iiself a power quite

sufticient to have caused the total extinction of migration of the old Siwalik Fauna from

these regions without invoking the aid of man or any other living agent.

Why some genera like Camelopardalis and apparoiitly as well filled as

JElephas or Hhiitocfros to have survived in other parts of India, should liav<‘ enlhrly

disappeared from the country, while others like Sivatherinm should have become totally

extinct, it is useless to conjecture in our ]>rcsent state of knowh'dge.

It may be observed that the whole of the Siwalik Mammalia belonged to genera fitted

for life ill the plains or in low jungle-clad hills, not barren and lofty mountains: we mark

the presence ol* genera like JLlephas. Oamelus, Camelopardalis, lupins, 1/ippopota mtis, aiul

lihiuoceros, and note the rareness of Capra, Ihcx, Oris, Nemorlimlus, and similar mountain

genera. Certain beds in Tibet (Uenorai Straehey, sup. cit.), how(‘ver, presumably of Siwalik

age, have yielded either an Ovis or Capra : the further exploration of tht*se strata would jiro-

bably show a more intimate coiinectiou between their fauna and tliat of Central Asia than is

found to exist between the latter and the typical Siwalik Fauna.

APPENDIX A.

Descriptions of some netv or little known Mammalia from the Indian Tertiaries.

TETEACONOUON MAGNUM, Falcoiier.

This genus was originally founded by Falconer upon two upper molar teeth from Dadupur

;

(‘ Pnlsrontologicttl memoirs’, Vol. 1 page 149) these teeth have apparently been lost; but. a

drawing is given in the memoir quoted : no other sjieeimens of the genus have ever b(‘t'n recorded.

The molar teeth indicate aii animal of the hippopotamus family.

In the prcsoiit season Mr. Tlieohald has sent down from the Siwaliks of Asnot in the Potwar

district a portion of a right mundihle of a llippoiiotamoid, containing the first and Hfcond

molar teeth, and the ultimate premolur, together with tho pi^nultimate premolars of botli

sides of the jaw. The molar teeth of this speciimm seem to correspond in gom ral character with

the molars of Falconer’s Tetraconodon so closely, that 1 have referred the present specimen to

the same genus and species.

The second molar tooth has not yet como into full wear, and is in excellent stute for

description. The crown of this tooth is oblong in shape ; it is produced at its angles into four

conical or mastoid processes, forming a pair at each end. A cruciform valley occupies the

surface of the crown between the four cones; tho transverse portion of this valley is the

widest and deepest ; the extremities of this transverse valley extend downwards to the si(h‘s of the

crown. At the central hollow hetw^een the four cones there is a hilobed Hut tubercle
; another

talon tubercle occupies the hindmost portion of the anteio-posterior valley ; there is a very small

tubercle at the outer extremity of the transverse valley. There is no cingulum.

On the worn surface of the first molar tho plane of wear slopes very slightly outwards.

The resemblance between this penultimate lower molar and the penultimate upper molar of

Falconer’s specimen (as may be seen by comparing the two descriptions) is complete
;
and on the

evidence of this tooth alone I have united tho two specimens under one species.
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1 now come to the premolnr teeth of my specimen, hitherto unknown, and which are of

a most abnormal and interesting;^ character. These teeth vastly exceed in size the true molars,

a character which is, I believe, unknown amonp: other mammals ; they arc placed in direct contact

with the molar series, and have a j^eneral resemblance in form to those of Hippopotamus and

Merycopotamus j each is inserted into the jaw by two fangs ; the peiiultinjate prcmolar does not

present any facet of pressure on its anterior surface, and was therefore probably separated by

a diastema from the preceding tooth.

Tlic ultimate premolar has a nearly square base, from which rises an oblique compressed

cone, the summit being directed backwards and placed a little in advance of the hindmost

border of the crown ; the anterior face of the cone projects into a sharp sinuous ridge running

from summit nearly to base, expanding below into a cingulum, which occupies the greater part

of the anterior base ; the cingulum slopes from the ridge to the antero-external angle. A small

tuhercle occurs hetvs een the summit of the cone and the posterior border ; this tubercle forms the

summit of another cingulum occupying the posterior surface ; the posterior cingulum slopes towards

the Imse of the crown on each side from this central point ; the outer extremity of the cingulum

forming a very marked ledge at the postero-external angle of the crown; a rounded notch occupies

each side of the crown between the roots of the fang. The inner surface of the tooth is

nearly vertical, the outer sloping.

The enamel is arranged in irregular branching ridges radiating from the summit to the

periphery of the base ;
these ridges are again marked by fine parallel transverse stri®.

The summit of the crown is worn obliquely, the face directed upwards tind backwards j

the worn surface present two facets, and is of an irregular oval shape, the longer diameter placed

jintero-postoriorly.

The penultimate premolar difl'ers from the other in being rather smaller in the base

of the crown presenting a somewhat triangular cross-section, and in the summit of the cone

being more directly over the centre of the crown. A more prominent ridge from this summit

runs along the centre of both anterior and posterior surfaces ; the posterior cingulum is also

rather more prominent.

The dimensions of the speciimm arc lis follows, in inches and tenths

of two tnolurs

Ditto molar

Width of ditto ditto

IIoiRht of ditto ditto

Length ut ulliuiate premolar

Width of ditto ...

Height of ditto . .

Length of penultimate prcmolar...

Width of ditto

Height of ditto ...

Depth of jaw at ultimate premolar

Length of the petultiraato molar of Falconer’s spoclmon...

2*60

1-45

1-

30

•80

2*16

210
1-80

2-

Ofl

1-80

1’66

310
1*40

The general form of the premolars resembles those of Hippopotamus : the cingulum, however,

is oondned to the fore and aft surfaces only. In the position of the cingulum, and in the straight*

ness of the inner wall of the prcmolars, the specimen approaches the premolars of Merycopotamus*

As stated by Falconer, the molars can only be compared with those of Hippopotamus and

its allies ; the position of the four cones at the corners, and the absence of the trefoil-shaped

surface of wear, suftlcieutly distinguishes the molars from those of Hippopotamus. From Sus

they are distinguished by the slight degree of obliquity of the worn surface, and from the crown

surface not beiug a collection of semi-distinct tubercles, but divided into four distinct simple

cones. The cruciform valley is a character common to this genus and Sus.
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The distinction between the molars of this genus and Anihracotherium are well pointed out

by Falconer in his memoir.

The peculiar form and size of the prcmolara, now first known, (sufficiently difforentiate this)

remarkable genus from all its congeners. The gigantic size of the premolurs appears to bo a
further extension of the ultra development ot the anterior teotli, which is found in Jlippopoianws

and Su$ : in the living genera this ultra development is confined to the canines and incisors only»

while in the fossil genus it extended back to the prcmolurs. It is to he hoped that further re-

searches may bring to light the cranium and anterior teeth of this most remarkable maininaUan

form.

The genus was called by Falconer by the two names of Tefraconodon and Charoiltcrium

The latter name is now applied to a small suino animal from Sausans, (Lar)
;

(see Ann. Mag.

Nat. Hist. Ser. IV, Vol. XII, p. 177). For ibis reason 1 Lave here called the genus by its tonne

name only,

VlSTINUTHERIlIM IllAVADTCUM (uoV. gen. milli.)

Genus founded on a portion of a left mandible discovered by Mr. W. T. Ulan ford in Bunna ;

tlie specimen contains tlio first and s(*concl true molar teeth. The general form of the molars is

like those of Camelopardalis
^
Shatherium, and Bramatherium, and the enamel has the same

rugose <-haractor ; the teeth are, however, distinguished from those of either of the above genera

by the following characters :

—

Along the whole of the external surface of each molar there is a well-marked sinualed

cingulum j this extends half way across the posterior and anterior surlaccs, where it is very

couspicuous : it is produced into a number of cusps on the anterior surface ; there is n prominent

tubercle at the entrance to the main valley between the barrels t the other ehuracters difier but

slightly from those of the teeth of the above genera.

Length of two molars ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ns
Ditto of last <littc) .. ... ... ... ... ... fd.'j

breadth of ditto... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ro

This genus is di.stinguishcd from Sivatherium and Bramatherinm by its small size, and by tlio

presence of the cingulum tuid tubercle; from Camelopardalis by the presence of n cingulum, and

by the tubercle being }U)inted and present in liotb molars, instead of being blunt ami only jiresent

ill the first molar : other minor dilfercnces will be noted when the specimen is figured and described

fully.

APPENDIX B.

The following is a summary of the new forms added to the Siwalik fauna by the collections

brought down during the present year by Mr. Tlieobald, together with notices of some of tlio

more remarkable and rare specimens of previously known species.

Perhaps the most interesting of these additions is a specimen of the tympanic hone of a species

of Cetacean : the specimen presents some points of affinity to the corresponding hone of Plalanistat

and is of about the same size; it, however, presents such diflerenccs ns will ])r()bal)ly neoc-sKifaic its

being placed in a distinct genus. This is the first instance of a Cetacean bone liaving beeu

obtained from the Siw'aliks, though Falconer conjectured that they would eventually bo discovered

Two genera, though previously knoivn in other tertiary beds of Tndin, liave now been for the

first time added to the true Siwalik fauna : thcsi; are Listriodon and Acerotherium.

Of the genus Bos and allied forms, four new species liavc hcen added to the Siwalik fauna :

descriptions of these will shortly be publisbed in the ‘‘Palyoontologiu Imiicu.”
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Rhinoceros I a new apecieH of this genus, founded on upper molar teeth, has also been obtained.

Tetraconodon magnum^ hitherto known by the drawing only of the Dndupur specimen, is

represented by the jaw noticed above.

Lutra t a ^lortion of a lower jaw, which seems to bo larger than Untra •palctindica, and may

perhaps be distinct.

Bramathefium,—Of tins genus w’o have obtained a very perfect cranium, not yet cleaned

from its matrix ; the teeth arc complete, and the cranium seems only lucking the horn-cores to bo

also complete ; this is, 1 believe, the first perfect cranium discovered.

Dorcatherium sp.—A number of molar teeth and jaws; the upper molars indicate the existence

of two species.

Camelopardalis swalensis.-^Viwi of a lower jaw, and two upper molars.

Mergeopofamtts sivalensis. - Several portions of lower jaws, and an astragalus.

Ursilaxtis siralrnsis.—The first true molar, and the last prcmolar from the maxilla of each

side ; these teetli are valuable additions to our collection, as the germs has been hitherto known only

by Falconer’s two specimens : the one a cranium, and the other a fragment of a lower jaw,

JJipTiia sivalensis.—Several fragments of lower jaw's.

Felis sp.—One lower carnassial tooth,

Vrstl^s n. sp. cranium.

In addilioii to the Mammalian specimens, T have also to notice the discovery of a very perfect

cervical vertebra of a bird belonging to the onXer Oraliatores. Faleoner also had one or more

specimens of hiid-hones, which he referred to the same order
;
and it is not improbable that our

new s]ieeimcn may be closely nlliod to Falconer’s. Falconer considered that bis speeiincms belonged

to a bird wbicb must have exceeded in size the gigantic Bengal adjutant Leptoptilus argala,

Kcimniis of Ophidians have not hitherto been recorded from the Tertiary Faunm of India;

it is then-fore interesting to have to notice theii discovery from two localities in the present year,

Mr. Theobald has brought four dorsal veitehrm of a species of snake allied to, hut smaller than,

the Indian Fython from tlm Siwaliks of the Potwar district; while Mr. Feddcn has collected two

very similar vertehrm from the Siwaliks of Sind.

I shall hope on a future occasion to give descriptions and figures of the more remarkable of

these novelties.

"Noie on Camelopardalis from ilte Siwaliks. In looking over the collection of ruminant teeth

from the Siwaliks in the Indian Museum, the great rarity of the teeth of this genus struck me
as being very remarkable, especially as FMconer had determined two species, rir., Camelopardalis

affinis and Camelopat dalis sivalensis. The former of these species was founded upon molars closely

resembling those of the living African species, while the latter was founded upon a cervical

vertebra. (The specimeiis are figured in the “ Palajontological Memoirs, ” Vol. I, p. 198.)

It then occurred to me to consider why separate species had been made from these two series

of remains, which on primd facie grounds it would have seemed natural to refer to one species.

I then found that in the catalogue of the Fossil Mammalia of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, there

were certain teeth which had been entered by Dr. Falconer as the lower molars of the second

species of Camelopardalis (C. siraiensis). These teeth are numbered in the collection and

on examining these specimens I was greatly surprized to find that they belonged to Bos or

some allied form, and not to Camelopardalis at all. (The teeth arc much narrower in proportion

to their length than in Camelopardalis ; they have a long slender accessory lobe between the two cy-

linders, which reaches to the summit of tho crown, whereas in Camelopardalis there is only a

mimito tubercle at the base of the cylinders ; and finally the outer w’aUs of the cylinders are placed

nearly parallel to the long areas of the teeth, instead of very obliquely, as iu Camelopardalis). These
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teeth have a somewhat rngose enamel, and I can only suppose that in a hasty examination Dr.

Falconer, who says that at the time of cataloguing them he had no nicaiis of making a com))anson

at hand, was led away by this character into placing them under the head of Camelopardalis,

No teeth have therefore been found which are referable to Camelopardalis siiuileusis

;

on turn-

ing to Dr. Falconer’s remarks upon the genus, it is stated that the teeth flguied in the “ Pulavnito-

logical Memoirs ” were assigned to a second species, because they wore o( too large u size to have

belonged to an animal possessing cervical vertebra) of the size of those of the original Camelopar-

dalis sivalensis.

On turning to the measurements of the vertebra of the latter species (“ Paheontological Me-
moirs, ” Vol. I, p. 201), 1 find that the specimen was described as being one-tliird shorter tlmn

the corresponding vertebra of the living species ; but on looking at the relative dimensions of the

centre of the vertebra of the two species, 1 find very small differences between them ; indeed, some

of the diameters of the vertebra of C. sivalensis are actually larger than those of C. giraJJ'a.

The following measurements areJJjakcn from Falconer’s table ;
—
C, aivalemin. V. piraffa.

Verlicftl diameter of anterior arliculalinjr surface of centrum 1-9 rr,6

Transverse ditto ditto 1-4 1£

liCnjrth of post-zygapopliysis ... 1'2

Width of disc. 1*0 OS
Ijength of pre-zygapophysifi 1*2 0-S6

Vertical diameter of posterior articulating cup ol centrum 20 23

From the above measurements it will be seen that the anterior articulating ball of the centrum

has an area nearly equal in the two species ; the diameter of the posterior cu]) of the vertebra

of the recent species is rather the larger of the two, but this is caused by a less development of the

rim in the fossil specimen. Both of the zygapophyses present a cousiihn’ably larger urea in the fossil

than ill the recent specimen ; and since their surfaces are the main aids in conn eciing the different

vertebra, it is clear that the neck of the fossil species w'as at the least ecjually strong with t^' it of

the living species, and was therefore capable of supporting a head and teeth as large as those of the

latter.

Moreover, from its shortness and consequent absence of the great leverage wliich occurs in the

living species, the neck of the fossil species might well bear even a still larger head and teeth than

those of the living sjiecies.

From the above arguments I am perfectly convinced that Falconer’s second species

—

Camelou

pardalis a(Jinis—founded upon the teeth alone, should be abolished, and both teeth and vertebra

assigned to Camelopardalis sivalensis,

Camelopardalis sivalensis, according to this view, was an animal furni8l)cd with molar tooth

(and probably with a cranium) of the same size as those of the living Camelopardalis giraffa

;

its

neck, however, was one-third shorter than that of the latter ; it probably took its origin from some

short-necked form allied to Sivatherium ; while the long neck of the recent species is, as wc should

naturally expect, a specialized character of quite modem origin.

As according to the above view wc have only one species of Siwalik giraffe, the rarity of the

molars, though still very remarkble, is not so noticeable as if there had been two species.

Note an Meryoopotamus.

M. Nanus, Falc. This species was added to the list of Indian Fossil Mammalia by Dr. Falconer

on the evidence of several molar teeth and one premolar from Kushalghar near Attock

0* Palfioontological Memoirs,” Vol. I, p. 416).

Lately, on looking over the collection containing these specimens, I Was surprised to find that

the molar teeth ascribed to this species do not really belong to the genus Mergeopotamus at all,

but to the genus Dorcatherium

:

(on a hasty examination it would be possible to mistake the one

or the other.)



S.—§\\\ce t\\© abovo I bave to add an Edentate allied to Maiiis, but larger, to tbo

ioftsW Eavxnaj tbo specimen consists of a plialange of llic third digit of the mauus.
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Notes on the aob of some fossil floras in India, % Ottokae Feistmantel, m. d.,

Geological Snroey of India*

VJ, VII AND VIII.

VI.—On the homotaxis of the Gondwana System.

In tlio last number of the Kecords {supra p. 79) there is a clearly written paper by my
colleaj^ue Mr, W. T. Blanlbrd, calling in question the gcnoial value of geological homoiaxia

as drawn from the fossil remains of terrestrial life, and based upon an analysis of the

evidence for the age of our Gondwana scries. The general question may safely be left to

time for settlement. I have no fear that the higher forms of animal and of vegetable lifo

can fail to take their due place in the adjustment of the records of the earth's history—

a

place proportionate and analogous to their importance in the world ; and I therefore regret to

SCO the question brought forward in the unbecoming and unreal aspect of a dispute between

geologists and palajontologists.

Regarding the particular ease, there is much to be said in correction of it as stated by

Mr. Blanford. Perhaps I owe some apology for having left it possible to be so stated
; but

I had no idea that tliis discussion would be so precipitately raised, while still the materials

for it are under examination. I might otherwise, in the notes already published, havo

anticipated some ot the most serious objections brought forward in the paper under notice.

I had postponed these niceties of detailed comparison till the data for it were more com-

pletely worked out, being content to state broadly the facies of each local flora. I must,

however, as briefly as possible, remedy that oinis.sion of mine. In doing so it will bo neces-

sary to mention undescribed fossils ; which, however, I describe shortly in an adjoined paper.

As to the Kach group, I had already fully noticed ( supra p. 29) as a “ palajonto-

logical contradiction" the discrepancy between the homotaxis of the group as derived from the

plant remains, and as judged from the fossil cephalopoda, when we find strata with a middle

jurassic flora intercalated with and overlying strata with lour cephalopoda of Portlandian

affinities. It would indeed be rash to question the determinations of the cephalopoda by

Dr, Waagcu ;
but it must not be forgotten that all the fossil tmllusca and other fossils are
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not yet (5ritically examined ; and it is very possible that the full examination of fauna may

modify the stratigrapliical relations as deduced from the ceplialupodat and then the “paleon-

tological contradiction” would not be so strong. To show this, and to explain my point of

view, the following observations may be given *

1.—.There are certainly some moUusva that are generally of older age than Portlandian,

passing into the higher beds of Kacli.

a .—I may mention only from tlie Urnia group (which contains the Portlandian

poda) the very frequent fjcciirreneo oi*

—

Goniomya-V-scriptay which inoslly occurs in middle jurassic beds in Europe,

Jsrarte uiajor, Sow.y very uesiv with Asiarto maxima, Om., from Middle Jura in Ger-

many.

A Triffoiiia iienv Triyotda Vatf, Sharpe, from Jurassic bods on the Sunday River in

Africa.

A Gotiiomj/a scarcely (Ufl'crcui from Goiiiomt/a hijlata, Ag.. a Middle Jurassic form—
also related with Goniowyn rhomhifera. Gold!'., from Liassic strata.

A Tt'iyonia very iieai* to Trig, llerzogii, Ilausm, from Euou on the Sunday liiver in

South Africa.

Some Trigmiiic allied with 7V. ventrieosa in South Africa.

A portion of the lower jaw junction of a Plesiosuurn.s\ which has mostly allied forms

in the English Lias™- found near Borooria in the Umia group.

—From tlujCharcc and Katrol beds of Kach, which are especially taken as represent-

ing the Oxford group and Calloviaii, wc have especially to mention Mo?wtis imrqtiivalvis,

Sow., in Euro[H‘ generally of Liassic age—htu’o in the Charee beds.

Goldf., generally in Europe from Middle brown Jura—here in tho

Katrol group which is taken us ropreseii tali ve of the Uj)per Oxford group.

Parasuchus, a vertebra of that Crocodilian fossil which is looked upon as Triassic,

and which occurs frequently with the Jabalpur tloru near Maldri, which latter is identical

with our Kacli flora.

Near Nurlui, in the Katrol beds (therefore below the common plant horizon), the follow-

ing I’ossil plants occur :

—

Sphenopteris aigata^ L. & H., from Inferior Oolite in England—In India occurs

in tho Kajmaluil Series (Kajmahul Hills) and in the Jabalpur group.

Alcihopieru JV/iithyeiuns, Gdpp., in the form as Pecopteris tenuis, Bgt., from

Inferior Oolite in England. Also at Kukurbit and in the Jabalpur group.

Otozamltes comp, contigttus, Fstm.—A similar form from Kukurbit.

Araucarites Kachensis, Fstm.—a smaller specimen of this frequent species at

Kukurbit and in the Jabalpur group.

Those plant remains are mostly identical with tho others from Kach and the Jabalpur

group.

2. There is a great affinity of some of tho fossils in the uppermost beds of Kach with

forms from the South African strata on the Sunday and Zwartkop rivers as already men-
tioned; and also Dr. Waagen* refers a Trigonia from the Umia beds to the Trig, ventri^

cosa, Kr.

* fal ludica : Jurassic CepUaiopoUa vf p. 237,
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It is true those bods were first supposed by Mr. Krauss* to be lower cretaceous ; but
this has been shown to be wrong by MM. Bain,t Sharpe,J and Tate.J Mr. Bain considered
those beds as Liassic ; Mr. Sharpe, however, and Mr. Tato declared them ivom th(' whole
of the fossils to be analogous with the great Oolite in England. Also Dr. Wuagen speaks of
them as Jurassic. With the fos.sils of those strata many of the mollusca in the uppermost
strata of Kach are identical, or very nearly.

Thus it would seem that the decision from the four Portlandian ccj>halopoda may not
be final ; but if that determination should be confirmed by the whole in.arino fauna, I w ill

willingly accept the decision, as I have already done in the analogous case of the u]iper coal

seams of Bohemia, where the gas-shale contains Permian animals with a carboniferous flora.

I would next notice some points relating to the lower Gondwana groups, upon which
Mr. Blanford’s conclusions were rather premature. It will appear—

a*—That the contrast between the floras of the upper and lower groups of fhe

Gondwana system is not so very decided; no more so than between the

Jurassic and Triassic formations elsewhere.

b.—That the affinities of our Damuda flora with that of the iiiesozoic epoch nnd

especially of the triaSsic formation are ovcrwlu'lming
;

anil that the argu-

ments for this conclusion are not derived from three sjjCiai's discovered only

last year.

c.—That tlio analogy with the flora of the lower coal strata in Australia is com-

paratively weak.

a.

—

Relation of the floras of the upper and lower Gondioana provps.

That there is a certain contrast between the flora of the lower and ii])]>er ])orlion of the

Gondwana Series is, as I tliink, quite natural, both belonging to distinct formations ; the

former considered by me Trinssic, the hitler being durassic; but J think thebiv'ak is notmore
distinct than between Trias and Lias, or between Trias and Oolitis or even bi^tween Rhadic

and Oolite in any country.

Wo find, for instance, scarcely any identical species in the Bnntsandstcin of tlic Vosges

and in the Lias of the Alps or in the Oolites of England, and we find also no spi'cies identical

in the Rha?tic strata and the Oolitic strata of England.

The tria.ssic strata of the Vosges are, as everybody knows, nuirkcd esp(‘cially by

Schizoneitra and some of the Coniferous genera as Voltzia and Alheriia. None of those

occur in Lias or Oolite in Europe ; and the Cycads iii the European Trias also are very rare,

although not wanting.

Here in India the relation or the passage between the upper and lower portion of tho

Gondwana Series is palasoiitologically much better marked

—

a.—Indirectly, or by tho strata themselves, and especially through the Panchet

group.

This contains some rbjntic fossils, which formation is altogether a ti’ansitive

group between the Trias and Lias; our Kajniahal beds being of thi.s latter

• Nova Acta Leopoldinu Ac. Nat. Curios., Vol. XXII, Part II, p. 4.'i0 If., PI. 411, f. 2.

t Transact. Oool. Soc., London. Vol. VII, 2nd8er., p. 17fi ft'. PI. XXII, ofc.

% On South Alrican fossils ; Quart. Jour. (ieol. boc., 1867, p. 14U ft,, Pl». V—JX.
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age

*

The Damudas again are closely connected with the Panohet group

by that very well marked fossil Schizoneura Qondwanensist Pstm., which

is so frequent in both, and which has its only relations in the Eoi’opean

Trias.

h,—Directly by fossils.—There are several forms which are common to both, or, at

least, which are represented in both.

There are amon^si the Twniopteridccp two forms which are very near to some from

the Ilajmalial Hills, Macrota:niupterns daiKCoidesf being very near to

Macrot. lata, 0. M., var. miisafoUa ; both occur very frequent; and some

other specinwns from Kamthi being near, if not identical with Anffioptcridium

McClellandiy O. M., from the Kajmahal Hills. (This we find in Sir

Charles Eunhury’s paperj as Tamiopt. danceoides / McClell.) Both these

Ticniopteris are found together with the common Olossopleris,

Amongst the JPecopterides there is Alethojderis lAndleyana, Royle, and another

form, lately brought by Mr. Wood-Mason from Itanigauj (see further on),

which belong to the samo group as the AlcthoplerU indica, 0. M., from the

Ilajmahal Hills; it is to the mesozoic group of Alethoptcris Whithyensis

GOpp.

Cycadeaeccc in the lower groups are also not wanting at all, since we know

that there is a Kaggcrathia Jfislopi, Bnnb., from several localities, a

Nceggerathia Vosgesiaca, Broun, from the Godavari District, and a Glosm

sozamites from the Karharbari coal-field. (For those species see further on).

Of course it may bo said again that these are genera of wide range, but yet the species are

distinct, so is the Macrotamiopteris lata and danccoidos well distinct from Tmniopt^

ahnormis oi* Germari or multhiervis in the Carboniferous ; also Aletiwpt, Whithyensis and

lAndleyana from Alcihopt. Serii or ptcroides in the Carboniferous ; and Nwggerathia

Uislopi and Vosgesiaca from Na>ggerathiafoUosa, Stbg,, from the coal-measures.

There are, moreover, all the other Tnesozoic relations, as Phyllotheca, Actinopteris,

Sagowptcris, &c,, whicli are represented in Jura and Khictic, or in the middle mesozoio

epoch of Europe, to which latter the upper portion of our Goadwauas is to be referred.

b—The affinities of our Damuda flora with that of the mesozoic and especially

triassic epoch.

The first critical discussion of the Damuda flora was given, 1861, by Mr. 01dham§ and

later again, 18(55,
||

where it was endeavoured to be shown that it had a pahcozoic affinity,

although Mr. Oldham himself acknowledged the exclusively triassic connection of the so

• Messrs. Oldluini .'ind W. T. lUanford have stated this loo. Mr. Blanford (Mem. Ill, p, 133, Banif^anj field)

Bays plainly “ that the Pawhvt Serivu ropreseuts a period of lime intermediate between that of tlio other two groups
(Damuda and liUijmuhul "), and Mr. Oldham (1. c*., p, 201) says-

“ The marked break between the Hujjnahal ami the Dainnda rooks, ns proved by the total change in their

flora, has now, to a eertam extent, been tilled up by the establishment ot the l^unchet group or tub-division inieriM-

diate between the two.'*

t Known already by Rogle and McClelland, later brought from Bttrgo, BauigaDj, and lately again from
BanJganj.

t Quart. Jouru. Goolog. Soe., XVll ; Flora of Nagpiir.

§ Memoirs, Geological Survey, India, Vol. 11, p. 324 seq.

il Mfittoiztf, Geulogical Survey, India, Vol. Ill, p. 2Ua ct teq.
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frequent genus Schizoncura, Already, 1861, in a paper by Sir Charles Bnubiiry*' (p. 345),

strong doubts are expressed as to this supposition, and the flora of Nagpur and Burdwan
considered rather mesozoic.

In the fifteen years which elapsed ’since that date, the collections have increased

greatly, and we have in aU the special collections unmistakable evidence for the supposition

of Buuhury as to the mesozoic, and, as I add, triassic age of the Damuda flora.

Already in the old collections from Ranigan] there were proofs enough. There wove

Schizoneura very frequent, there were one or two Sagenopteris, PresL, Qlosaoptcrh, dillVrent

from those in Australia. From Kamthi there were specimens of Tceniopterls ( dfao’offcrt/op-

te7*is and Angioptcridivm), of distinct real Phyllotheca, like that in the Oolites in Italy;

there were again a quite diflerent Glossopteris from those in Australia, different not only

by the shape of the leaf, but especially by the fructification.

In 1871 some fossils with mesozoic and also triassic affinities were brought by

Dr. Stoliezka from Karliarbari, amongst which VoUzia heterophylla and a CyrloptcrU

angustifolia, McCoy, were at that time determined, and amongst which I have recognised a

Sagenopteris and a distinct Glossozamites.

Again in 1873 an Actinopteris was obtained from the Raniganj field, and a collection

from the lower Godavari contained some triassic affinities in Nceggcrathia Vosgetiiam and

mesozoic affinities in a SagenopteHs near rhoifolia, PresL In the season 1873-74, Mr. V. Ball

brought from the Satpura Basin the Triassic Sehizoneura, which was there frequent

enough. In 1876 we got some interesting species, which are of great importance as

cumulative evidence for the triassic ago of our Damudas, especially as they are just from

the lowest portion, the Bar6kar group. These important fossils are from Karbarbari,

and were presented by Mr. Whitiy. They were Neuropteris valida, Pstm., VoUzia hetero^

phyllat Bgt., Alhertia speciosa, all triassic forms, and GangamopterU cyclopfe-roidest Fstm,,

which is identical with that almost only fossil of the Talcbir group, and which has

relations in the mesozoic beds in Victoria.

Lately, too, I discovered a real Phyllotliera, as that from the Oolites in Italy, amongst

the Raniganj fossils. And quite recently Mr. Wood-Mason brought a rather valuable suite

of fossils from Raniganj containing further proofs of mesozoic age. I mention especially

Vertebraria^ Sagenopteris pcdunculata, Pstm.jf Alethopt. Lindleyana, fructijicans,

another Alethopteris of the group of Alethopieris Whithyensisy and so on.

To illustrate this relation of our Damuda flora with the mesozoic epoch in general and

with the triassic epoch specially, I add here a full list of the fossils, as I know them at

present; they are partly contained in my first note, and the description of others aro

contained in following note, No. VIII; others will be given in the Journal Asiatic Society,

Bengal.

EClUISETACEAS,

1. Schizoneura GondwanensiSj Fstm.—^Very frequent in the Raniganj group of

the Raniganj field and in the corresponding Bijori horizon of the Sat[)ura

basin, also in the Panchet group. The only relation is the Tbiassic Schizon,

paradoxat Scliimp.,J from the Vosges. Never known from Australia.

Quart. Jour. Gcolog. Soo., XVII : Flora of Nagpur.

t This aud other species of Mr. Wood-Mason’s collection will be described in the Journal of the Asiatic Society,

Bengal.

$ The genus Zen^ophyllHen^ Bgt, which has been confused with Schizoneura and of which wo lind a figure in

Strclecki’s New South Wales (p. 260
,
PI. VI, f. 6), proves by a thorough examination to be a Zamma- of the genus

Z(mite$ or l*odozamU»t ftud yuitc diflcicut £row SeMzoneurui so also JSoygerathia (W. T. Bluulbrd, 1. c., p. tij;, is

no Schizoneura^
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2. Sphenophyllum trizygia, Koyle, sp.—from the Eaniganj group, Raniganj field,

and from the Bardkars of Talchir in Onssa.—Completely different from all

paltBozoic forms.

3. Vertehraria indica, Bunb.—In the whole Damuda Series. Some Hpeoimens from

Raniganj prove the relation with Triassic Equisetacecn. In Australia only

from upper coal-measures.

4. Phyllotheca indica^ Bunb.—The type form in the Kamthi beds, and a specimen

from the llaniganj field. Nearly allied forms in the Italian Oolite, with

which Australian forms also are connected.

5. Other stems of Equisetaceous plants in many places.

FILICE8,

6. Aciinopteris Bengalensis, Fstm.—^from Raniganj coal-field. In Europe the

genus is in rhaetic strata.

7. Neuropferis valida, Fstm.—from Karharbari coal-field pretty frequent. The
only analogous forms are in the Tkias of the Vosges; single-pinnate

'Nevropteris,

8. Alethopteris Lindleyana, Royle.—from the Raniganj field. One species of the

mesozoic group of Alethopteris Whithyensis, Gopp. Lately brought in

fructification by Mr. Wood-Mason.

9. Angiopteridium comp. JMcClellandi, 0. M.—from the Kamthi beds, otherwise in

the Rajniahal Series.

10. MacroUeniopteris danceoidesy Royle, McClell.—from the Raniganj and Jhcria

fields, pretty frequent, and from Burgo in the Rajmahal Hills (Damudas)—

Related with mesozoic forms.

11. Jlfae/otaoiiopre/vsFeddej//, Fstm.—from the Kamthi bods.

12. GJossopteris (Tteniopterfs ?) rmiscefolia^flwnX).—from Kamthi beds, dlffbront

from any Australian form.

13. Glo.s'sopt. {Tceniopteris ?) stricta, Bunb.—from Kamthi beds; not like any in

Australia.

14. Glossopt. iudica, Schimp.—from Raniganj and Kamthi ; in the latter place with

fructification ; the globular sporanges in 4-5 rows on the leaf surface.

Nothing like this in Australia.

15. Glossopi, hptoneuva, Bunb.—from the Kamtlii beds; an Indian species.

1(). Gloasopferis—many other species—not common with the Australian beds.

17. Glossopferis Br<iW7iiana, Bgt.—I must state that I have never seen a good

representative of this species from Indian rocks.

18. Sagenopteris indiinculata, Fstm. (Glossopt. acatilis, McClell.)—from the

Raniganj coal-field, lately brought again by Mr. Wood-Mason. Nothing like

that known from Australia.

19. Sagenopteris comp, rhotfolla? Presl.—from Kunlacheru in the Godavari

District. In Europe in Rhsaetic.

20. Sageiwpicrin SloticzIra na, Fstm.—from KaTharbari coal-field. Tbe genus in

Europe is Rluetic, and Oolitic. No Sagenopteris is known from Australia.

21. Gangamopteris angustifolia, McCoy.—from Karharbari coal-field. In Aus-

tralia iu the mesozoic rocks of Victoria.
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22. Gangarrutpteris cgrlopteroiden, Fstm.—from the Bavahari^ m the Kfirhurbavi

coal-field and from the Talchirs. The genus in Australia occurs in tho
mesozoic rock of Yictoria.

23. Gangamopteris Whittiana Pstm. from Baniganj field. The genus is mesozoic,

24. Belemnopteris Wood-Masomana, Fstm.—New genus and new species, from
Kaniganj field.

25. PaUtovittaria Kurzi, Fstm., nov. gen. and spec.—from Raniganj field,

CYCADEACFJE.

26. Nceggerathia Sislopif Buuh.—from the Kamthi beds.

27. NoBggerathiacom-p. VosgesiacafBTonii—from Kunlachcrii, Godavari District.

This species, to which our specimen is very near, is in Europe known only

from triassic beds.

28. Glossozamites StoUczIcanns, Fstm.—from Karharbari coal-field. In Europe

this genus ranges from Lias to Cretaceous.

CONIFERJE.

29. Voltzia acutifolia, Bgt.—from Karharbari, ) ^ ts ./In Europe the most charac-

30. Voltzia heterophylla, Bgt.—from Karharbari. > teristic species of triassic

31. Albertia speciosa, Schimp.—from Karharbari. )

keds.

From what 1 have said in this section wo can draw the conclusion

—

Thai tJie Damuda flora exhibits itself quite decidedly as mesozoic and most naiiirally

as of triassic age, as out (f thirty-Gne spetd.es Icnown at present, there are nineteen distinctly

mesozoic forms, of which six species evidently triassic, four species of rhaetie, and tho

others of generally mesozoic affimlies.

But also, the other twelve species, amongst which Glossopieris is represented by six

species, have no palceozoic. affinilies

;

and of all the species of Glossopieris, o\\\y one

might bo identical with one in Australia.

c.— What is the analogy of our Damuda Series with the lower coaUmeasures in

Australia %

This point, as Mr. Stanford truly observes, must he taken into consideration ; but tho

analogy is by no means what he seems to think it.

Any instructive or conclusive comparison can only be made between series that possess

fairly represented and characterized flora. For our Damudas this condition can only be said

to exist in the upper coal-measures in Australia, and in some exclusively plant-bearing rocks

of Europe.

I think those paleontologists who declared the whole Australian flora as absolutely

Jurassic, did not distinguish the lower and upper portion of the coal-measures. Tho first

contains forms which could never support this assertion
;
while tho upper measures con-

tain, besides those plants without analogy, some other forms which certainly can justify the

supposition of a Jurassic age.

On page 83 Mr. Blanford gave a scheme of the formations in the New South Wales coal-

field (1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). Nos. 1, 2 (Wianamatta and Hawkeshury beds), it is tnie, haveyiclJcd

ao distinct Glossopieris ; but in Tasmania, from where identical fossils with those of these
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two bods arc known, Glmsopteris occurs with Pecoptcris Australis, Phyllotheca, and the

most importtinfc, with McCoy. (McCoy: Prodrome, Decad. II, p. 15 ..

Keportof Progress, Geol. Survey, Victoria, 1874, p. 26).

As to 3 and 4, of which the first are the upper coal-measures of Newcastle, Mr, Blanford

himself (p. 83) says, “ Nos. 3 and 4 appear to be connected by the presence of Oflossopteris

Browniana in both, although there appears to he a considerahle distinction m the flora*'

;

and I would add, No. 3 does not contain any animals, while in No. 4 marine animals are

found abundantly.*

On page 84 Mr. Blanford enumerates the species, which, as ho considers, are com-

mon to our Damudas and the Australian beds, and others which are common to the

Darnudas and the triassic rocks in Europe (as I pointed out). On these I would

remark

—

Glossopteris (two or three species identical, W. T. B.)—I think with great

difficulty we may be able to get only one common species.

Gangamopteris (the genus only. W. T. B.).—This form is not known at all from

those beds intercalated with marine fossils, but from really mesozoic beds in

Victoria, associated with Tceniopteris Daintreel McCoy.

Vertchrarid (one species identical. W. T. B.)—There is as yet no full description of

the Australian Vertchraria, and that which is known seems to be quite different

from ours. The greatest portion of our Damuda Fcrtebraria axe probably not

\4en\.\ca\ with those from Anstraha.

Pecopferis (Alcthopteris) (one species probably identical. W. T. B.)—I doubt

whether our Alcthopteris Lindleyana can be united with Alcthopt Australis^

McCoy; or if this is altogether the case with^any other species.

Thus it seerus that the evidence of a connection with tbo Australian coal-measures

is very weak, while the fossils enumerated as common with European Trias are unmistakably

identical.

As to the stratigraphy of the Australian coal strata—the literature is not poor; but

yet it is not in all points quite clear and always trustworthy.

It is well known that there can be a complete concordance in the stratification of rocks,

and yet two or more different formations may be represented which can only be dis-

tinguished by the prevailing fossil forms. As an instance I can quote the Salt Range in

India, where, as Mr. Wynne tells us, the lower marine carboniferous and the triassic rocks

are confonnably deposited; and yet they are different in age, although a well marked
Ceratiies and Phylloccras goes down into the carboniferous rocks, and marked forms

of Belerophon survived into the Trias. The same relations will have to he applied to the

two portions of the Australian coal-measures, only that here the case is illustrated in the

flora.

For the stratigraphical grouping of the coal-strata of New South Wales wo must

especially tiikc Mr. W. B. Clarke’s observations, which to a great extent are published :t partly

Mr. Clarke communicated them to me in two letters, and he sent also a suite of fossils for

• 1 apeak of this further on.

t Bomarks on the Sudimeutary Bocks in Now South Wales, lllrd Ed., 1676*
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compariKon. From all hia clear communications it is plain tliat lliero are two very distinct

portions in the Australian coal-measures—

d.— Upper coal-measures,

I ,—"Lower coal-measures.

a ,
—^Tbe upper portion is marked by a flora, which is abundant Nos. 1, 2, 3 ol

Mr. Blanford’s list must be referred to this ; they contain no marine fossils to indicate a

connection with the lower portion.

h ,—The lower coal-measures are marked by two marine faunas of, as generally taken,

a carboniferous age, which separate distinctly these from the upper beds. The flora

is, as both Mr. Clarke and Mr. Daintree state, only rare.

c .—Below this there are beds with real lower carboniferous plants.

The succession of the several strata of the Australian coal formation, as Mr. Clarke

communicated it to me in a late paper, and as it is to be found in his “ Uemarks” ( 1. c. ), is

as follows :

—

Beds in Tssmauia,"^ Without Now South

Queensland, Victoria. J Wales.

Upper Coal-

measures.

Clarence Biver.

Winainatta beds.

Hawkesbery beds.

^
No animals.

Bowenfels.

Upper beds in Newcastle.

Lower Coal-

measures.

rBeds with marine animals inteve.'ilatod with plant beds. Especially

< Stony Creek, Rix. Ck., Greta, Mnt. Wingen, &c.

V. Again mariue beds.

Culm Series

|

Devonian ...

Smith Creek

Port Btefeim

Goonoo-Goonoo

Lower carbon ife rolls plants with car-

bonilorous animals.

Plant remains only.

As to the fos.sils i'rom these several beds T may give an account of tliosc which 1 havo

seen, or which are mentioned as really occurring

—

a .— Upper coal -wea.’iiArcs—
1. From Queensland ; Pernpt, oJontoplcroidcSy* Morr,, Tanioptcris Daintreciy

CyvXopt, cum ala, Carr., &c.

These beds arc altogether taken by Daintree as mcBozoic, and Ttcniopi,

JDainfrecl, characteristic of the.se* beds.

2. From Tasmania—prevailing Thinvfcldia-XiVc ferns ; besides this Glossopicrlt

and Pecopicna Australis, McCoy.

3. From Victoria—from here we find the folloAving plants described as

mesozoict :

—

Gangamopteris angusttfoUa,'^cGoy, G. spatliulata, Gargam. ohliqtta, McCoy,

Ncuropieris sp.

I Hhould Huy <his is rather a ThiunfrfJui.

t Sec Itepert <.*1' ]’rt»irrc<is, Ucoloif .'Surv, yi’ Victoria, p.
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Prcopierist Mi'Coy., SphcnoptcviSi Tu'}uo}>t('ru Dahitreei, McCoy.,

Znmites elliiHivus^ McCoy.

Phullotheca Avsiralift, McCoy.—ITitc wc* linv(' real PhijllotJicca with

Tcrniopt. Pathfrrd. McCV}'.

4. Prom the Wiaiininattii niid Hawkesbery, wo luiv(‘ inosliy Pkhofttris, TUimi-

fvldia^ Pt roptiris oilnuiopicroi(lets'

.

Morr., 'Penioplcrls, etc. ; and in both

the same j^cmius of a lisli.

5. From Clareiiec River District .—TfPinopteris with narrow leaves, and a coni-

feroiis braiicli, to which Mr. Clarke liimself marked tToltzia,

(). BowcMifels and Ncwca-stlc.—Here the flora is mostly developed: Veriehraria^

n‘iil Phiillolhvca, many (rJoiotupteris (but very few identical with those

ol‘ India), mostly 67 /av.v . Jirowniana^ Bf;t., coniferous plants near the

inesozoic Pr/ihios/rohns, eoniferous seed-vessels and others, but no animal

fossils, nor lower carboniferous plants.

h.—Power coal-measures—
I have seen IWniopteris near Terniopt. EeJeardi, Germ., GlossopteriSf small

specimens : besides these, there aro quoted Phyllviheca and Neeggerathia,

With these are associated carboniferous fossils.

Strata helnw—with Cyclostigma KiltorJcanum, Hauj'ht., Rhacopiens, Sphemo^

.
phyllum (real palmozoic form). These I have seen myself. And again

a palujozoic (carboniferous) fauna.

From this we see the following Only the strata sub. h can claim a palmozoic age,

containing a prevailingly carboniferous fauna, which already in c occurs together with

a paheozoic flora. Tlu* flora in h is very poor, containing only few forms, which* are so

frequent in the upper strata
;
and to use Mr. Clarke’s words about the Glossopteris, we may

say: “ Tiierc (in the Australian lower coal-beds) it clearly does not govern, but must be

subordinate to the fauna; and iurther he says, “ W'hy might it (Glussopteris) not pass into

secondary rocks without denying its existence in the Australian lower coal-measures” ?

In the last ]niblieation, Mines and Minerals of New South Wales, there is a Sup-
plementary Report by Mr. John Mackenzie on the New South Wales coal-fields, in which
on Section h, is a skotcli-seclion from New^castle to Port Booral, about thirty miles long.

In this the diflertnicc in the lossil remains of the upper and lower portions of the coal-

measuies is plainly indicated, and also that the uj)per portion and lower portion are, besides

all the dilfercnces, slightly discordant.

This may he enough for the present paper ; some more material w’^ould clear off the

matter still better. Rut already' from this wc see that there is a great difFerence between

tho upper and lower portions of the coal-measures in AustniJin, the former containing

onJj' Jloni of luesozoic allniitn's^ tho Jutior inwailini^ly u cnvboiiiibvooFt Iiiuna, by which they

fire J/J connection with the beds below, uJthough some plant forms bepin In them, which

afterwards aro much more developed
;
but no Schisoneura, no single-pinnate Neuropteris,

no Sagenopderis, no Poltzia, no Albertia, etc., are found.

Our Damuda flora could, at all evenf s, only be compared with this upper portion, and
only through tho Glossojderis and Pertehraria, our flora being much more numerous.

But, as I have said, there is perhaps only one species common
; the Australian Verteb-

varia seems to differ Iroui our.s, and the Phyllutheca in Australia is ns. well related

lUmarkB, etc,, i>. 165.
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ours as witli that from Uie lialiaii Oolite, while in our Damuilu flora all the other

plants are inesozoic and most of them triassic.

That the upper beds in Australia—Wiauaniatta, llawkeshery—and ih(* upper Newcastle

coal-bfds form a connected series is also shown by the occurrence of the same fish, which

is not found in the lower strata.

^i'hc following tabic may illustrate the relations :

—

liurope.

llhmt.

Keuper j
Up'per Trian

Grt^s bigarr^ 1

Bunt.-Saust. J
Lower Trias

Lower Gondwauas in India.

( Panchet pump.

\ (hloru and Iveptilia),

f Damuda group.

1 Flora only.

7.,

(

Coal-nioasuros in Australia.

Upper coal-measures. All the

strata, as 1 omnnevated them

abovi* uiub'v 1, 2, 2, d, 5, fi.

Flora only.

Carlionifcrous h. Lower coal-measures.

Carboniferous Strata below.

Devonian P Qoonoo-Qoonoo*

VII.*—Flora of the Jabalpur group in South Rewah, near JabalpIjb, and in the

Satpura basin.

The Jabalpur group, as indicated in a former note (anfe^ p. 29), is that upper portion of

the Goudwaua series covering a large area in South Rewah and also in the Satpiiras, the two

being almost continuously connected by a narrow outcrop skirting flui intervening area of

overlying trap, and passing through Jabalpiir at the head of the Narbada valley. It dc'rivos

its name from the place where its fossil plants were first and best known, i. e., Jabalpur.

Although the stone in which the plants are preserved differs in each of the three

positions just named, the fossils tliemselve.s do not, pkiinly showing tliat wo liavc to deal

witli but one formation. These beds wen' formerly placed on a common liorizcm W'ith those

of Rajmahal and Kach
;
but, as I have already indicated, these must he s(*parated into two

groups, an older typified by the Rajnialial grouj) (in the Rajmalial Hills and luiar Golapili,

Godavari District), and a newer containing the Kach series, to which the Jabalpur group

belongs, the fossils of both being identical.

The fact of the Kach and tlic Jabalpur strata being placed with the Rajmabal group,

which has long since been recognised as most probably Liassic, \vould, however, sliow tliat

troiu the first the fossil plants of Kach have not been coTisidored of so young an age as bsw

lately been inferred from some of the associated marine fossils. AVlieu 1 examined the, Kacli

flora I waa not acquainted with that of the Jabalpiir grou])
;
but allbougb geographically

intermediate between Kach and Rajinabal, and th\is ])ivsuinably likely to exhibit, a blending

of the flora had there been any eommuiiity of horizon, as was formerly supposed, the tJabal-

piir flora is specifically the same as that of Kach, .and confirms the eoncilusioii.s 1 had arrived

at regarding the age of the rocks. Some recent discoveries in the Godavari region,* where

Jabalpur plants have been found together with reptilian remains and liassic fishe.s, tend

to support those conclusions, as opposed to the impression madt; from the Cephalopoda ofibo

Kach strata.

• liufc'hcis. «
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The flora of the Jabalpur ^roup is more numerous Ilian thaf ot Mip Kach hods, hut it

exhibits the same character aud some of* the same peeiiliavitios. I will proceed now to

describe the plant remains.

uiseta ceje.

As in Kacb, we find also in the Jabalpur p*oup a i-ompbdo want of any plants of this

order; but 1 think the j urassi c period, above the lin s, did not. on tlic whole, abmind in

equisetaccous plants, the scarcity of them als(» marldn^ thi* whole ci ' iaceo us epoch until

they become a^aiu more frequent in the tertiary rocks

Even in our liassic Ilajmahal p:roup tlu' equiM‘ta<v(.us ])]{iut ^ were very rare and

represented onlv' by Ett/nKihalciitiCy Sehiinp., from 1bi' ltn|Miahal Hills; wbib' in

the Panchet <?roup and Damiida series the frequence of e((iii^etaccous plants is represented

by the very triassie Schizoumra, Schimp.

E. Fir.fCES.

In the Jahal[)Ur grou}) ferns ur<* much more In-queut ibau in Kacb, and altoinfetlicr

lu‘tter preserver], the roch heini; less sandy and mieact'oiis. W itb the new s]>etaes I will ^ivc

a short dia.i,mosis and will indicate shortly the relations, md oiuittiu.:;^ relatioiis with older

fossils than j u ras sic,

I .— Sm ENouT r.i: 1

1

)es .

There is only one species closely allied to a form in hhirope only known in the oolite.

1.

—

Sj)Jicnopfc)*is argnla, Lindl. and Ilntt.

Tli(‘r(‘ is little doubt tliai our specimen must be referred to this sjx'cies, its jj^rcater size

only made me besitate to idenlily it completely, but the wliolc habit aud form of the leaf, &c.,

ii^rec. From the Salpura basin.

IT.—NEUIIorTERTDES.

None of the real Nenropieris have boon found, but tlicre is another plant wliich is

generally brought in connection with Neitroptcr'idet;

;

it is a Cgcluptena, Bgl., and belongs to

that division, distinguished by the name Baiera, Braun., which does not indicate more than a

mesozoic Cgcloptens^ Bgt.

!•

—

Cgclopteris lohata, Fstin. [Compar, Cgclojpt. {Bajera) digitata^ L. and H.]

Folia semicireularia, hasi emanjinata^ cordata {?) margine lohale^ lohis {laciuiis) ut

videtur deniiculatis ; nervis e haaifoLiornm radiatim usy[uc ad margincm eggredientibiis,

dichotowiSf ramulis repetito furcatis.

This species already considered by Dr. Oldham a Cgclopicris belongs indeed to this

genus in the real sense of Brongniart’s CgvlopterU, oi which scuno mesozoic forms were

Ruhsequently ranged with Baiera, Br.
; while those specimens Irom the Uajinabal Hills, which

I have culled Cgclopieris Oldhami, Istm.,* belong to the sub-genus Cordiopitcris, Schimp.

Our specimen from Jabalpur resembles that form described by Dr. Schenk as Ficranop-
ierh Fomeri, Schenk,f which is also a Cgclopteris and from vbaiticbeds. The only

difference I see is in the slightly thinner veins. On the other hand it is scarcely to be

distinguished from Cgclopt. {Baicra) dlgltata, L. and IL, from the lower oolite in

England ; especially Lindley and Hutton, pi. GJ, f. 1, and Bronguiart, Hist. d. vdgdt., tab.

Cl bis., f. 2. Our specimen seems to me not to be so deeply lobed.

* KocordH, Geol. Surv., Ind., 1S7«, Vol. IX, 2 p. 35.

t I'lura dcr Grcuzsthichtua, Atc., lbG7, p, PI, XXI, f, U,
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p»ctty frequently rojueseiited
; it also occurs both in Klicll Hlld

W

Kajinaliial seriea.

Group of A1etkopterU WhiUnjcnsis^ (Jo|»p.

Two forms roprosenf this f^roup, wfuc/i is I'ssontiully lower Jurassie.

1.

—AleLhnpiei'is M(Alicofiiaua, OMh.

J^ronde friplnafa, ptnuU rmiotif: 2>iftcnfihuK, pinnuli.t infn/ris. .sfriafis'

;

r httsi lalimr

lanOf‘olatis\ antminatos hast paitlam suhdcnfrrcutllais, fere rout inifcufihifs. Nirn> nudtn

ditifinrt'i^ nereis seetendariis sub au(jido aculo a<f^redieniUnis dichtifomis.— (DIuL^iiosis

liy me).

Tjiis specimen was recognised already by I>r. Oldlnini as difl’erinu: from flu' olliers of

tins <?ronp. Ho projjosed llu* name as above, wbieb T will not ebane^e, ulthouj;b it has

never been publislied, and I find it only in pencil on tin* original drawing.

Our species diflers from tb(‘ allied I'ornis in i]\e 2>iniin/<(\ wliiidi beo’in with a broad base,

but. be('.ome much iiarrow<'r, icivim; th(‘ wliole plant a pe-euliar appcMiaiiee
;

it may bi* eloselv

allied with Peeopt. (igaia, I’iiill.*

2.

—Alcthopteris Whilhiinisis^ Gdpp.

This species we know already from J^ae/i in tin* present reijion it is moia* cojnmon

and espc'caally in the I’orm described flu’iiicrly hy Hroni^niart as Pi'captieris (nntisff wliieli

has, however, already been united by Unjj^ei* and others with Alcthopteris M hitbi/eusis^ t/bpp.

As I hav(? said, JVI. SchimperJ ])laccd all these related forms to the ^roup AUthopU ros

Whithpensisy Gopp., considering it a truly Jurassic type.

Mr. Sa]»orta has done the same; only he established for all these allied forms u new
genus, Cladophlchisy Sap., which would then contain the following species :

—

Alethopteris Rossertiy Aleth. Whitbyensisy dendatn, Phillipsly harbiirnpusisy artpitUy

receuiior, nehhensisy ^'c., establishing for all these a clo.se relation, as X have shown in

my Kach flora.

Our specimens of Aleihopt, Whithifemis, Geipp., are from the Satpura basin.

•X .—JPeeopteris comp. Murrayana,
A specimen from Jabalpur recalls this lower oolitic species. I fomul the snuu*

determination written by l)r. Oldham on the original drawing, whicli I will use in my
detailed paper.

Of the Pc.ropterldeSy therefon*, all three species indicate a lower oolitic age.

One is also found in liach.

IV.—TjENIOrTKRlDES.

Only some fragments represent this family, indicating one of those forms whirl)

Schimper placed in his subgeiius Macrolteniopterisy reserving Taniupferls foi‘ tlie

Ralatozoic forms
; amongst these, however, are also some w hich could he taken as Muero-

I'f^niopterisyisnAiimp. I only recall the specimen described thirty years ago hy Giitbieras

* I'hilUps’ Gooloiry of Vork'^lilrc, III IMit., PI, VII 1, t, 71-

tlUst.d Uvj',., 1H2S. PI 110,1 1

} Trail, do Pul, Vyl, 1. p. jWi,
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Tauuojiferis ahnvrinUf Gutb.,’**' and which also Schimper has placed with Tauiopteris, B^t.

But Dr. ytcr/.elf in Chemnitz, finding this species very closely allied with the rhsetic
Aluvrot. fijautea^ Schenk., and with the liassic species from the Itajmuhal Hills \^Macrot,

htfa, Oldli. jVlor., Macrot, ]\ttt.'idfo/ia^OVWi. Mor. (not Bunbury),and Macrnt, Morrisiy OldU.

(<tnly })artly)] has ri'gardod it also as Macrotcrnfitpitris, Schiinp. Dr. Sterzel says about

these species, so closely allied with Tieninpl. ahnormiSy Gutb., tlnxt there is scarcely any
difl’erence and only tin? formation separates them. For me it is u great satisfaction to

see forms, wliicli 1 liav(i declared to be liassic, so nearly related with a Permian one,

Tlie close relationship of Macrot. laitiy Oldh. ]\Ior., Irom the Ilajmahal Hills with Mavroi,

ffigauleuy Sclnaik., from vhajtic, 1 mentioned already in my first nole,J and will discuss

it more closi-ly in my Bajmahal Flora.

Altogether, Maernfinuopierisy Schimp., contains mostly representatives of lower

jurassic forms.

1.

—

Murrolivniopterls Satpurensis^ Fstm.

Pronde htfistiiinay vf vidttnr ivnera; nendts seenndariis approximaiis, rectissimis,

phn'inn,s indivisis non nnilis sotum Jiu'catis.

Our specimen is quite fragmentary—only a portion of tin* leaf-surface is preserved,

—

but (he veins ar<‘ so ])eculiar that it ean he distinguished by this charaeter—of course

scai'ccly as a ])eculiar s])ecies, only as a variety
;

it is rather related with those forms

described from tin* Jtajmahal Hills, which diilVr only in having the veiialion more &eparated.

Our specimen is from the i^iaijntru haain.

V.—Djctyopteriues.

Genua : Saoknoptekts, J>gt,

1.— S(ig{ nojdcris romp. Phillipai, Liinll. Si Hull.

Liiulley and Hutton first (leserihe<l this species as G h/sfiopC. P/iii/ipai,^ whWQ VroL

l^hillijis has nu'ulioued it. as J^eropt. paueifoUa
.\\

In his last edition of the Geology

of Yorksliire, however, he uses tlie name (iJossoptcria PhiHipsL T^. ct II. In J\I. Brong-

niart’s Hist. d. veg., ])1. (J.’l, f. 2, we fiml also two ligures of (Jfo.^aopt. J*/nNipsi, L. Si JI.,

agreeing only with Fliillip's iigun^ (III. edit., pi. Vlll)
;
and both of these differ from

Limlley and Hutton’s original ligure.^l

Later, Brongniarrs and PhiHi])'s figures have been corro(dly placed by Sebenk and

Schimi)er again in iSagmo/dcris, Bgt.,** as Sagenopf. P kill
i
paly »Schenk.,tt wliere Bindley

and Hutton’s variety is to be jilaccd alsi>. But. ts\*liiini»ei' does not mention that Sagenop^

feris begins, as is known, in the r luetic and continues in the lower oolite.

Lately I snce{*edeil in getting some species of Sagenopicris out of the Damudas, one

of which is slrikiiiglY near to iSagenupt. rhoifolia, Bresl., from rluetic (see further on).

* Gutltior; ViMstoiiior ujism, ote., lH,a7, I, p. 7173.

t .lalirb. f. Tklui. Ccel. I’alauut., 1S70, L’bcr die Tifuioptcrideu v. Chemuilz, i>. 309, ote., pi. v, vi.

lt«v. Clcol Surv. Ind., Is70, N. U.

§ Eoss, EloinortJr. Hnt., Vol, I, pi. 03.

II
Geolofjy et’ Yorksliiro, I and Jl t*du., Tab. Vlll, i‘. 8.

% Vol. I, pi. 0,3.

*• Flora dcr (irouzsrhicbtt’u, p. 1(U.

tt AUo Count Cusp. Sternberg in FI. Yorw, 11., p. 165, knew tiro name Sagenopt, .
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From tho »]abalpur group thc*ro is a pinna, of which tlic veins are (lis]>os<*il in the

same manner ns in Sagenopt. PhilHim, especially in Brongihavt's figure 2, tab. (Hist.).

Our specimen is narrower and longer, the midrib (piite disviui-t, the secondary veins

passing out of il at an acute, angle, are once or twice dicliotomons, and join again (juite

close to the margin. From Jahalpilr,

In considering tlie ferns found in the Jabalpur group, we have mostly such forma

as are found in Europe in the low^er oolite, thus :

1.

-^Sphenopieris comp, argnia, L. & H.—In England a lower oolitic species.

2.

—'Cpclopteri^s' lohata, Fstni.—Nearly identical with Cyclopiei'is digitata, L, H.,

which is low'cr oolitic in England.

3.

—Alcfhopteris TThithpensifi, (hipp,—A lower oolitic species in England.

4.

—Pecopieris comp. Mtirrngana, Bgt.—In England a lower oolitic species.

5.

— Sagenopteris comp. Phillipsit Schenk.—A Iowan* oolitic species in Euro))e.

o.—crcjPEA CEJE.

In the Jabalpur group we find the Ct/oadearea’ pretty abundiint, more so than in

Kach, and with other genera ;
but here again the genus Ptilvphglhim, j\Iorr., is found.

Some of the species arc true lower oolitic forms; one is liassic.

I.—ZAMlKiE.

This family alone is represented in the Jabalpur group, hut very fr(M]ueutly. T shall

use the generic n;vm(*s as Schimper used them in his Paleout. vegetule, ami as they are

also generally acknowdedged.

1.

—Podozamiies (Zamia-Zamites) lanceolatus, L. TI.*

There occur very many detached leaves, long and lanceolate, angustate a little at

their base, acuminate on their apex, and wdth ninnerous veins. They are identical with

Zamia. lanccoIafa,'\i L. & IT., or Podozamiies lanccolalus, Scthimp.J

This is a low^er oolitic species, where it has the same place and importance that

Podozamiies distansy Pre.si.§ has in the rhmtic; the veins of tho latter, however, are

rarer and thicker.

We know this species from all three districts—South Eewah, Jabalpur, and Sutpiira

basin.

2.

—Podozamiies spalhulaitis, Fstra.

Eoliis hreviorilmSf ovalo lanreolalls, hast attenuatis, spathulaiis^ nervis paucis,

simplicihus.

This form is shorter, ovate towards the apex, and the veins are more distant from

each other ; in this character this species approaches more to Podoz. distaus, PresL, of tho

rhffitic. From South Ihuvah

—

3.

—Podozamiies JSacketi, Fstra.

Fofis. Flora of Gr. Brit, Vol. IIF., pi. 19-1

t Trait, d. Pal. Vol. II, p, 159.

1 Presl. in Sternberg Ver. 11, p. UW, Tab. 41, f Ij Schenk. Flor, d, Grenzsclvicliteu, p. 159, Tab, 35, f. 10. etc,

Schimper Pal, Vol, 11, p, Itlo.
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Froyidc lai ’nisculds rharkidc crassiore^Joliotis (pinnis) approa'imatis^ ohlonge lan(ieola-‘

its, acHm'nmtls^ hasi angusfafis, xubopposUL^, oblique iihsertis, nervis creberrintis^ ut

vidi'fny slifiqjtivihus ; media in parte costa subdislincta longitudinali e hasi usque ad

apffdii purrente.

Two s])i*cimeT)s of this spocios have Leon l»rou»i;lil by Mr. Hackct, which differ from

tlu* former in the arranj^ement of the Iea\ea, their form, the rigidity and disposition of

tlic veins.

Our specimens n.re so closely allied to Mr. McCoy’s Podozamites Barklgi,* that the

want of 11 (lecurreiif leaf-hiise and the presimce of but one longitudinal rib constitute the

only dilTerenee. Jty tiu* want of the decurrent Jcal-has(‘ our specimens have loss resemblance

to an Araucaria [or Jioivvnia) than Mr. McCoj'a. (See loro nt.)

The Australian sjx'cies is from the Ttdlarine beds (Victoria), wliich Mr. McCoy con-

.sid<‘r,s as mesozoic- (txiIiticK in which I think he is right.

Our s])('elmcns ar*' from the Sal pnra basin, and are nami‘d after Mr, Ilacket (of our

Survry), who colli‘< ted tluui. It is of importaiict*.

1.

— Ofozamitc^ ///sl'gd (Oldhntn sjk) Kstm.

[Ziunifrs Ihslo/d] ()|(lh.,— label on specimen.)

The ircniis Ohizamifrs is frequent enough in the Jahalpnr group, together with

Ptilophpfhno, ]\Torr, Tlu' species above is a very good oms and lias been named so by Dr.

<Mdliam for wliich leason 1 have kept the sp<‘cific nanuq ])lacing it among Oiozamites

to u lilch it appears properly to belong. Then* i.s, Jiowever, no (h'serijition of this s])i*eies

iinyu]i<>r<'. 'I'lic name is written only with pencil on tlie label of the specimen. Tlio diagnosis

J give mvseil*.

Fidiis lafiirsrul/s^ apirem versus aflniuatis ; rhacliidc vt vidciur fenui
:

q^ianis

rbarhidfs superjlcieni trgcufihus, altcrnanfihas, bast Jaf/orihus. apiertnque t^ersus aftenu-

((ofi/iits, ajdre paulo svrsitni iururvafis (>hfosi-< ; bast obtuse auricufafaZiudisiincta cordata,

puneto Huo iantum inserta ; nervis e hasi radtaliin in folia eurrenlibus, distincte repetito

J'uj’ccdis.

In tlie form of the leaf-base and iti the manner of insertion, it resembles quite closely

Ofozauiites (Juldiici, ltgt.,t but the leaves are much shorter and more obtuse.

Tn the Kacl) llora I have described (me form a.s very near to 0/oz. (toldiai, Dgt., from

Kukurbit ; it, may stand between our Otoz. llisJopI, Oldh. sp., and the true Otozamites

Ciohliai, Jlgl.

Our spc'cimen is from the Sber river, Satpura basin.

Ilesides this species there arc several other species of OtozainiteSj Br., of which I will^

only mention one as important.

2.

— Otozamites comp, gracilis (Kiirr sp.) Sehimp.

Kurr described this species first as Zamifes gracilis ;% it is from the schist with

Posidouia of the Vpjier Lias near Olimden in Wnrtemberg.

Schimper described it as Otozamites^ and this is the only s]>ecics with which ho could

compare our
^

id Iurn. He says in his Palcontologie v(ig(^tale: “ Cette espece rappelle

* Prodroitius of the Pal of Victoria, Dooiulo I, p. 33, PI. Vlll. f. 1, 2, 6.

t Saporta : Yoiiri't foas, do Franco, Palcontulojfje IViiny. PI. XCV. f. 1, from lower oolite ia Dug'laod, Yorkshire*

J Kurr: lieitraife zur Flora dor Jural, W urtembergs, 1846, p. II, pl. I, i. i,
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un psu Is ffsnre PtilophylluTn des Indes. * And we have this liassic species in our Jabalpur

group, which is of the same age as the Kach series.

There are about three or four specimens which closely resemble Ptilnpkyllum ctUchenset

Morr. ; but they have no decurrent leaflets ; the base of the leaflets is a little broader, sub*

auricled, and subcordate, attached by the middle of the base only, the veins radiating in the

leaflets, and forked within
;
the leaflets closely set, alternating, having evidently all the

characters of OtozamHes, Br., in which class Schimper has therefore rightly placed it. Dr.

Oldham had alread}^ determined it correctl3\

It still further proves the early age of our Jabalpur and Kach series. Our specimens

are from the Sher river in the Satpura basin.

1.

—

Piilophyllum, Morr. (Palceozamia. FndL).

This common genus of the upper portion of the Oondwaua series occurs, and shows

again the relation of this group with the oibers as belonging to t\»e same epoch. Ptiloph,

acutifoUumy Morr., is the prevailing form.

The only related form of Ptilophylhim. Schimper finds, as I mentioned, with the

liassic Otoznmiten gracilis (Kurr.), Scdiimp., and just this g“mis is the most prevailing and

most characteristic of the upper jiortion of the Gondwana serie-s.

Onr specimens of Plilophtflhdn are from Safj>ura hasin.

1.— WUliarnsouia conf. gigas^ Carr.f

1 have had occasion to mention this interesting and important genus from ibe Kach

series, tlie Uajmahal series in the Rajmahal Hills, and from Golapili. It occurs also in the

Jabalpur group.

In pi. 53, f. 15, Mr. AVilliamson gives a .scclion of the n‘.'^:ioj‘ed involucrnm. with

smooth pyriform axis siipjiorting a superlieial layer of oblong cells arranged vertically on

its outer surface, iiud with this our .sjKNnmen from the Jabalpur group agri'e.s <jiiite well,

only that the laycn* of cells seems to be broader in tin* upper part., Outside, sevfM’al of the

lanceolate seales are well sctni. I will range onr specimens provisionally as IVilliamsvnia

giyas, Carr. Fnnn the Satjmra laisiii.

We have thendbre amongst the Cycadmeeu' the following sp(‘cles of gri'iit inijiortanco :

1.

—Pudozawifes hnict ohifus, L. A H. sp. Very frcMjiicnt in all three dislricls
; a

lower oolitic sjiecics in England ; rejn’csented in the rliietic by l^udozam. distans, Prcsl.

2.

—Podozamites Hacleti, Fstm., from the Satpura l»asiu. ^Nearly identical with the

Australian Podoz. liark lt/i, McCoy from mes()7A>it’ (oolite).

3 .— Ofozamifes comp, gracilis, Kiirr.,J; from the Satpura basin. In Europe an upper

liassic form, related a little to Piilophyllam, Morr.

4.—Ptilophyllum aciUifuUum, Morr., from the Satpura basin. Prevailing in the

P.ajmahal series.

6.— WiUiamsdnia comp, gigas^CiiYY., from the Satjmra basin. In England sjiecially

a lower oolotic species.

• V(»l 11.. V. 171.

t William.^on : Transact. Linn. Soc. Vo! XXVI, PI. fi2, .511. CiurulUors Tnintfaut Lmu. Sec., \ul. XXVI.

4 Also Dr. DldUam dcUioiiucd it to be tUiu spu'en,
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B,—CONIFER^:,

Tn th is class are a^ain some very typical lower oolitic plants, as we have found also

in Kach
;
one species expressing the relation of these beds with the other nieiubers of the

upper portion of the Gondwana series.

1.

—Palissya hidica, Fstni.( Oldh. Sc Morr. sp.).*

Ramu difiiiaids alternantihua, fatiaf is, foliis Ihuanhus 'patentihns alter?iis, in put-

vinulo decun^entihns distinctissima scssilihus ‘nerao dlstincto e basi vno sutais duobits

pro fundioribus limitato (loiictificatione non obvia).

Of the same ])lant which Dr. Oldham and Prof. Morris figured from the Rajmahal

Hills, and which 1 found later among the ICaeh flora and Iroiu (Johipili, some very good

specimens occur also in the J.ibalpilr group, one of which MM. Oldham and Morris figured

already in their llajniahal Flora (1. e.) as Tuj'oditvs indirns,0. Si M. Hut later Dr. Oldlumi

himself recognised it to be a Potissj/a, and T will use his specilic name, lint :is M.M. Oldham

and Morris have given no diagnosis, nor any descripiion. 1 su}>ply llu* want, il is very near

to ralissjjii Ilrouni, Eudl., from the rhietic. From the Satpiira basin.

2.

—P<r//.v.syr/ Jabatpurensis, Fstm.

Ritnds (fisfirlds ( /) ; rnr.ssiio'ibns fofiortnif putcinKlis Irrtls ramtdis f(di<(fis : folds

fpqut(libns, ohlongv litnarohUo-ovalituts, pidcntibits, ramoftascufis : basi constriefts,

distinrttf d CKcrcntibiis, palcitutlis obtonjfis insidenttbus : nvrv(t at vidatnr nnuo medio.

Amends in rerfis.

This species is very oharaeloristle of f he J aba Ip'ir group, and, till now, known only in

it; il, has the sanu', import,anee here as VaUssna confcrt(t, Fst.m., in tin' K.ijmalial series.

Through this species ami one other «*ouilerous plant { A nmfcart lies' Ka^dtensis. Fstm h 1 have

recognised the Ceratodus beds of the (Jod.ivari region as bt-longing t«‘ our duiiulpiir

group-t From Jabalpur.

J .—Rrachyphgllum rnamiflare, L. X II.

J take this fossil in tlie simse of Limlley ami Hutton
[J],

wlm (igured oti Fi. 1 SS and 211)

two sjieciineiis. Mr. Sehim])(‘r thought these form'' dith'r-'ut IVoni tha! ih'M.ril-ed h\ IJumg-

niart and e.illed the Hritish sjieeies lirachiipbgldnn PhiJdpsi. Sehimp §, still 1 take

these sjiecimeus to be lirachypltgllmn ma milfare. L. IT.

Our speeiinens are pretty frequent ami do not differ in anything from the English lower

oolitic species. Dr. Oldham himxdf has alreatly wiitten on the figure.-' o I .some sjieeimeus,

wliieli 1 foiiud drawn, the delermiiuition ; Brachiiphtldnni mamithu't, \i- S. if., which they

really are. From Jabalpur.

4.—Echinosfrohus erpansns, Sehimp.

Of this species, so frequent in Kaeh, several speeimens oei-ur. t)ne speei illy is very

well pre.served, showing a pretty large branch with bram-hlets and llu* eliaraetcristie leiive^^.

It is much more eomplete tlian any of those from Kaeh, and. I sliould say, tlian any of those

figured. While our .specimens from Kaeh agns* imwe with Phillip.-'’ figures ||. this spoeiinen

from the Jabiilpur group agrees bettrn' witli Sterubergs^j

• j'WfC'if, OMh.. Morr U.'ijin Fioni, IM XXXllI. f. 0 -Figure oul>.

t See Mr llusrhos Kee eJeolosr sur. In d
, ls7(i, N HI,

% Poi.8. Flor i)f Gr. Brit., PI. ISS. 2Ja.

§ Palwontol II. Vol., p.

II
Geology of \oik.'<hire, ed HI. Kd . pi v- f. «.

% V*rB emtir FI. d Vorw. 1. Tab, ys, f. l. 2.
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From Soutli Tlewab anil the Saipura basin.

5 .—Aranvarites Kar/iensis, Fstin.

I t^ave this name to seeds wbii'b were pretty frequent amonej the Kach fossils and

whieh are very closely allied to Mr. Phillips’ Winj^ed seed,"* described later by Carruthers

as belonj^ing to Ai(iHr.arif.<\^, with the name A/'aurar, Phillipsi. (?a,rr.t Those from

Kach I called Ara uraritrs hachensix, Fslm.,J in order to distinguish them, ulthou^h they

are very like those from Eiij^’land. In the .labalpiir ^roup they also occur very frequently,

and they are the same as in Kach, so that I shall call them by the same name.

Besides P<disxj/(i JLihalpurenslx, Fstin.. Mr. lliii^hes found this spci’ies in the Wurdha
conl-lield, near Nawj^aon. I was. therefore, able to determine this <^roup with cortaiuty.

From South Kewah, Jabalpur, anti the Satpura bahin.

Besides these species mentioned, there occur some more coniferous plants that seem to

be peculiar, although .illied with one or the other of those described.

Amongst the coniferous plants then' are, therefore

—

1.

—Palisxya indica, F.stm.—an Indian type.

2.

— Palisxt/a JahuJpurcnsix, Fstm., characteristic of the group.

3.

—Prachyphynum mamUIarey L. A; II.

4.

—I.'r/iiiioxfrohux ejTpansus, Schinq).

5.

—Arancnrltes Kachensix, Fstm.—the three last are lower oolitic forms in

England and elsewhere.

Altogether I have now mentioned nineteen species of fossil plants, which may rise to about

twenty-four or a little' more when 1 add the species a.s yet not mentioned. 1 would lu're only

discuss those that are best determined and correctly compared with other well known forms.

From these nineteen mentioned species there are

—

a ,—Identical or very closely allied with English lower oolitic species

—

1.

— Cych>pff^rix Jvhata. Fstm.,—scarcely dilferent from Cydopievix JivLu^ra diyitaia,

L. A H.

2.

—Ah'thoplcrix XPhithyenxis, (idpp.

3.

—Peropterix Murrayana, Bgt.

4.

— IS(i(p^nopfrrix romp., Phillips, Schenk.

5.

— Sphevopterix romp, avguta, L. A 11.

().—Podozamitex lanrrolafux, L. & 11.

7.— Williamxonia romp, ytyas, Carr.

B .—Prarhyphyllum mamillare, E. & FI,

9.— Echinustrobux expanxux, Schiiup.

10.—Araucaritex Karhensix, Fstm., near Araucar, PhiUipxi^ Carr.

Of the other nine species there are

—

h .—An upper liassic form :

—

l.— Otozamitex gracilis

t

Kurrsp.—from Upper Lias nearOhmden in Wurtemberg—
the only ally of our Plilophyllum^ Morr.

• (ipolopry of Yorkphire, TI. Edition, PI., x., f. 6.

i Carrufhors, Geolosr. Muji-az., ls«w. Vol. VI., p. tJ, 1*1. IJ, f. 7—-S,

I Kach Flora, Puljpoutol, luUlra, l67d.
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r.—An Australian type

1 .—Podozamiies Hacketi, Fstra.—strikingly close to Podnz. Barhlyi^ McCoy—
from Ballarine Rocks (Mesozoic—Oolitic) in Australia.

Two species are Indian types

1.

—PiilojihyUnm acutifolium, Morr.—in the whole range of the Upper Gondwana

series.

2.

—Falissija indim, Fstm.—common in the upper portion of the Gondwana series,

ns in Kach, and in the Rajinahal Kills and Golapili.

e.—One species is peculiar to the group.

1 .—Palissya Jtthaljuireusis, Fstm. Known only in these beds.

There are therefore— *

10 species lower oolitic.

1 upper liassic.

2 of Indian types.

1 e}iaraei<‘ristic of the group.

1 Australian (oolitic) type.

The other four are pcculiur, but more or less allied with those already mentioned.

If we compare this flora with the other Indian local floras, it has the nearest relation

with that of Kach.

Species identical with those in Kach

—

1. Alethopieru Whitbyensin, Gopp.

2. Ptilophyllum acufifolluTn. Morr.

8. Williamsonla, Carr, genus.

4. Pa/ifssya indica, Fstm.

6. Pchinodrobus cj'pavsits, Schinip,

6. Araucariiei Knchensis. Fstm. (abundant).

Species identical with those of the Rajnuihul series—
1. Sphenopfrris arcfiita, L. A, 11, (an oolitic species).

2. Vtilophyllum acutifolium, Morr. (Indian type).

8. WiUiamsonia, Carr, genus.

4. Palissya indica. Fstm. (Indian tpye).

Species identical with those in the beds with Ceratodus, &c, in tlie Godavari region;

only two species have been found, and both are Jabalpur forms—

1. Palissya Jahalpunensis^ Fstm.

2. Araucarites Kachensist Fstm.

From these considerations the following conclusions may, I think, be drawn

1. The prevailing fossils are essentially of such kind as we find generally in lower
oolite, agreeing with those from Yorkshire; we will therefore have to
consider our Jabalpur group also of the same age. This conclusion ia

strengthened

—

2. By the occurrence of one distinctly liassic species, Oiozamites gracilis,

Kurr sp.
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3. By the occurrence of the same group in the \Yurtl\\a ct^uhfioU with fisti and

reptilian remains, hitherto believed to be liassic.

4 . Amongst the Indian local floras that of the dahjilpur irronp has most species

coiamon with the Kach flora, suggesting tlieir close convspoiuleiice as to

age, so that

—

6. AW conclusions which can he arrived at about the age of the Jabalpur group

may so far be also applied to tbe Kach series.

Remains of Lepidoiua and of IItjpero(htpedon have also been found in tbe Curattnitat

beds, indicating tbe same liassic formation.

In a greyish-red lino sandston*' heneath the Ceraloduit beds of Kota Mr. King found

some plant remains which I think to be PaVtsai/ii von/rrfa, Fslin. This sp(M;i(‘s Ixung

characteristic of the llajmalial scries, it would seem that this horizon also may be distin-

guishable in that region.

I may here remark that from a cuisory ins]»e«dion 1 liave made of tbe Kach collections,

I do not think they will bear out the iiiferenees based upon the Crp/iaiojjoda as to the

Titboiiian horizon of the upper members of the series.

VIII.—Descriptions of new' .\ni) disctssions of 8f»ME aekkady known but
IMPORTANT SPKCIKS FROM THE (iONDWANA ISeUIFS.’^

In the following pages are given the deseri})tion.s of some new speeie.s, wlii(d> to

the date of the publication of my former paj)ers weio not known to im*, although Ibr some

years in our collections. During the thorough n'arrangiMUfmt ol’ the Musuem they have

been found, and prove very important for Wirther evidem e as to the (hdermiriation of age.

Also some species, which were already formerly known, but which occur again in better

specimens.

A.—A neir Bhfpt 'icforyn of Pierop//tf/him, Bgt,, in the Hajinalml JllUs,

Amongst those s])ecies wliich are described by Oldham and Morris,f w«* find ali’eady

Dne form whieh appro.'udies u rluetic species (/. e., Vtcroph. Priuoip,^, O, M., very near to

Pt. Braunsi^ Sch.) ; another has even eonneitlions in the Dermiaii formation.

I have now to report on anotlier rhjetie species

—

Ptey^ophyllum comp, py'opiiiqimm, Gdpp.

1844. Goppert Ebor foss. Cyi'adeen, etc. Verb. d. Bchlca. UenHlHcb., p i:i2 fl*,, Tub. 1, t’ 5.

1867. Suhenk : Flora dor GrouzNch , p. Zlt'n

In the above quoted paper Mr. Goppert described a true Pteroiih ylliim, (lopp., which

is especially remarkable by tbe distant, pretty equal leaflets, pa.ssiug out from the Itharhis

nearly quite straightly. He designated it iirst as from jurjissi<* rocks, wliich. however,

afterwards proved to be rhmlic (in cousequence of the examinations of Mr. Schenk and

F. Rimer).

Amongst the specimens of the older collection.s of Rajinahal jilants in onr Museum,
there is a (rather fragmentary) specimen, which by the form and disposition oi‘ tlie leaflets

can he compared only with Pierophyltum prophinaum^ Gdpj) 1 cannot di.scus.s it further

• I think it ncoosaary to join tliei»e desori]»tious bero m u bliori font., a;! I rotor to tbo R()o< io« in the

preceding pages ; they will, however, be desoribtd and lif^urod rnoro eluscly iu the special papers uu the ioeui tioraa.

t Palteuutoi. ludlca, ioeii : Flora of tbe Kajmahal Serieti in the Bajmabal Bones.



r «/H:imrns of .i tool from the Aa/M beds, am] also one specimen tom

the /hwiu'‘enj coehtiehi.

Sir C. Bunbury oiilltMl this Indiati T*hyUothccu Indhn but it is I’elated to tbo

iVoin t,b(‘ xjpr F.u (•(»}> l-tiolds in Anslnilia, I wieaii the beds above the lirst marine

fauna; and both are related with the Jdhtfllolhcca of M. de Zigno§ in the Italian Oolite.

"Notlun”; like this is known iti ihe IVrmian. This and the coal t'pocb have their

own ta\u'n>,etae,eons phvnls. The lk*rmian epocli has been rallier poor in equisetacoous plants,

while if is known ihnt tin' Ti'ias period j>rodnced them again very abundantly; in this

also our Dainnda series agr(‘(‘ with the Trias.

Tlie oeenvr<‘nce of tlie same real Ph HfUntheea {Ph. Tudica, Ihinb.) has not till now been

mentioned anywliere from the Hanigaiij coal-lield ; latelj' I discovered one S])ecimen of

this s])e<Mes.

Tlie great abumhinee of equisetaceons planls in tht‘ Paraiuhis, with prevailing

Sr/zlzin/rnre, .a triassie genus, and with ticeurrence of Ihe real PhyUotheca, so frequent in

the Italian Oolite, woidd thendbre again indicate rather a. mesozoic (triassiej age.

The same Phylfotfioca Aitsh'alis, Mc(k>v, is also knowm from A'^ietoria together with

'runiopUris Diti utrcei

,

MeOoy, wliieli latter m Q^><'^‘"''hiiid is considered as characteristic

of the meso/oic tnpper) coal beds.H

— 'I'anioptcridcs of the Damudas and their connexions.^

In my preliminary paper, mentioned above, I have already called attention to some
distinct forms of T<rniopfcris. llgt., which should indicate a eoTJiu'ction between the

Oamudas and tlic liajmahal Series. Since that time I have examined some other

.specimens, which prove lliis connection still more, whicn I will discuss now.**

a .—That s])ecles wliieh Sir C. Bnnhury figured 1. c. PI. X, f. 2, with the name Tceniop*

ieris Datnroides (/) MoClelh, is not, 1 think, correctly placed. I have got some otlier speci-

mens identical with thi.s tigurc, but they are no Ta-mopt. dameoidts'\^ (McClell.—Koyle.)

* Uofords (lool. Surv. Ind , lS7fi, N. a, p ca fV.

t Quiirt Jour. Gcol. Soo., XVII
, v Ha.", Pis. X and XI.

t Mi Coj, - Amuils ofXat. Hist ,
Vol- 20, p. 1.52 f.

§ Zi>nn* : Klor. toss. form. Pis, Vll, Vlll.

II
l>nintrpe (and (’arruthors) on the doolojcy of Queensland. Quar. Jour. Geol Soc., 1872.

Ti See furtlier on tho note on Mr. Wood- Mason’s fossils.

* Mr. lluKltos assured me several times that he brought some nice speeimeusof T<eniopterit duneeoidea, McClell,,

from RunigitnJ, but I never could find them in our collections.

ft Koyle lUustr. Hot. and oth. Nat. Hist, Him. Mount,, Tab. 2 : McClellaud : Report. 18l8-49j Tab, 15,
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Schimper • has shown another and perhaps more natural place for it
;
ho look it as

synonymous with TcRnio'pt, McCleHandiy 0. M., which he plucetl in hivs ;jf<'nus

ieridlum, Schimp. This view becomes quite probable if wo ccaupavo Sir C Ihinburv’s

drawing (1. c.) with Tceniopt. McClellandi, 0. M. ;t and the other specimens before me

seem to confirm the determination.

Sir C. Buuburys specimens as well as ours arc from KamfJti.

—Besides this there are from the Nagpur district (Kainthi) several specimens of a

much bigger TtPniopteris (Macrotteniopterls) which have some related f«)rms, ])ul which

yet seem to be different.

The top portion recalls especially Tfpuiopff'7'is' fata, 0. M.. 1. c.. PI. TV. f. IhT’l.V,

f. 2. But it belongs to the specimens with which it occnnvd. It recalls also a little

{Sir C. Banbury’s Glossopiens muscefolia, Bunb., l.c. It would agree (|uit.‘ well, only

that there are no an automones at the base of the veins in our spi'ciinens, which

Sir C. Bunbury states to have observed.

I therefore cannot identify the specimens under discussion with one or tlu' otin'r s|m‘.

cics mentioned, as there arc differences enough to establish a ucw .species, which 1 will

desciibe as following

MA^EOT^:^^lOl’TE^a8 Fkudkni. Pslm.

Fromlv ,shujiliri spado^sissima 2t) nn. lata, iff rfflrfar, orafa-rlaiiaafa-pHiplint ;

apice uhf'nsa, qnundo que emarqhiata, plei'umqitf' irrvcfiilanlt'r mrisut rr! dlrisa, von.sis-

ienda siihroriacnJiy roffla in propanlione ad Jnmdis lafiindinvm ac )n^\>j}fit ndiut-n} lanlnin

cvassiusrnla lotafilndinaliUr s(daht vnmpf'vssa ; ultihs .svonyidariis rn hnn imix (ciniUnfsi

summa in par!e (a/deem versus) snh auqulo acute eqqreita nd/ais, manjlnennfua twr.sus

plus sursient aveuatis ; in parte /‘rondis infcriare fere horizonfal'tlats inarffineni versus

paulo tantun sitrsnm inenrvatis sinrphdhus ae furealis aUernaufibus furcufione aut in

ipsa hasi ant quodam in parte han/Huilinis nerrornni endtihtfa.

I have named this veiy inhovsting sjiecies alter Air, J*'edd<m of our Surv{‘y, win)

C(dlect»'d it some years ago in Kanithi.

Onr species bolds n middle place bid ween the Permian Tfcniopt. {Marrot,) aloatrnfts^

(iijtb.. ainl tin- three spt'cies ol Maenttteniffptcris from the Jiajin.i lial Hills, aiul we have,

therefore, lu our d’riassic beds, hctwecii the Peiinian and .Jurassic. :i Mariutftenlnjift ris.

We have, therefore, the hdlowing sjiecies ol J\enfajjtens in onr llammlas

—

TcPniifptens ramp. Met'iellandiy O. Al., Irom Karnllii. Sij- (', P»unburv's 7b*“

nidpl. JJa/iauides / should he placed here—a Jta jnndial spccii's,

3Jarr(}ianiiapteris Dana-nidrs, Abd’h, (Po\h-);J;, iVoin Burdw.in (K’oyle)fnmi

dlicrra coal-tield (Hughes) and from llanig.ani, and IVoiu Bnrgo in tin* liajm.ilial

Hills (our coll.).

Maeroianiopi Feddeni, Fstin., the broadest form I Know.—From Kami hi.

If w’e compare the two l\faerotrrniopteddes of the Dmnndas with the I’enni.in and

the Itajmalial forms, we have the following series (regarding the dislam.’e of tin* veins) :
—

1. Macrotfpniopteris Danaoides, Me(M.— Huniuda.— (Tlie widest distance.)

2 JUaerot. lata^ O. M.— Kajinaiuil Hills.

3. Mocroi. Feddeni, Fstm.—Dammla.

4. Maerot. ahnnnnis, (inth. Permian.—(The narrowest distance),

* i'alvC'jiO . vc;;<''l ,
Vcl I. pHffi’ ><>.*(.

+ Uj’jtM.tiial riora, (Oldhani and .Morris), I'l 1, d.

1 be* I'urtlit'i Ml. Wcu't-M.njuii’ii i ollctliou.
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S.—A new Gangamopteris from the KamtKi beds and another from Karharbdri.

Of the pfenns GangamofterU^ which McCoy established for some transitions forms

between Cyclopieris and Glossoptcri,s, I described alreadj one species in mj first note on

the flora of the Daiimdas and the Tale-hir <^roup : I called it Gangamopt. cychpteraides,

Fstin.,* on account oi“ the niore Oyr/opt/'r/s-like form of the leaf. From the occurrence of

this species both in the Jiirakar and Tnlchir ^»'roups, I draw the conclusion that these

f^roups arc both of iln3 same as the Talcliir jcroiip contained little else than this

sj)eeies McCoy descrihi'd it first from some rocks in Victoria, where no marine fossils

occur, but where Ttmifpterin Dondrcei. Met^oy, is found, which latter in Queensland is

considered us cliiiractt*ri'<lio of the nicsozoic beds there. With these also l^hyllotheca Aus-

tralis, McCoy, occurred in Victoria.

Kow 1 havt! also from tlit‘ Kamihi beds very closely allied forms ;t they are, however,

much sTiialh'i', se«*m to liacc' :i thickei substance, tliick<‘r veins and wider venations, so that

1 will describe it, as a sp('cies of its own. Anotlier species, brou^dit lately by Mr. Wood-

Mason, i moution further in the note on the fossils he brought from Kaniganj.

GaNG,\MOPTKIII8 IIUGRESl, Fstm.

Frondr simpiid, rntnndi' orali, sub coriacea hast nt videfur subcordata, margine

inbrgra, mciliorrilcr loiiga, nia.viino spedmnir lO-xl cm. longa, 5 cw. Into; rhachide

rcl )r rru nod in uuUo ; uerns radial Ijn c lutsi ustjjfc ad marginem currentihns, arciiatis^

nonnnlis nttdns, out mbits parlc inferiori rrasduribus, dehinc omnibus repetilo furraUs
anas/omosandbus redia lallira. bredoru Jormantibiis.

J ha\e called this form ai'ter Mr. Hughes of oin Survey, who has already collected a

great many of interesting fossils from tlio Danuida .series.

Althmiiih de-erihing this fossil by a name of its own. I Yt‘t believe it related with that

s]>eeies from the lower Hamudas and the Talchii* group, i, c., Gangamopt. cgclopte-

owides, Fslm.

This again snpp(»ris, wlmt T have already supposed, tliat all the three sub-groups of the

Damudas, altliougli in reality existiiig, are yet of the same age, and that the Talchir

grtaip too is to b<‘ subi»amcd in tl>is epoch.

Another form must l)e mdioed IVuin l])e Karharbdri coal-tield , it is

—

(i ANG AMOPTEKIS ANGT-STIFOLIA, McCoy.

IS , ('tirloptfrin angvftifnlin, Wr oy Ann.'iln .nnU .Mag:jz of Xat. Hint
,
Vol ‘JO

18 , \Tuniiitmoy(eri« I'lodiuinc of Palwonlolo^ry of Vu'torin Don,

Amongst those specimens which, as I alreadv mentioned several times. Dr. Stoliezka

brouirht 1)0111 Karharbdd coal-li. ld, is al?,() a specimen which already at that time was

determined as (\tjcl)pl. angustijoha, McCoy, wiiich, however, is now by McCoy himself

ranged with Gangamojdcris, .McCoy.

This GangamopUris is in Victoria found in certainly mcsozoic locks, being as-sociated

with McCoy, n liich is charaoleri.stie of mesozoic rocks in Queeus-

larul.J

• Itoi-oidh Gcol. Siirv. Iiut, Is7t5, N. 3

t In n\\ Uvst ivipor im Oatnu-li To ^ Is (Uor G'ol. Surv. lad., 1S76, N. 3) there is wrongly written “ that the

apecimons from Kimpfi to iIk* same specicfi'* (us Gnuf/amopienf cycUpUroultf, Katni,). it elnmld b*

writttMi that tlu'\ belun;r t i ilw' siune ‘\gi'Kn>i ”

It l^aiutroc . tiuoiOK.' of C^ucouhIuuiI, Quar. Jour. Uuol. Sue., 1872.
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4.

—

Some other species of Sagenopteris from the Damuias*

The two species of Gangamopieris described above from tbe Damuda Series are
distinctly belonging' to that genus. But there are from the Damudas near Kunlachevu
in the Godavari district two specimens, about which I am not quite sure whether they
belong also to this genus or whether they are rather to be ranged with SaqenopferiK^
Bgt. They recall, it is true, somewhat Gangamopieris anguHifolm, McCoy,* but 1 am
not sure if this species too has not rather its place in Sagcnopteri/i, Bgt. 1 for my part
take those specimens from Kunlacheru as very near to Sagenopteris rhoifoliUt Brest., aa

there is scarcely any difference between them and the leaves of this species when they aro

detached. We have only to compare the detached leaf in Mr Schenk's Grenzschiohten,

PI. XI r, f. 4, with our specimens and vie find no difference.

Another locality of SagenopieriSf Pgt., is the Karharhari coal-field, the same where-

from I enumerah^d already four species of mesozoic and triassic age. There is a collection of

Karliarbari plants in our Museum since the year 1871, and l)r. Stolic/ka collected tluun.

Fern leaves are very frequent, with an evidently anastomosing venation, whicli, however,

does not pass out from a midrib
; the shape and the association of the loaves on the rock

urge us to consider the leaves as detached ones, which formerly have been attached to ono

common stalk. They ar(‘, as T suppose, evidently SagonojHvria, but difleriug in shape and
size from those hitherto described. 1 describe them as follows :

—

Saoenoptekis Stohczkana,

Fronde digitata
; foliis dngulis pedicdlo communi iimrtis, dcriduist lanceolato spa*

tltuhiiis^ 10 rm. longis, 35 mm, latis^ hast latiuscuUs^ sine pedunculo distinHo ; later*

alihus ut videtur in forma dijfercntihns, nemo medio indistinriut nereis secundariis sub

anguXo acutissimo ad marginem eumeniibus repetito dic/iotumiSf rvtia formaniitms

;

rctlbus inferiore ac medio parte majoribusj marginem versus^ minoribus, Fructificaihone

non obvia.

The leaves of this species differ in shape and size as well from Sag. Tlioifolia^ Presl.,

as from Sag. G’oppcrtiana^ 55igii., but it is allied with both, being a Sagenopteris,

I will not make any further discussions here—I will only sny that the genus Sagenop^

teris in Europe is known only in Khajtic and Lias, and that it has some connection with

Cheropteris, Karr., of the Keuper.

Perhaps also some species of Glos.<iopteris, Bgt., aro allied
; I mention, for instance,

Glossopteris acaulis, McClell., which should evidently be placed here, and I mentioned it

already as Sagenoideris, Bgt. The Tieniopteris, Bgt., with the real mesozoic aspect and
with connections in the Kajmahal Series would support the conclusions to be drawn from

the occurrence of Sagenopteris, Bgt.

Mr. W. T. Blanford i.s certainly right in saying that some of these ferns aro of wide

range ; but if we consider it nearer it should be said of the most fossils ; but I think also of

widely ranged genera some specie.s can be characteristic, and this is e.specially with the

Ticniopteris the case, even so with Sagenopteris and others, and if some of those genera

mentioned are of wide range, it is certainly the more the case with Glossopteris, so that

there yet remain for the Damudas the other species as

—

Macroteeniopteris Daneeoides, McClell., certainly mesozoic^ frequent.

Sekizoneura Gondwanensis, Fstm. (very frequent.)

Sagenopteris, two species—Rhsetic genus.

Neuropieris valida, Fstm.— (frequent.)

Voltzia acutifolm and Alhertia speciosa, Schimp.

• Jli'Coj ; I’rodroine of the Pul, of Viet., 11 Uecatle, PI. XI I i, ng». a,
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On thefour latter of these I will only remark that they in Euroyc are of iriassk age.

To those I add now a fifth

—

Voltzia hetero'phylla^ 1828.

1828. liroii^iiiurt : Prodrome.

1828. Ilistoire d(‘s fosn.

1843. Scliiinjier and MoTi<reot, : Moiiograf.

1870. Selihnpt'r : Paleont. veg^d.

Amongst the spochnoiis l)rou^hi by Dr. Stoliezhn from Karhariuiri are also three,

which are labelled Voltzia hctcruphylla, Bgl. I cannot know by vviioin tlie label wjxs

written, but it is certain tliat already, five years ago, this species was recognizi^d, but since

that time, no doubt overlooked. It is the more important, as this species is just from the

lower part of the Damudas, c., from the Larakar group.*

This species, as every body knows, is the most characteristic of the Trias, of course

in Europe only ; but I for my ])art do not give up the same age for it here in India also.

The discovery and determination of this plant agrees very well with those I later made
quite independently, as I found the Voltzia hetrrophylla, Bgt., which Dr. Stoliczk'a brought,

after I had written my first paper on the Damuda fossils.

As far as I know, there is nothing known like these or similai' plants from the

lower coal-mcasnrcs in Australia, and also in the upper portion is, bi'sidos Otossopteris,

(a genus of wide range) only Phyllothcca and the doubtful Veriehraria in common with

our Damudas, of which, however, the first genus is also in the Oolite of Italy pretty frequent,

aud the other Damuda fossils have also abundantly representatives in the mesozoic foi*ma-

tions of Europe.

So that with the same probability we can suppose a emninunication with Europe at

that early date of Indian life, aud this for the whole period from Trias till Oolite.

5.—Ctcadeous Plants in the Damuuas.

A.—Species of Na'ggeraihia, Stbg.

Already Sir C. Biiuhuryt doseribed from Kamthi a species with the name Nceggcrathia

Jlislopi, B., of which he knew several .specimens, but only one is figured.

Nepggerathia was formerly, as were many fos-sils, a disputed genus; hut already Sir C.

Biinbury (1801) himself took it rather as belonging to the as I think is now
generally acknowledged; and wo have in Noeggerathia n genus belonging to the Zamice.

1 will speak, therefore, first of Bunbury’s species.

1. Nmggeraihia Uulopi, Buub.

1861. Quar. Jour. Gcol. Soc., Vol. XVII, p. 334, PI. X, f. 5.

Sir C. Bunbury has figured only one specimen, which is rather fragmentary, from

Bharat-wada. From this locality also several specimens are in onr collection. All descrip-

tions, as Bunbury has given them, I can confirm. We have several fragments, from

which I can judge that the leaves have been about 14 cm. long, beginning wuth a narrow

base aud becoming wider towards the apex, where the leaf is apparently oblique.

From another locality in the Nagpur district, from Barkoi, there is a specimen of the

same Naeggerathia Hlslopif Buub., in our collection, which jjlainly shows that the described

• Of the Survey classification,

t Quart. Jour. Ueol. Soe , XVII, p. 334 PI. X, f, 5,
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leaves arc only detached and formerly belonged to a common stalk. The specimen men*

tloiied shows two leaves, about 9 cm. loijg, of the shape as Bunbury described
;

they

are in the same direction lying on one side of a stalk which undoubtedly belongs to these

leaves. They were, therefore, attached in the same way as in the real Nwggcmiliia ;

and if we look for a mesozoic Nceggerathia, we find the same arrangement of leaves in the

Nmggerathia Vosgesiacia* Broun., from the Kcuper of the Baibl beds.

Also from the Karharbari coal-field there is one specimen which is to be ranged hero.

The leaves of N. Tfislopi, Bunb., dilTcr from iV. Vosgesiaca, Broun, by much stvongor

veins and by Laving the margin entire.

Locality .—Wo have this species, therefore, from Bharat-wada Barkoi, and fit)m

Karharbari coal-iicld.

2 .—Nceggerathia comp. Vosgcsiaca, Bronn.

laSs. Leonhard and Bronii : N, Jahrb., p, 129, PI. VI, f. 1-1

137()*73. Macropteryj^ium Brormi, Sehimp. : Pal. vt‘gdt., Vol. 11,1). ^32.

There is also another Nteggcraihia from the Damtidas of Kunlachcru (Godavari

District), which from the first moment I recognized to be a Nteggerathia

;

some incised and

lacerated loaves with very fine venation are joined on one common stalk, which, however, is

partly broken oil’, so tliat I was in doubt about the in.seriion.

The best, and i)erliaps only, connection of our specimen T found, however, with Bronn’s

Ncaggcrathia Vosgasiar.a (1. c.) The author descrilx'd his species as consisting of a pretty

large form with a thick stalk, from which passed out on both sides (partly alternating)

the leaves, marked by two characters—

1.

—By their fine venation, and

2.

—That they arc not entire, but divided and incised in different manners and

degrees, so that tbe^’ consist of several lacinice joined together.

All these charact(5rs our specimen above mentioned exhibits too, so that I can only bring

it in close connection with that triassic species.

The middle lacinice of our leaf are 12 cm. long, the marginal ones only 5*0 cm. The

general form is cuneiform, tlie venation very fine, running radially towards the margin,

frequently forked, but the branchlets not much thinner than the main branches. Broun 's

di*awings do not show this furcation , althougli Bronn himself describes it.

F.—Another Zamicefrom the Damudas,

Amongst the specimens brought by Dr. Stoliezka there is still another leaf wliich by

the whole form indicates a Zamice. It can, however, not bi.* referred to Naggerathia^ the

leaf base being quite different, from wliich it follows that the insertion also differed; wo

have no stalk, but the leaf is ouly a liitic attenuated at tii(3 base ;
it reminds strikingly tlio

genus GlossuzamiteSi Schimpf. I liave no doubt that ours belongs to it.

• Bronn : Zur triasincUen Fauna uad Flora dcr bUumittdscu SclxJcl'cr vou Eaibl, N. Juhicb. iui Mia. Gcol. uud
Pal., etc., ISiiS, p. 129. PI. VI, f. 1-4

tSeliimpcr. Pal, voo'ct. Vyl., 11, p. lea,
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GL0880ZAMITB8 StoLICZKANUS. Fstm.

Frondisforma av magnitudo ignota. Folils elonpato ovalihm, xmlilU 8 cm, longit,

23 mxn lat'u^ media parte latisshnisy parte apicdVi paido attcmiata, rotundata^ parte

hasali (rqv>all modo angnxiatUf Irxtncala^ angnlis hasalihiis obtusin ; fuliis media in parte

insertis ; nereis creberrimLs', disiinctis^ e iota hast radiantihau^ furvails.

This species has its allies in some forms described by Mr. Sehimper with this generic

name, but which alU'j'ether range only from Lias to lower cretaceous. These species are

Glossozamites ohlongifoliust Kurr.,* from Lias iu Wilrtemborg ; Glossoz. ZUteli,

Moheneggerei, and ohovatusy Solicnkt-

Our specimen has all the characters of these described spcicics. The largest species till

now described is Glossoz, Zitteli, Schenk, from lower cretaceous; the leaves measuring 5 cm.

3 mm., while ours arc miudi larger still.

Locality.—Karharbari coal-field, brought in 1871 by Or, Stoliezka, in the same coal-lield

from \i\\cxe Neuropteris raliday Fstm., Voltzia hetcrophgUiuny llgt., Voltz, acutifolia, Bgt.>

and Alhertia speciasa, Schimp, are known by Mr. Whitty's discovery.

Tliero is, therefore, no want of Cgcadeous plants in the Damiuias^ and tiicy are mostly

of mesozoic character.

All these supplementary notes were, I tl)inl>, necessary ; and it is probable that still more

plants of this kind will be discovered to finally establish the position I have indicated

for their formations.

Mb. Wood-Mason’s ooldectiok of fossil plants from Kaniganj.

I cannot omit giving a short note on some very intf'restiiig plants Mr. Wood-Mason

lat(‘ly has brought from Uaniganj. They not only exhibit better sjiccimens of already

known species, but to a groat extent also new forms. As at Mr. Wood-Mason’s reipiest I

sliall write a special paper on them, only a very short note shall be given here.

Macrotienioptoris (Tanlopttris) Danwoides, McClell. (Hoyle).

The s.'imo species which Royle formerly called Oh)ssf>pf. Dancpoidosy but later

McClelland correctly dc.scribed as Ticniopleris Dana>oidcSy McClell., of which lie gave two

figures, and of which there is a nice s])ecimen in our collection from Durgo in the Rajmabfil

llill.sj (Damuda beds), Mr. Wood-Mason found several v'ciy nice and well preserved speci-

jneus ; and bis stalciuent is, tliat this form is there very frequent. All the specimens

luivc a very mesozoic a.Hpect, and strikingly resemble certain specimens from the Lias

(Kcuper p) in the Alps. Besides this they resemble also pretty much Teeniopt. lata

y

O. M.,

especially the speciiuon PI. Tf, f. 1, and the variety Ttcniopf, miiscrfdiay 0. M , PI. IV, f. 1,

from the Uajuialial Hills; again also a further evidence of couuectiou of both portions (ujiper

and lower) of the Gondwanu Series.

Gen, Glossoptcris, Bgt., and Sagenopferis, Prcsl.

Mr. Wood-.Mason has brought various specimens of the common Raniganj forms, with

narrow noLvenations, which I will describe a.s Glossvpt. voxnniunis, Fstm. But besides these

two or three leaves of that .species which McClelland called Glossopte7*is acauUs, but which

I referred to Sagenopteins, Bgt. (as Sagenopt. pedunculata, Fstm
)

• Kurr.: Ilcitr, sur. jura formation Wurteraborps, p. 12, tab. I, f. 5, ISIS.

t ScUouk, Fobs. FI. d. Nordkapathen. Palaioulojrr, Vul. XIX lab. I, II, III.

X Borne nice spocimvuH were, aa Mr. Hughe» ha^ acvcrul times assured me, brought bj him from the Banigani

Athh hut I never could had them in our cuUeutiomi.
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Geu. GangamopicriSf McCoy.

I have described already two 8i>ecics from our Daniudas, i. e,, Gan^amopf, ri/chp-

teroides, Fatiii.,* aiu\ Gang, Ilughesi, Fatm.t Mr. Wood-Masou brought alst) luiotliev, which

diflers from both by the much wider net-vcuatiou, which is also pretty couHtuni in tho

size of the meshes of the net. I will describe it later with the name Gangamopferta

Whitliana, Fstm., after Mr. Wliitty* who contributed ho much last year to our knowledge

of the Karhurbari flora by the magnificent slab of hIkiIo, covered with fine planl-iinpres-

sions, contributed by him to our museum. 1 must still once more state that the Austra-

lian Gangamopteris is from mesozoic strata in Victoria, together with Tamiopt, Dain-

treeit McCoy. %

Belemnopteeis, noiy, gen,, Fstm.

Amongst the ferns there is a wonderful Kpccimen, which has its very close connection with

the living Pterin saglttcefolici, Raddi§, and Hcinioriitis corduta, Itoxh. Mr. Wood-Mjison’s

Bpecimeu has the same arrow-like shape ; three primary veins, the cliief ])rimary veins

stronger and more distinct ; the secondary veins form a net-work of ]>rovailingly hexagonal

meshes. This specimen belongs ti) quite a new fossil genus wbicb I call as above. Tin;

species I call in honor of Mr. Wocul-Mason, Belcmnoptcrin Wood-Masoniana, Fstm.

Descriptions and discussions will bo given later with the figure of the specimen.

Of other/<7r;w there is espceiully rcmarkahle a very nice large specimen of an AlclKop^

icrU form of tho tyjie of the living Phegoptvris, a frucUticating pinna of Alethopt, Lind-

Icjjana, Hoyle, which belongs also to this group.

Paljeovittabia, now gen., Fstm.

Another new gemis. Of Tuuch interest is anotlnu* spetnmen with about eleven or twelve

leaves coming out (as it seems) from a common spot ; the leaves have the form of the iucho-

zoic Sagenoptcrin, Bgt.; they have an evanishing midrib (towards llic a]>ex)
; tin* secundarg

veins have nearly tho same direction, but form no nrt-work, a circumstance wbicb 1 think

will establish this form as a waw genus, as it cannot he well united with Taniojdcris, Bgt.

I do not know anything in the fo.sHil Flora closely similar with it. In tho form of the

leaves and their disposition tUero is an approaching similarity with Noiggcralhia spathiilata,

Dana,
II
from Australia, but there the veins all are radiary, without any midrib.

There is also a slight resemblance with Chiropteris from the Kcupcr^[
; but the shape

of tho leaves, the direction and disposition of the veins, tlie total want of a distinct ravhls,

and the presence of several thicker veins, distinguish Chiroptevis from our fern.

I already now can say it is a new genus, allied only with the living ViUaria—-Ho that

I will call it Palceovittaria n, g., and the species Paleeav, Kurzi, Fstm,

Of other plants I have still to mention several nice specimens of the SphenophgJlum

trizygia, Ung., which all show again the great diliereucc of the Damuda forms from those in

the coal-measures.

These plants, brought by Mr. Wood-Mason, add considerably to our knowledge of tho

Damuda flora, and have especially yielded again strong evidence of its mesozoic ago

• Rcc. Geol. Surv. ludia, IX, 3.

t Present paper.

% This species Mr. Duintroc lumsclf takes ns charaotcriailo of the menotoic of Queensland.

§ Ettingshauaon •. Farrcn dor Jctztwolt, PI. 71, f. 3.

II
Dana : Gcologj, United Slates Exploring Expedition, PI. 12, f. 0.

Broun : Uber die Furreuaippe Chiropterig, Kurr. etc., N, Jabrb., f. m, 185b, p. 113, PI. XII,
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To "ivo a complete idea of the flora and its connections, I have i^iven in the preceding

Note a. general list of all the fossil reiiiaiii.s I have so far had oceasioii to mention

from the Dainuda beds, which theuisrlvcs may indicate the age of thcM^ beds. I hope there

will be added still more of tlicni, but yet these are the most important now, and establish

Buflicienily the age of the series.

Notks on the Osteology of MEiivcoroTAMus dissimilis, by R. Lydekkeb, b. a.,

(ivoh/jfimi tSnnuy of India.

P/rviuns nofirrs'.—Of this extiio't genus of Hippopotamoid Artiocdaetyhi, which is

confined to tli" 'I'ertiary Strata of India and llurina, no complete descriptions of an_y part

of the skeleton, inyond tlio ti'etli, have hilh(‘rto appcaived. Figures of the cranium, and of

honu‘ of tlie lilnl)-bl)lle^., liave, howi'vcr, been given in the “ Fauna Antique Sivalensis”

(p/o/r.v ()7 and bS), and a sliort notice of the cranium was given by Dr. Falconer ami Sir

Proby Cautley in the Asiatic Researches {voL XIX). This paper, together with figures, will

bo fouml n‘printed in llie “ Fabeontologii-al Alemoirs” (col. J,p. 13S). In the same volume

(p. M7, /date 15 Jhfs. 1 and 2) tlien* is also given a short notice with figures of an adolescent

cranium from Rurma, forwarded by Dr. Oldham to Dr. Falconer : this specimen is now in

the Indian .Mustnim. Frob ssor Owen {Odoufogcaplt// p. 511(1) has also given a (iguve and a

short deseri))lion of the lOMieral eliara<’i(‘rs t>f ilie molar teeth
; a molar tcaitli is also figured

in M. De lllainvilh'’s Osteogr.ipliie [villas Ajiffplol/a I'lcin)

;

J\I. Fietet (Palroniologie,

vol. 1, p. ‘.M2) has classt'd llie gonus, ehielly on aei-ounl of the tbrm of its molar ieetli, with

i\\c. A)io}do(/u}'idtr. In Dr. Fnleoners ahove-quolod j'apev ilie speeit's was placed in the

genus Ilijipojodamifs, In the eolleelion of the Indian Museum wo have fragmentary portions

of several oi the limh-hones, from the Manelihaiv, Siwuliks and Riiruia beds. From the exam-

ination of these, togetluu’ with Falconer’s figures, 1 have hecn enabled to arrive at an

approximate idea of the skeleton of the genus, though many parts are still wanting, which I

hope subseipient discoveries will make good.

C/uiracler .— Merjjcopotanins' scorns to have been a tetradactyle animal of about the size of

the Indian wild boar
;
its dm it it ion has the same formula as in the latter animal, and tlie excessive

development of the canines in botli piAvs is a character ctimmon to the fossil form, to the

allied living genera Sun uiul 1/Ippopotamus, imd to the fossil Anthcavothecinm. The femur

followed the normal Arfiodaciyle rule of lacking a third trochanter fur the glutams luaxi-

luus ; while the cuboid and navicular bones of the tarsus w'oiv distinct, ami the facets on the

astragalus for the articulation of tliose two lumes, 'were of nearly' I'lpial sizt‘. The radius and

ulna were disunited, as in the Pig, while in tlie Jlippopotamns they an' anchylosed together.

It will be fouml that the extinct genus presents pi>ints in cM>mmon with luith Ilippupo'

iamus and An!hcacotlurinnK and may probably be regarded as having, like the latter genus,

formed a comieetlng link between the Sniim and Pcrntnawlta. As its name implies, the

form t)f its molar teeth ajipvoaehes that of the Rnmimvitia^ anvl breaks down the distinction

between the ‘‘ eylindrlforin” teetli of the true Pccoca, and tlie ** eolunino-agglomerate”

teeth of the SSnina : in th<‘ Siwalik period, however, these two groups of Artiodartpla laid

already been coin]d(‘lely dilleiamt iated : we cannot, theretor*', ccuisidor Merpcopotamu^ to

have been in any way a jnaig. niior of the true Ixntninanfs', hut the genus may very probably

liave deseonded ti'om some older torm uiii.*]i at an earlier period diverged from an original

stock allitvl to the Sfitna, and gave risi* to llie move modern and specialized group of Humi^
7iantia. From Mu' dimensions of the axis vertebra, Alcf t/ci p<damu.'i must have been a much
longer-necked animal than cither the Pig or the llippopolamu^’, in this respect also showing

tendencies.
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Cranium. oxaniination of tho cranium lias boon cbielly confinod to tbo young

specimen from llunua imlicod above*, wliicb from <lu* stale ot‘ tlo snluros is in a very

favourable state for eumpurison. Tho j^eiieval form of the slvull somi*\vUnt rosombloK tbai of

Hippopotamus, cspooially in llio oven slope iVom i no oof i])ital eresi to tho extremity of

the nasals, and in the ooinparatively sliirhi depth of tin* n]*]u‘r portion of tlio evanium
; tho

wide zy^omotic airbos and tin* deop and sharp saj^itial crest an* also liipjwpolamine

characters. The muzzle is slightly expvanded at it.s extremity, hut not to the same enormous

extent as in Hippopotamus.

Orhits.—The orbits are approximately circular, and coni]detc‘ly surrounded by a bony

ring; their superior borders are somewhat ]u*odn(*ed and eh‘vated, forming the higliest points

on the forehead, while the frontuls are considerably dopn'ssod below them ; in all tho above

characters the skull of Mnycopotamus agrees elosely with that of Hippopotamus, and

differs from that of Sus. The orbit is placed miusually far forwards, so that its inferior

border is directly over the hinder barred of tbe tirst molar : the distal articulation of tho

jugal reaches as far forwards as tlie lirst premolar. In Hippopotamus (lie inferior border

of the orbit is placed over the hinder barrel of the second molar, and in Sus over the middle

of the last molar.

Nasals.—The proximjil extremity of the nasals docs not extend upwards to within half-

an-inch of the inferior border of tin* orbit; in tliis respect the skull more resembleg that of

SuSy since in Ifippopotamns tho proximal extremity of the nasals extends upwards beyond

the centre of tho orbits. Tlie distal extremity of the nasals differs from that of both

Hippopotamus and Sus; in Mcrycojmtinnus the na.sals diininisli in widfli very gradually

from above downwards, and terminate soim'what above the extremity of the muzzle; tlu*ir

distal extremity is cut into by an acut.e re-entering angle
;
in Hippopotamus the nasals

narrow very rapidly and termiiiati* directly over I he muzzle with a (;ousidcrahle expansion
;

in Sus the nasals narrow gradually and ti rmiuato sliglitly above tlu} muzzle in a point(‘d

extremity. The facial surfaces ot tho nasals are nearly ll.it, and ])laccd at right angles to

the lateral surfac(?s of tin* maxill.e, as in Sus; the nasals Jlijfpupotamus rounded

transvcr-sely on the facial surface, and do not form any imirked angh* at their junction with

the maxilla'. The greater p(jrtion of the out(*r border of I ho nasals articulates with ilio

maxilla, and only a very small in<jicty with the [»remaxilla
; this character forms a marked

distinction from Sus, and agrees witli Hippopotamus, only in the hitter a rather longer pro-

portion of the nasals articulates witli the prcmaxllla limn in Mcryvopotamus ; the extremely

small proportion of the preiuaxilla wliich articulates with the nasals in tho latW genus is

owing to the relative shortness of the latter hones. Tiio naso-maxillary suture is nearly

straight, and thereby different from the .same suture in both th(; allied genera
; no portion of

the i>remaxilla overlaps the facial surface ol tho nasals, as occurs in Sus, as distinguished

from Hippojiotamus.

Maxilla and Jugal.—The lateral surface of tho maxilla is somewhat liollowcd ; tho

foramen for the fifth nerve is placed directly over the la.st jiremolar, as in Sus ; it is situated

more anteriorly in Hippopotamus. The outer surfaces of the molar teotli arc* phiced so far

apart, that the jugal for a long distance along its posterior border becomes continuous with

the lateral surface of the maxilla, and does not overhang the latter as is the case in Hippo-
potamus and Sus. There is no distinct process of the maxilla for articulation with the jugal,

on account of the junction of nearly the whole of tlie posterior surfac-e of the latter with the

maxilla; the form of this portion of the skull is quite peculiar to Merycopotamus

;

the form

of the union between the squamosal and jugal is not known.

Lachrymal.—The facial portion of the lachrymal is oblong in shape, and its surfatse is

quite plane ; it is considerably elongated antero-postcriorlj, so that it articulates with four
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Iwnos, viz., the fronial, nasa), maxilla, and jufjal As far as I can make out from the skull of

Jlippopolamns with wJiich I Jiavo compared this specimen, in the latter genus the lachrjunal

arliculatcfi with the same four hones, hut not quite in the same proportions ; in Sas, on the

other hand, we have a very different relationship of those bones ;
owing to the shortness of

the lachrymal and nasals, these hones do not articulate with each other
;
but between the

two a process of the frontal extends downwards to articulate with the maxilla,—a union

which does not occur in either Hippopotamus or Merycopotamus. The lachrymal foramen

is single, and pierces th(‘ orbital portion of the lachrymal close to the angle separating the

former from tlie facial portion, a condition intermediate between Sus and Hippopofamus

;

the fossils do not, of course, show whether the lachrymal formed a thin capsule within the

orbit as in the latter genus.

FrntitaU.—These bones are depressed, and are united by a straight sagittal suture,—

Him]de inferiorly, hut with interlocking processes superiorly; the distal extremity of the

frentals hnuns a slight re-cnt(*ring angle for the articulation of the nasals ; the naso-frontal

suture is decj)ly indent'd ; a small process is given oil’ from the frontals, which is wedged in

hetwe(Mi the liichrymnl and the nasals
; in front of the orbits the froutals seem to have been

somewhat cxpandi'd laterally, hut do not form the “telescopic” o\\Ais TTippopoiatnus

;

their form was probably more like that of Sus. The venous foramina on tlie surface of the

froutals are situated above the centre of the orbits, and pierce the bone at right angles,

somewhat as in Hippopotamus ; in Sus these foramina perforate the bone obliquely, and

have long sulci below tlicm.

Parieials.—The fronto-parietal suture is not shown in any of the known skulls
; the

two hones at their union form a hold sagittal crest which divides at its lower third, and

runs to the superior angh's of the orbits
; the surfaces of the temporal fosse are somewhat

convex. The hinder j)oriioii of the parietals is very greatly longer in proportion to the size

of the skull in Merycopofarnns than in Hippojuttamus

;

the sagittal crest in the former is

a long straight ridge for a considerable distance, whereas in the latter it bifurcates to join

the orbits after a very short distance. This greater length of tlie cranial portion of tlie

skull quite does away with the relative excessive length of the nasals, which forms such a

remarkable feature in the skull oi Hippopotamus.

In Merycopofamus the cranial and facial portions of the skull are approximately equal,

(see plate ()7, fig. 5. “ Fauua Antiqua Sivalensis”), and from the long sagittal crest the

whole crauium has much more the appearance of the cranium of a Carnivore than of

Hippopotamus. In JMvrycopotamus the lateral boundaries of the temporal fossie are in the

same antoro-postevior line with the lateral borders of the orbits, whereas in Hippopotamus

the latter reach outwards to the zygomatic arches.

The form of the occipital surface approaclies nearer to that of Sus than

Hippopotamus ; the occipital crest forms a bold ridgo, angulated in the centre, and some-

what overhanging the general surface of tlie supra-occipital. The breadth of the supra-

occi])ital is less in proportion to its height than in Hippopotamus, and thereby approaches

to Sus

:

further, the occipital surfaces of the squamosals are placed considerably more in

advance of the piano of the supra-occipital than in Hippopotamus, thereby giving the latter

bone a more prominent and isoluti'd character, similar to that of Sus. The bony ridge con-

necting the extremity of the occipital cre.st with the zygomatic process of the squamosal is

placed somewhat higher up on the occipital surface, and is larger and stouter than in Sus

:

the prominence of the zygomatic process of the squamosal which overhangs the meatus

auditorius externus is wanting in Merycopotamus. The supra-occipital is an oblong bone,

with its superior extremity pixaluced into a median angle ; the ex-occipitals and paramastoid
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pi'CKH^sscfi arc in too damaged a (‘ondition in ouv specimens for comparison. The bnsi-ocoi])i*

tal 18 trianj^ular in sha]U‘
;

it is more ronmh*(l iVoin si(h* to side than in Sus. but it lacks the

median j’roovc and the two tnb(‘vele8 which are iound on l\ie same Kme in J{ippnpot(iinuii>

HulIa fi/ntpinti ,—There is s lavtce somewhat ovate tympanic India, larger than that of

Hippopotamufi^ and more like tlc.it, of <SVf.v : the meatus auditorivis extevuus is apparently

tubuLir, and direcU‘d upwards, backwards, and outwards.

Palate,—Tlu' palatiiu's jtre produced ha<*kwardH behind the last molar in the s.anie

m.anner as in lHpp>>j)ttlaiht(}i

;

iliiur h.-imular jnoct'ssea have also the same shape and

direction; tlie palato-maxillary suture, as far as 1 can iiniki* it out, seems to Imvei extended

as tar as the line wliieh divides tht‘ first .and the seiauid niohir.s ; its upward Ixunl is rounded,

as in .• in J7iji/>o/Kff(niiffs it is elon^.-ited. two lines of molar teet.li are nearly parallel,

as in Sas

:

they do not diver^je anteriorly, as in llippopoiamioi.

Glenoid (‘(frih/.— T]u> ^denoid cavity ot'the sipiamosal is Hat, and of larije si/e; it has

no process of the hovdcrinix its outer side; in the latter respect it agrees with

]{ip})opn1amHs and dill'ers irom Sns.

Mandihle.— The rami of the maudilde are nearly straight: the distal extremity i«

rounded off: the syinjdiysis is long, ami slightly excavated ; it extends backwards as far ns

the first preiuolar ; it is somew hat ex]>anded at the alveolus of the canine tooth; the condvle

and aseiMiding portion is not known ; the posterior extremity desemids below the inferior

bordiT <d‘ tlie hori/ontal portion, as in Hippopalamuti

;

there is a dee}) notch in front of tlm

di'sei'iidimj; jdate. From the above eharaeters it will he seen lha.t tlie mandihh' is entirely

Jltppojiulamine in eliaraeler, and broadly distingnislKid from those of both ISus and

AntlivacoHnriuni, in wliiih the inferior border is nearly straiglit.

Perdition ,—The dental ionnida most ])vol);d)lv was thf‘ ,s,a,ni(‘ .as In Snx and Jlcxaproio-

don ; as much of thi‘ denliliim as is known is given bidovv, e/.j. ;

—

1 l I- 1(H) .t-:;

1 V V M
1-1 t-i :t :t

Jnruors .

—

'Hie incisors arc at jiivsent unknown; from the sliajie and <lir(‘ction of their

alveoli tiicv must have been nf ('omp.irat ively sm.all and e<}ual size ; tiny were in <‘lose op})osi-

tion ami })iohahl\ })rojecled ohli(juely from the j.MW\ their cutting e(lg(‘s forming a segnumt

of an ellipse. 'fluTe is no sign of any ahnorrual develojmient in any of tlioin, and tiny

must therefore have approximated much more closely to <Sw.v than to llippojjofumnff.

Canirres .—The canine is sit,ii;iled close ludiiml and a little to the outer side of the third

incisor; its inner border is in a lim* with the molar series; in both of the above ri‘s]M‘els it

agrees with tin* c.iniin* of Sus, and differs from that of Jlippopotamns. Tim cross-seetion of

the canine is trihedral ;
two angles are placed in tlie antero-posterior line of the Jaw, and tlm

third on the inner .side; these teeth are somewhat curved, the iqiper om* more than tlm

lower; they are not of larger siz<‘ tlian the canines of tin* wild hoar; Uie n})i>or canine do(‘H

m»t }»resent the groove on ii.s jiosterior surface which occurs iu the corresponding tooth of

Hippopotamus.

Prt'inolars ,—There is a considerable diastema between the canine and the premolar

series ;
there is no jaw known* which contains the whole of the latter series in siftt

;

the

first premolar seems to have been im]>lanted by a sii'.gle fang, and was probably of very

small size; the last tliree prerm^ars were implanted by two fangs each. The hinder pre-

molars are unsymraetrically conical teeth, of which the inner surface is flattened and nearly

vertical; there are two grooves, and an intermediate ridge ou this surface ; the outer ^ur^a'•e

is rounded: there are semi-trenchant edges at the junction of thest* two surfaces, looking

fore-and-aft : tUere is an accessor} column at the anlero-inUTual angle ;
thceuaiuel is luarkcd
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with irregular longitudinal strias
; there is a slight wavy cingulum snvvouiiding the base of

the crown. The premolars are strikingly like those of Authrarotherinm.

molavs .—The upper mofars arc nearly square-crowned teeth, snrmoniited by four

nnsymmetrical cones {specimensfigured in ** Fauna Aniiqtia SIvahmsis ’ plate G2, fig. 17f

and Owen*s “ Odontographyr plate. 141}, fig. 8). The cones are separated by a cruciform

valley, of which the transverse division is by far the deeper ;
the gein‘ral type, therefore, on

which th(* tooth is formed is the same as that of the sinijiler teeth of Sus, Teiraconodon, ^i\d

JUppopotamns. On the inruT sides both iinior and outer (anies are perfectly symmetrical

;

the outer 8urfac<‘R, however, of hotli pairs of cones are concave ;
these surfaces of the inner

eonea are simply concave, wliile the same snrfa<*es of the ouitT cones have a median ridge

running down the concavity, and a shorter lateral ridge at each of the outer angles of the

cone. Ilv this means a Fumiuant form of the tootli ims l)een engrafted on the original

niinplc foiiu ;
in Rumiuants the transverse valley becomes almost obliterated by the approxi-

mation of the cones, and only remaifis as the groove separatiiig the inner divisions of the

cones (or lifirrelK) ;
on flie outer side the transverse valley does not penetrate the crown, and

its place is only marked by tin: <livision hetween the summits of the lobes; further, the

an tefo- posterior valley l)(‘c<»mes <leeper hetween the cones (or barrels) and is divided into two

portions by the united edges of the inner cones; the outer surfaces of tlic barrels, instead of

being concave and sloping towards tlie inner side, as in Merycopniamtis, become flat and

vertical, retaining, however, ilic ridges found on the tooth of Mtryeopotanvus.

Til ; upper molars of JSIci'ycopotamus are surrounded by a distinct cingnlum, less

boldly marked on the outer siirlin-e than on the other three; and their enamel is rugose.

Compared mf/i Jfyopofamus.—T\ie molar teeth of Meryropotamus arc distinguished

from those of J/j/opotauius (another ILippopotamoid genus, showing Jiiiminaut affinilies in

the form of its molar teeth) by those ol‘ the latter being less altered from the original Teb'a-

ronotlon type ;
in the tei'th of Hyopofamu.s the ridg(‘s wliich occur at the outer angles of the

outer pair of cones of tin* molars of Mcrir p'davnis are absent : in consequence, tlie outer

border of the molars of tlie former genus forms a simple wavy line. There is also in the

teeth of Jli/opotamns tlie aliseiice of the vertical ridge occu])ying tlie middle of the exlernal

surfaces of 'the outer cones which occurs in Mrrycopofamu.s. Tlie inner cones, moreover, in

the Kuropoan genus are h'ss concave on the outer side, and more regular iu shape than in t le

Indian genus ; while the former are further distinguished by the ]>resence of a small addi-

tional <*one in the re-entering angle on tlie anterior side of the first pair of cones. TUo

molars of Merycopoiamns are distinguished from those of Dtdtodon (with which Pictei

compares tlu'in) by the completeness of the transverse valley in the former.

Lotver molars.-Thc lower molars, like the upper, are intermediate between those of the

JP/^fiml Iliiminants; they consist of four cones, of wliieh the outer pair are the highest,

separated by a erueiform-Valiev, of which the trausver‘<e portion is by far the

latter valley is shallower at the inner than at the outer side; the external surfaces of hotli

inner and outer cones are nearly vertical; the inner surfaces of the outer pair of cones aie

concave; the posterior surface of the hinder one of the outer pair of eoiies is vertically

grooved; an indistinct cingulum surrounds the base of tbe crown ;
tbere is no accessoiy

tubercle at tilt' outer extremity of the transverse valley; iollowiiig the usual lu e tie

ArtiodavtyJa, the third lower molar Las tbne lobes, tbe binder lobe consisting of a stng e

cone, wliich corresponds to the outer cone of the middle pair.

Tho teeth are distinguished from those of Sus and its allies by the greater width of

the transverse valley, and by its becoming shallower at its inner extremity, and by tbe ongi

tudiual valley being broken up into iwo portions, which form the pits hetween the outer an

inner cones.
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The lower molars are distinguished from those of Ruminanis by the transverse valley

extending (jompletely across the crown, instead of being confined to the outer side ; whereas

in RiminanU, the outer pair of cones are united nearly up to their summits, instead

of only at their bases, as iu Merycopotamus

;

further, the summits of the cones in RumU
nants become wider, and the central infolds of enamel (the remnants of the primitive longi-

tudinal valley) become deeper, and are connected together only by a narrow nech, which soon

becomes obliterated by wear, causing the enamel pits to become complete islands, which

remain until the tooth is worn down nearly to its base
;
islands only appear for a very short

period on the crowns of the teeth of Merycopotamus^ owing to the shallowness of tho

enamel folds. In the molars of animals like the Giraffe and Brermiherium^ when? tho

enamel pits are connected together by a deep median fold, and conseiiuently are a long period

ill becoming completely insulated, we have a remnant of a more generalized ty ])0 of tooth,

showing traces of the persistence of the primitive longitudinal valley of the Suiue teeth.

Meamrenients of skull .—The following moasuremenls are taken from the cranium,

figured in the Fauna Antujua Sivaleusis'' (plate 67, tig. 1):

—

In.

Length from oeeipii.al crest to superior angle of orbit ... ... «o
Width at superior border of orbits 40
Length of orbit ... ... 10
Width across zygomatic urchoa 7 4

Width at teaipoial tossa’ ... ... 3 7

Length from fonimen inagiiuni to free border of palatines ... 4 4

Length from foramen magnum to last preniolar ... hi

Width of palate at soeoud molar 1 0

Length of three molars ... ... .3 25

Length ot last molar ... ... l'21i

Width of ditto 12
Length of second molar ru
Interval bctweiui inferior border of foramen magnum and summit of occipital crest 41

Width of widest part of supra-oecipitul ... 2 T

Interval between external surfaces of occipiial condyles ... ... ... 2 no

Vertical diameter ol forameu umgnuni ... 1*05

Transverse ditto ... ... ri
Length ol oeei]Utu] oond3le ... 1-3

The dimensions of the skull of the adohwent .'ininial from Burma (No 2112) mentioned

above, as giveu by Dr. Falconer (“ Pu/. Mviii." col. J, jp. 148), are as tollows :

—

Iu.

i'»

75
i-a

ij>

about 1'3

Width of nasals at base

Kxlromo leiufth of fraffincM

(ireati’st contnictioii ol luu/zlc

Lonjrth of two (1 and 2) Iruf ujolars

Ditto of two last promolars

The dimensions of the lower jaw figured in

fig. 4), are as follows :

—

Extreme length

Depth at middle of last molar

Ditto at second molar

Depth of descending angle below last of molars

licngth from hinder extremity of last molar to canine

Length of symphysis

Interval between cHnino and symphysis

Thiekuebs ot lulcnor border below luot preniolar

Length of last molur . .

Width of ditto ...

Fauna Anthpia Sivalensis*’ (philo 67,

In.

215

29
‘PJ

7'tt

4‘4

1-4

1 02

J'O

.« 01
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The dimensioTiR of the hinder half of a rijfht ranins of the mandible (No. 215) broti^dii

by Mr. W. T. Blanford from the Irravvadi valley are as follows

Lenprth of three molare

Length of last niolar

Width of ditto

Lcofrth of second molar

Depth at middle of l.'ifit molar

Ditto at Hccoud molar

In.

o-w

10

1*8

20

Other Rpeeinions from the Pol war eonniry present siniibir dimensions to the above.

These dimensions are smaller than those of tin* lirsl speeimeji, the jaw belni^ f»f a niore slen-

der typ(‘ ; the ti'cth, however, in lh(‘ two are ol the same si/e. Paleoner eon jeetured that

then* were two varieties, major ami minor. I think. how<‘ver, it is more f)robable that the

hlij^liter jaws (and erania) beloni^ed to fmnah* individuals and not to a distinct variety.

jijcix .—The only portion (»]' the vert*‘bral column of Ji/fri/ro/iofatnns which T can iden-

tify is thejaxis vertelira, of which w(‘ ha,ve tw(> specimens in the Indian Museum (Nos.

IfdiH-Ih)). 'i'hes(‘ spt'cimtMis only slu)W the emit rum. and jiortioiis of the ]»(‘dic]i‘s. tin* neural

ar(;h bein;' in both cases destroyed. The centrum has a Imojnl a,ml conical odontoid process

laterally continuous ivitb the articular fact'Is for the atlas ; ih<' centrum is ]on^n*r than broad
;

tbe inf(MMor bordt'rs of the articular ra(vts for tbe .atlas form an almost <*ontinu(»ns andi across

the anterior extremity; tln-re is a prtunineul strai|j:ht ketd aloiii; tbe inferior surlaee ot‘ tin*

c(*nlrum ; tin* infeiior Irir of tlie trans\ers(‘ [)roe(‘ss is loTu,^ aiid takes its orlirin about half-

way u]> tbe vertebra ; it is sepjirated by a smooth spjua* Irom tin* artieiilar faeet for tin* atlas,

and is directed backwards and outwards; of tbe supi‘rior bar of tin* transvi'rse process only

the base is shown in our sjii'cimens; this is very widi* and sit uaied on tin* petlicleof tlit*arelia

litth' bii!;ber than tbe lloor of tbe n<*ural canal : tin* transv<'rse ]iroccs'^ is perloraied for tbe

v<*rtcbral'arti*ry . ^JMn* exicrior extr<*mity ot tb(* pi'dlcK* is piudbr tied for tin* ujjpc'r branch of

the spinal nerve. Tin* posterior suiTaee of tin* cent rum is slio^liily hollow, wider fliau d(*ep,

with a liori/ontal upper border, and a eurvt‘d iuferiiir border.

Tbe verti'bra is at once distinguished from that of eilber the Pii/ or T/f/fpo^>ofamtts' by

its mm*li I'vt'aler leuj^tli in proportion tt» its breadth: in both the f’ormer animals the width

of the piister'ior surface of tht* cenlruiu is c«(ual to two-thirds of tin* total It'Uj^th of the

V(*rtehra; whereas in Merj/rojKaamns the xvidth of the eorre.spoiidln;; surface is less than half

tin* total len|;;th of the vertebra.

CoinpfU'isons.—The axis vertebra* of the three ;j^(*uera have the fbllowiu;; points in

common : tbe transverse process is perfiiratcd by the vortt'brart(*rial canal, ami tin* pedicle by

tbe f(*ramcn for tin* s])inal nerve; the odontoid ])rocess i.s bluntly conical, tin* inferior surface

of the centrum keeled, and tbe inicrior bar of the transverse proci'ss is separated by a smooth

surface from tbe articular facet for the :itlas. The axis of Mcrgntputinniis is distinguished

from that of Hus (besides the dlll'erence of leiiu^tbl by the rim oonucctiuj^ the inferior borders

of the facets for the atlas bciu^j: less distiuetly continuous below llu* odontoid process
;

h}^ the

odontoid process being wider ami ilatler
; ;iud by (in consecpienee of the greater length of the

vertebra) tbe transverse process being much wider, and consotpiently the verWbrarterial

canal nuieh longer. It is distinguished from tbe axis of IltppoputaniHS by its greater

proportionate length and the lesser development of tbe rim coULcctiug the facets for the

atlas; the transverse process is also slightly wider.
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Dimensions ,—The dinionsions avp fotnpaml Ix'low wWh ot' tlu- axis v<Mt»*))ru of

tliv' Dig; Merycopoianius iu the first, and Siis in tlic second colnmti ;

—

Ui. In.

liOnprth of centrum ... ... . o s 17
Width of posterior surface of oontrum ... ... ... ]"2 \

•

Depth of ditn) . .. .. ... e j» oh

Width across anterior articular fncetK ... ... .22 2
" '

Width of transverse procoKs . ... . ... ... 0 7.". o .'t

Lc'njfth ot odontoid process ... ... ... ... «> U o-n

Width of ditto ... .. ... ... ‘>7 o.'.

Hinder linih.—Of the liind linih, ninre or l«*ss jdcU* ]»ortio!is of (lu> tollou in,;: hone.s

an* known, (‘itlier from the s|)eeimens in the Ihitish ]\Insi‘iini (front which knlcotK’rV fiL;in'(*H

arc taken) or from s]»eeimcn.s in Iht* rndiau AIiiM'inti, viz.., Linwmniatc, lumur, Tihin, fVf/-

caneinn, Astragalvs, and Metatarsus,

Innominate.—Tltt* innoniinatt* is known from the specimens of llie aeotahnlnni fii^nnd

by Falconer (“ A. S.," jd. (>H, ////.y. 1 and the a«‘elahtilnni is c<»mpl(‘tel\ <*irfnlar ami

moderalely det'p, with a tlistincl pit for the attarhinent of the linamentnm ten's; its

diameter is 1*55 inciies.

Femur.—At the pr(txiinal cxtrcniity tin* j^real truchanter is ]>laee(l hijj^her {li;nt in Sus

and I{ijyu//)()famifs; it is akso more rei*nrvt*tl. and tin* hemi is plaeeil more nearlv perjx'iidi-

cularly to the ii(*ek ; it does not show anj distim-t impression for th<* liiL;ani<*nt ntti ti*res; tin*

di^^ilal fossa is also d( eper (lian in the allival i^'cnera. 'I'lie digital e\tr(*niily of the ft’juiir

(sec Fafroner's Jigurts) is very <liirer«‘nt from that of tin* Pig ov /fii>/)apiif<nnus, ii\u[ \t<

nnlike tliat of any livin;^ l^mnlalt*; (he trochlear Nttrl'aee tor tlie paltella is tiiinsually elon-

^at<id, Jind its borders are jihmed almost jttralh*! to the loni:: .i\is of the hone, instead of very

ohliqnely. as in othei ITnujnlati's : the condyles an* consequent ly iK'Hi ly eqnabsi/.cd and .s\ ni

•

inctri::al.

Tihia .—The proximal <-\tremity alone of the tilda has ht'en discovered : Iht* arlieidar

sni fact's an' nearly (*t[nal si/.etl and symmi't.iieal : tin* }>roniinenet* for tin* cnieial liumienl'- is

bifid; tht'Te is a notch and prtJinincnee »m the .mtt'iior holder as in Sus . in J/i/tjnigntamus

tills horder is ronghened, hnt not iiotcln'tl. On the posterior holder in Mi rgrofiuhnuus I hen*

is a narrow notch, which is not found in the <»lher ocnera

Astragalus .—Several vit'ws of the aslra^'alns an* j;iv(*n in })liitc (JS of Iht* Fauna
Anficjna tSir<(kmsis, and wt* have st'veral speeiiin*ns of the httne in the Imliaii M nst'iini. ehielly

collected in Sind hy .Mr, Feddt*n ; the specimen th;it I liave im*asured is fiom llu* left side.

Tlie astragalus of MerycojUftainus is formetl on the same i^eiu'ral ]il.‘in as llu* I'orrespomli'if.^

bone of liipjHtpotamiis

-

miA Sus, liavin^ di-slinel sub-t'tjuul laeets for tlie articnlalion of t.lui

cuboid and navicular bones separated by an intervening rid;j^e, wliieli indicabs tin* non-union

of tlie two latter lames. Comparing Die astra;;alus of Merj/ntpohnnus, iirstly with tliai tq

JJippojiutanius, wt* lind that the forim'r is disliooni.^hed by its greater l(*n;L;ih in proportion

to its breadth, so that tin; breadth ot‘ the distal extremity is only eipial to om*. lialf tiu^

length of the bone, wlieieas in Uippopitfanius, the eorrespoiulino bread! li i.s e(ju:il to ml her

more tluin two-thirds of t lie leiujlh of (he hone. In lioth hones flic* calearieul half ot llu*

iibial troclilea is considt*rabK' the hij^hest and stoutest of the two
; the trochlear surfaei* for

the calcanoum is almost square in J/ijfpfgmtarnus, while it is ohlono in Mcryrojmtannis, and

tbere is a deeper pit between this surface, and the connneneernent of the tihial troclilea. I’he

articular surface for the cuboid in both i.*^ placed on a lower h*vel than that for the navieidar,

while the latter extends further up on the posterior surface of llie bone: both artieul.jn*

surfaces are of approximati'ly equal width, and the rid^o. between tlu* two i^ placed ohlitju-'ly

to the lonj.^ axis of the bone. The lateral .surfucea of the two bones hu\e the miitr- ;j:cneral
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cliarMct^*i‘S. The astrnf^ahis of Merycopotamus is distinja:uished from that of Sus by its

^M-eater proportionate leiijjUi, and by the articular surfaces for the navicular and cuboid beiii^

of nearly the same width, inst<‘ad of that for the cuboid being only one-half the width of

that for the navicular : further, the trochlear surfaces for the tibia are of nearly equal height

in Sas. The great proportionate length of the astragalus of Merycopotamus is a character

which it has in common with that of the Actiodartyle Anoplotherlum. Below, the admea-

siiKunents of the astragali ol' Hippopotamus sivalcnsisf Meryccypotamus dissimilisf and Bus

scr-jju arc compared ;

—

Hippo. lieryco. Sus.

In. In. In.

Kxtivmc ... 3 9 225 1-76

Widlli ucrorir, (ihial trochleir ... 2-35 10 0-9

Widlli ;i<.TObe diHiul cxireuiity ... 2-36 1*26 ]0

Width ol «Mil>oidal articular facet ... ... 1*36 0*60 0 35

Width ol niivicular urtieuliir facet ... ... 1-6 0(J« 0‘66

Ijcnjrtli of ealcaiieal trochlea ... 2*46 1*36 0*96

Width of ditto ... 1*95 0 76 0*65

The astrngalns of A nflirncotherhim has the facets for the cuboid and navicular of

unecjUM.l size, as in and is therefore at onee distinguished from tliat of Merycopoiamus,

Falconer once considered the iw(» genera identical.

Cidcanevm.—The calcaneiiin, as appears from Falconers figures, appears to be of exactly

the same form as Un; corresponding bone of Hippopotamus. It is distinguished from the

eaha\ne\nn of Sits \>y its unleviuv surface being broader, and the w^hole shaft stouter, by the

surface for Uu' atiac\\meul of llie teudo achillos being excavated in the antero-posterior line,

iusteatl of being conv<‘X, and by tbe facet For tbe articulalion of the saddle-sbaped trochlea of

1 he astragalus Iteing plac(‘d more (ddi(juely. The length of the bone is 4'8 inches, and the

W'idth of the surface for the astragalus 2-:l inches.

jMctacarpa!

.

—'the metacarpals are onlN hnown to me from the distal extremity of one

of the midilh' bones brought hy Mr. Fethleii from Sind; tlie form of the fragment is essen-

tially llirpogoto mine and not Sidnc. J’he articular surface forms three-fourthh of a cylin-

der ; on the anterior surface there is no ridge on this cylindei, but on the posterior surface

there is a markeil ridge dividing the cylinder into two nearly equal portions : the shaft of

llie hone is nearly as tlnek as the cylinder. In the suh eijuality of tin* portions of tiie cylin-

der on either side ol the ridge, and in the limitation of the latter to tlie porvleri«)r surface,

the* bone agrees wdtli the metacarpals of J/ippopufamns. In Sus the ridge extends com-

])let(*ly round tlie articular e\ linder, and it is j)hiced v<*ry much nearer to the median line of

the foot, rendering llie two articular surfaces veiy unequal. From the small extent of the

riilge on the metacarpal of Mrn/ropotumiis, the first phalange of the digits lias no distinct

groove on its proximal surface : from the nearly median position of the ridge on the metacar-

jial, the foot must have been less symmetrical in relation to a line separating the third and

f.uirth digits than in and the general form of the metacarpal is very

similar to the cornsponding bone oi' A utkracutherium

;

width of distal extremity 0’65

inches.

First ph along the second phalange of the third or fourth digits we have several

specimens in the Indian ifluseiim : the bone is similar in shape to the corresponding bone of

Hippopotamus, having the superior surface wide transversely, and hollowed, with pro-

minent ridges on the fore-and-aft border; there is a very slight ridge running antero-

posteriorly across the middle of the same surface. The anterior surface of the bone ia

roumled, and the posterior Hat : the distal extremit}" presents a simple trochlea hollowed in

the middle line, and extending further up uu the posterior surface than on the anterior
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surface. Lel\^th 1'6 iuches ;
transverse diameter of proximal surfac'e 0 7 inch ; antero-

posterior diameter of proximal surface 0*6 inch ; transvoVse diameter of disial surface 0*55

inch.

Forearm.—Of the forearm, we on!}' know at present the humerus iVom its two extivmi-

ties, the radius, aud the distal extremity of tho ulna ; the two former bones arc tii'-ured

by Falconer.

JIumeruf .—At tho proximal oxtremlty we distinguish the humerus from that of Hippo*

potamus by the j;rcat tul)en)sity bein^ lefts developed, which renders the bici])ital };roove less

closed in by bone: the bicipital groove is unusually wide, and the deltoid ridge strongly

marked; the posterior extension of tho groat tuberosity forms a more continuous riju round

the outer border of the ftiipei’ior surface than in cither Hippopotamus or Sns. The disltil

extremity agrees with Hippopotamus^ and ditrers from 8us in tho absonco of tho supra-

trochlear foramen
;
the trochlear surface has the ridge on the radial half more prominent

than in either of the allied genera ; the ulnar condyle is more prominent tlnin in Uippopo*

tamus. Width of proximal extremity 3*5 inches ; width of distal extremity 2‘I^ inches.

The shape of the distal extremity is like that of tJic luimorus of Anthniootherium, but the

supra-trochlear fossa is deeper.

Hadius and Tho radius and ulna romiihh those of tho Piy, and diJT<*r Ihmi

those of the in being quite free throughout their oitire length. The radius

is a twisted bone with a triangular shaft ;
it is flatler than in the P/g, and is broader aX t he

proximal and narrower at tho distal extremity, so that the latter is the widest of the two

surfaces; whereas the reverse is the case in the Pig : the bone is not contracted in the middle,

as in Hippopotamus, The distal extremity of tin* ulna, on tho other hand, is larg(‘rthan iji

the P/</, and the hone takes a larger share in carrying the carpus ; the larger si/e of this

extremity of the ulna is 'a Hippopotamiue character. The length of the radius is 7'd indies,

the width of the proximal extremity 1*7 iiieheH, and of the distal extremity I’tto inches.

The greatest length of the distal articular surface of the ulna is T2 inches.

Position of genus .

—

From the above coinjiarisons it will he seen that iho osteology

of Merycopotamus.sm h\' as we know it, is very closely allied to that ot JIIp2)opotamus

and &US, but it presents certain characters dilferent from tliat, of hotli genera. lJ(‘yond a

slight resemblance in the form of the teeth and of the aslragalns, it does not kIjow atlinity

to the Auo^dotheres, among which it is ]daccd by Pictet. 1 sliould be inclined to place the

genus in the family Ifippopotumidre, forming a link between that and the Authraeotherida'

;

the three genera Hyopotamus and Avthravothmum are aberrant forms,

connecting the Suine to tlie Auoplotheridce and the liiiminantia.

A curious mistake has been made regarding this genus by M.M. Pictet and de Blain-

ville in the Traiie de Palaontotogic (vol. 1, p. 322) of the fonner writer : a lower jaw de-

ftcribed by Falconer (Journal Asiatic 8ocietyy Pengal^ vol. VII, p. 1()3S), under tlie name of

JHppopolamm dlmmilis i.s placed under the genu.s Hippopotamus, with the remark—“Jo

peiise que cette CRpte estla meme qiie cclle qui est figurde dans le Fauna Antigua Sivalensis,

Bous le nom de Tetvapvotodon Pala*indicu8.'’ ! In reality, the jaw should have been placed

under the genus Meryeopoiamus, which is also deftcribed in the same w'ork (p. 342) ;
bedbro

the latter genus was determined, Falconer had reft»rrpd all the bones belonging to it to JHp^

popotamus dmimilis, M. de Blainville has made a .similar error to that of M. ihetei.
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Ai>i>rnda and (VmiiiGENiu TO Paper on Tertiary Mammaua [ante paye 80)

hy U. Lydkkrkk, H.A., (rvuloyicaJ Survey of India.

TlvDAspiDOTHERirM MEO A(’KP11ALDM, iiov. jjfon. nobis.—-Tlip cranluiii from (be Siwaliks

ivfrrrod lo in llie bifst \omil)er ol’ tlio Pc^ords im(b*r tin; imni(3 ol’ Bramaihenum^ has now

bcoii cinuiod iVoni matrix, Jiiid turns out lo bcloni,^ to a nt»w ol‘ SivaiheridfVf for wliicb

J propose* th(‘ lunm* JI ijdasjddotlirriiim, from ilic (dassical name of tlie river Jlieluni, near

which it was found. Tlio distinctive characters of tin* cranium arc the possession of one

<;omnion horn-hase on the vertex, and the absence of anterior horns
;

tdie profile is concave,

the orbit depressiul, and sejiaraled ]>y a lon^^ interval from tin* horn-core
;

tin; teeth resemble

those of BtuuiHillierlfnn, A lij^ure and full description will subsequently ajqu'ar.

The ^^(‘nus rrsihi.rn.'t (Hodi'son’s synonun for Meilivor(f) should be removed from the

lists of exlinet ’.cnera, ]>. h5, and added to the lists of i^eiiera common to the Indian Terlia-

ries. and tothe livin^^ fauna* of India and Africa. The i^enus Sanilherinm—H. von Meyer—

(AV.V jindi/na. Kale.) should be added under Arliodavtyla to the lists Irom which Lh\sit<fji'us

is rejntoed.

(ha'CRKKNCE Ol' Plksiosavrvs jn India, />// R. Lydekker^ u.a., Oeolof/ieat Sumy of

ludhi.

Tin* discovery of tin* remains of this j^enus in the Oolite of Kachh is the first instance

rec(»rdc<l <d‘ its oeenri'ence in India. The specimen on whieh this delennination is founded

is a portion of tin* dislal (*xtreniity of a mandihle; it \^a^ discovered hy Mr. W\nne at Hur-

rooria in Kaclili, in tin* Pinia (Tithonian and Portlandian) beds; it comprises the whole of

tlie svm])h\sis and sinall jHiitions of ihe rami of the mandihle; on the iij:ht side it (lontuins

the alva‘oli of tive ti*(*ih, and on the left side of four. The alv<*oli are eoinplclely surrounded

hv hone; tin* distal <*xlremity of the symphysis i.s rounded, its ui))ier surface Hat, and pierced

hv neural foramina, interiorly to tin* teeth; lln're is an ovate jU'ominenoe on the upper .sur-

face at the jiinetion of the rami, the inlerior surhnv is rounded and convex, the symjihysis

heiu;;- I’iither hinder here than on the upper surface. The dimensions of this sj)ecimeii are as

folKiws

In.

ol feyiuplivsis oil upper sartiof 2‘U'J

Ditto ditto lower Hurlact* ... ... :r66

Width vd jaw at iiniou of rami ... .ToO

Width of jaw at second alvt'oli ... ... 2‘«1

Tiiiclvuoss of jaw at union of rami ... 195

The specimen agrees almost exactly in form and sive with the lowerjaw of Plesiosatmift

dvliehodeirus the English Lias; but it would not bo pnuhmt to affirm its identity till

fnvtber specimens are discovered. The range of the genus in England is from the lower

Lias to the lower Cretacetuis, so that no inferences can be drawn from this specimen as to the

homotaxis of the beds from which it is derived.
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Notes on the Gkoloot of the Pib Panjal and NEiGHBotJRiNa Districts,

BY R. Lydekkku, b.a ,
Geological Survey of India.

The present paper is in contiiniation oC Mr. Medlieott’s paper on the Geolo<:jy of tlio

Jamii District {mpra, p. 49) ; it treats of the inner hand of tiie Sirmiir <;roii]),^ and tho

rocks lying between them and the valley of Kashmir. The country lying in Ihis area embraces

part of the lower hills formed of the lower tertiary rocks, and the higher monntains com-

posed of older rocks which divide Kaslnnir iVoui the outer liills. Mr. Dnwv {Jamoo and

Kashmir Terriforks, (;h!i])s. i and vi) has (livi*led the mo\intiiiii systems of the district into

the regions of the “ outer liills”; andoftlie “ middle mountains divisions coinciding very

frequently with tho geological boundaries.

Notices of the geology of parts of this district have already appeared in various publica-

tions, the chief of which are

—

Wynne, Records, Geolopricftl Survt^y t»f India.—Vol, VII, p. 04.

Verchcre, J. A. S. H. Vols. XXXV—VI.

Godwin-AuBteii, Q, J, G. 8. L., Vnl. XXII, p. 29, and Vol. XX, p. 383.

The physical f(‘atur(‘s of that part of the district wliiih is external to the division

between the Sirniur and older rocks are vei\y similar to those which ocenr in Mr. Medlicoti’s

country. Along the whole of the uhuve boundary tin* g(*»eral dip of the Siimifir rocks is

north-east or towards the older rocks—a feature prevalent for hundreds of miles along ilio

Sub-Himalayas; and, except where anticlimils oeenr, the outi-r bands of the same rocks have

also generally' the same dip. Tlie outcrojis are nsually abrupt and steep, presenting a very

characteri.stic banded appearance: owing to the friapieney ol' the north-east dip, the northern

sides of the hills are usually tliosc the most covered wdth vegetation.

In looking over the country from one of tlui higher inner passes, such as the Rattan

Pir or the Haji Pir, the inlicrs of the “Great Limestone” of Mi‘. Mcdlieoft are seen stand-

ing up as bold rugged dills, towering Iiigh .above the r()ck.s of the tertiary series, and easily

distinguished from them by tlnir “rocky” appearance.

It is, I think, a character very ])revalent among the red rock.s, that the ])igln‘r ridges

have generally a comparatively flat dip, while the rivers Jmve excavated their valleys along

lines wliere the dip approaches the vertical.

Along the inmost boundary of the Sirmiir group there is a sudden break between these

rocks and the inner mctainorpliic scries ; the general dip of the former towards the latter

group seems to show that tliis junction as it now exists is faulted. 1 have never seen any
instance where I could distinctly assert that tho red rocks had been dejmsited unconformahly
against the base of a clilF of inetamoiqdiics

; and although I have not found any traces of

the former overlying the latter beyond the fault, I cannot help thinking that such an exten-

sion must originally have been the case to a certain extent, and that the present relationship

of the two has been brought about by subsequent up-or-down-thrusts.

In the extreme west of my district the red rocks are bounded by the confused limestones

and shales of the nummulitic and oolitic scries ; owing to the heat of the season, I was not
able to proceed up the Kishenguiiga valley to see the relations of these nummulitic lime-

* I use the term ” Siriulir'’ as couvenient and ununibiffucus for the whole lower portion of tho tertiary scries,

although it has not been geologically defined in the region under notice, as it is to cast of the Ibvvl. The term
Marl IMurree) has been more especially applied to the sapra-nummolitic zone, the equivalent in the west of the

Dugshai, or perhaps the Dtigshni and portions of (he east. This zouo, with the upper part of the Subathit gtoup,
fiiay also be sometimeB iudicuted generally iw “ the red rucks.”
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stonew to ilie motamor])hic sorips; but I presume there must be continuation of the main

fault between the two j^roups.

Ill certain places the lowest exposed beds of the inetamorphic scries consist of dark-blue

limesUmo passing up into or alternating^ with shales; in otlier places the limestone series is

not exposed ; in the foi iner cas(‘ then* is a j^reat physical hi'cak in tlie country at the Sirmur

metaniorphie junction, formed douhlless by the unequiil disintegration of the limestone, and

red clay and sandstone series ; in the latter case the junction between the two formations

does not form any marked feature in the country, the rapidity of weathering of the two kinds

of rocks being approximat<*ly equal.

1 do not think that there is any need of adding to the descriptions of the red-rocks

given by Mr. Medlicott in his paper above quoted, their composition being exactly similar

in my district.

In the lower ])art of the Mari district (Shaddita'l the purple sandstones and red clays of

th(* Sirmur group rest suddenly iqion tlie nnmmulitic limestone, without the intervention of

the red anil green sjdintevy cl.iys of the iqiper Suhaihu zone which occur to the eastward; it

ap^iears, thereroi'e, that the bottom beds of the red series are unrepresented hero: at Mari

itself the s])lint.ery coloured clays an* ]>res(‘nt, and the junction hetwi'cn the limestones and

red series is traiisdional us in Ihe original Suhaihu sections; hut the great thickness of dark

purple sla1(‘v shali's wliich occur on the I’iuc River in the Jamii district (see Medlicott) do

not seem to be fully represented here.

The wholly of the mininmlitie rocks forming ])arts of Ihe high ranges to the west of

Piiidi and Mari app(*ar to me from the general .<;imihirity of their mineral characters to

belong to the Snhathu serii^s
;
and T do not see, in tin* ahsenee of eharueteristic groups of

fossils, any strong reason for separating these beds, under the name of 1 lill-Ninamulitic

Limestone, from th<‘ nnnimulitie limestones of the typical Subathn /.one. It is true, however,

that the upper limestone bauds in the Mari distn<*t an* frequently of a lighter colour than

the lower, hut, on the otlier hand, the shah*s in both the n[>per and lower beds are exactly

similar in eharacter to those ol'the typical Snhathu /one of Air. .Mi'dlicot t : the whole of tho

nnmmulitie series in this distrie.t is undonhiedly of a miieh greater thiekness than in Jamu;

aiquoaehing (herein to the nuiiiimditie series of Sindh (Idaiitbrd, K(*c. (u‘ol. Surv., Ind.,

p. 8), and perhaps indicating a formation de])osited in a deeper sea than that of

Jamii. The exact or even approximate thickness of the iiummulilies in this district, however,

is very dillicult to determine, since they are so mixed up with the very similar limestones

and shales of tho oolitic and underlying rocks, that it is almost impossible to divide

the two.

In the nnmmulitics of this district there occur certain bands of thick-bedded dark lime-

stone abounding in nummulitics which do not occur in the Jamii district; it is, T think,

a by no means improbable sug’gestioii that part of the puriile clay series of the Jamii district

(nummuliferous on the rine River), and which I have said does not seem to bo represented

here, may really belong to the same horizon as part of the limestone and shale series in this

district; the series in the Jamii district having been deposited in a more shallow sea than

the present beds.

Mr. Wynne (.??/;>. cit.) has descriWl a number of purple sandstones and red claj^s inter-

calated between the upper and lower limestone series in the Mari district; these beds, or the

greater part of them, are so exact Ij^ similar in mineralogical cliaracter to the overlying Marl

beds, that I cannot but think their occurrence in their present position is duo to faulting,

though the relations of the liilferent bands are difficult to determine, owing to crashing and

talus deposits.
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The courpe of the Jlielum between its bonds at Mozaffarabad and Ifri runs either on or

near to the line of a broken anticlinal : the beds on the north bank are of a darker colour

•

and more slaty structure with less sandstone, than those on the south bank, which are like

the upper Mari beds ; the beds on the north bank approach in character closely to those of

the Pine River in Jainu. The dhelum anticlinal (‘ontinues its course near tin* boundary of

the red rocks down to Punch, when* it becomes lost ainon^ the complicated distuibanceH and

foldin»:fs which have there taken place.

From 1/ rl to a liitle below Punch it will be observed on the map thnt the strike of all

the rocks hcct)me.s nrarly due north and south, rctuniimj: to its normal lims at Rajaori. The

limestone hills to the east ot‘ the Jlaji-Pir are remarkable lor their peculiarly even summits.

A strong band of hull' uummulitie limestone with black shale bauds, cap]>ed by purple and

j^reen splintery shales, runs to the south 1‘rom the Ilaji-Pir, dying (Uit to the north-west of

Punch.

A well-marked anticlinal Ilexure runs through the pur[)le rocks from Bajaorf to tbo

north-west.

A north and south section along the course of tin* Aus River from Sar to Arnas cuts

through the \vhok‘ ol' tbe red series from the met amorphic junction to tlu‘ (ireat Linu'stomj

at Riassi: the beds throughout this section have the prevailing north-east di]>, and a))])ea,r

to be arranged ill a series of stepdaiilts ; a fault seems to tin* to occur at. the base of each

main ridge, the hover beds always consiNting of dark purj)le slat i‘y shales with li*w sandstones,

while the up])er beds are com))osed ol' tb(‘ brighter red elays and ])urple sandstones of tbo

]\Iari seri<?s. I have never s(‘('n in any ol’ tli'‘s<‘ see.ticms the coarse (Siwalikr') (!onglomerate

capping the red series as described hy Mr. Mcdli<*ott above Chineni.

Anotlicr large outcrop of the “(Jia^at. Limestomf' has been ma]>p(‘d by* me along the

north hank of the tdn'uab, occurriim as usual on a broken .anticlinal line. At Shartalla this

limcstom^ is nearly vertical with north-east underlie; it is succeeded suddenly by the ismI

elan's and ])urplish sandstones of the upj>er Mari scries, with nearly tht‘ sanit' dip and strike

and ap})ar(!ntly confonuahly
; to the west of the village of Shartalla, how'ever, the red beds

of the spur on which the villag<‘ stands are seen striking against the hredom edges of a high

cliff of the limestone, showing the existence of fault with a ])rol)ahIy v(’ry great dowidhrow,

No traces of the numnnilitic series wliich occur in such force resting upon the Great Lime-

stone at Arnas are seen at Shartalla.

Here I would say a lew words as to the probable age of the Great Limestone, upon

which, I think, the present inlier throws a little light. This limestone as it owurs at

Kiassi has been well described by Mr. Medlieott (sttp. rif.)
;

1 may add that whtm 8(‘en from

a short distance its general a])pearaiice is very massive, and exhibits hiit slight signs of

distinct stratification in its lower beds, although Mr. Medlieott tells me the higher beds arc

more distinctly stratified.

Tim base of the limestone outcrop on the north of the Chinab has precisely the same
appearance as the Riassi limestone; but on passing north and coming to the tojunostbeds of

the series at Shartalla, we find a great change in the character of the rock : insttjad of conti-

nuing with the same unstratified massive appearance, it becomes thin-bedded, less clierty

in structure, and more blue in colour, with a very characteristic handetd or ribboned look.

These uppermost beds are exactly similar in charjicter to the carboniferous limestone of

Vernag in tbe Kasbnnr valley, described by Major Godwin-Austen {mp, cit.) ;
and I think

the two are very probably of the same age. The only fossil I found in the Sliartalla lime-

stone was a portion of a Fenestclla, weathered out on the surface of a clifi‘, but which I was

unable to dctacii ; many portions of the Kashmir carboniferous are similarly unfossiliferous.
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J will DOW proceed to describe the main features of the inetamorphic rocks along the

bonndary of the Sirmur group, taking sections across the strike at a lew isolated points.

Consulcrahlo difficulty must occur in dealing with these rocks, as they have hitherto proved

unfr>iisiliferous both to Major Godwin -Austen’s and to my own searcli ;
I, moreover, have not

seen any good instances of the super-position of newer rocks upon them from which an idea

of their age could be gathered.

My first section is taken along the gorge of the Jheluin between the villages of Uri and

Baramiila, The Sirinur rocks at IJri have a high dip towards the metamorphics ;
the meta-

morphics also continuo with the same dip within the fault.

Leaving the red rooks of the Sirninr zone. th(‘ firsf beds we meet with consist of alter-

nations of schists and limestones; the fiwnier sire either red or green in colour and are

frequently tn/ignesian, and soajf v to the touch ; occsisionalJv some of tho green shale, bauds

contain lentieuhir nodniurs of chert ; the limestone (some lot) feet in thickness) which at

iirst uJtcnmies with, and then succeeds to. these shsiles, is dark bine in colour, soft and some-

what earf hy, and nrv^er ciystalline; it hceomes gradually fissile, arul seems eventually to ])as8

U]) into the overlying slates, but the section is not very clear at this point. After very careful

Hcarcb, I could find no trac(‘ of any fossils in this liuiestom*. Mr. Wynne, however, tells me
that on the opposite (right) hank of th(‘ riv(‘r obtained a ft‘W very minute spiral Gastcro-

puds. Ill mineral strudnre this limestone is totally unlike either tlie Nummulitic or the

Groat Limestone.

Both the limestone and its accompanying shales are but very slightly metamorphosed,

while they are succeeded by highly metainorphic shites and (juarlzites, passing in some places

into gneiss. It appisirs to me hardly likely Mnii these underlying slightly-altered beds can

really be older than tin* iiietamorpliies
; il‘ this supposition be tnu*. the outer series of the

metamorphics must be inverted, whicli inversion, as 1 shall show below, must extend along

the whole of the Pir Panjal and {uljoining range. J^fr. Wynne says that the P'ri limestone

and shale series is very hkt' in mineralogieal eliaraeier to tlx* 'I’ri.is^ie beds of Changla-galU

and other })laees in the lla/ara district, and is iindined to correlate the two. Pr. Stoliezka

also conjectured that these beds were of Triassie ag<' ; on these grounds, these and similarly

placed beds to the east have boon conjeeturally classed as Triassie in the map, though a

strong objection to this view is noticed further on.

On lejulng the limestone noiili of UVi the flaggy slaies continue with slight alterations

in mineralogieal character along the Jbelum valley into Kaslimir ; they are very thick and

gvi it y at Urini} bo, where they form almost inaccessible ])er)>eiulicubir cliffs along the left

bank of the river. They bc<u)me somewhat crystalline and hornblendic at Naoshera. There

are several folds or faults in the se*t ion, but the (li]> is freipieutly concealed by metamorphic

action. Nt)ne of the so called amygdaloids occur in this section.

Along the rivcr-lh'd there occur a great quantity of gneiss boulders, forming terraces

above the present river level. Major Godwin-Austen supposes these to have been brought

down to the ]uvsi‘nt position by glacier action. The gneis> is not seen ia sita anywhere

along the ri>ad scctii>n, but occurs iu the mountains on liotli sides. Tlie gneiss is light grey

in colour with large porphyritic cr\ stals of white orthoclase.'*’ The gneiss alternates with, and

forms an integral part of, the metamorphic slate series, .as will be more lully noticed in tho

Banihal section. Pebbles of the same gneiss are also found in the streams flowing from the

Nilkanta Pass, showing that it extends as far w'eat as that point.

• The BudCilnst teniplo near Naoshera itt built of this stone, and not of amijgdalQidal trap, as stateU by Dr, Bel-

i6W P* Xmkmir tind KaMh^kar,” p. 53).
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Mr. Mallet has kindly examined a specimen of tbie gneiss for me, and says that it is

composed ol’ the four following minerals, viz,, orthoclaso forming the large crystals, frequently

twins, of a dead white colour ; milk-white quartz ; and two species of mica, probably biotite

and muscovite. Tliis appeal’s to be the same gneiss as that described by Dr. StoUczkaas con-

taining albite veins. •

The limestone band continues to underlie the metamorphic series from to the Siiran

River, where I have taken another cross section ; on the Bitarh River, between tln'se two

IKiints, the green amygdaloidal rocks are intercalated with the slate series, a short distance

from the limestone.

The section up the course of the Siiran River towards the Pir Panjal Pass gives the fol-

lowing series of rocks. Le.'iviug the r(‘d rocks of the Siriniir group at the village of Draha,

we come upon a thick band of dark-blue limestone (without polyehroic; shales) similar to

that of D'ri ; the liiiiestoiie is ratlier more alhu’od and slaty than to the west, and is soon

succeeded by thick-bedded flaggy shales, and then again by a variety of the peculiar amygda-

loidal rocks noticed by Mr. Medlieott {sup, ciL, p. 52).

Before noticing these latter rocks, I must refer to a statement of Major (hxlwin-Aiisien,

asserting the existence of nunimulitic limestone on the soutlicrn face of the Pir Panjal

(G. I., G. S. L., vol. XX, p. 3S5). The outeroj) of limestone notu^cd .above must, I pri'snnn*,

he the limestone referred to, as no other exists on the Pfr Panjal. Wlien Major Godwin-Austen

speaks of the sandNtone as overlying the limestone, he must imply a normal ov(Mii(*with

inversion, for the ap])aront relations from dip would ])lac(‘ the sandstones of the Sirmiir

group below the limestones ; in reality the two arc sepanited by a fault.

The passage, of the limestone into the overlying slates, how(‘ver, is so elear, that tljero

can bo no doubt but that they belong to tin's series. Tli(‘ only remaining question is —doi's

the limestone contain nnmniulites ? Jii answer to tliis, I can only say that after a very

careful search I never nnd witli any; and, moreover. Major Godwin- Austen liimsidl’ makes no

mention of having found nummulites in Ilies(‘ beds; apparent ly, he only jiiaced this lime-

stone in the nummnlitic grouj' from its apparmit assoeiation w'ith the red ro<;ks in tho*

same manner as he at lirsl sujiposed the limestone (»f the Dal Laki* in Kashmir to 1 m» nnm-

mulitic, which afterwards turned out to be carboniferous. 'I'liis linu'stone is .serially (^mtinii-

oiis with that of li’ri, in wliich both Mr. Wynne and myself liave carefully hunted for

nummulites without success.

Returning now to the so-called “ ani3^gdaloid!il traps,'’ we find these rocks of very

common oecurnuice all along tin* Pir Panjal range. They were e(»nsi<h*n‘(l hy Dr. Verehero to

be of voleauic origin— a Mijqiosition which does not appe.ir to mo to he home out 1*3 their

mode of occ'urrenee ;
unfortunately, I have mislaid the Kiiecimcns which I had intendt'd to

bring down for examination.

These ainj’gdaloids always occur interstrati fled with the slates of the imdamorphie s<‘ries,

the passage bolwecn the one and the otluT being gradual. Tli<*y genemlly also seem to he

locally continuous in extent with the slate series,—-not tliinning out, as should la* the case if

they were contemporaneous traps
;
neither are there any IhmIs of trap-asli in tfie series. Thr*rc

is no sign of any greater alteration in the slate beds which lie ladow them than in lhos<* above

tliem, and the am^gdaloids tl)cmst*lves are very distinctly stratilied. 'J'he }>ase of tlie roek

is either gn^m or ]>urplc in colour, and the aun’gflala either gr(‘en or white, varyirtg in si/e

from that of a pea to that of a small walnut
;
they^ are fretpiently irregular in shape

;
the

base L> very hard and fine grained, ami appears to he partly siiicious.

In jd.'ice.s, as on the Banihal Pass, these rocks pass iinperceplihly up or down into almost

unaltered earthy saudstoncs and giith, without amygdala ; of Ihcse sandbtoucs there can be
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no doubt as to their aqueoug ori«yin ; in other places the amygdaloids pass up into slates. How
f}ir the former presence of cavities (now filled by amygdala) in these rocks militates against

their metamorphic origin, as indicating the absence of excessive pressure, I leave to more

experienced physicists than myself to judge; I have never seen these amygdaloidal rocks in

contact with strata of the Sirmdr group, as noticed by Mr. ModlicA^t on the Ravi {sup, cit.f

]). 62). Whatever view may be held as to their origin, there can be no doubt but that they

are contemporaneous with the great mass of rocks of the Pir Panjal. Dr, Stoliozka in his

Yarkand Journal (p. 4)) considers the similar amygdaloidal rocks of Kashmir as metamorphic.

Continuing our section up the Suran River, we come upon anotlier band of blue earthy

limestone at the village of Rifiiage, followed by the same series of ainygdaloids and slates.

This second hand of limestone ap])oars to bo faulted against the amygdaloids of the outer

group, ami is probably only a rej»etition of the same scries. The whole of the rocks noticed

above havt! a steady jiorth-easterly dip. The green and purple amygdaloidal series come to an

end about a mih' ])el()w Baramgalla; they are succeeded by silky magnesian shales. Thick

hands of white quartzite are lierc and there in terstratified with the shales.

Owing to the great quantity of snow on the jiass, I only went along the road as far as

llie baiting place of Poshiaua ; shales ami amygdaloids continue thus far w^ith the same dip;

])cbbles of the saim? rocks form the only debris brought down by the streams, so these pro*

l^.jbly eontimie all the Avay nji to the pass. The only other rock I noticed in the streams w\as

n very iiard silicious conglomerate, containing pebbles of quartzite and slutv. I did not see

tin's rock /u si/fi

;

it [irobably indicates a break somewhere in iln? slati? series. Gniuss does

not occur anywlu'n* on llie south side of the ])ass. DetAV(‘cn Baramgalla and Rajaori the

same slate .'iml amygdaloid series continues, hut the U'rf limestone is not exposed at the base.

To tin* (‘ast ward of tlu' Pir Panjal Pass, along the valley of the An^ Rivau’, I have not

boon nhio to take any section nentss the strike of the strata for a eonsidcrahlo disiiwce,

Juivhi^L!' merely ibUowocJ ilw bomidiuy of ihe iiieitiinor}dne rocks. The series of rocks in this

reg/on exjmscil iii the biise of the shite series ditfer consiiiwnhly in chiiriieter from those to

ihe wesiw'urd. At the vilhii'c of Kiol the follow iii<^ series is well exposed alon^ the bunk

of a ivihuinry streum ; the seciioti is from below upwards :

—

a.—Pui’ide or wliiti', fine grained, glistening quartzites
; base not exposed, and top only

seen at intervals.

h .—Black shales (50 to 200 feet thick), containing thin bright bends of brittle coal,

and nodules of iron-ore ; in many places the shales are aliercd into hard black

slates.

c.—Dark blue earlliy limestone, fiaupumtly bituminiferous ; sometiines massive but more

usually nodular, ])assiiig gradually up into the next zone.

d.—Amygdaloidal and black slate scries.

These I shall subsequently designate as the Kiol group.

The limestones appear to be very similar in mineralogical ebaraeter to those of Uri,

occupying the same ndative position under the inetamorpbic series. The coal shales are not

found at P'n, but occupy the position of the green and purjde shales of that phice. The coal

never occurs in lasers of more than an inch in thickness, and these do not extend continu*

oiisly for more than short distances. The occurrence of tliese slightly altered limestones aud
coal vshalcs at the base of the metamorphic series, seems to point to the same conclusion as

at I ' if, viz.^ inversion, these strata being the newer of the two.

At the village ot Sang on the Aus River, the white quartzites of the Kiol series are

seen abutting by a faulted junction against the red sandstones and clu3^s of the Sirm6r
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group, the contrast of the two colours forminsr a very striking feature, seen for many miles

down the valley. The coal •bearing shales of the Kiol group become more altered towards the

east; up the valley of the Uolahgarh stream porpliyritic gneiss similar to that of Uri occurs;

the gneiss alternates with the slate series.

The Kiol series corresponds somewhat in mineralogical characters to the Math and

Ruling series of Dr. Stoliezka (Notes on North-Western Himalaj/a, Mem. (leol. Surv. Ind,,

vol. V, p. 135), both alike containing white quartzites, shales, limestones, (altered) sandstones
;

the Ruling series is, however, of Triassic age, and from their ])osition and from the

absence of carboniferous limestone beneath them, 1 doubt whether the Kiol series <M)uld

belong to the former period
;
they seem rather to correspond with the lo\v(‘r beds of M!iji>r

Godwin-Auateii’s sections to the north of Pir Panjal, which Dr. Stoliezka eonjc'ctured might

be of Silurian age. The great mass of mctamorphic rocks on the north side of the Pir Panjal

may still be considered as of Cambrian ajre, the Kiol serie.s as probably Silurian, and ])erha]»s

partly carboniferous, while the Great Limestone of Mr. Mcdlicott .should be entirely carboni-

ferous. The limestones and sliales of I' ll corre.spond in relative position with those of the

Kiol scries, and may very probably he ])laced on tin* same horizon. Mr. Wynne thought the

1' ri rocks were of Triassic age
;
but tiicn, as in the case of the Kiol scih's, tlicr(‘ would he no

representative of the great carboniferous limestone between the I Tu limestojies and the

metamorphics.

The accompanying diagrammati(5 section taken from the village of Turn on the cast

bank of the Ans Itivor into Kashmir, explains my i(h‘a of th(i seipionce of the strata. The

ridge of central gneiss forms an nnsymmetrical anticlinal axis, covered l>y inverted Cambrian

Mrata on the south, and followed by Cambrian and Silurian strata, much contorted and

folded, on the north
;
beyond the Silurians there is a fault separating them Irom the carboni-

ferous limestones of Kashmir.

The last section which I have taken extends from the Chinah Uiver, across the Danihal

Pass into Kashmir, and is partly represeuted in the fort‘going diagraim The bright red clays

of the Sirmur series are nearly vertical where they lie against the metamorphics (m the CTianz

Kiver. Along the north hank of ibis river the limestones and shales of tin* Kiol series are

not ex[K)sed. Tlie rocks seen con^i.st ot Mack and rusty brown slates, gi'iierally splitting iutt)

irregular thigg}” massi's, iiitercaluLHl witli frequent beds of (juartzite. At the dislanee of

about a mile and a half up the Pichlari stream, we come upon a line-grained gneiss, some-

times hondilendie and sometiuies ]»orj)liyrilie like that of U'li
,

this gneiss has at first

a north-easterly dip of about tJ<P (inverted), becomes ipiite vertical at Pantol, and beyond this

again requires a norUi-easlerly underlie. The vertical rocks of Pantol form loft y eliifs between

which the river Hows in a narrow gorge. At both its boundaries the gneiss intercalates

with semi-crystalline rot;ks, and these again willi the slate series, so that it becomes almost

imposbihle to define on the map the exact boundaries of the diJl‘i*rent rocks.

The gneiss does not extend to the northward beyond the village of Gangna, at wliich

place it is suecteeded by the overlying scries of bluek and green splinting schists. In i)laces

there are a few bends of the green ainygdaloids ; and a fow veins of carbonaceous shale

occur in the shaly grits which occur about thna* miles north of Gangna. A little above Goond
there are a few bands of blue earthy limestone, alteraating with coarse greyish sandstones

and grits, showing but very slight signs of metamorphisia. Along the Banihal stream a

synclinal and an anticlinal fold run through the grit strata.

On the Banihal Pass these strata contain bands of white and pinkish eherty grits,

black flaggy shales, and a few green amygdaloids, all with a steady north-easterly dip
;
there

are also a few bands of a tine-grained grit conglomerate and strings of white quaruite. These
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r<»cks, fi« beiTV^ tbo uppermost of the metamorphic series, correspond well in position and

eh n racier with the llhebeh or Lower Silurian scries of Dr. Stoliezka, who sugf^cKted \Ktftes

mi Wcatern Himalaya,, p, 350) that part of the metamorphic rocks on this line belonged to

the Silurian series.

On the north side of the Baniliat Puss there appears (as shown in the section) to be a

faulted junction between the metamorphic and the carboniferous limestones of Ka^shmir

((lodwiii'Austen, sup. nl.)\ the limestone at the junction dips towards the pass at a high angle

in the opposite direction to the dip of the metamorphics.

Th(^ gneiss ridge has nearly the same strike as tlie gneiss of the Dhaoladar range, and

the Kio) limcslone has the sanu' relative ))Osition in regard to the Banihal gniess as the Kvol

limestone of Mr. M(*dlicolt has to tlie Dhaoladar gneiss (Medlicott, Mem.) Cieol. Snrv. Ind.,

vol. Ill, ma]) and sect., p. (53); and it is fj\iite possible that the two scries are contem-

j)oraneons. Dr. Stoliezka has, however, atlcnipted to correlate the Knd limestone with his

Knling (Triassie) series ;
a(;cordirig to my view, however, the U'ri Kicd and Krol limestones

are more likely to belong to the Bhabeh or Silurian stTies, forming an interrupted zone along

the has(‘ of the Dhaoladar find Pir Panjal ranges for a long distance.

On the low ]>ass at IJaramula, there occur l«arg(‘ masses of modern strata of sand, clay,

and very coarse griLvcl. These l)eds rise to a height of at least 50(> feet above the present

l(‘vel of the river, and are tilted at an angle of about 9^ to the eastward
;
man} of the

])t‘hhles siri‘ crushi'd m .v/V//. These beds are (piite different in structure from the Kareewalis

of tlie Kashmir v}illev,!iud dilToralso from tlie latter in being tilted. As none of the superfi-

cial alluvium in the outer hills have been disturbed from their original horizontal position, it

is, 1 think, probable that tliese IJjiramula b(‘ds arc older, possibly Siwalik.
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Museum.

ACCESSIONS TO THE LIBRARY

Feom IsT July to SOth Septbmbek 1876.

THles of Books. Donors.

Ainrwokth, Wm.-~Researches in Assyria, Babylonia, and Chaldea, (1838), 8vo., London.

AnpuK, G. G.-—

a

Practical Treatise on Coal Mining, Vol. I (1876), 4to„ London.

Bbush, G. J.—Manual of Determinative Mineralogy, with an Introduction on BIow*pipe

Analysis (1876), 8vo., New York.
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Titles of Bool'S Donors,

Cloizeaux, a. I)B8.—Mnimel dc l\rmdralogie« Vol. I (1802), 11, pt. I (1874), with Atlas,

Hvo., Paris.

Doklteb, Db. C.—“Dio Bestirnmuiiij tier prtroeri’aphiscli wiclitifjoren Mineralien dureli das

i\Iikrosivo]> (1S7<)), 8vo., Wien.

Eneyelopa*dia Dritannica, Otli editi<ni, V<d. IV" (187(»), 4to., London.

EiTi.NtJSTTArsEN, 0. R. V.— Die Pdatt-Skelele der Dikotyledonen (1 SOI), lio., Wien.

Frcns, Dli. C. W, C.— Praetieal (Juido to the Determination of Minerals by the 15Iow«pipc,

{lS(>Hh Sv<»,. London.

Helmkrsen, G. V.—Die Tele/kiselie See und dieTolente.il in Osllichen Altai (ISOS), 8vo..

St. Ikdevslmv^.

„ „ Relse naeh deni AUai ini Jahre iSdl- (ISIS), Svo., St. IVdershuv^.

Lartkt, L.—Essai siir la, Geolos;‘i<‘ d(‘ la Pnlesfino (ISOD). Svo., Paris.

Levmeuie, a.— Memoire snr h' Terrain Numnmhtes des Corhieres (‘tdela Monta."ne Koire,

ito., Paris.

Michelotti, G.—Etudes SUV le Idioeeue Inferiouv do ITialio Seplenirionale (ISOl), 4t<i,,

Haarlem.

Mojsisovics, Ed. von.—

U

eher die Ausdehimnj^ nnd Struciur der Sud-Osttirolisehen l)(do-

inilsiocke (ISTo), Svo., Wit*n.

Di'I’EL, Du. a.— TTeher Ostindiseln* Fos^iln'^te (IS(Kl), Svo.

Pi:ilt:Y, John.—

M

et.dluri^y, ivvi.^ed edition. (IS7'>), Svo., Ijoudon.

llivOT, L. E.—Doeimiisie Traiie d’Analyse d(‘s Suhstanees J\Iine rales, Vol. I (ISOl),—IV,

(lS0(n, Svo., Paris.

SArvKiru, DR.--*Vei;et.aux Fo.ssih's des Terrains llouillers dc* la Dcl^^icpie (ISIS), ito.,

Dnixelles.

Srei.and, E.—Der lliiHenhor^ev Erzherj' nnd Scene v edisie nmoc'lnjn;.^ (Is70). Svo., Wiiai.

Stop. EK, FjtANK 11.—First Outlines of a Dielionary of Soluhililies of Olifuiieal Sui>H(anee.4

(JShl), Svo., (tamhridixe.

TciiinATrnKFF P. de.—Asie Mineure. VoL. 1— III, Geolot^ie. (lS(;7-lS<‘i|f), Svo., Paris.

Watts, IIenuy.—A Dietionarv of (‘hemistry, new edition V^>In. I (1S71)— VH
1

{Js75),

Svo., London.

PERIODICALS, SERIALS. Ar.

Abstract of tlio Ri'ports ol' the Survey> and cd’ o(h<*r Oeoi^ra[)hie/»1 Ojx ralicuis in India for

1 873-7 1<, {lS7h) Hvo., Lcmdon.

India On-if k.

American Journal of Science and Arts, Jrd Series, Vol. XI, No. Hd,

(i87f)), 8vo., Ne\v Haven.

and .VI I, Nos. 07—hs,

TitF Kditou.s.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4tli Series, Vol. XV'^II, No. J02, and XV'^IU,

N(»s. lo:i—]nj (1S70). Svo., Loinhui.

I/ililiothequc' Fniverselh* et lo'vue Siii.sM*, Vol. LVH, Nos. 221—222 (lS7t)), Svo., T.<au‘^aiin<*,

Dihliotbeque T^iiivcrsello ot Rev no Suisse : Archives des Selcaiees Phy^irpieH et Kai urell.’.'^,

Vols. LV, No. 220, and LVl, No.^. 221 —222 (]S7t»)j ^vo,, L'euc'va.

Geographical Magazine, Vol. lip 0 s (lS7d), R(»\ . S\o
,
Loi-d^u.
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Titles of Bool-s. iJonor,.

OVolo-rioal Miis'.vJno. Norr series, Deendell. Vol.IIl Nos. 6—8 (18T6), 8vo., London,

.hunmide Omchyliologie, M Series. Vol. XVI, No. 2 (1876), 8vo., Park

London, Edinburgh, and Duhliu Philo.sophkil Mugiir.hw and Journ.il of Srience, Sth series,

Vol I. Nos. 6—7, and Vol. 11, Nos. 8—!) (1876). 8vo., London. #

Mahtini vni> CimiiNiTX.—Conchylien Cahhiet. Liel. 2-17—2-18 (1876), -llo., Niirenbeig.

Nliinro, Vol. XTV, Nos. Illo—^loO (lH7it), lio., London.

JNciwa Jiilirbncb fur Minendo^w, Grolo^'iOt iind Piihvoutologief Jidii’^. 1S70, heft. 4—

5

Noviiates ConchoJoirica-, Li(>f. 4S—4f) (iS/d), 4to., Cassol.

Pnhronio^nnidiicn, Unnd XXJl, liV/: T, XXIIL liof. U, and XXIV, Vwf. 1 and 2, (1S7(>), 4io.,

Ciisscl.

Petebmann, Dm. A.— G(‘o,icr:i])hischo Miltlicilungon, Band XXII, liei't. 5— (3 (1870), -Ito.,

(jiotlia.

„ „ MiHlieilun^^cn: Supplement, Land XLVT—XLVII
(1S70), '!{(»., Gctha.

PoOGENDORFF, d. C.—Aiiiiiilen (ler Pliysik und Cbemie, Band 158, Nos. 5 and 0, (187(3), 8vo.,

Prolessional Papers on Indian Eiij^ineerin^^ 2nd Series, Vol, V, No. 21, (1S70) Svo., Koorkee.

Thomason Colllkoe of Oivjl Engineering.

Quarierly dournal ol‘ Mieroseopieal Seienee, New series, No. LXlll (1870), 8vo., Loudon.

Qiiarlej'ly dourind of Seienee*, No. Lf (1S7(‘>), Svo., Li)ndon.

IJeport on tlio Pioj^^n-ess and (k>iuli(ion ol' the Loyal (Jardens at Kew diirin;,,' 3875 (1870),

8vo., Lomlon. India Office.

Tlie AUnMia'iim, Nos. 25)17—2518, (1870). Uo.. London.

Tin' Colliery Guardian, \5>1. XXXI, Nos. Si 15—810 (1870), lol., Londein.

The Willing eJournul, with Suppleineni, Vol. XLVl, Nos. 2128—21)11) (1870), fol., London.

(JOVLLNl\lENT SELECTIONS, LEPOLTS, eV(’.

CENTEAL Provinces.—Winnie hy 1 In* duel Commissioner, Ceniral Provinees, on the Warora

Colliery Works and the Chanda, (\)al and Iron Wines, togetliev

with report mi i'xperiineiits tried in England on the manulaeturo

ot' iron Iroin Indian Ores (1870), Use*,., Cak nlta.

Government of India, P. W. Defartment.

„ Lepnrt on the Administration of the Central Proviiie(‘s for 1874-75

(1875), Svo., Nagjmr.

Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces.

India.—

L

ist of Civil Officer.^ holding gazetted a]>pointments under the Government of India

in the Home, Legislative, and Foreign Departments (187<3),

8vo., Calcutta.

IIoME DErARTMENT.

II IL'port on the Administration of tho Imperial Customs Department for 1807 to

1875; witli appendiees (1807— 75), Use., Calcutta and Allahabad.

f. LeVENUE, AaSICULTUliE AND CoMJIEMCE,
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TUhs or Books. Donors,

India.— Scledi 01)8 from tho Records of (lie GovernTKCot of Iiidin, No. l‘J5. Kepto'i on llio

Administration of the Ajinere and M hairwarm Disti-icts for

187‘li-75, by L. S. Saunders (1S7(»). Svo., C^ilcailU.

loUl'UiN Dm’AUTMKNT.

„ Selections from the Records of the Government of India, No. 120. Annual Adminis-

tration lJe]‘ort of the l^hninijmor Ajj^eney for tlie year ending

3()th June 1871-75 (1870), 8vo,, Calcutta.

Ditto.

Madras.—Keport on the Administration of tin* Madras Presidency for 187-1-75, (187(J), Svo.,

Madras.
AIaduas Govkunm

North-WESTERN Provinces.—Atrinson, E. T.—Btatisticul, descriptive, and hislorieal

account of tin; Noiih-Western Ih*()vinces ol' India, Vol. IV,

Agra l)ivi.sion, P.art I (lS7n). Svo.. Allahabad.

(JoVEUNMENT, N. W. PROVlN(M';s.

tkaXvSactions, pkooeedtnos, &v.., of societies.

Easel.—Abhandlungt'ii der Scliwri/erischen Pahiontologi>elien Gesellschaft, Vol. II (1875),

Ito., Easel.

Eerlin.—Monatsl)erlcht der Kdnig. Preus.s. Ahad. der Wi.ssen8chaftcn /.u Eerlin, March to

May (1S7()), 8 VO., Berlin.

The .\cAi)EM\,

„ Zcitschrlft der Deutschen Gcologischon G(‘sellBchaft, Band XXVIII, hell. 1 (]S7t>),

8vo., Berlin.

TifE Society.

liKi.STOL.—Proceedings of the Eri.stol Naturalists’ Society, New Series, Vol. I, pt. 3

(1870), Svo., London.
The Society.

Brussels.—Annuaire de rAcademie Koyale de Belgi<juo (1875-70), 12mo., Bru.\elles.

The Academy.

„ Bulletins de V Academie Uoyah* de Belgi«pie, 2)id Series, Vol. XXXVII
(187-1),—XL (1S75), 8vo., Bruxelles.

Ditto.

), Alemoires Couronuds (‘t autres Memoires, Vols. XXIV—XXVI (1875), 8vo.,

Bruxelles.

Diito.

„ Alcmoircs Couronnes ot Memoires dcs Savants Etrangers, Vol. XXXVIII

(187-1), and XXXIX (1870), Ito., Bruxeli«;s.

» AIcmoire.s de V Academic Koyale de Science, Vol. XLI, pis. 1 and 2 (l875-7t>),

4to., Bruxelles.

Ditto.

t) Notices Biographiquos et Bihliographiquc.s concernant les Menduv's, Ae., do

1’ Acudemic Royalc de Ikdgiquc (1875), 12mo., Bruxellc.s.

Ditto,
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Tiflvs nf liffok.s. Donors,

Cai-cdtta.—Jourjjiil of iho A^nM(!uItuvnl uwA H(»rticnUural Society of India, New series^

V^)l. V, j)t. 2 {]H7<>>, Hvo., Ouicutta.

The Society.

„ Jourriiil of llio Asi;iii('Sooi(‘ty (jfl^.‘iipil, New Series. Vol. XLV, pt.2, Nos. I and 2

(1H7()). Svo , Caleiitta,

The Society.

„ Priieci ‘dinars ol' the Asiatie Sueief)' of Bengal. Nos. VI—VII 8vo.,

Ciileiitta.

Coi'ENlTAOr.N.—Menmire^ de 1 Ae.jdejni»‘ B-nali* de Oopenhu^en, otli scries, Vol. XI, No. 2,

and XII, No. 2 (IS7o), Svai., Copenliajj^en.

The Ac\t)emy.

Fu \NKFOUT-—Al)liandlnn<^en der Senckenb(‘ri:is( lieu Natiirforsclienden Gesellscliaft, Band X,
lioft. 1 and 2 (ls7()l, Ilo„ Frankfort.

(iL.vsiiow.—I’roceodinjjs of flie Fhiloso])liieal Society of Glasgow, Vol. X, jit. 1 (JN76), Hvo.,

Glasgow.

The Society.

Loni»on.

—

douvnal of tlio Antlir()}>oloi;i<'al Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol, VI^
No. 1 (lS7t»), S\(»., lioiulou.

The Institute.

„ flounial of tlie T/nnuean Socii>ty, Zoology. Vol. XII, Nos. 7)7—oO, Botany,

\ ol, X I V, Nos. 7d—80, Willi li.st of Fellows I’or 1871 (1878—1875),

Svo., Ijomlon.

„ rlounial of the lloval Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, New series',

Vol. VI II, N»). 2 Nve,. London.

Tjje Society,

„ Journal of the Koval Geographical Society of London, Vol. XLV (lS7f;), 8v(x,

Londi)!).

The Society,

„ ProiaM'dings of tin* Ko>al (h'i)gra|>hi*‘al Soelety of London. Vol. XX, No. -I

(187<>I, Svo., Loiuhni.

„ Proceedings of the Koval Soelety of London, Vol. XXIV, Nos. IHSand Bit) (187(1),

Svo., London.

The Society’.

„ (juarterly Journal of the Geokigieal Soelety of London, Vol. XXXII, pt. 2,

No. 12r> (187(1), Svo., LomUui.

The Society.

Manchesteu. —Transactions of the Maneliester (Ecological Society, Vol. XIV, pt. 8 (187(1),

Svo., Manchester.

The Society.
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Titles of BonJcs. Donors.

Meluournk.—

G

t'olo^Moal Survey of Victoria. Prodronins of iho Pala'Oidoloixy of Victoria,

Decade III (1870). Svo., Mclbonnu'.

The SuitvKY.

„ Mineral Statistics oi Victoria for lS7/> (187()), tlsc., Melbourtic.

Government Mimno I)Ei’AiiTMi;i\T. A^ictoima.

„ Iteport of the Chief Inspector of Mines to tlie Ilon'hle the Minister of Minos,

for 1875, (187()), fisc.. Mcl])ourne.

Ditto.

„ Reports of tlie Minin" Surveyors and Registrars lor (piarters endin" :Ust

Deceiuher 1875 and Illst March 187(5 (l875-7f»), tisc., Melhoiirne.

Ditto.

Montreal.—Geological Survey of Canada. Report ol‘ Progress for 187 1-75 (187(>). Svo.

,

Montn'nl.

The SrKVKY-

Moscow,—Bulletin do hi Societe Tinperiale dos Naturalistes di* Moscow, Nos. 3 and d (1S75),

Svo., Moscow.

The Soitetv.

Neucttatel.—Meinoire.s d(‘ la Societe des Sciences Natnrell(‘s de Nenehatel, Vol. IV, pis. 1

and 2 (lSr)tL]s7 D. llo., Nenchat*'!.

Paris,—

B

ulletin dc la Societe (5eolo"i<lo<' de Krance, :hd series, Vol. Ill, No. 0. and Vol. IV,

No, 2 {lS75-7t5), Svo., Ihiris.

The S()(’ietv.

„ Bulletins d(‘ la Societe d’ Anthropolo"ie, 2nd siries, Vol. XI, ])t. 1, (187(1), Svo.,

Paris.

The Society.

Penzance.— The ()2nd Annual Beport of the Royal Geoloirieal Soeii'ly of Cornwall (1S7(5),

Svo., P(‘iizanee.

The Soc'ikty.

Transactions of the Rctyal (ieolo^ieal Society ni Cornuall, Vctl. JX, ]»(,. I

(1875), Svo., Pcn/.ance.

The Soc iety.

PlTILAHELnilA.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, .‘Ird Series. Vol. LXXI, No. H, :ind

LXXJl, No. 1 (187(5), Svo., Philadelphia.

The iNsrnrTE.

R(»me.—liolh'lino R. Comitato Geolo"ico dTtalia, Nos. 5—(5 (187(5), Svo., Ponia.

The (iEOLofirc vl Comaussion oe Italy.

St. PeTEBSEURG'—

T

ableau Gcjiieral AIdlhodi<|U(* cd Alpliahc^lique (h^s Malic res »'ontinncs

dans h‘s jnihlieali^-i(», de rAc.idemli' fjiip(M‘ialr des Scii'rices de

St. PetcTshuv" depuib sa foundation, pt. i (1872), Svo.. St.

^ctelbbur^^
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Donora,

Tukoi^to.—

C

a.u<idian Journal of Scionoc, Literature and History, 2^cw sories, Vol. XV,

Nos. 1 and 2, (1876), 8vo., Toronto.

The Canadian Institute.

VENTCK.—Memoire dell’ I. K. Istitnto Voueto di Scienzo Lettero ed Arti, Vols. VIII, pt. 1,

and XII, pt. 2, 1859 and 1865, 4to., Venezia.

Wellington.—Transactions and Procevdinj^s of the New Zealand Institute, Vol. VIII

(1875), 8vo., Wtdlington.

The Institute.
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RECORDS
OF THK

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OE INDIA.

Part l.J 1877. [Pobruary.

Annual Report of the Geological Survey of India and of the Geological

Museum, Calcutta, for the year 1S7G.

Oondwana fo7'mation ,—Tho past year has certainly been one of special adv^ance in

our knowledge of Indian fonnatious ; we have at last sticeesKlully grappled with our

great plant-l)earing series of ro(d{s, now known as the Gondwana system—the only extensive

fossil iferous formation of peninsular India. This advance is, of course, dini to palieontological

aid. The splendid work on the cretaceous fauna of Southern India, produced by Dr. Stoliczka

in the Palaiontologia Indica, after several years’ labour, will no doubt, for a long time to

come, he a standard of reference in the examination of rocks of that age, besides its in-

dependent merits as a study of a great branch of natural history. The same may be

said of the work on the Jurassic Cephalopoda of Kach by Dr. Waagen, noticed in the last

annual report. Yet it is not too much to say that the results of a few months’ study

by Dr. Feistuiautel have been of more immediate service to the Survey.

The explanation of this is simple. Both the treatises referred to deal with rocks that

only occur in patches on the outskirts of the peninsula, whereas the Gondwana deposits

occupy large areas ;
and, on account of their economic importance, they have been from

the beginning the chief object of our investigations. It would seem as if there were hero

a case of misdirected labour ; but it must be recollected that, on tlie whole, marine creatures

form an immense projiortion of fossil remains; and, as a consequence, comparatively

few palajontologists are capable of dealing with a fossil flora. 1 am happy to say we are

now well provided in this way.

As an illustration of these results, I may mention tlie case of a large spread of rocks

marked down b^’ Mr. Hughes in the Pranliita valley. Two localities of this area have
for many years been famous as having yielded remarkable vertebrate fossils, from wliicb,

and from the general aspect of the deposits, it had been considered that these beds were
on the horizon of the Pauchets, in the lower Gondwana series of Bengal. This year a few

poor plant-fossils were found with the bone beds of Kota and Maleri. From these, and
in their order of superposition, Dr. Fcistmaritel at once detected representatives of two
groups 6f upper Gondwana deposits, the Jabalpur and Kajmahal, established by him from the

study of the floras of the typical areas.

This case affords also an example of independant verification, which is always such a

welcome encouragement, as a confirmation of the soundness of our methods. Where tlie

Goudwaiia rocks tail down towards the sea, on the border of the Godavari delta, they
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become associated with marine beds. Mr. King has been for some time working in this

region, and has established three well-marked groups in upper Gondwana rocks,—a bottom

one, with a well characterized Rajmahal flora, and two upper ones, with distinctive marine

fossils. From a cursory inspection of these latter specimens, Dr. Stoliezka had recognized

the upper group as corresponding with his Umia group, at the top of the Jurassic series of

Kach, with the flora of which group Dr. Feistmantel has identified that of the Jabalpur

group of the Narbada and Sono regions. During the past season, Mr. King was directed

to make a traverse up the Godavari, to bring his work into connection with Mr. Hughes*

ground on the Wardha and Pranhita. He has .satisfactorily recognised in the Kota-Maleri

area representatives of his three upper Gondwana zones of the Lower Godavan.

While thus the internal (*conomy of the Gondwana system is being regulated in a

most satisfactory manner, I fear that its foreign relations are being somewhat mismanaged.

They are now quite a burning question amongst us. Palaeontologists come from their

cabinets in Europe with the fixed idea that the “ laws ** they have seen to work so neatly

as between Bohemia and Bavaria, or from Durham to Dorsetshire, will apply equally well

between India and Australia, or Europe; and the eager aim of their labours seems to be to

tally off our Indian rock-groups as the representatives, or equivalents, of certain fossiliferous

scries of Europe or elsewhere. From the beginning, this palaeontological fallacy has been a

chief obstruction to our knowledge- When first the Gondwana fossils were taken up, pure

geology being in the ascendant, the fact that certain ])lant-form8 of the lower Gondwana rocks

were somehow associated with beds having a carboniferous marine fauna in Australia, was

made the basis of a special-pleading to show that theDamudas, their flora, and their coal were

palioozoic. The materi.als have now come into the hands of a pure palaeontologist. He
has shown, I believe conclusively, that the Gondwana flora is wholly mesozoic, nailing its

several phases to certain representative zones in Europe. But it so happens that on the

confines of India, east and west, the upper Gondwana groups are associated with beds

having a marine fauna, according to which these said groups have already been attached

by paheontological cx[)erts to other standard groups in Europe. It is true that the study

of this fauna was only partial
;
but the experts were very accomplished in their line, and

their judgment was quite unprejudiced, so that it must carry great weight. Here then,

again, is an opening for the procrustean method of research ; and there are symptoms that it

is to be duly applied
;

this time, to make the fauna conform to the flora. The expression

* paheontological contradiction,’ which has been applied to this fact of association, exhibits

the predicament in a very naive manner. The contradiction is certainly there, but only as a

rebuke for those who can look upon it in that light. No theologian could be more impious

in reducing the mysteries of existence to the compass of his narrow thoughts, than are often

scientific specialists in imposing crude conceptions upon the proceedings of nature. Yet

those ought to know better—that truth is discovered, not invented.

The treatment the facts of our Gondwana system have thus received in the name

of bomotaxis is quite opposed to scientific principles. It is fiction to assume that

palmozoic and mesozoic faunas have not co-existed upon the earth. The very word homota^is

was introduced to meet facts of this order. Yet, when some approach to it is met with in

the rocks, a lively dispute is sot up as to which fauna is out of place 1 The dispute

becomes doubly awkward when waged over a terrestrial flora versus a marine fauna. A
compromise that the marine fauna should take precedence would be a miserable confession

of weakness, and quite out of place in a rational investigation. It would only tend to

crystallize that false notion of misplacement ; to frustrate, in fact, that fruitful conception of

a purely biological homotaxis which should be as a pole-star to the palaeontologist. The

vicious practices of giving different specific names to fossils for no other reason than that

they occur on diflereut stratigraphical horizons, even at disUut localities, and of trimming
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species to suit a fancied aj^e, are the offspring of these false assumptions. Such a practice

must utterly confound the attempt to work-out the natural history of organic evolution.

The faults of our Gondwana rocks are certainly puzzling to systematists : on the west,

in Kach (Ciitch) we have the flora of the top Gondwana group, which has a Bathonian

facies, associated with marine fossils of Tithonian affinities; while on the south-east, in

Triohinopoli, beds with a flora (so far os known) like that of the Itajmahal grou)), which

is taken to be liassic, have been described by Mr. H. F. Blauford* as overlaid, in very

close relation, by the Ootatoor group, the fauna of which has been declared, upon very

full evidence, to have a Cenomanien facies.

These questions of homotaxis concern the whole body of naturalists as much as they

do us; and I hope some guiding spirits amongst them will keep a watch on our proceedings.

Happily these foreign relations do not interfere with the local regulation of our rock-systems.

The terrestrial fauna and flora of the Gondwanas is developing into a compac/t unity of

its own, and its relations to contiguous marine fossil faunas is normal, so far as this word

can be legitimately used.

Omitting the original account of the Narbada or Satpura field, in which the succession

of the rocks was altogether misunderstood, the Survey has hitherto been engaged almost

entirely upon outliers of the Gondwana system, where the series is more or less broken.

This order has been imposed upon us by geographi(!al and economical conditions. The

great central areas of South Riwah and the Satpuras have still to be worked in detail.

The latter seems to present a very full series in unbroken succession. It is hero that we
may expect ultimately to establish a better knowledge of this important formation.

The work of Messrs. King and Hughes on these rocks has been noticed abov^e.

Mr. Foote was also engaged on the same formations, in examining the chain of outliers

of upper Gondwana deposits along the coast of the Carnatic. He sent in a fine series of

fossils from these beds at Vauiavaram.

It had been arranged that Mr, Ball should make an exploration of the large area of

unknown country between the Mahanadi and the Godavari
;

but he was detained to

investigate the re-discovery of the Talchir coal-field by the Civil Officers of Orissa, In

connection with this duty, he was able to complet(j the mapping of the Raigarh and Ilingir

coal-basin, -which is on the south-east extension of the great Gondwana area of South

Riwah and Sirguja. A narrow strip of Talchir beds stretches from that basin to within

two miles of the Talchir field. He also examined the sedimentary basin west of Cuttack,

on the margin of the Mahanadi delta, and procured some plant- lossils from the Atgarh

sandstone, which Dr. Fcistmantel recognises as of the llajmahal flora.

Tertiary formations .—An important gap in mir knowledge of the Suh-Himalayan ter-

tiaries has been filled up by the past season's field-work. MM. Medlieott, Tlieobald and

Lydekker made an outline-survey of the broad band of tertiary deposits flanking the Pir

Panjal, in the Jamu territory, thus connecting previous work in the Cis-Ravi and

Trans-Jhelam regions. The discrepancy that existed in the sections of these two regions

has been, in a manner, interpreted—by the greater, "and thereby earlier, elevation in

the direction of the Central Himalaya, whereby the apparently unbroken succession of

deposits, from the nummulitic to the upper Siwaliks, as exhibited on the Jhelam, becomes

gradually separated ioto bands that are at least locally unconformable. The extreme effect

of this is exhibited in the oldest beds: the inner belt of nnmmulilic and associated deposits

Memoirs, Geological Survey, Vol IV, pag-e 17.
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ifi in great force all through the Jamu hills; at the Ravi it becomes contracted ; at the

Sutlej it is upraised on a base of the older formations of the higher mountains ; before

reaching the Jamna, it has been completely and permanently removed by denudation.

East of the Jamna there only remain the outer zones, composed of Siwalik rocks.

The complete change of strike that occurs so abruptly along the valley of the Jhelam

has been shown to be quite a continuous feature, not connected with any marked difference

in the age of the contrasting sj’stoms of disturbance.

Our chief disappointment in this ground was not being able to determine satisfactorily

the ago of the great inli#‘rs of old limestone that in several places obtrudes through the

inner zone of tertiary rocks in Jamn. From some obscure indications of fossils, they

have been coloured on the sketch-map as carboniferous; but this is quite an open question.

Tlie triassic ago of the fringe of limestone along the base of the Pir Panjal is also more or

less conjectural.

This trip afforded an opportunity of testing the speculations published in our Records

for 1874 by Mr. The(d>ald, on ancient glaciers in the Kangra district. The conclusion was come

to that the so-called moraines are only the remains of a diluvial deposit that had once

deeply eovon^d the valley.* Ait the same time it is difficult to account for the characters

of this dt^posit without the supposition of active ghicial conditions on the Dhaoladhar

range. The coincidence is not to be lost sight of that these high-level gravels along the

Himalayan border, locally with glacial characters, are, according to physical methods of

computation, of an early pleistocene age, more or less corresponding to that of the glacial

period of Euvopo,

In connoefion with the b'vtiary rocks we can also claim for the past year a special advance

in onr knowledge, and again through palceoniological aid. Since fhe labours of Cautley and

Falconer, tbe fossil vertebrates have been the subject of most wide-spread interest in Indian

geologv. We bav(* at last been able to make a beginning in carrying on that lino of research.

I trust that Mr. Lydekker’s papers in our publications for 1876 will fully support this

promise. A general result, so far, seems to be that the Siwalik fauna is of ])lioceno rather than

of iniocone affinities; but we have still made very little way in marking stages in this great

tertiary faiina. This difficulty is, of course, one of field-geology, and it is very great. Th(‘re is

an enormous succession of conformable deposits, with much uniformity of character through-

out, and fossils are very rare except in one broatl zone having an upper middle position in the

series. The whole formation, n)oreovor, has undergone extreme disturbance.

The conjectured identification of the topmost Siwalik beds with the ossiferous deposits

of the Narbada valley is one of great interest, on account of the discovery in these of a

well-fonned stone implement, as described in the Records for 1873.

In tlio far east, in upper Assam, Mr. Mallet completed his survey of the coal-fields of

the Naga hills. For the extent and quality of the coal this is certainly the most important of

our Indian coal-fields, and yet it is entirely of tertiary age, possibly even middle tertiary.

On account of the total change in the character of the associated rocks, the relation of these

measures to the nnmmulitic coal of the Khasia hills could not be established without a con-

tinuous survey of the intervening ground ; but the intimate connection of the Assam measures

with overlying deposits of Siwalik type, suggests that they may be on a higher horizon.

• Records, Vol. IX, page 56, 1876.
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On tbe south-west extension of the Sub-Hiinalayan series Mr. Blanford, assisted

by Mr. Feddon, accomplished a ^ood season a work on the tertiary deposits in Sind. A
preliminary sketch of these formations, from the provious season’s field-work, was published

by Mr. Blanford in the Records for 1876 (p. 8). The most important addition made to the

geolof^y of Sind since the date of that report consists in the discovery of cretaceous rocks

(a Hippnrite limestone) at the base of a group of beds underlying the Runikot or infra-

nummulitic group. Several very important facta concerning this group have also hetm ascer-

tained; its upper limits and the division between it and the overlying Kirtliar group have

been better defined, and very large additions have been made to the fossils oblaii\ed from it..

Mr. Fedden during the recess season in Calcutta has made a very useful preliminary chissirica-

tion of these collections in the Museum. It has further been definitely ascertained that the

basalt of Ranikot is iuterstratiHed with the sandstones and shales of the Ranikot group ;

and a bed of basaltic rock, apparently the same, has been traced at intervals to dakhuiari,

a distance of over 20 miles. This basalt is on the horizon assigned for the Deccan trap.

Older rochs,—Early in 1876 Mr. Blanford made an important trip across the desert

east of the Indus, through Umarkot and Balmir to Jodhpur, and back through flesahnir to

Rohri. We have thus gained most interesting inlbnnation regarding a great area of

western Rajpootana that has hitherto been almost unknown. Tlie jouniey did not quite

extend to the gneissic and slate rocks forming the centre of the Arvali region. Tl)o

oldest formation observed on the inner zone consisted of peculiar ])orphyroid rocks ; a prcvail-

ing type being a dark compact silicious felsite with disseminated felspar crystals and fpiartz,

associated with syenitic and granitoid varieties. They are locally tnuch disturbed. Mr.

Blanford supposes those Malani bods to be altered volcanic rocks.* lie doi^s not liken them

to any be has seen elsewhere in India; but it may be worth recalling that peculiar fel.sitic

beds have been described in the Kadapah and Gwalior formations, and even in the Lower

Viudhj’ans of the Sone valley.

Upon these rocks, in the neighbourhood of Jodhpur, there rest quite unaltered and very

little disturbed a considerable thickness of ru.sty sandstones, at the base of which Mr. Blan-

ford doubtfully places a very peculiar contiguous deposit of fine shales with large boulders,

which suggest the action of ice, the supporting rwk having, moreover, exhibited in one

place a smoothed and scored surface. A Vindhyan horizon is suggested for these d(*positH,

and the specimens are certainly most of that type ;
otherwise one might risk the conjecture

tliat they may bo lower Gondwanas, and that the boulder-bed represents that of the Talchirs.

The relation of the Jodhpur sandstones to the next formation on the west has not bcou

defined, the two not having been observed in proximity ; but the unconformity must bo total,

as the succeeding deposits, within a small distance, also rest upon the Malani felsilic series.

They consist of brown and white sandstones in which silicified wood a!»d other plant

remains are frequent. The fossils of these Balmir beds arc not identifiable, but the rocks

have a strong Gondwana aspect, and may safely be reckoned as such, being closely related

to the overlying marine Jurassic rocks of Je.salrair, consisting of alternating sandstones and

limestones.

The marine jurassics of Jcsalmir are transgressively overlaid on the west by a nummu-
litic limestone, identical with that of the Kirthar group, as seen at R(»hri on the Indus. All

the infra-nummulitic and cretaceous beds of the trans-Indus section are thus totally over-

• 1 notifc A pontemporanoous description of very similar rocks of palcoozoic a^o in Australia as altered voh'an’c

products. See Mr. Drough Smith's liepurt of I'rogrcjw of the (Geological Survey of Victoria, No. Ill, p. 1S9, ls7d.
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l}ipf>ed. For a full account of thew important observations I may refer to Mr. Blanford’s

paper in the current number of the Becords.

The observations just noted have supplied a knowledfi:eof the western margin of a well-

defined but little explored geological region—that of which the Arvali hills (or mountains)

form the best known geographical feature, stretching to the south-south-west inU) Ouzerat,

and passing on the north north-east under the Indo-Gangetic plains, about their water-shed,

and touching the Jumna at Delhi. Tlie eastern limits of the region are very well marked

by the scarp at the Vindhyans, stretching from near Agra to Chittorgarh and Neemuch, and

thence by the scarp of the Malwa plateau formed of the Deccan trap. The Arvali region is

believed to be formed entirely of gneissic and transition rocks, the remains of an exceedingly

ancient mountain system, or area of special disturbance; even the Vindhyan formation exhi-

bits little disturbance within its confines. For some seasons past Mr. Racket has been

engaged upon these rocks in the north. Last year he carried his lines as far as Jaipur.

The isolated condition of the outcrops, in detached ridges and hills separated by wide

])lain8 of sand or of alluviun, makes it very difficult to discover the normal order of succes-

sion of the several groups of rocks, all being without a trace of fossil remains. Our difficulty

here at present is the occurrence, within a moderately large area, of several strotjg rock-groups,

liaving much mutual resemblance, and each independently in natunJ contact with a funda-

mental gneiss.

Mr. Willson was also engaged upon the older rocks, having comydeted the mapping of

the Bijawar forinati<m in Buudelkund, with a large adjoining area of overlying lower and

upper Vindhyans, and of the underlying gneiss.

Mr. Wynne did not return from furlough till the end of the field season. He has since

done important work in the Museum in arranging the Kach and Salt Range collections.

For the first time since the institution of the Survey the annual report has to record the

retirement upon pension of any of the staff. Dr. Oldham rc'signed the post of Superin-

tendent in April, after a tenure of 25 years. The work done up to date will form a permanent

record of the value of his services. Mr. Tween retired in September, after a service of 15

years, for the greater part of which time he had zealously performed the duties of Chemist to

the Survey. In both cases, failing health made the step unavoidable. The loss we have thus

sustained is the more felt, since it is determined that, for the present at least, the number

of our staff cannot be restored to its full strength.

Pm

O

f the Memoies of the Geological Survey of India, Volume XII

was issued during the j):ist year. Part I is the result of several seasons* work by Mr.

R. Bruce Foote, and includes a very large area in the South JVlahratta Country, where

several basins of our azoic formations occur between the great spread of the Deccan trap

on the north and the gneiss forming the whole middle area of the peninsula to the

south. The small skeleton-map attached to the Memoir does very poor justice to the accuracy

and detail of Mr. Foote’s work, the whole of which is ready for publication on the Indian

Atlas sheets, as soon as a plan can be matured for the regular issue of our work in that

form. Part 2 is Mr. Mallet’s report on the coal-fields of Upper Assam. It will be a very

useful guide in the practical exploration of that field.

Volume XIII was fully passed for press before the close of the year. Part 1, containing

Mr. Hughes’ memoir aud maps of the Wardha valley coal-fields, will be issued before the
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date of this report. Part 2 is Mr. BalVs memoir on the Rajmahal 11 Ills, with numerous

maps and illustrations, the preparation of which has caused some delay. ^

I am happy to bo able to announce that fifood proj^ress has boon made in the prepara-

tion of a Manual of the Geolojjy of India- The map was sent in for colour-printinj; in

July last, but it is a very heavy piece of work. Several of the plates of fossils are

already printed, and I hope the work may be ready for issue about the middle of tlio current

year.

The Records for 1876 contain many papers giving abstracts of current work, or

discussing important questions relating to it.

Of the PaLJEONTOLOOIA Indica the Jurassi^ Flora of Kach, with 12 plates, was issmsl

in December. A similar treatise on the Flora of the Rajmahal Hills is nearly ready for

issue. The publication of these figures and descriptions of the plant.remains of the Gond-

wana system will be of immense service in working out those formations, large areas of

which still remain to be examined.

A fasciculus by Mr. Lydekker, with seven plates, on some tertiary vertebrate remains

will be issued before the date of tliis report Of all the work we have in liand none will

be received with so much interest as information regarding tertiary and post-tertiary

mammalia.

I have the pleasure to record that a first class medal was awarded f(»r the exl\ibiis of

the Geological Survey of India at the Congris International dos Sciences Gfmgraphiques,

held at Paris in 1875.

Z/5rary.—The Library of the Geological Survey has received an addition of 992

volumes or parts of volumes during the year 1876.

Of this number 630 were purchased and 456 were reooived from Societies and other

Institutions in exchange for the publications of the Survey, or as donations.

Quarterly lists of tliese additions are published in the Records, and a nominal list

of Societies and Institutions from wliich presentations or exclianges have been received is

appended.

Mtmeum .—Much has been done during the past year in getting the new museum

into order. The minoralogical gallery is now fairly provided with cases, and tlu‘ Kyst,eiiiatic

arrangement of the collections has made good progress. Mr. Mallet’s catah»gue of the

minerals will, I hope, be ready for publication this year. In the pal,Tontnh)gi(;al galleries

no new case-room has been as yet provided, so that large parts of tin* collections are

unavailable for show or for study. The cases wo have are being used for the Indian speci-

mens. The several series of the general collections have for the present to be packed

away. The specimens of the Asiatic Society's collections have been amalgamated with those

of the Geological Survey in the Indian Museum.

Calcutta,

Fehruary 1877.

H. B. MEDLICOTT,

Sujjdt, of Geological Survey of India,
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l^iai of Societies and other Institutions from which publications have been received in

donation or exchangefor the Library of the Geological Survey of India during the

year 1876.

Amsterdam.— Royal Socnety of Batavia.

Belfast.—Natural History and Philosophical Society.

Berlin.

—

German Geolo^ifical Society.

„ Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences.

Bomijay.—

B

ombay Branch of Royal Asiatic Society.

Boston.—Museum of Comparative Zoolojjy.

„ Boston Society of Natural History.

„ American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Breslau.—Silesian Society of Natural History.

Bristol.—Naturalists* Society of Bristol.

liRUKSELS.—Royal Academy of Sciences.

Buffalo.—Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences.

Budapest.—

R

oyal Geoloj^ical Institute of Hungary.

Calcutta.—

A

siatic Society of Bengal.

„ Agricultural and Horticultural Society.

Copenitaoen.—Royal Danish Academy.

Dresden.—The Isis Society.

„ The Leopoldino Carolina Academy of Naturalists.

„ Tlic Royal Museum.

Dublin.—The R(\Yal Dublin Society.

„ Royal Geological Society of Ireland.

Edintiurgii.—

R

oyal Scottish Society of Arts.

„ Royal Society of Edinburgh.

Geneva.—Physical and Natural History Society of Geneva.

Glasgow.—

P

hilosophical Society of Glusgtiw.

„ Glasgow UniverHity.

OOttingen.—Royal Society of Science.

Jefferson City\— Geological Survey of Missouri.

K
(

’)N 1GsnURG .—Royal Society.

Lausanne.—Vaudois Society of Natural Science.

Liverpool.—Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool.

„ Geological Society of LiverpcK)!.

London.— Royal Geographical Society.

„ Royal Society.

„ Geological Society of London.

„ Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

„ British Museum.

„ Linntoan Society.

Manchester.—Geological Society.

Melbourne.— Geological Survey of Victoria.

„ Mining Department, Victoria.

„ Royal Society of Victoria.

Montreal.—Geological Survey of Canada.

Moscow.—Imperial Society of Naturalists.

Munich.—Bavarian Academy of Sciences.

NeuchatEL.—Society of Natural Science.

New Haven.—The Editors of the American Journal of Science.
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JVkw Zkaland.—

G

eological Survey of New Zealand.

„ New Zealand Inatitute.

Palehmo.—The Royal Institute.

Paris.—Mining Department

„ Geological Society of France.

„ Anthropological Society.

Philadelphia.—American Philosopical Society.

„ Academy of Natural Sciences.

„ Franklin Institute.

Plymouth.—Devon.shire Association.

„ Geological Society of Cornwall.

Pisa.—Natural lIistor3^ Society of T\iscany.

Rome.—Geological OommiKsion of Italy.

Roorkek.—

T

homason College of Civil Engineering.

Salem., Mass., U. S. A.—American Association for the advancement of Science.

M Essex Institute.

„ Peabody Academy. »

Stockholm.—lliireau Gcologi<|uo de la SuAde.

,, Roytd Academy.

Sydney.—Philosophical Society^ of New South Wales.

„ Royal Society of New South Wales.

Toronto.— Canadian Institute.

Turin.—Royal Academy of Science.

Vienna.— Imperial Academy of Sciences.

„ Imperial Geological Institute.

Washington.—SmiihHoniau Institute.

„ United States Geological Surve3\

,, Dept, of Agriculture, U. S., A.

Yokohama.—Gorman Naturalista’ Sociel3'.

York.— Yorkshire Philosophical Society.

Zurich.—Swiss Natural History Socitdy.

G(»vernment8 of India, Madras, Bombay, North-Western Provinces and the Punjab
; Chief

Commissioners of British Burniah, Central Provinces and Mysore ; Siirve3mr-(ienoral of

India, Suj)erintendeiit oi the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, and the Meteorological

Reporter to (jovernment.
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GeologicAL Notes on the Great Inj>ian Desert between Stnv and BXjptJTANA,

By W. T. Blaxfobd, A.R.S.M., FM.S., <fcc., Geological Survey of India.

I. - Intbodtjction.

The followir»<^ notes were made during two traverses of the great desert region east

of the Indus,—the first from Sehwan on the Indus through Uiiiarkot, in the Thar and

Parkar division of Sind, to Jodhpur, viH Balrnir, the second further north and in the

reverse direction, from Jodhpiir to Rohri on the Indus, mO, Jesalmir. The length of the

first traverse was above 350 miles
;
of the second about 300.

The only previous geological notices of any part of this tract with which I am
acquainted consist of a few remarks by Dr. Carter in his “ Summary of the Geology of India

between the Ganges, the Indus, and Capo Comorin,"* principally relating to the occurrence

of granitic ro(*ks n<‘:ir Ikilnii'r, and of some further details procured by the same author

from Dr. I inpcyt concerning the rocks seen on a journey from Rohri to Jodhpur v/d

Jesalmir, Dr. Impey's most important observations being the occurrence of ammonites at

Kuebri and of fossil wood at Lathi. The ammonites wore referred by Dr. Carter to

A. opisy Sow., a Jurassic species found in Cutch (Kacbh).

The physical geography of the region has been frequently described
; the latest and

best tb'seription with which I am acquainted being by Sir H. B. E. FrereJ. On this subject

1 have already published some notes recently§.

II.—DEfloRiPTioN OF Route fbom Umarkot to JonnptJB.

SaiuU/dlf! and lahes cast of the Eastern Ndrra.—From the Indus near Sehwan to

the Easlern Narra, the route lay over the alluvium of the Indus Valley. The Eastern

Narra is an ancient river channel by which the Indus probably, at one time, poured its

waters into the western portion of the Ran of Cutch. Immediately to the east of tbo

Kiirra, a change takes place, nearly tbo whole, surface of the country being composed of

saiidliills running in parallel lines wdtb a general north-east—south-west direction. Between

ilu' sandhills are long stretches of water, many of them extending for as mueh as 15 or 20

miles, of eonsideriibb^ depth, supplied from the Narra, Farther to the eastward, amongst

the sandhills, are isolated pools t)f water, all of them salt; the saltcst, which are a saturated

solution of brine, being farthest east and containing, besides common salt, sulphate of lime

in sulficient quantity for crystals of gypsum to be formed. These salt-ponds are at a lower

levL'l than the long lakes near the Narra, and apparently derive their water from the latter

by percolation, for water always runs in at their western extremities, and the salt must be

derived from the soil. It is evident that tbo original surface of the country can have been

no bigbiT than the bottom of the lakes, which is at a depth of many feet below the channel

of the Niirra, itself beneath the general level of the Indus alluvium. It is also manliest

that the soil beneath the sandhills is strongly impregnated with salt. Both these circum-

stances are in favour of this tract of country having been an arm of the sea in recent

times, and this probability is confirmed by tbo existence in some of the brackish water lakes

of a mollusk, Pofamtdes {Pirenella) Layardi, H. Ad., which inhabits saltdagoons on the

coast, and must iu all probability have found its way to these now isolated pools of water

when they were in communication with the sea.

• Jour., llombay Hr. U A. S., Vol, V, and l^yolo^leal J

t Jour., Bombay Br. R. A. S., Vol. VI, p. lt>l.

t Jour., Roy., Geog. Soc., 1870, Vol. XL, p. 181,

5 Jour. A. S. 11.. 1870, XLV. Ft. 2, p. 86.
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TJmarlcot to Bdlmir,—From Umarkot to Godra (60 miles) the road is over sandhills,

with the same general strike north-east—south-west ; but towards Godm the hills decrease in

number, and sandy plains intervene. For about 35 miles from Umarkot, all well-water is

veiy brackish, the wells bein" in sandy clay ; farther to the eastward, althou|^h no rock is

seen at the surface, sandstone is found at a little depth, and sweet water is procured. The

ed^e of the sandstone ma}' mark the limit of the old estuary, and hence the brackisbness

of the water to the westward.

Sandstone is also scon in some tanks near Godra. It is fine, whitish or pinkish in

colour, rather felspathic, soft and often nodular from containitig concretions of carbonate

of lime. From a well in Godra, besides the sandstone, pinkish clay, a gritty ferruginous

rock resembling laterite, and compact gritty limestone have been procured. No fossils were

found, and it is difficult to ascertain what the beds can bo. They may bo either Jurassic

or Tertiary, the former being perhaps rather more probable.

Near Bamsir, 15 miles east of Godra, hills of hard rock begin to appear, at first isolated

and of small extent, but farther to the eastward forming ranges of considerable height.

These bills are chiefly composed of a very hard felsite-porphyry, dark-coloured and closely

resembling jasper in texture. In some places, as at Redano bill, and ag.iin at Jessai, coarsely

crystalline granitoid syenite and pegmatite are associated with the fclsite. These fclsites

and their associates may be called for convenience Maldni beds.*

These rocks continue as far as Bd-lmir, and extend for a considerable distance north

and south of the road. The town of Balmir is built partly at the base, partly on the

slope of a bill, which, like several others to the northward, consists of sandstoiu^s, resting

uj)on the dark-coloured felsites. At the base of the formation is a coarse conglomerate of

felsite pebbles; above this are whitish and grey sandstones, sometimes very compact and

bard, but elsewhere softer and veined or blotched with pui’ple. A few ill-marked plant

remains occur in these rocks.

These beds dip at 20° to 26° to the north-east on Baltmr hill, a small outlier occurring

on the top of the highest hill, a trigonometrical station. The same rocks continue for a

mile, or rather more, along the edge of the hills to the northward, and ro-appear in some

isolated hills in the sandy plain north-north-west of Balmir, the farthest observed being

five or six miles from the town. Some of the sandstones are used for building, and are well

adapted for the purpose.

North and east of Balmir is a great sandy plain with occasional sandhills. At a

village called Kapiili, 12 miles to the north, a very fine unctuous clay resembling fullers

earth is found and quarried to some extent. It is associated with hard huff shale and some

calcareous grit. The beds roll about at angles of 15° to 20° and may belong to the same

group as the Balmir sandstones. A calcareous conglomerate is exposed about the village

of Mohdbar, 3 miles south-south-east of Balmir, and fragments of similar rock are seen

north of the town, about the tanks. This conglomerate contains pebbles both of the Mal^ui

felsites and of the Bdlmir sandstone and is probably of late origin.

Balmir to Jodhpur.-^Kt Saokar, eight miles east of Balmir, much calcareous tufa occurs,

apparently deposited from springs. The water at the village is very hard, evidently con-

taining lime, and so brackish as to be unfit for drinking. No solid rock is seen in place for

30 miles east of Balmir, on the road to Jasol, with the exception of this calcareous tufa.

* Malaul is the name of the district of which Balmir is the chief town. It bcloags to Jodhpur but is at

present under British management.
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The sandhills increase in number to the eastward ; they are not arranged in long north-

east—south-west ridges as nearUmarkot, hut in more irregularly formed rises, always steeply

scarped to the north-east, and often shewing evidence of considerable denudation from

rain.

'I’lireo miles before reaching Naosir, some sandstone is seen, precisely like that of Balmir,

but dipping at low angles. Tlio same rock forms hills to the south near Sarun and Sanpha.

The first-named ridge extends for some miles, the beds dipping about 80uth-'14>®-eKst,

towards an exposure of diorite, which is probably a member of the Malani beds. Porphj’ritic

fclsite is seen on both sides of the Sanpha hill, to the east and to the west. The relations

of these diiTcront outcrops is not very clear; hut for the occurrence of felsite west of

San])ha hill, it might be supposed that the broad tract from Balmir to N6osir is occupied

by the Jurassic rocks of which the Balrrur sandstones, as will hereafter be shewn, are the

base, but the ground requires further examination.

At Kaosir a variety of felsite occurs which is very quartzose and of a reddish colour,

almost vt-Hcmhling red quartzite in places. The usual dark-coloured porphyry with red

felspar e.-ysUls is exposed at tlie Luni river and forms the range of hills south of Jasol-

Tlie large hills to the south-east in the direction of Jailor are probably of the same rock,

which may extend as far as the Arvali range.

North of the Liini river near Jasol, a somewhat depressed plain, in the neiglibourhood

of the town of Panchbhadra, has long been the seat of an extensive manufacture of salt.

The trjict is much covered with sand, but is lower than the surrounding country, and may

be the site of an ancient salt lake, or of a tract of low country covered at one time by the sea,

if an inlet extended up the Luni valley. The salt is obtained from pits into which brine

trickles, and is evaporated by the heat of the sun.

For many miles below Jasol no rock is seen in the bed of the Luni river, and there is a

flat alluvial plain south of the river, which here runs east and west. At Jasol some coarse

conglomerate, found on the bank of the stream and used for building, is apparently a sub-

recent formation. From tlasol to Jodhpur, a distance of 60 miles, the whole country appears

to be alluvial ; no rock is met with, except in a few isolated hills, all of which consist of the

Mahini felsites.

These felsiie-porphyrics and their associates, here varying more than usual in character,

and comprising bods which unmistakably resemble volcanic ash, are well developed at

,lodh pur, and the greater portion of the town itself is built upon them. The commonest

variety is a brownish-red porphyry with the usual red felspar crystals, the ash beds being

well seen about three miles south-west of the town.

Jodhpur sandstones .—The long ranges of low flat-topped hills, however, which extend

for many miles south-west, west, and north of Jodhpur, consist of red sandstone, which may

perhaps be of Vindhyan age. It is certainly quite distinct from the sandstones of Balmir,

and ajipears to be older. It is, as a rule, rather coarse, often obliquely laminated, and it

frequently contains small pebbles. It is largely used as a building stone ; some kinds bear

carving, and its resistance to the destructive effects of exposure is amply proved by various

old buildings in the neighbourhood of Jodhpur.

The Mahini felsites only occupy the town itself and a patch of ground extending three or

four miles to the south-west and north-cast, the sandstones resting upon them to the north-west,

and a sandstone outlier forming the fort of Jodhpur itself. The sandstones are quite

unconformable to the felsites. To the east and south-east of the town is a broad sandy
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alluvial plain. In this plain between one and two miles east-north -enst of the fort, shale,

pale-greenish and dark-red in colour, is found in wells. The relations of this shale arc

obscure ; it may belong to the sandstone group.

III.—Route prom Jodhpur to Rohei via Pokran.

Jodhpur to Pokran,—On the road leaving Jodhpur in a west-north-west direction red

sandstones are seen at intervals as far as Lowo, a distance of 80 miles. Two small e\\)o.suroH

of Malani bods were observed near Jodhpdr, one near the village of Palri, eight miles north

of the town, the other in a streain-hed, 4 miles farther nortli, near Managra. The sandsiones

are well seen to beyond Tiyvlri, 20 miles north-W'est of Jodhpur, rising into low hills ; and

similar rises ext.end nearly twice as far in a direction a little north of west ; but from Tiyuvi

to Lowo rocks .ire only seen at rare intervals, the country consisting of sandhills with broad

sandy flats intervening between them. The sandhills continue for about 40 tniles, and tlnm

gradually becomes lower, less extensive, and more distant from each other, until they finally

disappear between Deebu and Mandlo. They have no definite arrangement in ridges, but

present, as usual, steep scarps to the north-east.

It is impossible to say wbetber the Jodhpdr sandstones continue throughout the area

beneath the sand. They appear here and there, and the only other rock seen was some shale

of a greenish colour which is exposed in a tank just west of Dochu, GO miles from Jodbpiir,

and may belong to some beds better seen at Lowo. Beyond Mandlo the country is very flat,

and some portions, which api)ear to be depressed below the general levtd, form salt plains.

Tliree of these are passed between Mandlo and Pokran, one at Dahlia, a second north of

Lowo, and the third, which is by far the largest, a lew miles cast ol’ Pokran. The origin of

these plains is very obscure : they may have originated in changes of level, tliough there is a

possibility of their being portions of old valleys dammed up by sand. When rain falls, water

accumulates in them to a small extent, and, evaporating, leaves a thin crust of salt. Similar

salt plains were seen near Redano hill, west of Balmir. The amount, of denudation from

rain in this region mu.st he singularly small, or such shullow depressions would he filled up.

The red Jodhpur sandstone is seen east and west of the Daidia pl.ain, and it forms a

continuous low scarp to the north of the plains at Lowo and Pokran. But at Lowo itself

some peculiar gritty and sandy shales are seen, mostly hard and sometimes j)orceJlanic, of

various shades of re4 and green, and containing in places pebbles and boulders of all sizes up

to many feet in diameter, composed of felstone porphyry and granitoid syenite, all apparently

derived from the Malani beds. These shales stretch across towards Pokran, where they occur

to the south and west of the town. About half way from Lowo to Pokran there is a con-

siderable outburst of basalt, the relations of which are not clear, no similar rock having been

found associated with the volcanic Malani beds.

The town of Pokran appears to be built upon sandstone, hut the rock is badly seen, and

is cut up by veins of calcareous tufa. To the north the same rock forms a low escarjmu'ut

;

whilst south, west, and south-east of the t(»w?i volcanic rocks occur, clearly bdongirig to the

Malani porphyries, and consisting offelsite of various colours, often pjile-green or slate-coloured,

with, in places, grains of transparent quartz and the characteristic felspar crystals. In many
places these rocks have a distinctly stratified appearance, due probably to imperfect cleavage.

Upon the volcanic rocks rests, in places, a thick deposit of boulders derived from them,

in a matrix of coarse red grit. Green shales, preciselj’ like those of Lowo, are associated with

this boulder bed, which contains rounded fragments of all sizes up to two feet in diameter.

At one spot, a short mile south-west-by-west of Pokran, where the surface of the porphyry,

underlying the boulder-bed| was exposed, it was unusually smooth and distinctly striated, the
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fltriiD riinninff north-east south’West This is stronfrly conBrmative of the probability of

^lacinl action having contributed to the transport of the large boulders seen at Lowo, It

should, however, bo raeritioned that the boulders seen near Pokran wore all rounded, and

none exceeded the dimensions often carried down by an ordinary stream.

About a mile north-west of Pokran. in some ravines, the sandstones are scon abutting

against both Maldni beds and shales, and apparently resting unconformably u[)on both.

Pokran to Jemlmir,—From Pokran to Lathi, the country is a sandy plain in which

rock appears at but few places, and is even then very ill seen. The few exposures which

occur belong to various groups, and it is often difficult to assign them with any certainty.

Four miles west of Pokran, volcanic rocks (Malani beds) are exposed in a tank, and a few

fragments seen on the road-side further west are probably the same. About nine or ten miles

from Pokran, red sandstone is seen in place
;

but it is conglomeratic, and does not resemble

the Jodhpur beds. Near Odhania some old-looking impure limestone occurs, of various

colours, yellow, brown, slatey, white, &c., associated with whitish quartzite. Some of the

limestone resembles that of the Lower Viudhyans.

At Odhania itself grey shaley sandstones are seen in a tank east of the village,

whilst to the north-west massive greyish and white sandstone and grit are exposed, and

quartz pebbles scattered over the surface indicate the presence of conglomerate. These

hods diiler from anything previously seen and probably belong to the Jurassic series. West

and soutb-west of Odhania fragments of diorite and porphyry occur, containing, besides

felspar, bornblend or augite crystals; and, about half a mile west of the village, fine

grained syenite is seen in place. These rocks evidently belong to the Malani series.

On a rise two miles weHt-20®.north of Odhania, scattered fragments of white quartzite

are seen
;

then, half a mile farther west, a conglomerate is ex])08od of various pebbles,

clii(‘lly felbite, in a matrix of red grit. This bed precisely resembles the houlder-bed

of Pokran. Haifa mile farther quartzite recurs; it is finely laminated and white or

grey in colour. This was the last exposure of the older beds noticed. The quartzites

and old limestones may belong to the same series as the shales and boulder-beds of

Lowo and Pokran, but nothing can he determined from the very poor exposures seen.

About four miles before reaching Lathi, dark-brown. Lard ferruginous sandstone is

seen, resembling the “ iron bands’' of the Mahaddva and Kfimthi beds, and the same

rtMippears a mile further on a rise to the north of the road. This rock belongs to the

lower portion of the Jurassic beds. For a mile or two before reaching Lathi, and for

about the same distance west of the village, soft whitish and reddish sandstones are

exposed in a hollow, which has been the bed of a stream. The beds are nearly horizontal

;

they abound in fragmentary vegetable remains, none of which, however, can be identified.

Large blo(dta of silicified wood occur unrolled ;
none of the larger fragments were seen

in place, but smaller pieces, less well preserved, are embedded in the sandstone.

For many miles west of Lathi there is the same sandy plain as to the eastward

rocks being only seen at very few places, as at Sodakhor, six miles west of Lathi, whei’e

calcareous conglomerate with sandstone pebbles, grey sandstone, and black ferruginous

sandstone occur ;
nothing more is seen for twelve miles. Near Shawal a low scarp is crossed,

consisting of the same grey sandstone, with hard blackish ferruginous hands; and

this scarp can be traced for a long distance to the southward. A little farther west

yellowish-brown limestone crops out, weathering red and containing fossils, apparently

Gasteropoda, The succession of low scarps dipping westward shews that an ascending

series of beds is traversed, the westwardly dip being, however, very low.
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Neighbourhood of Jesalmtr.—Three or four miles north-west of Han^ra, a hig‘her

scarp of buff-coloured limestone is reached; it rests upon sandstone, and this scarp

extends to Jesalmir. Above the scarp the ground is rocky, and a second scarp of very

similar limestone and sandstone exists at a short distance from the tirst. Some of the

sandstone is very hard and vitreous. The beds have a low dip to the northward, and

six or eight miles farther in that direction another scarp of rocks, higher in the series,

is seen.

Jesalmir is at the base of the lower scarp, the fort being built upon a detached outlier.

The same scarp extends for some distance to the west, then turns south-west. It can bo

traced about six miles from the town, the beds throughout being the same buff compact

sandstone, resting on whiter calcareous beds, and these again on gre}*^ sandstones with occasional

ferruginous bands. Six miles from Jesalmir, near a stream-bed called Kdkana, the rocks begin to

roll about, but they arc said to ho traced some six miles farther, to a village called Mohar, before

being covered up by the sand of the Thar. The surface of the limestone above the scarp

is very distinctly striated by the action of sand driven by the wind, the stri© running

about north-36°-east. The limestone abounds in marine fossils of Jurassic age.

The limestone is an admirable building stone, and is largely quarried. Jesalmir is

built of it
;
and slabs are exported all over the coimtry for temples, tombstones, Ac., some

having been taken even as far as Sind. It is used for fine carving, some of the pieces which

have been taken to Sind having elaborate Arabic iuscriptions cut upon them
; it is of uni-

form texture and very fine grain, and it resists the action of the weather well.

The rocks south and south-east of Jesalmir are much better exposed than to the

eastward, and are seen in descending sequence as far as Kita, a distance of about fifteen mlies,

all having a low dip, usually less than I®, and never exceeding 2®, to the north-west. From

Ki'ta to Yiiijorai all the country i.s said to be covered with sandhills. At Vinjorai it is said

that peaked hills occur; these may consist of the Malani porphyries. The beds seen

between Jesalmir and Klta are doubtle8.s identical with those between Jesalmir and Lathi

:

for the first ten miles they consist of a succession of limestone beds intersiratified with sand-

stones. Just south-west of the fort at Jesalmir there is a low scarp of imjmre brown

limestone resting on soft grey sandstone. Below this again, south-hy-east of the fort, and

south of a largo tank, some hard grey limestone is found, abounding in small shells
; it

is quarried to a small extent for ornamental purposes. It contains fragments of huff

limestone and pale-yellow calcareous shale. Beneath these beds occurs a succession of brown

limestones, brown and grey sandstones, often calcareous, ferruginous sandstones, dark-

brown or blackish in colour, and conglomerate, containing pebbles of quartzite, red jasper,

and ferruginous sandstone, the last precisely like that found in the beds beneath all the

limestones. Other conglomerates contain fragments of grey sandstone and ill preserved

fossil wood, mixed with ferruginous nodules, in a yellowish calcareous matrix.

The lowest band of limestone forms a well-marked scarp, which is seen extending for

many miles to the south-west. Beneath it soft grey sandstones, with hard brown or black

ferruginous beds, prevail, all dipping slightly to the north-west. At Kita soft, wliito and

variegated sandstones occur, the f<>rnier in every respect resembling the b(^ds of Lathi,

and, like them, containing in abundance indistinct vegetable fragments. In plac^os these

fine, white, rather micaceous beds are stained with lilac, purple and scarlet in irregular

veins and blotches, and they then are ranch like some of the Balmir sandstones, oxccqit in

being softer. It is not seen on what these rocks rest. To the south-east, in which direction

lower beds might be fouud, all the country is covered with sand-hills.
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desalmir to Rokri.--^\\^ country tx) the noiih of Jesalnilr was not examined. Lime-

stone Ik Haid tx) extend in tins direction for about fifteen miles. Westward, on the road to

liohn, the Jesalinir limestone bed is traversed for seven or ei|»ht miles, then after two miles of

sandy plain, some low hills are crossed, consisting of calcareous sandstone, partly whitish,

partly dark -colon red, with a little limestone. These beds appear to overlie the Jcsalmir lime-

stone. The next lOcks seen form a low ridge nortli-west of Chitrail, about fourteen miles from

Jesalmir, and consist of blackish ferruginous sandstone, dark-brown calcareous sandstone,

whitish calcareous sandstone—which weathers into heaps of fantastic forms, resembling bones

or stcuns of trees—yellow and buff sandstones, and white sands, streaked and variegated with

purple. These beds have a low north-west dip, less than 1° in general, and consequently

they appear to overlie the beds of Jesalmir. Vei*}’ little rock is seen for tenor twelve

miles to the westward, the little wJiich is seen being similar to that near Chitrail.

A mile west of Kuchrf, twelve miles from Chitrail, another low scarp appears, consisting

of dark calcareous sandstone resting upon soft, white sandstone. On the toj) of the scarp

there is a hand of huff ami brownish limestone, sometimes changing to red where exposed,

and ahoundiiig in Ammoniiea of three or four kinds: an Area and other bivalves also

occurring, and there is a bed of oysters. It was a fragment of this rock, brought by

Dr. Imj)ey, which was examined by i)r. Carter, and recognized as of Jurassic age.

These beds have a low dip to west-north-west. In the valley to the westward, some

soft, grey sandstone of the usual Jurassic character is seen, with, as usual, hard ferruginous

beds interstratified. West of this again, four or five miles from Kuchrf, is a steep scarp of

Nurnmnlitic limestone, resting on the Jurassic beds. The junction is clearly uucoriforinahle,

although the uneonformity is not marked and the bedding of the two formations is nearly

parallel. On the top of the scarp is a bed of the rock characteristic of the Khirthar lime-

stone weathering with a rugged nodular riihhly surface, and containing Nummulites

Rawondi. N. legmerici ? and N. Beavmonti. Below this are softer yellowish beds, and

near the base are some greenish and buff shales, associated with an impure limestone con-

taining N. Spira. This band, doubtless, represents tljo lowest bed in the Rohri hills, in

which N. Spira is especially abundant. No trace of the green clays seen below the lime-

stone of tbc Uobri bills, or of any of the infra-Numinulitic and cretaceous beds of Sind,

could be recognized.

The scarp extends for many miles to the north-east ; to the south-west it is covered by

sand-hills. Westward the limestone extends for about two miles beyond Knyala, or between

four and five miles altogether, and patches occur beyond ; at first at short intervals
; but after

three or four miles, no more are met with until one is seen amongst the sand-hills about

seventeen miles from Kuyahi, and another halfway between Asii and tiotaru. About five

miles west of Knyala, near some wells called Banda, there is an inlier of buff limestones and

ferruginous sandstone, evidently belonging to the Jurassic rocks, surrounded by nurnmnlitic

limestone.

On the road which passes through Asu, sand-hills begin to cover the ground completely

about six or seven miles before reaching that village, whieli is twenty-two miles from Knyala,

and they continue thence for the greater part of the distance to Uobri. Near Asii andGotai u,

they are arranged in long ridges, having a general direction of about north-20°-east to 8outh-2U®-

west;but towards Mitrabu, the first place where fresh water occurs within the Sind fron-

tier, the regular ridges cease and irregular hills occur, ofteu scarped steeply to the north-

north-east. Alluvial tracts and marshes appear between the hills, and the country is within

the limits of the Indus alluvium.
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IV. —Summary of Geological Observations.

Formaiions observed.—From the precediiif? accomit of the journey, it will be seen that

in the tract traversed the following formations were distinctly identified :

—

9. Blown sand

8, Alluvial deposits

7. Nunimulitic limoBtone

0. AmmonltiferouB beds of Kuehr!

6. Jesalmir limestones and Bandstoncs

4. Baimlr sandstones ...

3. Jodhpur sandstones...

2. Shales and boulder bed of Lowo and Pokran

1. Malani felsite, porpliyries, syenite, Ac,

MaMni beds.—It is evident that those, the oldest rooks met with in the portion of

the desert traversed, are volcanic. Their extremely si!i<;ion8 nature may he due to alteration

but their porphyritic character, and the occasional occurrence of ash beds, sufficitmtly attest

their volcanic origin. They consist principally of very silicious felsitos, so hard that they

are not scratched by quartz, and have frequenily the appearance and texturo of jasper.

They vary greatl}^ in C(dour, from black <»r dark-drown to pink, blue or white, tho dark-

coloured rock being alwnys hard and undecomposed, whilst ihc lighter-coloured varieties

are softer and appear to be altered. The most constant character is the presence of small

crystals of felspar, usually of a ]>ink or red colour, in addition to which small grains of

transparent silica are frequently dissiminated throughout the rock.

In places diorite was found associated with these rocks, and in some of the hills west

of Balmir, coarsely crystalline granitoid syenite and i)egmnt.ito are intercalated in large

masses with the ])orphyritic felsites. True granite may occur, but in tin* f(‘w hills examined

mica was absent, although the character of the rock was dislinctly granitic. The presemje

of similar graniloid rocks (‘Iscwhcre is rendered probable by the occurrence of pebbles and

boulders in some of the later beds.

The Malani rocks must be very ancient, but no idea can be formcul of their g(H)logical

position, as they are nowhere associated with r(>ck8 of known ago (?xcept wluue underlving

beds of comparatively recent date, and nothing resembling them appears hitherto to have been

detected elsewhere in India. They form tho hills extending upwards of ,‘U) inili*s west of

Ikilmir, and south as far as Ghotan, 25 miles .south-west of llalmir, and north probably to

Vinjorai. 35 miles south-south-east of Jesalmir. South of the JJalmir hills, no rocks aro

known to occur for a considerable distance, but the syeiiite hills of Nagar Tarkar, which are

in this diroctiou, may ])rohabIy belong to the Malani series. To th(» eastward of IJalmir no

rocks are se(‘u for .30 miles, hut the ]>orphyrilic felsites are extensively develoj>ed on the Lurii

river for many miles below Jasol and Panchhhadra; tlje}*^ appear to form a portion at least

of the high hills south-west of Jasol, towards .labor, they constitute tlie few rocky hills

which rise out of the sandy plain between Panchhhadra and Jodhpur, and tlioy rca])pear at

.Todhpur itself, where some of the beds are unmistakable volcanic ash. On the road from

Jodhpur to Jesalmir, their pieseiice, except near Jodhpur, was only detected in the neighbour-

hood of Pokran.

2. Shales of Lotvo and Pohran.—The next sorie.s of hods in ascending order consists

of peculiar green, red, and variously coloured shah's, occasion a ll}*^ soft, but ofk'ii hard and

even porcellanic. Some are tine, ot]ier.s are coar.se and sandy, and contain grains of pink

felspar, and of a green mineral resembling epidote
; some beds being coni])(»sed throughout

pf one or the other of these minerals. In places, pebbles and boulders of the Malani por-

phyries and syenite are found tow’ards the base of these shales ; the boulders being occasionally
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from tilroe to four feet in diameter, wLilst remains of much larger blocks, which bad fallen to

pieces, but which could not liave measured Jess originally than twelve to hfteen feet in

diameter, were seen about Lowo. These boulders appear to have been brought from a distance,

and there is some reason for supposing that they may have been transported by ice, as the

underlying surface of the Maldui poiphyries near Pokran was in one instance found to be

grooved and striated.

These beds also can be identified with no known Indian formation. The shales were

found around Lowo and Pokran, and some quartzites, limestones, &c., of ancient appearance,

but which are very ill seen in places west of Pokran, may belong to the same scries. Some*

shales which were obsrrv(‘d in a tank at Dechu, CO miles west-north-west of Jodhpur, and

about 30 east-south-east of Pokran, may he the same. Some softer shales which occur at

Jodhpur should more probably he referred to the next group.

3. Jodhpur sandstones,•^Tbe sandstones which cover a considerable tract of country

in the neighbourhood of Jodhpur are usually coarse in texture and almost always dull red

in colour, though occasionally white or brown. As a rule, they are purel}-^ quartzose, but

they sometimes contain felspar, and in places they are highly micaceous, the mica being

aminged in layers, so as to produce a shaley structure. Small pebbles occasionall}'^ occur

and are chiefly composed of quartz, but the rock is not usually conglomeratic
; it is, however,

often obliquely laminated, and the surfaces of slabs are frequently ripple-marked. The beds

are quite unaltered and often nearly horizontal, rolling about at low angles.

Except for iheir being rather softer, there is little, if anything, to distinguish these

sandstones from some of those belonging to the Vindhyan series. No rocks of this series

have hitherto been detected west of the Arvali hills, the great Vindhyan area commencing

several miles to the eastward of that range. The reference of the Jodhpur sandstones to

the Vindhyatis is little more than a suggc.stioii ; they resemble the beds of that series more

than any other known Indian formation, but it is quite possible that they may belong to a

different horizon.

The Jodhpur sandstones were not noticed south.west of Jodhpur. They are found for

some distance west of the town and for many miles to the northward, their extent in this

direction being quite unknown. They are found stretching from Jodhpur to Pokran, a

distance of 90 miles, hut much of the intervening country is so completely concealed by sand,

that it is impossible to say whether any breaks occur.

4. Bdlmir sandstones ,—The next three groups belong in all probability to the Jurassic

series ;
inanTie Jurassic fossils being found abundantly in the two upper. At Lalniir and

in some hills to the eastward a considerable thickness of sandstones, grits and conglomerates

is exposed, the characteristic beds being whitish or grey sandstone, very fine and compact, so

compact indeed as to break with a sharp conchoidal fracture, and to have a suh-vitreous lustre

on the fractured surface. With these beds coarser and finer sandstones are associated, the

finer passing into a compact hard shale, whitish in colour, hut sometimes veined and

blotched with purple, and at times entirely purple. There are also bands of coarse con-

glomerate towards the base, containing, at Balmir, pebbles of the underlying Malani beds.

A few fragmentary remains of plants were found in these beds, but none sufiicienily well

preserved to he determined with certainty.

Similar rocks, rather less hard, occur near Naosir, Snnpha and Sarun, 30 miles east of

B&lmir, the intervening ground being concealed by sand-hills.

East and south-east of Jesalmir, beneath the marine Jurassic beds of the next group, a

considerable thickness is exposed of grey, white, and brown sandstones, interstratified with

numerous bands of hard black and brown ferruginous sandstone and grit. The base of these
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beds is not seen, but the lowest strata exposed at Kita, 15 miles from Jesalmir, on the road

to Balmir, are fine white beds, soft, arp;iItaceou8, and slightly micaceous, and stained purple,

lilac and scarlet in places. Some of these beds so closely resemble the variegated sandstones

of Balmir that it is probable they are of the same age, and their much greater softness may
be due to the smaller amount of disturbance they have undergone. Precisely similar soft

white sandstones are found at Lfithi, 40 miles east-by-north from Jesalmir, and are doubtless

on the same horizon as those of Kita; at both places fragmentary plant remains are common,

but nothing recognizable could be found except some dicotyledonous fossil wood, which occurs

at L4thi«

These rocks resemble the Umia beds of Cutch, and they are very similar to some

Gondwdna rocks, especially portions of the Kamthi and Mahaddva groups.

6. Jesalmir limestones,—Above the beds last mentioned are the Jurassic limestones and

sandstones of Jesalmir. These consist of sandstones with thick bands of compact, buff and

light-brown limestones, one of the most beaiil.il ul hnilding-stonos in India, and of which

much use might be made if it were more accessible. The sandstones vary much, being grey,

brown and blackish (ferruginous), sometimes calcareous, and occasionally interstratificd with

hands of conglomerate, containing pebbles of quartzite, red jasptT, and ferruginous sand-

stone, the last of which looks as if derived from the underlying group. Some other forms

of limestone occur, aud in one place a grey rock abounding in shells is found.

The limestones contain numerous fossils. Specimens of Ammonites (Stephanoceras)

fissuSy Sow., were obtained from the natives at Jesalmir, but the exact locality could not be

determined; there can be little doubt, however, of its being in the neighbourhood of the

town. I found the following species in the limestone scarps; for the determination of several

of them I am indebted to Dr. Fcistmautel

EcHlNODEJiMATA.

Jlemicidaris, sp,

Pygurus^ sp.

Molluscoida.

Terehratula hipUcutaj Sow.

T, intermedia^ Snow.

Mhynconellay sp.

Mollusca.

Mactromya^ tp. common.

Uomomyay 2 sp.

Pholadomya granosa^ Sow.

Corlula lyrata^ Sow., common.

C, pectinaiaj Sow., common,
Trigonia cosiaia^ Sow.

Nucula cuneiformiSf Sow.

Modiola^ sp.

Pinna, sp.

Peaten lens, Sow.

Anomia, sp.

Nerincea, 2 sp,

Natica, 2 or 3 sp.

Nautilus Kumagunensis, Waagen,
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Many of these are characteristic Jurassic forms, and are found in the Oolitic rocks of

Cutch
; the two Cephalopoda^ Ammonitesfissris and Nautilus Kumagunensis, being met

with in the Chari group.

Above the limestones of Jesahmr, sandstones of various colours, frequently calcareous,

arc seen, but they are not so well ex]jos(Hl as the beds below the limestones, and it is difficult

to say whether these upper strata slmuld be assigned to this group or the next.

No unconformity could be detected between the. Jcsalmir beds and the underlying sand-

stones winch are suj'posed to repr(‘sent the Babnir rocks. The lowest beds of the former

are secui in a scarp a lew miles soutb-e.ist of Jcsalmir. At the same tiine the examination

made was ncicessarily cursory, and the existence of a break is rendered probable by the

occurrence of pebbles, a])pareutly derived from the lower group, in the conglomerates of the

upper.

0. Ammonite hed of Kuchrl .—At Tvuchri, two short marches, or about 25 miles

west-north-west of desalmir, a belt of rocks appears, consisting of dark cale.areous sandstones

resting on scdl white sandstone, and capp(‘d by a thin bed of buff and brownish limestone,

weatlieriug red where exposed, and abounding in Ammonites eti a yellow colour, belonging to

tbre(‘ or four species, an Area, oysters and other bivalves. None of the Ammonites appear

to be Ciitcb s])ecies, though one form is near A. opis, Sow. Above the limestone is

some grey sandstone with bard ferruginous bauds of the usual Jurassic character, and upon
these beds rests numiuulitic limestone.

The rebitions of tbo Kuebri beds to those of Jcsalmir Is not quite clear, but apporently

the former are liiglnn* in the series. Still, as no rocks are seen over a considerable propor-

tion of tbo intervening country, there may be a concealed roll of the strata, or a fault,

but it is more ])robable tliattlie beds are nearly horizontal, with a grjidnal ascetuling sequence

to the north-west, and nnfanited, because any kind of disturbance would tetid to harden the

beds and enable them, by losistiiig demndation, to stand up above tlio surface.

7. Ntimmiihlio limestone .—This was only seen west of Kiicliri. It aj^pears to repre-

sent the lowest beds of the Khirtlnir group at Uoliri, and it rests directly on the Jurassic

rocks, no representatives of the lower Eocene (infra-nnmmulitic or Itanikot grouj)), JDeccan

traj)s, or Cretaceous beds of Sind and Cutch being met with.*

8. Allni'ial deposits .—Exclusive of the Indus alliiviam, a large portion of the desert

appears to bo covered with d<*ep alluvial deposits. This is especially the case in the Luni
valley, and the country south-west of Jodhjuir, but large tracts betw(*(‘n Codra and Balmir,

otliers east of Balmir, and between Jcs.almir* and Pokran, are thickly covered with a sandy
deposit, which is doubtless at the surface a comparatively recent formation. Maiiy of these

tracts are covered with blown sand, and the wash from the sand-hills is spread over the surface

and cannot ho distinguislied from older sandy de])osits. Much of the alluvium, however,

appears to he of older date than the blown sand, and to have covered the surface belbro

the sand-hills were formed.

9. Blown sand .—An immense area of country is entirely covered with sand-hills, and

tracts of blown sand are to he found in numerous places from the banks of tho

Indus to the Arvali range. Besides tlit^ more isolated hills scattered over the country,

there are two tracts in especial, in the area traversed between Sind and Jodhpur, in which the

surlace is entirely covered with Idown sand. One of these, which is known as the Thar, is

in eastern Sind, along tho edge ot the Indus alluvium, and it extends tlic whole length of

I h.'ivo since 8i*ou traijmontH «»f the baiuo limcbtoue said to have bccu brought from south of Jesalmfr, the
locality beiug probably near Viiyorai.
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tbe province, from the Ran of Cutch to the Bah&walpur territory. The other tract

extends northward or north-north-east, also from the neif^jhbourhood of the Ran, and was

crossed east of Bdlmir, and again between Jodhpiir and Pokran. It appears to extend

towards Bikanlr.

The hills in the western tract are arranged in regular parallel or nearly parallel ridges

running nearly noi*th-east and south-west to the southward near Umarkot, while furlhor

north, towards Rohri, they have a direction from south-south-west to north-north -east. The

ridges frequently end abruptly with a steep slope to the north-cast.

Elsewhere the sandhills are not arranged in parallel ridges, but arc more or less thickly

scattered over the surface, and Jiavo always a steep slope to the north-east and a long

gentle sl()])e to the south-west. It is evid(‘nt that the sand has been transported and

deposited by the strong south-west winds of the hot season—Ma^', June, and July. The

origin of the parallel ridges is much more obscure, but there can bo very little doubt of

their being due to the south-west wind*.

The sand consists chiefly of rounded quartz grains, felspar, hornhlend and one or two other

minerals being also present in small (quantities. A portion of it may be derived from the

Indus, but a far largcn* proportion must be due to some other source. Many of the sand-hills

are evidently of great antiquity; despite the small rainfall of the desert ivgion, they show

signs of (jousiderahle denudation in parts, and are cut into deep ravines by the action

of water.

It is highly probable that the Ran of Cntch is an old inlet of the sea, whiijh has been

filled up by th(‘ sediment brought in by the Liini and other rivers. The prestmet; of a marine

mollusk, living iu the salt-lakes north of Umarkot, proves that this inlet extended far up

the Indus valley, and the great saltness of the soil, both in tlie Thar and in th<‘ Liini valley,

suggest the probability of the sea having extended in both din*ctions. The shore of this

great inlet may easily have supqdied the blown sand whi(;h now covers so large an area of

the desert, and the distribiuion of iln^ sand-hills nearly coincides with what might bo expect-

ed if the sands were derived from such a source.

Throughout the greater portion of the dissert there is no evidemte of marine denudation.

Nothing of the kind is s(*en neer Balmir, and the scarps near Jesalmfr are evidmitly due to

suhaerial action, and ipiitc dilhu'ent in appearan(*.e from scaclilfs, each being Ibrincd by tho

outcroj) of a hard bed. It thendbre appears probable that Uie central region of tho desert

Avas above the sea, forming either a promontorj'^ or an island, whilst the Ran of Cutch, tho

Indus valley, and portions of the Liini valhy were under water.

On the occurrence op the cretaceous genus Omphalta near Namcho Lake,

Tiuet, about 75 miles north of Lhassa. liy Ottokar Feistmantel, m. d.. Geological

Survey of India,

Last year (1876) the Geoh^gical Survey received some fossils from Captain Trotter,

whi(rh were collected by one of the Pandits attached to the Trigonometrical Survey of India

on his route from Ladak (Leh) to Lhassa.t

The most peculiar amongst them appeared to Mr. W T. Blanford, who first received

this collection, and subsequently to me, some TtirritcllaAWiki forms, which were especially

characterised by two well-marked, prominent ribs in each whorl (in the whole height of the

See for further details J. A. 8. R. 1876, XLV, Pt. 11, pp 92,67, &c,

t Sec sketch-map in Geographical Magazine, Juuc 1876.
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shell), by an angular (slnuated) striationiof the shell in each whorl, and by the thickness of

the shell. The specimens were labelled “Hills near Namcho Lake, Tibet." Other work,

especially on the diSereat local Soros of India, compelled me to delay the determinatioa for

a fatnre occasion.

When later the palwontohfi^ical collections of the Asiatic Society of Benp^al were amaU
g'amated with those of the Survey in the Indian Museum, I found amongst them a much
bettor preserved specimen of the same kind as mentioned above; but no locality was
attached, only the inscription “ Glauconia’* sp. ?

This discovery induced me to return to the examination of the Pandit s fossils, and they

yielded the ini-ercstin^ result that the fossils belong to that genus, which was established

first by Zekeli in his paper on “Gasteropoda of the Gosau formation, 1852” with the name
Omj)halia, Zek., with which Glauconia, Gieb., is synonymous.

Family: TURFITFLLIDJE.

Genus.—Omphalia, Zelceli, 1852.

1852. Zokeli Qasteropoden der Qosauffeblldc, Abhandl., der k.k., Goolog. Rcichganstalt Wieu—
1852.

3853. Olauconia, Giebel allsoTnoitje Pab'pontolopic, p. 185.

1863. Omphalia, R('uhh : KrltiHclie Remerkwiigcn tiber die voc Hern Zekeli beseliriebcnen

CJaBtcropoden der Gosaiipebildo in den 0«talpen. Sitzb. der k, Aeudem, der

WiflscnHcii, Vol. XI, p. 7.

1863. Idfm, Abstract hi beonliard and Bronn N. Jnhrb. f. Mineral, etc,, p. 635.

1842-43. Turntella, cx parte D’Orbiguy, Pal. francaiso GaHtero])odeB, Terrain er6tac(is, Vol. 11.

I’l. 152. 163.

1803. Omphalia, 3 new species, Hreseber Uber die Kreidcbildnngnn dcr Oegend von LOwonberg,
Zeitsebr. d. f). Geolg, Gesellsch, 1803, p. 334, PI. IX, f. 2-7.

1865. Ompha/ia, Dr. StoHezka,— Eine Revision dor Garitero])oden dcr Gosauscbichteu in den
Gstalpcn. Sitzi). d. k. Acad, d, Wiss. In Wien., 1863, p 11.

1866. Cagfiope, (roplaeing or including OmphaJia, Zekeli> Coquand, Monograph de I’^'tago

Aptien de I’Espagno, p. 67, PI. HI, JV.

1807. Qlauconia, Stoliezka, Gasteropoda of the cretaceous rocks of Southern India, Pal. Indica,

vol. V., 1867, p, 20p, el sequ.

1 think I am right, using the generic name OmphaUa, as Zekeli established it,

and not Qhmeonia, Giebel, which was published, it is true, in the same year, but Zekeli’s

paper was presented already, partly at least, in 1851, although published only in 1852.

Prof, llcuss and Dr. Stoliezka, in their papers 1853 and 18G5, did the same, only in 1868
Dr. Stoliezka adopted, in contrast, with his paper of 1805, the genus Glauconia, including

Otnphalia, Zek.

Quite unnecessarily and superfluously M. Coquand, 1866 (1. c.), established a quite new
genus Cassiope, uniting with it, without sufficient grounds, Zckeli’s OmphaUa, Zekeli first

gave most figures of this genus, and so his name is to be used by all means.

The characters of the genus are the following :

—

“ The shell is always shortly conoidal or tuiTeted, very thick, with spiral ridges or ribs

;

the columella generally hollow, aperture round-ovate ; the exterior lip with two emarginations,

of which one lies above, or rarer in the middle of the right labial margin, the other on the

base. The stri© of growth are sinuated (waved) according to the emargination.”
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As to the systematical place, it seems that Omphalia is mostly related with the Turrit

iellidm^ although it presents also some similarity with the Mvlam.d<p, and Dr. StoUczka 1. c.

p. 211 (1867) considers it as a truly intermediate form between these two families, allhoiigli

he describes it at the beginning of the TurritelUdm.

The difference from Cerithiam is established by the form of the ai)erture and the com-

plete want of any canal to the aperture.

In Leonhard and Broun N. Jahrb. (1863) p. 636, a relation with Kerinea is mentioned

as possible. But Nerhiea has such a constant appearance in the faults on the columella and

in the more rhomboidul aperture, that forms of it can scarcely be mistaken.

Also in comparison with Turritella there are difEerences enough. The shell of Tarn-

fella is always higher and more accuminate, thinner, has no real columella and an emargina-

tiori in the exterior lip is not constant, and when present, always shallower and the strim of

growth therefore are never so waved.

As to the “ conditions of living” of the Omplialice^ J)r. Stoliezka already, in his revision

of the CJosau Gasteroj)()da (1. c., p. 15), stated that the Omphalue in the Alps are characteristic

of (!oal-bearing strata,—and ho concludes that thej^ appear to bo inhabitants of bracdcish

or fresb water (Pal. Tnd. 1. c., ]). 211), or at least more lit! oval (Kovision 1. c., p. 16), by which

the construction and structure of the shell is well explained.

The genus Omphalia, Zek., is at present with certainty known mostly only from cre-

taceous rocks : from Aption, Cenomanien, and Gosau.

A representative, as the oldest, is known from Wealden, In the Gosan, Zekeli de-

scribed nine species, which Dr. Stoliezka reduced to four, but there are to be added still three

of D’Orbigny’s Turritella, i. e., Turritella Jtenaucciana, T. liequicniaua, and Tut'r.

Bauga* further Coqnand’s species of Cassiope are to bo placed here. Three species are

deacribed by M. Drcscher (1. o.), but all distinct species are cretaceous.

Onr species is very well marked and different from the others known, so that I will de-

scribe it as follows

:

Omphalia Tkotteei, Fsim, PL I, f. 1—4.

Testa conira turrita, ohlonga, umhUicatn apicem versus aitenuata, hoc modo laterihiis

paulo inevrvaia ; anfraefibus septein ei phirihus ; omnibus duas tauium costas distinc-

tissifuas continenlihus, ultimo in solum feriia costa apparente ; vosiis anfractoriwi et

spatiis inter eos differenter (uudulatim) striatis ; apertura ohlongc rotunda, columella

glabra.

Measurements of the specimens.

a .—Specimen fig. J :

Spiral angle, apical portion ...

apertural portion ... ... ... ‘Mr

Sutural angle ...

Total height... 4(i lutn.

Height of the last whorl ... 10 mill.

Height of last whorl to total of ahcll (taken 100)
I'rdy

Breadth (below/ ... ... 20 mra.

In hJs Cretac. Giisteropoda of S. India Dr, Stoliezka couaiders thia apcciea again as Turritella,
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h ,—Specimen fig. 2 :

Spiral angle apical portion ... ... . ... 4fi°

apcrtural portion . ... 26°

Sutural angle ... ... .. ... 100°

Total height ... .. ... 62 ram.

Height uf the last whorl ... ... 23 ram.

Height of last whorl to total length 1 7
"• TiTO

Breadth ... ... 31 mm.

r.—Specimen fig. 3, (fragment.)

Spiral anffle, apcrtural portion ... ... ... ...
17*^

Sutural aup:lc ... ... ... ... . ... 100°

lleid^ht of frntfmcnt ... ..« ... ... ... ... 4.1 mm.

of spccimon restored ... ... ... ... ... 06

lloijflit ol lust whorl ... ... ... ... ... ... 21mm.

Proportion of last whorl and total height ... ... ... ...

Breadth ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 36 mni.

d.—Specimen fig. 4:

Spiral angle ... ... ...

Suttirnl angle

Jloighl of fragment

Height of sliell reMtorod

lleigih of last whorl ...

Proportion of height of last whorl and total of shell

Breadth ... ...

... 34°

... 104°

... 47 rnra.

... 67 mm.

... 16 mm
•iS
Too

... 26 mm.

Dcscripdon Tlu* rIu'II is conical turreted, oLlong, nmlnlicated ; it is not quite regular

in llic wliolc lieiglii, l)ut it becomes more attenuated tow.ards the ajiex, so that in the upper

jiart il is a litih* imnirved; (here are seven or more whorls hearing tlie ehi<d‘ cliaracti‘r of the

slid], 1 wo vm’v distinct ribs, tliickest in the lowest whorl and becoming thinner towards the

aj)cx. Only in the lowest whorl a third rib appears.

The ribs and spaces between are characterislicallj marked by the sti’iation of growth,

which is perfectly simiated, and in such a manner tliat the lower rib, with wdiieh the whorl

hegini, and the next space are striated in a contraiy way to that of the next rib and the

following space, and so on to the ajiex
;
from this we can conclude tliat the emargiuation

of the a])erture was between tlie first and second ribs.

The aj^erturc is oblongly round.

When we consider the niGasurements of the specimens, we find a spiral angle at the

apical ])orti(m of 31'’—46°, at tlie apcrtural of 17°— 30'’
; the sutural angle 100°—108°

; the

height of specimens from 46— mm., height of last whorl from 16—23 mm., and

the proportions of these to the total length from — iVu ; the breadth (below) from

25—35 mm.

Tliese measurements enable us to compare our specimens with forms already described,

but to distinguish them also.

From the measurements it follows that our species has much shorter whorls than all

those described by Zekeli, the proportion of the last whorl to the total height being much

smaller.
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Also those specimens figured in D'Orbigny and Coquand, and those recently described

by M. Drescher (1. c.) have higher whorls.

In the other dimensions our species agrees mostly with Ompkalia Kefersteinif Munst.

spec., to which also Ompkalia suffaTcinata^ Munst. spec., is to be placed.

With these Jour species* is also otherwise related ; but different by the two very well

marked spiral ribs in each of the whorls, of which one runs on the lower part of the whorl,

and the other in the middle of it, while in Ompkalia Kefersteini, Munst. sp., still a third

rib runs on the upper part of the whorls.

I named the species after Captain Trotter, who has presented the specimens to our

museum.

As Ompkalia as yet is known almost only from cretaceous, and mostly from upper

cretaceous, we have to consider our form also as most probably of upper cretaceous age.

Cretaceous rocks in the Himalayas are known with certainty still only from Spiti, de-

scribed by Dr. Stoliezka as the Chikkim limestone in his paper on North-West Himalaya

in Mem. Geolog. Surv. India, Vol. V, p. 116. But only several fragments of Rudisies and

ntimerouB Foraminifera were observed.

From these fossils we had certainly to look upon the Chikkim limestone as a marine

formation, while the beds near Namcho Lake with Ompkalia were littoral or brackish.

Some rocks of cretaceous age occur in the Kasia hills, near, but quite detached from, the

eastern Himalaya.

Natica species.

From about the same locality are three other specimens of Gasteropoda; from the

general form one can judge with much probability that they belong to the genus Natira,

they are however imperfect just at the aperture, and none of them shows this portion suffi-

ciently. The specimens are of a large size and all more or less compressed, as arc also

several of the specimens of Ompkalia.

We know Fatica occurs in most of the formations, and it is therefore most probable

that the specimens under discussion are out of the same beds as Ompkalia Trotteri, Fstm.,

t. e.y from upper cretaceous rocks.

Explanation of Plate.

Figs. 1, la, Ih.^Ompkalia Trotteri, Fstm. Specimen with unknown locality, amongst the

collections of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Figs. 2—4—The same species. Specimens sent by Captain Trotter, and collected near

Namcho Lake, Tibet.
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Note on Estheru in the (aOTS^jmkiSik formation, hy Ottokae Feistmantel, M.D.,

Geological Survey of India*

Eecenlly, a very interesting paper was sent to me by Prof. Geinitz (Dresden) on some

fossil plants and animals from the Argentine Provinces—La Rioja, San Juan, and Mendoza.*

From the total of the fossils described by Prof. Geinitz, he declares the series to be of Rhaetie

age. This paper has induced mo to examine again our JS'^^A^w-bearing rocks, and to com-

pare them together regarding their homotaxical position.

1.

—

Rstlieria in the Mdngli heds.

In the American Rhajtic beds, M. Geinitz recognized, as very abundant and characteristic,

an Estheria, which was first described by Mr. Rupert Jonesf from Mdngali (Mangli), Central

India, between Nagpur and Chanda, about 60 miles S.-S.-E. from the former place.

The aigillaceous snudsionrs at MangJi contain very few other fossils, except that Estheria

and another of much smaller form, which is as frequent as the E. Mangalensis,h\xt remained

undet(‘rmiiied. Tims, the position of these Mangli beds has remained always somewhat un-

certain, although Mr. Jones thought there were reasons to consider the beds as Rhmtic,

which is most probably the case.

From the common occurrence of this smaller form of Estheria in the Mangli beds and

in the Paiichet g''onp, Mr. AV. T. Blanford first considered the Mangli beds as belonging

to the Pamdiet group but in his later paper on the “Geology of Nagpur,”§ he set aside this

cvideiice as iusufticient, and fiudiug no stratigrapliical feature whereby to separate them,

ho loft these beds in the Ivamthi grouj), which, without any doubt, is analogous with the

Raniganj group, forming the upper part of the Dumuda series, both having the same
Phyflotlu'ca indira, Bunb.‘ (the real leaved branchlets), Vertebraria indica, Bunb., Glos-

sopteris communis, Folin., etc. In a recent detailed survey of the Wardha coal-field, by Mr.

Hughes,
II
the Maugli beds are still left iu the Kamtlii group, there being no physical grounds

for a separation. This should only encourage us to seek help from palaeontology.

Considering that the Damuda series, in general, contains very frequcntlj’' plant fossils and

is especially characterized by the occurrence of Glussopleris, which is till now the only

character of it, us Schizoneura, with the same species, is also numerous in the Pancliet group,

and that not a trace of these fossils is found at Mangli
; on the other hand, that the

Mangli bods contain mostly only that mentioned whieh, with exception of Kawarsa,

of which 1 speak iurtlier on, is nowhere found in the Damuda series, but only iu younger strata,

it will be perhaps advisable to look for another phic(‘ for these Mangli beds
;

it seems to me
that they are to be taken at least of the age of the Panchet group, or even still younger.

First, the plant fossils. These are very poor, and consist till now only of some stems, which

have no relation with any of the Damuda fossils, hut with younger lorms

:

a, JPalissya. A stem fragment figured iu Sir Ch. Bunbury s Nagpur flora,^ PI. XII, f. 1

as “ Enorria ? (Portion of stem of a Conifer If is certainly a coniferous plant, as

is well seen from tlic relation of the scars. I have an original specimen of the

same, and I am convinced that it belongs to the fossil Palissya and most pro-

bably Pal. Brauni., Endl.

• Beitraff zur Geologic uud Palffiontolojjic der Arpentinischen Republik.

I. PaleeontologiBcher Theil. 1 [ Abthetluug ; Uber Khatiache Pflanzon und Thierrewto in den Argentiusicben

Provinzen—La San .luuu, und Mendoza. Von Dr. Hanns Bruno Geinitz Caauel 1876.

t Jones' Monograph of tbe fossil Estheria), Paleeontogr. 8oc., 1862, p. 78.

t Mem., G. S., Vol. III., p. 134.

§ Ibidem IX, p. 32 (3 ib.)

II
Ibidem XIII.

m Quart. Jouru. G. S., London, XVII.
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5. ** Truneus filicia** Another stem is figured in Sir Ch. Bunhury’s paper (1. c.) PL XII,

2, and marked *'Stigmarta f (Portion of the Rhizotne of a feni.)’*

This Mdngli stem is certainly a fern stem, and is very similar to those M. Schenk de-

scribed as “ Truncifilicum** from the Rhietic beds in Bavaria. I have an origi-

nal specimen in our collection from Veitlahm in Bavaria, which is almost

identical with that figured from Mangli in Sir Ch. Banbury’s paper.

Besides these two mentioned forms, there are only some indistinct stems known.

Instead of an abundant flora, we find as very numerous the shells of little crustacean

animals ; there are certainly two forms, a larger and a smaller one.

a. Estheria MangaliensiSf Jones.—(See: Jones—Palacontograf. Soc., 1862. Mono-
graph of fossil Estheriac—p. 78, PI. II. f. 10-23, and (leinitz 1. c. Ubor

Kbatische Pflanzcn und There etc.,—PI. I. f. 1-0. p. 3). This is the larger

form, which Mr. Jones described first from Mangli
; wo have numerous ]iioces

of rock from there, on which this form lies abundantly. On some spcciuiL'ns

E, Mavgaliensh' is only re]>resented, while on some others it is mixed with the

other smaller form, and still, on some others, this later only is predominant.

tlones gave several figures, which all indicate the larger form E. Mangaliensis J. As to

the age, Mr. Jones considered these beds, for certain reasons, us Rluutic and

now Prof. Geinitz describes the same species from beds of the same age in

South America.

h. Estheria comp, minuta var Brodicana, Jones. This form was not described
; it is,

however, as fre(pieiit as the larger one. From the size and form, and from

the structure of the shell, they can safely be taken ns very closely allied to

Estheria minuta vuv. Bradicava^Aowc.^)* which, as Mr. .Jones indicated so

distinctly and exhaustively, is cliaraetcristic of the Rha^ic beds.

This smaller form the Mangli beds have in common with the Paiichet group, and to

judge only from the Estheria, an animal f ossil, we may consider both on the same horizon,

to wliich view, in the case of Mangli beds, tlieru is no objection
;
but as also no ])Iant of tho

Panchet group is found in tlie Mangli beds, tlie formor being (doser connected with tho

Damudas by the Schizoneura, while in the Mangli beds tlic plant-remains are very pooi, and

most naturally referable to Rluetic fossils, I consider, as most probable, that the Mangli

beds cannot belong to the Damuda series at ;ill, and that they are rather to be considered as

the uppermost continuation of the Panchet group.

Alread}" Mr. Ilislop himself has pronounced, 1804, quite distiiiclly that the Mangli

are to be placed above the jdant-bearing beds at >Jagpur (Q. J. G. Soc., 1864, pp. 117

and 282.

The Mangli beds have yielded also a Labyrintbodont Reptile, which is described by

Owen as Brachyops laticeps, Gw. (Q. J. G. S., 1855, p. 37, PL II). But this is, of course,

no objection to the view 1 suggest, as it is well known that Labyrintbodont Reptilia occur also

in the Keuper of Europe.

2 .—Estheria in the Panchet group.

In the Panchet group, besides pretty numerous plant fossils, an Estheria also occurs,

which is certainly identical with the smaller form of Estheria in tho Mjiiigli beds, mentioned

Esth, minuta var. Brodicana, Jon. 1 compared specimens from both localities, and 1

could not find auy difference.

1. <•., Pl. II.
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Amongst the other fossils two ferns especially prevail, i. e,, Pecopierii eoneinna^ Presl.

and Cyclopt pachyrrhackis, Gopp., which are Rhsetic forms ; so that one might take the

Paiichet group of this age—K)nly the occurrence of the Sckizoneura Gondwamneit^ Feistm.

identical with the same in the Raniganj (Kamthi) group of the Damuda series, induced me

to consider the Panchet group a little older, as representative of the upper Triassio (Keuper)

strata in Europe.

The reptilian remains in this group, besides the plant-remains, are also pretty frequent

;

and are not at all opposed to the evidence from the plant-remains ; they belong mostly

to the Pirynodont reptiles, which first were known from South Africa, where, however,

their age up to the present day remains undecided.

Here, iu India, however, where we know that the Panchet group overlies immediately

the Raniganj group, which itself is lower Triassio, and underlies the Bajmehal group,

wliich is, to say the least, Liassic, and where, besides the reptiles, a flora occurs, which agrees

with a flora from defined strata, there can, I think, be little doubt about the homotaxical

position.

In the Panchet group, therefore, the flora is additional evidence as to the age of this

group, and the Panchet Eatheria is identical with the small form in the Mtingli beds.

It was thcrefons more natural when Mr. Blanford* first took the M/ingli beds as be-

longing to the Panchet group. I must, however, state again that no other fossil of this

group, ex(!cpt the small form of Estheria^ is found in the Mangli beds ; and judging from

the absence of 8vh\zonenra, wliicli only induced ino to class the Panchels as Eeui)er, my
conjeefure, that the? Mangli beds are the top of the Panchet group, is perhaps not unnatural.

There are, at least as far as I know the relations, no contradictory indications.

3 .—Estheriafrom Kawarsa.

The Kawarsa beds also are in tlie Wardha basin, and have been mapped, like the

Mangli beds, with the Kamthi group. The Mangli beds occur at the top of the section, at

tfjc northern edge of tlic area, immediately under the Deccan trap. Mr. Hughes estimates

the wJjoio thickness to the l)ase of tJie Kamtliis as 7(X) feet. This is an extraordinarily

small f hichness for the period this scries is supposed to represent, and considering that

in a neighbouring region, below tlie Kota-Maleri beds, on the Godavari, there is an apparent

accumulated thickness of 17,000 feet of these ‘ Kamthi’ strata, it is certainly not too

soon to endeavour to indicate horizons in such a mass of deposits. The Kawarsa beds

occur near the southern margin of the basin, and Mr. Hughes speaks of them as several

hundred fetit from the the base of the series. They have yielded some broken plant-remains

and Edheria,

o .—An Eqiifsetaceovs stalk, pretty distinct; it belongs to that group of forms which

generally are termed Vhyllotheoa, which, however, as I have already mentioned, belong to a
great extent also to Sckizoneura, Schimp., and the more so, as Phyllotheca in the real sense

is not so frequent as Sckizoneura, Schimp.

h .—A fragment of an oblongly lanceolate leaflet with marked ribs, which might belong

to Sckizoneura, Schimp.

c.—Some broken specimens of Glossopteris occur very rarely in comparison with these

so richly represented leaves at Nagpur and elsewhere in the Daniudas
;
and I have no doubt

that these beds, near Kawarsa, are 3
^0linger than all the real Damudas, including the Kamthi-

Itauigauj group.

• Motn., Geol. Sur„ III, p. IIH,
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To this indication now if to be added the occurrence of Estheria, which is certainly iden-

tical with that in the Panchet group, the state of preservation and the size and form being

identical j and is therefore to be considered as very likely Estkeria minuta var. Erodieuna

Jjn.

From this occurrence of the Estheria, an animal fossil which is still so frequent in the

Mangli beds and in the Panchet group, and from the scarcity of plants altogether, and from

the state of the rock, it would, I think, follow that the locality at Kawarsa is scarcely to be

considered as representative of any group of the real Damuda beds, the fossils of which are

everywhere so different from those both of the Mangli and the Kawarsa beds.

It must thus be admitted that this blending of the fossil forms indicates transition, and

affords some support to the continuity of the stratigraphical characters in this area, whereby

the whole has been mapped and published as a single rock-group ; an abridged representation

of the top of the lower Goudwarra series, in which the Panchet and upper Damuda groups

are very closely connected.

The possible persistence of two Esiherta horizons (as is known to occur in Europe) may,

however, be worth suggesting—an upper, with two Esiheria (Mangli), and a lower, with the

Estheria minuta (Panchet and Kawarsa).

4.

—

Estheria in the Kota beds.

From the Kota beds on the Pranliita, near Sironcha, Mr. Jones described also a species

of Estheria as Estheria Kotaensis^ Jones.*

The Kota locality and the neighbouring one of Mal6ri (Maledi) have long been famous in

Indian geology for fish and crocodilian remains. The general relations of these deposits

have recently been approximately fixed by the Survey. They rest upon the Kamtlii beds,

with more or less of unconformity, at the south end of the Wardha coal-field ; extend thence

down the valley of the Pranhita to Sironcha, on the Godavari, where they again overlie an

immense thickness of rocks of Kainthi aspect. But for the prevalence of red and green clays^

and the frequent occurrence of a limestone, they are not themselves strikingly different in

mineral character from the Kamthi type; which again, as has been often remarked, has many

resemblances to that of the original Panchet group of Bengal. On this account, and from

the decidedly Kenpcric affinities of the majority of the vertebrate fossils of Maldri, tbe beds

here have been hitherto regarded by the Survey as prubably on the Panchet liorizon
; the

Kota limestone, from its fish-remains, being taken as Liassic and thus presumably younger.

Mr. Hughes has shown that the hods of both localities arc on the same horizon, and the for-

mation is now known as the Kota-Maldii group.f

Amongst the numerous additions to our collections of vertebrate fossils from those

beds, made by Messrs. King and Hughes, there were a very few plant-remains, of which

1 bavo determined two from Maleri as common species of the Kach-Jabalpur horizon,

and one, from a bed underlying tbe Kota limestone, as a familiar species of the Rajmahal

group. It may not be established that the circumstances of position indicate a permanent

distinction of these two groups in this region, as I have already shown that in tlveir

typical areas they have some forms in common. But at all events, these plant fossils go far

to establish the position of the Kota-Maleri beds in our Indian series,—that they are not

Panchet, but Upper Gondwana, on or above the horizon of the Kajmahal group.

This connection of the Kajmahal group with the Kota-Maleri beds is significant, so

far as the strongly Khsetic affinities of the vertebrate fossils confirm my determination

* Bflono{i:raf of Esther, I. c., p. SI, PI. II, f. 24-25.

t bee Uugheti, Mem., Geol. Sarvcy.Vol. XIII. p. 81.
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of the Rajmahal flora as at least lower Liassic. The Bstheria may perhaps be taken as an

indication in the same direction. This Estheria Koiaensis may now also be taken as an

Upper Gondwana form.

As the Esikeria has hithero been neglected in India in the discrimination of horizont’

1 would add some illustrations of the service it has rendered elsewhere.

Estheria minuta^ Jones, is a splendidly guiding fossil of the whole Keuperic strata

in Europe. A variety of this species

—

Esth. minuia, var. Rrodieana^ J.— is characteristic

of the Rhmtic strata. The well-known Prof. Romer, only with the assistance of Estheria

minnta, var. Brodieana^ Jon., decided that certain rocks in Upper Silesia belong to the

Rhffitic group. He sa^'s in his valuable work, “ Geologie von Oberschles,’* on p. 175,

discussing the Ibssils of certain series, which he calls “ llellwalder Estlierien Schichten,
’*

as follows (1 give the translation):
—“Except Estheria minuta^ Jones, no organisms were

observed in that series. But also by itself the little crustjicean is of great importance for

tlie determination of the age of this formation. Estheria minuia, J., is a very common

fossil in th(‘ K(‘uper. A variety, Esth. miiiuia^ var. lirodieana, J., which is marked by a

smaller size and a finer reticulation in the sculpture of the shell, is according to Jones*

explanation characteristic of the Rhmtic strata. The Upper-Silesian form agrees very well

with the figures of this variety.’* And from this and from some other characteristics. Prof.

Ubmer draws the correct conclusion that those beds in Upper Silesia alluded to are of

Rhmtic age.

Our Estheria of the smaller size does not differ much from that Silesian one. Thus,

two species are characteristic of certain series; and there are more of them.

Now Prof. Geinitz describes Estheria Mangaheusis, Jones, again from Rhmtic strata,

in South America. Prof. Rupert Joues has certainly not in vain devoted a monograph to

the fossil Estheria.

Noticks of new and other Vkutebrata from Indian Tertiary and Secondary
Rooks, hg R. Lydekkf.r, B. A., Geological Survey of India.

The present paper eontaius short notices of several species of Vertebrata from the

Tertiaries and Secondaries of India, which are either new to science, or of which some new

point iu the osteology or distribution is now for the first time noticed ; the new species will be

subsequently figured aud described in the “ Pala^ontologia Iiidica,’* although some of those

descriptions will not appear for a considerable period.

Bos ACUTiFttONS, n. sp., nobis.

This species is founded upon a eranium from the Siwaliks
; it may be defined from

the characters of the cranium as follows :

—

Proutals convex, longer than broad, horn-cores jAaced immediately above occiput, com-

jiressed, convex superiorly, extoudiug at first upwards and outwards, with a slightly iuward

curve at their tips; centre of forehead more prominent than bases of horn-cores
; span of

horn-eores when complete nearly nine feet ; occipital crest narrow, rounded, and extending

upwards almost to the intercornual ridgo.

Bos PLANIFEONS, n. sp.

This species also is known b}^ a single cranium from the Siwaliks, of smaller size than

the last ; it may he defined as follows :

—

Frontals nearly flat, longer than broad, horn-cores placed above occiput, slightly com-

pressed, convex superiorly directed outwards, slightly upwards, aud at the tips inwards

;
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centre of forehead not in advance of bases of horn-cores ; the latter shorter than in last

species ;
occipital crest broad and narrowed, and separated by a considerable interval from

the intercornual ridge.

Bubalus platyceeos, n. sp., nobis.

Frontals nearly flat, rounded superiorly, hom-corcs triangular, placed in advance of the

plane of the occiput, su])erior border concave, directed upwards and outwards, taj^ering

rapidly, widely separated at their bases
;

exterior face continuous witli the plane of the

frontals
;
occipital crest broad and rounded, entirely distinct from the intercornual ridgo

This species is also from the Siwall Us.

Stegodon ganesa, F. & C.

A tusk of this species from Biltari in the Nerbudda valley has been for a long period

in the Indian Museum, though the species has never been described from the Nerbudda

deposits; it comprehends the greater portion of the middle part, and is from the left side;

it is characterized by being laterally compressed, and b}*^ the extremity curving upwards and

inwards; in the above points, and in its size, it exactly corresponds with the tusk of Colonel

Baker’s cranium of /S', ganesa. The dimensions are as follows :

—

Fi'ci. Inches.

Lenprth of fmf'mcnt aloiuj concave upper bonier ... ... ... 0 7

Lcnffth of chonl of arc ... ... ... ... ... C 1

VcrMoul diameter near proximal extremity ... ... ... 0 8’5

Transverse ditto diUo ... ... ... ... 0 7‘Jl

Vertical diameter at distant extremity ... ... ... ... 0 6*7

Transverse ditto ditto ... ... ... ... 0 4*7

The base of the tusk is absent, and must have been of considerably larger diameter

than our fragment, perhaps as large as that of the tusk of Colonel Baker’s specimen of this

species, which has a vertical diameter of nearly ten inches. The tusks of S. insiguls are

never more thau three or four indies in diameter, wliih* those Elephas namadirus are nsually

of about that size, hut are occasionally larger. The largest known cranium of the latter

species is in the Indian Museum
;

it is described by Dr. Falconer in the Catalogue of the

Asiatic Society’s Collection, p. 235. The largest diameter of the incisive sheath of that

specimen is 6'G inches
;
this being the transverse diameter, the vertical diameter is somewhat

smaller. The shape of the incisive sheath, as w'cll as its small size, shews that the tusk in

question could not have belonged to Elephas namadicus, since the above-nieiitioiied cranium,

of the latter sfiecies, in the Indian Museum, belonged to an unusually large individual. The
cranium to which the tusk under discussion belonged must have had an incisive alveGlus,

of which the vertical diameter was at least nine and a half inclies. The exact agreement, both

in form and size, of our specimen with the left tusk of Colonel Baker’s gigantic cranium of

Stegodon ganesa^ now in the British Museum, is of itself amply sufficient to prove that our

Nerbudda specimen belonged to that species. We have no complete tusks of Elephas

wamaefiens in the Indian Museum, but such fragments as we possess indicate that these

tusks were nearly straight and cylindrical, and therefore quite unlike the present specimen.

The large size of our specimeu sufficiently distinguishes it from Stegodon insignis.

The range in time of Stegodon ganesa must now be made equivalent to that of the

allied Stegodon insignis^ which lived down to the Nerbudda period, and must Lave been

a contemporary of the early human inhabitants of India.

Stvalhtppus Theobaldi, n. gen., nobis.

This genus is formed upon the evidence of a portion of the left maxilla with teeth of

an aberrant horse lately sent down by Mr. Theobald from the Siwaliks of Keypar in the
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Punjab. The specimen contains the four anterior teeth of the molar series, which have

only just come into wear; only a short notice is here given of these teeth, as they will

subsequently be figured and fully described.

The first premolar is very small ; it is inserted by a single fang
; the three succeeding teeth

are inserted by distinct fangs, and their crowns are consequently extremely short; their

grinding surfaces are oblong, their antero-posterior diameter being the longer of the two
;

the second tooth is elongated. The larger teeth consist of six lobes, of which the outer and

middle pairs are the larger, the latter pair being concave externally; the antero^internal lobe

is placed between the two median lobes, and is entirely unconnected with them
; the postero-

wterual Jobe is connected by a narrow bridge with the posterO'median Jobe; the medial

enamel infolds are deeply crenulated, and all the hollows are filled with cement; the length

of the three large teeth is 3’OS inches ; the length of the penultimate tooth is 1*25 inches,

and its breadth 0'9 inch.

The tooth approach nearest to those of Hippotkerium, but are distinguished among
other characters by their elongated crowns, and by being inserted by distinct fangs as soon as

they are protruded ; in the latter character they agree with the American Protuhippus and

Mergohippux, but are distinguished by having the antero-internal column detached from the

antero-median column.

The completeness of the median columns distinguishes those teeth from those of Anchu
therium and its kindred.

The generic name is derived from the name of the beds in which the specimen was

found, and the specific name is given after Mr. Theobald, the discoverer of this and so many

other Siwalik fossils.

An examination of the remains of Siwalik Equidcp in the Indian Museum has convinced

mo that, besides the above new genus, there are two species of time Equus from tliese depo-

sits,—namely, E. sivalensis, and a now species; and that there are also two species of Ilippo-

therlum,—namely, II. antilopmum, and a larger new species. Two detached middle molars of

the latter species are figured by H. von Meyer in the fifteenth volume of the German Palteonto-

graphica, under the name of Equus primigenius (—Hippotkerium gracile
) ; a more com-

plete series of the dentition of this species enables me to state tliat it is certainly distinct

from the European species, which must consequently be expunged from the lists of Indian

fossils. A memoir on the dentition of all the Indian fossil Equida, in which the new

species will receive names, will subsequently appear.

ICTITHEEIUM SiVALENSB, n. sp., nobis.

The above genus of Viverroid carnivores was first made known to science by

M. Gaudry, who determined two species from the upper miocene of Attica; two fragments

of the mandible of a Viverroid carnivore, lately sent down by Mr. Theobald from the

Siwaliks of the Panjab, appear to agree very closely with the lower jaw of the European

J. robiistam, and I have accordingly referred them to that genus with the specific name of

sivalense.

The two fragments are respectively from the right and left sides, and probably belonged

to the same individual ; the larger of the two comprehends the hinder half of the left

ramus, lacking the condyle and the coronoid and angular processes ; it shews the sectorial

molar, the socket of the second molar, and the greater part of the ultimate premolar ; the

smaller fragment comprises a portion of the middle of the right ramus shewing the two

last preuiolars.
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, The jaw is arcuated on the inferior border, and is of great depth
; the sectorial molar

has two outer lobes,—an accessory lobe on the inner side of tlie second of these lobes, and a
talon; the premolars have the same general fbrm as in Ictitherium

; the crown of the last

molar is not shewn. The length of the sectorial molar is inch, of the last premolar 0-57
;

the depth of the jaw is 0 97 inch ; the specific differences between this species and /. rohus^

turn will be subsequently pointed out.

The lower jaw of this genus is distinguished from that of Hycrna by the presence of

two molars
;
from Gulo and Patorius by the presence of the inner lobe on the sectorial

»

the dental formula of Ictithcrium is the same as in Maries and Vivena, but the jaws of

the two latter genera are much more slender, and the form of the teeth is also somewhat

different.

Dinotueiuttm and Antolethrbium.

Among a collection of specimens lately received in the Indian Museum from the Asiatic

Society, the original lower jaw, from a drawing of which Dr. Falconer founded the genus

Anioletherliim^ has been discovered. Dr. Falconer* s notes on the drawing will bo found in the
“ Palaeontological Memoirs” (vol. I, p. 41(5), where a copy of Colonel Dalcor’s drawing is also

given (PI. 34). This drawing, however, is incorrect; the centre tooth (B) should have three

in place of two transverse ridg(‘s, while the tooth on the right (C) should have but orm ndgo.

From a note on page 417 of the Pala3ontoIogical Memoirs it seems that Dr. Falconer subse-

quently received a correct sketch.

In the same collection, I have also found a portion of a lower jaw with two slightly

worn molars from the Siwaliks, which undoubtedly belongs to Dinotkerium. but which is

remarkable for having an incomplete longitudinal ridge between the transverse ridges of the

molars, which when worn down would resemble the pattern of the molars of the so-called

Antoletherium

;

a smaller and less complete ridge is found in the lower molars of Ditto-

therium giyanteum. No other animal but Dinotherium has a single ihreo-ridged tooth

between two-ridged teeth, as occurs in the so-called Aidoletkerium,

I think that there can be no doubt hut that the lower jaw, to which the name of

Antoletherium has been applied, really belongs to Dimtherium. and that tlie former name
must bo abolished. The central tooth (Ist molar) of the Attook jaw agrees precisely in size

with tlie first upper molar of a Dlnotherium from the same locality noticed by Falconer, on

page 414 of the first volume of the “ Pala3ontological Memoirs,’* and which I have figured as

JJ, petitapotamioi in a forthcoming number of the “ Paheontologia Indica:” the two doubtless

belong to the same species. The jaw in question affords additional ]>rool’ of the specific

distinctness of the Punjab Di )i<fillerium ; both of the rc-discoverod specimens will be subse-

quently figured in the “ Paheontologia Indica.”

08 S 1VALKN 8 I8 , Falc. and Cant.

Mr. Theobald has lately sent down a nearly perfect mandible of this species, which is

exceedingly important, as it shews that, from the incompleteness of his specinum, Professor

Owen was led astray in assigning the teeth to their proper position in the series. The new
specimen shews the three true molars, and the sockets of the prernolars; the last molar has

a circular crown, and is not shewn in the specimen figured by Professor Owen in his Odonto-

graphy (PI. 131). From the absence of this tooth, Professor Owen considered the second

molar as the last of the series, the carnassial as the second molar, and tlie last premolar as

the carnassial {Odontography

^

p. 504). The new specimen shews that the carnassial is

much larger than any of the other teetli, and that the form Df the last molar agrees more
nearly with the same tooth in the true Bears than was the case according to Professor

Owen’s interpretation of the homologies of the teeth. A fignre of the new siieciineu will

appear in tlie Palmontologia Indica,”
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Mebycopotamus dissimilis, Falc. and Cant.

Sinco publishing my notes on the Osteology of this genus, in the last volume of the

Ilc(!or(ls’* (p. 141), 1 have had an opportunity of comparing the axis vertebra and the

astragalus of Mcrgcopotamus with the corresponding bones of Ilijopotamus hovinus from

the iip]>cr eocene of Bracklesliam, and find that these bones of the two genera are so close

in form as to be almost undistinguishahle one from the other, and were it not for the

evidence of the skull and teeth, they would at once be referred to the same genus. I give

here the dimensions of* the axis and astragalus of Hgopotamus^ which may be compared

with those of the same bones of Merycopotamus given on pages 151 and 152 of the last

volume of the “ Records —

Axis Vertebra.

Lenjfth of centrum

Inches.

... 2-9

Width of poHtcrior surface of ditto ... ... 1*2

Depth of ditto ... ... 9 6

Width across anterior articular facet ... ... 2-8

Lonffth of odontoid process ... ... 6S

Width of ditto ... ... G-9

Astragalus.

Kxtremo length ... 2-3

Width across tibial trochlea ... ... 11

Ditto distal extremity ... ... 1*3

Width ot cuboidal articular facet ... ... 081

Ditto navicular ditto ... 0'80

Length of calcaneal trochlea ... 1-3

Width of <litto ... ... 0'7

I have not had an opportunity of comparing any other of the limb bones of Hyopota^

mus with those of Merycopotamus, but the figures of the bones of the foot of the former

genus seem to be very like the corresponding bones of Merycopotamus.

The above resemblances serve to shew that Meiycopoiamtis must bo a survivor of a

very niiciont typ‘‘ of structure; and also shew that the genus has affinities on the one hand

as sle'wn by teeth and limb bones with the Ilyopotamidoe, and on the other, as shewn by

its skull and lower jaw, wdth the Hqypopotamidoi.

Parasuchian Crocodile.

Mr. Hughes has lately sent in a specimen of a scute of a Crocodilian from the Denwa
group of the Mahadeva scries, collected hy him on the banks of the Denwa river. The

specimen is oC im})ortaneo, as hitherto no fossils have been obtained from these beds. I

hope on a subsequent occasion to give a figure of this scute, and therefore at present shall

only roughly describe it. The specimen is of large size, being at tbo centre more than an

inch in thickness ; it seems to have belonged to the dorsal series of scutes, and is from the

right side ;
it is fractured through its centre, the longitudinal ridge being broken away ;

externally, it is convex from side to side ; the inner border presents a flat surface for sutural

union with its fellow of the opposite side ; the posterior border is bevelled away inforiorly

and overlapped the anterior border of tho succeeding sente
; a great part of the anterior

moiety has been broken away. The upper surface is deeply pitted, and the peripheral pits are

expanded into elongated grooves presenting a radiating arrangement. The specimen w'hen

complete was probably as large as broad, and indicated an animal of gigantic dimensians

;

the length of the one complete (inner) border is OH inches. The above-mentioned characters

shew that tho specimen belonged to the Amphicoelian Crocodilia so characteristic of the
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mesoEoic period. (See Huxley, Q. J. G. S., Vol. XV, p. 446.) At tlie anterior border

of the specimen there is a smooth hollow on the inferior surface, which may possibly have

received the extremity of a long peg from the anterior scute. A similar arrangement occurs

in the scutes of Goniopholis crassideus of the English Purheck ; hut in that genus the

peripheral pits are not elongated as in our specimen, and have consequently no radiate

arrangement.

The form of the pits and the articulations of the two remaining lateral surfaces agree

very closely with those of the dorsal scutes of Belodon from the ui)per Keu]>er and liluvtio

of Wiirtemburg,* and the arrangement of the pitting also agrees very closely with that

which COvem the scutes of the allied Indian genus Ik/ from the Kola-M alevi beds.

The present specimen is, however, of veiy much larger size than i\ny specimens of the scutes

of that genua from those beds, altliough we have veHebni in the Indian Museum from those

same beds which belonged to an individual which might not have been very much smaller

than that to which the Denwd sente belonged. I think we may saf»‘ly say that the above

Bcnte belonged to the group of Crocodilia Parasuehia, and very })rohahly to the genus

JParasuchns, but that tlic species was probably distinct from the Kota-Maldri species.

We have, in the Indian Museum, from a third distinct locality, an amphiejulous ver-

tcbia of a crocodile from the Chari beds of Each, which is considerabl}' like those from the

Kota-Maldri beds.

This veifebra lias an elongated and laterally compressed centrum, somewhat expanded

at the ends
; the articular surfaces are vertically elliptical and hollowed

;
there an* largo

transverse processes, and a w(‘ll-developed neural spine ; the zygapophyses are conecaled by

matrix. The ucuroccntral suture is clearly marked and is placed considerably below th(5

transverse process, the latter consequently rising entirely from the arch ; this shews that the

vertebra belonged to the posterior dorsal series, the rib not articulating with the centrum.

The vertebra could only belong to the Crocodilia AmphicccUa or the Plesiosauria ; the dorsjil

vertebra) of the latter order are, however, cylindrical and generally shorter than the present

sj)ccimen, the j)roportiou of the long diameter to the transverse diameter being in the

MucrospoiKlyliaii Plesiosauri never more than in the proportion of 10 to 8, while in the

present specimen tiiese two diameters are in the proportion of more tlian 2 to 1. A similar

proportion prevails in the vertebra) of many of the Amphicjeliau crocodiles, to which group

our specimen must belong. The dimensions of the specimen are

—

Inches.

Lenpth ... 31

Urcadtli of centrum (transverse) ... ... 1-1

Ileiulit of centrum ... 105

The specimen has already been referred toby Dr, Feistmantclf as belonging to the genus

Parasuchus, I am not, however, quite sure whether this is the case, hut I think it is

almost certain that the vertebra in question belonged to the Crocodilia Parasuehia and

quite possibly to Parasuchus; it will require the discovery of scutes in the Chari bods

to be quite sure as to the generic position of the vertebra.

If the specimen belongs to Parasuchus^ it tends somewhat to approximate the horizons

of the Chari and Koia-Maleri beds; the former beds have been considered as tlie equivalents

of the Oxfordian and Callovian of Europe; but Dr. Feistinantel has indicated the existence of

Lijissic forms in these beds, which tend to place them on a somewhat lower horizon than the

• Von Meytr Pal^ontographica, Vol. VJI, PI, 4?).

t Hoc. ficol. Surv., India. Vol. IX, p. 1«,
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Oxfordian. In any case, however, the Chari beds must be ^considered newer than the Tiias

and the Rbietio, and the occurrence of a (probably) Parasuchian Crocodile in these beds

somewhat does away with the value of that group as characteristic of the Trias or Rhmtic.

. I may here mention that the occurrence of the remains of a fresh-water Crocodile in

the marine Chari group is paralleled by the occurrence of the estuarine Tehosauri in the

marine Lias of Whitby
;

its presence serves to indicate that the Chari beds were deposited in

a sea not far removed from the estuary of some large river.

Having now defined the affinities of our Denwa scute, and noticed the position of other

alfied forms in the Indian rock-series, we may turn our attention to consider whether it

affords us any assistance in fixing the homotaxis of the rocks in which it occurs, during

which we shall he led also to consider the age of the Kota-Maldri beds. From the great simi-

larity of structure between the Denwa scute and the scutes of JParasuchtis from the Kota-

Maleri group, with the scutes of the European genus Belodon, I am inclined to think that

the horizons in which these three forms occur cannot be very far removed in time ; and,

therefore, that the i)eriod of deposition of the two Indian groups must be somewhere near

that of the upper Trias or Khmtic of Europe in which Belodon occurs.

We may here consider somewhat more closely the range in time of the vertebrates

of the Kota-Maldri group ; firstljs we find that the group of CrocodUla ^ which

embraces th(‘ minor division of the Parasuchia, ranges in Europe from the upper Trias to the

Chalk, and is therefore chiiracderistic of the greater part of the Mesozoic period
;
the smaller

divisions of Parasuchia, which in Europe includes the two genera BeJodou and Stagonolej)i^^

according to Professor Huxley,* is in that region confined to the Trias. Dr. Feistinantel,

however, tells me that some of the beds in which Btlodon occurs are now classed as Rha^tic.

In addition to ParasucJinSj the Kota-Maleri beds have also yielded remains of Hyper-

odapedon, which seems probably to belong to the Rlijujocephala, and which in Europe is

confined to the Triassic period. From the same deposits we also have three genera of fish

—

Ccraiodujt, Bepidotus, and JBelimodtii,

;

the first of these three is represented by the

greatest number of species in the Trias of Europe, and is not known before that period
;

it

is, however, found again in the Oolites of Stonesfield, and a solitary surviving species still

lingers on in some of the rivers of Queensland. The genus J.epidotus iu Europe ranges

from the Lias to the lower Chalk, but is most common in the former period
;
the species

described by Sir Phillip Egertou from the Kota beds of Hyderabad in the Journal of the

Geological Society for 1851 is said to be most nearly allied to the oldest English forms
; the

genus uudouhledly belongs to a primitive type of fish ; the genus H^rhvwdus in Europe is

exclusively Liassic.

The following table represents the distribution of the above-mentioned genera:—

Eueope. India.

Trias. Bhict. Lias. Oolite. Cret. Kota. Denwa. Chari.

rndoilou ... X X ... ...

Pahasuchta ... ,
... •< Parnsuchus ... ... ..XX X ?

(^Slagonolcpis ... X ... ...

llHTNOCKPltALA ... ITyperotlapedon X ... X

^Coratodna ... ... X ... X (living) X ...

I'lKOBS ... Lepidotus ... X X X X ...

( ul'iclimoduB ... X ... ... X

* Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., 1875, p. 49.
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The above table indicates a somewhat long period of time to which to refer the Kota-

IVlaldri and Denwa beds; but 1 think we are justified in snjdng that they are not hoinotaxi-

cally older than the upper Trias or newer than the lower or middle Lius of Europe, and that

they might, with a fair show of probabilit}', bo referred to the lilia>tic period, or somewhere

very close to that period.

The whole of the vertebrates from the Denwa and Kota-Maldri groups, as well as those

from the older Pauchet group, were inhabitants either of fresh water or of the land, and

therefore indicate either a fluviatile or sub-aerial origin for the groups of rocks in which

their remains are embedded.

The following remarks as to how the above determination agrees with the assigned posi-

tion of the Denwa and Kota-Maleri beds have been kindly added by Mr. Medlicott:

—

The Denwa fossil is a very timely find;—directlj^ ns the first fossil from an immense

thickness of strata; and indirectly, because, so far as it is identifiable with others from outly-

ing localities, it supplies the all-importunt test of stratigraphical pt>sition, occurring as it

does in the fullest continuous section of the Gondwan.'i deposits. In this way it already

furnishes a confirmation of the horizon, as very recently determined by Dr. Feistmaiitel, for

the Kota-Maleri beds, and also for his judgment upon the relations of the Jabalpur and

Rajmahal groups.

From a fair amount of evidence. Dr. Feistmantel has insisted on tbc close correspondence

between the flora of the Uniia zone (iho top of the Jurassic series of Kach) and that of the

J ahalpur group (the top of the Gondwana series in Central India), both having a strong

liathonien facies. The Rajmahal group he placed lower, the flora having Liassic affinities.

The Kota-Maldri beds have hitherto been taken to be on the Pauchet liorizon, and therefore

lower Gondwana. A few plant fossils were lately found in those localities; those from the

bone beds were Jabalpur species
; and in the underlying beds a Rajinahal plant occurred.

The stratigrajdiical seiiaration not being very decided, the group may he taken as n^jircsent-

ing the Rajmahal and an overlying zone. From Mr. Lydekker s estimate it would seem that

the vertebrate remains are of a somewhat older type than that of the flora.

In the continuous section of the Sutpnra basin, the Denwa beds occujiy an npiier-middle

position in the great thickness of the upper Gondw^ana strata, hitherto vaguely s])oken of as

the Mahadeva series,* between the Jabalpur group and the Bijori beds, which have been suffi-

ciently identified with the Kamlhi-Raniganj horizon of the lower GonJwanas in other areas.

Several hundi’ed foot of strata, known as the Bagra beds, occur between the Denwa and the

Jabalpur beds
;
and below the Denwa group occurs the great Pachmari sandstone, the base

of which has been conjectured as the probable horizon of the Panchets. In this standard

section, then, the Denwa fossil confirms in a very satisfactory manner the position indepen-

dently assigned from the flora for the Kota-Maleri group. If we could venture to press

closely such slight evidence, we might conjecture that the Rajmahal group will have to take

its equivalent out of the great I’achmari sandstone.

In his independent classification from examination in the field, Mr. Hughes places the

Kota-Maleri beds low in the upper Gondwana series; well below the Balanpur coal, which

very closely repi-esents the coal in the Jabalpur group of the Satjmra region.

If the fossil which Mr. Lydekker doubtfully identifies as Parasvehian from Kach should

prove to be such, and thus a connecting link with the Kota-Maleri and Deuwa horizon, wc

should have made an important step in extending the parallel between the marine Juiassic

series of Kach and the Gondwana scries ;
for that fossil also occurs well below the Umia-

Jahalpur horizon, in the Chari on the Katrol group of Dr. Stoliezka’s classification.

Mem. Geol. Survey, Vol. X.
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Titanosaubits Indicus, n. gen. nobis.

I have formed the above new genus of Dinomuvia* upon the evidence of a large femur,

and two large posterior caudal vertebrjB, which are in the Indian Museum, and which were

obtained from the Laraeta group of roclcs. The femur was collected bj Mr. Medlicott in

the year 1871 from the Lametas of Jabalpur; the vertebra) were also obtained from Jabalpur,

and are shortly described in Falconers “ Palmontological Memoirs (vol. I, p. 418); the

larger of the two is figured on a small scale in Plate 31 of the same work. No reference was,

howovei’t made to their acuities or even as to their position in the vertebral series.

I will first extract Dr. FnJconer s description of these vertebnv, then compare them with

the voriehreo of the other Dinosaaria to which they are allied, and finally describe Mr.

Medlicott 's specimen of the femur. Dr. Falconer states : “The larger vertebra) consists of a

compressed body, very considerably compressed sideways, and contracted in diameter between

the articular surfaces, both in the vertical and transverse direction. The anterior articulation

is elliptical vertically in its outline, and the cup as deep as in the Croeodilia ; the posterior

articulating surface is of a corresponding reversed form, i. <?., very convex, fiatteiied laterally,

the greatest convexity being towards the middle or axis. The inferior surfaee of the body

at (‘ithor end bears immediately behind the rim of the cup in front, and in front of the ball

behind a pair of surfaces for tlie articulation of a chevron bone, i. e., each chevron has been

arliculated to two adjoining vertebrm.

The spinous process, Avhich is broken off (near the summit), is flattened and of con-

siderable size near the base
;
it is given off from the body backwards at an angle of about

45 '. l»et ween it and the body there is a semicircular niche about 1*2 indies deep. From
the anterior part or base of the spinous process two articular apo])]iyses are given up, nearly

horizontally, or inclined upwards at a small angle ; and diverge, but the divergence is small,

Tlie articular surfaces are on the axial side.

“ It would appear that the next anterior vertebra) passed its spinous process between

tliosi* articular surfaces ; but no marks of such articulatiou are seen in the spinous process of

the vertebiu*.

Dimensions.
InchoH.

FAtronic lonirth of body ... ... ... ... b*!

lleiirbt in middle to hollow botwoeu BpinouB and ariiculatiaif npophysos ... •1‘9

lloig-bt (-f uuiorior ooucavc cud ... ... ... ... ... 3'-l)

Width of ditto ... ... .. ... ... 2'i

L(m|i?lh of body from rim to base of ball ... ... ... ... i'l

of base of ball behind ... ... ... ... ... S'l

TrannvorKC diametet of ditto ... ... ... ... ... 2’3

11 eijrht of body whore constricted behind ... ... ... ... 2’S

(ircatcst constriction of ditto ... ... ... ... 1*3

Lciiffth of articular process ... ... ... ... ... 2'2

Ditto from base of spinous proecsB lo top of ditto ... ... ... .fO

Lonp:th of lamina, riifhl side ... ... ... ... ... i s

Vortical diameter of spinous process ... ... ... ... Dp

Transverse diameter of ditto ... ... ... ... ... 0 8

“ Vertebral canal small and constricted, not a trace of a suture remaining,

“ The other vertebra (unfigured) is shorter and less perfect. The sjiinous process is

broken off at the bnse, and the articular processes, if any, are gone. The body is shorter

and less constricted
;
there are the same hall and soe-ket ends, hut they are not so deep ;

there are also the two surfaces for chevron bones.*’

* The term DinoaauHa is hero used in a general sense, as comprehending both the Omithoteelida and the

SaufoHcelida of rrofessor Huxley.
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To the above description I would add that thero are no transverse processes ; that the

neural arch is anchylosed to the anterior half of the upper borders of the centrum, tlie pos-

terior half of the latter beiuj^j free
; that a longitudinal furrow traverses tlie hieinal inspect

of the centrum ;
and that the prezygapophyses are cylindriform and project far forwards.

We will now inquire to what animal the vcrtebrte are likely to belong. Firstly, from the

presence of surfaces for the attachment of chevron bones, from the small size i)f the neural

canal, and from the absence of posterior zygapophyses, it is quite clear tliat the vertebrm

belong to the caudal region ; and secondly, from the absence of transverse processes, and

from the comparatively small size of the neural spine and prezygapophyscs, it is clear that

they belong to the posterior half of the caudal region.

The only mammalia of large size which have chevron bones attached to the caudal

vertebrjB ai'e the Edentata and the Cetacea; in the former order all the caudal vertt'hra) have

transverse processes, and the centrum is short and cylindrical
;
in the latter tlie centrum is

still shorter and more discoidal. It is therefore clear, independent of their geological ]>08ition,

tliat the bones do not belong to the mammalia.

Turning now to the reptiles, we find that in the Crocodilia and the LaceviUta the

posterior caudal vertebnn, though procmlous, have a persistent neuro-central suture
;
the

neural arch extends as far hack as the centrum ; thero arc both ])re- and post-zygapophyfH^s

;

there is generally a transverse process, and the chevron bones articulate with only one

vertebra ;—so that each vertebra has only one pair of facets on its hinder border for their

articulation. Orders of reptiles such as the Ichthyomurla^ Elvslosanria
^
Chdonia^ Dicyuo-

dontia, etc., have vertebrao of totally different types, and require no comparison with our

specimens.

If, however, wo turn to the order Dlnosauria^ we find that here we do meet with vertehne

which agree very closely with our present specimens
;

if W(5 compare the tiguroof a posterior*

caudal vertebra of JPelorosaurus, figured on Plato 2G of tlio Idiilosophical Tran sa(;tions for

1850, with Dr. Falconer’s figure of the Jabalpur vertebra (the two figures being taken from
opposite sides of the bones), we shall find a very great resemblance in inaii^^ points of essen-

tial structure. Firstly, both vertehne agree in being elongated, in the absence of any trans-

verse process, in having a neural arch of considerable Inught, in carrying jirczygapopbyses,

but no post-zygapopbyses ;
in the former, being cylindiiform and pntjecting in front of llio

centrum, aud in having a small neiiial canal; moreover, in both, the neuro-central suturi^ is

completely obliterated, while the neural arch does not extend backwards Wyond tlie middle

of the centrum, the posterior half of the latter being quite free
; both vertebra) likewise have

the inferior border of the centrum arched.

Having now considered the points of rosemhlance, wo must point out the differences

between our Jabalpur vertebra) and those of Pelurosaurva. The most striking difference is

that our vertebra) are markedly concave anteriorly and convex posteriorly, whereas those of

Feloromurus are sliglitly concave anteriorly aud nearly flat posteriorly
;
the lattiT arc also

approximately cylindrical, and carry facets for the chevron bones only on the hinder ex-

tremity. The caudal vertehne of Igiiaiiodon (Owen, Brit., Crajt. Bep., PI. J7) resemhlo

our specimens in carrying two pairs of facets for the chevrons
;
they differ, liowiiver, by Inung

thicker, nearly cylindrical, and by the greater length of the neural arch in proiiortion to the

length of the centrum. The caudal vertebra) of Cetiosauru6\ figured by Professor Philips

in his Geology of Oxford, are very like those of Peloromucua ; but the pre-zygapophyses are

not cylindrical and do not project so I'ar forward os in Pelorosaurus, The caudal vertebra)

* This specimen is called by Dr. Mautcl ** luediou caudal ; it is. as slated ia Philips’ Gculogy oC Oxford (p. 2(i(>)

really a posterior caudal.
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of Eyl(rosanrus also resemble our Indian specimens in having two pairs of facets for the

cLevron bones, and in having a longitudinal furrow on the neural aspect of the centrum

;

their articular surfaces are, however, nearly Rat, and their centra sub-cylindrical.

The above comparisons, I think, prove quite clearly that our Jabalpur vertebrro belonged

to a Dinosaur, closely allied to Pelorosauriis of the English Wealden, and to Cetiosaurus of

the Bath oolite, and also presenting points of affinities to Hylmsaurus and Iguanodon of the

Wealden. The Indian Dinosaur, however, differed from all the above genera in having the

caudal vertebrm distinctly “ procaelous” and laterally compressed.'**' From the large size of

the vortebrjB, I propose for the new genus the name of Titanomurus with the specific name

of Indicus. The length of the posterior caudal vertebrtn of Cetiosaurus varies from five and

a half to six and a half inches, so that our Indian species must have been nearly as large as

the English giant. The forms of the articular surfaces of the vertebrm are quite sufficient

to distinguish the Indian genus from all other genera of Dinosaurs.

Turning now to the femur, wo find that this bone is embedded in matrix, and only

shews its anterior aspect
;
both the condyles and the head have been broken away, so that

wo arc unable to estimate either the fidl length or breadth of the complete bone
;
our speci-

men is from the loft side, and agrees precisely in form with the larger femur of Ceiiosatmts

figured in dingrnni 108 of Professor Philips’ Geology of Oxford
; like that specimen, the

anf(‘rior surface of our specimen is nearly flat, the inner border markedly concave, with a

s/ig/zt sweJii/Jg two-thirds up from the distal end, which represents the third trochanter, and

with the ont(‘r border loss concave. The length of the fragment lemaining is 46 inches, the

breadth taken obliquely at the njjper end 13 inches, the breadth of the narrowest part

8 3 inches, and of the broken distal end 11*5 inches. The specimen must have been at least

65 inches in Icuigtli when perfect; the largest femur of known is 64 iriehes in

length. Tlie femur of Pclorosaurus is like that of Cctiomny'Uff, but smaller; that of

Iquanodon is distinguished by possessing a third trochanter
;
the femur of is,

I believe, not known. The size of the femur, therefore, shews an animal somewhat smaller

than the largest individuals of Cetiosaurus, which Professor Philips estimates to have

attained a length of sixty or seventy feet.

Both the vortebnn and the femur having been found in the same locality, and from the

same formation—both belonging to Dinosaurian reptiles of gigantic size, and both having

afiinitles to the same group of Dinosaurs—it is a logical inference that both should be referred

to the same animal ;
if the femur had been found alone, I should have referred it to the

genus Cetiosaurus, but the vertebra? forbid tliis view.

Both Cetiosaurus and Pelorosaurus were reptilc.s of terrestrial habits, probably living

in marshy or estuarine districts, and we may infer that Titanosauriis, probably, had

much the same habits
; its occurrence in the Lanietas indicates that these beds, as has

previously been suggested, are of fresh-water orgiii, like the Wealden of England.

The caudal vertebne of Titanosauriis belong to what we are usually accustomed to

consider a higher type of structure than those of any of its European kindred. We may
hoj)e at some future date to find other remains of this huge Saurian, which will throw

further light on its affinities, and shew whether it differed in other essential points from

its European congeners.

The Lameta group of rocks are supposed by Mr. Blan ford and Mr. Medlicott to be

connected with the middle cretaceous rocks of Bagli (sec Bee. Geol. Survey, India, vol.

V, p. 115). Tlie occurrence in these rocks of a Saurian closely allied to Pelorosaurus, and

• The eaudnl vertehiw of Macroronauru* Hcmnun from the Chloritic niurl of Cambridge, are procwloue and com-
preeeed ;

ttiia geimn U doubtfully referred to tbc Dinoeauria.
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in some respects to SyloBosaurus and tguanoion of the Wealden period, suggests that the

Lametfi. group is not far removed from the lower cretaceous period—a view which would

agree with thoir generally accepted position in the geological series.

I have lately found in the Indian Museum a considerable series of caudal vertebr® of

this genus, which were collected by Mr. W. T. Blanford in the Lametas of Pisdura
; they

are somewhat less compressed than the described specimen : and are accompanied by oopro-

lites, and some portions of the carapace of a Chelonian. I shall hope subsequently to give

figures of the more perfect specimens. The vertebrae and femur referred to by Mr. Hislop

in the twentieth volume of the Journal of the Geological Society (p. 282) probably belong

to this genus.

Megalosattbus, sp.

the fourth volume of the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India” (p. 128),

Mr. H. P. Blanford announced the occurrence of the remains of this genus in the Arrialur

group of Trichinopoli (Upper Cretaceous) ; this announcement, however, does not seem to be

generally known, as Professor Phillips in his ‘‘ Geology of Oxford ” (p. 190), in speaking of

the distribution of Megalosaurus^ makes no mention of its occurrence in India ; for this

reason I have introduced the genus hero.

The specimen on which Mr. Blanford’s determination was made is the greater portion

of a (prohahly) lower tooth
;

this tooth is laterally compressed, the anterior border is convex

and the posterior concave, both produced into trenchant edges and marked by fine serrations J

the transverse section is somewhat pear-shaped, the broader portion being in front. The

lieight of the portion of the tooth remaining is 1*8 inches ; the antero-posterior diameter of

the base *91 inch, and the transverse diameter *4 inch.

The tooth in form and size is almost identical with the teeth of Megalosaurus Bucklandi

of the Stonesfield and Portland oolites, the only difference being that the posterior border of

the Indian tooth is rather straightcr than that of the English species.

In England the genus Megalosaurus ranges from the Lias to the Wealden, and is

therefore chiefly characteristic of the Jurassic period. In India, as we said, it occurs in

rocks, of which the marine raollusca fauna is homotaxically equivalent to that of the iqiper

cretaceous rocks of Europe. This instance should make us extremely cautious in correlating

the horizons of Indian and European rock-groups upon the solo evidence of land animals.

As in many other instances in India, the land flora or fauna (exemplified in this case by

Megalosaurus) of a group of rocks, indicates a lower homotaxis for the group than does

the marine fauna. This anomaly is prohahly to ho explained by the greater similarity of

physical conditions, and the consequent greater facility for migration in the ocean than on

the land (to say nothing of the insulation of parts of the latter), by which the organised

products of the former would sooner arrive at a now station than those of the latter ; the

assumption in this case being that the wave of migration has travelled eastwards.

Further remains of the Indian form are required to establish its specific distinctness ;

the tooth will subsequently he figured.

Plesiosaurus Indicus, n. sp. nobis.

I have already recorded* the occurrence of a species of the above genus from the

Umia beds of Kach. On further examination, I now find that the specimen of the symphysis

of a mandible, on the evidence of which the announcement was made, differs both in

size and in the direction of the alveoli of the teeth from the mandible of Plesiosaurus

dilichodeirus from the English Lias ;
it also differs, as far as I can make the com-

• Itfc. Gcol. Surv., India, VoL IX, p. 154.
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parison, from other described species of the genus ; all the cretaceous and most of the

oolitic species of English Plesiosaurus, however, are described from teeth or vertebrae only,*

so that there is a possiblity of our species being identical with one or other of these forme.

I have, however, thought it best to give the Indian form a distinct name, if only to

mark the locality from which it was obtained, and I propose to call the species P. indicus

;

no more accurate definition, however, can be given than that published in the first notice,

A species—P. Australis—^has been described by Professor Owen from Australia, so that

we now know that the genus had wide distribution in space as well as in time.

Pachtgonia incueva.—

This species of Labyrinthodont was described by Professor Huxley(t) from the Panchet

group of rocks upon the evidence of a portion of a mandible wanting the extremity of the

dentary piece ;
the jaw is characterized by cariying a row of minute teeth, which in cross

section are transversely elongated. Among some specimens more recently acquired from the

same group of rocks, I have found a part of a syraphysial end of a left ramus of the mandible

and a detached tooth of a Labyrinthodont, which belong to this genus. The mandible

carries on its outer border a row of small, transversely, elongated teeth, from the form of

which, and from the resemblance of the sculpture on the outer surface of the jaw to

the same part in the type-specimen, I have referred the new specimen to Pachygonia,

At the anterior extremity of the specimen, and placed somewhat internally to the outer row of

teeth, there is one large conical tooth, longitudinally striated, and bearing the same relation

and proportion to the outer row of teeth as does the similarly situated tooth in the jaw of

Tjahyrinthodon pachygnaihus, figured by Professor Owen in his Odontography (PI. 63,

fig. 5). A section of an isolated large tooth, which agrees precisely in form with the

attached specimen, shows that the arrangement of the folds of the cement and dentine is

almost precisely similar to those in the tooth of Lahyrinthodon (Mastodonsaurus) jaegeri,

as figured in Plate 64 A of Professor Owen’s Odontography. I am not acquainted with the

structure of tho teeth of all other Labyriouthodonts, but those of two at least of the

carboniferous genera (Anthracosaurus and Archegosaurus) differ very markedly from those

of the Triassic typo genus ; in any case, the close resemblance in form of tho symphysis of

the jaw and of the structure of the tooth of Pachygnathus to the same parts in the jaw

of the typo genus Lahyrinthodon, which is confined to the Keupor in Europe, affords a

strong confirmation of Dr. Feistraanters view, derived from the study of the flora, as to

the horaotaxis of tho terrestrial forms of life of the Panchet group of rocks with those of the

Keuper of Europe.

DiCYNOnON OB1ENTALI8.

—

Huxlcy,

In a recent paper in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London

(Vol. XXII, p. 98.), Professor Owen expressed his opinion that the foramen in the

humerus of Dicynodon orienialis, from the Panchet rocks, is probably homologous with the

foramen of Cynodraco major dc^scribod in that paper. The Professor was, however, unable to

be positive in this assertion, owing to the imperfect specimens figured by Professor Huxley in

his above-quoted memoir on tho Panchet vertebratse. From an examination of more perfect

specimens now in the Indian Museum, I am enabled to state that the foramen in the

• British Cretaceous Reptiles, Owen,—PaI»ont, Soc. Phillips’Geology of Oxford,

t PaliBout.ologia Indies, Ser. IV, Vol. I, p. e.
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humerus of D, orientalis is ‘‘entepicondylar/* and consequently homologous with that of

Oynodraco and not with that of the Lacertilia. On a future occasion I shall hope to give

figures of these more perfect humeri, and also of other parts of the skeleton of Dicynodon

and other vertebratse from the Panchet rocks.

Myliobatis, Sp.

A specimen of a portion of the dental plates of a species of Myliohatis has been sent

down by Mr. Wynne from the nummuUtics of Kach ; this is, I believe, the first recorded

occurrence of the genus in Indian rocks. The specimen comprises the greater portion of four

of the large median dental plates, and also shows on one side three small and diamond-

shaped lateral plates ; the small size of the innermost one of the three outer rows of

dental plates, the two outer rows being absent, shows that the specimen belongs to the genus

Myliohatis^ and not to Zygohatis, The median teeth are rounded transversely, and some-

what hollowed near the middle line and along their outer border ; their anterior border is

concave. The antero-posterior diameter of these plates measures half an inch ; the antero-

posterior diameter of the external row of plates is also half an inch, and their transverse

diameter three-tenths of an inch.

The plates are larger than those of any of the Bracklesham species of the genus, but

most nearly resemble in form those of M. JRdwardsiit from the middle eocene of that place.

I think, however, that the Indian specimen will eventually turn out to belong to a distinct

species.

The association of the remains of a species of Myliohatis with numraulites, and similar

genera of Mollusca, in the eocenes of Bracklesham and Kach, is noteworthy, and serves to

indicate that very similar conditions of climate must have prevailed in the two regions at the

periods of the deposition of these strata. The genus is not known from strata older than the

eocene, and is still represented at the present day.

DeSCBIPTION op a new EmYDINE FEOM the upper TeETIABIES OF THE NORTHERN PUNJAB,

BY W. Theobald, Geological Survey of India,

Throughout the vast series of beds superimposed on the nummulitic limestone in the

Punjab, no remains are more common than fragments of different species of fresh-water

turtle, belonging to the families Mmydinidm and Trionycliydop, though in too fragmentary

a condition to be capable of more than generic recognition. Durii»g a late examination,

however, of the upper Tertiaries south of Jhand, I have obtained two specimens, sufficiently

preserved to afford a specific diagnosis.. Both specimens consist of the anterior portion of

the shell of a fully adult and aged animal, and embrace the three anterior, vertebral and

costal plates, comparatively little aflccted by crust, and one specimen displays (though not

very clearly) the ventral surface as far as the inguinal opening : the oval plates being broken

away. Both specimens correspond as regards the structure of their plates, the impressed

lines marking which are very distinct, though the same amount of individual variation is
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soon as is met with in living examples of one species. I propose to briefly oharaoterise it

under the name of

Bellia S1VALEN8I8, n. ap.

Testd depressa quadrate ovata, niargine simplicif carind vertehrali nulld. Rucliali

vertehraH primo quinque-laierale antice ohhise ungulate, laterihus conravis.

Jerfebraii secmdo sew-laterali dokfifbrm, antice et postiee recto, lateribus antice

rotundie, postice, valde concavis. Vertehrali iertio, secundo similL— Cosiale primo, magno

et medium quinti marginalis attingente. Gularium angulo valde acute, Sutura pectorali

cum post gularihus, fere recto.

Shell oblong ovate, depressed, veiy flat along the vertebral region and without the trace

of a keel, sides shelving, margins simple. Nuchal, none. First vertebral five-sided, with an

obtuse angle in front. Anterior sides straight (26 mills), lateral concave (39 mills), base

eiiiuated (26 mills), each vertebral being slightly notched posteriorly to receive a corresponding

median prominence in the one following it. Second and third vertebrals equal and similar

mushroom-shaped and six-sided. Front and base equal (27 mills). Anterior sides convex,

posterior concave. The first costal large, reaching to the centre of the fifth marginal ;

—

Irt Vertebral; groat©Bt\?ldth ...

Mills.

... 42

„ Bides ... 89

„ base ... 26

„ long ... 60

2nd and 3rd Vcitebral ; ffroatoet width ... ... 60

„ base ... 20

„ long M, 30

Costal
;
greatest diameter ... 72

„ posterior side ... 66

Gular; broad .. 22

„ long ... 86

Gular and post gular ... ... 42

Marginals sub-equal, the first being the largest.

When perfect the shell must have been close on nine inches long and six broad.

The most obvious characters of tliis species are the great flatness of the top of the

shell, the complete absence of any vertebral keel or nodosity, and the peculiar mushroom-
shaped vertebrals. These plates very closely resemble Bellia crassicollis, Gray ; a species

which at present is not known to range north of Tenasserim, hut tlrnt has a small nuchal

plate which is certainly absent in the fossil. Still, however, the two are very similar, the

fossil being rather larger than any Kving specimen of B. crasicollis that I have seen.

The geological horizon of the species is a very high one, the fossils having been

obtained from a thick series of clays and sands overlying the great gray sandstone series

with conglomerates (locally known on the Survey as the ‘ Dungoto sandstones’), and which

clays in fact constitute the highest beds of the Siwaliks in the Punjab. Associated with

2:lcllia sivalensis are a great variety of fossils, among which it will suffice to specify

Colossochelgs, Sivatherium, Equus sivalensis, Eippotherium, and Cantelus, These beds
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extend for some miles south of the great fault running east and west half a mile south of

Jaba (a village 6 miles south-west from Jhand), either horizontal or with a slight northerly

dip.

Malowal, W. THEOBALD.
22nd January 1877.

Nons.—The above species of Emyaine, accordinj? to Mr. Theobald’s description, is quite distinct from any
speeimens in the Indian Museum ; in this proup of Tortoises 1 have already determined an an Emyda, a
Davwnia, and a Bategur, from the Siwaliks, in addition to Pangxhura tectum determined by Fali oucr, wliioh 1 shall
subsequently describe.

It is somewhat noticeable that among the very few genera which Mr. Theobald has instanced as shewing the
very modern age of the bods from which the now Belha was obtained, that ho has mentioned fhe genus Jlippotherium,

which in Europe is exclusively Miocene and older Flioeoue.

B. LYBEKKEB.

Observations on Underqroun3> Temperature, by II. B. Medlicott, M.A.,

Geological Suriiey of India,

In 1875 two protected Negretti ’’ thermometers were sent to Dr. Oldham hy Professor

Everett, Secretary to the Underground Temperature Committee of the British Assoeiataon.

I happened at the time to be working in the Satpura coal-field, where the deepest borings

for coal as yet attempted in India are in progress, so one thermometer was forwarded to

me by parcel-post. To my great disappointment it arrived broken to atoms, in s])ito

of its triple protection of glass, copper and wood, with cotton pudding.’*' The occasion

would not, however, have been propitious for observation, for a double reason : it was

advanced in ibe hot season (March 1875), and it would have been difficult at any hour

of the day or night to set the thermoTnetor lower than the degree it would have to register

in the hole ; and also, the principal boring was in active progress, so that the beat generated

by the work would have, to an unknowai extent, falsified the ground-temperature.

In the following season (1875-70) I had to take up work in a distant part of India
;

but early this season (1870-77) I made arrang(‘mcnts to visit the borings at a favourable

time. Some untoward circumstances occurred ; but in one case, at lejist, the results are

quite reliable, and therefore of interest. Observations were taken in three borings. They

are all marked in the annexed table for comparison ; but those at Manegaon only can be

taken as satisfactory, for reasons that are explained.

Through the kindness of Mr. Wood-Mason I was supplied, in case of accident, with a

Casella-Miller deep-sea thermometer (No, 18492). Both instruments were used together

in each observation, the Casella above, the Negretti below, the bulbs beijig fifteen inches

apart. The Negretti proved much the more sensitive and steady of the two, as may bo

seen from the table. There was on an average nearly half a degree index-error between

them. All the readings are, of course, on the Fahrenheit scale. In every observation the

line was worked very carefull}^ by my own hand, or hy my colleague Mi*. Hughes. It was

lowered very gradually to the required depth, and left at rest a full half hour at that depth.

All the holes are from five to six inches in diameter. At Khappa, the well above the

piping, is 10 feet deep, the water standing just below the top of the tube. At Manegaon

the well is 8 feet deep, the water standing at 11 feet from surlace of ground.

* The protecting? gflasB tube was unbroken, but the thermometer bulb was in fraipncnta, and the stem broken in

the middle, the cork disk having parted from the collar of the tube.
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Table of temperatures : 5lh of December 1876,

KHiiPPA. Mavboaok. Moban.

Depth

1 1 1

in

feet.
Casella. Negrotti. Casella. Negretti. Casella. Negretti.

10

+ l°-0

79°-2

0*0

80°*8

-0*06

81*16

20

+07

7r-8

+ 0-8

80-2

- 0*3

80-8

-0-10

81-1

40

+ 0*4

80*5

+0-6

81-0

0*0

80-6

0-0

81-0

~ 0*1

82-0

+ 0-9

82-1

60 80-9 81*6 80-6 81-0 82-6 83*0

+ 0-6 + 0-2 +0-6 +0-3 + 0-6 0-0

80

+01

81*4

+0-3

81-7

+ 0-2

81*0

+ 0-6

81-3

0-0

830

+0-6

83-0

100

+0-6

81-6

1 +016

820

+0-9

81*2

+ 0-9

81-8

+0-3

83-0

0*0

83-6

ICO

+ V2'1

82'0

+ l-46'(

82-16

+ 0-65

82-1

I +0-0

82-7

1

1 +07

83-3

+0-9

83-6

-O'll

r 83-2

+ 0
-06 )

r 83-6

200
181-9 X 82-2

+0*66

82-76

+0-7

83-3

+ 6*6

84-0

+6-46

81-4

+ 0
-

2 ;

1

' 810

+0-2 )

183-0
260

+ 2*0

( 82-1

+ 2-2

( 82-4

+ 0-9

83'3

+ 0-86

84-0 89-6 89*85

300

+07

84-1

+ 0-66

84-0 84-2

+0-06

84-66

860

+0*2

84-8

+0-16

86*16 (i) 84-3 84*70

(«) 86-0 86-3

Moran hore-hole .—These rcadinjys are only recorded to show the disturbinjj effects of the

heat generated by the tools. The work was stopped only four hours before the observations

were taken. The general conditions of the bore are very similar to those of the other two^

but the increase of temperature is apparent throughout, and the rapid rise near the bottom is

veiy marked. It would, no doubt, have been more so had the observation been taken quite

at the bottom, which was still seven feet below the last reading recorded in the table.

(a) In mud at bottom at 370 feat.

(h) At 310 feet, in mud at bottom.

(o) A bump occurred against the end of tho tube in raising.

AT. The Casolla readings may be ignored.
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Khappa hore^hole,—As the deepest boring of all, this was the one I was most anxious to

observe in ; and the failure is partly due to over-caution. At the close of last season (Slst

May) this hole had reached the depth of 633 feet. I had requested that it might be securely

closed ; and this was so effectually done that it took five hours battering with hammer and

chisel to remove the wooden plug. These shocks must have vibrated through the tube, with

which the hole is lined to a depth of 270 feet, and thus disturbed the partially unstable

equilibrium in the column of water upon which the result of observations in these small-

bore sinkings depends. It would seem even that something more than active convection was

thus produced : after the thermometers had been down for fifteen minutes at the 200 feet

position, a strong bubbling set up both within and around tho tubing, and the water rose

three or four inches. This occurred 13 hours after the tube had boon opened. The reiuling

then taken (the upper one of the table), at 11 p.m., showed an exceptional rise of tempera-

ture ; and the next reading, at 250 feet, showed an equally exceptional fall of temperature.

Both these points were observed again in the forenoon of the following day, with very

different results (tho lower readings of tho table), and probably nearer to tho normal state

of the temperature. All tho readings, however, about this depth (160' to 260'), if compared

with the corresponding readings in the Manegaon bore, and with the sudden rise in the read-

ing at 300 feet, suggest a zone of slow percolation of surface waters. The necessity to

introduce piping to the depth of 270 feet is probably connected with this water-pressure.

Nothing was noticed in the samples of rock from these depths to suggest a local (sause for

such percolation. The sandstones and clays have the same average characters and alternat-

ing arrangement as throughout the boring. The reading at 300 feet in Khappa is probably

a true earth-temperature. It agrees remarkably with the corresponding one at Manegimn.

Another disappointment connected with the Khappa bore-holo was, that it had filled up

with mud to a depth of 260 feet. Tho observation at 370 feet was the lowest that could bo

taken.

The observations at Khappa were made on the evening of the 4th and morning of the

6th December. The air temperature was above 90° in the day
;
76° at 6 p.m, ; and 62° at 10

p.m. ;
62° at 8 next morning

;
and 78° at 10 a.ra.

Manegaon hore-hole ,—Everything was favourable for satisfactory observations in this

boring, except that the hole had silted up to a depth of 110 feet, its full depth having been 420

feet, while the lowest observation obtainable *at the time of the observations was 310. It

was closed on the 24th of April 1876 ; so that it had been at rest for 20 months. There is

only one guide-pipe, ten feet long, at the top of the boro, there never having been any pres-

sure of water in the hole. Tho position is low, and the water had always stood at or near

the mouth of the tube. There was no difficulty in removing the plug.

The very' equable series of temperatures is the natural result of these conditions. The

observations were taken in the evening of the 5th and morning of the 6th of December. At

6 p.m., the air temperature was 72°
;
at 8 p.m., 69°

; at 8 a.m., 65°
; at 11 a.m, 84°.

The slight decrease of temperature in the top readings is a good proof of the perfectly

tranquil conditions of observation. It is no doubt duo to the excess of summer heat not

yet abstracted
;
and it is apparent that that influence reaches to a considerable depth—quite

to 60 feet. With a specially sensitive thermometer, the range of its variation might, no

doubt, be determined with much accuracy in such a boring.

An idea of the climaial conditions may bo obtained from the following abstract of

observations at the two nearest meteorological stations, kindly furnished to me by Mr. II. F.

Blanford. Khappa and Manegaon are two miles apart, and at about the same level, in an
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open yalley of the Satpuras, traversed by the Dudhi river, south of the wide plains of the

Narbada valley, about half-way between Jabalpur (Jubbulpore) and Hoshungfabad, which kre

150 miles apart. At these two places the temperature-conditions are as follows ;

—

Monthly Mean Temperatures.

Jubbulpore

Hosbuu^abad

Jan.

... or?

,.. 60-5

Fob.

«fi'2

71*2

Mareh.

75-1

7»'8

April. May, June.

86-4 90*0 8<V7

88*4 U3S 86*8

July.

78-6

78*8

Aug-.

77*8

78*3

Sep. Oct.

78-

f) 73-«

79-

6 77'3

Nov. Dec.

000 «2-0

7r6 68-3

Jubbulpore

ITofthungubad

... ... ...

Yearly.

... 76-2

... 78*3

... 1,351 feet aboTO sea-level.

... 1,020 „ „

Extremes in 1S75 in shade.

Jubbulpore

HoRluiugubad

... ... ... ... Max. lll'»

... „ 114°

7tb June

l!>th May
Min. .34°

40°

3rd February.

22Dd January.

The elevation of Manepjaon may be about 1,400 feet. The mean temperature, I should

think, must be quite equal to that of Jabalpur. The extremes are certainly greater;

in these more slieltcrcd valhiys a strong hoar-frost occurs many nights in January and

February ;
and the heats of summer are also more concentrated. This mean surface tem-

p(;rature is still a very uncertain element of the ground temperature question here.

The geological conditions of the position are favourable for those observations. The

rociks consist of steady alternations, in about equal proj)ortions, of fitie softisli sandstones,

and hard silty clays of the upper Gondwana strata having a steady dip of about 10°. The

raison d'Hre of the borings is, of course, the conjecture that the coal-measures may be

within reach below. There can scarcely be a doubt that they are present, but the depth

cannot be estimated with any c(‘rUinty. Strong trap dykes are frequent in many parts of

the stratigraphical basin; but there arc none within a considerable distance of these

borings. Tliere arc no faults near, nor any rock-features having a known disturbing effect

upon the heat-distribution.

If, then, we may for the present disregard the uncertain element of the mean temper-

ature at the surface of the ground, and take the constant temperature of 81° at a depth of

GO feet, the readings below that point in the Manegaon lx)re give a very steady rate of

increase of 1° Fahrenheit for every GG feet of depth. The bottom reading in the Khappa

boring may be taken as supporting this conclusion.

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

(OCTOBEB TO Decemukb 187G.)

Carbonate of Iron, largely mined at Brendon Hill, Somer-

setshire, for making Bessemer Steel ... ... H. B. Medlicott, Esq.

Boulder of (P) auriferous quartz; from North Lakhimpur,

Assam ... ... ... ... Major L. Worthington

Wilmer.

Slab of Coal shale with fossils from Kurhurbari ... ... T. J. Whitty, Esq.
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ACCESSIONS TO THE LIBRARY

Fbom IsT OcTOBEB TO SlsT Decbmueu J876.

Donors, Titles of Books,

Bachmakk, IsiDOB.

—

BescLreibung eines Untevkiefors von Dinotlierium bavaricum

H. V. Meyer aus dcm Berner Jura, (1875), 4to, Zurich.

Bojesbn, Mbs. Mabia.—

A

guide to the Daniah language (1803), 8vo, London.

Favbe, Ebnest.—

D

escription des Fossiles dn Terrain jurassique de la Montagne dea

Voirous (Savoie) (1875), 4to, Geneva.

Febball, and Repp.—

D

ansk-norsk-engelske Ordbog (1873), 8vo, Copenhagen.

Lathah, R. G.—A Dictionary of the English language, Vol. I, pts. 1 and 2, to Vol. II, pts.

1 and 2 (1871-72) 4to, London.

Littbe, E.—Dictionnaire do la Langue Fran^aise, Vols. 1—IV, (1875-76), 4to, Paris.

May, A.—A Practical Grammar of the Swedish language (1872), 8vo, Stockholm.

Nilsson, L. G.—Widmaek, P. F.—and Collin, A. Z.—Engelsk—Svensk Ordbok (1875),

8vo, Stockholm.

Reiff, C. P.—English-Russian Grammar (1862), 8vo, Paris.

Reiff, C. P.—Nouveaux Dictionnaires Parallelcs des langues Russo, Fran^aise, Allemande

et A iglaise, Paris II and IV (1874.1876), 8vo, Ihiris.

Rosen BUSCH, H.—Mikroskopische Physiographie der petrographisch wichtigen Mineralien

(1873), 8 vo, Stuttgart.

Roseng, S.—Engolske-Dansk Ordbog (1874), 870, Copenhagen,

Rutimeyeb, L.—Weitere Beitrage Zur Beurtheilung der Pferde der Quaternar Epoebe

(1875), 4to, Zurich.

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c.

American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol. XII, Nos. 69-71 (1876), 8vo, New
Haven.

The Editors.
Annales des Mines, 7th Series, Vol. IX, livr. 2 (1876), 8vo, Paris.

L’Adminib. des Minks.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Series, Vol. XVIII, Nos. 105-107 (1876), 8vo,

London.

Archiv fiir Naturgeschichto, Jalirg., XLII, heft 2 (1876), 8vo, Berlin.

Bibliotlioqiio Univei*selle et Revue Suisse, Vol. LVI, No. 223 (1876), Svo, Lausanne.

Ditto ditto Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, Vol. LVI,

Nos. 223-224 (1876), Svo, Geneva.

Geographical Magazine, Vol. Ill, Nos. 9-10 (1876), Svo, London.

Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. Ill, Nos. 9-11 (1876), Svo, London.

Journal de Conch3diologie, 3rd Series, Vol. XVI, No. 3 (1876), Svo, Paris.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 5th Series,

Vol. II, Nos 10-12 (1876), Svo, London.

Nature, Vol. XIV, Nos. 357-369 (1876), 4to, London.

Ncues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogic, Geologie und Palroontologie, Jahrg., 1876, heft 6 and 7

(1876), Svo, Stuttgart.

Petebmann, Db. a.—

G

cographische Mittheilungen, Band XXII, Nos. 7-10 (1876), 4to,

Gotha.
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Peterminn, De. a.—

G

eograpMsche Mitthellungen, Supplement, Band XLVIII.

PoooBNDOBFF, J. C.—Annalen der Physik nnd Chemie, Band 168, Nos. 7-10 (1876), 8vo,

Leipzig?'.

rrofe&Hiotml Papers on Indian Engineering, 2Dd Series, VoL V, No. 22 (1876), 8vo, Roorkee,

Thomason College, Civil Engineeeing.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, No. LXIV (18T6), 8vo, London.

QuarfiCrly Journal of Science, No. LII (1876), 8vo, London.

Report of the 45tli Meeting of the British Association for the advancement of Science,

Bristol, 1875 (1876), 8yo, London.

The Athenaeum, Nos. 254/9-2561, (1876), 4to, London,

The Chemical New.s, Vol. XXXIII, No. 841, to XXXIV, No. 886 (1876), 4to, London.

The Colliery Onarclian, Vol. XXXII, Nos. 817-829 (1876), fol., London.

The Mining Journal, with Supplement, Vol. XLVI, Nos. 2140-2152 (1876), fol., London.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c.

Bomhay.—Census of the Bombay Presidency, 1872, with maps of different Collectorates in

the Bombay Presidency, Part IV (1876), fcap, Bombay.

Government of Bomijay.

Central Provinces—Morris, J. H.—Report on the Administration of the Central

Provinces for 1875-76 (1876), 8vo, Nagpur.

Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces.

Inpta.—Gazetteer of Ajiiiir-Merwara, in Rajpootana (1875), 8vo, Calcutta.

Foreign Office.

„ Report of the Proceedings of the Forest Conference held at Simla in October 1875

(1876), fcap, Calcutta.

Department of Revenue, Agriculture and Commerce.

„ Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department

:

No. 128—Report on the Administration of the Persian Gulf

Political Residency and Muscat Political Agency for 1875-76,

by Lieut.-Col. E. C. Ross (1876), 8vo, Calcutta.

Foreign Office.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c.. OP SOCIETIES.

Berlin.—^]\Ionat8bericht der Kiinig. Preuss. Akademic der Wissenschafteii zu Berlin, Juno

to July (1876), 8vo, Berlin,

The Academy,

„ Zeitschrift dor Deutschen Geologischcn Gcscllschaft, Band XXVIII, heft. 2 (1876),

8vo, Berlin.

The Society.

BrnAPEST.—A Magyar kir. Foldtani Intezet Evkiinyve, Vol. Ill, No. 4, and IV, No. 2

(]875), 8 VO, Budapest.

The Institute.

„ Mittheilungen aus dem Jahrbuchc der kon ungnr Geologischcn Austalt,

Band 111, lief. 3, and Baud IV, lief. 1 (1875), 8vo, Budapest.

The Institute.
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Buffalo.—Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, Vol. Ill, No. 2 (1876),

8vo, Buffalo.

The Society.

„ Kittebdge, G. P.—The Present Condition of the Earth’s Interior (1870),

8vo, Buffalo.

The Society.

Calcutta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. XLV, pt. I, No. 2,

and pt. II, No. 3 (1876), 8vo, Calcutta.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. VIII, Aug. (1876), 8vo,

Calcutta.

The Society.

„ Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XII, pt. 2, (1876), 8vo,

Calcutta.

The Suevey.

„ PaliBontologia Tndica, Series XI, pt. 1 : Jurassic Flora of Kach, by Dr. O. Feist-

mantel (1876), 4to, Calcutta.

Geological Sueyey of India.

„ Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. IX, i)t. 4 (1876), 8vo,

Calcutta.

Geological Suevey of India.

Deesdkn.—Sitzungs-Bcrichte der natnrwissenschaftlichen Gesellscliaft—Isis in Dresden

Jahrg., 1876, January to June (1876), 8vo, Dresden.

The Society,

FEANKFtiRT—Ahhandlungeii von der Senckenhergischen Naturforschenden Gescllscliafl,

Band X, heft. 3-4 (1876), 4to, Frankfort.

Gottingen.—Ahhandlungeii der koniglichoii Gcsellschaft der wissenschaften zu Gottingen,

Band XX (1875), 4to, Gottingen.

The Society.

,, Nachrichtcii von der k. Gesellscliaft der Wissenschaften aus dem. Jalire, 1875,

(1875), 8 VO., Gottingen.

The Society.

London.—Transactions of the Linnman Society of London, 2nd Ser. : Botany, Vol. I, pts. 2

and 3 ;
Zoology, Vol. I, pts, 2 and 3. With general Index to

Vols. XXVI to XXX of Ist Series (1875-76), 4to, London.

The Society.

„ Journal of the Linnscan Society of London ; Vol. XII, Zoology, Nos. 60—63

(1876), 8VO, London.
The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Session 1874-75 : President’s Address, and additions to the

Library from June 1874 to June 1875 (1875), 8vo, London.

The Society.

„ Journal of the Linnaian Society of London: Vol. XV, Botany, Nos. 81—81

(1875-76), 8vo, London.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XX, Nos. 5—6 (1876)

8VO, liondon.

The Society.
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LoNDON.-Proccedings of the Royal Society of London, Vol. XXIV, Nos. 170 and XXV,
171—172 (1870), 8vo, London.

The Society.

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. XXXII, pt. 1,

No. 125, and pt. Ill, No. 127 (1876), 8vo, London.

The Society.

MANCHESTEB.~Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. XIV, pte. 4—5

(1876), 8vo, Manchester.

The Society.

MfiLBOHEiJE.—Geological Survey of Victoria : Report of Progress by R. Brough Smyth,

No. Ill (1876), 8vo, Melbourne.

Geological Sukvbt op Victobia.

„ Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 30th

June 1876 (1876) fcap, Melbourne.

GovebkMeht Miking Depabthekt, Melboubne.

Moktbeal.—Philadelphia International Exhibition, 1876: Descriptive Catalogue of a

collection of the Economic Minerals of Canada and Notes on

a Stratigraphical collection of rocks (1876), 8vo, Montreal.

Geological Subvey of Canada.

Moscou.—Bulletin de la Socidt^ Imp^rialedes Naturalistes de Moscou, Vol. L, No. 1 (1876),

8vo, Moscou.

The Society.

Palkbmo.—Giornale di Scienze Naturalc ed Economiche, Vol. I (1865)--(1874), 4to,

Palemo.
The Institite.

Pabis.—Bulletin de la Socidtd Geologique de France, 3rd Series, Vol. Ill, Nos. 10 and II,

and VoJ. IV, No. 3 (1876), 8vo, Paris.

The Society.

PHiLADELPniA.—Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences, 2nd Series, Vol. VII (1869),

4to, Philadelphia.

The Academy.

„ Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Scries, Vol. LXXII, Nos. 2—4

(1876), 8vo, Philadelphia.

The Institute.

„ Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Pts. I and III (1875),

8vo, Philadelphia.

The Academy.

„ Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. XIV, No. 95

(1876), 8vo, Philadelphia.

The Society.

Pisa.—Atti della Societa Toscana di Scienze Natural!, Vol. I, Nos. 1, 2 and 3, and II, No. 1

(1875-76), 8vo, Pisa.

The Society.

Rome.—BoUetino R. Comitato Geologice dltalia, Nos. 7—10 (1876), 8vo, Rome.

The Geological Commission
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Saiem, Mass.—American Naturalist, Vol. VIIT, Nos. 2—12, and IX, 1—8 and 10—12

tl874-76) 8vo, Salem.

The Peabody Academy.

„ Catalogue of Paintings, Bronzes, &o., exhibited by the Essex Institute at

Plummer Hall, Nov. 1875 (1875), Svo, Salem.

The Institute.

^ Memoirs of the Peabody Academy of Science, Vol. I, No. 4 (1875), 4to,

Salem.

The Academy.

„ Sixth Annual Report of the Trustees of the Peabody Academy of Science

for 1873 (1874), Svo, Salem.

The Academy.

„ Robii^sok, Johv.—Check List ofthe Feme ofNorth America, north of Mexico

(1873), Svo, Salem,

The Authob.

„ Memoirs of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Vol. I

(1875), 4to, Salem,

The Association.

Stockholm.—Be skrifuing till Kartbladet “ Riseberga,” Nos, 54—66, with maps (1875), Svo,

Stockholm.

Bubean Geol. de Suede.

„ Gumalius, Otto.—Om Malmlagrens Aldersfoljd ochderas anvandande sasom

lodlager (1876), Svo, Stockholm.

Bubean Geol. de Suedk.

„ Hummel, David.—Om Sveriges lagrade urberg jemforda med Sydvestra

Europas (1876), Svo, Stockholm.

Bubean Geol. de Suede.

„ Tobnebolm, A. E.—Geognostisk Boskrifning ofver Persborgots Grufvefalt

(1875), 4to, Stockholm.

Bubean Geol. de Suede.

„ Bihang till kongl, Svenska Votenskaps, Akademiens Handlingar, Band HI,
No. 1 (1876), Svo, Stockholm.

The Royal Academy.

„ Meteorologiska Lakttagelser i Sverige, 2nd Series, Vol. I (1876), 4to,

Stockholm.

The Royal Academy.

„ Ofversigt of kongl. Vetenskaps, Akademiens Forhandlingar, Band XXXII
(1875), Svo, Stockholm.

The Royal Academy.

„ Kougliga Svenska Vetenskap?, Akademiens Handlingar, New Scries, Band
XI (1875), 4to, Stockholm.

The Royal Academy.
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St. PETERSBUiia.—Bulletin de I’Acad^mie Iraperiale des Sciences de Si Petersbourg, VoL

XX, Nos. 3-4 and XXI, Nos. 1-4 (1875-76), 4to, Si Peters-

burg.

The Academy.

Mcmoires do I’Acad^mie Tmpdriale des Sciences de St. Pctersbourg, 7tb

Series, Vol. XXII, Nos. 4-10 and Vol. XXIII No. 1 (1875),

4to, St. Petersburg.

The Society.

Sydney.—Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South Wales for 1876,

Vol. (1876), 8vo, Sydney.

The Society.

Mineral Map and General Statistics of New South Wales (1876), 8vo, Sydney.

The Society.

„ New South Wales, its progress and resources (1876), 8vo, Sydney.

The Society.

„ Transactions of the Philosophical Society of New South Wales, 1862—1866

(1866), 8vo, Sydney.

The Society.

Venice.— Mcinorie del Reale Insiitnto Veneto di Scienze, Lottere ed Arti., Vol. XVIII,

pt. 1 (1874), 4to, Venezia.

Vienna.—Jahrbuch fur k. k. Geologischen Reichsaustalt, Band XXVI, No. 1 (1876),

8vo, Vienna.

The Institute.

„ Verliaiidliingeu fur k. k. Geologischen Reichsaustalt, Nos. 1—6 (1876), 8vo,

Vienna.

The Institute.

Washikoton.—Bulletin of the United States* Geological and Geographical Survey of the

Territories, 2nd Series, Vol. I, Nos. 6—6, and II, No. 1.

(1870), 8vo, Washington.

F. V. Hayden, Esq.

Wasiunoton Jackson, W. II.—United States Geological Siirvc3\ Miscellaneous pub-

lications, No. 6. Descriptive Catalogue of the Photographs of

the United States’ Geological Survey of the Territories for

1869—1875, 2nd Edition (1875), 8vo, Washington.

F. V. Hayden, Esq.

Zurich.—Nenjahrsblatt von der Naturforschondon Gcsellschaft for 1876 and 1876, Nos.

LXXVII and LXXVllI, 4to, Zurich.

The Society.

„ Vierteljahrsschrift der Naturforschenden Gcsellschaft in Zurich. Jahrgaug XIX,

(1874),-XX (1875), 8vo, Zurich.

The Society.
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Note on the bocks of the Lower Godavari, hy W. King, a, d., f. o. s., Geological

Survey of India.

In tLe Madras Presidency my work of last season was carried on in the Goddvari

District, the Nizam’s Dominions adjacent to this, and thence northwards by Sironcha and

Maleri, over which latter country Mr. Hughes and I made a joint survey of some unsettled

features in its geology.

In the Godavari District, as far as it is included in Sheet 94, the survey of all the

more important formations has been completed ; while the area of the crystalline rocks,

though not examined in much detail, has been ascertained, and the inland boundaries of the

great alluvial deposits of the Delta and thence along the coasts have been laid down.

In addition to the regular survey of the country, I was occupied for some time in

directing the coal-borings at Beddadanole, which were carried on until the end of May, when

the works were stopped by the coming on of the monsoon. Some delay was caused by the

loss of boring rods and the unsuitability of the tools for greater depths than 350 feet ; but

sufficient exploration had been made to lead me to the conclusion that it was not advisable

to continue the trials any longer. The trial borings were made over about one-third of

the area of the field, sixteen holes were put down, from 193 to 356 feet in depth, and

six seams of carbonaceou.s cla3’s, clays with films of mineral-charcoal, and coaly shale were

passed through. None of the coaly material met with was of any use as a fuel ; and there

were no indications of improvement in the seams as they were tested in their extension.

Prom the floor of the field, which was struck on its eastern edge, to the highest exposed bods

as they crop out from under the Kimthis on the western edge, there was no improvement

in the seams as to their depth in the field. The line of bore-holes across the strike load me
to conclude that more than 600 feet of Barakars were pierced. On the other hand, the coun-

try of KAmthis to the westward, overlying any possibly hidden seam in the up]>er part of

the Barakars, rises too rapidly to allow of search in that direction to moderate depths with

any hope of success. On these grounds I sent in my final report to the Madras Govern-

ment, advising that the explorations should be discontinued
;
and the order thereon has since

been issued intimating that it is not necessary to continue the borings ;
but that it may be

worth while having a shaft sunk to see the material of the best scam in some quantity.

I am, on this, directed to advise the Executive Engineer in charge as to the site of such

shaft in case of its being decided to excavate it.
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In my rapid and rather devious march northwards from the Godavari District to tlie

Central Provinces I was enabled to trace, on the western or Hannamconda side of the conntr

in the Nizam's Dominions, the connexion of the Godavari Gondwanas with their equivalents

around Sironcha, Kota andlMaleri; while some further extension of the coal-measures was
found to be probable to the north of the Kamarum coal field near Pakhdl.

Much of my time during: the early part of the season was occupied in going over old

ground in the Godavari District, examining the details of groups of rocks, so that^the area of
country surveyed is not largo

;
but in the traverse to the north a tolerably fair knowledge

was obtained of the general character and relations of the rocks of a new area extending
over about 2,000 square miles, or 1,590 square miles in Sheet 74, and in the Hyderabad
Sheet 400 square miles.

The succession of groups of rocks in the Godavari District (Sheet 94) remains the
same as has been already poinhid out in my previous notes ; but some alterations as to
the extent of these and a revision of their boundanes have become necessary in conserpience
of my having found last year that the patch of sandshmes (OoIapilJy) north-north-west of
EJIore is mostly of the Ihijmehal group, and not, as was ill first considered, of Kamthi age.

The grou])8 which I would now finally put forward for the different series in this
district, and tentatively for those in the parts of the Ni/am's Dominions and CentraJ
Provinces lately oxamined, are as follows, in descending order

Godavari District.

(Sheet 94).

Nizam’s Dominions.

(Shoot 74).

Pukliul, Modapur, Chinnur

Central Provinces.

(Shoots 78 and 74.)

Sirouoha, &c.

Tertiary

Alluvium.

,

N/y'.'i liman dry mmififones (Cmh
j

ilalore Hundstoiw of ll. F. UJan-
fard).

Secondary fjnwola i

Kartairoo traps and inter-

1
trappoans. ocean Trap.

Paugady in fratrappeans,*

f Jabalpur Trijietty sandstones...
Chikiala sandstonos.

Upper
j

uoiuiwHuas.
1

Kagavapuram shales Kota and Malori heds.

.
Rjiimclml Golapilly sandstones Sironcha sandatoneH Sironcha sandstones.

Kamlhi|

Lower
J

Dummapotl sandstones ...
j 1

Lingagoodiuin 8andHtoncs|
1 ? Tarcherla sandstones (at

Chintalpoody sands! ones 1? Turchcrln sandstones i
Kaleswarum).

Gondwanus.
j

1

Uarakars (Beddadanolc and
nadracliellum, Ac.),

Itarjik.ars (Kamarum
Siugureiiy).

and Barakars (Nandpa, Chanda
bheet).

L Talchirs (Hadrauhcllura &c.). ... Talchirs (Singarony, Kama-
rum, Gullady, &e).

Talcbirs (Nandpa),

Vindhyans Kadapahs (western side of
iShoot 91).

Kadapahs (Pakkal
Chiunur).

and Kumuls, (Nandpa, Ka-
maua, Ac.

Kadapahs (Nandpa).Crystalline Gneiss (Oarnctiforous) Gneiss (Granitoid).

The Godavaei District.

The Upper GondwAnas, conaisting of Tripetty sandstonea, Rf^ayapnram ahalea, and
Golapilly sandstones, occur as a narrow belt of from 10 to 16 miles in width across
the district in a west-sonth-west to eaBt-north.east direction, from the neighbourhood of Ellorc

• 1 think the fossils of the Paugady Infratrappoans (Laraota) show crotaccous'affinitics.-W K.
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to near Tallapoody on the right bank of the Goddvari, and thence by a few distant outliers of

the upper group *i®ar InnaparazpoUiam in that part of the Vizagapatam district included

in this idieet of the Atlaa.

The main belt rises up at a low angle (5® to 10®) from the western edge of the

God4vari delta, or from under the Rajahmandry sandstones and the Deccan traps and

infratrappeans of Pangady, and presents a low, sloping and scarped edge to the north-west,

or towards the Chintalpoody country of Kamthis, which in its varied surface of hills and

plains presents a marked contrast to the uniform surface of the series now under notice.

The grouping of the series is very clear in its main belt between the Godavari

and the Ellore river (Tormalair). Uppermost, there is a thin (40 feet) set of dark-brown

and rod sandstones and conglomerates, essentially ferruginous, with silicio-argillaceous

conglomerates and pebble-beds, and bands of concretionary clay-iron-stones. These are

rather softer and more varied in colour towards the bottom, becoming harder and more

ferruginous as they are traced upwards, and the upper beds are the heavy fermgiuous

conglomerates and lateritoid patches which make up the Yernagoodem and Yadavole

country slopihg down to the Delta. On a conspicuous point of the north-west scarp is

the well-known Pagoda of Ohinna Tripetty, whence the name of the group.

The Tripetty beds, in the main area, have as yet only yielded a few indistinct

fragments of ftjssil wood
;
but from the InnaparazpoUiam oui.liers, which I consider k)

belong to this group, a small collection of fossils was obtained, from which Dr. Skdiezka

inferred that the rocks must be of uppermost Jurassic age, because the fossils are allied to

those of his Umia beds in the Kachh series.

Below the Tripetty scarp and near Ragavapuram, these sandstones seen to

pass down by softer and less sandy beds into a set of white and butf shales, having a

few beds of 8and8k)ne near the bottom. Near Ragavapuram, in the slope, of an outlying

plateau, numerous fossils occur in these shales, among wliicb a Lcda is the most common

form, ranging tlirough all the beds, and with this are associated fewer specimens of

Pecten^ GervilUa, Sfr.t and a few cycloid fish-scales. About one-third way up the grouji ari5

some thin yellow and brown Ihiggy and shaly sandstones, in wliich specimens of an

Ammonite are frequent, with many fragments of Ftllvphfjllum (Palaozamia) and a few

other plant remains.

The shales form a limticular patch between the upper and lower sandstones of

about twenty miles in length along the scarped edge of the scries, Ixung well overlapped at

each end by the Tripetty sands, which then rest on the bottom group. Near Talapoody,

and as outliers near Innaiqiarazpolliain, the Tripetty beds overlap the lower sandstones and

rest direetly^on gneiss.

The Ragavapuram beds are very like the Rajmehal shales of the Triebinopoly and

Nellore Districts; and the}" resemble, except in being loss hard and porcellanie, the fossili-

ferous shales found last season by Mr. Foote in the Nellore and Kistnah Districls,

which contain, 1 believe, some plants and inolusca similar to those of Ragavapuram.

Below the shales comes another set of brown and red sandstones and conglo-

merates, which, in the main area, have not yet yielded any fossil remains except indistinct

fragments of stems. At either end of the belt, these rest on tlie gneiss, tliough for

the rest of their extent they rest unconformably on the Kamthis or Gliintalpoody sandstones ;

and at one or two points near Kanlacheroo they form small cappings to isolakd hills

of the same series.
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At the Tripetty end of the belt, this lower member is raiher thin, and is especially

marked by a very heavy dark-brown ferruginous conglomerates and a strong conglomerate

of dear quartz pebbles in a chocolate-brown silicious clay-stone (rather jaspery in

appearance) or very hard eompact sandy clay-stone.

At the EUore river, the main hand of Upper Gondwanas is separated from a

more western area of plateau and scarped sandstones by an interval of alluvium.

These constitute the Golapilly country, and it was from the low plateau to the west of

Golapilly, near the village of Ravacherla, that I obtained the series of plant remains which

led Dr. Feistmantel to consider these sandstones as of R^mehfil age.

This finding of the fossils at once confirmed me in my ideas as to the Golapilly area

being an extension of the Tripetty beds and subjacent sandstones ; and I was finally led to

consider these latter as representing the lower group of sandstones, but considerably thickened

out. At the same time, the Golapilly plateaus arc, I think, composed in their upper

beds of Tripetty sandstones, while the capping of the higher parts, as Doodoogut hill,

are of the Rajahmandry sandstones. It is in these higher conglomerates and pebble beds

that the old diamond mines or pits are excavated near MulaiJy and Golapilly.

Mr. Blanford found, and I have since seen myself, remains of Qlossopteris and

Vertehraria at the extreme northern edge of the Golapilly and Nuzaweed area of

sandstones near the village of Somavariim ; and this naturally led him, in addition to

the general lithological characters, to consider the whole area as of Kamthi age. The

platcan-form of the low hills even in the Somavarum parts of the area is, however, so con-

stant, and the lithological resemblance between the conglomerates to the south-west of the

village and those in the sandstones underlying the Ragavapuram shales is so strong, that

I was obliged to look on this area as all of Upper Gondwanas, the Glossopteris and

Vertehraria beds close to Somavarum being merely a remnant of the Kamthis, whilst there

is no evidence of unconformity afforded by any striking change in the lie of the beds.

Cei*tainly, between Somavarum and the north-west base of the Doodoogut pla-

teau, the strata are generally unlike Kamthi beds. They are rather fine-grained, thin-

bedded and phty micaceous sandstones ; and these lie on a heavy conglomerate (ferruginous)

such ns may often be seen in both Upper and Lower Goiidwdnas, though it struck me
that here it is most like the jaspidi^ons conglomerates in the group below the Ragavapuram

shales.

As already stated, the wide outcrop of the Upper Gondwana beds with the gentle slope

from the north west, and the plateau-like character ofthe outlying hills, more especially in the

Gollapilly and Sonavarum country, are wonderfully characteristic in contrast to the Chintal-

poody country of Kamthis
; hut a further reason for my thus limiting the area of the Upper

Gondwanas is the fact of their gneiss-floor being such as to have aided in giving them
their flat lie, and that its evenness of surface does not extend under the Kamthis.

At the Golapilly end of the country, also near Talapoody on the Godavari, and

thence east-north-eastward, the crystallines rise from the alluvium in long slopes,

remarkably like those of the sandstones, and form plateau-like hills which are escarped

to the north-west. Beyond these arc further groups of hills and ridges, nearly all

of which are more or less flat-topped, their upper surfaces having also a gentle

rise to the north-west, until they reach their highest level (about 2,000 feet) in the

Papaconda or Bison hill-range, through which the Godavari has cut its great gorge.

The same features are likewise seen very clearly in the numerous hills between Golapilly
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and Bezwada |
in the south-west corner of the sheet

; and the obvious conclusion is

that these flat, elevated areas are really the remains of an old marine floor on which the

n])per sandstones were deposited.

Near Innaparazpolliam the fossiliferous sandstones are lying or shoring up on the

first slopes of this even floor of gneiss. The same sandstones, and also those of the lower

group, are shoring up over the denuded gneiss of Talapoody ; and this shelving character is

clearly evident at Golapilly.

On the other hand, the Kdmthis of Chintalpoody, &c., are not lying on any north-

west extension of this marine plateau, but are at a generally lower level, and on what must

be a much more uneven floor which may, it is true, have been cut out of the old marine

plateau, or may even have existed, with its Lower Gondwdnas on it, before the Upper Gond-

wdna floor had been pared down.

On the last point, as to the post-Kamthi formation of this floor, there is some

evidence in the even strike of the Upper Gondwdnas right across the Kamthi area. But

this, with the kindred questions as to the direction of the slope of the old Kamthi valley,

and the possibly much later age of the present Godavari valley, must be left for future

consideration.

Lower Gokdwanas.

No further examination was made of the Kamthis during this season, except in a

general way while working along the north-west edge of the Golapilly group, or in crossing

to and from the Beddadanole basin of Bardkars.

It seemed to me, all through my work, that there may be good reasons for the eventual

distinction of the sandstones of Chintalpoody and its neighbourhood, from a higher group

to the north represented by very coarse, softish, white, purple aud grey sandstones in the

plateau hills around Dummapett in the Nizam’s Dominions, to the west of Aaharaopett.

The Chintalpoody group is characterised by rather less coarse beds of more varied

colors of red, brown and purple, while they are generally more ferruginous than those of

Dummapett. There arc also rather marked sets of beds full of nests and lumps of white,

yellow and red indurated clay or hard (non-laminated) shale, these being not so much foreign

fragments in the sandstone as irregular seams and segregations of clay, for there are often

fair lamina) and even thin beds of the same material interstratified with the sands. It was

in one of these seams of rather calcareous clay-stone near Kunlacheroo that Mr. Blanford found

Glossopteris and Vertehraria ; and I obtained more of these plant remains from another

outcrop of the same kind of clays a few miles farther to the south.

The Bar^kars of Beddadanole crop out to the eastward from underneath the varie-

gated ferruginous beds of the Chintalpoody group, and though I am much inclined to

suspect that there is unconformity between them as well as overlap, there is no clear section

showing this. The association of the Bardkars with the Asharaopett Kamthis is the same

as I have seen it at Kamarum and Singareny : there is in each case a small patch of the

former very clearly overlapped by the latter ;
and there certainly seemed to me to be a slight

difference in the strike and inclination of the strata at certain points, though this after all

is what might be expected to occur in beds of such varying thickness aud extent as those of

the Bardkars in the Godavari area.
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In marc])ing to join Mr. Hiighes in tlie Sironcha country, I came upon the noriluM-Iy

extension of the Kdmthis beyond Pakhal (east of Hannamkonda), to which part of tlie

country 1 had carried their western boundary in a previous season.

This afforded me an opportunity of again visiting the Kainarum coal -m(‘asu res, when

also the Talchirs, which I had considered at the time of my first visit to be partly of

volcanic origin, were re-examined. In this view I was much mistaken, there being after all

only a strong resemblance to volcanic rocks in the peculiarly weathered black and dark-greon

sandstones, and the qiiasi-vesictilar character of some of these.

To the east of Kamariim, the western edge of the Kamihis is seen very plainly in

the hill ridg(‘s of Lingagoodinm,* which range north-north-west to the Sullavey cross-valley

;

and beyond^s a further group of hills to all appearance of the same scries.

In the long valley of Kottapilly, bel(»w the Lingagoodium range, traces of Talchirs

are seen, but these could not be traced into contact with the Kamthis, owing to the extensive

covering of superficial deposits. Further north, near Sullavey, the Talchirs are again

met with in some force, lying, on their western edge, on Vindhyan quartzites and clay-slates,

but overlaid by salmon-colored mottled sandstones on the Sullavey side.

The rocks which I have here called Vindhyans are in every way similar to those of

the Kadapah series, namely, quartzites (sands and conglomerates) and coarse clay-slates,

with occasional thinner bands of grey and bluish-grey splintery silicious limestones weathering

brown. These stretch northwards from the Pakhal Lake (which is on the Vindhyaus)

as a band of some ten miles in width between the Kamthis of Sullavey, and the

gneiss of Haunamconda and the country northwards.

I think there is every reason to consider that the Lingagoodium beds extend as far as

the groups of hills around Sullavey, that is, from their general appearance and lie ; but there

is room ibr doubt as to whether tlie sandstones in the lower lying country to the north are of

the same age. My attention was drawn more particularly to this in my traverse iroui

south to north from llannawconda to Chinmir near Sironcha. To the eastward of this line

the country is marked by many groups of rather high hills, generally presenting their

steeper sides to the west and north-west, their strata having a dip to the east and south-east.

These lulls are all, I feel sure, of the typical brown sandstones of the Kamthis ; but UTile.ss

there be great faulting, of which tliere did not appear to he any sign, there is a great series

of lower sandstones hading out from under the hill strata, and spreading overall the couuiry

west of Madapur up to the reach of the Godavari above Sironcha.

TIk'so sandstones are generally not so brown and ferruginous, or so hard, as the general

run of Kamthis, and among them are soft yellow and reddish-brown beds of very fine

texture : ncifijer are they so harsh to the touch. Chocolate and salmon colors are

common in the lower strata. A special variety is a rather fine-grained soft sandstone

of sahnomred color, containing numerous fragments of pale-rod and purple shales and

calcareous shales scattered through the rock or, as often, in thin seams of smaller fragments.

These contained fragments would appear to bo from the Peiu shales noticed by Mr. Blanford.

Near Sullavey, the Talchirs are overlaid by sandstones remarkably like these mottled

beds.

* Liug-atroodluui iu 15 luileii cam of Pakhal Lake, which io 20 miles cast of VVuruitgal.
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Looking at the physical aspect of the country, and seeing that tlie general iiortli-

-south-east strike of the Kamthi strata is still maintained among these doubtful

sandstones up to and beyond the Godavari, while the dip is also to the eastward, the

natural conclusion is that these are lower beds than those of Pakhal and the Godavari

District, or that they are of an older group, say the Barakars. They certainly did not

strike me as having a Barakar look, though there are occasionally near the bottom of* the

series thick beds of coarse, soft, light-colored sandstones which might be of this group

;

but, their apx>arent position with regard to the strata of the Sullavey hills and their lying

on the Talchir patch Jit that village are worthy of consideration on tins view of their

])Ofc;sible age. Still, until the country is more closely examined, the preferable conclusion is

that they are really part of the Kamthi series and inferior to the strata of Lingagoodiuin, Ac,

It must, however, be mentioned that when Mr. Hughes joined me, ho had already

boon working for some time at these beds between the Malnair and Godavari rivers, west of

Sironclia, and was rather under the impression that they belonged to a later series than

the Kamthis. If this be the case, they must then have been deposited round the Sullavey

hills over the base of the Kamthis and on to the outlier of Talchirs. To distinguish them

as a group, we adopted the name Tarcherla sandstones, from a village on the Malnair river.

At the junction of the Pranhita with the Goddvari, just north of the village of

Kaleswarum, these Tarcherla beds are overlaid by further strata having very much the same

dip, though they differ somewhat iu theii; constitution. There is, however, a local uncon-

fonnity on the Kaleswarum bank, which, though only small, was sufficient to draw our

attention to the possibility of its being more general among the rocks, and that we were

here at the bottom beds of a newer series. A bod of fine-grained sandstone with a rather

undulating dip to north-north-east at about 6® overlies the partings between five other beds

of coarse pebbly sandstone which have a north-east dip of about 10“. This oxj)08iire

being only about 20 feet in length, and in sandstones which arc not constant in the

tliickness of their strata, it is possible that the unconformity may only be local and a

case of oblique bedding, though from the fact of our almost immediately coming on

Bajmehdl strata above, it is most likely a true break.

At any rate, after crossing the river, and on the right bank of the Pranhita oppositci

Sironcha, we came on sandstones which differ in many points from those of the country to

the south and noi*th-west. They are micaceous^ thick and thin-bedded, harsb, evon-textured

grey and brown sandstones, but they at the same time contain fragments of huff and

])ink shales. These are succeeded, as the short section opposite Sironcha is followed out,

by thinner and conglomeratic beds, and these again by some of the thick beds with contained

lumps of shale. Above these again is a set of finer grained buff, grey, puqde and

yellow soft laminated sandstones, rather shaly and flaggy, containing fragmentary plant

remains said to be of a Rajmehal type. All the hods are micaceous, and in this differ

from the Kamthis. The river section is then covered up by alluvium, and nothing more is

seen until a couple of miles south of Anarum, where there is a low rise of friable ))ebbly

sandstones having a flat and undulating lie, and at the village, associatt^d with these

sandstones, are grey and purple shaly bands containing plant remains, the only recognizable

form being a Ralissya*

Irrespective of the finding of these fossils, we were quite satisfied of the series (with the

exception of the beds containing fragments of shales) being different in character and

appearance from the Tarcherla sandstones. At the same lime, they do not rcsomhle tlui

Upper Gondw4uas of the Godavari District, except in tlie presence of mica, which mineral

is frequent in the Golapilly group of sandstones.
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Opposite Anarum at Kota, there is an outcrop of 9 feet of hard, sometimes rough-

grained, grey or fawn-colored, splintery limestone with fish remains (hones, teeth, scales,

Ac.), some of the beds showing very indistinct Estherim. These limestones are not seen

associated with any other beds ; but they dip east-north-east, at 10*^ to 12°, undulating

slightly, and it is quite evident from their position that they overlie (with some intervening

deposits) the Palissya beds of Anarum, and are succeeded by red clays and variegated

sandstones a short distance higher up the river bank.

The Kota limestones appear again at Katarapilli higher up the Pranhita, where they

crop up to the west-south-west at the usual angle, and must overlie the red clays of

Maleri
j
and, about twenty-four miles still further to the north-west near Bimpur, the Maleri

clays are overlaid iu situ by limestones of the same kind, with the usual fish remains.

Clearly, these limestones are a thick intercalation iu the red clays and sands, though the

proper fossiliferous clays of Maleri itself, with Ceratodus teeth, crocodilian bones and

coprolites are underneath them, while there are variegated sands and red clays above them in

tlie river section at Kota.

About eight miles to the north of Kota, on the left bank of the Pranhita, there is a

high scarped plateau-range of hills overlooking the village of Chikiala, the strata of which

are newer than those just described ; and these must, I think, be considered at present as

answering to the Tripetty sandstones of the Godavari District.

Tlie upper red clays of the Sironcha series are visible in the river near Chikiala, but

above these no rocks are seen until well up the slopes of the plateau, and then, brown and red

ferruginous sandstones and conglomerates appear in great force and so continue to the

summit of the plateau. The resemblance between these beds and those of the Tripetty scarps

is remarkable
;
and there are just the same vitreous ferruginous conglomerates, hard silicious

and argillaceous conglomerates, and bands of concretionary clay ironstones, as occur in the

Godavari and Ellore country. The scries seems, however, to be very thick in the Chikiala

plateau, and fully the lower half of the slopes is concealed by debris. I did not see any

indications of shales like those of Ilagavapuram. The Chikiala scarps appeared to be

continued away eastward into the Bastar country by still further ranges of flat-topped hills.

Thus, for the Sironcha country, as far as our rapid examination can show, the Upper

Gondwanas are represented by the—

a. Chikiala sandstones.

h. Maleri red clays and Kota limestones, and the

c. Sironcha sandstones,

which answer by their fossils in the one case, and the wonderful litho-

logical resemblance in the other, to the

—

a, Tripetty sandstones and

c. Golapilly sandstones

of the Godavari District.

Further examination of the fossils of the Ragavapuram shales may show that they and

the intermediate group of Sironcha are also synchronous.

Kadapahs and Kaenuls.

In the Chanda sheet to the north of Nandpa and Sakaravoye, I had an opportunity

of seeing the quartzites, limestones and pui'ple shales of the sub-metamorphic series already

observed by Messrs. Blanford and Pedden. They strike me as certainly of the Kadapah and

Karnul series of Madras, or of the Kaladghi and Bhima series of Western India.
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It is, of courFP, necessary to remember that both purple shales ami limestone, searct‘ly

to bo distinguished from each other in regions of disturbance, are found both in the Karnuls

andKadapabs; but as far as I could sec, without having bad any opjHn-i unity of going

closely over the ground, the quartzites of the Nandpa hills are Kiidaj)alis, just as I

recognise the altered rocks of the Pakhal country to bo of the same series. Oii the other

band, I should certainly consider that the limestones of the trap-capped plateau south of

Kamana are Karnuls, or Bhimas.

Between Kamana and Sakaravoyc I passed over an extensive belt of purple and grey

shales which in some respects are very like certain slaty shales in one of the groups of the

Kadapahs ; but they do not presmit that clay-slate charactei' possess('d by all the shah's of

this series, and, on the whole, it w'ould appear that these Sakaravoyc beds arc of the Bhima

or Kurnul series.

At the same time Mr. Hughes is of opinion that these puri)le shales, limestones and

quartzites are not distinguishable into two series ;
consequently, il they are all of one seru'S,

they must preferably be considered as belonging to the newer of the two sysiems, viz.^

Bhimas or Karinds; and in certain ]»arts of the held tlu^y have been so disturbt‘d and

crushed as to have assumed the more altered aj)pearance and characters of the Kadapahs,

which is also, I consider, the case with the Kistnah extension ’of the Karnuls in the Paliiiid

country.

I am, however, hopeful that the Kamana rocks wdll be fo nvl to be separable into

the two scries, more particularly as they seem to be a north-west (‘ily extension of the Bhimas

and Kaladghis, and the shales and linu'stones are very like tlu' tirst of tht'se.

On the ‘Atgakh sandstones’ near Cuttack. Jhj V. Ball, m.a., f. g. s., Octdogiral

Survvg of India,

The jwincipal result of my examination of the sandstones and conglomerates which lie

to the west and south-west of (hit tack, has been tlie discovery ol I’o.ssii plants whose

affinities are sufficiently clt;ar to admit of conclusions being drawn as to the age of tlie

rocks wliicb contain them.

That these rocks were of more recent ago than the group or grou])s of rocks whi(‘lj

occur above the coal-measures in the Talehir- field was considered jirobiihle by Mr. Blau ford* ;

but the non-discovery of fo.ssils and the similarity of ilieir general lithological characters

with those of the rocks constituting the above-mentioned groups luive hitherto prevented

their certain correlation with the rocks of any recognised period in India.

This uncertainty being removed, the question of the jirohability of coal measures

oceuvriiig underneath assumes a somewhat diflereiit asjieet, but only perhaps adilfen'iit a.spe(;t.

Tlie possibility of such oceurrence still exists, even if the probability, in so far as theoretical

considerations go, be lessened.

As bearing immediately on this part of the subject, reference need only be made to the

Rajmelial bills, where—in pari of the area—the coal-measures are directly covered by members

of the series to which tliese rocks arc now referred, while in other parts a considerable

thickness of rocks belonging to a group distinct from both, interveiu's.

* Kicyrdtt, Vol. V, p. 5t*,
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The next points iu the inquiry (the possibility of these rocks directly overlying the

coal-uicaBures being thus admitted from analog}^) involve a general description of the

local conditions, which may therefore be conveniently noticed at once.

The area occupied by these rocks covers about 60 square miles, spreading both to north

and south of the Mahanadi Valley above Cuttack. It is covered with low hills and ranges

which rarely, if over, exceed 250 feet in height, and are generally of very much less elevation.

Both the hills and the intervening valleys are covered with a dense, thorny, secondary

jungle which, throughout a large proportion of its extent, is absolutely impenetrable. Indeed,

the central portion of these hills is an unoccupied waste without villages or cultivation.

The trunk road and its vicinity afford an opportunity of examining a cross section iu one

dir(M*tion, while the Mahanadi river yields a more or less broken one in another. Otherwise,

examination of tlu'so rocks has to ho conducted round the edges of the area where, however,

the junctions are, with a few important exceptions, concealed by alluvium or latcrite.

To the north of the Cuttack and Samhalpur road, between Kukkiir and Daiserah, there aro

several ranges of small hills. Towards the east these are chiefly formed of laterite, owing

to wlii(di, and the density of the jungle, it is impossible to define the limits and nature of the

underlying rocks; but even if those obscuring causes were removed, the surrounding

{illiiviiiin would render exact demarcation impossible. Still, from the existence of meta-

iii()r])hic rocks at no great distance to the north and north-east, there are known limits

beyond which the sandstones cannot extend in those directions. Pro(;eeding westwards

Ihrougl) those hills, the laterite steadily lessens in amount, and towards their western termi-

nal ion the jungle is the only agent in the concealment of the rocks. Here there arc coarse

and loose-textured conglomerates with ferruginous sandstones
;
those rocks appear to he at

iho base of the group, and probably rest naturally on the metamorphic I’ocks which are seen

not far off on the west.

The same rocks are se<'n in a stream crossed by the road about a mile east of Daiserab,

between which and some scliisloso gneiss at the river-crossing near Sonkarpur, no rocks are

exposed on or near the road. South of the road a spur from the main ranges between it and

the riv(‘r terminates in an abrupt scarp below the village of llontikul. The rocks exhibited in

this scarp consist chiefly of loose-textured, coarse-grained sandstones with occasional pebbles.

Towards the top aro some white clay beds, in one short length of which, and not elsewhere, 1

found the fossils described in a following paper by Dr. Feistmantel. The hills which occur

to ti e south aud south-west of Daiserah and between it and Malbadapur consist of white

and forrugiiious coarse-grained sandstones, generally capped by conglomerates, and invariably

with horizontal bedding. At Malbadapur metamorphics appear, and the boundary, which

seems to he quite natural, strikes southwards through the corner of the large lake or jheel,

and thence to the south-south-cast, where it passes under the northern end of the Gopalpur

hill, where the sandstones and conglomerates are seen at the top, hornblendic gneiss forming

the base. TJie sedimentary rocks alone appear at the southern end of the hill, where it

iinjunges on the river, and are well exposed in section there. From the above it would

a])pear that this portion of the boundary is natural, and that no beds exist between these

sandstones and the metamorphics iu this part of the area. It may be added that a similar

section exists in the end of the liill which lies on the line of boundary between the rise at

Gopalpur aud the corner of the jheel, but owing to jungle, the section is less clear.

In the river section a slight dip of the sandstones from the boundary towards the cast

can be observed, but it is only a blight departure from the general horizontal position.
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West of the above-described boundary, gneiss crops out in various places, forming low
hillocks and ridges. There are two principal varieties : one felspat.hic containing garnets and
sometimes magnetic iron, and the other hornblendic. Close to Kusanpur there is a bossy

mass of granitic gneiss striking north-east—south-west, dip north-west.

From hence eastward the section exhibited along the northern bank of the Mahanadi
gives the best view of the rocks that can be obtained

; but owing to the general horizontality

of the beds and the lowness of the hills, the total thickness exposed must bo inconsiderable.

Between Gopalpur hill and those which touch the river at Phoolwari, a largo fertile bay,

encircled by ridges of sandstone, occupies the space, the rocks being covered up by alluvimu.

In the river channel, too, throughout this interval, no rocks are exposed. At Phoolwari the

hills consist of the same sandstones and grits, with pebbles and a pudding-stone strangely

resembling one which occurs at the top of the highest hills in the west of tins Talchir field.

A dip to the south of these beds, where seen near the bank, I attribute to mere local

undermining by the river.

In the channel of the river, below Plioolwari, is a small island formed of sandstones.

These on the east shew a dip to south-east, but this, however, also ajipcars to be only local

and due to the action of the river.

Between Phoolwari and Balrampur the rocks above and under the river bank appear to

be identically the same beds as those above mentioned—in their horizontal extension. In

the hill close to the river near Bulrampur there are sandstones with a (considerable cap of

lateritc ; under the bank tlie section of the fonner discloses a dip of 10°-20" to south and

south-west, but further inland the same bods are (piite ilat.

Between Bulrampur and the Sambalpur road the rocks where seen are of the same

general character as before, but on the river bank at Mauesbwar Ibero are wliitc sandstones

with cla)"s, and on the islet opposite a sandy false-bedded conglomerate of very recent aspect

dips sonth-south-west at 7°.

On the southern hank of the river the sandstones first appear near the village of Naraj,

below the Public Works Department bungalow, close to the point wlien* the Mahanadi sends

off its branch, the Kajuri. The sandstones here are somewhat loose-ticxiui’icd, strong silicio-

felspathic rocks with partings of red and white clays. A (piarry in active operation

exposes a working face of about 30 f(*(it Iiigli. The stones from this locality are largely

employed, chiefly as ashlar for the irrigation works. Portions, however, dress fairly, and

the general appearance reseinbh*s that of the sandstone quarried at Barakar. Inland from

this, spreads of laterite and alluvium cover up and conceal iliese rocks, and in the Sidoshar*

hill, which is about a quarter of a mile further up the river hank, they arc locally abruptly

cut off by a vertical dyke of basaltic trap, from the opposite or southern side of which a

thickTU*ss of about 80 ft^ct of shales dips suddenly away at angles of K/-12''. Tlu^ sudden

ax>])carancc of these sliah's suggests the existence of a fault, through the tissure caused by

* Under (he headinff Section of a llill ta Cuftuck nuppoHed fo hr likely to contaxn coalf Lieut. KKtoo friv-rn

a sketch and a<'COunt of this hill, to which is appended a note by Dr. MoClelland. The sketch, which was druwu

by Dr. McClelland, is something in the willow-pattern stylo of art, hut represents the relations of the ro<‘ks.

Dr. McClelland calls the black and colored shales chalk, a term which is certainly not a]>plieablo to them.

Neither is the term traehytic applicable to the basnltu; trap. 8omo caloareous mailer is slated to occur nt the

junction of the trap with the elay shales forming “ a true vein," in wliich there arc said to ho " fragments of

primary elay mechanically mixed with plates of silvery mica—ing-redients which must hav(j been derived troni

below." This vein was filled with rubbish from the top at the time of my visit. The occurrence of the clay-slate

and mica is probably to be accounted for by a partial metaiuorphism caused by the dyke.

J. A. 8, B., Vol. VII, 1S38, p. 153.
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wliich tlie dyke was doubtless thrust. Although the section in the river bank is quite clean,

the thick covering of laierite on the hill and from thence inland renders it impossible to

trace the limits of the trap and examine its relations with the sandstones in that direction.

These latter, however, appear to sweep round the Sidesliar hill to the east with unbroken

bedding
; further south, however, both shales and basalt are again met with, as will presently

be noticed.

The trap on the river face extends for about 150 or 100 yards in a north-east, south-west

direction, but this is probably obli(jUc to the strike, and certainly so if the trap seen further

south is continuous with it. It is a dense, heavy, greenish-black rock abounding in an earthy

magnesian mineral, which in tin; (‘xjiosed portion has been washed out and left hollows.

On the south(*rn side of the* trap occur the shales above mentioned; of these the lower

portion is black and carbonaceous, but not in the smallest degrt'c coaly
; towards the top they

become pur[)lisli and ivd, and incliuh* one or two distinct runs of ironstorui. Unfortunately

they do not. shew any deh'rminable remains of j)Iants, a few charred fragments of vegetable

inuttei' being alone discernible. In general appearance, be3U)nd the fact that the}'' arc car-

honaccous, tht‘S(! shales do not ])reseni any resemblance to those of the coal-measures, while

liny are of much the same character as ctu’tain well-known beds in the intertrappeans of tlie

Ivajinelial bills. The bo])es of coal occurring in this vicinity, which have from time to time

becMi (‘xcilt'd by the appearance of these beds, arc not, I venture to say, justified by the facts.

Tlie appeariuK’c of iliesi* beds at the. surface, in this locality, being probably altogether due

to the elevatory action of the trap, and the fact that they have not bc'on elsewhere observed

in any part of the area, prevent any decided opinion being formed as to tlieir extent. Judging,

however, from the sections iu the Ihijmehal hills, it is not improbable that they may originally

hav(' had a vt ry limited area of deposit.

'J'lu* point at whieh they appear furtlnu* south is situated about 500 yards to tlio east of

tlie \illMgo of Mondali. Here, together with the trap, they have contributed to the formation

of file soil, and are seen in certain shallow wells and excavations, but nowhere crop out at the

surlace.

Close to Mondali there is an unusually hard and dense folspathic quarfzite. In the

river section, at intervals up to liajipur, then* are outcrops of sandstone of normal character.

In the vicinity of tlu* bund in the direction of the river, certain black clays situated in the

hank at about the hot-weather water-level, and which had been pointed out to me as being

])ossihly indicative of coal, proved on examination to be of a pt‘aty character and of the same

age as the alluvial clays with whi(di, indeed, they may be seen to be interbeddod. Between

this and Dompara the beds ex])osed in the river are flat, ferruginous sandstones, rarely accom-

])anied by red clays. In the hills to the south of the road there are sandstones and con-

glomerates similar to those seen in the ranges north of the river.

Towards Talbusf, a bill of inetamorpbic rocks occurs in close proximity to the sandstones,

but no junctions were observed. The boundary is still probably natural, as the sandstones

shew no signs of disturbance. Between Talbust and Huldia the rocks seen arc massive beds

of coarse sandstones and conglomerates, which are iu places abruptly scarped.

Between Iluldia and Maindasal, ai the foot of the Tnskai hills, the boundary is com-

pletely bidden by laterite, under wbicli the sandstones disappear. Springs arc very abundant

at the fo(d of the hills.
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To tlie iiortli of Maodasal there is a considerable area lrav(‘rsed by the road, in which

metaraorphic rocks occur, Owiuf? to lak*rite, tlie limits of tliis area and the relations between

the f^neiss and quartzites occurring in it, with the surrounding sandstones, arc very mueli

obscured.

Between Mandasal and Bobaneshwnr, sandstones of the same character occur, forming

at Kandagiri the small hill famous i*or its enormous gnmpas or cave tem])les. To the south-

wards and also to the east, at a point about a mile to the west of Bobaneshwar, the sandstones

disappear under great spreads of laterite. The eastern limits of the sandstones in tho

country stretching northwards l)etw(‘en this and Naraj are also elTectually concealed by

laterite. It is quite possible that tin. sandstones may stretch eastward lor several miles under

the alluvium of the delta.

Although in tho foregoing pages these rocks have generally been spoken of as occurring

horizontally, it seems to he the case that, viewed as a w'hole, there is a slight dip to the

south-east.

Having now described the appearance of these rocks and enumerated the various data

available, the question as to the probability of coal-measun's occurring underneath them

may now be resumed.

That there is no inherent impossibility of such being the ease has been already demon-

strated on a previous page. A basin of coal-measures, the edges of which have been over-

lapped, may possibly occupy the centre of the area, and it can only be in view of such a

possibility that any exploration can bo undertaken. As a matter (»f obsiTv.ation, the beds of

sandstone are horizontal, or are practicality so, and wlieiicver tbeir boundaries are not obscured

by alluvium or laterite, and, consequently, the underlying rocks are exposed, the latter in-

variably^ prove to belong to the inetaniorphic series.

Owing to the occurrence of such metamorphic rocks at or close to the boundaries of the

sandstones on the north, west and south sides, respectively, it is clear that if the bypothotical

basin exists, its limits are overla])pcd in those directions, and it therefore follows that explo-

ration by boring, if undertaken, should be directed chiefly to the eastern central portion of

the area. For this purpose tho vicinity of the trunk road is well situated, besides possessing

other manifest advantages. Further to the east, and even in the station of Cuttack itself,

boriugs might be made, which, in so far a.s anything is certainly known to tho con-

trary, might be regarded as having an almost equal chauce of proving coal-measures.

But the difference in chance, slight as it is, together with tJio difficulty of carrying out

a boring through a possibly considerable thickness of alluvium, should, I think, determino in

favor of the former.

On the accompanying map I have marked the localities in which the borings miglit be

made, tho numbers indicating roughly the order of their relative importance. Nos. 1 to 6

Would he the most important. If they proved, as they might do at a very small depth,

that metamorphic rocks und<*rlie the sandstones, without any coal-measures iiitei vening, then

it would be useless to proceed with the others.

In conclusion, I wish to make it quite clearly understood, that the indications do not

appear to me to be such as to justify any good hopes of success, and consequently I cannot

recommend any further expenditure being incurred for exploration by boring or otherwise*.

The decision as to boring-operations being undertaken resting with the Government, and

the possibility of there being hereafter such a local demand for coal as to make it desirable

to put the matter to a final test, are my reasons for having discussed the question of boring

as above in detail.
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(1) North of Chandkar

(2) At Kujmul (Koojmool)

(3) One mile east of Barcnl (Biircool)

(4) i a mile north-east of Fulghar

(5) j a mile south-east of „

(G) One mile west of Goyrbank

(7) South of B. Patpur

(8) AtBolpada ...

(0) At Kandarpur ...

On the Madras road, south

of the Mahanadi.

Near Naraj, on the Maha*

nadi.

... "^On the south bank of the

i Mahanadi.

... "I On the north bank of the

... ) Mahanadi.

List qf sites for borings in approximate order of their relative im^portance.

Notes on fossil flokas in India, hj Ottokab Feistmantel, m. d., Palreontologlst to

the Geological Survey of India.

IX, X, XI, XII and XIII.

IX.—On some fossil plants fbom the Atoabh sandstones.

Tlio flora of the Atgarh sandstones, so far as known, is poor in species, but novertbe-

less siiflicicntly marked to enable us to recognise the period to which it belongs. Ferns

prevail.

FILICES.

Alethopteeis Indtca, O. and M, sp. (Pecopteeis, 0. and M.).

Tills species is tolerably abundant. It was first de.scribed by M.M. Oldham and Morris

in the flora of the Rajracbal hills (PL XXVII). I have elsewhere shi'wn that this Kajmebal
species is very near to Asplenltes Bosserti, Schimp. Lately I have found it to be not iin-

coininon amongst the fossils from Qolapilly near Ellore, and have made use of its ocenrreneo

there together with that of other fossils to prove that the Oohipilly rocks belong to the

KajmcLal group. The present is an analogous case from which a similar conclusion may be

^jrawn.

Besides the common fonn of AleiJtnpieris indica^ 0. and M. sp., there occurs a still

sraalhii- frond which, however, belongs also to Alethopteris, Gbpp.

If we compare the drawings of M.M. Oldham and Morris’ work (PI. XXVII), we find

that fig. 2 shews slightly diHereiit dimensions
; similarly is the Alcthopteris from Atgarh

diflerent from the common form. In order to mark the distinction, I would call the latter

Alethopteris indira, 0. and M. var, minor. This form is somewhat rare, the occurrence of

the other being much more frequent.

Asplenites macbocakpus, O. and M. sp.

There is a fragment of a pinna, the pinnulm of which show a slightly dentated margin,

with an indication of fructification, as is also to be seen in Pecopteris macrocarpa, 0. and M.
I do not doubt that this fragment from Atgarh should be referred to this species. I Lave

transferred it to the genus Asplenites^ retaining the original specific name.

This species occurs pretty frequently among the fossils from the Rajmehal hills, and

also occurs with those from Golapilly. 1 hope to make a comparison between this species

and Asplenites Oitonis, Sebimp., from tbe libaetic strata.
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Gleichenites Bindbabenenbis, Schimp.

There are some specimens of a fern which at once recall the species from the Rajraehril

hills described by M.M. Oldham and Morris as Pecopteris (Gleichenites) GleichenoideSs

Mr. Schiuiper considered it, however, to belong to 6?^mc/ic»ur, and has described it as Qlciche-

nia Btndrahuncnsis, Schlmp. This 1 believe to bo correct, and I therefore adopt his name
for the species*

The above species of ferns have already been recognised as characteristic of the Kaj-

mehal group, 1 do not doubt that they here indicate the same group.

As appendix to the ferns 1 may mention the occurrence of the genus lihizomopterisy

i, e., Ehizomes of ferns, which I describe especially further on.
*

CYCADEACEiE.

Cycadites confertus, Movr. A single leaflet establishes the species
;

it agrees com])letely

with IM. VIII, fig. 2, in Oldham and Morris’ E/ijmehal Flora. As 1 think, the Cj/cadUcs

Blanfordlanus. Oldh., is to be placed to this species.

CONIFER7E.

A branch, pretty well preserved, belongs no doubt to that species which was, for the

first time, found in the R{\)iuGhal hills and figured, but not described, in the Riijmebal Flora,

(FI. XXXIII) under the title TaxodUes indicus, 0. and M.

Subseiiuently Mr. Oldham liiinself admitted that this fossil belongs to the genus

Palissya. I also have recognised it as such, and moreover proved it to belong there. The

same form has been found also in the Jabalpur group of the Satpura basin. 1 have also

identified it from Golapilly and Kach (Cutch). When describing it in my papers on the

Kacli (Cutch) and Rajmebal floras and giving i\m diagnosisy I thought it best, on transferring

it to the genus Palissyay to cull the species after Dr. Oldham, viz.y Palissya Oldhami^ Fstm.

I also published the same name in my notes on some fossil floras from India (Roc. .1877,

n. II). This 1 thought to be justified by the fact that the species lias never been described.

My intention to thus change the name has, however, been objected to; so that to avoid any

misunderstanding I have decided to use for this conifer form from the Rajmebal hills,

Satpura, Kach, and Golajiilly the former species name

—

indiv.a. It will therefore stand as

Palissya indicUy Fstm., to which species also belongs our plant from Atgarh.

The speeimen from Atgarh is a single branchlot, but quite distinct, the midribs in the

leaflets being visible.

Genus: RnizoMOPTEBis, SeJiimpery 18f)9.

Schimper: Pal. vegetale, Vol. I, p. G9fl.

Nathorst, 1870,* page 14, PI. I, figs. 8-13.

Rhizomes of ferns, either underground or superficial, distinct by their repeated ramifica-

tion. They show the scars of the fallen-off peduncles, or contain the remuius of the

petioles, often covered wdth pile.

Schimper established this genus from two forms from the carboniferous formation.

Lately, Mr. Nathorst described one species from the Bha3tic of Sweden,* Mhizumopleris

Sehenki from Palsjo (1. c. p. 14, PI. I, figs. 8-13).

Nathorst : liidrag Till Severiges I'osailu flora, atockholm, 187S.
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Amongst the fossils brought by Mr. Ball, some specimens are to be referred to this

genus. 1 describe them as

—

RnizoMorTEEis Balli, Feistm., PI. I, figs. 2-7.

Fhizomate dichotome ramoso, cicafricibus petiolorum vcstito, circifer, 10- 14. Cm.

vrassu^ ramis adcequantlhus cicafricihus in qiiincunciam dispositut, circularihus sub-

emarginatisfossula circulari civcumdaiis.

The rhizoma apparently dicliotomous set with scars, which are disposed in quincunx.

They are circular, and surrounded with a circular line.

The specimens from Atgarh agree mostly with those described by Mr. Nathorst,

es])ecially 1*1. I, fig. lO, while the other ones figured by Nathorst shew larger scars with a

horse-shoe-like vascular mark, but fig. 10 has the same circular scars as the Atgarh

specimens On two or three specimens the rarnificjition (dichotomy) of the llhizoma ik well

been. In siz(^ they resemble also mostly those from Palsjo.

JRhizoinopierifi, Scliimp., takes in the Fossil Flora amongst the ferns the same part as

SpirojdecLtj Schimp., which comprises the circinnate vernation of fossil ferns, as lihizomo})-

terls comprises the rhizomata; and there can, of course, be as many diflVrent species of

• Jihizomoplcris as species of ferns, supposing that all different species of ferns have also

different rhizomes, but it might be very difficult todocidii to which fern a certain Bkizomop-

teris should belong.

Hero in the Atgarli strata near Cuttack f(*rns are prevailing, and tht* Bltizomojdcris

belongs to one of them. The species 1 devote to Mr. V. Ball, who collected it.

Some of the forms, which Mr. Schenk (Flora der Grenzschichten, 1807) figured as

“ trunciJiUennu' btdong perhaps rather to this genus; and then the stem fragments from the

Mangli beds, which 1 refiuTed as very similar to Schenks trunci JiJlcum” are jierhaps

also rather to be placed with Ithizomopfcris. Now 1 think that also the specimen from

Kach, which I figured, Pl. IV, lig. and di.scussed shortly (page 35) as Stem of “fern” (or

llhizome), would be rather a lihizomojderis.

X.~On TEUE PTEEOrnTLLUM FBOM THE RaNIGANJ FIELD, AND THE CvCADEACEjE
FEOM THE DaMUDA SeIUES.

Already in 1850 Dr. McClcllandf described a real Cgcadeons jilant from the Damuda
Series near ilaniganj with the name Zamla Burdwanemis (PI. XJV, fig. 4, j). 53 I. c.) TJiis

figure, however, he has taken from a set of unpublished plates ol’ Burdwan fo.ssils in posses-

sion of the Asiatic Society.

AVhen subsequently Mr. Oldham wrote his paper on the age and the geological relations

of the rocks in Central India and Bengal,J bethought justified, on account of the gene-

ral badness of the drawings, as he had not the original before him, in doubting the accuracy

of this figure, Zamia Bnrdimnensis, McCl.
; and he could not help thinking that a fragment

of a Schizoneura had in this case been mistaken for n Zamia.

Only lately, however, this disputed and very important specimen was found by
Mr. Medlicott amongst some old collections. It shews that McClelland was completely

• Flora of Kaeh : rala?ontol. IndicA, 1S76

t Report of the Gp(» 1. Bury, of India for 18^8-40, Calcutta, 1850

t Memoirs (»eol, Burvey of India, Vol II.
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right in considering, it as a Zamiea (though not Zamia). His figure agrees pretty fairly
in outline with the onginal, so that there is no doubt that we have before us that speoimen
from which the %ure in those unpublished plates was taken and which McClelland copied
again ; only the insertion of the leaflets and the veins are not quite correctly drawn. From
these both, as also from the form of the leaf, I think that this specimen is rather a Ptero-
phyllum than a Zamia,

I shall give here a short description, and as McClelland called it already Zamia Burd-
wanentis, I shall keep the same specific name ; I give also a new figure of it.

Ptebophylltim Bubdwanensb, Feistm., PI. I, fig. 1, la (McClell., sp.).

1860. Zamia Surdwanemu, McClelland ; 1. c. p. 63. PI. XIX, fig. 4.

Fronde mediocri, rhachide tenui (in specimine nostro !) ; pinnnUs (foUolis) ohlonge

linearibust (Bqualihus, suhaoriaceis, tota hasi insertis; basi paulo d'daiatis, contiguis, apice

obtiise acuminatis ; nervis simplicihus^fdiformihusy distantibits, 7-S numerantihus.

The specimen is only a fragment of a frond, with four leaflets on one side and two

on the other; the frond seems to have been only of a middle size, as far as one can judge

from the specimen. The leaflets measure 62 mm. length and are 8 mm. broad.

They are inserted by the whole base, and they seem to he slightly joined at their bases

;

the apex is obtusely acuminated. The rhaehis of the frond in this specimen is very thin ;

it does not, however, follow that it was so throughout, as we see, for instance, the same

relations in Fteropliyllum MedUcoUianiim^ 0. M., from the Rajmehal hills; the specimen

figured by M.M. Oldham and Morris* has a thin rhaehis, while I have figured later two

Specimens, with a pretty thick rhachis.t

The veins are not numerous and rather distant ; 1 could count seven to eight veins in

one leaflet; they are very tliin, though very well marked.

As to the relations of our specimen, 1 can say that it is next to those forms from the

Rajmehal hills wliich were named Pleroph. Carter!anum^ Oldh., and Pteruph, F'alwner-

ianum, Morr., both of which, however, I treat as only one species, with the former name.

This species increases the number of the Cycadearem from the Damuda Series. As I

have mentioned in one of my last notes in the Hecords, I think it is very probable from the

form of the leaf and es]>ecially from the relations of the veins that the Zeugophylliies

from Australia, which by some autliors is also referred to Sc/iizoiicura, is only a CycadeacecCf

and belonging most probably to Podozamites, Ur.

This Pterophyllum is, however, not the only Cycadeaccce from the Damndas. I men-

tioned already several others which according to the opinions of most authors (beginning

with Brongniart, 1838, and ending witli Schimper, 1874) are to be placed to Cyeadeaeem.

To these belongs in tbc first place—

NoOGKEATniA,

NoggerathlUf Strnb., is in our T)aniuda Series pretty frequent, and a Nuggc^'aHia

Hislopi was described by Sir Charles Biinhury 1861.J It is very well known that Brong-

niart already, 1833§, was convinced that Noggerathia belongs to the Cycadearar

;

later

* inijinalial Flora: Pal. Tndica, I’l, XVII, fipr. ].

t RAjmahal Flora Contin., PI, XL II I, a. XLIV, 1.

t Quar. Jour. Gcol. Society, 1861.

^ Anualcs dea soiciitTs natnrolloK, isaa.
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(1850) Goldenberg* was of’ the same opinion. Sir Charles Bunbury in general adopted

Brongniart’s views about Naggerathia, and it seemed to him only doubtful whether it could

not be a fern ; but “ the breadth and coarseness of the veins in the Nagpur plat\t, and a certain

appearance of rigidity about the leaf,” looked already to Sir Charles Bunbury rather like a

cjcad than a fern (1. c. p. 335), while the dichotomy of the veins, their equality and uni-

formity, and the absence of any trace of transverse connecting veins, plainly shews that it is

not a Palm (1. c. 336), so that he would refer the plant rather to the Cycadeacece or an allied

form. The resemblance of Noggerathia in its well-defined characters with some Zamiem

is so striking, that there can bo little doubt but that it belongs to this Order or very near.

Already in previous papers (in Europe) I have considered Noggerathia as gymnospormous,

as also Professor Geinitz does. Schimper placed it (1870-72) quite distinctly with the Zamiecp,

as first genus; and also in my Flora of Kachf I quoted Noggerathia with the Cycadeacece,

uniting Noggerathia with Vordaites to a special family, which, however, is only partly so, as

some Cordaites may belong elsewhere, while Noggerathia remains a Cycadeacece.

If wo compare the carboniferous Noggerathia folisa, Stbg., with Sphenozamites Rossi.,

Zigno, there is certainly a great similarity between them ; and if we compare the fruc-

tification in Goldenberg (1. c. PI. Ill, fig. 3) with the fructification of a living Zamia^ there

is certainly a striking resemblance. Our Damuda Noggerathia resembles very much the

leaves of some living Zamiece. ; so that all evidence seems to prove the views of Brongniart,

that Naggeraih la is a Cycadeacecc and most probably a Zamiees.

The Noggerathia from the Damuda Series supports strongly this view ;
and there is

especially a specimen from Barkoi in the Satpura basin since many years in our collections

which shews two leaves in their natural position as they were inserted on the stalk.

Genus: M ACROPTETIYGIUM, Svhimp.

Some of the triassic forms, which at first stood also with Noggerathia and Plero-

phyllum, were lately separated by Mr. Schiraper with a special name, Macropterygimn,

with two species. Macropterygium {Noggerathia) Bronni, Schimp., and Macroptcryg.

{Pterophyllum) giganleuni,^c\mi\^. Of these one is also in our Damuda Series;! men-

tioned already in Records IX, 4, p. 141, a specimen from the Lower Godjivaid District as

Noggerathia Vogesirca, Broun., which is Schimper’s Macrop\erygium Bronni, and there are

from the Damuda Series in the Satpura basin for a long time exhibited several specimens

of a NoggcrathiaA'xVe form, only that they are much longer than the usual forms, and

T suppose them to belong to somewhat allied to Macropterygium Schenki

;

a similar form I brought again this year from the Kurhurbalee coal-field, together with many
other plants on which 1 shall report on a subsequent occiision.

As far as is known now (1877), cycadoous plants are not so rare in our Damudas, at

least more frequent than we find them in Carboniferous and Permian strata. There are

known, not regarding those eyeadeous plants which I brought from the Kurhurbalee coal-field

and which are not yet described, four genera of eyeadeous plants in our Damudas; as it is

rather an important point in the discussion on the relations of our Damudas, I shall give

here the general view of the genera and species known to present date, with their localities

and dates of discovery.

Verli, rl. natiirl’. Rhoinprrusi^ Vorcjun, IK is, V.

t Pal. helu a, 1876, p 38.
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ZAMIE^.

1. Genus: NoGaERATHIA, Sternherg^ 1828.

Noggerathia His/opi, Biinb., 1861. Already known to Rev. Ilislop, and in 1861 de-

scribed by Sir Charles Bunbury (Q. J. G. Soc.), who was not quite certain about the nature of

this genus, but would rather refer it to the Cyradeacecs or a neighbouring family.

Is known from Nagpur district (at first known from there), from the Satpura basin

(many years in the collections).

Noggerathia xp., from Kurburbaleo coal-field, known since 1871 and brought again this

year. The same* form occurs in the Talchir shales.

Genus: Maoroptebygium, Sclnmper, 1870-72.

Macropteryginm comp. Bronni, I think a specimen (respect, two, as positive and nega-

tive impressions) from the Lower Godavari District (since 1873 in the collections), belongs to

this genus, and also very near to the same species. So much is at least certain that they

are Cyvadcacece.

Genus ; Ptebophyllfm, Bgt.y 1828.

One species is known.

PtvrophyUum Burdwartense, Fstm. (McClell. sp.), which T describe now with this

name, but which already by McClelland was figured (1848-49) as Zamia Burdwanmsis.

From the Raniganj coal-field.

Genus: Glossoza MITES, Schimp., 1870.

Glossozamites SloUczkanuSy Fstm. Only lately described by me, but since 1871

amongst our fossils from Domahani, Kurhurbalee coal-field, with a small suite of other

])lants, amongst which three coniferous branchlets already at that time were determined as

Vulfzia heterophylla, Dgt., which I found again so frequently this year.

These Cycadeacecs from Kurhurbal<‘e coal-field are the more important, as from the close

connection of the Kurhurbalee coal-bed and the Talchir strata, as regards both the strati-

graphy and palaeontology, I consider the Kurhurbalee beds as the lowest, or at least as low

as the other rei)resentatives of the Barakar group and the Talchir shales in close connection

with it.

From the importance which the Cycadeacea- have for us, I thought it useful to draw

attention to these remains before they can be published with full descriptions and figures.

XL

—

Note on plant fossils from Baeakab district (Barakar group).

In the beginning of this year I had an opportunity of visiting those beds of the

Raniganj coal-field whicli were designated as the Barakar group. I procured many fossils

from the mines in Kumardhubi (near Barakar), and collected some also in the most western

part, near Nirscha.

The fossils, which come everywhere from above the coal seam and partly from bands in

it, show a great uniformity of forms, and are throughout the same as we find them in the
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“iron shales” and in the Raniganj group of the same coal-field excepting the Schizoneura,

which occurs as well in the Panchet group.

I determined from near Kumardhubi

—

EQTJISETACEJ;.

1. Phgllotheca indira, Bunb.—Stalks of equisetaceous plants determined with this

name.

2. Vertebraria indicay Rnyle.— Very frequent; good specimens.

FERNS.

3. Qlossopteris communis^ Fstm.—A fm*m wdth a pointed leaf, with incurved veins

forming very narrow meshes. Very common through the whole Damudas.

4. Glossojiteris with parallel, long and wide meshes.

5. Glossopteris with straight veins, forming narrow meshes.

6. Glossopteris with very wide and long meshes These will be described subsequently.

7. Oangamnpteris.—Some two or three fragments I suppose to belong to Gangamop-
teris cyrlopteroideSy Fstm.

8. T(pniopteris .—Two specimens, with narrow veins,

9. A Fruity which is not unlikely a cycadeous fossil.

From the western part near Nirsoha 1 determined

—

EQlJISETACEA^h

1. Vertebraria indicay Royle.

FERNS.

2. Glossopteris stenoneuray Fstm.—With very equal, long and very narrow me8he.s.

Oi these Vertebraria indicay Fhyltotheca indicay and most of the Glossopteris species,

occur also in the Raiiiganj group ; if we now add, that in the Barakar group of Talchir

near (hittack there is known Sphenophyllum trizygiay Mig., Sphenopteris polymorfes (the

same as in the Raniganj group), besides most of the Glossopteri>s species, there certainly

remains almost only Sehizoneura GondwaneniSy Fstm., as peculiar to the Raniganj group,
while most of the other fossils it has in common with the Barakar group, and moreover all

the fossils which have been found as yet in the Iron Shales are identical with the same, both
in the Raniganj and Barakar groups.

The close relation of the Raniganj group with the Panchet group (see further on)
is unquestionable, by the continuation of the same Sehizoneura Gondwanensisy Fstm.

; so
that all these circumstances shew distinctly rather a continuation of forms from one band
to the other, than any distinct break or interruption of deposition and of life, and support,

therefore, the view of a more uniform epoch of time.

The Kurhurbalee coal strata of which I shall speak in a following number are certainly

as old as the Bar4kar group in other districts, if not lower, as they are so closely connected
with the Tdlchirs in stratigraphy and fossils ; and as the Kurhurbalee flora has most allies

in Triassic times, the other strata can scarcely be older.
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XII.—Fossil plants from near Assknbole (Raniganj group).

Staying at Assensole, I visited the Nunia to see the Panchet group. In a north-west

direction the stream traverses first some strata which were termed the Panchet group, where

the Schizoneura Qondwanensisy Fstm., was collected. I failed to observe the slightest uncon-

formity or difference between these strata and those in which the outcrop of coal with fossils

of the Raniganj group occurs above the village Khumarpur; so that, here at least, the strati-

graphy would admit of the relation I have suggested from the fossils. The coal seam out-

cropping in that part of the Nunia stream and the strata with it have quite the same dip as

the overlying strata assigned to the Panchet group. Some strata above the outcrop are not to

be distinguished from those of the Panchet group, and contain Olossopteris, so that I have

no doubt that this genus passes into the Panchet group. The respective specimens are in

our collections.

Below the coal-seam a thick band of fine-grained sandstone of yellowish color, full of

Vertehraria indica, lioyle, is lying. No other fossils were found in it.

In the carbonaceous shale with the seam I collected—

1. Vertehraria indica^ Royle.

2. Glossopterisy with wide meshes, like those I mentioned from the Barakar group.

3. GlossopteriSf with a round leaf, some of which I know from Raniganj. It will

be described together with those from Raniganj.

Completely the same Glossopteris with wide meshes I observed in the mines of the

Beerbhoom Coal Company near Dadka. The seam is the same. It lies in the Nunia

stream almost on the boundary marked on the map between the Raniganj and Panchet groups

in that locality. It has exactly the same dip (south) as the overlying strata, the same rela-

tions as have the Talchir strata, to the overlying coal strata in Kurhurbalec coal-field.

In a southern direction from Assensole 1 followed the Nunia to beyond Beldduga. South-

east of this place a seam crops out with a southern dip. As in the outcrop in the northern

part of the Nunia, the shales were much decomposed by the influence of the water, so that

with great difficulty only a few plants could be got out. It was especially a very thin

stratum of shale above the coal which contained the fossils ; I could determine the following

species ;

—

1. Vertehraria indica, Royle, is the common form.

2. Phyllotheca indica, Bunb.—Some equisetaceous stalks.

3. Glossopteris,—Prevailing, a form with very narrow leaves, of which the veins, how-

ever, were different from those in Glossopteris angustifolia^ Bgt. I refer it to

Glossopt, leptoneura, Bunb., from Kamthi
; again another species to connect the

Ranigai\j and Kamthi groups as the same horizon.

4. Gangamopteris—A species with a narow leaf, though different from Gangamopteris

angnstifoUat McCoy. I shall describe it hereafter ; it is from Beldanga.

It is the second instance of this genus in the Raniganj field, which is so frequent in

the Kurhurbalee field, and almost the only fossil in the Talchirs ; in the latter two the species

are identical.

The localities of fossils mentioned above are new for us as such, but they shew again the

same character of flora as we are accustomed to see in other localities in the Raniganj and

Bar4kar groups.
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XIIL—Explanatory note on Glossopteris and Qangamopteris.

1 wish to make a few remarks explanatory of some statements in my paper on the

homotaxis of the Gondw&na system.* 1 do so at the request of Mr. W. T. Blanford, and

most willingly, as it may explain some misunderstandings which I nerer intended.

Both these statements are on page 122. The one refers to the occurrence of Qlossop*

teris in Australia. When 1 ssdd that there would with great difficulty be found one species

common with our Damudas, I referred to the lower beds, because, as far as I know the fossils,

it is so ; while with the tipper beds (I mean those without animal fossils) there will be more

species identical. My contradiction referred, therefore, to the identity of species of Olossop-

teris in the Damudas and lower coal-beds in Australia.

The second statement which I have to explain is about Gangamopterisj which Mr. W. T.

Blanford mentioned as having been detected by me in the lower coal-beds in Australia. I

must confess that from a cursory inspection a specimen seemed to me to be Gangamopteris,

and I mentioned this determination to Mr. Blanford, without, however, the intention

of having it published. When Mr. Blanford published this determination, which after-

wards proved wrong, I had to contradict it, but omitted to say that the fault was on my
side, as the determination was only a superficial one and not correct.

Notices of new ob babe Mammals fbom the Siwaliks, hy R. Ltdekkeb, b. a.,

Geological Survey of India.

Since my last notice of Siwalik Mammals, Mr. Blanford has sent from the Manchhar

(Siwalik) rocks of Sind a small, but very interesting, collection of mammalian teeth
;

among the species in this collection the following are new to the Sind area, viz .
:

—

Sanitherium Schlaginiweitiiy Meyer.

Chmromeryx silistrensis, Pentland, sp.

Ilyopotamus palceindicus, sp, nov. nobis.

Merycopotamoidf gen. non. det.

Sus hysudricuSf Falc. and Caut.

Acerotherium perimense, Falc. and Cant-

Amphicyon palmndicuSf nobis.

Of the most important of these specimens I now give short notices, preparatory to

fuller descriptions and figures ; in the present paper I have also noticed specimens of the

teeth of two genera of Mammals new to the Siwaliks, collected by Mr. Theobald in the

Punjab; the upper molars of a new genus of Siwalik Hippopotamoid are also shortly

described ;
as well as two lower molars of what appears to be a new species of Trilophodont

Mastodon.

ARTIODACTYLA.

Sanithbbium Schlacuntwbitii, Meyer.

This genus has been hitherto known only by some molar teeth of the lower .Jaw, from

Kushalghar, which will be found figured on PL 9 of “Indian Tertiary and Post-

Tertiary Vertebrata :”t among Mr. Blanford s collection there are two upper molar teeth

Rec. Geol. Survey, ludia, IX, 4.

t Polieontologiu Indica, Ber. X, part 2.
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of a small suiae animal, wMch cannot \)e tefewcd to any European fossil genus, and
wbioli from their size I have no doubt belong to the present species. The mastioating surface

of one of these teeth is raised into four cones, separated by a cruciform valley, of which

the antero-posterior division is very shallow ; there is an accessory cone behind the two
anterior cones ; the whole crown is surrounded by a orenulated cingulum ; the dimensions of

one of the specimens are as follows :

—

Length

Inch.

... -w
Breadth . .. ... *62

Height of crown . .. *29

The excess in size of this tooth over the lower molar of Sanitherium ScMagintweitii

is proportionate to the excess in size of the upper over the lower molars of the pig. The

upper molars seem to be nearest to those of Chcerotheriumt but are distinguished by the

greater proportionate length of their antero-posterior diameter, and by the larger size of

the fifth tubercle on the masticating surface.

Oh<eeomertx 81LISTBBN8IB, Fenthtud, sp.

This genus has been hitherto known only by three specimens of upper molars from

Caribari (Qaro hills, N. E. Eengal)* which were originally figured by Pentland in the second

volume of the second series of the “ Transactions of the Geological Society of London,”

under the name of Anthracotherium silistreuse; the genus Ckoiromeryx subsequently

made by M. Pomelf for the reception of these specimens : the original specimens are now in

the Museum of the Geological Society, Figures of these specimens are also given on PI. 68

of the “ Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis.’* Mr. Blanford has sent down a single right upper molar

tooth of this species, which exactly corresponds with the larger of the original specimens*

and which therefore requires no further description here. This rare tooth is extremely

valuable as shewing that the Bengal rocks are on the same horizon as the typical Siwaliks

of Sind. It is very remarkable that the only known teeth of this genus have been found

in two localities so far removed from each other as Sind and N.-E. Bengal.

Hyopotamus PAL^iNDictrs, n. sp. nobis.

Up to the present time the last noticed genus has been the only one of the pig-like

animals with five-columned teeth which has beeu found in India; the exclusively Indian

genus Merycopotamus differing from its European congeners by having on]y four columns

on its upper molars. Among Mr. Blanford s collection there are two upper molar teeth,

one much worn, and the other only touched by wear, which belong to a species of Selono-

dont pig-like animal, but which carry five columns on the crown, in place of the four of

Merycopotamus

;

the additional column occurs between the outer and inner columns of the

anterior half of the tooth, occupying the same position as in the genus Hyopotamus.

The general form of the tooth is very like that of Hyopotamus velaunus

;

the outer

surfaces of the outer pair of columns of the Indian specimens have, however, a larger

median ridge, and in this respect resemble Merycopotamus. The form of the worn dentine

surfaces is like Hyopotamus. From the presence of five columns on the crown of the Sind

specimens, I have referred the specimens, at all events provisionally, to the genus Hyopota-

mus, with the specific name of palmndicus

;

further discoveries may shew that the

specimens belong to a new genus intermediate between Hyopotamus axA Merycopotamus:

in any case, the specimens are of great interest, in shewing that the two last mentioned

* The locality is R^ivon by Colebrookc (Tr, G- Soc., Lon., Srr. 11, Vol. I, i> 13Z)-—the lett bank of the Ilrahmaputra,

above Mohendroganj. The river has moved westward since then,

t Compt. Bendus, p. fiS7.
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genera are more closely connected than supposed by Professor Kowalevsky in bis memoirs

on the Hyopotamid(s, Tho dimensions of the least worn of the two teeth are as follows ;

—

Length .. ... ... ... ... ... ... *8

Breadth ... ... ... ... ... ... ... *89

Height of crown ... ... ... . . ... ... *45

The genus Hyopotamus in Europe ranges from the Upper Eocene to the Lower Miocene

;

in Sind it is obtained from beds which immediately overlie strata of Upper Miocene age.

New genus op Meetcopotamoid.

A large and complete upper molar tooth, scarcely touched by wear, is among Mr.

Blanford’s collection, which belongs to the same type of teeth as those of Merycopotamus,

but which cannot be referred to this or any other known genus. The tooth carries four

orescentoid columns on the masticating surface, which are relatively higher than those of

Merycopotamus

;

the general form of these columns is the same as in the latter genus,

with one important exception, which is that the external surfaces of the outer pair of

columns are simply concave; they lack both the bold median ridge and the reflected

anterior and posterior borders which characterise the teeth of Merycopotamus

;

the tooth

has a well marked cingulum, as in the latter genus. The dimensions of the specimen are

as follows:

—

Length ... ... ... ... 118

Breadth ... ... ,, . .. .. ... li

Height of crown ... ... ... ‘si

I hope that additional specimens will be forthcoming to further elucidate the affinities

of this specimen.

Anthbacothebium Punjabiense, n. sp. nobis.

Among a large collection of teeth collected in the Siwaliks of the Punjab by

Mr. Theobald during last year, I have lately discovered a portion of a lower jaw which

nndoubUidly belongs to the above genus. The discovery of this genus, like Hyopotamus

in the Siwaliks, is very remarkable, if the specimen has been obtained from the same

horizon as that from which -the majority of fossils come, since in Euroj)e tho genus is not

found in strata newer than the Lower Miocene. It is, however, quite possible in this case,

though not in the case of Hyopotamus, that the specimen may have been obtained from a

lower zone in the Siwaliks than the one which yields the majority of vertebrate fossils:

the greater number of the specimens obtained from these deposits are either gathered

from the washed-out debris of the rocks by native collectors, or obtained by them from the

villagers. If the specimen is from the normal fossiliferous zone, it affords another instance

how in one region a genus may live down to a very much later period of time than in

another ;
and so how the faunas of what are two distinct periods in one region may all

appear in the same period in another region.

The specimen in question consists of the hinder portion of a right ramus of the mandi-

ble, containing the two last molars. The inner columns of tho barrels of these teeth are

approximately conical (bunodont), while the outer columns are concave internally (seleno-

dont) ; the anterior extremity of the hindmost outer column joins a process from the inner

column, so that the intermediate hollow is closed anteriorly and open posteriorly
; the last

molar has a largo talon-column which is concfive anteriorly, and which gives off a central

process to join the postcro-extornal column. The teeth are almost identical in general form
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with those of the European A. magnvm, but are of very mucli smaller size (they are unlike

those of the smaller species from Rochette). The dimensions of the specimen are as

follows

Lenpth of last molar

Widlli of ditto

LcDg:th of penultimate molars

Width of ditto

Depth of jaw (broken) ...

ThicknesB of ditto

Inch,

•0

*12

Ho

Ti

Although these teeth belonged to an animal of about the same size os ChceromergXf

they cannot bo referred to that genus, as tliey present no gemerie points of difterenco from

the teeth of the European species of Anlhracotlierium, which we should expect to occur in

the lower molars of Chixromeryx. The only other mention of Anikracothcrinm among

Indian Tertiary Mammalia is given in Dr. Falconer's paper on the Perim Island fossils

(Palmontological Memoirs, Vol. I, p. 395), where certiiin teeth sent to the Asiatic Society

of Bengal were doubtfully referred by the late Mr. dame.s Ib*insep to the genus Anthra-

cotherium

;

I have no means of knowing whether or not this identification was correct, as

the specimens seem to have been lost.

Since publishing some notes on the osteology of the allied genus MerycopntamuSf in

the ninth volume of the Records of the Geological Survey of India (jiage 14d), I have

had the opportunity of seeing a table of descent of the genera of tlio Ungulata published

by Professor Kowalevsky in the twelfth volume of the German “ Palaeoniographica," after the

perusal of which I am led to make a few additional remarks on tJie affinities of the genus

Merycopotamus and its allies.

In a table which I have published in the ‘‘ Pala*oiitologia Indicia” (Ser. X—2, Vol. I—2,

p. 60), I have placed the genus Meryropotamvfi provisioually in the family Anthracotheridfe,

remarking that the genus presents points of affinity in the form of its teeth (selenodont)

to Anthracotheritm and Hyopotamus^ and in the form of its lower jaw to Hippopotamus ;

the same conclusion was intended to have been given in the above-quoted paper for tlie

Records, only by an unfortunate slip the words Htppopotamidx and Anthravotheridai

have been transposed in the twelfth line from the bottom of page 163. The close connec-

tion of Merycopotamus vfiih Hippopotamus mAiGinX by Professor Huxley, who states in

his “ Anatomy of Vertehrated Animals” (Ed. 1871, p. 375) that this animal “ appears to

have been a Hippopotamid, with upper molars having a quadri-crescentic, ruminani-like

pattern.”

Reverting now to Professor Kowalevsky's table of afHnit3% we find that the genera

Anthracotheriumy HyopotamuSy and theii- allies, are supposed to have taken their origin

from some more generalised t^^pe of llyopotamoid animals in the lower Eocene period,

which common stock also gave origin to the more modern group of Ruminants. At this

lower Eocene period, according to Professor Kowalevsky, tlie primitive Artiodactyla (Part-

digitata) had already differentiated into the two groups of Selenodonta and Bunodontay

the early hyopotamoids being a lateral off-shoot of the fu*st group ; these two groups have

since that time pursued separate courses of evolution, and have had no connection one

with the other. The genus Hippopotamus took origin from a lateral off-shoot of the

Bunodonta ; this genus, therefore, which has a typical hunodont dentition, can have had

no direct connection with the Hyopolamoid stock since the early Eocene period.
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The genus Merycopotamus is not introduced into Professor Kowalevsky^s table
; there

can, however, be no doubt but that since its teeth are very markedly selenodont, the genus

would be placed somewhere near the Anthracotherida (or Hyopotamidm^ for the family is

known by both names) and entirely apart from the Rippopotamidm. In his Memoir on the

Osteology of the RyopotamidcR^ published in the “ Philosophical Transactions” for 1873,

Professor Kowalevsky refers to the genus Merycopotamus at page 25 as belonging to

a group nearly related to RyopotarmiSt though it seems probable that the Professor

would place the two genera in distinct families, owing to the upper molars of the Indian

genus having only four cusps or cones on the masticating surface, while those of the

European genera carry five. Whatever be the exact family position of the Indian genus,

it is perfectly clear that according to Kowalevsky’s plan of evolution there can have been

no connection between the original stocks of Rippopotamus and Merycopotamus since

the lower Eocene period.

I have already noticed in my former paper the very remarkable similarity in the form

of the mandibles of Rippopotamus and Merycopotamus

;

and I think every one must admit

that these two genera must have descended from some common ancestor which had a some-

what similarly shaped mandible. Now, neither of these two genera is known in the fossil

state from strata older than the Siwalik period; while no other Pig-like animal, either

recent or fossil, has a similarly shaped lower jaw, though there is a very slight rudiment

of the descending process in the American Peccari and Ryopotamns ; it is further a very

noteworthy fact, tliat the lower jaw of the Siwalik Rippopotamus (as is well shewn in

PI. ()1 of the ‘‘Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis”) which is the oldest known species of the genus,

is very much more like that of Merycopotamus than is the lower jaw of the living

species ; indeed, except in the matter of size and of the form of the teeth, the jaws of the

two Indian forms are almost indistinguishabh*. If the common ancestor of these two

genera had lived as far back as the lower Eocene period, it is extremely strange that the

remarkable configuration of the lower jaw should have persisted in these two isolated genera

up to the Siwalik period, and that there are no traces of any fossil forms with similarly

shaped lower jaws which lived between the Eocene and Siwalik periods
;

it is therefore

probable that the hypothetical ancestor of these two genera lived subsequently to the

Eocene period ; and that the Bunodonta and Selcnodonta are more closely connected than

Kowalevsky supposes.

With regard to this hypothetical ancestor, we may notice that Merycopotamus exhibits

such affinities to tlie older Hyopotamoids of Europe, now known for the first time in India,

that it is almost certain that the Jincestral form must have been selenodont or hemi-selcno-

dont, and that, consequently, Rippopotamus is descended from a selenodont and not from

a bunodont ancestor. In favour of this view we may note the very significant fact that,

in tracing hack the affinities of RippopotamuSj Professor Kowalevsky has not been able

to place a single genus between it and the primitive bunodonts of the early Eocene. If

this view be true, the bunodont teoth of Rippopotamus are an instance of reversion to

an older type ;
in confirmation of this view we may notice that the pig-like animals with

selenodont teeth, like Meiycopoiamus^ Ryopotamus and Oreodon^ have all disappeared

from the earth, and evidently belonged to a type which was not suitable to persist

in that condition ;
this type is admitted to have been modified into the true Ruminants

and it is quite likely that another branch of it may have reverted to the bunodont

type. It seems to be probable that the more specialised selenodont type of tooth, though

advantageous to the true Ruminants, was not suitable to those animals which retained

the general organisation of the Pigs, and that these animals either were further modi-
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fied into more specialised groups, or died out, or revei’ted to the more generalised bunodont

type.

The resemblance in structure between Hippopotamus and Merycopotamus^ whether

the above explanation be fully accepted or not, clearly points to some closer connection

between the Selenodonta and JBunodonta than appears from Kowalevsky s table. In that table

the term Bunodonta is used as equivalent to the Suina ; but it appears to mo much more
natural to use the latter term in its older and wider sense as comprehending the pigs,

the hippopotamoids, the hyopotamoids, and the anoplotherioids, since all these animals

are related in many essential parts of structure; the two former groups will belong to

the smaller division of Suina Bunodonta^ and the (wo latter to the second similar

group of Suina Selenodonta ; fi*om which latter the more specialised Selenodonta have been

developed as a lateral off-shoot.

Hippopotamodon Sivaiense, n, yen., nohis.

The specimen for which I propose the above now generic name consists of a portion of

a left maxilla of an animal allied to Hippopotamus, but which cannot be rcfori*od to that

or any other known genus. The specimen has been for some time in the Indian Museum,

and was collected by Mr. Theobald near the village of Asnot, in the Punjab, from upper

Siwalik strata. Tlie fragment shows the comunmeement of the zygomatic arch, and some

portion of one-half of the palate; two nearly complete teeth, and a frsigment of a third

are preserved. The three teeth appear to be the three true molars ; the. last of these, being

the most complete, is here selected for description.

This tooth has a nearly square crown, which is produced into four cones or columns,

one placed at each angle; these columns are separated by a deep but narrow crucifonn

valley ; between the four chief columns there is a small fifth column
; while still smaller

accessory columns occupy each of the four outer extremities of the criiciform valley ; a

crenulatcd cingulum occupies the fore and aft extremities of the crown. The main columns

are semi-cylindrical in shape, and have infoldiiigs of enamel from in front and behind, so

that their worn dentine surfaces have somewhat of a trefoil shape, though this is not

so marked as in Hippopotamus. The last tooth is placed immediately below the anterior

root of the zygoma, as in the pig. The dimensions of the two last molars are as follows :

—

Length of last molar ... ... ... ... ... 1'4

Breadth of ditto ... ... ... 129

Height of crown of last molar ... ... 7

Length of penultimate molar ... ... ... I'l

Breadth of ditto ... 1*06

The teeth are nearest to those of Hippopotamus, but are distinguished by the presence

of the central fifth column, by the relative size of the other four accessory columns, by the

crown being raucb lower, by the greater depth of the transverse valh‘y, which extends to the

base of the crown, by the form of the worn dentine surfaces, and of the cingulum, and

lastly, by the position of the ultimate molar below the anterior zygomatic root.

The teeth of this new genus have no close resemblance to the molars of Tetraconodon

;

those of the latter genus, among other distinctive points, have wide open valleys, cylindri-

form columns, and no cingulum.
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PEKISSOUACTrLA.

lIlPPOTHERIUM THEOBALDI, noUs.

oUm: SiVALHirrus.

In the last number of the “ Records” (p. 31) I described a maxilla of a species of horse

from the Siwaliks, which I then thought necessary to refer to a new genus, and for which

I accordingly proposed the name of Sivalhippus; 1 now find that the specimen must probably

be referred to Hippoihcrium^ though it presents certain abnormalities which will perhaps

subsequently render it necessary to make it sub-generically distinct, in which case the term

Sivalhippus may bo retained for the sub-genus.

In referring the specimen to a new genus, I was led to believe that the four protruded

teeth belonged to the premolar series, in which case they would be exceedingly different from

those of Hippotherium

;

1 now find, after removing some more matrix, that the teeth

must belong to tlio milk-molar scries, in which case they are like those of B.ippotherium in

form, though they differ in the rate of succession.

1 was led to consider the four teeth as premolars and not milk-molars, because they have

only just come into wear, and yet behind them there is the alveolus of a fifth tooth, which

must have been protruded from the jaw ; now, in other horses, this fifth tooth, or first true

molar, would not have pierced the jaw until the milk-molars had been considerably worn

down, and until their vertical successors were visible in the jaw above them, which is not the

case in the present specimen
;
on the supposition, however, that the visible teeth are premo-

lars, the first molar must have been more worn than they, and must have left a disc of

pressure against the last of the first scries. I now find after further clearing, that the last

protruded tooth of the speeiinen does not exhibit any disc of pressure behind, and that, conse-

(jiicntly, the fifth tooth, or first molar, could not have been in use, but had merely cut the

gum ; this tooth was therefore newer than the first four teeth, which must consequently be

inilU-iuolars, and not prcmolars as at first supposed.

From the above explanation it will be evident that this species of Hippotheritim differs

from the true Horses, and, as far as 1 can gather, from other species of the genus, by the

unusually early period at which the first true molar appears,—almost as soon as the milk-

molars are touched by wear and before their vertical successors have shewn in the maxilla.

In the genus Eqnus the first true molar does not appear until between the eleventh and

thivU;enth month, when the milk-molars have been greatly worn down, and when their roots

liave been to a great extent absorbed by the premolars.

The teeth of the present specimen arc too large to belong to the milk dentition of JT,

antilopinum, but they may probably be referred to the larger Siwalik species, which H. von

Meyer ideiitiliod with the European IT, gracile, but which I have found, as already stated

in my last paper, to differ somewhat from the European species in the form of its upper

permanent molar series ;
thig larger species will, therefore, now be known as K. theohaldi.

The rate of succession of the dental series, together with the unusually large size of the

lachrymal depression in the adolescent maxilla, sufficiently distinguish the species from the

European H, gracile. The Indian Museum also posscwsses specimens of the first median

phalange of the foot of this species, which is extremely different from the corresponding

bone in the European species, or in the smaller Indian H. antUopimtm ; there is, therefore,

no doubt of the very aberrant nature of the larger Indian species, though from the resem-

blance of its upper molars to those of typical forms, I think it best for the present to retain

it in the genus ILippotherkm, and to drop the proposed name of Sivalhippus

;

the question

will be more fully discussed on a subsequent occasion.
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PROBOSOIDIA.

Mastodon (Tbilophodon) sp, nov, ?

No species of Trilopbodont Mastodon has hitherto been known from the Siwaliks,

though one species

—

M. pandionis-~-\i 2̂ been found in the Deccan. I have now to announce

the presence of a species in the Siwaliks ; this species is known by two lower molar teeth,

one of which is the last milk-molar, and the other is the penultimate true molar. Both

specimens were collected last year by Mr. Theobald from the Siwaliks of the Punjab.

Each of these teeth carries three transverse ridges and a fore and aft talon; the

presence of only three ridges on their teeth shews that they cannot belong to either of

the two Indian Tetralophodont Mastodons {M. latidens and M. perimensis) or to the

aberrant Pentalophodont sivalensis

;

in the first of these groups only the very small

second milk-molar is trilophodont, while in the second group only the first, and perhaps the

second, milk-molars are trilophodont.

Both the present specimens belong to the wide-toothed Mastodons

;

the ridges are

divided by an antero-posterior median valley ; the first two pairs of columns are placed in

the same transverse line, but the third pair are placed somewhat unsymmetrically ; there is

a large quantity of cement in the valleys, which of itself would be a sufficient distinction

from the other Indian species : the transverse valleys are fairly open. The length of the

larger specimen is 6*8 inches, and its breadth 3*7 inches: the length of the last milk,

molar is 4*1 inches, and its breadth 2*4 inches.

The teeth have not the complex crowns of the Trilophodont Mastodon pandionis

;

it is therefore quite clear that they are distinct from all other Indian species of the genus

;

I believe they arc also distinct from any European species. If the latter should prove

to be the case, I should propose to call the present species by the name of Mastodon

(Trilophodon) Falconeri in honor of the describer of the many other forms of extinct

Indian Proboscidia.

CARNIVOJIA.

PSEUDiELUBlTS SiVALENSIR, n. sp.

Mr. Theobald’s Siwnlik collection from the Punjab contains one-half of a lower jaw of

a Feline animal with four pre-molars which consequently belongs to this genus; tho

specimen belonged to an animal of about the size of a small Leopard. The cariiussial tooth

is of the normal Feline type : only two other specimens of tho genus Pseudmlurus are

known, one from the Miocene of Sansnns, and the other from the Pliocene of Nebraska,

Both species are distinguished by their size from the present specimen. The dimensions of

the specimen are as follows

Length of jaw (broken) ... .. 3*6 I Thioknesu .. .. .. ’6

Depth . . . . . . . . *8 1 Length of alveolus of canino . . *75

Amphicyon Paljeindicus, nohis.

The only remains of this species hitherto known are an upper tubercular molar, and

a lower carnassial, one from Kushalghar, and the other from Nurpur. These 8pi?cimeus

are figured on PL 7 of Indian Tertiary and Post-Tertiary Vertebrata.”* Mr. Blanford

has sent from Sind the anterior half of a right lower carnassial, which exactly corre-

sponds with the Nurpur specimen, and which shows that the species extended its range

into the Sind area.

Pala'outologia Indica, Scr. X—2, Vol, 1^2.
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Note on the Aevali Sebies in Noeth-Eastebn Rajputana, hg C. A. Racket,

Geological Survey of India,

The rocks that have been named the Arvali Series cover a large area in Rajputana.

The portion of them which has been examined, and of which the following is a brief

description, lies in the territories of the Rajahs of Alwar, Jaipur, Bhartpur and Karauli,

included between Bhartpur on the east and Jaipur on the west, the northern boundary

of the Alwar territory on the north, and a line drawn in a south-westerly direction from

Byana through Karauli to the fort of Rimtumbour on the south.

This area is occupied by ranges of hills, the highest of which rise to an elevation of

upwards of 2,500 feet above the level of the sea, and about 1,G00 feet above the general

level of the surrounding country formed of wide sandy alluvial plains. Some of these

hills are narrow ridges
;

others form considerable masses, occasionally flat-topped, pre-

senting arid, stony plateaux several square miles in extent. The principal of these hill-

groups are those of Alwar, Byana, Lalsot and Rimtumbour.

The Alwar hills are in places twenty miles across ;
they are, however, intersected by

narrow longitudinal valleys having the same general direction as the hills themselves ; both,

in fact, following the strike of the rocks.

The direction of the ranges varies considerably ;
the most general direction is north

to south and north-east to south-west, but in places the ridges describe a complete

semicircle.

The principal rivers draining this area are the Moril, Banas, Sabi and Banganga. Tli®

two former fall into the Chambal near Rimtumbour, and the two latter into the Jumna,

one near Delhi and the other below Agra. Their broad, shallow sandy beds, sometimes

upwards of a mile wide, contain little or no water, except in the rains.

In the accompanying map, on account of its small scale, the hill-shading has been

omitted.

Besides the Arvali series, there are in our area a gneiss and a schist series, the

Gwalior and the Vindbyan series.

The gneiss is conflned to a few small isolated hills on the plain, and some outcro])s

at the base of the scarps of the Arvali rocks on both sides of the Banganga valley
; but in

the latter position it is very imperfectly seen, as it is mostly covered by the debris of the

overlying rocks.

The schist series is exposed in several places in the Byana hills and at Malarna near the

Moril river. In the Byana hills at Nithabar, the schists consist of alternations of mica-

schists and thin bands of quartzites ; they are nearly vertical, and arc overlaid uuconforraably

by the rocks of the Arvali series.

Both the Gwalior and the Vindbyan series have already been described, the former in

the Records and the latter in the Memoirs of the Survey.

The Gwalior series is represented in our area in the ridge at Hindun, extending in a

north-east to south-west direction, and formed of banded red jasper alternating with bands

of heematite.

The Vindbyan series is represented by a few outlying hills which occur west of a line

of fault forming the north-western boundary of the main basin of the series.

The rocks of the Arvali series are much disturbed, seldom dipping at a lower angle

than 70°; their most general strike varies from north—south to
rva 1 senes.

noilh-east—south-west ; but in places they describe nearly three-fourths
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of a circle. In the Alwar territory, where more extensive and continuous sections are ex-

posed than elsewhere within our area, the rocks are folded up and repeated many times

;

thus, a short distance north of the Banganga river the same beds are repeated at least a

dozen times in a section sixty miles long. The rocks have undergone a considerable amount

of metamorphism, some of the quartzites being compact and vitreous, the limestones highly

crystallised and full of minerals, such as shorl, actinolite, tremolite, &c., and the schists and

slates highly mineralised, containing an abundance of crystals of andalusito, staurotide,

garnets, &c. An arkoso rock, or pseudo-gneiss, locally forming the base of the series, is often

80 highly metamorphosed as to render it difficult, in places where good junction-sections are

not exposed, to tell it from the older gneiss upon which it rests.

A great variety of rocks is included in the series, the principal of which are quartzites,

dolomitic limestone, contemporaneous trap, hornstone-breccia, schists and slates.

These have been grouped in the following manner, in descending order

Mandan—slates, schists, quartzites.

Ajabgarh—slates, quartzites, hornstone-breccia, limestone.

Alwar—quartzite, conglomerate, schists, limestone, bedded trap.

The Alwar group has been sub-divided in descending order into

—

Alwar quartzites, including irregular bands of schists, conglomerate
Alwar group.

contemporaneous trap,

Raialo limestone,

„ quartzite.

The lowest beds, the Raialo quartzite and limestone, arc only seen near tbe soutbern

extremity of tbe Alwar bills north of tbe Banganga river. In the three ba3's of Audhi,

Bhangarb and Baswa, tbe quartzite, compact in texture, regularly bedded, and grey in color,

rests upon tbe gneiss and dips under tbe limestone.

The limestone is highly crystallised and dolomitic, and ahounds in tremolite, shorl

and actinolite
;

it is often pure white, but marbles of a great variety of color and also of

texture can be obtained. There are large spreads of tbe limestone at Raialo and Buldeogarli

and at Kho; in other places, as west of Andhi and in the Baswa bay, the thickness is con-

siderably less. No good sections of the junction between the Raialo quartzites and the

gneiss are exposed, although the two are often seen within a few yards of each other; the

actual junctions are all covered by the debris.

Both the Raialo quartzite and limestone are locally overlapped by the next higher member
of the group, the Alwar quartzite, which then rests directly on tlie gneiss. A few good

sections of the junctions are exposed, which shew that the Arvali scries is quite unconforra-

able to the gneiss. The Alwar quartzite is the most prominent member of the whole series,

both from the extent of ground it covers, and from the highest and largest groups of liills

being formed of it ; also from the principal forts in the neighbourhood, iliose of Byana,

Alwar and Rimtumbour being built on it.

The thickness of the Alwar quartzites varies considerably in different sections ; tliiis, in

the Byana hills an enormous thickness of them is exposed in an unbroken section upwards

of five miles long in which the rocks have a steady dip to the north of about 20°
; but

about Nitbahar the lower beds die out and the quartzites are reduced to a few hundred feet.

In the Lalsot hills, where the rocks dip at a much higher angle, tho quartzites are in

I'orce. In tho Alwar hills, too, there is in places a great thickness, hut they thin out to

a few hundred feet in a southerly direction.

The quartzites are mostly light grey in color, regularly bedded and compact in texture,

although coarser beds arc of frequent occurrence. They also include, especially in tbe
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Byana hills, thick bands of cong^lomerate. Ripple^xnarkings and 8un<*orack8 are common and
are particularly well seen in the Alwar fort hill. An arkose is of frequent occurrence at the

base of the Alwar quartzites, where they rest upon the gneiss.

The best section of the junction of the Alwar quartzites and the gneiss is exposed

near Tatra. South of the road leading to Tatra the granitic gneiss occurs at the base

of the ridge, and upon this rests a regularly bedded coarse quaidizite dipping at a high
angle to the west. North of the road some additional beds come in between the gneiss and
the quartzites. Resting directly on the gneiss is a band of conglomerate about two feet

thick, composed principally of rolled pebbles of quartz
;
upon this there is a considerable

thickness of the arkose, the materials of which were apparently derived from the gneiss

;

this passes up gradually into the ordinary quartzites of the series. Other sections shewing

the unconformity between the two series are exposed near Garhi a few miles east of Tatra,

and near the southern end of the Tatra ridge at Sabraoli, as well as in the Lalsot hills at

Geesgarh.

In places the arkose rock has been re-metamorphosed to such an extent that when not

seen in connection with the gneiss below, or the quartzites above, it is difficult to tell it from

the true gneiss. Instances of this occur in the hills round Harsora, which are formed of

obscurely bedded gneiss, but from their being isolated on the plain (the only ro(;k near is a

ridge of quartzite about half a mile to the south) I am unable to say to which series they

belong. At Dodikar, a few miles north-west of the town of Alwar, where the arkose rocks

are well developed, they form a circle of hills, in the centre of which the rocks are covered

by the alluvium, blown sand, &c. The arkose at the base of the hills is highly crystalline

and as gneissose as that of the Harsora hills, but here they pass up gradually into the

quartzites which cover them. Other sections of the arkose rocks passing into the quartzites

are met with at Palpar, Baggeri, Khertal and Pahari.

The best sections of the Alwar quartzite are to be seen in the Byana hills, where an

enormous thickness of them is exposed, as they are less disturbed and altered than elsewhere,

for although they arc a good deal twisted along the strike, they scarcely ever dip at a higher

angle than 20°. At Byana the strike is north-east to south-west ; but at Badalgarh, a short

distance west, it changes to west-north-west, east-south-east
; and at Hathoree, about twelve

miles further west, it again becomes north-east to south-west.

In these hills the lowest members of the Alwar group (the Raialo quartzite and lime-

stone) arc absent, and the group consists principally of quartzites, shales, thick bands of

conglomerate, and contemporaneous trap. Overlap occurs among the quartzites, and there

are two cases of local unconformity.

The Alwar group in the Byana hills rests unconformably upon the schist series. The

unconformity can be well seen at Nithabar, where the quartzites rest upon the edges of the

nearly vertical schists, consisting of alternations of argillaceous and quartz schists, and with

a thin band of conglomerate seldom more than a foot thick between them. Other sections of

the unconformity are exposed a few miles further west.

The Alwar quartzites in these hills can be divided into several sub-groups well marked

by overlap or local unconformity :

Weir—quartzites and black slatcy shales.

Damdama—quartzites and conglomerate.

Byana—white quartzite and conglomerate.

Badalgarh—(piartzite and shale.

Nithahar—quai*tzitcs and bedded trap.
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The middle sab-groups attain to an enormous thickness at the eastern end of the hills,

but die out near Hathoree. At the western end, a few miles south-west of Nithahar^ all the

lower sub-groups are overlapped by the highest, which then vests upon the schists. The
lowest of these sub-groups, the Nithahar, consists of upwards of 2,000 feet ol‘ quartzites,

including several bands of contemporaneous trap. The next sub-group, the Badalgarh,

consists of about 800 feet of shales and quartzite, best seen in the Badalgarh fort hill, but

west of this it gradually thins and dies out near Seta.

The Byana sub-group is formed of a white quartzite containing many bands of conglo-

merate. It extends from Byana some miles west, but dies out three or lour miles esist of Seta.

These conglomerate bands are well seen in the hills near Byana. They vary in thickness

from 1 to 20 feet, divided by thin bauds of quartzite. They are made up of pebbles of

quartzite, very similar to those of the lower sub-groups. All of the conglomerate bands die

out within a quarter of a mile of Byana. Above the Byana comes the Damdama 8ub-gruiq>,

composed of an enormous thickness of conglomerate and quartzite. The conglomerate is

made up of pebbles of quartzite, jasper, and white quartz, all more or less water-worn.

Like the other sub-groups, this thins out very rapidly. At Hathoree, where the strike of

the rocks suddenly changes, it is reduced to a few feet ; it expands again a short distance

further south-west, but is eventually overlai)i)ed a few miles south of Nithahar by the

highest sub-group, the Weir.

In a gorge about one and a half miles east of Seta, the Damdama sub-group for a short

distance rests upon a denuded surface of the Badalgarh sub-group ;
further west the lattei

Biib-group dies out and the Damdama rests uneonfornuibly on the Nithahar sub-group-

Those unconformities appear to be local, for to the east of Beta, where good sections of tlio

junctions of the different snb-groups are exposed, no trace of unoonforinity could be detected.

The highest sub-group, the Weir, consists of black slaty shales, and a groat thicknoss of

quartzites. It occupies the broken east and west ridge a short distance north of the Byana

hills. At Hathoree the strike changes to south-west, and at two or three miles south-wost of

Nithahar it overlaps all the other sub-groups and rests upon the schists. This ridge of

Weirs continues in a south-west direction and connects the Byima with the Lalsot hills,

where there is again an enormous thickness of the Alwar (pjarizitea in which presumably all

the sub-groups are represented, but are not distinguishable, as all the couglomerates have dis-

appeared. In the Alwar hills, too, thoso sub-groups caunot be traced, although there is an

equally great thickness of the quartzites, including several thin bauds of conglomeraU^, but

which are very irregular, continuing only a short distance along the strike.

The Arvalis along their south-eastern boundary, between Karauli and the Banas river,

form two synclinals in which both the Alwar quariziUes and the lower portion of the Ajab-

garh groups are exposed. South-west of the Banas a considerable thickness of the Alwar

quartzites, including two or three bauds of trap, is seen in a shallow synclinal in the

Kimtumbour hills.

This boundary of the Arvalis is formed by a fault, on the soutli-eaatern side of wliicli

the top group of the Vindhyans is brought against the Alwar quartzites. lu the two syn-

clinals between Karauli aud the Bauas river, on tho north-west side of the fault, are several

ranges and hills formed of shales and sandstone, probably the represontatives of lower

members of the Vindhyan series.

The rocks of this group occur chiefly in the Alwar hills; but a small thickness of

them is also exposed in tho Kimtumbour bills. In the Alwar bills

Ajabgarh group.
occupy the synclinal trough in the quartzites ol’ Uu‘ Alwai group ,

thc}^ also form the ridges to the east of the town of Alwar. The group euntaixi.’> a consider-
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;iblc tbicknesfi and a pjreat variety of rocks, the principal of which arc limestone, quartzites,

hornstone-breccia, and slates.

The lowest member of the group is a thick band of limestone called the Kushalgarh

limestone. It is generally compact in texture, dark and light blue in color, the two shades

arranged in alternate bands, and frequently contains an abundance of schorl, actinolito, and

tromolite. The hornstone-breccia is generally found on the top of the Kushalgarh limestone,

but is frequently absent. Above this there is a baud of quartzite, upon which rests a con-

siderable thickness of black slates frequently containing garnets and andalusite, capped by a

quartzite, the Berla quartzite.

So far the section of the Ajabgarh group is continuous in the valleys
; but the upper

rocks, being only exposed in the isolated ridges east of Alwar, are difficult to place in the

section. The ridge extending from the Motidongri hill, close to Alwar, composed of alter-

nations of calcareous and quartzite bands, is clearly higher in the section than the Berla

quartzite ; and the Goleta ridge, about six miles east of Alwar, is probably still higher in the

section.

The best sections of the lowest beds of this group are exposed in the Kuslialgarh and

Apibgarh valleys. In the former, from the town of Kushalgarh to the mouth of the valley

at Talbrich, the whole of the bottom of the valley, in places upwards of a mile wide, is

oci’upiod by the Kushalgarh limestone. Higher up the valley, rocks higher in the section

conu^ in. Both the breccia and quartzite are poorly represented, but the black slates are

well developed and include thin and irregular bands of limestone as well Jis one or two bands

of hornblende rock.

A thicker section of the Ajabgarh group is exposed in the Ajabgarh valley. The

Kushalgarh limestone resting upon the Alwar quartzites is soon on both sides, dipping

t*)wards the centre of the valley, though not so continuously on the west as on the east side.

The h()rnstoue-brec(;ia and the quartzites above appear to be very irregularly developed in

this valby. The breccia is nearly continuous on the west side, and there is but little of the

quartzite, but on the cast side, particularly at the northern end, a considerable thickness

of the quartzites, but little of the breccia, is seen. The whole of the centre of the valley

is occupied by the black slates. Those rocks extend into the Narainpur valley as far as

Gazeka Tbaua
;
but north of that there are only a few small hills of slates in the centre,

and some of the limestone and breccia on either side of the valley. The remainder is

covered by the alluvium.

In the Delawas valley, patches of the Kushalgarh limestone are exposed on both sides

of tlio valley ; the higher rocks occupying the centre are covered by the alluvium. Near

Sillisur, about four miles south-west of Alwar, the homstone-breccia above the limestone

is exposed. It is* in some places obscurely bedded, but it generally occurs in great masses

devoid of any structure. It sometimes contains large pebbles of quartzite ; this is the case

at the southern end of the Sillisur lake, where it is largely developed.

The eastern edge of the Alwar quartzites at Alwar, and for a long way south, dips at

an angle of about 80"" to the east under a broken section of the Ajabgarh group, hero repre-

sented by a few hillocks of the Kushalgarh limestone and breccia and the overlying

quartzites. The slates arc entirely covered by the alluvium which extends to the Moti-

dongri ridge, fonned of nearly the highest member of the group.

Of the ridges to the east of the Motidongri ridge many are formed of the rocks of the

Ajabgarh group. Thus, in the hills forming a broken circle a few miles east of Alwar,

in the centre there is a hill of the Alwar quartzites dipping in all directions towards the

edge of the circle and under the encircling ridge of the Ajabgarh rocks consisting, on the
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eastern side, of the black quartzites and slates in which crystals of andulusile arc abundant.

The rocks on the western side are higher in the section. At Loharwarri there i^i a hhu*.k

limestone, probably the same as that in the Motidongri ridge, and over it a considerable

thickness of a rough blue quartzite, largely quarried for grindstones. Between the centre

hill and the ridge are some hillocks formed of the Kushalgarh limestone and breccia.

The four ridges east of Malakheri, something in the shape of an inverted W, form

a double anticlinal in which the Ajabgarh rocks are well represented. In the centre of Ihe

western anticlinal there is a large hill of the Alwar quartzites dipping under the Kushalgarh

limestone and breccia on three sides, viz.y north, cast, and west, above wliich eoine the black

slates with a band of talcose limestone near the base and covered by the Berla ((uartzite,

of which the greater portion of the four ridges is formed. This quartzite requires notice,

as it makes a splendid building stone and is largely quarried for that purposi^
; it is pearly-

grey in color and contains numerous specks of a hhick mineral, probably hornblende.

In the eastern anticlinal a similar scctiou is exposed, with the exception of the Alwar

quartzites in the centre. The western limb of the double antidiniil extends in a northerly

direction as far as Noganwa, where the Alwar «piartzites of the Tigara ridge dip under it;

and in a south-westerly direction, to some miles beyond the Det)ii lake in a synclinal

trough of the Alwar quartzites.

The rocks of this group occur only in the Alwar territory, princij>ally in the north-

west corner of th<‘ State, on the left bank of the Sabi river at Miinthiu
Thu Mattdan group.

^iid Taxing, and at Mandaor, thirty miles to the south-east of

Alwar. The group consists of schists and slates, abounding in crystals of andalusile, staiiro-

tide, garnets and actiuolite, and some thin bands of quartzite intorbedded with tluun.

There is some doubt as to the position of these rocks in the series, or even if tiny ludong

lo the series at all. This doubt arises from their occurring in isolatetl ridges disi'oinuH'ted

from any known rock of the series. Near Barod, however, there is a long hill Ibrnu'd of

the Kushalgarh limestone and breccia, between two ridges of the schists, and separuttjd I'rom

them by about half a mile of alluvium.

Again, at Mandaor, the double ridge of .Mdiidan schists occurs between two ridges of

Alwar quartzites, converging towards the south and both dijjpiug towards tlie schists,

apparently forming a synclinal in which the schists lie. Mineralogically there is little

difference between the Mandan rocks and those of the known Arvali series ;
the A jabgarh

slates containing andalusitc, &c., in the hill east of Alwar, as well as the quartzites, are very

similar to those of the Mdiidan group; so that it seems probable that the Mandan rocks

really belong to the series, and if so they form the highest group here represented.

The lower part of the Alwar quartzites contains numerous bands of contemporam'ous

trap, some of them of considerable thickness and forming hills several

hundred feet high. In some sections they arc very numerous, wliikj

in others they are altogether absent. In the Byana hills there are at least six hands separated

by bands of quartzite. At the southern part of the Alwar hills, for some miles round Telila

and north of Raialo, they are also very numerous. In the Telila section there an? at least

ten separate bands. Again, in the Rimtumhour hills the quartzites include several bands of

trap, one of which is upwards of 160 feet thick. In the northern part of the Alwar hills

a comparatively tliin band of trap is occasionally met with, hut generally it is altogether

absent. In the large accumulations of quartzites in the hills west of Kfijgarh, and also

ill the Lalsol hills, there is no trap in ilie section.
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Mill)}- of iJieso blinds of imp can be traced for several miles; this is particularly the case

with thoii^e west and north-west of liaialo, and also in the Eimtumbour hills; but in other

places, as near Tchla, tliey often die out very suddenly. Occurring on nearly the same fjeolo-

gical horizoii as these traps are some bands of hornbhuide rock, which are probably of ineta-

inorphic origin.

The position of the Arvali series in the scale of Indian formations is somewhat doubtful,

liolations of ArvaliH to other I already stated that it rests nnconformably upon the
forrnatjoiis,

gneiss and the schists, and that outlying ridges and hills pro*

bably belonging to the Vindhyan series rest upon it. The doubtful point then, is the

relative position of the Gwalior and the Arvali series.

The Gwalior series is most largely developed in the neighbourhood of Gwalior, where it

rests uncoil 1‘orniably upon the gneiss of Bundelkhand, and is covered, also unconforinably, by

the Vindhyans. The series there consists of a quartzite-sandstone at base, covered by

many hundred feet of banded jasper, including sev'oral bands of limestone and contempora-

neous trap. The rocks of the series are only slightly disturbed, seldom dijiping at a higher

angle than 5°, and arc much less altered than the Arvali series in Rajputana.

The only representative of the Gwalior series within our area is a long broken ridge of

banded jasper rocks dipping at an angle of between 60° and 80° to north-west near Ilindon,

The ridge runs in a north-east to south-west direction parallel to, and at a varying distance of

200 yards to two or throe miles from, the north-west boundary of the main area of tho

Vindhyan series. TIk^ north-eastern extremity of this ridge extends to within three miles of

tho south-eastern end of the Eyana hills formed of the Arvali scries.

The only rocks seen in contact with tlie handed jasper of the Gwalior ridge at Ilindon

are hoitio liills of quartzite sandstone associated with some red and black slaty shales and

irregular bands of limestone. The quartzite sandstone is in places liighly altered
; but in

others it sliews scarcely any traces of alteration. It is nearly vertical, and the strike is

roughly parallel to that of the banded jasper. All tlic junctions ars concealed by debris
; but

the (juartzite ajipears to rest upon diflerent beds of tbe jasper rock
;
thus at tho northern end

of the ridge the quartzites are on tho southern side, but further south they cross the ridge and

are on the north-west side of it. From the position of tln^sc hills of quartzite sandstone,

and from their being generally less altered than the rocks of the Arvali series, it seems

probable that they are outliers of the Vindhyan scries. On the other hand, the black and red

.^laty shales and limestone are unknown in the lowest bods of the Vindhyans; but somewhat

similar beds occur in the quartzites of tbe Arvalis.

The only other evidence bearing upon this point is the presence of some jasper pebbles

in the conglomerate beds of the Arvali series ; but although these resemble tbe Gwalior

jaspers, they are not sufficiently characteristic to determine the point. The question is one

of much geological interest
;

it would greatly complicate matters to have to make the Arvalis

younger than the Gw’iiliors.

The useful minerals found within our area arc -copper pyrites, rutile, argentiferous

Ecouomio geology. galena, manganese nickel, iron.

Several old copper workings exist, from which through a long series of years a con-

siderable amount of ore has been extracted, but at the present time they are almost entirely

abandoned. The natives say that some of the richest deposits of ore had to be abandoned in

consequence of the intlux of water. In other cases, the richest mines fell together, burying a

number of miners, and have not since beeu re-opened.
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The following is a list of the localities in which copper ore has been worked or traces

of it observed :

—

Daribo.

In the ridge to the west.

Indawas.

Bliangarh.

Tasing.

Kushalgarh.

Baglmni.

P(‘rlal>garh.

North of Nitahar.

Near Oarh in the Lalsot hills.

Lnlsot.

Nabaro.

The most important of these is Daribo in the Alwar territory. The n\ine is sitiiate on

a sharp anticlinal bend, in a thin band of black slates intercalated in the Alwar quartzites.

Formerly the workings consisted of some small pits on the hill-side. Dr. Impey, then

Political Agent at Alwar, had a long adit level driven into the hill to drain these pits. The

level runs in a southerly direction ])aTallel to the strike of the rocks. I could see no trace of a

lode; the ore appears to be irregularly disseminated through the black slates, a few specks

and stains only being seen in the quartzit(«. Where richer nests of ore were mel with, the

miners liavo extended their workings a short distance above or below the level. They state

that a rich nest of ore occurs in a pit sunk below the level near its southern extremity, but

that it had to be abandoned on account of the water.

The copper occurs in the fonn of pyrites mixed with arsenical iron. Small quantities

of carbonate of copper were observed in the mine, probably the result of the decomposition

of the sulphuret. The mine is now nearly abandoned, and but little ore is to be seen
;

1

had some difficulty in finding a piece the size of a hazel-nut. I found traces of copper in some

black slates on the same geological horizon in the ridge a short distance west of Daribo.

Near Indawas there is a long open cutting from 20 to 30 feet deep, from which co})per

ore has been extracted, but the workings are now filled with water. About a mile from those

workings I found some minors engaged in sinking a small pit in the Kushalgarh

limestone, from which they got a little ore. The Bhangarh workings consist of two or thn‘o

small pits now fallen together. I found traces of copper in the Mandan schists near Tasing.

The workings at Kushalgarh, Baghani, and Pertabgarh have been abandoned for many
years. The natives say that at the two latter places the workings wore very extensive, and

that the mines fell together suddenly, burying a large number of men. The workings near

Nitahar, at Garh, Lalsot and Nabaro are very small, and have long since been abandoned.

A few years ago a small deposit of silver-lead ore was discovered in the Kushalgarh

limestone near Gudha, and a pit was sunk in it; but after working for a short time it

was found that the on^ died <nit in every direction. The pit has now fallen together.

Rutile (titanic acid) exists in small quantities in some little quartz veius iu the Motidongri

ridgt‘ a short distance south of Alwar.

Iron ore occurs iu large quantities at two places near the base of the Arvali series,

one near Bhangarh and the other near Rajgarh. They 8up})ly
irou and Manganese.

the ore to a largo number of furnaces in the State. Judging

from the workings, an immense quantity of iron must have been prmluced from those

mines. These excavations are several hundred yards long and, in places, 20 to 30 wide. They

appear to be at an angle to the strike of the beds ; but the rocks arc so disturbed, and the

junctions covered by debris, that I wa.8 not able to determine the point. The following

is an analysis of the ore from Bhangarh : A mixture of limonite and magnetite and

oxide of manganese, containing 59*67 per cent, of iron, and 12*7 of manganese. Large

quantities of a sui>erior iron ore have been raised from the Gwalior rocks in the ridge

near Hiudun.
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When making inquiries for the mineral Saipurite (Jaipurite), a mineral of cobalt found in

,
the Arvali series at the Ketree mines in Shekawattee, I was shewn

NickoL
a hit of iron and the ore from which it had been produced. The

iron was used for cannon balls which flew into a number of fragments when fired. The ore

came from the Bhangarh mine. On analysis both the iron and the ore were found to contain

nickel, in the latter, however, only a trace. I tried to find the ore in site, but was not

successful. I was shown the pit from which it had been taken, but it had fallen in.

Building materials, some of a very superior quality, arc abundant. Limestone capable

of making good lime exists in all parts of the Alwar hills, as well
Building materials. Karauli and on the Banas river.

The ordinary quartzite is a useful stone for rough buildings, walls, &c. But the

Berla quartzite makes an excellent building stone. It is pearly-grey in color, very durable,

not difficult to work and, easily quarried. It is largely quarried at Berla, DaroU, Bharkhol,

Ac.
;
and quarries of it could be opened in any part of the four ridges east of Malakhcri.

A large part of the Rajah s private station at Alwar is built of this stone.

Schistose quartzites used for roofing, flags, Ac., are largely quarried near Rajgarh,

Kirwari, Mandan, and north of Amber. I have seen slabs of this rock nearly 20 feet long and

2 feet wide. The Mandan rock produces large, square, thin slabs.

Finely laminated argillaceous flags, splitting easily along the lamiuie, are procured

from some quarries at Salimpur at the end of the Alipur ridge near the Banganga river.

Slabs of large size, and of any thickness down to half an inch, arc quarried. The stone con-

tains a good deal of iron pyrites, which discolors it when exposed to the weather.

The Ajabgarh slates have been used for roofing most of the stations on the railway. It

is not quarried, that I know of, within our area, but some of the hills in the Ajabgarh

valley would, I think, produce equally good slates.

A talcose limestone at the base of the black slates is used for ornamental purposes,

such as carved door-posts, Ac. It is a soft stone and easily carved.

The Raialo group produces fine marble. The Taj at Agra is, I btflieve, built of it.

It is quarried at Raialo and Jheri
;
and the natives there arc still very clever in making

jatcc or perforated screens. Colored marbles can be had near Kho and Baldcogarh, and

bhuik marble from the Motidongri ridge.

jLiood mill-stones are made from the blue quartzites of the Goleta ridge.

Borinos for Coal in India, bg Theodore W. H. Hughes, f. g. s., Associate, Royal

School of Mines. Geological Survey of India,

The purpose of the present paper is to introduce a series of notices on borings for coal

throughout India, which, it is hoped, will possess some interest and, possibly, be of practical

utility to those whose duties are connected with this branch of mining engineering. The

advantage of having in an accessible form, for purposes of comparison, statistics from

different localities as to method of boring, progress of boring, cost of boring, Ac., will, I

trust, be appreciated by those interested in this matter, and in time acknowledged by a

greater readiness on the part of individuals and associations to supply information than has

as yet been evinced. Up to the present I am unable to quote beyond the cxi}eriences at the

Government borings. Such as they are, they are here offered as measures of comparison.
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breadth as the cuttinp^ edge. By adopting this plan of shaping, instead of allowing the

smith to diminish the width of the tool throughout the length iudicated, a smooth hole can

be made at the same time that the chisel is advancing. For boring through stiff clays, an S

chisel is a convenient form, as it penetrates less, if the drop be carelessly increased, than does

the straight bit, and consequently is not so likely to stick. The auger is preferred by some.

Bespecting the question, which is the most efficient pattern of tool for a given kind of

work, I have remarked that a good deal depends upon the predilection of the workmen, and

that the best results are attained by adhering to the form of chisel they have been first

accustomed to handle. For general usefulness, however, there is little doubt that the

straight bit claims pre-eminence. For stiff clays, I would recommend the Schisel, and for

soft clays the auger. In moderately free sandstones and shales, the S chisel will do excellent

work, and it may be used as a substitute for the straight bit. In the ordinary grits of the

coal-measures it fails to make the same amount of way.

To clean the hole, a pump or sludger provided with an ordinary flap-valve, or else a

Cleanin tools
ball-valvo, was employed. It possesses an advantage over the

wimble and other revolving tools used for clearing, in that it may

bo lowered and raised by means of a rope, and the time occupied in connecting and discon-

necting the rods is saved. The ball-valve is a very simple and convenient form of valve to

jidopt, as it does not get out of order, but the balance of general opinion is, I believe, in

favor of the ordinary flap-valve.

For most of the bore boles, only a few lengths of piping besides the guide tube were

required. When the fear of any clay swelling arose, it was fouud

well to push operations on without cessation, and to work night, m
well ns day, shifts. This usually obviated the necessity for lining. The most intractable

rock was running sandstone, and experience provcnl that when the difficulty of keeping a

hole was due to this cause, it was an economy of time and labor to shift to a fresh position if

piping were not available.

The rate of progress varied according to the rocks to be bored through, trap being the

most refractor^' and ordinary fclspailiic sili(;ious sandstone the most

easy to deal with. In a sciale of li-actability th(,‘y stand in the

following order—-a wide difference of degree separating trap and ironstone from the rest:—

Rale of progress.

1. Trap. 4. Clay.

2. Ironstone. 5. Coal.

3. Vitreous (|uartzose sandstone. 6. Shale.

7. Ordinary sandstones.

Below will be found in tabular form the speed at which some of the holes in the Wardha
Valley were put down, and the cost of cooly-labor divided over each foot or yard. There

were usually three shifts of workmen in the 24 hours when the holes were being continuously

pushed forward. Each shill consisted of twelve coolies and two mates or brace-head men as

a rule, but sometimes an additional couple were put on, if the hole was a troublesome one,

making sixteen men in all. The pay of the coolies was 4 annas a day, the pay of the mates 5

annas. An overseer on Bs. 25 to 35 a mouth looked after one and sometimes two bore holes.

The returns that I quote are those furnished to me by Mr. Ness and by Mr. Smyth.

Each has adopted a form which I publish as received.
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In the statement of expenses made by Mr. Ness there is a regular augmentation

in the price of labor for every additional ten yards, equal to the cott of the firet ten.

Mr. Smyth has entered more into details, and thus rendered his returns more useful and

more interesting. There is no regular rate of increase in the charges.

The deepest hole (that of Pisgaon No. 9) 333 feet in depth, occupied only 43 days, and

was put down at an average speed of 20 feet a day for the Jirsf 100 feet, 8 feet 4

inches a day for the second 100 feet, 5 feet a day for the third 100 I'wt, and 5 feet

6 inches for the portion of the fourth 1(X) feet. This is a rate of progvess which, I thinks

must be admitted to bo satisfactory. The rocks are principally sandstone, but there are

some bands of clay, and these reduced the averages of speed considerably. The following

is the section of the strata passed through :

—

Pisgaon—No. 9. W(TN District. Ft. III.

1. Surface soi ... . • . 6 0

2. Sandstone, yellow ... 12 0
3. Ditto, red ... ... 1 0

4. Ditto, yellow ... ... 15 0

5. Ditto, red ... ... 6 0

6. Ditto, reddish-yellow ... 10 0

7. Ditto, yellow ... 1 •• 9 0

8. Ditto, red ... ... ... ••• 17 0

9. Ditto, yellow ... ... 2 0

10. Ditto, reddish -yellow ... ... 3 0

11. Ditto, red ... ... 14 0

12. Ditto, yellow ... 1 0

13. Ditto, red ... ... 6 0

14. Ditto, yellow ... ... 2 0

15. Ditto, red ... ... 2 0

16. Clay, red ... ... ... 7 0

17. Sandstone, red ... ... 10 0

18. Ditto, yellow ... ... 9 0

19. Ditto, red ... ... 4 0

20. Ditto, yellow ... ... 4 0

21. Ditto, red ... ... ... 7 0

22, Ditto, yellow ... ... ... 7 0

23. Ditto, red ... ^ ••• ... 3 0

24. Ditto, yellow ... 34 0

26. Black carbonaceous earth ••• ... ... 2 0

26. Clay .. ... •M 9 0

27. Sandstone, white ... ••• 22 0
28. Clay, blue ... 4 0

29. Sandstone, white ... 33 0

30. Clay, blue ... ... ... 8 0

31. Sandstone, white ... 40 0

32. Clay ... ••• ... 2 0

33. Clay, grey micaceous ... 3 0

34. Sandstone, white ... Mi 20 0

Totii, 333 0
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Not® on the Geology op India, hy Be. W. Waagen, formerly Talceontologist to

the Geological Survey of India.

(Translated from the ** Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Geselhchaftf

Vol. XXVIII, p. 644, 1876.)*

The work which I do myself the honor of presenting to you is only in its later parts of

very recent date. The first fasciculus has been already more than two years published. I

have, however, noticed the general results only in a concluding chapter ; and it is those

especially which can be of general interest.

First, to rectify some errors which occurred owing to my illness and the consequent

impossibility of my personal supervision of the preparation of the plates, I must mention

that the last plate is altogether a failure, only the figure of Crioceras australe being recog-

nisable. Instead of Amm. Deshayesi there is figured the fragment of a Planulata from the

Macrocephalus-beds, under the title of Amm, Martini;*' and the true Martini is ex-

hibittid as “ Amm. DeshayesiI' but delineated so that the figure is quite useless for the

recognition of the species.f Other errors, such as the misnumbering of one plate, are easily

detected and are therefore of less consequence.

The most striking result of the study of the Cutch ammonites is that the species

identical with those of Europe are here also distributed strictly in the same horizons as have

been distinguished there. This discovery is, indeed, due less to mo than to the late Dr.

Stoliezka, who, although fully conviTU‘.ed before his visit to Cutch that it is impossible to

identify the European horizons in India, could not escape making the stratigraphical groups I

have adopted in this work, and which do conform to the arrangement of the European zones.

It is also a very noteworthy fact, that among the ammonites the Macrocephala have a

very different distribution in India from what they have in Europe ; for they still occur

numerously in a zone corresponding to that of the Pelt, transversarium in Europe. The

species are, no doubt, clearly distinct from those of Europe ;
still they belong to the Macroce-

phala.

I have only noticed these two facts cursorily. I wish to speak more fully of the dis-

tribution of the Jurassic strata in India, for upon this particularly depends to a certain ex-

tent the apprehension of Indian geology. It has been long known that the peculiar rela-

tion of Indian strata is that, while nearly the entire mesozoic formations are represented in

the peninsula itself by thick sandstone deposits (Rajmahal, Mahadeva, Jubbulpur, &c.) with

plant-impressions and some vertebrate remains, on passing to the North-West Himalaya

one finds numerous marine fossils, which give certainty in the discrimination of the fonnations.

On this account, according to Blanford’s example, a Himalayan and a Peninsular type have

been distinguished, and the areas compared with the alpine and extra-alpine formations of

Europe. Only the Punjab does not seem to fit in this place, for there we find exclusively

marine fossils, although one can scarcely place the neighbourhood of the Indus delta with

the Himalaya. As a fact, however, this is the key to the solution of the whole problem.

This communication was made by Dr. Waagen on the occasion of presenting his work in the Palfeontologia

Indioa to the German Geological Society. Besides its direct bearing upon the geology of India, the paper ia in

many ways so illustrative, that it is worth wliile to reproduce it here.—-H. B. M.

t A now plate is in hand, which will bo sont to replace the defective one.—H, B. Bl.
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In passing eastwards from the marine strata in Cnteli and Rajputana, one comes at

once upon the crj^stalline range of the Aravalis, to the south-east of which we only find the

barren sandstones of the peninsular area. The Aravali range was never crossed by the sea

(till the cretaceous period), and we have in the formations of the Peninsular type deposits

from inland waters, which are manifold in their arrangement and therefore difficult to

affiliate individually. They must, however, altogether belong to the Trias-jura period.

If we follow the crystalline rocks of the Aravali northwards, they become lost under the

alluvial, nummulitic, or younger tertiary formations ;
hut we behold to our astonishment

that in the Himalaya, in the neighbourhood of Simla, the first crystalline ridge performs the

same function as the Aravalis in the south,—namely, the separation of the fossiliferous

marine clays and limestones from the thinly fossiliferous sandstone deposits. Poor Medlicoit

was wrongfully so much decried for his description of the neighbourhood of Simla. It is

only natural that his Krol and Blini groups, if indeed they are not nummulitic, should not

be found north of the first crystalline ridge ;
one must rather look for their equivalents in

the south in Central India.*

The first crystalline range does not, however, remain the dividing line throughout the

entire length of the Himalaya ; for to the south-east in Sikkim the marine strata are already

entirely cut out, and only one locality is known containing fossil plants. The sedimentary

rocks are, moreover, here in great part converted into crystalline schists. The dividing lino

must cross to the north somewhere in Nepal and so extend into Tibet.

Thus is India traversed by an ancient coast-line which began with the Aravalis, probably

reached the Himalaya west of Simla, then followed for a stretch the first crystalline axis

and turned northwards in Nepal cutting obliquely across the whole Himalayan range.

It seems, therefore, that the peninsula belonged to a great continent which probably included

China, the Himalayan peninsula, the Archipelago and Australia, perhaps even a part of

Oceania. The configuration was constant, with slight alterations, during the Trias-jura;

great depressions set in with the chalk, which determined a great encroachment of these

deposits, but already in mesozoic times India formed a peninsula as today, as is shown by the

presence of triassic rocks in Burma, and marine jurassics north of Madras, which indicate

a bay like that of Bengal.

The sea surrounding this peninsula was no doubt connected on the north with the

European seas,—for how else could these seas have so many species in common P On tho

south it stretched away to east and west, as testified by the Jurassic beds of South Africa

and Australia, allied to those of India.

Especially remarkable is it that the Himalayan jura, although so near, is almost less

like the Cutch jura than is the jura of West Australia
;

it is more like the Russian jura.

Thus it would follow that the jura of Europe, Cutch and Australia, although in different

provinces, forms in a manner a whole that one may at least designate as a homozoic girdle,

while ther jura of Spiti must indicate a similar girdle, to which that of Russia and Siberia

must be affiliated.

* We were not aware of the criticisma referred to ; bnt It would have been more to the point if Dr. Waagen had

informed his hearers that several years lator Dr. Btoliezka, tho only competent observer who has visited both

grounds, did identify conjectnraily the Krol and Blini bods with the Triassic and Silurian beds of Tibet (see

Memoirs Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol. V, p. 141). The conjecture still stands for what it may be worth. Dr. Waagen

never set foot on Himalayan ground proper, «. east of tho Jhelutn.^H. B. M.
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Finally, I may mention that a part of the original specimens for the work before us

seem to have been mislaid or lost during the transfer to the new museum building, as I am
informed from Calcutta that several of the originals are not to be found.’*^

Noth.—This key to the geology of India la one of the oldest on onr bunch. But somehow the author of the
paper must have taken a wrong impression of it, for his copy sticks in the look. At least it seems curiotis how the
recognition of the trans-Arvali rocks as belonging to the Himalayan region, should lead directly to the conclusion;

that the jurassics of Western India are more related to those of the antipodes than to those of the Himalayas,

There must have been some difficult navigation round that ancient mesozoic coast-line, the course of which we
hero And traced with such accuracy, even into regions whose geology is absolutely unknown.

To any one who has attempted to understand the meaning of the correlation of widely separated deposits, oven

firom copious fossil evidence, the assurance with which such eoncluBions as these are put forward will suggest want

of confidence. If to the intrinsic uncertainties it bo added that the data in this case are not abundant and have

been only partially worked out, that collateral stratigraphical conditions are ignored, assumed, or misstated, the

Impression of doubt will become one of despair. The paper is one of a kind that is now only too common. The
production of them is no doubt encouraged by the principle of mutual laudation which is the evil spirit of scienti-

fic societies. A curious collection, illustrative of this class of literature, might be made under the title. Oracular

Paleontology. It must bo a survival (largely Teutonic) of the barbaric instinct to deal in mysteries. The saying

Arago applied to the geologists of his day may now be more fittingly addressed to their colleagues--" Jc ne con^ia

pas comment deux pures paloontologues pouveut se rogarder sans rire."

U. B. M.

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

(January to March 1877.)

Fossils from six localities of the Gondwana and intertrappean rocks

near Waroi’a ... ... ... ... Walter Ness, Esq.

A large slab of coal-shale with plant-fo.ssiIs from Kiirbiirbari; and

rock specimens from the boulder-bed in the Talchirs ... Irwiiie J. Whitty, Esq.

Magnetite and specular iron crystals from Ilenjam Island, Persian

Gulf ... ... ... ... ... Captain A. Stiffe.

Sulphur, from the neighbourhood of Sibi in Kandahar territory, east

ofDadur ... ... ... ... W. C. Furnivall, Esq,

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY

From Ist January to 31st March 1877.

Titles of Books, Donors,

Bkvbridoe, H.—The District of Bakargunj, its history and statistics (1876), 8vo., London,

Capron, H.—Repoi;t8 and official letters to the Kaitakushi (1876), 8vo., Tokei.

Sir Harry Paekes, Yedo.

Dumas, B.—Statistique G^ologiqne, Mineralogique, Metallurgiqne, et Pal6ontologique du

Gard, Parts 1 and 2 (1875-76), 8vo., Paris.

Eastern Persia, 1870-72, Yol. 1, Geography with narrative, by Sir F. J. Goldsmid, and

Vol. II, Zoology and Geology, by W. T. Blanford (1876), 8vo.,

London.

India Office.

* Every one of the originala is now in Hs place in the new maaeum.«*H. B. M.
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Encyclopffidia Britannica, Vol. V, 9th Edition (1876), 4to., Edinhnrgh.

Oaudey, a.—

S

ur la ddconverte de Batracicns dans le terrain priinaire (1875), 8vo., Meulau.

Heeb, De. 0.—Flora fossilis helvetiro. Dio Vorweltliche Flora der Schweiz, Lief I (1876).

4to., Zurich.

Heeb, Peof.—The Primseval World of Switzerland, Vols. I and IT (1876), 8vo., London.

Just, De. Leopold.—Botanischer Jahresbericht, Jahrgang (1873-74), 8vo., Berlin,

Kbopotkin, P.—Orography of Eastern China (1876), 8vo., St. Petersburg.

Lutnes le duc de.—Voyage d’ Exploration a la Mer Morte, a Petra et sur la Rive Gauche
du Jourdain, Vol. Ill (1870), 4to.. Paris.

Maecou, Jules.—Explication d’une seconde edition de la carte Gdologique de la Terre (1876),

4to., Zurich.

ScHiMPEB, W.—Handbuch der Palajontologie, Band 1, Lief I (1876), 8vo., Miinchen.

Tate, R., and Blake, J. F.—The Yorkshire Lias (1876), 8vo., London.

WiNKLEE, T. C.— Deuxi^rno Mdmoire sur des dents de poissons fossiles du terrain bruxellien

(1874), 8vo., Haarlem.

„ I^tudo sur le Genre Mystriosaurus (1876), 8vo., Haarlem.

„ Le Pterodactylus Kochi du Musde Teyler (1874), 8vo., Haarlem.

,, Memoire sur quelques restes de poissons du systeme hoersien (1874), 8ro.,

Haarlem.

„ Musee Teyler. Catalogue Systematique de la collection Paldontologique,

Supplement II (1870), 8vo., Haarlem.

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c.

American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol. XII, No. 72—XIII, Nos. 73 and 74

(1876-77), 8vo., New Haven.

The Editobs.

Annales des Mines, 7th Series, Vol. IX, livr. 3 (1876), 8vo., Paris.

L’Admins. des Mines.

Annales des Sciences Naturellos, Series I, Vols. I (1824)—^XXX (1833) ; Series II, Vols I

(1834)-XX (1843) ;
Series III, Vols. I (1844;-~-XX (1853) ; Series

IV, Vols. I (1864)-XX (1863) ;
and Series V, Vols. I (1864)—

XX (1874), with 9 Vols. of Plates and Atlas, 8vo., Paris.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Series, Vols. XVIII, No. 108—XIX,
Nos. 109-110 (1876-77), 8vo„ London.

Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, Vol. XXXI, heft 6 (1866), and XLII, heft 3 (1866 and 1876),

8vo., Berlin.

Geographical Magazine, Vols. Ill, Nos. 11 and 12 ; and IV, No. 2 (1876-77), royal 8vo.,

London.

Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. Ill, No. 12, and Vol. IV, Nos. 1 and 2

(1876-77), 8vo., London.

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Series, Vol. XVI, No. 4 (1876), 8vo., Paris.

London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 6th Series,

Vols. II, No. 13—III, No. 16 (1876-77), 8vo., Loudon.

Nature, Vol. XV, No. 370, to Vol. XVI, No. 383 (1876-77), 4to., London.
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Titles of Books, Donors,

Noues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologic, und Palseontologie, Jahrg. 1876, heft 8 and 9,

and 1877, heft 1 (1876-77), 8vo., Stuttgart.

Pbtebmann, Db. a.—

G

eographiBche Mittheiliingen, Band XXII, Nos. 11 and 12, and

XXIII, No. 1 (1876-77), 4to., Gotha.

„ Geographische Mittheilungen, Supplement, Band XLIX (1876), 4to.,

Gotha.

PoGGENDORPF, J. C.—Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Band 169, Nos. 11 and 12, and

Supplement, Band I, No. 1 (1876-77), 8vo., Leipzig.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Vol. VI, No. 23 (1877), 8vo.,

Roorkee.

Thomason College op Civil Enginbebing.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, Vol. LXV, (1877), 8vo., London.

„ of Science, Vol. LIII (1877), 8vo., London.

The Athenaeum, Nos. 2562-2576 (1876-77), 4to., London.

The Chemical News, Vols. XXXIV, No. 887, to XXXV, No. 900 (1876-77). 4to., London.

The Colliery Guardian. Vols. XXXII, No. 830, to XXXIII, No. 843 (1876-77).

The Milling Journal, with Supplement, Vols. XLVI,No. 2153, toXLVII, No. 2166 (1876-77),

fol., Loudon.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c.

Hydbabad.—Report on the Administration of the Hydrahad Assigned Districts for the

year 1875-76 (1876), 8?o., Hydrahad.

The Resident, Hydbabad.

India.—General Report on the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India

during 1875-76 (1877), flsc., Dehra Dun.

Department of Revenue, Agriculture and Commerce.

„ Indian Meteorological Memoirs, Vol. I, Part 1 (1876), 4to., Calcutta.

The Meteobological Repobteb.

„ List of Officers in the Survey Departments on the 1st October 1876 (1876), flsc.,

Calcutta.

Department of Revenue, Agriculture and Commerce.

„ Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department,

No. 129. Report on the Political Administration of the Rajputana

States for 1875-76 (1876), 8vo., Calcutta,

Foreign Department.

„ Taylob, a. D.—General Report on the Operations of the Marine Survey of India

from 1874 to end of 1875-76 (1876), flsc., Calcutta.

Department of Revenue, Agbicultubb and Commerce.

India.—Vanbenen, Col. D. C.—General Report on the Operations of the Revenue Surveys

of India for 1875-76 (1876), flsc., Calcutta.

Revenue Survey.

Mysore.—Report on the Administration of Mysore for 1876-76 (1876), 8vo., Bangalore.

Chief Commissioner of Mysore.
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Punjab.—Report on the Administration of the Punjab and its Dependencies for 1876-76

(1876), 8vo., Lahore.

The Punjab Government.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OP SOCIETIES.

Belfast.— Proceedings of the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society for the

Session 1876-76 (1876), 8vo., Belfast.

The SuciETV,

Berlin.—Monatsbericht der konig. Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin,

August—October (1876), 8vo., Berlin.

The Academy.

Zeitschrift fiir die Gesammten Naturwissenschaften, Band XXI (1863), XXTII

(1864), and XXXI (1868) to XXXIV (1869), and new serie.s,

Vols. 1 (1870) to XIV, heft 9 (1876), 8vo., Berlin.

Breslau.—Dreiundfiinfzigster Jahresbericht der Schlesischen Gesellschiift fiir Vater-

liindische cultur (1876), 8vo., Breslau.

The Society.

Budapest.—Tenneszetrajzi Fiizetek, Vol. I, Part 1 (1877), 8vo., Budapest.

Hungarian Institute.

Calcutta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. XLV, Part I, No. 3

(1876), 8vo., Calcutta.

The Society.

Proceeditigs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. IX and X (1876), 8vo.,

Calcutta.

The Society.

Copenhagen.—Oversight over det kongl. danske Videnskabernes Selskales, 1875, Nos. 2

and 3, and 1876, No. 1 (1876), 8vo., Copenhagen.

The Academy.

Dublin.—Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, Series II, Vol. I, Nos. 10 and 11, and

Vol. II, Nob, 4—6 (1874-76), 8vo., Dublin.

The Academy.

Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Series II, Vol. XXV, No. 20, and

XXVI,* Nos. 1—6 (1875-76), 4to. Dublin.

The Academy.

Lausanne.—Bulletin de la Societo Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles, 2nd Series, Vol. XIV,
No. 76 (1876), 8vo., Lausanne.

The Society.

London.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. VI,

No. 2 (1876), 8vo., London.

„ Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool, Vol. XXX
(1876), 8vo., London.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Vol. XXV, Nos, 173— J75 (1876),

8vo., London.

The Society,
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London.—Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. XXXII, Part IV,

No. 128, with list of Fellows for 1876 (1876), 8vo., London.

The Society.

Madrid.— Boletin de la Sociedad Geografica de Madrid, VoL I, Nos. 1 and 2 (1876), 8vo.,

Madrid.
The Society.

Manchesteb.—Catalogue of the books in the Library of the Literary and Philosophical

Society of Manchester (1876), 8vo., Manchester.
The Society.

„ Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, 3rd Series

Vol. V (1876), 8vo., Manchester.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, Vols.

XIII (1874)—XV (1876), 8vo., Manchester.

The Society.

„ Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. XIV, Nos. 6 and 7

(1876), Syo., Manchester.
The Society.

Melbourne.—Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 30th

September 1876 (1876), flsc., Melbourne.

Government Mining Department, Victoria.

Munchen.—

A

bhandlungen dor Math. Phys. classc der konig Bayer Akademie der Wissen-

schaften, Band XII, Abth. 2 (1876), 4to., Munchen.

The Academy.

Sitzungsberichte der Math. Phys. classc der konig Bayer Akademie der Wissen-

schaften. Band XII, Abth. 2, 1876, heft 3, and 1876, heft 1

(1875-76), 8vo., Munchen.
The Academy.

Neuchatel.—Bulletin de la Socicte des Sciences Naturelles de Neuchatel, Vol. X, Part 3

(1876), 8vo., Mcuchatel.

The Society.

New Zealand.—Eleventh Annual Report of the Colonial Museum and Laboratory during

1876-76 (1876), 8vo., New Zealand.

J. Hkctob, Esq.

Paris.—Bulletin de la Society Geologique de France, 3rd Seiies, Vol, III, No. 12, and

Vol. IV, Nos. 4 and 6 (1876), 8vo., Paris.

The Society.

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LXXII, Nos. 5 and 6,

and LXXIII, Nos. 1 and 2 (1876-77), 8vo., Philadelphia.

- The Institute.

Plymouth.—Report and transactions of the Devonshire Association, Vol. VIII (1876), 8vo.,

Plymouth.
The Association,

Rome.—Atti della R, Accademia dei Lincei, Series III, Vol. I, Nos. 1 and 2 (1877), 4to.,

Rome.
The Academy.
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Romb.**--Cabutti, D.—Di Giovanni Eckio e della Instituzione deir Accademia dei Lincei,

(1877). 4to., Rome.
The Academy.

„ Bollettino R. Oomitato Geologico d* Italia, Nos. 11 and 12 (1876), 8vo., Rome.

The Geological Commission.

Stuttoabt.—WUrttemborgische Naturwissenchaftliche Jahresliefte, Jabrg. XXIV, heft 3,

and XXV (1869) to XXXII (1876), 8vo., Stuttgart.

ToBONTO.—Canadian Journal of Science and Arts, New Series, Vol. XV, No. 3 (1876), 8vo.,

Toronto.
The Canadian Institute.

Tuein.—Atti della R. Accademia della Scienze di Torino, Vol. XI, Nos. 1-—6 (1876), Svo.,

Torino.

The Academy.

„ Bt)llettiiio deir Osservatorio della I’egia Universita di Torino, Anno IX and X
(1875-76), 4to., Torino.

The Academy.

„ Memorie della Reale Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, 2nd Series, Vol. XXVIII
(1876), 4to., Torino.

The Academy.

Vienna.—Jahrbucb der k. k. Geologiscben Reitdisanstalt, Band XXVI, No. 2 (1876), 8vo,,

Wien.
The Institute.

„ Verhandlungcn dor k. k. Geologiscben Reichsanstalt, Band XXVI, No. 2, 1876,

Nos. 7—10 (1876), 8vo., Wien.
The Institute.

Wurzburg.—Wurzburger NaturwissenschafLlichc Zeitscbrift, Baud 1 (1860)—VI (1866),

8 VO., Wurzburg.

A/>ril I2lh. lS/7

.
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Note on the tertiary zone and underlying bocks in the north-west Panjar,

BY A. 13. Wynne, F.G.S., Oeologlcal Survey^ India,

The object of these notes is to give some account of the westward continuation of the

tertiary band wliich forms tlie subject of Mr. Mcdlicott’s paper or the Jamii Hills

(Records, Vol. IX, p. 40), and is also referred to in Mr. Lydokkor's paper on the Pir Panjiil

(same volume, p. 155).

Both of these papers deal with the tertiary rocks about the valley of the river Jheluin

and to the south-eastward of that re<jion, while I propose to consider those forming the Rawal-

pindi plateau and stretching westward to the Afgh&n Frontier.*

* DeKidAEi tho two special papers mentioned, there are several others, amongst which those inclndocl in the

following condensed list are of more or less importance, each containing some information about the district :

—

1. Vieary Upper Panj4b and Peshawar Q. J1 Gool. Soc. Lond., Vol. vil., p. 38.

2. Ploming Salt Range • . ,11. As. S. Beng., Vols. xvii— xxii.

3. Theobald Ditto Ditto do. do., Vol. xxiii, 1854.

4. Ditto from Potwar Records, Gcol. Sur. Ind., Vol x, pt, 1.

6. Falconer Torty. fossils of E- Salt Range, &c Jl. As. S. Bong., Vol. xxiii, 1864.

6. Murchison Salt Range Q. Jl. Geol, Soc. Lond., Vol. ix, p. 89.

7. Vercbere aud do Vornoul Himalaya and Afghan Mountains ... Jl. Ah. S. Bong., Vols. xxxv and xxxvi.

8. Lyman Report on Panjdb OiMands Public Works Depl.; Lahore, 1870.

9. Wan gen Carboniferous Ammonites, Salt Kango Mum. Gool. Sur. Ind., Vol. ix, pt. 2.

10. Ditto JMurree Hills Records, Gcol. Sur, Ind,, Vol. v, pt. 1.

11. Wartb Salt Range Reports, Inld. Revenuo, 1809 et uch.

12. Waagen and Wynne Sir Ban Mountain Mem. Geol. Sur. Ind., Vol. ix, pt. 2.

13. Lydekkor Tertiary Afrtmiwoltflf Records, ditto ditto, Vol. ix, pts. 3 and 4,

14. Ditto Nf'w Vertehrata (a) Ditto, ditto ditto, Vol. x, pt. 1.

16. Ditto DiMo Pal. Indica, Vols. 1 & 2, 8cr. x.2.

16. Wjnue Upper Panjttb (6) Q. Jl. Gcol. Soc. Lond., Vol. xxx, p. 61.

17. Ditto Trans-Indus Salt Region (c) Mem. Gcol. Sur. Ind., Vol, xi, pi. 2.

18. Ditto Mt. Tilla, Salt Range Records, ditto ditto Vol. iii, pt. 4.

10. Ditto Pt. of Upper Panjab Ditto, ditto ditto, Vol. vi, pt. 3.

20. Ditto Murreo Ditto, ditto ditto, Vol. vii, pt. 2.

21. Ditto Kharisn Hills Ditto, ditto ditto, Vol. viii, p. 48,

(a.) In this paper a specimen of Myliohatin is said to have been sent by me from Rauh ; it is apparently from
Katwar on the Salt Range, ami was, I think, collected by Dr. Waagon.

(6.) Advantage may be taken of this opportunity to amend a few passages in this paper by knowlcvlge since
obtained: p. 62, the Siwaliks being mloccno is now doubtful (Mr, Lydekker's papers, cii.l. Table to face p. 63,
last column the Tagling limestone is, ancording to Dr. Stoliezka, liossic ; but in comparing tho Sir Ran section
with the Himalayan series it is placed as triassic, p. 64. The Phneh limestone has been since thought carboniferous,
not Krol, p. 70. The conjecture as to there being hill-nummulitio beds near Uri in Kashmir was not supported
by a subsequent observation, p. 74. In the section at Dandli, the beds dZ have been found to overlie el (Records,
Vol. ii, p. 63).

(c.) Alterations necessary from subsequent information are mentioned in Mr, Medlioott’s paper on JamCi.
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I do not at present intend to pass beyond the subject of the tertiary zone further than

to indicate briefly the rocks forming its supporting trough ;
and my notice of the newer

formations will require less detail, because the rocks of the Salt Hcgion beyond the Indus

have been already described by me’*'^ as well as those of smaller areas in other parts of the

district,t while a Memoir on the Geology of the Salt Range is in the press.

I must refer to Mr. MedlicoU’s paper, just now mentioned, for an account of the

important changes aflecting the tertiary zone on its passage from the country iu which

it was first examined by himself towards this district. Following out the geological

features, ho finds nearly every striitigraphical peculiarity of the Simla area vanish to

the west. Though the upper and lower members of the great tertiary formation continue,

the close identification of the intervening groups is still somewhat conjectural owing to

the changes referred to.

The discovery that the whole zone was subject to such extensive modification as

the total disappearance of marked unconformities, great boundary faults dying out by

conversion into axes of contortion, or disappearing amid parallel stratification, was wanted

to reconcile the earlier observations made in the Simla area with my own later ones in

tliis district The diversity of structure in the two regions will account for my having found it

impossible to say which portions of the great conformable series in this part of the Panjab

represented each of the more clearly defined tiiscordant groups of the Simla area
;

parti-

cularly as there is a prevalent general similarity throughout all the upper groups.

One of the local changes within the tertiary zone which may he analogous to the

lateral variation aflecting the whole formation as it passes westward, is the almost total

absence of the very lowest beds of the sandstone series (as deviioped to the north) along

ihe southern or Salt Range side of the trough. On the Himalayan side the uppermost

nummulitic beds pass by alternation into the lowest part of the Murree group. On the

Salt Range the junction is sharply defined, the parallelism of the stratification being the

same iu both cases.

Bordering this range there is a band iu the sandstone series remarkable for the predomi-

nance of red clays, wliich, from its colour and nature, led me to suggest its being representa-

tive of the lower beds to tbe north. Below thie zone, often close to the limestone, fossil

exogenous timber is frequently found associated with reptilian remains. Similar petrified

wood occurs in less quantity at a considerable distance upwards among tlie Murree beds on

the northern side of the trough and Traus-lndus
; but the red zone of the north, if present

towards the Salt Range, is not sufficiently marked to be distinguishable. If this fossil

wood can he relied upon to fix an horizon, it shows that a large part of the basal sandstone

and clay series of the north side of the trough had died out in south and south-westerly

directions.

In the Journal of the Geological Society of London,t I have discussed one of the most

peculiar features of the country"—tlie marked abnormal contact which forms the main northern

boundary of the detrital tertiary rocks : it is not a single continuous fracture, but composed

sometimes of several contiguous lines of displacement, amounting to more than ordinary

faulting, inasmuch as it is generally attended by strong inversion of the outer rocks; and
whether the ground it traverses be at an elevation of only one or of six thousand feet,

nearly the same group of the upper nummulitic beds is always exposed along its southern

side. On tbe other side of the line both nummulitic and Jurassic formations are in

contact with these upper beds, which occasionally transgress its limits.

See Nofl. 17, &e., of lUt. t See 0 . 10 of lilt.
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From its evident connexion with the Himalayan hills, I have attributed this abnormal

contact to the out-thrust of the mountain mass on settlement, producing complicated

inversion or oblique displacement. Although I do not think there is concealed unconformity

present between the nummulitic groups on each side, I am not prepared to say there is

absolutely none, nor can I venture to decide at what post-eocene period the dislocation

took place.

The sub-division of tho upper part of the great tertiary zone to the east has been

carried out chiefly on the basis of slight lithological differences, or marked physical breaks,

without collateral aid from the fauna so long known to exist abundantly in the nowiU’

beds. In this western district, these breaks being absent and fossil bones and teeth occur-

ring also at lower stages than the usual horizon, the separation of groups has been still

more tentative. It remains to he seen how far these divisions may be supported by palaeon-

tology, for tho stratigraphical distribution of tlie fossils has not yet been flxed.

Amongst the lowest tertiary beds, iho greater limestone groups of this district aro

conspicuous. The intervening band between these and the sandstones, Ac., ba« been identi-

tied as Sabjithu (in ])art), but the upper menihcrs of tho triple Sirmur group, peculiar

to the middle Himalayan area, have their nearest equivalent in the “Mnrrt'e beds,'* transi-

tionally overlying the upper miminnlitic roeks here. The higher portion of these Mnrree

beds would also secun to occu]\y the pla<*e of the Nahan group, and they pass upwards

into the Siwalik sub-divisions, continuous with those of the adjoining Jamu country.

The local characters of each of the four largo nummulitic areas of this oountiy present

themselves strongly ; the groat limestone covering the Salt Range diders entirely from tho

even more largely developi‘d nummulitic limestone of tho outer Himalayan hills, and tho

upper transitional mimmulitic group on that side of the basin shows both affinities

and differences compared with the limestones beyond the Indus. These last are distinguished

from all the rest by their close association with tho great rock-salt deposits ol‘ that country

and its overlying gypsum, a rock, however, frequently occurring in smaller uiassos among tho

upper nummulitic beds conterminous with tlie outer Himalayas.

The question has been raised wbetber the whole of the great nuinroulitic limestones of

this country are not merely equivalents of j>arts of the Sahathu zone of the 8im]a and

Jamu ureas.* I have concluded that these massive limestone groups occupy a lower place

or places in tho series than the variously-eoloured and luixcd calcareous and earthy (Sahathu)

deposits, for the following reasons:—These beds of limesiono, clay, and sandstone (here

recoginsed as Sahathu) enter and leave the district as a more or loss distinct hand, oxtornai

to the hill nummulitics, and passing into the overlying sandstone and clay scries. These

mixed beds, as an assemblage, differ from the mass of the limestones on the inner sido

of their boundary-fault or line of abnormal contact. That feature and tho disturbed

condition of the ground prevent the sequence from being seen, but towards the same sido of

the trough, in the Khairo Murut ridge, I have found a section at a place called Ohorgali

clearly showing the whole of the local upper group resting confonnably upon the more

massive and clearer limestone of the older part of the series (see p. 118). Both groups being

jjresent in the same section, one cannot be the representative of the other.f

* Meiutrs. Medlicott and Lydekktr'H papers alluded to at commenccmcat.

+ Accepting Mr. Wynne'a use of the term Sahathu/' any arKumont in the matter would bo neediest, for it In

perfectly evident that the coloured and mixed deposits west of Mtirrec to which he rcHtricts the word “ Sabdthu " do

overlie, and cannot represent, his hill limestone. But this name is one of our oldest Indian group-names: for

many years the name “ Knbathu ” has stood to mean the nummulitic roeks of the outer Himalaya; and in Its typical

region, and very well marked through the Jarnd liills, there is a bottom band of clear limestone under the coloured

clays, and linving, if possible, a hiprhnr claim to the name than thpv have. It has been reanonably suggestod
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The fault or contact-line, by its existence, proves the same thing : if there be displace-

ment, the groups on each side cannot be exactly identical : if no displacement, there is no

room for lateral transition ; and if there should be unconformity, the groups must be even more

distinct. The great limestones overlie, with conformity, actual in the Salt Eange and apparent

in the northern hills, cretaceous and Jurassic rocks, a relation in which the upper nummulitic

bods arc never found
; on the contrary, these are united by intercalation with post-nummulitic

rocks.

Notwithstanding, there are places in the other areas in which a certain resemblance

to the upper nummulitic character is found. The Salt Region beyond the Indus is one of

these, and at the eastern end of the Salt Range (near some typical “Murree beds”)

there are a few layers at the top of and above the nummulitic limestone which have an

“ u})ptT ” aspect.

Some of the local distinctions between the four nummulitic areas above mentioned coin-

cide with marked variety in the facies, the size, or the abundance of their fossils. I am
Tillable to state how far specilic differences may exist, the collections not having undergone

]»al{eontological examination
; but the impression of both vertical and horizontal distribution

was gathered in the field. If this be the case, the eontlitions of* one province may have

invaded another, and tlius blended the characters of deposits, generally contemporaneous no

doubt, though perhaps not strictly synchronous one with another.

All the tertiary rocks under notice arc, so far as is known, conformable and consecutive.

The most distinct demarcations between the different groups occur at the top of the Salt

Range nummulitic limestone where in contact with the Murree beds ; and, between the upper

and lower miirimulilies, by reason of dislocation, at the northern side of the trough.

Reyond the Indus the upper boundary of the limestone is freijueutly as distiuct as in the Salt

Range, hut tluu'e are also obscure indications of transition by alteniatiou upwards. All the

oilier junctions are more transitional and indefinite. To such an extent is this the case, that

it is impossible to say exactly where the change took place betwiam the older marine and the

newer fresh-water conditions.

Although stratigrapliical conformity is obvious throughout the tertiary series, there are

traces at several horizons of local breaks not otherwise apparent than by the presence of

derived pebbles belonging to older portions of the same series, in some instances accompanied

by small fragmmits of still earlier rocks. It is only at the upper limits of the Salt Range and

Traus-lndus limestone that these derived nummTilitic and other pebbles are coincident with

the boundaries of any of* the sub-divisions ; they are elsewhere not limited to particular

horizons.

A sketch map of the country herein referred to is annexed. It is on the same scale

as that to aeeompany Mr. Medlicott’s paper, and has the same colouring for the tertiary

groups, the distinction now suggested of upper and lower iiuinmulitics being also indicated.

Both maps, joined at the meridian 74^, will convey a comprehensive view of the tertiary

region of the Upper Panjab.

Physical fobm of the gkound.

The space referred to in this paper may be spoken of as lying between the Salt Range to

the south and the outer Himalayan hills to the north, and extending from the river Jhelum

that this rock specifically represents the “ Hill limestone j” and that its greater development to the west may have
BO taken place, that, partly at the expeme of the upper deposits, the two would be in part reprcBcntaiive of

each other in the diflTeront regions. Hut this latter part of the conjecture is quite independent of the former, which
scnreolj admits <»f question : if the distinction of an upper and a lower nummulitie zone holds good, as is not

unlikely, it will have to be earned out m the Jamu hills as well us in Hazara. —H. B. M.
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westward across the Indus to the Koh&t frontier. It includes the whole of the Rawalpindi

plateau, or “ the Potwar,” a name strictly belonging to an eastern portion of the plateau, but
sometimes used even by natives of the country in a more comprehensive sense.

This ground, having an area of about 7,000 square miles, forma an undulating expanse

edged by the northern slopes of the Salt Range, and lies about 1,000 feet higher than

the alluvial plains and desert south of that range. It appears analogous to the I>uns

of the Southern Himalaya, and is in reality one of the most strangely broken tracts 1 have

seen, intersected by numberless deep, ramifying ravines called lhadera/* the rapid

extension of which is attested b}' the isolated remnants of the neighbouring ^*matddn'*

(or jdain) inelud(‘d amongst them. The heads of all the streams not in tho hills issue

from such a fretwork
;
and along the larger water-courses, though wide flats of auriferous

sand and quicksand form their lower levels, ordinary alluvial border tracts are rare.

From this plain or plateau rise a few reefs of bare rock, often only narrow, jagged,

vertical walls, and one more considerable mural ridge called “ Khaire Mdruf’ (over twenty-two

miles long and reaching to 1,5(K) feet above the adjacent country) runs west-by-south from

the neighbourhood of Rawalpindi.

The Murree hills, twelve to twenty-eight miles distant from the same station in an oppo-

site direction, culminate in heights of over six, seven, ami idght thousand feet, declining in

successive nearly jiarallel ridges towards the direction of Jhelum cantonment. They have a

general south-w'csi north -east tnmd, which is also that of most of their numerous, some-

times sinuous, axes of contorted stratification, the folds being most compressed northwards.

All the ridges are united by a zigzag subordinate backbone, forming the Cols, and rudely

conforming to the adjacent course of the tihelum.

Ridges at their eastern ends pamllel with these, then bending more to tho west, form high

mountains immediately north of the Murree hills. Towards the jdafeau tlu'y dee,lino
;
and tho

(irand Trunk Road passes through gaps near their western terminati«)n at tlie Margala Pass.

Beyond these again rise the Hazara hills, and the fine range of Gandgarh partly bordering

the Upper Indus.

From the Margala pass two ranges run westward south of Attoede
;
gaining in eleva-

tion they unite to form the lofty Aflridi hills ov<u*hanging Koluit ; then jiassing south of tlie

Peshawar valley they culminate in tho Khybur mountains and Sufed Koh of Alghanistan.

The most southerly of these, called the Chita Pahar, edges the Rawalpindi plateau on the

north.

In the Kohat district the part of the ground under notice presents a scries of long

ridges, closely clustered, running more or less east and west, often crooked and of varying but

not insignificant height. Viewed from the plateau, they assume the appearance of a con-

nected range. The valleys between these are for tho most part rugged
; but some flat cul-

tivable pakhes enhance the sterility of their generally treeless surroundings. A few high

summils occur near the Indus, and the whole cluster lies between the Afghan hills and the

Shingarh chains to the south.

The Salt Range which edges the Rawalpindi plateau southwards and is sinuously

prolonged Trans-Indus, in both places presents wild and mostly unfertile tracts. Cis-Indus

it forms a precipitous escarpment overlooking the “Thai” (or desert) and lower plains.

Further west, with numerous disturbances and dislocations, tho northern inclinations of its

strata rise to steeper angles, and the stronger beds 8up])ort a mass of h^rtiary rocks, whose

deeply serrated outline, Trans-Indus, and the silvery sheen of its bare sandstone summits,

betray the presence of the upper tertiary series, making tho Pushtu name Shtnr/ark as

suggestive in its half English sound as in its vernacular meaning of “ Grey mountains.” The
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northward extension of these rocks, however, in the direction of the dip is interrupted by

faulting ; most of the lower gi’ound and hills towards Eohdt being occupied by older parts

of the series.

Drainage,—Crossing this whole tract of tertiary rocks, the Jhelum river is a racing, rapid

torrent, hemmed in by mountains ; the Indus (or Abba Sin), larger and more powerful, flows

from among lofty and picturesque ranges, across an expanding and highly cultivated plain,

till it receives the Liinda or Kabul river at Attock. It then cuts its way through every one

of three intervening ranges, and has formed for itself a deep narrow gulch through the rocks

of the plateau, running swiftl}’, with occasional rapids, until it reacdies and escapes into the

lower plains at Kalabtigh. The minor drainage of the district mainly seeks the Indus, some

smaller portion rcacliing the dhelum. It is everywhere distinguished by its cross-country

cliaractor, preferring, in many cases, to intersect the hilly or mountainous ranges rather tlian

to follow tlie larger depressions of the surface. Even the Scan, the most considerable lo(;al

stream, rises in the bills at Murree, not very far from the Jhelum, yet wanders away west-

wards to the Indus, by a pai t of tlie plateau-land which itself sends atUuents to the Jhelum river

through ridges of the Salt Range. The Haro, too, in the Jlazjira valley to the north, docs not

i/ilvo all that drainage to tlte Indus, for the Dore, which would otherwise form oue of its upper

tributaries, turns aside, crosses through part of the lofty (Jandgarh range, and finds thus a

shorter way to join the great river at Turbela. The Tiri (Teeree) Towey, another trilmtaiy of

the Indus, from the Kohai district, changes its course from one depression to another, iuter-

seeting the ridge between.

These peculiarilies of the drainage tend to show that its course was initiated more directly

by agencies of elevation than by the results of atmospheric denudation acting, at different

I'ates, upon rocks of varying texture. The valleys of the ground are not always those of

the rivers; both are now valleys of denudation, but the directions ol' the streams were decided

by much older contours of the surfaee tliaii now exist. The rivers have maintained their

courses, even though the wasting agencies in carving out prominent features have at the same

time lowered tlie “ divides,” in some loealities to luirdly uoticcahle undulations.

The antiquity of the courses of the larger rivers Jhelum, Indus, and Kurram is proved

b\ the Jliinalnyan transported detritus, brought to form late tertiary (Siwalik) boulder beds

.and conglomerates, being thickest near their banks.* A later phase in their history is marked

by the oeeurrence of the same hard detrital and stream-worn blocks lying upon tlie iidjaeent

mountains at heights of about 2,(XX) feet above the present bed of the Indus ;f and a still

later jieriodof the river action is indicat'd by the same pebbles and boulders intorstratificd

with the superficial deposits of the country along this river Such hard boulders now

form its bed at Attock, and are doubtless still travelling downwards from the Hima-

layan n‘gioiis.

Classification.

The rocks found in the district may be classified as follows :

—

rosT-TKRTIARY—
Vncot{fonHify.

Natural order.

Cmif^lomcratoR, pebble beds, silt and alluvium.

llrown, drab, and reddish elajs, mammalian and reptilian remaino.
I PPBH S1WAUK--I liooonc (Lydokkor),} i

tjandstoueB, conglomerates, and orange or grey clays. Mummalian
about 4.000 feet-

^ ren.aiua. 4f..uotabimdant.

* This feature was pointed out for the Mid-Himalayan rivers long since by Mr. Medlicott.

t Over Kalabagh, and again on the Chita Pahdr (Mountain) near their highest elevations above Bag and

Choi.

X Kocords, Gool . Surv. lud„ Vol. IX, p. 87 .
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LoWSB (bid AVD eBBY)l SlWALIK—
Pliocene (Lydekker), about 10,000

feet.

Mubbbb BEDs—Upper Miooone (Lydek-

J

ker), 7,600 feet average. 1

I'Uppor 800 feet J

I

average.

NuMMTiLmo—Kocene I (
to Miocene (Lydek*

]

ker).

1

Lower
Trans.-Indus 1,700

Salt Range 6i)0 l-Aver.age 1,000

Himalayan 3,000
'

Soft grey sandgtones and brown or grey clays, alightly harder grey snnd-

atonoa, many red clays; mammalian remains, bones, toeih, 4S;c., locally

abundant. Ossiferous throughout.

Harder grey sandstones, with soil zones, rod or purple elay. Fossils

—

reptilian and other bones not uumoious, some fossil wood. At Salt

R: nge, purple and grey harder sandstones, red and purple clays, a few

green sandstones (locally)
; reptilian remains, exogenous wood, bonea

scarce, and fragmentary teeth rare.

Greenish-grey and purple sandstones, grey, ollvo-browuish, red and varie-

gated clays with masses of rock gypsum, fbramini/era, {nummulitett,

&c.), OaHrojyodat Bivalves, fossil mammalian bones occasionally. Crus-

taceans rare.

In Salt Range, Trans-Indus, and part of Ohlta Pahar. Whitish or
usually palo limcHtones, coaly shales, Ac., below. In Kohat district

are sandy limestones, olive shales, and red clays also, as well as gyp-

sum and rock salt. Fossils, Foramintf^ra {Afveolina locally numerous),

large Oatfropoda, Bivalves, Fehinoderms, Ac. Northern or hill num-
nuililic, grey limestone weathering pale, dark fivtid limestones,

olive shales : Foramini/era.

06s.—Berios parallel and conformuhle from the pale limestones upward to top of Siwaliks. The boundaries of

the groups are trauhitional and iudcliuite.

Th(‘ downward coiiiiuuatioii of tlio sorie.s, .so far as now kiiow^n, includes the lollowinj;

formations

Cretaceous (V)

Jurassic

Triassie

Carboniferous

Bpceklcd sandstone

Magnesian saiulHtonc

Obelus beds (Silurian)

Lower or purple sondsloncH

tlypseous scries ...

tSout/fcrn or Sail Bange series.

.. . , Bands! ones, conglomeraiie clays, Bbak‘8.

. ... Bandstones, limestones, oolite, Ac*.

. .. Limestones, shalcH, red Handslouc and clays.

Limestone, sandstone, shale.

... Sandstones, clays, conglomerate.

... Dolomite, pseudo-limcstotie, shale, sandstone,

.. Dark, clunchy, shaly and sandy beds.

Purple sandstone, rcplai'ed by conglomerate.

, Scarlet marl, gypsum, rock-salt.

AT. B.—The series ditlcrs at cither end of the range by absence of, or cliangcs in, certain groups.

Cretaceous

Jurassic

Triassie

Infra-triasslc

Silurian (?) Attock slates (azoic)

Metamorphic

Crystalline

Northern or Himalayan series

>

.. ... Limestones, some rusty and Handy.

.. ... Limehtont'H, sandstones, black (Splli) shales.

... LimesUmes, magucsiun in part, shales, KaiidstonoR.

. . Silicious and dulornitic breccia, shales, Handstonos,

... Black and grey slates chiefly, limestones, magnesian in part, trap,

... Part of the Attock slates usually slightly altered.

.. ... Sycnite-gucisB, trap rocks, and granitoid rocks.

V, B.—Carboniferous rocks arc unknown in the northern scries of this district, but occur in Kaslimir and to the

cast of the Jhelum (see Mr. Lydekker’s paper on Pir Paiijal).

In describing the rocks belonging to tlic different tertiary groups, I shall follow what

is known or appears to be their chronological order, comnieneing with the earliest.

Kummulitic Limestones.

Hill Nummulitic heds.—Of^ the four local kinds of nummulitic limoslonc the oldest

perhaps is that of the outer Himalayan hill region : its position and general aspect, with its

less fossiliferous character and the manner of its association with the mixed groups, arc

points giving sufficient grounds for a strong inference that this is the case. It is, generally

speaking, dark-coloured, foetid and massive, with nodular or lumpy hands, the whole

irregularly and locally inlerstratified wdlh masses of brownish, olive or darker shales.
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Strong zones of paler grey splintery limestone also occur, and towards what appears to

be the upper part of the group, the limestone, though still darkish, weathers of a lighter

bluish-grey colour. Stratification is sometimes most plainly seen, sometimes nearly impos-

sible to detect, and disturbance, compression and dislocation have left the succession obscure.

Those beds overlying the next older rocks are either unfossiliferous or only contain

black specks that may have been organic, with occasionally minute sections of discoid fora-

miniferous organisms, having a single tier of cells arranged as a helix; or else cross-sections

of another minute form less than semi-circular, with an obtuse angle midway opposite to the

curved side, subtended by three or four concentric chambers equally divided by a closely set

group of radial septa. I have only found this form in the lowest beds, and have not been

able to get it determined. In the shales much higher up in the group are sometimes

clumps of very small clustered and branched corals with occasionally numerous little Fora-

minifertB (similar to the discoid form just mentioned) referred conjecturally by Dr. Waagen

to Rotalinm.

Many of the limestones enclose nummulites, whose sections are generally small in size,

varying from that of the longest to the shortest diameters of grains of rice or wheat. The

whole assemblage of organisms in those hill-beds is distinguished by scarcity and minuteness

as coinj)arod with the other nummulitic rocks.

Westward, the darkest-coloured limestones are less common, the shales thinner and not

so fn^quent. Strong grey limestone, weathering lighter, occurs along the Chita range ; still

the dark shaly variety, with lumpy bands and a few layers crowded with small oysters,

appears in the more central, northerly, and western parts of the range, also in the Nilab Gash

mountains beyond the Indus. Yellow ferruginous, magnesian-looking bands arc occasionally

present, and there are black alura-shales in one or two places at the base of the scries which

may Iw of an older formation. At one place (Choi), apparently much higher in the group,

is a lenticular pocket of bright c^al and coaly shales, amongst the ordinaiy dark limestones

and brown shales. Thin carbonaceous shale also occurs locally between these limestones and

the Jurassic beds at Chamba Peak north of Murree, but are not Constantin tliat position.

Noiih of Nihib-Gaeh, at Pullosi Pass, grey limestone contains casts of largo Lucinidcc

similar to those of tlio Salt Range •, and near Shaladetta J found, loose, one of the great

Gastropod casts (Cc^’^Y7^/w^w /) ]>eculiar to the Salt Range limestone. These indications are,

liowever, too slight lo establish any close identification of the northern limestone group with

that to the south. They are lithologically diftereut accumulations, although they appear to

be generally contemporaneous as ujjper and lower parts of the same formation.

The Khiiiro Murut ridge is a mass of solid, contorted, grey nummulitic limestone (of

the same kind as that found in the eastern pai*t of the Chita Pahar opposite), flanked by the

upper nummulitic group faulted, overthrown and concealed by talus deposits, yet well

exposed where it forms the western and lower extension of the ridge. The stronger lime-

stone, and indeed the whole ridge, appears to have had an anticliual structure greatly modified

by compression and faulting. At the eastern end in the lower ground are some indications

of the conformable succession of the newer nummulitic group to the hill limestone, and

again westward at Chorgali* I found the succession and conformity of the two groups dis-

tinctly displayed, (The section will be noticed when writing of this newer zone.)

Under the conditions of disturbance and dislocation it is hard to conjecture what may
be tbo correct thickness of these hill limestones and shales. An attempted estimate carefully

* A past infested bj robbers iu the Sikb times.
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taken from one of the most detailed sections I have got near Murree* shows thicknesses for

parts of the formation of over 2,160 and 2,700 feet; this is, however, but a partial result,

and the wliole may much exceed 3,000 feet. There is a large group of light-coloured evenly

bedded limmtones in the Haz&ra hills which appears intermediate between the hill nummul-

ites and the cretaceous rocks.

Salt "Range Nummulitic Limestone.—In this region the formation is made up almost

entirely of limestones ])resenting a greater unity of character and uniformly u much paler

colour thau the northern group. Intervening clay or shales are rare or ahseni, and where

any occur, they partake of the light colour of the limestone. Nodular or lumpy beds, made

up of solid portions surrounded by a softer coating, are not uncommon ; compact and cherty

limestones often predominate in the upper portion. Many of the beds are highly fossiliferons.

contiiining numerous imperfect casts of large GastwiMxls more than 8 inches in licight, or

large Bivalves, and also EchiiK^deniis frecpiently as large as small mclotjs. C)ne small Ibssil,

Ostrea Rlemingu seems exceptionally well preserved. Nmnmulitts are numerous, !uid

Alveolmtio also occur, as well as other Foraminiftrm,

In the Eastern Salt Range layers of pale purple and yellowish limestone conglomerafe,

with limestone and flint nodules and pehhlos, the matrix cliarged wilh Ftimunihies^

have been found to form the very uppermost fe\v Ix'ds, conformably (»verlaid by fhe saudsione

and clay series. In the somewliat outlying Diljaha and Bakrala I’idge tli<‘se beds ro-ap])e;ir at

Goragali, but separated from the limestone by a mass of greenis>h shales s(*veral leot in Ihii'k-

ness, and having much thts appearance of the upper nummulitic beds on the north side, of the

tiirtiary belt . Some red flukey clay or shale is also associatt‘d.

At the base of the Salt Range nummulitic ibrmation dark shah's are very c(unmonly

present, frequently overlying white, suh-eonglomeratic, coarse* aud fine simrlsbau's interstrati-

lied with pah* red sandstone bands and red or ligliter grey (rarely gyi)S(‘ous) shah's.f The

dark shah*s are often coaly or contain a single or divided layer of bright coal averaging thr<*(^

fe*et (the Salt Range* coal). Mottled red and wlnte unctuous or l.iteritie^ «*lay oeiuirs as an

accessory in thin or thicker beds. These lateritic and lueinatith' layers sonn limes oeeiir at

the very base of the limestone, and sometimes below the coaly shale or among tl»e whil(‘

sandstones. They vary a good deal as to the amount of iron pjvscnl, arc snna'time.s

pisolitic (when the grains are used as shot or bullets) or rej)l!ieed by while' clay, and tlie'y are

sometimes altogether absent.

The coaly shales are not the very lowest nummulitic layers. At plaevs in llu' East Salt

Range, where most carbon acee ms, one or two underlying calcareous hejds ee)ntain numujnlitie;

foBsns- and to the west, as in the Uakk ravine (Musakhel), a considerable' thieikm'SK of

numnmlitic limesteme separates them from the lower formations. This variega1<‘d and mixeel

band below the main limestone has in the eastern region a probable thickness in smue plaeu's

of more than 2<JG feet, but parts are often eoncealed by talus deposits. It is less prominent

to the west.

The whole southern nummulitic group freepiontly shows itsedf in high cliils and varie s in

thickii(!ssrioin about 600 fk-t to uothing, being entirely abfient in places at eitl.er lxlrenli^ ^

ol' the range Cis-liidns.

* Tbo observatifujs for this section wore mapped on a scale of 300 foot to an inch and carriftl ibr rica

cullinga for the new road between Murrcc and Abbotabad for ovor 23 miles. 1 look upon Ks informulion, ai fu

as it goes, os reliable.

t At one place south of Chcl hill, Kast Sail Uanpre, a layrr in such Bbalo** not far below llir

narrow, pointed Icavcb.
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Uy)oii the evidence of the arenaceous, argillaceous, and rarely gypseous layers below

this Salt Range limestone,* or the small local development of layers with an upper character

at toj), I can scarcely venture to assert that the whole group is the countei’part of the

ui)])er numinulitic beds of this district or elsewhere
;

still 1 think there may be sufficient

reason to suppose that similar conditions recurred at intervals, and that this Salt Range series

may at least be, generally speaking, newer than the gi’eater part of the northern hill

numinulitic limestones f

NnmmuUtir Limestones, beyond ike Indus ,—I have so lately described these rocks,

(in Vol. XI of our Memoirs,) where as yet I am best iicquainted with them, that a short

notice will suffice. The most strildng and constant band is one oi bal’d grey and often

vari(»UHly tinted pale compact limestone 00 to 1(X) feet in thickness. This in colour

and texture luus some restunblance to bands in the Salt Range : it contains Nunimulites and

AlveolinfT. IVlow it are other grey lumpy and sometimes eherty limestones, with various

numnmlilie fossils ;
some peculiar to this region, and none possessing tlie great size of

some Salt Uaijg(‘ forms.

Umleriieatb these limestones tliere is a zoue of deep red clay, having subordinat(*

.sandstone ainl hjem.ititic layers
;

it varies from 1,500 to 4(K) feet in tliickness, and in plaees

contidus small fragments of fossil bones. Locally ibis clay gives place to olive sandstones

partly eonglunieralie
;
greenish eliivs and impure limestones and

itvs. This mixed grou]> rcaeluis a thiekness of loo to :150 feet. Below all an* tlie .alum

.shales, the massive layers of gypsum, gypseous clays, and the enormous atrummulalion
of \-0 !-k-..alt, ofli'ii (listinetly and rt’gularly stratified. In the upj)er part of the stuai‘s llnav

aiv apjx'jirancc's ol' .alti'niulioii with some of the overlying ynjrplisli sand.stone.s, Xc , but

the Iblding and iiwersiou of the rocks is so intense over the district that ujjpearanees (jajuiot

he always trusted.

The united thickness of tin* Trans-Indus nuininnlitic rocks, ineluding 700 or 800 feet

lor the lock-salt and 300 for the gypsum, is estimated at from l.G(K) to 1,700 feet, and may

There are jioints of r(‘semhlanee between this series and tliat of the Salt, Jlange, hut also

many dilfciviiei's. Where tJie linie.stones are thick, pale, and ib.ssiliferous. Uk* resemhlanee is

strongest; and junctions between tl.^ liiuestvme and overlying sandstoms, tliougli often

lovallji n'semhling the sliarjuiess and delinitioii of the same in Uit‘ Salt Jhmge, have here
and there more similarily to tlie transitional nature of the newest beds of the whole
mimnuditic formation. The Trans-liidus nummulitic area, has ilieridbiv gmieral eharaelers

inU'nneiliale hclw^cen those of the Salt Range and upper nummulitic groups, and is most
nearly allied to the last.

The Vppor Nummnlitk group of this country, coming from the e.-istward, ajipears

first in the i\lurree hills, tlien passes westward, edging the outer Himalayan region, crosses

the Indus at Ikilitar, eoutiuues close along tlie south sidi* of the Xihib Gash mountain, and
leave s the district as a continuous zone to enter the Jawaki AllVhli hills. A spur from tliese

hills to Dandi on the Indus has beds upon its Hanks wdiich may belong to the group ; it

re-a])peavs, at Khaire Murut ridge, deeply faulted into the I'htids and mountjunsof the Hazara
district north of .Murree, and similarly placed in the Mirkulan pass south of the Peshawar
valley.

* J h(* coiily sli.'ih’s attord lu) point ot fonipariBon, iio hiniilar /.uue oocurriiiff in the upper nummuUtics of this
dinlrict , nor an> laud Hint could he safely relerrctl to tlirbanu* horizon uinon^ the luiriliern hill liineHtonoa.

t The Ka.st Salt KtiUifo nummulitic ffroup prosents a mobt slnkuift rohcmblauce to the bottom beds of the
nuiuumlilu senes thiouuhoul the .lainU hillH.—H. B. M.
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The rocks consist of greenish drab, grey, red, and deep pur})le clays or shales, asso^

ciated with masses of gypsum and alternating with thin layers of bulf, grey, or bluish

limestone frequently of lithographic texture, sometimes whitish and marly. Among the

calcareous beds many are little else than aggregations of NummuliUs^ OpcrmUmr, Ac,,

but sometimes their matrix is a dark green or yellowish or reddish sandstone, and sometimes

greenish clay or shale. Beds entirely composed of small Bivalve casts or of Turritell^

occur, but more rarely, and with the former, fragments of small Crustiu;eans have been once

observi*d. The marine fossils are greatly more numerous individually in lliese u})por bods

than ill any other uummulitii; rocks of the country. Large inammaliiiu hovu's or smaller

fragments have been also found in this group, occasionally with NtfinmulKcs attached.

The group varies as to predoiui nance of any of its ingredients; sometimes limestones

and sometimes clays are most developed helow; and in phu'cs there are hut li-w <*ale:nH‘fms

layers present. Strong zones of yellowish grey sandstone np])oar in westerly ]oealiti(‘s,

while eastwards a great thickness of bluish grey sandst-ones and purple clays resembling those

of the overlying series are included. These are without fossils, except fnenidal impressnms.

One reinarka.bl(‘ hni thin eontaet layer oeenrs hero and tliere wlu'n^ the main group of

limestone h(‘ds is overlaid h\ sandstones. It consists of a nodular and ((tuglomei al ic limeslone,

})assing into calcareous sandstone, and containingeoneentrie (‘oneretions with suhangnlar liiinpH

orp(‘hbles of fossiliferous nummulitic linn^stone. Strings, layers, and groups of S nmumltlex

occur also in the ])aste. Subject to variation as to its conglomeratic, aspert, it tias he(*n

found at dilferent ])la<H's in this north<*rn hand, also along the Salt Uaugi' and Trans-Indns.

with one exce]>tion always marking tin* junction between linu^stom* and sandstone stages.

This exception is wliere a limestone hand made up of small concretions w(‘athering (h'tiu lusl

(idherwlse a junction or representative layer)* was found iuterstratitied willi Mui’re(‘ beds,

north of tlie Dilga stream, between Mari and Jand. The layer has some iiiij)orlanee, t('nding

to unite tin' grou])S last di‘s<‘rlhed with this, if it can he tahen to mark an Ijorlzon,

hut appears t() ocelli' aceidenta 11 Y (like other niimnnilitie layi'rs among tlu' low(‘i' Murri'c

beds) in the exceptional case noticed.

The character of transition and unity with the o\M‘rlying Mnrree IxmI^ is Miark<'»l along

the ])lace of juncticui by alternations of rocks wliieli might lu'long tcM'ithcr group. •Sa.mh

stones and clays like tlioso overlying are common, and limestone layms occur <;onsi(lerahly

removed from au}^ other u])jier iiummulitie rocks, lleyoml the Indus siu li apjiearauei'S

an* more freijuent. Towards tlie Murree liills, linie.stone hands, vt‘rv similar to that of tho

adjoining mountains, are assoeiat(‘d Avith these np]H*r nnmnmlitic rocks : I he distiu'lianee is,

however, so great, that it is not clear wliether they are som<*limes int('realated or introduced

hj^ iiiulting. In some eases, though dislocated, th(‘y appear to belong to this group, in others

to be separatt'd by faulted portions of it from the remainder ot‘ the hill beds.

Disturbance* also obscures any very satisfactory estimate of* the tliiekn(*Sf. of the* gn'oup.

From contoHcd sections in the lower ground thisAvas feiuiid to measure, mon* than 1,500 f(*et,

Mr. Lyman gives 5iK) feet for tho more calcareous part of Fatahjang, and after dedu<*ling

probable repetitions in the Kiildana section (where the great hulk is made up of herls similar

to the Murree sandstones, Ac.), tliere would remain, according to that exposnn*, t),525 fe(*t.

The rocks occupy a space more than a mile in width across tho strike, including, among the

furthest from the hill nummnlitic hiids, a strong zone of limestone of 750 feet, apjiarenfly

displaced. It is ditficult to believe in this great thickness, hut I have trit'd t<i ri'ston* the.

section, so as to unite* the strong outer limestone with that of the liills, by means of siipjiosed

Sec Trans-IiiduH Memoir, pp 105, lib, 151,
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I'lmUs, ’ivitlioui success or probubilitj'
; unless the 760 feet of limestone and sonic adjacent

!Midoul)tedlv upper beds may have once formed part of an anticlinal curve, all trace of which

IS now losl.^ Independently of this doubtful section, the j^roup may bt^ taken as including

from 5(KJ to l,o0() feet of rocks.

The plm;e of the whole upper beds as newer than the more solid and massive limestones

oirenpyint; a central ])osition in the district, is fixed by the followinfx section found at Chordal

i

(Kliaire Mfirut rid^e) southwards from Fatahjang: thickness abrmt 400 feet; inclination

generally high to the north and turning over southwards :—

•

Purple, grey, and greenish sandstones and p8eudo<conglomerat}o concro*

tionary bods ; clays, if present, concealed
;
rocks locally crushed in

places.

'Ilard whitish sandstone, including a mass of nodular limostoue.

Pseudo-congloraoratic, calcareous, concretionary “ lunction-layer ” with con-

centric concretions and subangular lumps; nummnlitic limestone;

strinas, layers, and groups of Nummuliten in the paste.

Lumpy limestone with purple and dark ahaly partings.

White splintery shales,

btrong lumpy limestone.

Mans of pale greenish shale, with two bods of earthy limestone ; whitish

hard, marly limestone, alternating with a few lumpy layers below

;

conforming to an arch of,

—

Hard lavender-grey tumirnulitio limestone of the same kind as forms

the nearest part of 1he Chita Pahar range and the mass of the

IVItirut ridge.

The massive gypsum, red chiya, and most highly fossiliferous beds arc wanting here.

'I’ll is, iogclluT with the scanty representatives of the group in the few uppermost layers of

1 he Salt Range mucjli further southwards, may indicate a gradual disappearance of the zone

in Unit direction, or even by lateral transition, it being n‘pn*sent(‘d in the upper portion ot'

the Salt. Range limestones.

It is in tliis upp<‘r group that the principal petroleum springs of the country (such as

tliey are) arc situaU'd. The mineral oil does not appear to be confined to any particular

liorizon or even to the group, bein.'* found among limestones nearly in the middle of the Chita

range, in tlu‘ mimmulitic beds beyond the Indus and impregnating the salt in places. It

occurs just below the junction of the limestone with the oveuiying sandstones at Jaba in the

Western Salt Range, and tliere are traces of it in the sandstones of the Murree group near the

Miinit ridge. Sul})hur springs often occur in association with the oil.

jlJitrrce Group.—In this great transition group the passage has probably taken place

from the nummnlitic marine conditions to those of the fresh-water series above. Among its

very lowest layt*rs, which are inseparable from the underlying group, I found a bed close upon

tlie limestone, containing thick, strongly ribbed shell-casts of marine aspect (a Cardium ? ), asso-

ciated with numerous and large crocodilian remains (sec Trans-Indus Memoir, pp. UtO, 135).

Ill detail these rocks include harder saudstones than occur higher in the series, often of

pale gre}^ or ])iirplish colour below, and crowded with obscure plant-impressions resembling

Fucoids associated with Annclidan markings. Such Ix^ds are not unfrequently ripple-marked.

A strong purple colour pervades the whole lower portion of the group, which shows an

endless alternation of red and purple clays, with puqde and grejTr thick or thin sandstones

and concretionary earthy or slightly calcareous bands. In u]>per portions and among southern

rcpri'sentatives of those Murree hed.s, pale, soft, grey or greenish sandstone zones are intercal-

ated with the more usual ]nirplish clays and sandstones. To the southward, also, and more

Fur further details of this scotiun, see EecordH, Vol. VII, Pt. 2,
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rarely elsewhere, conglomerate or pebbly beds are round containing rounded frag'rnents of

nuininulitie limestone, Kometimes with bard pebbles from still older rocks. These are pretty

often seen in the ground about the eastern extremity of the Salt Range.

Other fossils are not numerous in theMurree beds, yet scattered bone fragments, croC(^-

dilian teeth, or scutes and pieces of exogenous fossil timber may be found near its southern

base. These remains are locally numerous on Mount Tilla, along the Salt Range and beyond the

Indus. Bones occur immediately over and partl}^ in the upper surface of the nummulitic
limestone at a pass on the road toKohatfrom Kushalgarh near Gurgiirlot mountain

; again in

the lowest sandstones at the northern end ofthe Chioh&li pass in the Shin Garh mountains

;

occasionally in the neighbourhood of Fatahjang, and rarely at the foot of the MurrtH) hills.

In many cases they are too fragmentary fur identification ; some large specimens, however,

of mammalian bones appear among these rocks on the Bakrala ridge near Dom^li. In the

same range, over Bakrila pass, and also near Zyarut, west from Jand towards the Indus,

I found fragments of the teeth of Mastodon; but the best fossils of the group are those recorded

by Mr. Lydokker (Records, Vol. IX, pt. 3, & Pal. Ind. cit.) from KusbAlgarb, found at

some now unknown locality, and including Mastodon^ Dinotherinm^ LiatriodoUt Rhinoceros^

Anioletherium, Sus, and Amjihicyon!^

Intense disturbance, and along its northern litnits inversion, greatly obscure the thickness

of this group, which must be nevertheless very largo. The whole of the nearer hills south of

Murree and the M\irrco ridge itself are formed of its beds; one st(!eply inverted portion at

that station some 2,000 feet in thielcness forming but a small portion of the ridge. In the

lower ground there arc appearances of nearly vertical bi*.d8 for miles across the strike, but

those are most probably prodm’od by compressed folds, the upper parts of which liave been

denuded, for in ilu* general strike towards the Indus the rocks are seen to Ih‘ closely contorted.

The beds occu]»y a width of fiom ten to sixteen miles across the northern side of this district;

beyond the Indus they appear thinner, yet still form a prominent purplish belt round each of

tlio disturbed nummulitic auticlinals of that country, and along the Salt Range they have

i’ortainly lost thickness as well as much of their characteristic aspect. On the whole, to

H,UK) feet may not be too large an estimate for the group.

The newer tertiary rocks being all transitional, it is as difficult to fix a definite upjier

lioundtiry for these Murree beds as to separate them from tlie nicks below, yet the brigbbu*

colours of tin* clays and sandstones upwards are sufficient to indicate some ditferenco and au

approach to the newer grou])S. The marine immmulitic conditions were no longer present,

and there is no certain trace <»f the land surface on which the timlxT grew which is found

fossilised in these Murree rocks, for all the speciinens appear to have drifted from otluT

places to where they arc now found: the presence of mammalian hones and crocodilian

nunains are, however, indication that land was not far distant.

Lower Sitcalik.—The rocks succeeding the Murree group in conformable sequence, where

not faulted against it, are clearer and brighter grey sandstones and red clays, the ujipermost

parts of the clay hands having frequently grey or rusty tints. For want of a distinctive name

which should not imply an identity not proved, 1 called these the “ red and grey group,’* hut

they have since been traced into continuity with the lower and most fossiliferous portion of

the Siwalik bods of the damn country : there is, therefore, no longer any doubt of their position

in the series.

The passage is so gradual from the lower (Murree) group that the predominance of red

over purple in the clays or a cleaner grey colour of tfie now softer sandstones afford hut

* Thofifi Imvc been noticed by VaUoTKT and others as Attock fosailp The HKKoci.ation oflh« nmne of that

diHlanl lovjihty, where older rir.otc ro<‘kB onlj arc found, iu very inapj'ropriutc.
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(jiitit indications ol'a aom(‘w]\at indefinite individuality. Finely concretionary pseudo-conglo-

inenitic layers very Hiiniljirto otluirs in the group below are common, and conglomerate bands

with derived pthhles from the underlying limestone and Murree groups, as well as q\iartzile,

crystalline, or irappoid pebbles, are again met with. Fossil bones become locally more

ninnerons, the upper part of this sub-division having furnished the larger number and

most of the remarkable Siwalik forms found by Mr. Theobald in this district.

The Siwalik fauna has been long well known ; still, as some of the forms from this

region are new or othcirwise interesting, I extract, from such published sources as are avail-

able, a short list of the names of fossils found iu the district, with references to the sources

of the information.

Major Vicarv diKeov(*red hones and an Elejphas or Maafodon tusk in the Jjower

Siwalik beds now traversed by the Trunk Koad south of Hawalpindi (1 of List, au. eit).

Determined by Dr. Falconer, from near “ Jalalpur andLehri,” 1854 (5 of List, au. eit.)t

pr<jlial)ly JE. hi/mulru'ug.

MtiKioifon, HpciMCK ii)(l('tcriTtnml)le.

J/tp/>opntamug, roscniblinpr Trtraprotodon.

Rhimnurog, nioiarH in fracfiiients.

EqHHgy 2 BpecioH upper aud lower molars. :

upper jaw,

iitmtheriurUt lower jaw frajrnieni with tooth.

Determined by Mr. Tiydi^kker from the

1874 (No. 21 of List, au. cit.) :
-

upper and lower rnolarH.

Cfrviiif and Ayddope, poveral siiceicw.

CameluH, portion of molar,

Avfh, Grallnn, fraj^ment of h'ff-hono.

Vrorodilm and Ltptorhynchug {(Jftviahg), v»*rl('l>rii'

jawM, teeth.

Trimujx, c.uapaee and verti'bne fraj^mentH.

Ftgh^ a vertelira.

Khaivaii hills, soutli-east eoruer of map.

JRqmig SivalciiMig.

|

CrrvHf.
j

JJ. tuxfqni't (?) Oimfsa (?)

Rquug. Mhphug hygtuiricng, I Crorudil/cg.

Ron. '
‘

j

Ileeorded by Mr. Lydekker from the district. Asiiot, Ac., 1S7() ^Kec.. IX, 2, I, Pal,

Ind. -see List) :
-

Tdroc(moijr>» nifUjnKm, Fair.

An ear-bono of a Vrtarfcni.

Litilriodau and Acerothprixm,

Hag, \ m*w Kpeeies.

Wiinnoprot.

JiUtra.

Jlydagpidotherium meyacrphalicm, u.

T)orraiheriv m.

Cdmelopardalig Sivaleymg.

Mhi yropotinnu* <St val engis,

Ifrgdurns Sif'af't'Jigig.

IfyiPna Sivalenatg.

Rclis.

I'VgUg.

Determined by Mr. Theobald from south-west of Jand : Bellia Slcaleusis, u. sp. 1877

( I of List, au. cit.)

IWidos these, many specimens await examination, amongst tliein the compressed shells

of a fresh-water Mollusc (Hnio) which I found in numbers at one locality (Saloi, south-by-

east from Kahuta) in the upper portion of the group associated with crocodilian scutes, <fec.*

Among the upjier beds, hut not with sufficient persistence to be everywhere distinguish-

able, is a thiek zone of grey sandstones with few clay layers, generally of light drab or gn'y

colour, and weathering so as to show elongated cores of harder nature than the rest. This

has been called by Dr. Waagen and myself “the Dangot sandstone," from the lofty d ill*

of that name on the Indus near Kalabagh, in which it is conspicuous. There and in other

• Enio shells wore also found niaui years ;ijrol»y Mr. Theobald near Mount Tilla, at a spot whieh he has been

unable to re-dl.seover,
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places it appears as nearly the hif^hest band of tlie group underlaid by soft grey sandstones

and brown or bright orange clays, but further to tlie oast similar rocks to these overlie it.

This sandstone usually contains scattered pebbles, or strings of pebbles, of quartzite, &c.

;

and where the overlying orange and grey rocks do not interruj)!, it pusses upwards by

increase of the pebbles into the conglomerates of the highest tertiary group. Sectioiis of

2,(XK) feet entirely formed of it have been met with. Mammalian bones occur but are not

immerouH in the Dangot sandstone. Similar thick sandstones, occupying the same general

position, are found at the Jhelum side of the district, and the pebbly upper ])ortion of Uio

Lower Siwaliks seems to be most developed towards the eastern and western limits of the

Potwar country.

Thicknesses of 4,tKK), C,0(X) and 11,(KM) feet have been observed in this Lower Siwalik

group.

Upper Si'wafik\

This division includes tin* groat conglomerates and associated beds \vhi(di terminate tin?

tertiary series of tlie country. Like all such deposits, the.se conglomerates are inconstant,

admitting intercalations of the same kinds of soft gri'V .sandstones and grey or orange clays

as underlii? them. Besid<‘s these, highly ferruginous and occasionally bright red clay hands

ajipear. The conglomerate is in greatest force near the large rivers, as at Salgraon

on the Jhelum, at Makad on the Indus, and forming the elills called K.*inirkot hetweiui the

Kurrum and Bahadur Khel. Tlie enclosed pehhies and boulders, ranging up to IS inches in

diameter, are almost entirely of metamorphie. and igneous rocks, forming an extremely varied

ii.ss('ml)lage,* the mainly Himalayan source of wliicb is imli(‘ated by the same detritus being

still carried downwards in the channel of tlie Indus. Amongst these pebbles a ilnctualing

percentage of limestone occurs, some belonging to the Silurian (P), triassic, dura, and

liilhiinmmulitic beds of northern regions, and some few towards the Indus to AlveoHint

or <!oral"hearing rocks, supp(*sed to have travelled from the westward. Away from the large

rivers, as in the Scan Upper Siwalik basin, conglomerate beds, though 1(‘sk prominent,

still upjiear, soinetiuies formed of limestone pehhies from the ranges to the north, or wluire

the transported fragments are fewer, llie.se include sandstone pebbles jiresumahly derived

from the Miirree group.

* For (lie advantiifrc «f obtiiiniiitr Hif nt-woRl F.uropcaii immos of koum* of these |)«l)l)leK, I Huhinilf.d dtipllcalcR

of a (inartcr of a hniidrod 1o niy friend Air. Kinahun aa an autliorily on the snhjoct of rock immrH, Thu foJlowini,'

aic Uieir deMpnitions ueiordinjr to him, qiurtzite.s prcdominatiiit'

1. Red mid trrey brei’t'ialed jiipper (hilieilieU bhiile) ;

U. niiH-k inriolitle lloriiKlolio.
j

S. Ucd and urey pibolilu- iiuart /.it e. 1

1. l*ur]de fotMonc (“coytr”) wiihhlood-red RpecKs,

'

wliite and irreen silieious amygdala.

5. niack i‘onii);n-t dolento (aphanyte).

C. Uiid and }rr» on t>Uudi‘d emnpact “Hlijrhtly ophy-

tie" fflwtone.

7. Purple vtranular quartzite.

H. Quarl/.tjse innjK^'iitoidul eurytu.

a. (Jranular pnr]>li>ih Rray quartzite.

10. Hard jfreen lelnitic aniyirdalonl, tufoid.

]1, liriMoi ain>d.iloul, white nifuhible amyi.cdala.

Pi. Purple UTnyjrdaloid.

Ft. Gray and black speckled felspathie roek.

(To 13.) “Those arc all i>aB8af?e rocks between eurylc and .

fel.stone, the * Hybrid rocks’ of Huroeher.’’

1 J. Flesh-coloured quartzite.

ir». niiiek borubtone with thin paralbl lini's of

quartz (nlmnd arifillyte, siliei(ie<l slnib*).

Ifl. Hard purple IVUilve trap (tufoid jian ol .i

euryto ?)

17. CotirKC irraiiulnr Huherystalline quartzite.

IH. Saeeharotd whilt* «(uurt/.ite or “ffreissen "

1!) Hauded ptirple and llcHh-coloured <iuart/.ite.

2u. J{l;i< k ar«il)yte.

21. Olive fineq^runied quartzite,

22 Flfesho'oloured and irrcM-n mottled HiliciouK rock

(with nettts of OlivinoF).

23 Conipa<.*t ifrecn felstone, liarder than a lllu.

24. Course tlesli-eoloured <iuartzite.

26. Fiiie-urrained black pyritous quartzite (Its-

beryte ?).

These must full very far sliort of ulj the variefiei

wi uard rocks anionif the pebbles of the Siwiilik

eoiijflomcrateH. They were collected chielly at

the JJielum side of the district.
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In some parts of the district, the Upper Siwalik conglomerate masses are replaced by

clays. This occurs south of the BaJcrdla ridge, and thence nearly to the Jhelum in a north-

westerly direction. Again, in the valley of the So4n the group is represented by a mixture

of very rt?ceiit-looking sandy rocks and dull reddish clays, with an occasional dark, almost

carbonaceous band
;
and numerous layers of gravelly conglomerate, or the limestone pebble

beds already mentioned. To the westward near the Indus a thick deposit of drab and

j)inkiHh clays clearly overlies the conglomerates; it has furnished the Emydine described by

Mr. Theobald, and other fossils (ante, 4 of List). Here, too, grey soft sandstones and orange

clan's are so intimately associated with the characteristic conglomerates as to have taken a

considerable place in the uj)per group.

Siwalik mammalian remains are found in this upper division less frtujuently than below,

and they often piesent a rolled or worn appearance as if derived from older beds.

In these Upper Siwalik beds, measurements of 3,Gt)0, 3,7(X), and 6,0(X) feet have been

estimated from sections made to scale, and observations on the ground.

It will be seen from the foregoing descriptions that wliile difierent stages can be r(^cog-

nised in these tertiary rocks, their boundaries are somewhat conventional. The separation

of the marine nnminiilitic roeks as the representatives of those in other parts of India or Asiji,

and the recognition of one great fresh-water series succeeding, would have marked the pro-

gress of more or less r(‘giilar accnmmulatiou. Some of ihe hods, however, being clearly in

continuation with sub-divisions of regions to the east (where more deJin ite distinction exists),

J liave extended the classification to this ground as I'ar as practicable.

Upon tbo estimates given, the whole scries presents an aggregate depth of betwe(‘n

U5,tMX) and 20,()()() feet, or nearly five miles, of tertiary rt»ekH. What terrestrial changes the

time represented by tlie successive accumulation of such vast de])osits may iiave witnessed,

is beyond consideration here.

A few sections taken acro.ss the country, to sliow th(‘ manner in which the rocks occur,

jirc ajjpended. It sliould he remembered that the necessity for reducing their IcJigth to

suitable eom})uss renders them very diagramatic.

Uncuvformabla Post-TvHiar^ and Superjicial.—Large trad s of this district are covered

by suj)erficial accumulations resonihling the alluvium of its prescait great rivers
; indeed,

owing to the rapid fall of tliese they are rarely depositing streams. Ordinary alluvium does,

however, occur along their banks in places, particularly near the Lower Jhelum and Uppeu'

Indus. The older alluvium or silt very frequently predominates on the higher plateau

ground, often cut through by intricate “ Jehudderas so as to slu)w the iinderl^dng roeks.

Sometimes it prevails in open depressions. N(‘arly all of it is morci or less impregnated

with soda salts (Kullcr), rendering large areas difficult of cultivation, and, by facilitating the

action of rain-water, increasing the rapidity with which khudderas" are formed or

<‘xU‘nded.

Its colour varies ctuisidcrahly below, but the upper portion is nearly always a dull

pinkish drab, glistening, finely micaceous and often distinctly stratitied silt, in which
“ kankar ” (carbonate of lime nodules) is locally abundant. Near Jand and Sagri, tlie silt

is loi'ally overlaid by loose blown sand, and it is everywhere undergoing transportation to

lower levels. The saline nature and stratified condition of this silt suggest an estuarine

deltoid or lacustrine origin
;
it has only been found to contain land shells of recent species.

Before the time of the deposit just described, certain of the larger depressions in the

country t‘xisted, and some, such as the Soan, Sil, and Lower Hazara valleys, were unconforrn-

a))ly occui»ied by coarse pebble beds and sand or clay. These pebble beds are not, however,
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confined to the valleys ; they rise out of that of the Sodn on its northern side near B&wal-

pindi, and seem to have once overspread a good deal of the country west and north-east of

that station with strongly-marked unconformity. They overlie the sides of the Rotds

gorge near Jhelum ; occur near Nowshera on the Son-Sakesar plateau of the Salt Range ; at

Namal to the westward ; and cap the mountain above Kalabdgh on the Indus. In most cases,

if not always, they are undisturbed ; but rest at locally steep angles of deposition in one or

two places (in the Park at Rawalpindi, and Son plateau, Salt Range). In the Soan valley

and towards Rawalpindi the pebble-beds are chiefly formed of detritus from the limestone hills

to the north, but the very layers c;onsisting most largely of calcareous pebbles at the Pindi

side of the valley, crossing the river, gradually change into a mass of light-coloured

quartzite boulders, the original locality of which is as yet unknown. The unconformity so

strongly marked near the Scan bridge on the Trunk Road is scarcely traceable in lower parts

of this valley, though of course it exists.

In the Hazara and Chutch (Chaj) plains, the pebble rocks beneath the superficial silt, Ac.,

appear as a coarse conglomerate or well-rounded gravel, cliiefly of syenitic and gneiss frag-

ments, overlaid by thick horizontal sands, sometimes consolidated so as to form a sandstone

of almost preeisely similar appearance to those of the npper tertiary beds, but enclosing

subangular and rounded blocks of crystalline rock similar to the pebbles beneath.

Along the Indus and in the hanks of the lovper part of the Hard river those pebble

and boulder beds are again seen, occupying dillcvcnt levels, chiefly in the lower part of the

river deposits: similar post-tertiary accumulations form rather a higli flat between the

Mh’kulan and Chita hills, and the thick sands recur on the Indus near Sujaiida.

North of the Mirkulan and Affridi liills, dctrital beds, apparently of the same group,

were observed near Ispinhak, as saline yellow, pale pink, greenish, red and white sands,

clays, and gravelly beds with bones,* or soft micaceous sandstone.

Those coarse deposits, though not always present, seem to bo transitional with the lowest

layers of the silt, and this has not been observed to overlie the p(*bble beds in some lofty

situations, where it may he doubtlul that it ever was deposited.

The heights at which the post-tertiary beds are found rarjge from about STMI to .3,000

feet above the sea; they have much the aspect of river deposits, and may have been formed

at diflerent periods.

Another variety of superficial accumulations, dating far back, though still forming, is the

“ wash” or “ fan ” detritus edging the Salt Range to the south, the hills near Band, and those

in the neighbourhood of Mirkulan and Pullosi passes towards Cherat.

Calcareous tufa (“kamat”) is not an uncommon associate of the newer deposits. Shc^ets

of it are interposed between the “ pebble beds ” and the underlying Murreo group, upon the

banks of the river Ld, near Rawalpindi
; others seem to have once overspread the gi'ound

near Fatabjang, and it is frequently seen among or near the limestone hills.

Erratics.—-\)y. A. Verchereis believed to have first recorded the occxirrence of large

erratic blocks near Trap village on the Soan, attributing tliem to flotation by means of ice.

Those travelled blocks are distributed along the left hank of the Indus from Attock

southwards, reaching into the country for ten or twelve miles from the river. They are more

numerous between the parallels of Attock and Jand than further to the south, strewing

the surface of the ground in patches, some being partially buried in the sand or other

superficial accumulations.

Major Vicarj foand the bouc of a camel (?) io apparently the same beds at Akhora (au. clt.).
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A group of these erratics occurs on the road between .iand and Kuslialgarh
;
one is of

granite, measuring over 15 feet by 9 feet by 3 feet (exposed). Others close by are of syenite,

gneiss, bornblend schist, and black slate. For a few hundred yards around the ground is dotted

with similar and smaller blocks, and others are numerously distributed over the neighbouring

sandy country. Some of these appeared smoothed, but none that I saw showed any signs of

striation.

Near the Tiital or Rais river opposite to Jand erratics occur again, but fewer. One of

grey syenite measured 4 feet by 2 feet by 2 feet 2 inches
; and a block of grey gypsum, 18

inches by 12 inches, was precisely of the kind occurring beyond the Indus in the Gurgurlot

and other hills, or at B^htar on the left bank of the river, where it crosses the Chita

range.

Two large erratics lie near the hamlet of Kummerallia (Wahlia of the maps) south of

Dakn5r : one of white granitoid rock, weathering dark, has a girth of 50 feet and a height

of 6 to 8 feet
;
the other, of basalt, is 48 feet 6 inches in girth and 12 feet 6 inches high.

A block of grey felsite, set on end in the sand half a mile south of Hatti on the Trunk
Road, forms a conspicuous monolith : it measures 8 feet 6 inches high by 18 inches by 6 to 10
inches. Not far to the north is a block of the Kyjnag and Hazara porphyritic granite with
largo twin crystals of felspar ; it has dimensions of 9 feet by 3 feet 6 inches, and is much
buried. There are others scattered about, but this one only suggests the northern source of
these eiTatics with some certainty and the Indus valley as the direction from which they
travelled.*

Far to the south-east near Hoon, Mount Tilla, Rotas, and in the Bunhar river at

Ghoragali, smaller and less angular erratic blocks of red granite are numerous. One of
these, however, at Narwari, a mile east of the Collector's bungalow at the Mayo salt mines
(Khewra), is 7 feet in height, measures 15 feet in circumference at the ground, 19 feet

half-way up,t and rests upon the red gypseous marl. Tliese red crystalline boulders are
supposed to have come from a peculiar conglomerate in the cretaceous or “olive group” of
the Eastern Salt Range, or at least from the same unknown source as it«? enclosed blocks.

One such boulder, polished and striated, apparently by glacial action, was shown me
by Mr. Theobald, who fouuu it in a wall near Wuliuli, on the eastern plateau of the Salt
Range, not far from whore the conglomerate just mentioned is in situ.

By what means these erratics were transported, if not by the agency of ice, is unknown.
Their size, sub-angular shape, and the distances they must have travelled, favor this sup-

position. All do not seem to have wandered so much, thus localising the transporting

cause : on one of the river terraces of the Indus gorge between Purri and Bahtar, I measured
an erratic mass of unfossiliferous limestone 9 feet high and 74 feet in girth, which may
have belonged to any of the neighbouring limestones from the lower nummulitic' downwards
and seems to be as truly an erratic block as any of the others.

With regard to the existence of a glacial period affecting the Upper Punjab in very
recent geological times, the only evidence the country seems to offer is in the occurrence of

the formerly Indus-borne crystalline fragments at heights some 2,000 feet above the present

bed of the river. These would indicate either a very late elevation of the region traversed by
the Indus, or that when it ran in a channel so much higher, the hilly country to the north-

ward may have been as much more lofty (or even higher still), and regions of perennial

snow much nearer than they are at present. The denudation, which, influenced by earth-
movements, or alone, reduced the general surface, would have removed most evidences of

* I have alBO noted granite and other crystalline erratics at heights of fonr or five hundred feet above the
Jhelum near Chnttur Kalas, the first stage from Kohala or the new road into Kashmir,

From measuremonts kindly famished by Dr, Warth.
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glacial action,* and the widely spread, well-stratified post-torliary silt would indicate aqueous

conditions in the vicinity, which might have facilitated the distribution of these erratic

blocks.

Supporting Rocks of the Tertiary Zone.

I shall now endeavour to convey as briefly as possible sonic slight idea of the palaeozoic

and mesozoic formations bordering the tertiary zone in this distnet.

Southern or Salt-Range Rocks.

The nine Salt Range groups of palmozoic and mesozoic formations, included in the list

(ante p. 113) exhibit parallelism and conformity throughout ;
this, however, may be only a local,

yet marked, peculiarity. Another as great is that the strata composing the sections at either

end of the range are strikingly dissimilar. One formation or group may be traced thinning

away and becoming overlapped by another at various points along it, so that in no place is the

full section obtainable. Besides this the whole region has undergone most violent disturbance,

resulting in displacement and contortion, sometimes one or both being prominent, and jn places,

owing to this, the oldest and newest of the groups are brought into contact. The outcrop on

the scarped side of the range is thrown frequently into such intense confusion from land-slips

caused by the deliquescent nature of the salt-marl that it is difficult to reproduce it on any

map, and entirely impossible on the roughly reduced outline given with this paper.

“ Saline Series ”—The red marl, gypsum, and rock-salt forming the lowest group is as

mysterious in its origin as strange in its development and economically important, producing a

large annual revenue of about £400,000 sterling. The salt occurs in the upper portion of a

mass of red gypseous marl, and underlies massive, white, stratified gypsum. It shows a thick-

ness of 600 feet at the Mayo mines, of which 225 are almost chemically pure salt (Dr.

Warth s paper. No. 11 of list).

Purple Sandstone ”—Thick sandstones, earthy below and of deep purple colour, be-

coming whitish at top, succeed the saline series. This “ purple group ” extends far to the west,

but there becomes thin, and the sandstones give place to dark earthy conglomerates contain-

ing crystalline boulders of red granite and other rocks. It contains no fossils, so far as known.

“ Oholus beds ”—In the next formation, however (also ranging widely westward), a belt

of blackish cluuchy shale, with sandy layers, was found to contain, at one or two places, the

small detached valves of Oholus or Siphonotreiay a Silurian form, locally numerous, but

entirely by themselves.

Magnesian Sandstones.”—This group is to the east succeeded by, and connected with, a

strong lightly coloured set of beds, the roost conspicuous of which are hard, compact, magnesian

layers, varying from dolomite to magnesian sandstone, and associated with flaggy and darker

shaly bands, often covered with fucoidal and annelid markings. This formation has a more
limited extension than the last, and was doubtfully thought by Dr. Waagen possibly to

represent the carboniferous limestone of the west. From its position in certain sections, it

appears to underlie that group, so I have preferred to keep it provisionally separate,

particularly on account of its partial intercalation with the zone below, just where it is least

recognisable to the westward.

** Speckled Sandstone.”—The next group is a massive succession of speckled light-

coloured or reddish sandstones, with purple clays and conglomerate bands, the pebbles of

which are chiefly of old crystalline rocks. At the top of the group, pale lavender clays (said

to contain small concretions of copper pyrites) are constantly present.

* As pointed oat bj Mr, Croli would generally be the case (Climate aud Time).
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“ Carboniferous,*^—Immediately above these layers tlie carboniferous series commences in

the Nilwan ravine, as d^ll, dark-coloured, impure, calcareous beds of small thickness. West-

ward the formation developes rapidly into a great mass of clear limestones, with some ferru-

ginous or pale sandstones and dark earthy calcareous layers, the whole often crowded with

palmozoic fossils, amongst which Dr. Waagen found the unique carboniferous Ammonites

which he has described (L c. No. 9 of list).

** Triassic,**—Almost united lithologically with this group is a series of thin limestones

and greenish shales or clays developed from the Son plateau of the range westward, and con-

taining abundance of Ceratites, Goniatites, and other forms, of the same genera but of

different species from those in the carboniferous group below (as distinguished by Dr. Waagen).

On the evidence afforded by these a tiiassic age has been assigned for the group, to which

period also a group of bright rod arenaceous and argillaceous rocks in the east part of the

range, without fossils, but full of casts of salt-crystals, has been referred. It immediately

succeeds the magnesian group before mentioned.

“ Jwrassic
'*—Overlying the western triassic group are white soft sandstones, yellowish

limestones, oolitic and earthy beds coni^mm^ Belemnites^ more rarely Ammonites^ and other

Jurassic fossils, The upper part of this J urassic group becomes dark and shaly Trans-Indus at

the Chichali pass, where a curiously inverted and faulted section is exposed. Along their

Western Salt Kange boundarj^ the uppermost Jurassic and lowest numraulitic rocks

present appearances of local transition through alternating bands of limestone, sandstone,

and shale.

** Cretaceous.**—In some places, however, as in the eastern part of the range and at the

Chichali pass, dark-coloured shales and olive or yellowish sandstone with local beds of

peculiar dark conglomeratic clay intervene between the above-named groups, or between the

red trias (?) of the east and the coaly, sbuly, feiTUgiiious, or white sandy beds near the local

base of the nummulitic formation. The shales in the Cliichjj-li pass contain several globose

Ammonites, recognised at once by Dr. Waagen as cretaceous
;
and I have found in these

intervening beds (to the east) casts of large shells, which, with a few forms discovered by Dr,

Waagen near Makrach, led to suggest for the beds a cretaceous age.

From the salt marl upwards, all die formations, as far as the base of the tertiary, seem

to be marine ;
but as some arc not fossiliferous, and there is a record of some plants found

in the Jurassic group by Di\ Fleming, this is less than absolutely certain.

It will be seen that the contrast is strong between the rocks of this area and the pre-

tertiary series of the outer Himalayan region.

Western Punjab, Himalayan Series.

“ Crystalline .**—The oldest part of this scries includes the sycnitic rocks, granitoid

porphyry, and greenstones of Hazara (Pakli valley, Susulgali Agror, &c.), and, from

specimens brought down, it seems that (irystalline rocks are common in Kaghan also. The

granitic porphyry with its twin crystals of felspar, 5 or 6 inches high, is exactly like that

occurring as erratic masses (from the Kyjnag range, &c.) near Nowshei*a in the Jhelum

valley on the road from Murree to Kashmir."*^

• This porphyritic rook scorns to represent the central gneiss of Dr. Stoliezka’s Himalayan sections (Mem. Gool.

Surv. Vol. V) ; at least be appeared to identify a block we found together in the Jhelum at Huttf, E.aBhmir, with his

Albitc granite.**
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“ Metam(rrphic and Silurian ,**—Over a coDsiderable area outside the Hazara granitoid

rooks, slightly metamoi'phosed, dull, talcose, silky slates were traversed, representing the

local ** Attock slates'* of Nowshdra, Abbottah4d, Ao. Some of the altered beds (on the road

from Mansdra to Garhi Habibdlla, for instance) weather to a substance resembling porcelain

clay. Greenstone dykes and masses intersect the inner portion of the slates, and syenitic pro*

trusions occur, but no stratified or foliated gneiss nor any mass of quartzites or mica schists

was met with, though such were known to Dr. Elenung among these mountains, probably

at places which 1 did not visit.

In the Upper Hazdra slates and those of Mianjdni mountain limestones are absent or

uncommon, but occur extensively in the Gandgarh mountain north of Hassan Abdal, in the

Attock hills and towards Mirkulan. These limestone bands have varied textures, from

pseudo-brecciated to compact, and are often magnesian : one remarkable bed, tliough unaccom-

panied by other local metamorphism, resembles a clear sub-crystalline and compact white

altered marble ;
it is slightly afEected by acid. It stretches along the southern face of the

Attock and Mirkulan hills. It is not improbable that several of these limestones, though closely

associated with the dark slates, do not belong exactl3^ to that series, but to some newer group.

Others are undoubtedly iiiterstratificd.

In none of the slates or intercalated limestones have I been able to find a single organism
;

but in the hard limestones near Dakuer, I found obscure traces of small gastropods and

other shells, barely recognisable as organic : further west, at Mirkulan pass, these traces

are stronger, and a few fossils can bo distinguished.

The stratification of the slates is often obscured by a number of cross-cleavages, which

render their furnishing slate of economic value unlikely. As a rule, they are very thinly

laminated, this structure enabling slab or bedding slates to be raised where the cleavage is less

prominent or coincides with the bedding; the material, however, is soft and weathers easily.

Bauds of dark-greenish, gritty, fine-grained sandstone are not uncommon. The whole group

often shows intense folding and compression.

A possibly Silurian age for these slates has been chit;fly inferred from the discovery of

Silurian fossils by Dr. Falconer and Major Vicary in the Peshawar district, apparently not

in situ, but traced to the Khyber mountains in Afghanistan. These fossils are stated to have

been of lower Silurian age. Major Vicary mentions Spirifer, Orthis, Terchratula {f) and

Polyparia in limestone. Similar genera occurring in tin* carboniferous and secondary rocks

of the other parts of the country, the evidence as to Silurian age is limited, so far as any

information at present available extends, to Dr. Falconer's fossils, as referred to by Major

Godwin-Austen (in Quar. Journ. Geol. Soc. Lond. Vol. xxii, p. 29).

The slate group is perhaps older than carboniferous,* and may be a continuation of the

azoic slates of Dr. Stoliezka’s Himalayan sections.

Infra-Triassic.**—Resting upon the Attock slates with complete unconformity is the

scries of Sirban mountain in Hazara (see Memoirs, No. 12 of List). The unfossiliferous red

sandstones, hmmatitic and silicious magnesian beds, there underlying the triassic formation,

are of unascertained age, and have not as yet been found elsewhere.

“ Triassic,**—The triassic formation of the whole northern region consists largely of

limestones often so slightly fossiliferous as to be very difficult to distinguish from those of

liast season Mr. Lydekkor found in u detached block near Ilossan Abd/il a specimen of Froduetua Uumholdti,

common in the Salt BauKO carboniferous formation. I have since searched the place in vain for any evidence of the

existence of carboniferous rocks in the locality. It is possible that some may occur amonff the limestones on Iho

south side of Qandgarh mountain to the north, though 1 failed to find a fossil of any kind in the only traverse of

the mountain 1 have as yet been able to make.
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the Jurassic period. Shales, liraestones, silicious breccia, hsematitic clays, and sandstones are

present at Sirban
;
in other places limestones only are found, or with these a few shales, a

sandstone band, or some ferruginous aniygdaloidal clay. In one case I observed among other

limestone rocks supposed to belong to this formation, a limestone conglomerate enclosing

fragments of coralline limestone. The triassic beds are in force among the hills extending

from the Mochpura mountains to the Trunk Koad ; and a quantity of hard limestone, much

of which may be triassic, appears in the Chita range as well as in the detached hills to the

north.

The fossils of the formation arc, as a rule, scarce, obscure, and hard to detach

:

NeriniBa, Neritopsis, Aatarte, Opis, Nuculcp, Leda, Osirem, Terehratula, MhynchonelliP,

Meqalodon^ Dlcerocardimn, Chemnitzia and Gervillia were identified by J)r. Waagen at

Sirban, and Osfrra Haidingeri near Khairagali. At the western base of the Zyarut hill at

Hassan Abdal I found a massive grey limestone bed unconformable upon Attock slates,

and full of largo Dicerocardiiim (and GerviUia?) sections, the fossils being impacted and

impossible to separate. Overlying this is a large zone of hard, thin-bedded limestones from

which I obtained (loose) a very perfect Photadomya. Sections of Rhynchondlcb are seen in

the rocks, and on close search little Retzia ( ?

)

and Echinoderms are found weathered out. If

the fossils of the upper portion of these limestones prove Jurassic, the unconformity between

the irius and Jura of Sirban is absent here.

Thick, amorphous, splintery, nummnlitic limestone of the paler hill-type caps the whole,

and is compressed between the folds of the older beds, with very doubtful conformity to the

thinner limestones below. In another section, near Karnalpur, of similar hard, thin-bedded

limestone with some thicker bands, is a layer crowded with very large and thick Ostreoe.

The complicated association of liim'stoues, trias, Jura, and numraulltic, extends

westwards further than it can he followed into Allrfdi territory (Afghanistan). “Large fossil

oysters” are reported from a stream near Cherat, and at Mirkuhin, not far from this place,

there is tlie following succession, from south to north, a considerable part of which may be

triassic:
^

Mirkulan Section.

(North.)

30. Dark Attock slates, with some harder bands.

Fault (P).

Upper NummuUtic,

29. Bright red earthy rocks and soft greenish sandstone.

28. Sandy limestone with large quartz grains,

27. Olive shales.

26. Strong purple sandstones.

25. Very red earthy rocks, cleaved.

24. Grey, slaty, olive and greenish shale, cleaved parts full of nummulites.

Cretaceous (.J^).

23. Alternations of slaty shale and dark limestone with sections of Cerithium and

Natica (.i'). Calcareous bands weathered to a rusty clay full of undetermin-

able fossils.

22. Thick limestone.

21. Dark greyish-green, slaty band.

20. Thin dark, flaggy limestones.

19. Greenish and grey limestones, highly contorted.

18. Thin-bedded black limestone.
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• 17. Dark grey quartzite, with black flaggy slate bauds, and white flaggy calcareous

layers (600 ft.).

16, Silicious gritty beds.

15. Grey and purplish, rippled, thick-bedded slate (1,600 ft. F).

14. Grey, purple, and greenish flaggy limestone.

13. Dark green calcareous slates, thinly laminated.

12. White flaggy limestone with yellow lines, among grey slaty beds.

11. Dark grey and variegated limestone, magnesian, compact, with ferruginous

strings ; a black earthy layer and several shale partings, one hard blue

band crowded with sections of thin flat bivalves, shelly parts often oolitic,

and contain sections of pentagonal crinoid stems.

10. Purple slaty baud.

9. Black and greenish shining shale or clay, flaky ; layers and nodules of grey

oolitic limestone.

8. Black limestone—dolomitic in places, then of brownish grey colour,

7. Green-olive fine slate.

6. Strong gn^y and variegated yellow and black limestone : no fossils.

6. Brownish grey and purple slaty band, passing up into yellowish and green

calcareous slate (about 2(X) ft.).

4. White flaggy lithographic limestone, thin and flaggy above, alternating with

grey bands, like Solenhofen lithographic slate, upiJcr part lavender-coloured.

3. Greenisli olive; dark, shaly ierruginous, thin band (same as “ Darwaza" lime-

stone on Indus near Dakner).

2. Brownish yellow brecciated limestone, overlying.

1. Olive shales with ferruginous concretions.

The correlation of this section cannot be usefully ntt(miptcd till the ground has

received further examination. The series appears to rise in the direction indicated by the

progressive numbers, but may be aflected by laults and inversion in part. Tlio soutliorn

end would seem to belong to tlic slate series ; furtlicr on, the only guess which Dr. Wtuigen

could hazard from the imperlcct organisms found, was that the zone (so marked in the

section) might be cretiiceous ;
while the upper part, presumably faulted against the slates, is

certainly nummulitic and perhaps upper nummulitic. The thickness exposed must be great,

but could only be estimated for some of the zones.

Jurassic'*—Jurassic rocks are known to exist in many places beneath the lower

nummulitic beds. They, too, are chiefly limestones and not of widely different aspect from

those overlying. In the southerly parts of these northern hills they usually contain a well-

marked rusty zone, enclosing small grains of quartz, which give a rough appearance to the

weathered surface of the rock. This zone is sometimes a mass of fossils, chiefly of large

Trigonia ventHcosa* of which the matted and intertangled casts can only be obtained.

2\ costata occurs also, but the sections of the larger species give a very marked character

to the weathered surfiico of the rock.

In the hills near Margala pass, where broken portions of the Trigonia rock occur, the

associated beds contain fragments of Ammonites and Bclemnites. Again, to the west near

Jang, the latter and Gryphaia abound in one or two layers just below the Trigonia bed.

Ammonites of well-known Himalayan formsf are numerous in the Spiti shales of Cbamba

Determined by Dr. Feietmantel.

t Oppelia aeucincta, Strachey, Peri$phi»cteB freguens Opp.f conf. Simplex, Sow., Belemnitee Gerardi 0pp.

Inoeeramus, Cuculaa and Peeten are the i'osailB icntiunod by Dr. Waagen. BecordB, G. S. 1., Vol. V, para. 1, p. 17.
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peak near Khaira<?ali (where they were first discovered by Dr. Beveridge, R.A.)*

ccramuft and Aynmonites fragments, a Pecten and Belemnites, occur in another exposure

of the Spiti group at Ivondragali on the Ahbottabad upper road from Murree ; and some of

these fossils re-appear in dark-coloured sandy and calcareous rocks far down in the deep

ravine of the Hard below this locality.

None of these Jurassic rocks, Spiti shales, Trigonia zone, or the harder compact and

semi-lithographic limestones in the least resemble the Salt Range Jurassic rocks, nor is there

any similarity between tin* great trias limestones, &c., of the northern region and the

Cey'atlte beds of the other locality. The cretaceous horizon of the northern area is chiefly

marked by hard sandy limestones forming a thin band at Sirban and in the hills close to Kohat

(though thicker limestones without fossils may also belong to the same formation). This band

contains several Ammonites^ a few JBaculites large Belemnites, generally of uncanali-

culato forms. The aspect of the band is also quite unlike the dark shales of Chi(;hali

or the “ olive group ” of the Salt Range.

Paleontological skill only can decide how far the northern and southern fauna are

(lisiniilar; to ordinary observation there i.s a striking diflerenco between the fossils belonging

to the formations of all ages from the two areas, corresponding with the lithological

diversity, and suggesting much variation of conditions during palaeozoic and subsequent times.

DlSTUIlBANCE.

There ai'o abundant instances of most intense disturbance and dislocation in this dis-

trict, yet they aiq)(uir to have resulted from hut one extended influence, which produced the

whole system of its mountain features. Strata belonging to all periods older than post-

tertiary are contorted, hut as no chronological sequence can he distinguished amongst the

countless folds or numerous faults in any of the scries, the whole of the disturbance con-

nected with the physical features can only be attributed to a post-Siwalik period. Whether

the results are due to one prolonged or to cotjsecutive exertions of force, there is as little to

indicate, as there is to show when the action ceased.

The marked lin(‘ of disturbance, dislocation, and inversion along the outer Himalayan

limestone hills lias no counterpart in the district (unless a concealed feature of similar

kind skirts Ihe Salt Range on the south). It appears to imply special intensity of the dis-

turbing agency. Other developments of extreme results occur ;—a complete inversion of

the Jurassic and tertiary limestones is seen among the hills between Shaladitta and Khan-

pur (northward of Riiwalpindi) : inversion is common, sometimes extraordinary, all over

the Kohat country, and its presence at Chichali pass has long been known.

Although whole ages of apparently tranquil accumulation distinguish the succession in

the Salt Range, the limitation laterally of so many of its groups may have been connected

with slight or local alterations of level.

In the Himalayan area there are traces of palaeozoic and mesozoic elevations and

denudations, in the unconformities mentioned (at Sirban and Hassan Ahdal), however local

these may have been ; and in the more central area, similar events in tertiary times

are indicated by the derived fragments enclosed in the rocks.

The presence of the great tiirtiary sandstone Jind clay series of this area asserts the

previous existence of an elevated region to the north, and its Siwalik boulder beds point to

a west Himalayan elevation in later tertiary times, as plainly as the distribution of the

same boulders in subsequent deposits proves that those western Himalayan regions have

remained elevated ever since.
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The lofty situations of these Himalayan houlders in some localities mny either indicate

a post-tertiary elevation or bo a measure for part of tho s\ib-aoreal denudation of the Upper
Punjab.

Description op the Figured Sections.

These three section.^, in consequence of the vertical exngj^eralion iieccssary, will show

at a glance the general full of tho country towards the Indus from the Murree hills and

Salt Eange.

It will also be seen that the Himalayan side of the Rj'iwalpindi plalt‘a.u is inueh tho

most generally disturbed, tho folding of the rocks being almost confined in its greatest

intensity to the Niihan-Sirmtir liand and those groups lying northward of it. ^Mie local

character of the Salt Range disturbances will also appear, but the sections do not happen

to cross where these arc most dovclo])cd.

Section No. 1 is in two parts, from the difficulty of taking a single line over the most

e^liressive features of tho ground. In the part of it along the Trunk Road it may be

noticed that tho upper Siwalik conglomerates at and near the Rotiis anticlinal are ivqn'esented

in the Khariun hills and south of the Dakrala ridge by clays. The faulting at the latter

locality might he supposed sufficient to account for this, but. from the as^ieet of the neigh-

boujring country it appears equally probable that the formation lias changed and the coarser

bed6 have been re])laeed as at tho Kharian ridge. The Nahan beds of Bakrula ridge have

been already referred to.

Tho lower Siwaliks are largely developed from Mount Navh to the southward, giving

sections of over 13,500 feet
;
and the upper Siwalik conglomerate beds have a thickness of

2,800 feet at Salgraon. The Murree hills are all formed of the rocks nderrc'd to tho Nalian-

Sirmur group, hut the contortion is so great that their thickness can only bo guessed at

about 6,000 to 7,000 feet, with the probabilily of it.s being very mncli greater.

The whole of the Kuldana spur, unitiiigthc Murree ridge with the more lofty ranges to

the north, is occupied by upper uummulitic beds, including a quantity of sandstones, &c.,

so similar to tho overlying ones that their identity has been doubted. II' tho faulting

necessary to have produced the present arrangement could bo accouut(‘d for in detfiil, these

questionable beds might be admitted to have belonged to tho sories above.

Northward from Kuldana the section has been already des(*ribed, and its con l.in nation to

beyond the Mianjani slate.s near Ratangi shows alternation of nuruinulitic and durassic

or triassic exposures, cnished and faulted beyond recognition ot' the geological relations.

The mass of red rocks at Dungagali arc believed to be upper nummulilii; beds introduced

by faults.

Section No. 2.—From Find Dadun Khan to Oandgarb (or from the Jlielum In tho

Indus).—In this section one of the most conspicuous faults of the Easterh Salt Range is

crossed, bri^iging a portion of the tertiary Nahan hods against the lower rocks of the palaeozoic

series. The land-slips and complexities of the Salt Range section here had to be omitted on

account of the reduced scale of the section. North of the range the beds having most the

appearance of the Nahan rocks may be taken at 1,500 feet, but beyond this the wide expan-

sion of the lower Siwaliks rolling at gentle angles conveys little idea of the true i)ii()kness

of the beds—a large one, however, in all probability exceeding 10,0(X) feet. The ujijter Siwjiliks

of the Sodn basin may he estimated at from 300 to 6tX) feet, and are generally ov(u*laid by the

ralley-deposits or loess, both series being in places so horizontal and so similar as to be hardly
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distinguishable. At the northern side of this basin the beds become gradually tilted
;
the

gravelly conglomeratic beds and clays pass down into the red and gray rocks of the lower

group to near Khaire-Murut ridge, where the angles are very highly inclined, or vertical

bedding is found in the purple Nahan-Sirm6r group. In places on botn sides of this ridge

there are traces of the upper nnmmulitic beds intervening between the limestone of the hill

and the purple rocks on its flanks, but the junction on cither side as frequently has the

appearance of a fault. Hence to the vicinity of Fatahjang nHiinberless steep inclinations

towards the north and .south in the Nahan-Sirmur rocks indicate the closely-folded and com-

pressed curves of the beds, which are both disturbed and displaca'd at the upper nummulitic

zone, as may bo seen wlujre the alternating limestones, shales, &c., mark the arrangement

more distinctly. As an example of the contortion here I may mention that thirteen anticlinal

curvatures are shown within 3,00(t feet horizontally in one of Mr. Lyman’s very carefully

detailed sections at the Fatahjang petroleum springs, and there arc many similar cases.

Tt not unfre(]uently occurs along the junctitm of the upper nummulitic zone with the

stronger ruu(‘sk)nes of the adjacent hills, that there is a small .spa(W‘ b(?tw(*en the two occupied

by rocks res<‘nibling those outside that zone. This is sometimes due to combined faulting and

inversion, but the conten’tion is often so groat tha.t it is difficult to say whether there are not

some intervening red and purple sandstones and clays really present. Sometimes also there

are but very few layers of the well-developed upper nummulitic character to be found in

their usual position, as at Shaladitta, where the main zone i.s a mile and a half to the

southward, and the usual lower sandstones and clays of the Nahan-Sirinur group, containing

occasional layers of upper nummulitic. typ(% are faulted ayainst, rather than rest on, the

Jurassic limestone of the hills.*

In this section (No. 2) the solid limestones of the Chfta Pahar mnge are of unusually

pale colour, and som(‘tini(‘8 full of nummnlitt's. At the north(‘ni base of the range they are

in contact with a highly disturbed and faulted zone of upper nummulitic beds. Further north

the rocks beneath are conc(‘alt‘d by heavy accumulation of valley bc'ds (syenitic gra,vcl and

gray sands), until at Khaire Muiut the hai*d triassic-looking limestones show themselves in

a folded state cajqxMl by and faulted against nummulitic limestone, below which the

Dicerovardium and overlying limestones (some of them Juras.sicP) of Hassan Abdal rest

upon slightly expt)8ed Attock slates, such as are seen with many intercalated and associated

limestone masses on Gandgarh to the north.

In section No. 3 the carboniferous limestone of the Salt Range is shown appearing

thicker than it is on account of the veriical e.xaggeration. The groups below it are the

“ speckled sandstone,” “ purple sandstone,” and “ gypseous ” salt-bearing series, while the

mesozoic formations above include the triassic Coratite beds and Jurassic sandstones and lime,

stones overlaid by the strong nummulitic limestone. The section continues through the same

scries as before, traversing the great upper Siwalik conglomerates of the Mokud region, the

slightly fossiliferous bone and wood-bearing rocks of Jand and Nara, the upper nummuli-

tic limestone and secondary limestones (probably both trias and Jura) of the Chita range,

then turning eastward in the river Indus traverses the valley deposits of the Kamalpur
j)lains and tin* slates and limestones of the Attwk hills, as show n in the section.

* Cowpari* U.'conlh, Vol. IX, p. laO, piira. 3,
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Notes on Fossil Plobas in India, Ottokar Feistmantbl, M.D., PalwontologiM,

Geological Survey of India,

XIV, XV, XVI.

XIV.

—

On a Tree fern stem from the Cretaceous Rocks near Trichinopoly in

Southern India. {With Plate,)

Amongst the fossil plants in the collections of the (leoloj^ical Survey there is a portion

of a tree fern stem from Trichinopoly, ei)llectcd hy Mr. 11. F. Blanford from the same strata

with the marine animal remains which yielded the numerous material for Dr. StoliczWs

monographs on the history of these fossils. Forms of the same kind have as yet been found

mostly in cretaceous rocks at several pretty distant loe^iliiies, on almost the same horizon, so

that, if there wore no information about our specimen, one might conjecture its being of

cretaceous age.

If we look through the literature, we find (not regarding the carboniferous Mega-
phytum and Caulopteris^vAi\c\\ have different characters) feni trees of this kind, first described

and figured from Kaunic in BohemLa, by Comte ICaspar Sternberg*). This illiistrous

author, however, not knowing well the relations of the locality, and not knowing at that time

any of the fossils which were later found associated with these stems, described them from

the disposition of the scars and from their superficial resemblance with some stems of Lepido-

dendron and Sagenaria^ as Lepidod. punetatuni^ Sternb., and tlie locality Kaunic as be-

longing to the carboniferous formation. Brongniartf described it, even as Sigillaria, and

also as carbonif(*rous.

Prof. Geippert, 1836,J was the first to describe it as a ft‘rn, but plact^d it with the

genus Caulopteris, s])ecies of which genus ocimr mostly in carboniforous strata. The same

author described another species as Caulopteris Singeri from Silesia, which he later, how-

ever, united with that Bohemian species.

Presl, 1838, in Sternberg’s Flora der VorwelU placed it with Protopferis as Protopt,

punctata,, and consequently the Caulopteris Smge?d„ Gopp., was also placed with Protopteris,

Corda§ changed also the specific name to Proiopteris Sternhergi, considering the

locality, however, also as carboniferous (1845).

But soon aftcT this, already in 1852, Prof. Reuss
||
mentioned that Kaunic does not

belong to carboniferous, but is cretaceous, which in the subsecpient year (1853) was quite

distinctly shown by Prof. Krejci % of Prague, who examined the lo(;ality, and proved that

the sandstone wherein the Proiopteris Sternhergi (punctata) was found is not carboniferous

but cretaceous (cenoman.) ;
ho found again some stems of the same spticies, and also two

new forms, of which one was named AUophilina Kau7iitzianay Dorm., and the other

Oncopteris Nettwalli, Dorm., and figures of both were given with his paper, all being

cretaceous.

In 1869 the same author** published an exhaustive report on the stratigraphical relations

of the cretaceous formation in Bohemia, wherein, on pages 46 and 88-89, Protopteris

• Vorsuch einer Flora dor Vorwolt, 1. fasc. 1, p. 19, tab. Iv. f, i. viii. 2.

t Hiatoire do v6gdt. fossil p. 421, tab. 141, f. i.

% System, fllic. fostdl, 1836, p, 449.

§ Cord a Beitrage zur Flora der Vorwolt, 1846,

II
Jahrb. d. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst, Vol. Ill, n. 2, p. 106.

% KouuickA Skala, ia ** Ziva,” 1858.

Arrbiv f. nalurw. Durcliforehuntr von Bohmea ; pool. Sektion, IBd. Studien im Gehicte d. Bolini. 1

formation.
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Sternhergi, Cord, (or Caulopterh punetata, Copp.) in clearly described as from the lowest

strata of the cret^'cous rocks, the so-called Perutz-beds, near Kaiinic and Vyserovic,

so that there could no longer exist any doubt about it. Prof. Krtyci did not, however,

mention any fossils from the clays associated with the sandstones.

When in 1870 I joined the party for the geological exploration of Bohemia, I visited

several localities in these lowest plant-bearing strata of the cretaceous ro<;ks, especially the

lo(taHties Nehvizd, V3’st*rovic, and Kaunic, east of Prague, and 1 saw the sandstone cen-

taiuing the fern stems intercalated with clay bands, in which were numerous plant-remains,

consisting of some fern fronds, some coniferous branches, but especially dicotyUdonous

leaves, amongst which the peculiar genus Credneria^ a typical cretaceous genus, was very

frequent; in general the fossils agreed mostly with those described by Prof. Heer from

Moletin in Morqrvia, and with thos(5 from Niederschuna in Saxony (as far as they are

known), both which localities, as well as tliose in Bohemia, Mong to the conoraanian ; thus

it was quit (5 plain that Protopteris Sternhergi^ Cord. (Lepidodendron Xiunctatu'my^\\yQ.)y

was a cretaceous tree-fern.

Also Prof, litimer in his Geologic von OherschlcsicTiy 1870, describes Protopteris

Slernhcrgi^ Cord., as distinctly cretaceous.

Subseouently, in my monograph on fossil tree-ferns from Bohemia* (carboniferous,

porniian, and cretaceous), T described the relations of these beds near Kaunic, which contain

he Protopteris Stemhergi^ and are cenomanian.

Previously to this Ih'of (lOppertf had twice shown that Protopteris Sfernhergi is

<!cnoman, and placed his Caulopteris Singcri with it.

Prof. Ileer in 1874 seems still to have known only the older descriptions of this fern

as carboniferous, so that in his third volume of the P'lora PoasILs Areiica the locality Ujara-

susnk of Disco in (ireenland is described, from the occurrence of this Protopteris Sternhergi,

as belonging to the carboniferous formation
;
but in a preface to the work he mentions a

letter of mine to him on the occurrence of Protopteris ui Bolicmia, and then refers correctly

the fern shun from Greenland to the cretaceous formation.

Tn Schiiuptu-’s Pal. v6gHalCy 1869-74, we find Protopteris Stemhergi still quoted as

from ctirboniferous.

Its true horizon has been, how’ever, fully confirmed also in other countries; the same fern

was found in cretaceous (irnt<*r Qnadcr—Cenoman) of Saxony
; J and Mr. Carruthers § de-

scribed it from the T_T])por Greensand in England (Shaftesbury in Dorsetsliire), distinctly

saying, on p. 485, that Dr. Fritsch of Prague has informed him that the beds from wliich

Caulopteris pun vtcita was obtained are Upper Greensand (cenoman).

Ill 1807 Prof. Unger
||
described a very nice fern stem from the cretaceous (Neocomian)

near Isebl in Austria, to which our form from Triebinopoly is mostly allied. But Unger
also was at that time quite unacquainted both with Prof. Krejei’s publications about the

Iree ferns in Bohemia (1853), and with Carruthers’ description of the same species from the

English Upper Greensand, for be snys, on page 648, that the Jschl species would be the first

tr('c-forn in the cretaceous formation.

* Abhandl. d. K. bbhra. Gesellscb. d. Wissensch. 1872, with two plates,

t ZcitBi'hrift, d. D. Geol. Gesellseh, 1866, p. 643, and N. Jahrb. f. Min. etc, 1885, p. 390.

t (icnit/ Klbtbalgebirfifo 1876, p. 304, Pi. 67, f. 1 (Palieontograflca, Cassel).

§ Goolog. Magazine, 1866, p. 481, PJ. XllJ.

||
Sitzungbcrichte der k. k, Acad, dor Wissensch. LV, 1, 1867, p. 042, et $eq„ PI. I.
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Quite recently 1 published a preliminary report on the flora of the cretaceous rocks

in Bohemia,* where 1 speak especially in detail of the lowest beds (Perutz.-beds) near

Nehvizd, Vyserovic, and Kaunic ; two sections illustrate the relations, and all the species

determined up to that date are given. From this report it is quite distinctly shown how
Frotopteris Siemhergi,, Cord, (punctata), is found in the sandstone, together with other

species of tree ferns, and with cones of l)amarit€Sy\ while the intercalated clays contain other

plant fossils.

These beds in Bohemia with Protopterix are therefore cenomaniaii
; so are the beds in

Moletin in Moravia, and near Niedorschona in Saxony ;
also the locality in Saxony with J’ro-

topteris is cenomanian ;
the English locality is cenomanian too, and the locality in Greenland

was afterwards (in the preface) referred by Prof, lleer also to cenomanian. Only Ungers*

specimen is said to be from neocomian.

In Bohemia these beds contain, besides the plants, only some fresh-water and land

animal remains, and are therefore fresh-water deposits
;

so seem to be also the beds near

Moletin and Niederschona. I am unacquainted with the relations ol‘ the English locality,

and in Greenland these relations arc also not quite clear. Prof. Unger’s specimen was asso-

ciated with marine animals.

The fern stems described from cretaceous rock up to date are as follows :
-

1. Protoptcris 2mnclata,Vvc»\. (Heer, Geinitz, Carruthers, et(‘.).— From Oenoman in

Bohemia, near Vyserovic and Kaunic ;
Silesia (Giersdorf), in Saxony (Paulsdorf), in England

(Shaftesbury in Dorsetshire), and in Greenland (Disco).

J828. Lqndodnulvon punefatum, Stcrnbcrp, Versuch cincr PI. d. Vorw. I, 1, p. 19, tab. IV,

f. 1, VII I, 2. l»oBoril>(‘d ab carboniforous.

1828. Stqiflaria punrfata, Uronirniart, Ilisi. (1. v(5K<5t. fosp., p. 421, tab. 141, f, ] . Ah carbonifcroufi.

IBUO. Caulapterk pundafa,
»
^.VHt. filic fuss, p. 419, etc. Ah carbonifonms.

1846. Profoptrris Sfetnhergi, (’orda, llitruf?c, p. 77, taib. 48, t’. 1. Am carbon iferoua.

1852. Reus, Jahrb. d. k. k, gcol. lloichHuuHt. Vol. Ill, N. 2, p. 106. (’onsidered Kounic already

as cretaceous.

1853. Krejei, in “Ziva.” The locality Koiinio is described quite distinctly as cretaceous I

1865 Goppert in N. .labrb. f Min. etc. Quotes \t as cretaceous !

iHd.'i. CaulnpteriH punctafa, (Jbppcrt. Zcilsch. d. 1). KOOl. Gesellsch, p. OW, speaks quite dis*

ti nelly of it as cretaceous

!

386.6. Idem Carruthers, Geol. Maprazine, p 484, PI. XIIT, from Upper GrcciiHaiid !

3869. Protopferm punctata, Krcjci, in Arebiv f. uuturb. Durebi. von. IJohincn, 1 Hd. p, 46 88 -

89, described as Ccuoiuaii

1870. Prntopf. Strenhergi, Rorner in Goolop. v, Obcrschlcsicn, n. 300, ns cretaceous

!

1872. Idem, Fcistinantcl Haumfarrenreste, Abliaiull. d. k. H5hw. (Jcseilsch. d. Wissenschaften
Distinctly described as cretaceous.

1869. Protopl. SUrnbergi, Schimp. Pal. ve^ct. T, p. 700. Again as carboniferous.

1874. Prolopt. punctata, For. foss. Arctic, Vol. III. Quoted again as carboniferous from
IJjaracuKuk, Disco, but in tho preface correctly roterred to Cenoman.

1874. Protopt. Sternhergi, Feistmantel, Sitzb. d. k. Bobm. Gcsebsch. d. Wissonsch. December
1874. Ah cretaceous, Cenoman !

1876. Protopt. punctata, Goinitz. Elbthalgebirgc, p, 304. From Cenoman at Paulsdorf in Saxony.

la. Protopteris Singeri, Gopp. sp., and Protoptevis Cottar, Gtipp. sp., at first do-

Rcribed as peculiar, were later (18(55) placed by Prof. Goppert with Protopteris Sternhergi

Oorda.—Both also from cretaceous.

2. Alsophilina Kounin.ana, Dorm. From Cenoman sandstone near Kaunic (Bohemia).

1863. KrejewnZiva, KaunickA skala.—Plate.

1872. Feistmantel Baarnfarrenrestc, 1. c.—Figure.

• Sitzungsb. d.k , Bbhm, GesellBch, d. Wissonsch. December 1874.

t Mr. Slur’s Lepidocaryopsis Westpbalen*.
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3. Oncopteris Nettmalli, Dorm. From Cenoman sandatone, Kaanic (Bohemia).

1863. Krejci, 1. c., and 1872 Feistmantel 1. c.

4. Protopteris Buvignieri,—From cretaceous near Grand Pre (Dpt. Ardennes).

1849. Brongniart Tableaux dea genres, d. vegdt. foss., p. 111.

6. Cauloptens cyatheoides, Unger. From Noocomian near Ischl in Austria.

1867. Unger, in Sitzb. d. k. Acad. d. Wissensch. Vol. LV,p. 643—049, Tab. T, f. 1—4.

There are therefore up to date five species of tree ferns from the cretaceous formation

all belonging to the same order.

If we now turn to our Indian specimen and compare it with the published figures, we

shall find that it mostly agrees with Unger’s species from Ischl, although the horizons are

somewhat different.

Both these forms agree so much with the living Cyathea^ that I do not see the necessity

for classing them with Caulopteris, and I would propose for them the name Frototyatlica

n. g.

(xenus PuoToryATHEA, Nov.

FiUx arhorescem, cattle teretl ; ckaincihus ramorum (foliorum) spiraliter dispositiii,

nunc maximis nunc mcdiocnhusy stnictura earum cicatricihm Cyathearum vlvenllum

proxima.

This genus would comprise two species, that one described by Unger as Caulopteris

cyalhcoides and our Indian form.

1. PnoTocYATnEA Ungeui, sp. nov.

1867. Caulopteris cynthooideB, Unger., 1. c.

1869. Schimpor, Pal. v^gei., F, p. 708.

Locality : Ncocomian near Ischl in Austria.

2. Protocyathka Trichinopoltensis, sp. nov., IM. I, f. 1-2.

Caule arhorescente, vivo tereli, statu fossili compressor 10 Cm. in diametro meiienter

extus cicatricihuii ramorum (foUoriim) notato ; cicatricihus vonferiisr spiraliter dispositisr

ohlonqe rhomheisr parte inferiore acuminatisr parte superiore ohtusiuscuUsrfossula sepa-

ratis ; disco convexo prominentey suhrJiomhoidaliy vasorum stigmatihiis cirrumdatOy intus

nonnullis vasculis sparsis notato ; inferiore parte cicatricis stigmatihus majorihus expleta.

Cortice partim tantnm vreservato.

The stem is a little comitressed and preserved in fine-grained, pretty hard sandstone.

It cannot have been very thick, the diameter of the compressed speunmen being 10 Cm.

The chief character is the sears
;
they are disposed in spiral order on the outside of the stem,

the spirals being pretty vertical. The form of the scars is oblongly rhomboidal, in the lower

portion more elongated and acuminated, in the upper portion obtuse ; and here pretty con-

vex and prominent (the di.sk); the scars are pretty closely set and separated by furrows. The

(liscal portion is limited by roundish vascular marks from the other portion of the scar, and

the inner surface of the disk eoiitains some other vascular marks. The lower portion of

the scars, which is elongatixl, contains also several larger and more oblong grooves.
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To show these grooves in the lower portion of the iksars I have added in fig. 2 the

view of one scar, which exhibits them very distinctly in fonu and disposition. They

are especially well seen in the scars of the lower portion of the stem, where a little of the

stem-substance is preserved.

Regarding the living affinities, we find that our specimen is next related to Cyathea

compta (see Brongniart, Hist. d. veget. foss., PI. 42, f. 1), where the discal portion equally is

surrounded (limited) by closely set vascular marks as in our fossil form
;
also in the inner

surface of the discal portion seems to be a similar disposition of the marks. The only differ-

ence would be that the scars in our specimen are not so distant, and that the marks iiitthe

lower portions of the scars are much more numerous in our fossil.

In Hooker’s Species Filicum, p. 42, I found, however, the '^Cyathea compta^ Mart,

described as Ahophila compta.

Amongst the fossil forms, the next relation of our fossil is with Trotocyatlica Uvgeri

(Caulopteris cyalheoidcs^ Ung.), which is apparently also a Cyathea, and Prof. Unger himself

has compared it with Cyathea compta and Cyath. vestita. I have only t^) refer to his

paper (1. c.).

Our speci(^s is th(*r(‘fore to be added as a sixth form of tree-fern from cretaceous rocks

in the table given above.

Ejcplanation of Plate.

Fig. 1. The stem in natural size.

h'ig. 2. One scar specially figured to show the stigmata in the lower [K)rtion.

XV.—Notks on the KAEnAEUAEi Floe A.

In two previous papers in the Records (Vol. IX, 3, 4) I had mentioned scweral fossil

plants from Karharbari, which were brought to our knowledge by Mr. Wliitty, Superinlond-

ent, Karharbari Collieries, East Indian Railway. This year I had an opportunity of visiting

the coal-field myself and of collecting fossils, in which I was very much assisted by Mr.

Whitty’s knowledge of the ground. The flora yielded the interesting fact that it is more related

to that of the Talchir shales than is the coal flora in aii}^ other field (at least as far as

brought to notice at present, except the plants from the Mohpani coal-field). Tliis relation is

also supported by the stratigraphy, both scries in this field having the same dip, and being

apparently in conformable sequence.

The Talchir flora, as known at present, is very poor, but all specie's of the real Talchir

shale were found again in the Karhiu-bari coal strata. The other character of the flora is,

as will be seen, to a great extent triassic, very many forms being like those which European

geologists are used to call triassic.

I know at present fossil plants from seven locralities in this comparatively small coal-field,

and it is to be expected that others will be found.

The localities are—

1. Bttriddi, yielded ten species and four varieties of one species.

2. Chunilcay containing one species.

8. Domahdniy with five species and two varieties of one.

4. Passarahhia, w ith six species.

5. Mdthddiy w ith two species.

9. Jogitand, with four species and two varieties.

7, Komaljorc Hill.
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In all theftfc localities the flora shows very much the same character, some species beiii^

oQxnmoa to all.

In the Talchtir shales themselves I could not succeed in fitiding any fossils, but I olwervcd

voiy well preserved ripple-marks in the shales.

I shall only shortly givcj here a sketch of the flora, postponing other details for a future

time, when I can give illustrations.

Equisetaoeae.

Eonns of this class are not so frequent, as in the Damudas, elsewliere.

Some stalks, rather shortly articulated, with small cicatricula' in the joints and frag-

ments of free leaves^ are to bo referred to Schizoneura^ and are next to Schizoneura Meriatii,

Schimp. {Equiset. Meriani. Bgt). They arc from Passarabhia. From Koinaljorc Hill

Schiw)r^. Gondwanensis is known ;
two similar stalks occurred in the Talchir shales.

Vertclraria is very rare
;
near Passarabhia some graall fragments occurred.

FlLlCES.

The gi’catest display of forms is in this class. A large Nemroptcris, belonging to the

triassic singlo-piimate type of this genus, occim very numerously near Buriadi. I have

already described it as Eemopt. valida; it is very close to Neuropt. gigantea, Sebimp. and

Moug., from the Bunter in the Vosges. The genus Gavgamopteris is very frcMjuent besitle

this in all localities
; most forms belong to Gangamopteri,s cgclupfcruides, which I have

previously described, and of which I now could distinguish four varieties. This species was

first known from the Talchir shales.

Besides Gangamopt. cydopienudes and its varieties, there are three other species of

this genus from Domahaui, Buriadi, and Jogitand. Glnssopteris, in the true form, is

rather rare in the coal-field, and only in two localities more frequent; and 1 think this species

belongs to my GJossopt. communis. It is from Pass.arabhia and Mathadi. From the

Talcliir shales in thcKaranpura coal-field also a specimen of Glossopleris is known.

From Buriadi there is knowm a peculiar form, which shows the transition from Glossop-

tcris (real) to Gangamopteris, or vice versd. I called it Glossoj^t decipiens, the midrib

of which is quite distinct in the lower two-thirds, vanishes towards the apex, where the

secondary veins are radiating.

With the ferns having net-venation Sagenopierw is still to be placed.

CVCAPEACEA*:.

Cyradeaceoc are pretty frequent amongst the fossil plants from Karharban coal-field.

Zawia Jlislopi is very frequent, but longer than the usual form, and I call it therefore

var. predonga -y in all localities and in Talchir shales. Another very nice Zawm shows

two leaves attached to the stem ; I call it Zam. Whitliana. from Buriadi. A Glossoza-

mites also occurred near Domahaiii. This species I have described shortly in a previous

note, and called it after Dr. Stoliczka.

CONIFEBA?.

Some triassic forms arc pretty frequent amongst the plants of this coal-field. They are

from Domahani ghat and Buriadi.

I can determine altogether eighteen species and some varieties. Amongst these are all

the plants which are known also in the Talchir shales ; besides these there are some triassic
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tj’^pes, and some local forms. This, I think, tends to show the close connection of tho

Karh4rbari coal strata with the Talchir shales ; and the evidence from tho plants speaks

strongly for a triassic, or at least inesozoic age of those strata. The bearing of this

conclusion upon the age of the Damudiis in other fields needs not to be pointed out.

From the vegetable remains in the Talchir shales, which are as well preserv^ed as in

the coal-beds, the conclusion would follow that the Talchir shales must have been deposited

rather under similar conditions as the coal-bed, and dilferent from those under which tho

boulder bed was formed.

XVI.—On the occuebence of Glossopteeis in the Panchet Gboitp, ant> in the

Upper Gondwanas,

When reporting in the last number of Records (Vol. X, 2) on some fossils which I col-

lected in the Nunia stream north-west of Assensole, I suggested that some beds above tl|g

outcropping coal seam might, from their stratigraphicul position, be considered as associated

with those which wore distinguished as the Panchet group, although Crloasopfcris occurred

in them. I added that I had no doubt that this genus passes into the Panchet group.

Already in 1861 Mr. Oldham mentioned a Glossopteris fragment* from the rcsil Panchet rocks,

as described by Mr. Blanford.f Mr. Oldham says :
—“ There an^ a few mutilated and drifted

fragments of fossils beside, one of Avhich (fragment of one side of a frond) shows tho

existence of Glossopteris, undistinguishable save generically.” Arid the same is repeate<l

again by Mr. Oldham on page 206 in the same paper, so tlnit already at that time there

was no mistake about it; but later, it seems to have been generally supposed that no

GloBsopteris exists in tho real Panchet group.J

To satisfy myself how the matter stands, I made a search through all our collections of

fossil plants from the Raniganj field in tho hope of finding tho specimen mentioned by

Mr. Oldham. I succeeded in finding about eight leaf fragments, just in those specimens of

the rocks which are full of the small Esthoria^ allied h) that in the Mangli beds. The

Glossoptcris remains are mostly only fragments of the h*af, but pc'c.uliarly well pi’eserved,

and one can see tho reticulations without the lens, some (about 3), liowever, show distinctly

the midrib, from which the secondary veins pass out, forming distinctly meshes (see figures).

Thus there can be no doubt that existed during Ihe deposition of tho Panchet

group. This manner of preservation resembles that in the Kawarsa beds of the Chanda

district, where Glossoptcris occurs also in a very fragmentary stale, and again associated with

Estheria (the form as in the Panchets and in the Mangli beds). In my note on tlie Estherla

beds in India §, I have already pointed this out, and I vejieat again that the Kawarsa beds

very likely are on the horizon of tho Panchets in Bengal.

We have thus in the real Panchet group Schizoncura and Glossoptcris^ both of which

occur again in the underlying Raniganj group ; and the Panchet group is certainly as closely

connected by fossils with the Raniganj group, as the Mangli beds are with the Kamthi

(Raniganj) group. Mr. W. T. Blanford himself found no great unconfonnity between tho

Ranigaiy and Panchet groups. On page 127, 1. c., Mr. Blanford says :
—

“ It should, however,

be remembered that there is a very considerable apparent conformity between the two groups,

• Additional remarks on tho geoloffical relations and probable ago of tho several systems of rooks in Central

India, etc. M. G. S., Vol. Ill, p. 197, ef teq.

t On the geological structure and relations of the Raniganj coal-field, M. O. S., Vol. Ill, pp. 3 and 126.

t See a letter by Dr. Oldham to Rev. W. 13. Clarke, published iu his “ Remarks on Sedimentary Rocks of New
South Wales,” 3rd edition, page 29.

§ Rec. Geol. Surv., X, 1, p. 29
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and that excepting in the section on the banks of the Nunia,* the want of it can only be

made out by a careful comparison of the rocks of each formation over considerable areas/

And Mr. Oldham, in his paper mentioned above, says about this unconformity :—“ The

unconformity between them (Kanigaiij and Panchet groups) is but slight (in truth, such

as would never probably have been noticed were the change, from one group to another, not

marked by a change in mineral characters of rocks), etc.” I went myself twice through this

part of the Nunia stream, and I could only observe this apparent conformity, and the

co-existence of Svhizoneura and Glossopteris in these beds, and therefore their close connec-

tion with the Eaniganj group cannot, 1 think, be denied, whatever may be the differences in

mineral characters.

Amongst the ft’agmonts of Glossupferis which I mentioned above in the sj>ecimens of

th(i Panchet rocks, ihei’c are easily seen two difierent forms of areolation : one is that of

Glossopteris indlra, Schinip., and the other of my Glossopteris communis. 1 may thus

record the fact that Glossopteris occurs in two forums in the true Panchet roejes^ together

with Schizoneura and Psthei'ia, (jonnocting the Panchet group more closely with the Rani-

ganj group than I supposed before.

But I have also to notice the occurrence of Glossopteris in the “ upper series ” of the

Gondwana system,—in the Jabalpur group and in the Denwa groups.

There are some specimens from the Sher river amongst our Jabalpur fossils
;
one of

these I described as Cyclopteris lohata^ comparing it with the Cyelopt. digitata from the

English Oolite ; but it is also very close to those forms which only rcicently were described by

1leer from Middle .lurassic (oolitic) strata in Greenland and Eastern Siberia as Gingko^ to

which also Cyelopt. digitata from Yorkshire was placed, and it would be the case also with

our Ibrra. On the revtu'se side of this specimen I discovered the first specimen of Glo8»

sopteris

;

by splitting the stone I uncovered another leaf of this genus.

There is another specimen with Alethopt, Whithyensis^ G6pp., also from the Sher river,

which contains also two leaf fragments of Glossopteris. Although fragmontaiy, the exist-

ence of the genus Glossopteris in the Jabalpur (Kach) group is unmistakably proved.

In 1875 Mr. H. B. Medlicott brought from the Denwa horizon (Mahadeva Series) of

the Satpura basin near K(;sla, somo specimens of a very crumbling rock with fragmentary

plant-remains, amongst which is a leaf, the venation of which is areolated, and which I can

only believe to be a Glossopteris^ with which also the whole form of the leaf agrees. I have

no intention to determine the species ; I am satisfied with the gcnerical determination. By
these discoveries, I think, Glossoptei'is loses somewhat of its “ exclusive carboniferous

character,” whicli in Australia is given by the marine fauna, while here in India I believe it

to be mesozoic.

On the occubbence of erbatics in the Potwab, and the deductions that must

BE DRAWN THEREFROM, hy W. Theobald, Geological Survey of India.

As my assertion of the former extension of glaciers to so low a level as 2,000 feet in

the Kangra Valley has found scaniely more favour at the hands of my colleagues than from

the author of J. A. S. B., 1877, Part II, \o. I., p. II), it is some satisfac-

tion to me now to produce additional evidence tending to the same conclusion ; and if I am
not mistaken, less open to the destructive criticism of experts than were my rather crude

obsen^ations in Kangi'a.

The above-mentijued si)eeimeus, with Esihena, Schizoneura, and Qlotsopieru, are from here.
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Indeed, my present evidence goes farther than that of the so-called and so-disputtni Kdngra

erratics and moraines, for in their case I merely argued for a terrestrial or moraine origin

which did not exclude the probability of a sufficiently great ditferenee of level in the whole

country to largely obviate the isothermal difficulty, whereas I now am forced to contend for

floating i(!e as the vehicle of iny Potwar erratics, and this almost precludes the idea of any

considei’ablc difference of level between then and now along tin* Indus basin, the conditions of

the problem rather necessiting the supposition of the Potwfir then fonning a vast lake sub-

sequently drained by the lowering of the Indus k'd above Kalabiigh.

I will preface my remarks by saying that by the tenn “ erratic,” I understand fragments

of stone of any size or shape which have ken transported by ice, and that the occunvnee of

blocks of stone (neither meteoric nor presumably due to drift timber), embedded in thinly

laminated impalpable silt, facie evidence of ice as the transporting agent.

The Potwar is that vast spread of undulating open ground north of the SjUt llange.

It is sparingly marked with hills, and rendered somewhat difficult to traverse by deeply

excavated streams and ravine-ground, the result ol‘ atmospheric; denudation acting on a soft

alluvial surface. The surface is mainly alluvial, hut the underlying Siwalik sandstones often

crop out above the surface, or as fi’equcntly display themselves in the deep sections afforded

by streams and ravines.

The alluvium—or loess, as it has been proposed to be called by some writers— is very

variable in cbaract(;r ; most generally it is a brown clay, with litth' or no hanhir (lime-nodules)

in it, and very prone to melt away before rain action
;
hence the deep intricate ravines which

intersect it.

Ill some spots, as south-east of Fatehjang, towards the Khaire-Munit range, it presents

the character of a lacustrine marl, with thick beds of earthy tufa crowded with land and

tresh-water shells, among which I remarked—

Lymnea rufescens L. (
probably Corhicula (a small siieiJics near

var. of L. peregra). Agcetjxis),

Planorhis ejcustus. ZTmo (near Candaharica,)

J^. coiivejriusciilus, i
Alav.cochlamys Javquetnonlii.

Vivipara JBengalcnsis.
j

Cylendrus insnlans.

Bythhtia pulchella, Napoeus sahicola.

Melania tulerculata, Opcas gracilis.

At other places where less tranquil deposition was taking place, the alluvium lias the

character of ordinary river deposits, clay, sands, and gravels intermixed ;
whilst east ol

liawalpiudi these gravels are replaced by coarse boulder conglomerates with an aggregate

thickness of over 2a) feet, and possibly much more, as denudation has largely modified the

surface of these beds.

Near Jand a considerable area exists of a fine thin-bedded silt wholly devoid of

organic remains, and therein presenting a striking contrast to the equally fine, though

dissimilar, clay or marl at Fatehjang. A considerable thickness of this silt is seen (<W) fet*t

at least), but its relation to the ordinary alluvium is obscure, it being covered over and

masked by enormous quantities of blown sand carried over it from the bed of the Indus by the

powerful west winds blowing in the hot season. This silt is impalpably fine and thin-boddod,

and of an extremely pale greenish fawn colour, and iti it are impacted masses of granitoid

gneiss, such as constitute the biggest erratic blocks of the district about to be enumerated.

One such block, a little under a foot in diameter, was seen in a road-side section north of

Jand, impacted in situ, and but half exposed by denudation in this silt, the fine lamimo

of which were curved against it, as would bo in the case of a foreign bod3’ embedded in

such a position.
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Tills block is not a particularly large one, though its presence in so fine a bed demands

a special explanation, but it is valuable as clearly displaying the fact that some, at all events,

of the erratics which overspread the surface are weathered in Situ out of a lacustrine silt

indicative at some former period of both lacustrine and glacial conditions in the Potwar.

Near the burial-ground of Jand a deep section of this fine silt is seen, and on it

another erratic is seen of about a cubic yard in contents, and this, there seems no reasonable

doubt, lias also weathered out in sitUy though it is not so self-evident as in the other case.

It will hardly, 1 think, be contended that these erratics were transported by floating

trees, for this reason, that they are random samples of that spattering of similar blocks

many of which are too huge to be capable of any other transport than ice ;
and this embedded

block at all events, from the nature of the materials which surround it, could have been

transported by no debacle or oven moraine, but must have quietly sunk where it now lies.

The first erratic noticed by mo (being first discovered by apprentice Kishen Sing) was

in a small stream less than a quarter of a mile west of Find Sultani on the road from

Jlawal])indi to Jand. At this spot two blocks of a gneissic rock, which probably once

formed a single fragment, are seen lying half buried in the sand of a small stream. The

larger 1‘ragment is nearly ton ft‘et in its greatest length, and nothing approaching this size is

seen in the oi’dinary surface gravel, or in the section of the hanks of the stream wherein

these blocbs lie. Scatttered blocks of a similar gneiss, but of a smaller size, occur at several

spots along the road as far us Jand, near which })lace they are not very uncommon. These

fragments are more or less angular, and have nothing in common, so far as appearance goes>

with the ordinaiy rounded boulders and gravel of the Indus, a spill of which materials is

found all over the country as we near the Indus, the remnants no doubt of a former high-

level deposit of gravel and boulders swept down that river and its tributaries.

About two and a half miles west-north-west of Jand, and a little south of the road to

Kusbalgarb, occurs a monstrous fragment of gneiss forty feet in girth, aud sundry smaller

fragments are seen in the neighbourhood, as also a little nearer the Indus
;
but close to that

riv(;r these fragments disappear, or are involved undistinguisbably in the general mass of

boulders swept down in its bed. There is at the spot where this large block occurs much
surface gravel, but the rock beneath seems to be the silt I have previously described, wliich

Lore slieets ovTr and tills in the hollows between the harder Siwalik ridges which here and

lliere crop out above the surface. So obvious is the foreign character of this granitoid rock

resting on fine silt, that it has acquired a legendary fame, and is resorted to as a cure for

fever, which is ellecfed by th(j devout pacing it nine times without drawing breath.

The distance between this block and that first noticed at Find Sultani is twelve miles,

and the direction of the lino joining them east-north-east, west-south-west. Along this lino

small angular erratics are here and there seen, none more than a mile on either side of it

;

which clearly indicates the linear arrangment of these blocks. To establish this fact I made
a traverse to the north as far as Jalwal, besides despatching Kishon Sing in other directions,

but without finding any other blocks save those mentioned
; wliilst to the south I made

several traverses equally without result, till the second lino of erratics was met, the interme-

diate ground being free from these fragments. At twenty miles, however, south-east of

this line of Jand erratics, a seiuuid line of them is met with possessing the same general

strike (oast-north-cast) as the last, and this lino I traced for eighteen miles along the

course of the Sofm river, which must have engiilphed many in its sands. This line extends

through Shah jVlahoniedwalla and Jabbi, and some of its fragments are found two miles

or a little more on either side of the centre line. The most easterly fmgment noticed was a

huge mass broken into several pieces, over 20 feet in girth, resting on alluvium at a high level

eight and a half miles from Fiudigheb and eleven miles from Jaraan, aud there arc several
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smallei blocks in the same neijjhbourhood. An equally large block occurs close to Suriali six

miles to the south-west, whilst six miles north-west of this last occurs another not quite so largo.

These two last blocks are the moat divergent, being five miles apart, and between them the

great central course of blocks seems to pass. Below Shah Mahomedwalla, erratic blocks, mostly

of gneiss, are numerous, but above that village the Soan has engulphed them, or the blown

sand in the low land south of the river has covered them up. Enough, however, remains

clearly to establish the fact of their being two trains of erratic blocks in the Potwar, many of

which blocks range from 20 to 40 feet in girth, and some of which at all events are im-

pacted in a thin-bedded silt. These two trains of blocks are twenty miles apart, and their

course very nearly at right angles to that of the Indus, but coincident with that of its main
feeders in the area in question at the present day (the Sojln, etc.).

My colleague, Mr. Wynne, has also found numerous erratics, with an excellent sketch of

some of which ho has kindly supplied me, but beyond a mere announcement of this corrobora-

tive fact I need not now go. The discovery of one or more pi('ces of the dark Trans-Indus

gypsum has, 1 believe, led my colleague to entertain a suspicion that these erratics have tra-

velled from the west
; but this I think must be viewed with the utmost caution, as whether

we regard the erratics as borne by floating ice or not, it is hard to concieve that any train

of blocks coming from the west would pursue (as 1 have shown the Potwdr erratics to do)

a course to the east-north -cast.

The above simple exposition of the few facts hearing on this interesting question,

gathered by me in the course of my last season’s work, must suffice for the present, as till we
know more of the direction whence these Potwar erratics descended, speculation on the subject

would be vain. One thing, however, I regard as established,—namely, that whilst glaciers

W'ere ploughing their way down the great J-Iiraalayan rivers and valleys to within 2,()00 feet

or so of the sea, tlie Potwar was one great lake, wnth an exit probably near Kalabagh as now,

and into which hike glaciers descended freighted with the debris of the hills of Hazara

and Jvushmir.

W. THEOBALD.

DJtannuala, June 1H77,

On hecent Coal exi'Lorations in the Dahjilino Dtstbict, hi/ F. 11 . Mallet, F.O.S.,

O cologira I Survey of Tndi

a

.

At the time when the construction of the Northern Bengal Railway was commenced, the

Government of Bengal, in view of the importance of obtaining, if possible, a supply of

coal within a distance less great than that from the known coal-fields of Raniganj or

Kaharbari, requested that an examination should be made into the mineral resources of tlio

Darjiling hills, with reference more especially to coal. To this duty 1 was deputed during

the cold weather of 1873-74. The results of my work are included in Part 1, Vol. XI, of

the Memoirs of the Geological Survey.

In that report it was shown that a narrow band of Damuda rocks stretches from Pauka-

bari eastwards as far as Daliiigkot, at an average distance of two or three miles from tlie base

of the hills. The strata, however, have undergone great crushing and distortion, and are tilted

up on edge, dipping generally at a high inclination : often vijrtically, and seldom at lower

angles than 30° or 40°. 8uch disturbance is accompanied by great change in the

lithological characters of the rocks, the sandstones and shales being frequently converted

into quartzites and slates, respectively, while the coal has lost a large proportion of its
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volatile matter, so as to approach to anthracite in composition. At the same time the crush-

infj to wliich the seams liave been subjected has squeezed them so that they often vary

fjjreatly in thickness within a few yards, and has induced a flaky structure in the coal, which

renders it so friable that it can be crumbled into powder between the fingers with the

gn^atost ease. With respect to the economic value of the coab it was pointed out that

owing b) the high inclination of the seams ; their rapid variation!* in thickness, as well as in

dip and strike ; the shatt(UTd condition of the rocks in many places, and the friable state of

the coal, great difficulties were to be anticipated in any atbunpt to mine the coal; its pow-

dery condition also rendering it useless as fuel until after conversion into either coke or

patent fuel.

Considering that the friable condition of the coal was almost U^yond doubt due to crushing

during the period of elevation of the Damuda rocks, and not to mere atmospheric influence's,

the opinion was expressed that but little hope of improvement at a distance from the sur-

face could be anticipat(*d. At the same time, the value of workable coal in this part of

India would be so immense, t;ven if workable with difficulty, that it was recommended to

place this point altogetlu'r beyond doubt by driving tnal drifts for some distance into one

or two of the more favourably placed seams. From these drifts some infonnation would also

be ghianable as to the steadiness of the seams with respect to thickness, &c. A seam at

Tindhiiria of 11 feet at the outcrop, and another in the Chirankhola jhora of about

t) feet, wen^ recommended for these experimental openings. Subsequently, however, it was

determined to drive into the former of these alone.

The work was placed under the direction of Mr. A. H. Tyndall, Executive Engineer

of the Darjiling and Jalpaigoii division. In such treacherous ground, with men wholly

unaccustomed to work of the kind, the difficulties (‘ucountcred were by no means small.

The hill coolies were most unwilling to work underground with the possibility before them

of being buried alive, and two explosions of fire-damp, although they did but little damage,

were not calculated to rc'assun' their minds. Neitlier were they much encouraged by a fall

of earth which closed up the mouth of the mine one day just as they were about to enter

it for the day's work. Some copper miners from Sikkim, who are accustomed to burrowing

in the ground, and who it was supjiosed would make no difficulty about the matter, were

engaged, but on seeing what was wanted, and that the excavation was not in the hard rock

they were accustomed to, they declined to have anything to do with it.

The outcrop when' the drift was commenced is in the bed of a small stream (about 2<^)

yards south-west of the Tindharia bungalow), from which the ground nses stet'ply on both

sides, the s(*am crossing the rivulet nearly at right angles, and heading stniight into the

side of the hill. Work was begun by cutting away the superficial earth and exposing

a vertical face at a distance of about 10 feet from the original outcrop. Pj*om this point

the adit, 4 feet C inches high by 2 feet 6 inches broad, was driven, with an upward incli-

nation of about 6 degrees to allow for drainage. Cross-cuts were made at intervals to

determine the thickness of the seam. In April last the excavation had been driven to a

depth of about 100 feet from the entrance, when the miners were suddenly brought to a

standstill by coining on solid sandstone. I was consequently directed to proceed to the

])lace and examine the drift. The accompanying plan* shows its course wdth reference to

the scam, and the cause of the apparent discontinuance of the coal. Owing to a twist of

the seam towards the right, the miners got, near the fourth cross-cut, into the dark brown

shale, containing some coal, which underlies the main seam, and, penetrating this, came on

the sandstone below.

X am indebted to Mr. Tyiulnll for the topofrraphicul foaturea.
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The main object of the drift—the determination of the question whether the coal

improves at all in the interior—has however been satisfactorily aot^omplished, the seam

having been followed to a distance of about 80 feet from the original outcrop ; and owing to

a small land slip which took place last rains, two outcrops have been exposed in an adjacent

water-course which yield more information respecting the continuity of the seam than could

bo hoped for from a further prosecution of the drift. As, therefore, there is no object in

carrying the work on any longer, it is advisable to place on record the results obtained.

Friahilitg of the coal .—With resiRH’t to the friability of the coal, no ditfcrence whatevi*r

is perceptible between coal taken from the fourth cross-cut and that at the actual outcrop.

Tluj former position is about 4s6 feet from the Bm*fac.e measured along the shortest line

;

a distance quite sufficient to prove that the friability is, as was anticipated, entirely dm* to

crushing, and not in any degree to surface alteration. No hope can he entertained of obtain-

ing coal from the Darjiling Damudas in anything but the powdery state already described.

Composition .—Neither is any difference discernible in the coal as to comjKisition. In

the following table assays are given of samples taken at various distances from the

surface

—

Distance from
orijriiial outcrop

aloug drift.

1

Distance from
moutii of drift.

DiKtanee from
nearest point of

Hurfacc.

Fixed carbon. Volatile matter. Ash.

0 0 66-3 12*4 21*3

10 0 ? m-H 11*4 21 *8

20 10 7
,

676 14*4 18*1

30 20 15 644 10*4 26*2

70 60 40 63*8 12*6 23*7

Continuity of the seam .—The section of the scam at the outcrop is as follows

(asc(mding) :

—

(a)—Yellowish (slightly rusty) sandstone, seen about

(6, (/)—Brown shale...

{e)—Coal ... ... ...

(f?')—Sandstone, similar to (a), seen ... ...

Ft. In.

12 0

6 0

11 0

8 0

The shale (h, d) is only partially exposed, and may include the layer of coal (c) visible

el s(*where. The dip of the main seam here is west-15°-north at 8(J®.

In the first cross-cut there is only 5 feet 6 inches of coal, with sandstone on both sides

of it, the shale (&, d), and the lower part of the seam, being evidently cut out by a small

slip. The dip is badly seen, hut apjiears to be about north-west at 70®.

At the second cross-cut, 6 feet 6 inches of coal is exposed, but the seam has not been

cut through on the left side.

In the third cross-cut it is 7 feet 6 inches thick with shale below it. Dip seems to

be about we8t-40,®-north at 80®.

In tbe fourth, 10 feet of coal is exposed in the main seam, which is not cut through to

the right. The dip appears to be the same as in the last cross-cut. Tliere is a thin bed

of coal included in the brown shale below.
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The fifth cross-cut is entirely in shale, beyond which, at the end of the drift, is the

sandstone (a).

About 80 feet south-west of the fourth cross-cut the seam is exposed in a surface

outcrop. It has a thickness of not less than 10 feet, and dips about 6outh-20®-east at 30®.

I do not think that this is the true dip, however, but merely a bending over of the seam

at the outcrop caused by a slip of the surface debris, &c.

Thirty yards further the following section is exposed

—

(a)—Sandstone, seen

Ft.

10

In.

0

(6)—Brown slmlo ... ... 1 0

(r)— 1 0

(d)—Brown shale ... 3 0

{f)—Coal 12 6

(/)—Brown shale 0 9

(f/)—Sandstone, soon ... ... ... 8 0

Dip about south at 60.®

Throughout, then, the length of 250 feet in which the seam is traceable, it possesses

a fair degree of uniformity in thickness. But the strike twists round from B0uth-15°-

west to west, or through 75°
; while the dip, which is 80° at one end, is an inverted

one of 60° at the other, the difference being 40.° Of course these are merely local features

affecting one portion of one senun, but my experience of the rocks generally does not

lead me to suppose that the beds at Tindharia are subject to any unusual degree of dis-

tortion. Taking into account, then, that the Tindharia seam is thicker, and perhaps more

uniform in thickness, than any yet found, it is manifest what extreme difficulty the (jondition

of the rocks in question must op])0se to any attempt at mining the coal seams generally.

Necessity for timbering .—The experience gained shows also that galleries cannot be

driven into the coal for a single yard without complete timbering
;
on which, owing to the in-

coherent, non-self-suppoHing character of the coal, an unusually heavy pressure is put (which

is shown by * creep’ of the door of the gallery as well as by bulging in of the aides and roof)

;

and owing to the heat and damp within the drift, the wood quickly Incomes unserviceable

from rot. With the comparatively triding superincumbent weight of 40 or 50 feet of

rock, some of the 3-inch planks were beginning to yield at the time of my visit
; and

Mr. T3mdall informed me that it was frequently necessary to renew them here and there, while

a complete renewal would be necessary if it were decided to carry the work on further.

No doubt the limber would last longer in a regular mine with an organized system of ven-

tilation ; but making every allowance for this, it is certain tliat the expense for timbering

in any mines in the Darjiling coal would be extremely heavy.

Fire-damp .—It has also been shown that the coal is not altogether free from fire-

damp, two slight explosions having occurred during the progress of the drift. There would

be little to fear, however, on this score in regular mining operations, as the usual amount

of ventilation would doubtless^ be more than sufficient to carry off the small amount of gas

generated.

Coking properties of roaZ.— Some time ago a quantity of the coal was sent by

Mr. Tyndall to Calcutta, and through the courtesy of Mr. Blackburn, Manager of the

Oriental Gas Company’s works, Mr. Medlicott and myseK were enabled to experiment on

its coking properties, in some gas retorts placed at our disposal.
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About 3J cwt. of coal in its natural state, i. e., in coarse powder and fragile lumps,

was introduced into a retort, which was already at a red heat. The chart^e wjis kept at this

temperature by means of an external furnace, for five hours, and then drawn. The coal

came out in powder just as it went in. It lost its volatile matter, of course, but did not

cake in the slif^htest degree.

Three and a half cwt. of coal, previously saturated with water, was treated in the same

way for seventeen hours. ITie result was the saine as in the last experiment.

In a subsequent series of experiments I sought to deteminis as far as can Ix' done

on a small scale, what proportion of pikdi addc'd to the coal ivas required t^) give the (X)ke

a sufficient (h'grec of firmness. Two pounds of the coal powder, passed through a sieve, of

holes to the inch linear, were intimately mixed with dillerent proportions of coal-tar i)itch

(passed through a sieve of 20 holes to the inch linear), the mixture somewhat shaken down

in the crucible, covered over with a thick layer of sand and the crucible lid, and then heated

for an hour and a half. When witlnlrawn, the crucible had been for some time at a full

red heat, and the evolution of gas had (‘eased. The results wer(‘ as follow :
-

ProportioDFi. Quality of ookc.

j y Coal 4 parts i>y weight

t Pitch 1 „

...
‘

1
Coke linrd aud firm.

,, f Coal fi parts by weight

t Pitch 1 „ „

( Coke of good quality,

q
but less ftrtn than

^ No. 1.

„ ^ Coal 12 parts i)y weight

t Pitch 1 „ „

. t Coke fairly good ;

...1 somewhat tender.

^
( Coal 1 6 parts by weight

t Pitch 1 „

... •

'

I
Coko inferior

;
fragile.

g
f Coal 32 parts by weight

t Pitch 1 „ „

... ^Coko very inferior;

... ( easily e.ruinhled.

In a sixth experiment the coal was tightly rarnnK'd into the erneihh* without admixture

of pitch. It coked to some extent, b(ung about (*qual in tliat resj»ect to No. 5.

It app])ears, then, that the Tindharia coal will not coke at all when hejit(Ml in a loose

state, hut lliat it will coke, although in a very inferior way, wduui previously cojnpressed.

It is also to be remarked that the Tindharia coal contains tlie largest jwoportiou of combusti-

ble volatile matter (on tbo presence of whic^h in suflicient quantity the coking mainly

depends) of any Darjiling coal assaytxl, as shown in the following table.*'

Rakt naddi, S' 6” Hearn

Cart road, 6' 0" seam

Chirankhola naddi, 7' 0" seam ...

Tindbaria ravine, 11' 0" seam ...

Ravine south of Pankabari, O' seam

AvnsAnB

Fixed carbon. Volatile matter

_

Asb.

79-3 7'0 131

741 9 0 10*9

6*2 26 2

B6-3 12i 21 3

fiPO 11*8 242

rotw 9-20
!

1

1

2() 14

• Memoirs, (J. S. I., Vol. XI, p. 64.
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The failure, therefore, to producer g;ood coke in the first experiments leaves little room to

hope that such can be priKluced from any other Darjiling coal.

M^ith respect to the production of coke with the aid of pitch, taking into account, on the

one hand, that coke made on the large scah* yields better results than in mere crucible experi-

iiients, and on the other that the Tindharia coal possesses a sliglit tendency to cake per sc^

vfhirh some other of the Darjiling coals do not, it may perhaps be inferi'ed that about a tenth

or twelfth of pitch, or say 2^ manft (inaunds) to the ton of coal is about the smallest propor-

tion which would bo found to answer in pra(dice. Tin* price of coal-tar pitch at th(‘ present

time in Calcutta being Its. 2-4 a this quantity would cost over six rupees at Siikna'-

that is to say, the pitch alone would cost nearly half the amount at which Raniganj coal

could be delivered there per ton.*

The results of some experiments on a small K(*ale, resp(‘cting tlie manufacture of

pat<‘nt Fuel by agglutination with farinaceous matter, are nu‘ntioned in my repoH on

Darjiling.f It yet remains to be proved, however, whether this ])hin would answer on a

commercial scale. Att(*m]d,s of this kind carried out at JIaniganj, with the object of

utilizing the small coal of the collierie.s t}iere,J were successful in the production of good

fuel, but not at a paying rate.§

Coyrlusion .—Taking into account the extreme difficulty and corresponding expense

wliich must be encountered in mining the Daijiliug coal, and tin* subsecpient expense of con-

verting it into a usable form of fuel, I fear there is but little ho]>e of working it at a rate

h'ss than, or even not exceeding, that at which Jtauiganj coal could be laid down at ibc foot

of the hills.

Aaxam coal .—In the coal of Assam, howH'ver, there is a supply which may eventually

he found more advantageously available than eitliev. If the projected communication should

he estal)lished between the Nazira coal-field aiul the Brahmajmtra, and the branch line of

the North(‘rn llengal Railway to J)iibri be constructed, it is not improbable that coal taken

down the Rrabmaputra would command tlie marktd. C'okc made from ilie strongly caking

Assam coal mixed in clue jtroportion with the anthacilic coal from Darjiling would probably

he found (irrespt'ctive of cost) to yield a highly serviceable fuel, but the expense of manu-

faeluring it would most jirobably be found greater than the cost of delivenng the raw

Assam coal at the foot of the Darjiling hills.

JjWESTONES IN THE NETGHEOUEnoop OF Barakae, % F. U. Mallet, F.G.S., Geological

Sunwy of India.

Not long ago, I had an opportunity of examining different deposits of limestone near

the western border of the Raniganj coal-field, which have ucquirid additional impoitane-e of

late owing to their employnuMit as flux at the Rarakar iron-works. In visiting the different

([Harries that have been opened, I had, as guide, an intelligent native employe, who was kindly

sent with me for the ])urpose by the Manager of the (^impany.

The most important localities— in fact the only ones in which limestone lias la^ mised—

•

are two. namely, Baghmara at the western end of Paiichet Hill, and Hausapathan ten miles

• MemoirB, G. S. I., Vol. XI, p. (12.

t r»id, p. so.

X Records, Vol. VII, p. 162.

§ Thifl tact in itself alone, however, cannot be taken as conclusive aprainst the prodnetion of similar fuel in the
Darjflinpr district. At K^nicranj, patent fuel must hold its own ag^ninst round coal raised on the spot, whereas in
the Darjiling district it would have the advantage of couipetiug with round coal brought from long distances.
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further west. The limestone in the fonnor locality is of Damuda ago, and was originally

discovered by my colleague, Mr. Ball, in 1805, ami mentioned in his progrt*ss report for that

year. That at Hansapatliar is included in the gneiss. It was found in 18(34-05 by Mr. W. L.

Willson during his survt‘y of the crystalline rocks.

Baghmdra -Immediately east of the fault which brings the gneiss against

the coal-bearing series at Baghmara* there is a noilh and south ridge com])os('d of Baniganj

sandstone, dipping to the east at an angle of 00 or It) degrees. It is in the valley to the

south of the village, between tliis ridge and Ihinchdt Hill, that the outcrop wlu‘n‘ the

({Harries have Ix'en opened is situated. At the time of my visit three tpuirries had bei‘n opened

in a line running N. S. S. W., the distance between the two furthest aj)art ht'ing

some 300 yards. The geiu'ral section is lud as clearly visible as might be wisht‘(l, but,

gleaned from the different exj)osiires of rock, appears to be as follows (descending)

—

((/).—Sandstone.

(c).— Arenaceous 1 imestone.

{fj). Shaly ind micaceous sandstone.

(</).—Lime.stonc.

There is sandstone above tlu* limestom* (e), but it is not seen in immediate superposition,

and there may be other bi‘(ls betweim. The uj)per limestone, as seen in the most, southerly

quaiTy, is about 18 fe(‘t thick, and is repeated by a small slip. It is very massively btslded,

but on the weathered surfaces traces of false bedding can be detected. The dip is east-

20°-south at about 20“. The rock is of a dark greyish (tolor and very arenaceous, with scales

of mica and occasional bits of (uirbonized stems, Ac. : the fracture is rough and uneven.

The limestone in the second (middle) quarry resembles that in the first. One liundred

yards or so to noifh-west of it therii is another outcrop, exposing a few feet of similar rock.

Wbcthtjr this is the same band faulted, or a distinct one lower in tin* section than (a), is not

clear, as the intervening ground is cov(‘r(*d with surface soil.

A little to one side of the third (most northerly) quarry the arenaceous limestone is

partially visihh*, with a fe.w yards of shaly micactums sandstone below it resting on the

limestone (a), which is exposed in ihe quarry itself. The last-nientioii(*d rock is imissivifly

bedded, like the arenaceous band, and similar to it in color, but it is setm by the (‘y(‘ alone to

be of a purer kind. The sandy clement is much more subordinate, and the fracture is

smoother and iinperfei^tly conehoidal. Eleven or twxdve feet of limestone is ex
2
)ose(i in the

quarry, but the bottom has not been reached. Dip east-30°-south at 15“.

1 liave recently made some analyses of average samples from each band, which give the

following results :

—

Ujjpei' lumstonc (c).

C'aU*i(^ carl)Ouat(! ... . ... 45’0r>

Magnt-sic carbonate ... ... ... ... H o:!

Ferrous carbouute ... ... ...

Ferric oxide ... ... ... ... *28

Phospboric a(;id ... ... ... ... *07

Insoluble (chiefly sand, but also includes scales of mica, with

some clay and a small quantity of carbonaceous nmtlcr) ... 3fl‘28

fide Map of the RAniganj Field : Memoirs, Geological Survey of India, Vol. HI, Pt. 1*
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The residue ins»)liiblo in acid contained 84*70 per cent, of silica, equal to 33*27 per cent.,

or just one-third tfie total weight, of the limestone.

Lower limestone (a).

Calcic carbonate ... 63*40

Majcncaic carbonate .. ... 14*41

Kerrous cjarbonat^j 4*16

Ferric oxide *62

Flinsphoric acid •12

liiHolublc (Hand with clay) ... ... 19*2S

101*98

Neither limestone contains more than a trace of sulphur. Of the insoluble residue in (a),

84'8e5 per c(‘nt., or 16*36 per cent, of the limestone, was silica. It will be seen that the

n])])er hand contains double as much insoluble m*atter as the lower. Exclusive of this, which

is mainly mechanically mixed sand, the two limestones have very nearly the same composition.

Upper band. Lower band.

(’aide carbonate ... 74*20 78*17

Magneeic carbonate ... 19*01 17-76

Ferrous carbonate ... 6*00 613

Ferric oxide *46 •77

riioflphoric acid ... •12 •16

99*85 101*98

The inferiority of the upper band has beem already proved by experience, and the work-

ing of it has been abandoned for some time. The only quarry now open is in the lower band,

which, as may be seen from the analysis, is of fairly good composition, although containing

an undesirably large percentage of silicious matter.

The quantity of lime that may be expected from it is tolerably large. In the present

quaiTy the band has a minimum, thiclaiess of 11 or 12 feet, and it can probably be advan-

tageously followed for some hundred yards along the outcrop. The average dip of 15® or

20®, however, with rising ground to the east, would not allow of its being quarried far in the

direction of the inclination of the beds.

llesides its employment as flux, this stone has been burned for lime to some exttmt at

NarrHin})ur, where coal is raised, and at Barakar. The distance from the quarry to Bar4kar

is about 10 miles, by a good kacha road as far as the Damuda, and over a metalled road for

the remainder of the way.

Tlie calcareous horizon may be traced in a north-easterly direction from Baghmara to

near the Damuda, west of Karraiiipur. But in this northern portion of the outcrop the

bands are more earthy and impure than the lower one, at least, at Panch^t Hill. There

af)pcar to be three or four bands, which are all thin and arenaceous. The sandstone, also,

contains calcareous nodules. It would seem as if the deposition of earthy and sandy mate-

rial has l>een gr(‘ater to the north than at Panchdt Hill, and that the calcareous element has

been mor<‘ ‘diluted* as it were.
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A little south of the boundary between the Ironstone Shales and Raniganj group, at tlie

villages of Jassaidhi and Gangutia (about two miles south-east of Barakar), a band of lime-

stone is visible which seems to belong to the same horizon. It is only a few feet thick, and

gave on assay 38*2 per cent, of insoluble matter ; so that it is useless as a source of lime.

It appears from the foregoing details that the calcareous bands are in the Raniganj

group, at the lower part of it. The contiguity of the PanchiJt bods to the limestone, south

of Baghm^ra, is therefore apparently due cither to the unconformity between the Raniganj

and Panchet groups,'*' or to an undetected fault to the east of the limestone.

Hdnsapathar limestone,—Six miles west of Baglimdra there is an abundant supply of

limestone of good quality, occuning as a strong band in the gneiss. The country is open,

with merely a thin covering of soil, through which the rock penetrates in many places.

In a quarry half a mile west of Hdnsapathar the outcrop is some 50 yards broad, the

beds having an average dip of 30" to the north, giving a thickness of rock of 70 or 80 feet.

Of this, I think, fully three-fourths are available limestone, the remainder consisting of in-

ferior stone, and perhaps intercalated bods of gneiss. The quairy is near the bank of a small

stream, and elevated 10 or 16 feet above it ; so that there is a large quantity of stone above

the water-hivel. A little to the east, the dip (either by a very sharp twist, or by a fault) alters

to east, and is nearly vertical. A short way north of ITansapathar some 25 feet of limestone

is seen in another quarry, but this is only a portion of the whole. On the north sidi^ of

Asta, again, the rock occurs in grtnit force, dipping to the north at 60"—80°. The breadth

of the outcrop is about GO yards, giving a thickness of, say, 150 feet, of which more than

three-fourths is seen to be good stone, free from bands of gneiss, &c. The amount of free

drainage here is about the same as in the quarry first mentioned. The limestone is alst)

exposed, although less fully, hall* a mile east of Asta.

Considering, then, that the outcrop is visihle for about two miles, and the thickness of

the band, it is (dear that the amount of stone within reach is very large indecKl, while the

tbimiess of the superincumbent soil, and the circumstances of the drainage, allow of its being

worked under veiy favorable circumstances.

The rock is a white crystalline limestone, which varies somewkat in texture. Some parts

are comparatively fine-grained ;
in others the crystalline facets are a tenth of an inch in

diameter. Some beds contain strings and nests of quartz and felspar, and disseminated

crystals of actinolite. When such impurities occur in large quantity, the bcnls containing

them weather more slowly than the others, and stand out more prominently above the sur-

face. Scales of brown mica (phlogopite ?) are frequently scattered through the rock.

Tlie analysis of an average sample of tliis limestone yielded

—

Calcic carbonate ... 83'43

Magnesic carbonate ... ... ... *78

Ferrous carbonate ... ... •68

Phosphoric acid ... ... ... •02

Insoluble ... ... ... 1618

Of the insoluble residue, 80*35 per cent, (or 13*00 per cent, of the limestone) is silica. The

rock only contains a trace of sulphur (less than *01 per cent.)

Vide Memoirs, Gcolofflcal Survey of India, Vol. Ill, page 12S.
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The suiwriority of the Hansapathar rock to the lower band at Panch6t Hill is therefore

loss marked, with respect to the amount of insoluhle impurity it contains, than mij^ht be

expected from its outward a])pearance. A large proportion of this imjmrity consists of

white, translucent, silicious grains, which are not easily detected by eye in the similarly coloured

stone. But while the Panchet rock contains some 15 percent, of caihonale of magnesia,

the Hansajjathar contains scarcely being, with the exception of the insoluble matter,

almost pure carbonate of liiiKi. It contains 20 per cent, more carbonate of lime than the

JVncii6t stone, and less phosphoric acid.

Ifence, botli for use as a Ilux and as a source of lime, the Hansapathar rock is markedly

superior. But it is also widl woHh attention as a marble. In texture, colour, and uniformity,

it is, 1 think, e(iual to the av(*rage of the Iwajputana marble, which is so widl known from its

employment in the Taj Mahal at Agra, and otlier monuments in the North-Western Pro-

vinces. Many of the beds aie several feet thick—some as much as six or eight ; so that

bh)cks of any rc({uired size could be extracted.

By the present route, vid Baghmara and Narrainpur, the distance* from Hansapathar to

Barakar is about iiCteen miles, of which eleven is over a kacJia road, and the remainder over

a metalled oih\ In a straight line, however, it is only twelve, and a direct havha road,

easily passable by country carts, could be made at a trifling expense.

Crystallim* limestone has also been found at Bampiir and Bhargora by Mr. Boll, and by

Mr. Willson at Mohada and east of the village on the bank of the Otla iiaddi. These ])laees

are all a mile oi* two w^ist of Panclidt Hill. In none of them, how'ever, can the rock com-

pare with that of Hansajiathar. The Kampur stone is the best, but even there the propor-

tion of good stone is eomparativ(*ly small.

Ill addition to the two principal localities where limestone occurs, giveu above by Mr. Mallet, and which were

both mentioned by me in an unpublished account of the district of Maubhuin, it may be of interest to record the

existeneo of some others in that district. The most important is situated on the main bounding fault of the

coal -lield, close to the village of Janiuau, about live miles to the south-wi'st of lianiffauj and nine miles south-east

of Assunsole. Tliorc is no specimen of this rock at iireseiitavailalile for examination, but w hen seen, it was noted

as being apparently u tolerably pure limestone. As to its abundanee, that can only be deleruiiued by opening up

the ground at the time of its discovery, but a small quantity was visible,

Jn tile other localities tlic rock is mugiiesian (doloinitic), and as such unsuited for a lliu, but may prove useful

for other purposes. One of these localities is situated on the east of the village ol Kamlallpiir, two miles south of

the above given position. The other is on the faulted Junelion of the erystalliiie and sub-metainorphie rocks close

to the spot where copper ores* occur near one mile north-east ot JfuiUu, Perguumili Muub.izuar, aud thirty miles

east-bouth-east from rurulia.—J. Ball.

On some foems of Blowing-Machine used by the smiths of Upfek Assam,

by I\ K. Mallet, F.G.S., Geological Survey of India.

The smelling of iron, which at one time was an important industry in Upijcr Assam,

more especially along tlic skirts of the Naga Hills,f has betm extinct for many ycai-s. But
although the Assamese, in that part of the province at least, have ceased to produce iron

themselves from the ore, there is still a not inconsiderable d(*mand for manufactured articles,

dhaus and spears for barter with the Nagiis holding a prominent place amongst such. The
materials used now, however, are mamly English iron and steel, which, from their chi'apiiess

and the convenient fonns in which they are to be had, have di'iveu the native product out

of the market.

As the contrivances used by the smiths of Upper Assam are essentially different from
those met with in India proper (Peninsular India), the following descriptions may not be

Vide Records, 1870, p. 76.

t Memoirs, .Geological Survey of India,*Vol, XII, p. 360.
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without interest. In India, although tlie forms of apparatus vary greatly in different parts

of the country, they are, I believe, all modifications of the bellows, the supply of air

depending on th(* alternate expansion and contraction of one or a. pair of vessels constructed,

wholly or in part, of a flexible material, like leather or raw skin. The contrivanc(‘s used

in Upper Assam are blowing c^diiuhTs, made of rigid material. Some machines hav(' a

double-acting single cylinder ; others, a pair of single-acting cylinders. The first of thos<^

is the form most commonly used, and may, therefore, be given precedence.

Th(‘ cylinder {aa, plate I), about 3 feet long by 10 inches diameter and three-fourths of an

inch thick, is cut out of a solid piece of wood ; the excavation of the interior, as well as the shaping

of the outside, being done with the ordinary simple tools possessed the villagers. 1 hav(?

nev(n- s(‘cn any cy linders which had been turned or bored. Into the ends, disks of wood an*

fitted by rough dove-tailing the (urcular joints between disks and eylinder being ren-

dered air-tight with clay. In the centre of one disk is a small hole in which the piston-

rod (c) works. The hitter is generally made from a slip of bamboo s])lit from a larg<‘-si/icd

])i(*eo, and lias a diameter of, jierhaps, thr(‘e-eighths of an inch. At one end is a cross-handle ((/)

;

at the other, the piston (c) : tliis is a disk of wood somewhat smaller in diameter tlian the cylinder

and having a groove cut in the circumference, into which strips of skin from the necks of

cocks are sewn by twine passing through holes for the purpose in tlio edge of the piston.

The long, soft leathers fill up the space betwiam the ])ision and cylinder, and prodiKie hut

little friction, while not allowing much air to ])ass through. Rags are also sometimes used for

this purjiose, but aiv less cftectivc. In both the end disks there is a double orifice (/) fitted

with a valve (y) opening inwards; the latter made of leather, or a eonple of folds of shnit

paper, fastened at one side by a slip of wood nailed to the disk. The object of tlu‘ orifice

being double is, that the division in the middle may give supjiort to the valve, and jireveut it

being forced out by the presence of the air when the piston is approaching it.

Close to each end of the cylinder there is a hole {/i) of an inch or so in diameiiT,

which allows the air to pass into the tub(3s (?'/*). These are semicircular ehanru*ls, cut in a

piece of wood^/) of nearly the same length as the cylinder, to tlio side of which it is' nailed.

As the channels approach each other, they bend round and end in circular orifiet's (/•)» »uto

which are fixed two bamboo blast-pipes (/), ajiproaching eacli other at an angle of about

20 degrees. These reach some way into the tuyere (m), which jiimetrates a clay screen («)» the

list* of which is to protect the blowing-machine from the hi'at of the charcoal fir(‘ (o). The

cylinder is generally siippoiti'd on a couple of pieces of wood (ydi to give tin* blast-pipes

sufficient downwaixl iucliuation. It is securely fixed liy a stake (5-) at cacli i‘nd driven into

the ground.

In using the machine, a man sits on the ground, and grasping thi* handle (d), works the

piston backwards and forwards with a stroke of about two feet. When pulling, the valve (</’)

opens and admits air into the cvliiider, while
{ff")

shuts, so that the i‘ntire blast is driven

through the pipe (Z-), In pushing, the action is, of course, reversed. The two defee.ts of

the machine are, that at the end of each .stroke tlierc is a momentary cessation of blast, and

that a certain proportion of the air drawn into the cylinder is sup])lied by a return

draft through the pipe (Z‘), which somewhat diminishes the force of the blast

inU) the fire from The fonner defect could he remislied by adding an air-ehamber, of

sufficient capacity to steady the blast, between tin* jiipes (/) and the screen, oni* pipe of larger

diameter than (/) projecting from the air-chamber into the tuyere. I’he latter defect could be

obviated by elosiug the holes [h] or the pipes (/) with valves opening outwards.* In practice,

however, neither defect is of much consequence, as tiie machine, as it stands, answers the

* This defeft, and its remedy, has been already pointed out by Mr. Mcdlicott,— Geological Survey

of India, f 'ol.ir, j\413.
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purpose for which it is intended, and jjives as strong a blast as is required by the smiths, at

the cost of a slight amount of extra labour.

The double-cylinder machine, represented in plate II, was observed at Burliat on the

Disang, Two wooden cylinders (au), about 2 feet 6 inches high and 7 inches external dia-

meter, are placed close to each other, and secured by being tied to two stakes (ifi) driven

into the ground ( cc represent the fastenings). The upper ends of the cylinders are open,

wliilc there is a hole about an inch diameter in the side of ea^;h, near the bottom. The

pistons are similar to that in the last machine, except that there are no handles at top of

the rods.

The man who works the machine stands behind it, holding the end of one piston rod

in ca<‘h hand, and working them up and down alternately, one being pushed down, while

the other is being pulled up. This machine has the same defects as the first mentioned.

As there is only one orifice into each cylinder, the entire indraught would pass through the

blast pipe (e-), and greatly diminish the blast into the fire, if the pipes were fixed to the body

of the machine. But a space of an inch or so is left between the ends of the pipes and the

cylinders. Through it the indraught mainly takes place, while the force of the direct

blast (c?*) is not materially diminished.

In the N^gii village of Rangkatu (11 miles south-east of Makum) I observed an

ingenious modification of this blower, constructed entirely out of bamboo. The cylinders

(plate III) were each formed out of one segment about five inches diameter, with a

portion of a second segment left below the joint, to allow of the whole being firmly planted

in the ground. Between the cylinders, which were about a foot apart, an upright was

fixed, with a cross-piece tied to it near the top. To this cross-piece the piston rods were

fastened, while at the extreme end was a string held by the smith. The piston remote

from him being weighted with stones (aa), a continuous action was kept up by the smith

alternately pulling the string down and allowing it to rise. This machine, although from

its smaller size is less powerful than the second one, has an advantage over it in that it can be

worked by the smith himself sitting over his fire, without the aid of an assistant.

Although, as far as I am aware, blowing cylinders are not used in any part of Penin-

sular India, they have, been found amongst widely-separated communities elsewhere. I

am informed by Mr. W. Theobald that a pair of single-acting cylinders, similar to the second

machine mentioned above, is commonly used in Martaban and east of the Sittang, as well

as, probably, in other parts of Burma. The same machine, but of larger dimensions, is also

used in Borneo. The cylinder is “made of the stem of a tree hollowed out, about 5 feet 6

inches high and 3 feet in circumference.”* The natives on the north coast of New Guinea

use a machine made, like that at Rangkatu, out of two largo joints of bamboo. “ This

instrument is identical with the bellows in use amongst the brown races of the Archipelago,

from whom it may have been borrowed.”t A machine, resembling the Borneo one, is

made use of by the natives of Madagascar,^ who, it appears, may have derived their know-

ledge of it from Malay sources ;
and it appears that wooden blowing-machines are common

amongst the Chincse,§ from whom, or from the Burmese, it is probable that the Assamese

have acquired a knowledge of the principle.

Percy.—-Metallargy of Iron and Steel, p. 274.

t The native races of the Indian Archipelago, Papuans, by G. W. Earl. M.B.i.s.—Ethnographical Libiarj,

Vol. I, p. 70.

X Percy.—Metallurgy of iron and Steel, p. 277.

§ Ibidt p. 274.
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Analyses of Raniganj Coals, hy A. Tween, laic of the Geological Survey of Lidia.

The analyses recorded in the following tables were made in the laboratory of the

Geological Survey during the years 1870 to 1873. Th^ detailed examination of Indian coals

was undertaken by Dr, Oldham, then Superintendent of the Survey, in conjunction with

Colonel Hyde, R. E., then Master of the Mint. A quantity of coal (about four tons)

was sent by the leading coal companies from each of their principal pits. A largo steam

engine was set apart at the Mint, carefully fitted with instruments for recording the «on-

ditions of the experiments throughout, for the direct trial of these wholesale samples, each

trial extending over several days. Portions of each coal wore put aside at intervals during

the feeding of the furnace, so as to ensurti a fair average ; and this was sent to th(» laboratory

for analysis. Thus, as to sampling, which is so important a matter in the case of analyses,

when so very small a proportion is actually submitted to examination, it would seem that

every precaution was taken to ensure a safe result.

The trials at the Mint were of so tedious a nature, not only in execution but also as

invglving a mass of complicated calculations, that there was necessarily much delay in preparing

the results, and the publication of tlie analyses was p^)stponed that all might appear together.

As these chemical results are, however, quite intelligible by themselves, and have a value

quite independent of the other method of trial, it seems a pity not to give them to the public.

They are, indeed, much the more accurate and absolute results of the two, being quite free

from the many sources of error that beset the grosser methexi of experiment. The one

doubt that affects the analytical method is that of correct sampling, and, as has been said,

every care was taken to ensure safety on this score. Somc^ results of the practical experi-

inents have been obligingly pla(3ed at our disposal by the Master of the Mint
; but unless

accompanied by an account of the process of experiment and of calculation, the information

would not be complete. For a like rciason we do not publish some* tests of the same?

coals kindly furnished by Professor Pedlcr, who, at Colonel Hyde’s request, had measured

the evaporating power by Thompson’s calorimeter. Only one small fragment (about two

or thret? cubic inches) of each coal was sent for this exi^eriment, so the results could s(5an'ely

be taken as representative.

The chemical examination was conducted in the following manner ;—Several samples of

each coal were sent, corr(‘sponding to the number of days of trial at the Mint. These were

mixed together and broken up into small fragments, avoiding dust as much as possible.

A portion was rewirved, from which the analyses were made, and the specific gravity taken.

The remainder was burnt in the following manner:—A small portion was first placed ujxm

an open grate and the smokeless flam(? of a gas burner (over wire-gauze) placed underneath.

When this was well kindled, the larger quantity was added, and a chimney placed on top

;

a very perfect combustion was the result, the ash, before being disturbed, retaining the sha|xi

of the fragments of coal, and scarcely a particle falling through the gratis

Two hundred grains of each coal were kept at a temperature oi 212® for about four

hours for determining moisture ; 60 grains were gradually heated in a closed crucible to

bright redness for the volatile constituents and coke
; 1()0 grains were burnt in a plati-

num capsule for estimating the ash. The carbon and hydrogen in the dried coal were

estimated by combustion with oxide of copper in oxygen gas, and the sulphur by fusing with

nitre, carbonate of soda, and common salt. For the analysis of the ash, 60 grains of the

larger quantity burnt were taken. This was fused in two portions with the ordinary fusing

mixture. The acid solution of one portion, after removal of silica, was divkhnl for the

estimation of the sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid. The remaining constituents were

determined from the other portion. A separate portion of (^a(;h ash was examined for

alkali by digestion with water, but no more than a trace was found in any.
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Carbon,

I

Hydrogen.

] 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 Babiisdl (B.C.C.) 1-378 66*8 6*8 27*4 62*1 13*7 100 68*20 6*04

s MaddapOr (B.C.C.) 1’366 66-8 6*6 27*6 62*4 18*4 100 68'36 4*99

3 Mangalpi'ir (B.C.C.) 1-370 67*8 6*8 26*4 66*1 12*7 100 68*91 4*60

4 Baniganj (B.C.C.) 1-318 64*6 6*2 29*2 49*6 16*0 100 66*46 4*89

•6 Ditto (BC.C.) 1*360 66*0 6*7 27*3 63*9 12*1 100 67*77 4*79

G Ditto (B.C.C.) 1-356 66*4 6*2 28*4 63*1 12*3
100 66-61 4-86

7 Nimcha (B.C.C.) 1-422 69*0 6*4 26*6 61*1 17*9
100 63*94 4-60

R Beldanga (B.C.C.) 1-4C8 66*6 6*2 28*2 48*4 18*2
100 64*28 4*48

G ChinAkdrf (B.C.C.) 1*370 67*4 4*6 28*1 64*4 13*0
100 66*12 4-68

10 Purriapur (B.C.C.) 1-112 70*6 3*8 26*7 61*6 19*0
100 63*07 4-60

11 DuniakGndn (B.C.C.) ... 1-3G8 76*8 2*0 21*2 63*4 13’4
lOO 71*86 4-67

12 Sanktoria (B.C.C.) 1-343 74*6 2*2 23*2 61*4 13*2
100 68*89 462

13 Mangalptur (N.B.C.) 1-406 70*2 4*7 26*1 64*6 16*6
100 66*88 4-74

14 Dhadka (N.B.C.)
.

1*414 73*8 .4*0 22-3 66*7 18*0
100 63*04 4-54

15 Banali (N.B.C.) 1-309 60-4 4*2 26*4 66*3 14*1
100 69-98 4-79

IG Mangalpur (N.B.C.) 1-389 68*6 6*4 26*0 63*4 16*2
100 65-38 4-71

17 Belrfii (N.B.C.) 1-386 71*0 3-0 26*0 66*3 16*7
100 69-12 4-96

lb Ragunath Bally (N.B.C.) 1*412 73*6 8*4 23*1 64*7 18*8
100 66*03 4-60

19 Fath<Spfir (A.) 1*462 70*0 4*2 26*8 46-3 24*7
100

1
6.S*2] 4*.33

20 Sitarampiir (A.) l-,379 69*2 2*4 28*4 62-2 17*0
100 66*4.3 4-77

21 Mohanpdr (A.) 1*466 71*6 1*0 17*4 68*6 23*0
100 66*65 3-46

22 (Charanpur (A.) 1*375 66*6 4*8 2B-6 62-0 14*6
100 65*80 4-64

23 ]Bdnddakatla (?) 1*418 80*0 1*2 18*8 62-7 17*3
100 7339 4-01

24 Ilhasal—'Chau ki dan ga
(E.C.C.) 1*362 65*4 6*9 28*7 62-H 120

100 67*38 6-06

25 CJharakdanga (E.C.C.) ... 1*385 69-0 6*4 25*6 64-6 14-6
100 67*63 4-79

26 Idangalpfir (R.C.A.) 1-400 67-3 6*6 28*3 61-2 16-0
100 64-49 4-64

27 ruranadip (R.C.A.) 1-601 09*2 6*6 24*3 46-6 237 100 67-09 4-47

28 ])hasal (R.C.A.) 1-384 ! 66*4 6*8 37*8 61-0 16-4 100 67*22 4*71

29 1ropasi (R.C.A.) 1*395 1

1

67*0 6*2 26*8 51-0 160 100 66*88 4*72

30 Ditto (R.C.A.) 1-407
1

66*0 7*0 27*0 48*4 17-6 100 64*02 4-65

31 I^igiah (R.O.A.) 1-.394
j

66*8 6*0 29*2 48*2 17*8 300 63*77 4-62

Averages 1-393 69*0 4*8 26*83 63*2 16*17 100 66*2 4*64

B. C. C.—Bengal Coal Company.

N. B. C.—New Dirbhfim Company,

A.<—Messrs. Apear and Co.
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OXIUB OF COPFKB IN OxXOBN. COMFOblTIOK OF THB AbH.
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Alumina.

Oxide
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Iron.
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s

1
Sulphuric

Acid.

Phosphoric

Acid.

Total.

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

10*66 1*10 160 100 60*40 23*67 8*26 2*47 8*87 •86 1*81 69*82 1

11*63 *82 14-6 100 62*92 33*48 6*60 2*30 1*27 1-20 •06 98*43 2

12*11 *88 13*3 100 69*66 26*72 808 2*92 ... 1*00 ri8 99*66 3

ir36 1*30 16*0 100 60*24 28*30 7*04 1*80 •42 1-00 •78 99*68 4

13*68 •86 13 0 100 67*00 26*46 9*60 8*28 •94 1-30 1*03 98 61 6

U*27 •96 13*1 100 68*04 26*47 917 8*38 •30 •80 1*60 99*66 0

11*66 1*00 18*9 100 67*60 26*62 11*20 8*67 *61 •50 2*00 100*90 7

11*18 *86 19*2 100 46*04 16*20 31*06 3*06 1*40 •50 1*77 100 93 8

13*97 1*23 14*0 100 62*68 22*88 8*32 1*82 1*12 •86 *71 08*41 9

11*88 •76 19*7 100 62*60 24*32 9*64 2*13 1*21 •33 100*13 10

8*78 •69 14*0 100 60*64 31*00 6*62 1*21 *94 •56 *61 101*30 11

12*27 82 13*6 100 58*00 29*03 7*19 8*26 ... Ml 1*46 100*36 13

11*16 •98 16*3 100 67*20 38*82 4*00 3-48 •60 rio 100*11 13

13*02 •40 19*0 100 64*02 29*22 3*62 1*61 •81 •65 99-76 14

10*06 •87 14*8 100 62*77 80*48 3*33 3-18 *47 1*20 101-42 15

12*66 •66 16*7 1 (N )
67*62 32 04 4*47 4*63 •4.5 1*65 ioo*;6 10

9*16 •67 16*2 100 62*66 29*21 3*80 2-65 •76 *48 1-41 100*86 17

9*38 •69 19*4 100 61*89 27 71 2*56 3 10 ...
•40 1*65 JW30 18

11*13 •61 25*8 100 03*76 88*73 4*83 1 -W ... •61
j

99-01 19

10*68 •83 17*4 KK) 62*86 30*66
1

3*28 2-00 -.56 46 *76 100-41
j

20

6*49 1*20 23*2 1 (K)
73*00 26*36 *80 ...

1

100-06 21

13*16 1*01 16*4 100 67*16 31*61 2*62 4-15 ... •60 1*10 100-31

1

*22

4*36 *96 17*3 100 64*06 26*86 9*18 1-31 ... ... 100-40 23

13*10 *96 13*6 100 61*76 32*70 2*90 2*61 ... ... *84 100-70 21

] 1
*

3» i *79 16*4 100 68*00 32*64 4*00 4*21 1*46 100*21 26

12*97 *80 17*1 100 68*16 34*46 6*66 2*56 •40 101-11 26

12*61 1*63 24*3 100 6316 26*46 6*16 2-88 ... •26 1*03 99*94 27

11*03 •74 16*3 100 64*14 30*37 2*11 2*94 ... ... *95 100*61 28

12*06 •85 17*0 100 62*00 28*11 4*41 3*97 1*02 99*61 20

11*77 •86 18*8 100 66*19 27*80 4-10 2-40 ... •20 99*69 .HO

12*61 •60 18*6 100 64*10 29-33 2-28 3*40 ... •63 1*00 100-61 31

11*30 *86 17*01 100 60*70 28*61 6*82 2*77 •43 •44 •83 100*00

E, C. C.—Equitable Coal Oomi>any.

B. C. A,’—Banigaoj Coal ASBOciatiou.
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Noth.—The 31 samples of coal furnished by the five great coal proprietors in the Eaniganj coal-field,

namely, the Bengal Cool Company, the Eaniganj Coal Association, the Equitable Coal Company, the New Birbhfim

Coal Company, and Messrs. Apoar and Co., represent fairly the quality of fuel which can bo supplied from our

oldest and most uxtcuslvoly worked coal-field.

The large quantity of ash is the feature tliat characterises our Indian coals, and to this circumstanoe is duo

their diminished vitality as contrasted with English coals. The proportion of oxygon, too, is a disadvantage*

reducing the calorific power of the fuel; but I do not perceive that, as compared with the average of Itritish

coals, (hose of the Eaniganj field show unfavourably. As regards sulphur, the Indian coals are on the whole more

free from it than the Euglish, the moan of—

37 Welsh samples being 1*42^

8 Derbyshire „ „ 101
1

28 Lancashire „ 1 -42 1 Playfair and De la Boche's

17 Newcastle „ „
•94

1

investigations.

8 Scotch „ „ l-46>

Tlio excessive amount of ash is the chief dofoct of the coals raised in the Itaniganj field, and 1 think it vain

to expect that any deeper workings will effect any improvement in this respect.

A point of some interest, but which, unfortunately, the foregoing analyses bear upon but slightly, is the relative

values of the coals from the upper and the lower measures. Out of all the samplos there ore only two from the

lower moasuros—No. 11, Bhinakfluda pit coal, owned by the Bengal Coal Company, and No. 23, Benodakatta quarry

coal, belonging to Messrs. Apear and Co. The accident of distribution has rendered the beds of the up|>er measures

most accessible, and it is amongst them that the greatest number of collieries have been opened out ; hence there is

n largo preponderance of samples of the upper coals. The Dumakfindu and Benodakatta coals both apt^ar to be of

high heating power, and their theoretical fuel-value expressed in heat-nnits is os compared with carbon as

follows

•

Carbon 8080" (Centigrade.)

BAmakdndH 7040^

JB6u6dakatta 7023^

111 none of the coals of the upper nicasures does the calorific power wheu theoretically oaloulatcd exceed that

of these two samples ; and though the above figures may not be accepted as the true gauge of the practical working
value of these coals, I think they tend to show that the beds of the lower measures are worthy of attention.

The ultimate analysis of these two coals indicates a higher percentage of carbon than in any others, and a loss

amount under the head of oxygen and nitrogen, both of which ore important circumstanees in their favour.

I have heard practical men express very eonflictiug opinions about both of these cools ; each one was, probably,

speaking according to his conviction \ but with tho evidence of the analyses before me, I am inelinod to ask

whether those who condemned the cools saw them fired under suitable conditions.

Of gas-ooals, tho best known is Sanktoria, which yields about b,000 cubic feet per ton ; tho seam varies In quality

along its strike, at Beirut there being a less percentage of permanent gases in tho volatile matter than at

Sanktoria. Tho analyses of those two samples from the same seam show for Sanktoria coal 26’4 per cent, of total

volatile matter, and for Belrui 29 per cent, yet Sanktoria coal yields more cubic feet of gas per ton, I draw
attention to tliis circumstanoe in order to illustrate the fact that comparisous botwoeu the total amounts of volatile

matter arc no guide to the relative gas-producing merits of coals.

T. W. H. UDGHES.

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

(Apeil to Junk 1877.)

Two pieces of the Sitathali Meteorite of 4th March 1875.

Weij^ht, 1228 and 717 grains, presented by

H. Read, Esq.,

Deputy Commr.y Raipur^

(through V. Ball, Esq.)
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY

Feom Ibt APBit TO 30th June 1877.

Titles of Books, Donors,

Edwards, Milne.—Recherches Anatomiques et Paldontologiques des Oieeaux Possiles de

la France. Vols. I and II, with 2 vols, of Plait's (1867-71),

^to, Paris.

Heeh, De. 0.—Flora Fossilis Arctica. Die Foesile Flora der Polarlander. Band IV (1877),

4to, Ziiricb.

Heeh, De. Oswald.— Flora Fossilis Helvetia?. Lief. II (1877), 4to, Zurich,

Jentzsch, De. A.—Berieht iiber die geologischo durchforschung der Provinz Preussen

(1877), 4to, Kdnigsherg.

The Authoe.
Malet, H. P.—Incidents in tht5 Biography of Dust (1877), 8vo, London.

Meneghini, Peof. G.—Nuove specie di Phyllocems e di Lyttxjeras del Liasse superioro

d’ltalia, 8vo pamphlet, Pisa.

Naumann, C. F.—Elcmcntc der Mincralogie (1874), 8vo, Leipzig,

PuMPELLY, R., Brooks, T. B., and Schmidt, A.—Iron ores of Missouri and Michigan.

With Atlas of Plates (1876), 4to, New York.

Teoschel, De. F. H.— Das Gebiss der Schnecken. Band II, lief 4 (1875), 4to, Berlin,

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c.

American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol. XIII, Nos. 75—77 (1877), 8vo, New
Haven.

The Editors.

Annales des Mines, 7th Series, Vol. X, livr. 4 & 6 (1876), 8vo, Paris.

L’Admins. des Mines,

Annales des Sciences Naturclles. Botanique. 2nd Scries, Vols. 1 (1834) to XX (1843) ; 3rd

Series Vols. I (1844) to XX (1853) ; 4th Series,
^
Vols. I (1854)

to XX (1863) ; and 6th Series, Vols. I (1861) to XX (1874),

8vo, Paris,

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Series, Vol, XIX, Nos. Ill—113 (1877),

8VO, London.

Archiv fur Naturgeschichte, Jahrg. XXXVIII and XXXIX, heft 1—6, Jhrg. XLTI, heft 4;

and XLIII, heft 1 (1872, 1873, 1876, and 1877), 8vo, Berlin.

Bibliotheque Universelle ot Rtwue Suisse. New Series, Vol. LVII, Nos. 226, 226, 228,

and 230 to 232 (1876), 8vo, Lausanne.

„ „ Archives des Scitmctjs Physiques et Naturclles, New Series,

Vol. LVII, No. 225 (1876), 8vo, Geneva.

Geographical Magazine, Vol. IV, Nos. 3—6 (1877), 8vo. London.

Geological Magazine, New Series, Decade II, Vol. IV, Nos. 3—6 (1877), 8vo, London.

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Series, Vol. XVII, No. 1 (1877), 8vo, Paris.

London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 6th Series,

Vol. Ill, Nos. 17—19 (1877), 8vo, London.

Nature, Vol. XVI, Nos. 384- 397 (1877), 4to, London.

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mincralogie, Geologic, und Palwontologie, flahrg. 1877, heft 3 and 4

(1877), 8VO, Stuttgart.
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Titles qf Boohs. Donors.

Pbtbemann, Db. a.—

Q

eograpliiiiclio Mittheilnngon, Band XXIII, Nos. 2—6 (1877), 4to,

Gotha.

„ „ Supplement Band L and LI, and

Index from 1865—1874 (1877), 4to, Gotha.

PoGGBNDOEFF, J. C.—Annalon der Physik und Chemie, Band 160, Nos. 1—3 (1877),

Svo, Leipzig.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Vol. VI, No. 24 (1877), 8vo,

Roorkee.

Thomason College of Civil Engineebing.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, No. LXVI (1877), Sfo, London.

„ of Science, No. LIV (1877), Svo, London.

The Athenroum, Nos. 2576—2589 (1877), 4to, London.

The Chemical News, Vol. XXXV, Nos. 901—916 (1877), 4to, London.

The Colliery Guardian, Vol. XXXIII, Nos. 844—857 (1877), folio, London.

The Mining Journal, with Supplement, Vol. XLVII,Nos. 2167—2180 (1877), folio, London.

Wurttembergische naturwissenschaftlicho Jahreshefto Jahrg. XXXIII, heft. 1— 2 (1877),

8vo, Stuttgart.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c.

Assam.—Report on the Administration of the Province of Assam for the years 1874*75

and 1875-76, with Statistical Returns (1877), Svo, Shillong.

Chief Commjssionee of Assam,

Inoja.—Annual Administration Report of the Naga Hills Political Agency for 1875-76

(1876), 8v(», Simla.

Foeetgn Depabtment.

Blanfobd, H. F.-“Report on the Meteorology of India in 1875 (1877), 4to,

Calcutta,

, Meteorological Department.

„ Elliot, J.— Report of the Vizagapatain and Backergunge Cyclones of October

1876 (1877), 4to, Calcutta.

Ditto.

„ Report on the Administration of the Meteorological Department of the Government

of India in 1875-76 (1876), 4to, Calcutta.

Ditto.

„ General Administration Report of the Garo Hills District for the year 1875-76

(1876), 8vo, Simla.

Foreign Department.

„ Hbnnbsset, j. B. M.—General Report on the operations of the Great Trigono-

metrical Survey of India during 1876-76 (1877), f’cap, Calcutta.

Department of Revenue, Agriculture, and Commerce.

„ List of Civil Officers holding gazetted appointments under the Government of

India in the Home, Legislative, and Foreign Departments on

the 1st of January 1877 (1877), 8vo, Calcutta.

Home Department.
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Titles of Soohs, Donors,

India.—List of Officers in the Survey Departments on the 1st April 1877, (1877), Tcap#

Calcutta.

Depabtment of Revenue, Ageicultuee, and Commeece.

„ Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department,

No. 130. Report on the Administration of the Ajraere and

Mhairwarra Districts for 1875-76 (1876), 8vo, Calcutta.

Foeeign Depabtment.
•

„ Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department

No. 134. Annual Administration Report of the Munnipoor

Agency for 1875-76 (1877), 8vo, Calcutta.

Ditto.

„ Walter, Majoe C. K. M.—Gazetteers of Marwar, Mallani and Joysulmere (1877),

8vo, Calcutta.

Ditto.

Madeas.— Report on tlie Administration of the Madras Presidency for the year 1875-76

(1877), 8vo, Madras.

Madbas Goveenment.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES.

Basel.—Ahhandlungeii der Schweizerischen Palaoniologischtm Gesellschaft, Vol. Ill (1876),

4to, Basel.

Batavia.—Notulen van de Algemeeno en Bestuurs—Vergaderingem van het Bataviaaseh

Geuootschap, Vols. XIII, Nos. Band 4, and XIV, No. 1 (1876),

8vo, Batavia,

The Society.

„ Tijdschrift voor indisehe Taal—^Land-—en Volkenkundc, Vol. XXIII, pts. 2 and

4 (1876), 8vo, Batavia.

Ditto.

„ Stuaet, Dk. a. B. C.—Kawi Oorkonden, with Plates (1875), 8vo, Batavia.

Ditto.

Beelin.—Monatsbericht der konig. Prenss. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1876

Nov. to Dec., and 1877 Jan. to Feb. (1876-77), 8vo, Berlin.

The Academy.

„ Zeitschrift der Dentschen Geologischen Gesellschaft. Band XXVIII, heft 3 and 4

(1876), 8vo, Berlin,

The Society.

Bombay.—Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XII,

Nos. 33 and 34 (1877), 8vo, Bombay.

The Society.

Boston.—Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. II, Pari IV, Nos. 2—

4

(1875-7 ), 4to, Boston.

The Society.

„ Occasional Papei’s of the Boston Society of Natural History, No. II. The Spiders

of the United States, by N. M. Hentz. (1875), 8vo, Boston.

Ditto.
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Titles of Books. Boiwrs.

lU).sTON.—Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vols. XVII, Parts 3 and 4

and XVIII, Parts. 1 and 2 (1875-76). 8vo, Boston.

The Soctetv,

Ih’FPALo.—Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natural Snonccs, Vol. Ill, No. 3 (1876),

8vo, Buffalo.

The Society.

Calcutta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vols. XLV, Part II,

No. 4, XLVI Part 1, No. 1, and Part II, No. 1 (1877), 8to,

Calcutta.

The Society.

Proccodings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 1—6 (1877), 8vo,

Calcutta.

Ditto.

„ Index to the first eighteen volumes of the Asiatie Besearches. (1835), 4to,

Calcutta.

Dkeshen.—Sitzungsborichte dor Naturwissenschaftlichen Geseltschaft Isis in Dresden,.

July to December 1876 (1876), 8vo, Dresden.

The Isis Society.

Edinburgh.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. IX, No. 93 (1876),

8vo, Edinburgh.

The Society.

„ Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. XXVII, Part 4 (1876),

4to, Edinburgh.

Ditto.

„ Transactions of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, Vol. I, Parts 1, 3, and 4,

to VIII, Part 2, and IX, Part 4 (1876), 8vo, Edinburgh.

The Society.

Geneva.—Mdmoires do la Socidtd de Physique ot dTIistoii'e Naturelle de Geneve,

Vols. XIII~XVII, XIX, pt. 2, XX-XXII (1862-73), 4to,

Geneva.

„ Mdmoircs do la Socidtd de Physique et d’Histoire Naturelle de Geneve, Vol. XXIV,
Part 2 (1876), 4to, Geneva.

The Society.

Glasgow.—Catalogue of the Western Scottish Fossils (1876), 8vo, Glasgow.

Geological Society of Glasgow.

„ Notes on the Fauna and Flora of the West of Scotland (1876), 8vo, Glasgow,

Nat, Hist. Soc., Glasgow-

Lausanne.—Bulletin de la Societd Vaudoise des Sciences NatureUes, 2nd Series, Vol. XIV,
No. 77 (1877), 8vo, Lausanne.

The Society.

London.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol, VI,
No. 3 (1877), 8vo, London.

„ douvnal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Bntain and Ireland, Vol. IX
Part 1 (1876), 8vo, London.

The Society.
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Titles of Booh. Donors.

London.—PiDceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XXI, Nos. 1—3 (1877),

8vo, London.

The SociBri .

Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, Vols. VII, Parts 6 and 6,

and VIII, Parts 1 and 2 (1875-76), 8vo, London.

The Institute.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XXV, Nos. 176—178 (1877), 8vo,

London.

The Society.

„ Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Vols. 165, Part II,

and 166, Part I, with List of Fellows for 1875 (1876), 4to,

London.

Ditto.

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. XXXIII, Part I,

No. 129 (1877), 870, London.

The Society.

„ Ray Society.—Bowbebank, J. S.—A Monograph of British Spongiadse, Vol. Ill

(1874), 8vo, London.

„ „ Buckton, G. B.— Monograph of the British Aphides, Vol. I

(1875), 8vo, London.

Manchestbb.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. XIV, Parts 8—10

(1877), 8vo, Manchester.

The Society.

Melbouene.—

R

eports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 31st

December 1876 (1877), f’cap., Melbourne.

Govebnment Mining Depaetmbnt.

„ Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria, Vol. XII

(1876), 8vo, Melbourne.

The Society.

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Socidte Imp5riale des Naturalistes de Moscou, Tome LI Nos. 2

and 3 (1876), 8vo, Moscow.

The Society.

„ Nouveaux Mdmoires de la Societd Impdriale des Naturalistes de Moscou,

Vol. XIII, Part 5 (1876), 4to, Moscow.

Ditto.

New Haven.—Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. Ill,

Part 1 (1876), 8vo, New Haven.

The Academy.

Pabis.—

B

ulletin de la Socidtd Gdologique de France, 3rd Series, Vol. IV Nos. 7 and 8, and V
Nos. 1 and 2 (1876-76), 8vo, Paris.

The Society.

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LXXIII. Nos. 3—6

(1877), 8vo, Philadelphia.

The Institute.
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Titles qf Boohs.

Philadeiphia.—Pro(?eedingR of the American Philosophical Society,

(1876), 8vo, Philadelphia.

Donors.

VoL XVI, No. 97

The Society.

lioME.—Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei, Series III, VoL I, Nos. 3—5 (1877), 4to,

Rome.
The Academy.

Bollettino R. Comitato Geologico d’ Italia, Nos. 1—4 (1877), 8vo, Rome.

Geological Commission of Italy.

Cenni sul Lavoro della Carta Geologica, 1876 (1877), 8vo, Rome.

Ditto.

Salem. Mass.—Bullctiu of the Essex Institute, VoL VII (1876), 8vo, Salem, Mass.

The Institute.

Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

VoL XXIV (1876), 8vo, Salem, Massachusets.

The Association.

Tokonto.—Canadian Journal of Science, Literature and History, New Series, VoL XV
No. 4 (1877), 8VO, Toronto.

V 1 RNN A.— Deiikschriftcn

The Institute.

der kais. konig. Akadernie der Wissenschaften, Band XXXVI
(1876), 4to, Wien.

The Academy.

Sitzungsherichte der kais. konig. Akadernie der Wissenschaften. Band LXXI,
Ahth. Ill, heft 3—6; LXXll, Abth. 1, heft 1—5, Abth. II,

heft 1—5, Abth. Ill, heft 1—5; and LXXIIl, Abth. II, heft

1—3 (1875-76), 8vo, Wien.

Ditto.

.Ijihrbnch d<a- kais. konig. Goologischen Reichsanstalt, Band XXVI, Nos. 3

and 4 (1876), 8vo, Wien.

The Institute.

Verhandlungcn der kais. konig. Geologischen Reichsanstalt. Jahrg. 1876

Nos. 11—17 (1876), 8vo, Wien.
Ditto.

Jahresbericht des Wissenschaftlichen C^ub (1876-77), 8vo, Wien.

The Club.

Washington.—Bulletin of the United States Geological and Geogi’aphical Survey of the

Territories, Vols. II, Nos. 2—4, and III, No. 1 (1876-77), 8vo,

Washington.

The Suevey.

,, Hayh>en, F. V.—^Annual Report of the United States Geological and Geo-

graphical Survey of the Ten’itories embracing Colorado and

parts of adjacent territories (1876), 8vo, Washington.

Ditto.

,, Hayden, F. V.—Catalogue of the publications of the United States Geo-

logical Survey of the Territories, Ist and 2nd Editions (1874

and 1877), 8vo, Washington.

Ditto.
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Titles of HooJcs. Donors,

Washington.—Powell, J. W.—lieport. on the Geoloj^y of the Eastern ^jortion ut the

niiiia Mountains, with Atlas (187(5), 4to, Was}iinj;t(ni.

The SoRVEY,

„ Report of the Unitt‘d States Geolofifical Survey, Vol. IX, Inverlebvato

Paheontoloj'y hy P. B. Meek ; Vol. X. Monop’iiph of the tieo-

meirid Moths hy A. S. Paektird (187(5), dto. Washin^'ton.

Yokohama.—Mittheiluiij^en der Deiitschen (lesellsehaft fiir Natur iind Vdlkerkunde Osta-

siens. Heft. IX—XI (187(5), f'eap, Yokohama.

The St)ciETY.

„ Das Sehoene Maedehiui von Pao. 1 and III (1870). f’eap, Yokolunna,

ZuRH'n.—Noiiveaux Mtuiioirt‘s de la Soeietc Helvetique des Sciences Natiirelles, Band

XXVII, Abth. J (187(5), 4tu, Zurich.

Marcoi\ Ji’LEs —Geolo};ical Chart of the World, 1877.
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On the Geology of the Mahan adi IUsin and its VroiNiTY, dy V. Ball, M.A.,F.G.S.,

Geolof/iral Survey of India.

A detailed deseriptioti of tlie jreolo^y <>f tlie extensive area ineluded in tlie aecoinpany-

inj^ map, even to the limited extent to which the details ofalav^e portion of it nj'e known,
would occupy a vi‘ry much j]freater space than is availahle lor tlie purpose in these pa^^es.

In the appendix below will be finiiid a list of pa]>evs which describe the coal-fields and

certain other parts of the area which havis been made th<‘ objects of special examination.

This account is intended mainly to afford a pmeral sketch of the ^eolo^ionl features of

those portions of the area of wdiich hitherto there has been no ])ul>lished dcscriiition what-

ever. The data available for this purpose are ilerivcd Jir.Hlt/, from mnnascrijit accounts

of travers(*s of the Ohhattisgarh basin made by IVIr. Medlicott in 18()(>-157 and by Mr.
W. T. Blanford in 18()9-70 ; serondly, from my own observations made dunnj^ tlio past

aud previous seasons.

The ^coj^raphical tract which is coloiiri'd "eoloj^ically on the map embnices an area of

about 50,(KK1 square miles, in which the foll<tu in«^ British Bistricts and Native States are

situated: Cuttack, with portions of the Garjat states of Orissa; (lanj^pur, and lldaijiur and

other minor states of the Chutia Na«rpur Division ; Samhaljmr, with iiortions of its Garjat

states of Sonjmr, Patna, Horosambar, JMinl jluir, Uaij^arli, and Kalabaiuli
; the Jaipur State

under Vizn^apatsun
;

tlie Biistar Stab? under Hiroiicha; Karial or Kariar, Bindra-Nowa^arh,

and various other states of the Kaijmr District, In Aithcr words, tlie area includes portions

of the south-west frontier of Bengal, nearly the whole of Orissa, a small poidion of the

northern frontier of Madras, and a considerable portion oi‘thc most eastern districts of (he

Central Provinces.

Physical Features.—On a map of so small a scale as that which accompanies this

report, it would be impossible to eifectivcly delineate the various groups of bills aud plateaux,

marked and extensive as some of them are. It has therefore been thought better to omit

altogether the inadequate bill shading of the original map from which this edition has been

produced, thereby securing greater clearness for the iiamc*s and geological boundaries.

But it will bo well for the reader to bear in mind that tbi'oughoiit about two-thirds of the

w'bole area broken hilly ground prevails. The first great gronji of hills to bo mentioned

forms a section of the Eastern Ghats stretebiiig in breadth from the neighbourhood of Berbam-

pur,.the Chilka Lake, and Cuttack, for a distance of about BIO miles westward to tloi valley

of the Tel River in Kalahandi. North of tlie Mahaiiadi, this broad zon(‘ continues through

Keonjar and Moharbanj, losing itself on the east in the plains of Midnapnr and Siiighbhum,

hut maintaining its western hran<-h strongly through Lehaidugga and IJazarihagh,
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In the Khond Malias, as the zone south of the Mahanadi is eallcd, the peaks are com-

monly from 2,000 to 3,000 feet high, a few rise to 4,000 feet, and there are some known

to exceed 5,000 feet in elevation.

In the neighbourhood of Sambalpur and southwards, in Patna and the western portion

of Kalahandi, there is a good deal of tolerably level ground, but here and there isolated

peaks and ridges rise from it. To the west of Sambalpur an extensive group of hills is

situated on the south bank of the Malianadi, spreading thence into Phuljhar and Borosam-

bar. To the north-west of Sambalpui- is the hilly country of Kaigarh and Ilingir, which is

continued towards Korba and Udaipur. Still further west is tlie Mandla plateau. In the

Ihiijmr states of Karial and Nowagarh, to the south-west of Sambalpur, the country is

excessively hilly. First wo have, cenirieally situated as regards the two states, an extensive

plateau averaging about 2,500 feet in elevation, and on either side of this plateau, there are

numerous ranges and grou])s of hills, the latter being of more or less foliated metamorphie

rocks, while the plateau is formed of horizontal beds of quarfzite. To the south of this

rises the Jaipur- liiistar plateau, which av(‘rages about 1,800 feet in elevation. On the east

and south it is bounded hy still higlier ridg(‘s. spurs from tin* Eastern (iliats; on the west

and also helow the sounierii hounding ridges, it falls by rapid st(‘ps to the Godavari valley;

on the north-west it slopi^s off g<‘ntly towards Raijiiir, but on the north-east it is bounded
hy steep scarps, tlu^ glmts through which lead down into tb(‘ valley of the Tel Kiver, some
1,(X)0 feet below.

The watershed beiweiui the rain-basins of the Mahanadi and Godavari traverses the

northern portion of this plateau from west to east, and then luns to noHh-east through
the Kalahandi portion of the Eastern Ghats.

Rivebs.—The principal rivers of our area are the Mahanadi, with its tributaries the T(‘l,

Ebo, Kelu, Maud, and Hasdu. besides many other minor streams too nnmm’ous to be men-
tioned here. The total length of the Mahanadi from its sources in the noith-western

corner of Jaipur and the maghhonving district of Bustar to tlie sea is about 5(H.) miles. Of
rivers belonging to other basins, but portions of whose* courses arc included in the aecom-

])anyiiig map, the Brahiniiii on the north-east, the VVeingungaon tlie wi'st, and the Indravati

on the south aiv tlie princi])a.l. The Urst mentioiuHl Is the principal river of its own S3"stem,

while the two latter are tributaries of the Godavari.

Genebal Geology.—So far as is at present known, no series of nudes other than those

included in the following list occurs witliiii the limits of this area;

—

Alluvium.

Laterib*.

Deccan trap and Lameta b(*ds.

Ilajmehal sitIcs

—

Atgarh gnnip.

F Maluidcva series.

Damuda serie.s

—

Kainthi (Raniganj) grou]).

Ifarakar group.

Talcliir group.

V' indhyan (Karnul) series

—

A. Karial rpiarizib's and sand-stoiu'S.

I>. Ihiipur limestones, shale.s ami sandstoncb.

[8a,koli beds.]

Metamorphie series.
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Alluvium*

Under this heading there is little to he said at present* In the published accounts

of the coastal districts there will be found some remarks on the subject. In the higher

parts of the Mahanadi valley up to the Raipur district, so far as they are known, there

are no deposits of alluvium of sufficient extent to constitute alluvial plains as the term

is ordinarily understood. Patches of true alluvium of limited extent do occur in the vicinity

of the river, and in the Raipur district, which I have not examined ; there may possibly

be deposits meriting special notice, but in the rocky districts of Sarabalpur and Orissa,

the alluvium is much mixed with local rock-debris and laterite. In the valley of the Tel,

where it traverses Patna and Kalahandi, there is a kunkur-bearing alluvium, sometimes of

wide extent, and which attains an importance from the fact of its concealing the rocks. On
the Jaipur-Bustar plateau, in the river valleys between the laterite, the alluvium is some-

times of considerable thickness, if not of wide extent. Thus the Indi’avati sometimes

aftbrds se(;tions of 20 feet of a reddish sandy alluvium with no rock appearing beneath.

Lateeite.

Regarding the coastal laterite I only a<ld, to what has already been published on the

subject, that in the cuttings through Rom(» ridgt*s of* laterite on the Khurda road I recently

found numerous lenticular masses of dense shaly iron ores which seemed to explain the source

from whence c-onsiderable lurciimulations of fragments of similar shale, which I had previously

met witli, but hud hesitated to identify with laterite, had been derived.

The occurrence of laterite in the vicinity and on the rocks of the Raigarh and Hingir

coal-field has already been described by me. At that time I bad met with no example of high-

level latenio in Sambalpur, but during the past season I found seviTal remarkable deposits at

higli elevations both in that district and others furtlu'r south. These all occurring in a

country into which there is no evidence of the Deccan trap ever having extended seem to ho

worthy of special description and notice.

The Gandamardan range oil the boi’ilers of Patna and Borosambar wliich rises 2,000 feet

above the general level of the country, both from its altitudt* and its flat j)latcau top, prcsiuils

a striking apjiearauce when seen from a few miles distance. At first it seemed jirobable that

the structure might be due to flat-capping beds of Vindbyan quartzite, but on (‘xaminatifui

it was found tluit the range consisted of steeply inclined garnetil*erous and ferruginous

gneiss, with a caj) (jf about 100 feet of laterite. The summit is a flat pluiu with sparse

vi'getation very similar in many resjiei^ts to the Main-pat in Sirguja.

On the Kavial-Nowagarh plat(*au wliich, us is above stated, averages 2,500 feet in

elevation, 1 found some scattered iliiu patcdics of laterite, possibly the remnants of a once

continuous b('d of which, in parts un visited by me, tluTC may still, jierhaps, bo betti^r pre-

served examples. The massive Chaoria hill on the borders of Karial and Kalaliandi is not

improbably capped with laterite, judging from its flattened appearance as seen from a

distance.

In the south-eastern parts of Kalahandi there are a number of pats from 3,000 to 4,000

feet high ; of these I was only able to ascend one, Baplaimali, seven miles oast of Moulpatna.

Its elevation above the sea, according to tlie Altas Sheet, is 3,587 feci, of which the upper

300 feet is formed of a bed of laterite resting on the up-tnm(‘d edges of nud-amorphics.

From Baplaimali a good view of a number of other is obtaim'd (particularly of Sijimali

4,058 feet). All owe t.heir plateau fonn to similar laterite caps, which in all probability

I’orincd, at one time, a continuous bed througliout u wide area.
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Ill the J aipur-liustar plateau, which has an average elevation of about 1,800 feet, lab^rite,

though perhaps of incoiiKiderahlc thickness, is very widespread, often completely conceal-

ing tlio underlying ro(^ks over many square miles. In the vicinity of Kotepad and for

many miles both to the north and south of it the laterite is especially conspicuous forming

numerous low hills, to the huTuced alluvial valleys between which the cultivation is

ri'stricted.

Raised above the main Jaipur- 1 histar region are several minor plateaus
;
the first of these

to bo mentioned is one fornu‘d of quartzites resting on a metaraorphic base and which has an

average elevation of about 2,500 feet, like tlie Karial-Nowagarh ])lnteau. Its position is

on the corner ol' tlui pLihjau south of Deohogh. Resting on the quartzites I found, as in

the former case, traces of a once (*ontinuous bed of lat(‘rite. In the Poi-agar hills again

we have a range which rises nbout 1,200 feet abov(‘ the main plateau or to a total elevation

of about 3,0(H) feet. The thickiu'ss of the laterite cap in this case varies with the irre-

gularity of the iiuderlying surface between Irom 50 to 100 feet. It would seem then that

in this area on all olevatious of 2,500 f<‘et and iqjwards there are traces of laterite, which, it

is possible, originally formed portions of a once continuous bed. This may have followed,

however, a conligurntion of tluj country not very dilfenuit from that existing at present.*

Many of these laterite (?u])s prove to be most efficient storc-honses for water and arc

consequently not un frequently the sources of pereunuil springs; of this the Gandainardan

range affords numerous examples.

Deccan Tiut and Lameta Beds.

Ill the scaiqi of the Maudla platt‘au representatives of th(' above groups have been

observed overlying tin* Vindhyan rocks of the Obbattisgarh basin. These have not bt^en

subjected as yet to detailed examination, and cannot therefore be described in the present

account.

Rajmetial Seeies.

The sandstones of the Atgtarb basin and the fossil plants which have sei-ved to deter-

mine their position as belonging to the above scries have recently been described in these

pagesf ;
so far as is certainly known, there is no other deposit of rocks of the same age with-

in our area ; but it may be well to record here that I noticed a strong lithological resemblan(;(5

between certain conglomerates of the Algarh basin and the liighest beds in the Talcbir field.

The post-Ikrakar rocks of that area, however, have not yet bccu thoroughly discriminated.

When at Khurda I was informed, on apparently reliable authority, that sandstones occur

some forty miles to the south-west. If such is really the case, tlioy will not improbably prove

to be of the same age as the Atgarh rocks.

PMahadeva Series.

Overlying the rocks of the Barakar group, in the Talcbir field, there is a considerable

thickness of clays, sandstones, and conglomerates ; these, although partially represented by

some small outlying patches in the eastern half of the field, are only fully developed in

the wild, thinly inhabited, and billy region of the west, of which no accurate map was

available at the lime of my visit in 1876. In the original Talcbir report these rocks were

referred to the then recognised Mahadeva series, and were credited with an estimated thick-

ness of from 1,5(X) to 2,()()0 feet ; their unconformity with the underlying Barakars was fully

* Near .lasbpur, iu Chutia Nag'pur, there is such a bed wliieh eucrusts hills and valleys alike, the elleet

to round off angtilarities, not to fill up valleys to the level of the hill tops.

t Records, 1S77, Vol. x, ])l, 2, p. OA
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established by the remarkable section at Patrapara, where the lowest bed is seen resting? on

the denuded edj^es of a coal seam and some other cases of a more gjeneral character. In

further confirmation of this view, I met with several cases, more particularly at Tipapani

near Landimal on the extreme west of the field, where a coal seam with associated sand-

stones is unconformably overlaid by a pebbly grit of the uj)per scries.

Overlap unconformity exists on a large scale in the west. Except at Tipapani the rocks

underlying these beds are either Talchirs or metamorphics, the edges of tlie llaralcar

beds being wholly concealed.

That these rocks belong to two or perhaps oven more groups is probable
;
indeed, in the

section of the Ouli Kiv(‘r to the south of Patrapara, I thought I could detect some indica-

tions of unconformity. We there find a thickness of not less than OfK) feet, possibly much
more, of yellow and white sandstones with purple clays

;
these rocks seemed to be much

more disturbed than the conglomeraU's which cap the neighbouring bills.

The conglomerates, of wliich tboro is hero a thickness of 800 feet, are all more or

l(*ss ferruginous, and contain quartz pebbles with jaspery ironstone and in some eases nests

of white clay. It is possible that these may belong to a distinct group, and tlndr lithological

characters suggest a connection with some of the local groups of tlu< npjKjr Gondwana

system, more csj)e(!ially with those fonncrly included in the Mahadova siu’ies.

The above-mentioned yellow sand.stones and purple clays are seen in several other ])nrta

of the area, more especially two miles cast of Kondaikula, whore they ocemr fa\dt(‘d against

the Talchirs and are overlaid by ferruginous sandstones. In some respects they r(*s('mblo

Panoliet bods of the tyq)ical Raniganj area, corresponding thus with some beds of tlie

Kainthi group in the Chanda country. At Intosoro, on a horizon slightly bigliov ’ than

that occupied by these beds, there are sandstones and conglomerates and red clays which

seemed to me to be precisely identical with rocks seen in the adjoining field near

Hingir. On the whole, in the absence of fossils, it is only i)Ossiblo to form a conjecture

as to the affinities of those upper rocks, but the balance of evidence seems to favor ilie view

that, while at least aportion of them may not improbably belong to the same age, i. e., Kamthi,

as the rocks of the Hingir group in the adjoining field, the remainder may represent a group

of the upper Gondwanas. I have already noted a certain reseniblance to exist behvoeii the

highest conglomerates and some of the Atgarh ro(;ks ; this, however, may only be accidental.

Hamuda Setites.

Kamthi Group. —Tn the published account of the Raigarb and Hingir field, a list was

given of the fossils obtained in the rocks which were temporarily distinguished as the Hingir

group. This list, c^orrecUnl after further examination by Dr. Fcustmantel, includes tbo

following spociioa, which are considered to be quite sufficienlly numerous and ebaracteristic

to admit of the correlation of the Hingir and Kamthi groups,—thus confinning the cou-

clusion which seemed probable from the lithological and stratigraphical characters ;

Equisetaceji].

Schizoncura Gundwanensis (leaves and stalks).

Vertchraria indica^ Hoyle.

Filices.

Sphenopteris polymorpha.

Pernpteris sp.

Glossoptcrifi indica, Schimp.

GK broioniana (?) Bgt.

GL anyustifolia., Bgt>. (with marginal line),

Gl. commu7iis^\i,i\{i another species.
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Tlie title Kamtlii is in this case preferable to Ranij^anj, as the lithological character of

the rocks is much more closely allied to those of the former than of the latter group. It is

unnecessary to add here anything to what has already been stated above as to the occurrence

of representatives of this group in the Talchir field.

Harahar Group .—In the accounts of the Talchir, Raigarh-Hiiigir, and Korba

fields will be found nearly all that has been ascertained with regard to the occurrence of

ro(;ks belonging to this group. That the Hingir field is connected with that of Korba is

known to be the case, hut tlie intervening country has not yet been examined in detail.

1 n view of the possible importance of this field at no very distant period it may perhaps

bo of service to state that in the area temporarily distinguished as the Udaipur coal-field,

the Mand Kivcu', and its tributaries the Koija, Samasota, Meria-Kota, Ududha, Saria,

Rirni, Kopa, Kharandhoa, Pori, and Jkghond, all exhibit sections in which coal and

carbonaceous shales are rx])osed. The known details arc too voluminous for insertion

here, but it may be stated tliat there is a fair prospect of good coal being found. The most

remarkable section is that afibrded by the Samasota River, where a sequence, including eight

thick seams, is scon bent into a steep anticlinal with gneiss and Talchirs showing at the

broken crest.

Talchir Group.—Sinc(^ the jmhlication of the sketch describing the Raigarh and Hingir

field, the extension of Talchirs in various directions througbout the adjoining area has been

ascertained. Mori? particular!}'' worthy of note is the narrow prolongation of the rocks ot

this group on the south-east of the field into the immediate vicinity of tlie Talchir field, thus

showing that a connection in all probability at one time existed between the two basins.

This prolongation extends for about thirty-six miles, from the Ehe to tlie Boraghat River.

There can be little doubt, I think, that it occupies an ancient valley wbi(?li was in all pro-

bability narrower and of a more defined character daring the Talchir period tlian it is at

present. It is not probable that the hills on the one side, or the Bamra plat can on the other,

were elevated subsequently to the deposit of the Talchir beds, so that tli is narrow channel

may have been the only means of coniu'ction between the Talchir basin and that larger

area which extends from fc^ambalpur over so extensive a tnujt to the north-west.

In my account of the Bisrampur field,* I stated my belief tliat the boulders which occurred

in the Talchir beds there, most probably came fi’om the north, and it is possible that, in this

case, the transporting agent may have travelled from the north-west. At the same time I

may say that I did not see anything about the character of the gneiss boulders in the Talchir

field to justify tb(‘ opinion put forward in the Talchir report to the effect that they had

probably come from a long distance. 8o far as I could see, and in conseiiuence of the above

o])inion I gave particular attention to the subject, the boulder beds of the Talchir field do

not coiitniu any materials which might not have l)eeii derived from the very great variety

of coarse and fine-grained gneisses which are to be found in the neighbouring areas. In

the Bisrampur area where boulders of Vindhyan quartzite occur, the case is, of course,

quite different. In thi.s connecting strip, except towards the Ebe end, I saw no traces of

a boulder bed, the rocks being all shales and sandstones. Tliey seem to be little disturbed

from their original position, but at the nearest point to the Talchir field they am cut off

by a fault which is not improbably a continuation of the main bounding fault of that field.

During the examination of the older rocks various thin outlying deposits of Talchir

beds have been met, not only in the vicinity of the coal-field, but also far to the south of the

Mahanadi. In the vicinity of the field, besides the outlier already mentioned near the

villages of Tuldi and Terda,t another has been found on the east bank of the Ebe lx?twecn

Kocords, V'‘ol. VI, p. *JH. t Records, Vol. VllJ, p. 104.
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Lshtapali and Jogipali. Its precise area is somewhat doubtful owinjj to the way in which

it is covered by superficial deposits. Another of small extent exists in the interval between

the main Talehir area at Bolunda and the outlier at Terda. South of the Mahanadi and

opposite to its junction with tlio Kbe, just close to the village of Kasom, is a third. It

is about half a square mile in extent. Sandstones, shales, and the boulder bod are all re-

presented w'ithin these limits.

In the Pal-jor, a small tributary of the Onj? River, to the east of the village of (laiiislot,

the section discloses the existence of a small l)a.sin occupied by Talchirs. The rocks consi.st

of sandstones, shales, and a well develop{‘d boulder bed with rolling bedding. On tin* south

they se(*ui to rest directly on the gneiss, but on the north the character of the boundary is

nncortain owing to the superficial covering. The exact area has not yet been ascertained';

it probably does not exceed three square miles. Still further soutb, in the bed of the

IVd River east of tlic village of Tanigaon, Talehir sandstones are exposed under tlie bank.

On the soutb they are cut oft* by gneiss, but bow far they may extend to the north-east,,

U]) the valley of the Bbe, is not known. Other localities where rocks of this group

are reported to exist are at Keutasiugha in RatJia and Baisasankar in Boad.

VlNDllYAN SeBIKS.

General [liihological resemblance ami the relations with otlnu* fonnniions are tb(‘ solo

data available for correlating the scries ol* a/A»ic sandstones, limestones and shales of

tlie Chhattisgarh and neighbouring areas with tin* Viiulliyan series of Northern India.

Already, in a general way, the Karnul series of Madras has Ihhmi identitic'd with tljc low(‘r

Vindliyan scries; but even though the details of the se<iuence in both are well known it lias

been impossible hitherto to establish even an approximate correlation of horizons. Siieb

being the case where, the rocks have been fully examined, it will be ri'adily understood that

with rocks the seipnmco of which in the wide area of ('libaitisgarb is at present a matter

of some doubt, no attempt at detailed correlation can be usefully attempted.

Until some complete standard sections ha.ve been locally established, comparison with

other areas cannot be of much aid in the (*lucidalion of the history of these rocks. But

some allusion to tbo rocks of the same age iu the Chanda and Godavari valley districts

may become necessary.

Apparently two gn^at groups of these rocks exist, one (A) consisting of a thickness of

upwards of l,5tK‘) feet of quartzites, sandstones, and conglomerates resting on shales whie,h

latter, in some sections, iipp(‘ar to have been considerably disturbed before the deposition of

the upjier bods. The relations between the two seem to be in many respects similar to those

existing between the upper and lower Yindhyans of the Vindhyau range. What the rela-

tions may be which exist between these shales and those of the second group is at present

not absolutely known, as no siH’tion bitluuTo examined contains both groups of rocks in

their full development ; but from their lithological characters and some other considerations

to be inentioued hereafter, I am strongly^ inclined to believe that these shales belong to the

second group which seems to be the elder of the two. This second group (B) consists of

limestones, shales, and sandstones. The exi.st(!nce of these sandstones interbedded with?

and in some cases underlying, the shales and limestones, has been the principal cause

of the difficulty which has been ex))crienced iu assigning the rocks to two groups, and

also establishing the relative position of these groups in tlie geological sequence. In

tbo following pages, however, sections will be described where sandstones occur sometimes

underlying, sometimes interbedded with, limestones and shales; and, on the other band,

sections of wffiat are considered to constitute an upper group, iu which there is an unbroken

thickness of upwards of feet of quartzites, sandstones, and conglomerates resling
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upon shaleH as has been above mentioned. In regarding tbe latter as tbe younger jajoup

ijiy views are, I bedieve, in accordance with Mr. Hughes’ opinion in reference to the similar

and very similarly circumstanced rocks of the Chanda district. Before proceeding to

describe the physical relations of these rocks, so far as they have been examined, it only

remains to point out the geographical areas which they occupy. The largest and most

important area is that of the Cbhattisgarh basin, the northern boundary of which stretches

in a north-west direction from .the neighbourhood of Sambalpur, passing Padarapur, Raigarh,

Bilaspur, and Ratanpur up to the base of the Mandla plateau. Southwards from this

with a very irregular eastern boundary, these rocks spread to unknown limits beyond the

Raij)ur district. It is possible indeed that they will be found to be continuous with the

Ihistar-Jaipur area to be mentioned below. The second area fonns a considerable plateau

which belongs partly to Nowagarh and partly to Karial. The third is also a plateau, and

is situated on the north of the Jaipur district. To the south of this is the fourth area,

Avhich is included in both the Jaipur and Biistar districts. Besides these there are rocks

of this age near Nowagaon and Ahiri to the south-east of Bhandara.

Grouj) A.—Sandstones^ Quartzites^ and Conglomerates.

Although it is probable that members of this grouj) will })e found in the first area, they

have not yet been separated in the extraordinarily crushed and disturbed sections of the

northern boundary, where there are, especially in the Barapahar hills, rocks lithologically

similar to those about to be d(‘scribed. The standard sections, than which no better are

likely to be Ibuud, are met with in the Nowiigarh-Karial plateau. This plateau is of an

irregular oval shajie, woth the major axis running north and south. The area exceeds 750

S(juare. inih's. The goiunal ehivation averages probably about 1,500 feet above the surround-

ing country, or say 2,5(K) loet above the sea. Certain peaks are, however, over 3,0(X) feet high.

With a few local exceptions, the quartzites which form this plateau dip inwards away from

the gneiss.* On the wt'st, in Nowagarh, the nature of the junction between tlu'se rocks and

the metamoi’idiics is via-y admirably illustrated in a series of peculiarly clear sections. In tho

best of these, in the Japeii River at Doarpur and in the Pairi River near Nangabahar, the

quaiizites are seen at the level of the hod of the river resting directly on the denuded and

irregidar sin'hiee of tlie granitic gneiss. In the former section the bottom bed of quartzites

has in places been eroded, and shows the bare granitic rock within the main lim; of ihe

boundary. In the lattei* section the quartzite boundary has, in the bed of tho river, been

(;ut back for several hundred yards, and the granite is seen, both on tho hanks and at the base

of a wati’rfall 20 loot high, underlying the quartzites, tho lowest beds of which fill up the in-

equalithjs of the surface of tho granite. Both to the north and south of the Pairi section,

there are outlying caps of quartzite resting on several small granite hills which are situated

within from a quarter of a mile to a mile to the west of the main line of boundary.

In these sections, especially in the first mentioned, we find traces of a black carbonaceous

shaly bed in association with the quartzites. This bed is of importance, as marking a definite

horizon, and will be referred to on a future page.

From the Maliva hill round the northern cud of the plateau to Tarnot, and thence to

Borkot, we do not find exactly tho same relation existing, but the boundaiy is still a natural

one. The original hounding rim of crystalline rocks which limited the basin of deposit is

here in a great measure still conserved, and the elevation at which the line of junction occurs

constfuitly varies, thus affording evidence of internal overlap between the beds of quartzite

along the margins of deposit. In some instances tho granite is capped by tho higher beds

* A g-lnnce at tho Allas Sheet will show the basin-like eharaeter i)f the top of this plateau. The numerous

rivers omerj^o from it over tails and throng-h deeply cut srorgcB by which their waters reach the level of the

surrounding eountry.
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of plateau quailzite at an elevation of 9(X) feet above the base, and from this amount dowii-

waids the levels constantly change, different members of the sequence thus occurring locally

as the bottom beds of the group. Of course sections of these rocks in the scarptni sides of

the plateau are not rare, though many of them arc difficult of acet^ss. The principal one

examined was in the gorge of the Jonk River between Maragura and Jumlagor.

Jumlagor is at the head of a waterfall which is probably 3(X) feet high. Its elevation

is about 860 feet above Maragura, and as the beds forming the plateau are slightly inclined

southwards, the ascent traverses the edges of a thickness of beds somewhat in excess of

that amount. These beds consist almost exclusively of quartzites exhibiting various degrees

of vitrification
;
the exceptions are beds of conglomerate consisting of small, sometimes

minute, quartz pebbles firmly compacted together in a thin matrix. No shaly beds

whatever were detected as occurring with these quartzites, which are mostly rather

thin-bedded, the distinct layers rarely exceeding 3 feet in thickness. As to the character

of the beds of the remainder of this group, i. e., those above the horizon of the Jumlagor

beds, I was not able to examine tlicm in detail, hut they st?em, so far as is known, to he

very similar in chai'acter to the lower portion. In the internal valley of the (lirna River

to the south-west of Tarnot, we find dipi>ing under the quartzites of the plateau a group

of shales having an extraordinary resembianco to Talchirs, and showing an amount of

disturbance which is not shared in by the quartzites of the surrounding ranges. No trace

of those rocks was found at the base of the already described western quartzite natural

boundary, but on the cast they occur in all the deep internal valleys within the ()ut(*r

hounding range of quartzite, and are also found in vertical, apparently fault<*d, camtaet with

the gneiss close to the eastern base of the horizontal beds which form a small outlying

plat(‘au to the oast of Tarnot. It will perhaps be suffitjient for ]>resont pm’])oses to describe

two sections which exhibit the relations existing between these beds and the quartzites.

Those sections arc affbi’ded by the gorges of the Under and IJdet Riv(‘i's.

In the accompanying sketch of the former is rcpn'senled the relations of the beds as

they are understood by me, hut the. central part of the section is by no means chnirly exposed,

and may possibly admit of another explanation. The observed facts are as follow :
-

q 6

Section in the Under lliver. Uurz. : Seale 1 inch — 1 mile.

The section of the outer range is very clearly exhibited on the southern bank of the
river. The beds marked (tj) consist of quartzites with very thin interlamination of red
and green clays, these clays l>eing more especially abundant in the central portion of the

thickness exposed. The lowest bed seen outside is a quartzite which is much indurated,
and which is bent abruptly to the vertical, foming, at least for a short distance, a stt*ep

outer face on the hill. After a series of rapid contortions, which do not sliow, to the same
extent, in the beds on the top of the hill, these lower and central beds dip suddenly vertically

downwards and do not roapj»ear. Probably, if the rocks were uncovered and visible*; we should
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find that they are brought up by another contortion, as is represented by the dotted lines, A
sliort distance further up the bed of the river we come upon vortical beds of red shales (a),

which, if not related as represented, would be younger than the quartzites (h), a view untenable

from the relations found to exist between them elsewhere. That the quartzites (If) are bounded

by an external fault is most probable. Unfortunately, no contact with the metamorphics is

seen, there being no outcrops in the bod of the river for several miles to the east. Both here

and all along the boundary of the plateau area from hence southwards to within a short

distance of the Udet, the disturbance and constantly varying character of the beds could

scarcely be explained by mere lateral crushing. To the north it is possibhi that a ridge

of fault-rock in the incitamorphica at Tarnot may mark the continuation of the line of

fracture. Regarding the second fault represented, the shortness of the interval between

the quartzites {/;) and the shales (a) argues, I think, against the possibility of the whole

of the former being brought up by a contortion, and therefore it seems probable that the

lower members are cut off by a fault, and that the red shales (u), as represented, have been

tlirust into vertical contact with the quartzites of the central part of the sequence.

Ihissiiig tlie rod shales («) we come upon a wall-like ridge of pscudomorphic quartz (fault-

rock) (</) whicli strikes to about 20° cast of north, 20® west of south. Beyond it there are

thin-bedded quartzites, shales (c), and a black carbonaceous sandy layer (c/) dipping to from

5° to in” to w(*st and west-north-west. Overlying these conformably are the saccharine

and vitreous quartzites, Ac., wliich form the main mass of the plateau. That this run

t)I‘ fault-rock marks a lino of disturbance there can, I think, be little doubt, the more

particularly as the thin quartzites (c) and shaly beds associated with the carbonaceous

layer appear to represent a portion of the contorted bods (If) of the outer range. Further,

with reference to both this and the previously mentioned fault, evidences of a pair ofdiverging

faults are found for many miles amongst the crushed and disturbed bods in the internal

valley to the south. They arc? also indicated by lines of a breccia abounding with brown

ha?matite,* and on one of ilicm is situated a Hot sprimj near Kotagarb. Taken alone,

ibis section, duo allowance being made for niarginnl crushing and fractures, would not be

suffici(?iit to prove original unconformity between the beds r, f/, c, and the red shales (n ) ; but

it must bo 'remembered that in other localities wlicre ilie lower beds are seen in a very

disturbed condition close to the base of horizontal quartzites, similar explanation of the

relations of the hods by pairs of faults cannot be given.

In the Udet River from Boidelpur westwards there is a section of the lower shales.

TIic first beds seen are red and grey sliales, with one bed of quartzite resting on them

and dipping at, apparently under, granitic gneiss at an angle of 45°. In the northern

bank of the river the granite, for about a foot, seems actually to overhang the bed of

quartzite. This appearance may bo due either to original deposition under an over-

hanging ledge or to the effects of a horizontal thrust from the w(?st, probably the latter,

as the bounding fault can scarcely have died out again before reaching this point.

Elsewhere I liavc noted cases of similar beds dipping at the boundary. The river

between Boidelpur and Tonkulmal exhibits a nearly continuous section of grey, red, and black

shales, with, in places, much infiltrated iron. Besides the above-mentioned bed, no quartzites

appear in the bed of the river. The dips arc for the most part low to east, east-

south-east, south-east. In the hilly country to the south there are quartzites which, at

the boundary between Koirpodor and Pbulchi, locally dip 80° to east and south-east.

Elsewhere they flatten and bt?come horizontal. It seems scarcely probable that they rest

conformably on the red and grey shales, but no actual junctions were found.

Finally, it lias been established that these shales arc older than the quartzites ; that they

are clearly overlapped is apparent from the sections on the west, in which they do not appear.

* Near Kandi, Kootairaih, and Kudapnni rc8)>cctivi1y.
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That they are unconformably overlaid is probable from the amount of disturbance they

exhibit as compared with the overlying quartzites. In their lithological characters

they correspond with those of some of the rocks of group (B) of the Chhattisgarh basin and

Jaipur-Bustar area. This resemblance, so far as it is of value, is in favor of the view that the

quartzites of group {A) are younger than the limestones, &c., of group (B), But in addition

to this, we have the physical evidence afforded by the fact that the Karial-Nowagarh

plateau quartzites occur in their original undisturbed position at a much higher elevation,

1,600 to 2,000 feet above the limestones of the Chhattisgarh basin, the nearest points on the

natural boundaries of both areas being only a few miles distant.

Again, in the Jaipur-Bustar area about to be described, wc have quartzites the base of

which is at an elevation of 7(X) feet above the level of the rocks of group {B).

Great faulting in the intervals between the localities where these beds occur might

serve to explain these differences of level under the supposition that the quartzites were

older than the limestones, &c. But in the absence of the slightest evidence for faulting,

the more legitimate conclusion to be drawn seems to be that the quartzites of group (A) are

really younger than the limestones, &e., of group (J?).

Jaipur Area.— The only other locality in which rocks of the same age as the Karial

quartzites have as yet been identified is situated ou the north-east corner of the Jaipur pla-

teau to the south of Beobogh. There they rest upon a pedestal of crystalline rocks which is

from 600 to 700 feet above the main Jaipur-Bustar plutean, and therefore coiTesponds in

general elevation with that of Karial-Nowagarh. TJiis small plateau, which extends over

about 150 square miles, Las boon much broken up by river gorges in wliicli tbo crystalline

rocks underlying the thin quartzites arc at various elevations laid bare. The quartzites, so

far as they hfive been examined, arc lithologically similar to the upper beds of the neighbour-

ing Karial-Nowagarh plateau, with which, indeed, it is most probable they were at one time

continuous.

Group B.—Limestones, Shales, and Sandstones'

The known limits of the Chhattisgarh basin, the principal area in which rocks of this

group occur, have already been roughly indicated. It will only be possible to give hero a

very brief sketch of what is known of the rocks.

Commencing description from the most eastern point where these rocks occur, and not

pausing more than just to mention the fact of the occurrence of several small outliers, we

find in the Burapabar hills, a few miles to the west of Sambalpur, an accumulation of shales,

sandstones, and quartzites whose relations, not only externally to the metamorphic series, hut

internally with one another, is of a complicated nature, and which can only be understood

after much more time lias been devoted to their examination than Las hitherto been possible.

This indeed is a region of special disturbance, and one which, when the detailed examina-

tion is taken up, would probably be most profitably reserved for the conclusion when stand-

ard sections had elsewhere been ascertained. The boundary of this area runs north-west-

wards, crossing the Mahanadi at Padampur. In some places, massive vitreous quartzites, with

bedding obscure or completely obliterated, while in others shales, with occasionally vertical

bedding, occur in contact with the metamorpbics. Occasionally these rocks dip towards the

boundary at high angles, a state of tilings produced probably by intense lateral pressure

combined with faulting. In some cases these dij)s appear to be reversed, being produced by

the folding over of the beds on themselves.

The opposing edges of the two formations, as exhibited iu the Squi River and also in the

Mahanadi at Padampur, pretty clearly show that a fault has contributed to produce the

relations now existing. In the latter section, the line of fracture traverses the lines of strike
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of botli series of beds oblii^uoly, and in consequence we find in one place the edges of beds of

quartzite shales and limestones in opposition to beds of motamorphic rocks, though no actual

contact is exposed.

In the neighbourhood of Padumpur a considerable section of these rocks is exposed,

the lowest occurring in the vicinity of Dungri, where the beds form a partial qua-qua versal

dome which is of a very marked character on the north-west of the hills.

The lowest beds H(‘en are sandstones forming a central dome. Kesting on these in

the valley, there is an unknown thickness of limestones which dip 15° west under the

sandstones forming tlic outer ridge of the hills, where the river changes its course from

north to i‘ast. Above tluise sandstones again, in the north to south reacli, there is another

bed of limestone which is exposed under the cast hank
; overlying this are red sandy beds

which are exposed near the mouth of the Kailo River. Thence up to Padampur, the section

in the Malianadi gives an almost unbroken sequencer of shaly red sandstones, &c., with about

1()0 foot of an extenially dove-coloured limestone with numerous veins of calcspar. The

dips at first to west turu to north, and close to Padampur are inclined to north-east. At
Padampur there is yet another zone of limestone which contains some strings of galena.

Under the town the dips are much disturbed, and the rocks are abruptly cut olf at the

boundary. From the preijcding it follows that there arc iu this section, which includes a

thickm^ss of perhaps as much as 3,500 feet of rocks, four distinct zones of limestone, eaeli

of which differs lithologically from the others. To the north-wi'st from this the boundary

runs with that of the Raigarh-llingir coal-field, mctamorphic rocks being occasionally

interpolated.
^

Mr. Mcdlicott, in his manuscript report of his traverses of the Cbhatiisgarh area, has

given an account of the sections examined by him along the northern, eastern, south-eastern,

and western boundaries from the Maiidia plateau to Samhalpur. Tlie princip.al forms of

rocks observed were l.s’^ strong-hedded quartzite sandstones, “ often coarse and rusty, often

[)ure and fine;” “massive, fine, homogeneous clays often affecting a flat nodular struc-

ture resembling soinewJiat the splintejy clays of the Talchirs. There are also finely laminated

silicious shales ; tlieso are often calcareous, and pass insensibly into finely laminated siliclous

limestones in the maimer so common with some of the lower Vindhyaii bands of the Son and

of Jluiidelkhand. These shales seem also connected with fine flak3^ beds very hard and com-

pact (porcellanic) on a fresh fracture, but betraying their flakiiiess by weathering. These

beds, too, find their exact analogues iu the lower Vindhyans limestone.—“ Limestone is

perhaps the commonest rock at the surface all over the plains of Chhattisgarh. It is seldom

a pure homogeneous rock, being often flaky and earthy or silicious. Often also the silicious

matter is distributed in strings or in irregular concentric concretions.

“ It would seem to be only in the most general way that these several rocks observe any

order of position. I think all three types may be observed as bottom rock resting upon the

metaraorphics. But there is a decided preponderance of the sandstones in this position. It

would seem that the sandstone never attains a considerable thickness, save at or near the

base of the series,

“ This variability in the deposits is also a point of similarity with the lower Vindhyans

and with rocks described by Mr. W. Blanford in the Godavari area.

“ As the most frequent bottom-rock, the sandstones arc seldom seen in force except near

the boundary, but they are nowhere so much developed as in the south-east, resting on the

gneiss of the Jouk area and of Sambalpur, and forming ridges running northwards from

that area.**
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On the south-east boundary only did Mr. Medlicott meet with a “ distinct case of sini])le

unaltered superposition." Close to the east of Ai-ang, the shaly, flaggy, dark, silicious

limestone shows with a steady inclination of 3® to 4® westward, and on the rising ground to

eastwards, the strong-bedded sandstones j)as8 up from beneath the limestone and shales to

form a low range of hills. These hills present a gentle slope to the west, and ai’o scai-jied

along the eastern face, in whush the junction can be admirably seen of the massive sandstone

resting on coarse granitoid gneiss and largely made up of its debris. This debris is not “ coarse

and water-worn, but gravelly and still undecomposed." Further south in the Pairi River

section, I met with the continuation of this marginal bed of sandstones, but I saw no clear

indication there that they passed under the liniestomis. Indeed, from the absence of any

distinct dip of the sandstones and the lower level at which the limestones occur, it seemed

to me possible that these sandstones might be the marginal remnant of an overlapping bed

;

but there was, it must be admitted, an interval quite suflicient between the localities where

these rocks were rcspc^ctively exhibited to permit of the sandstones dipping below. Mr.

Medlicott has generalised his observations in reference to this and other sections in the

following w'ords :
“ The topmost strata are almost confined to the low grounds wht?re tlu^y

show the minimum of disturbance, while the bottom bands rise along the boundary and an;

often much modified by contortion and compression. One has to seek far and wide for proof

of the two being really continuous."

The 8(;ction8 on the western boundary present a general resemblance to those of the

iiortheni, but the thickness of shales exposed th(‘re is greater, and the general cdiaracter is

of course much modified by the presence of overlying basalt. At Warraband, on tin; Raipur

and Nagpur road, the Vindhyuns are separated from the crystalline roiks by a bifurcating

ndge of quartz, the branches of which strike to north 10® east Jind north 30® east ; the latter

possibly marks the position of a fault. East of it are rocks identified by Mr. Hlanlbrd

( with the Vindhyan sandstones of the Godavari area—“ They an; hard purplish

grits and appear to dip to the eastward at an angle of 10®, hut this is far from clear.

They C/ontinuo for a mile or more, apparently with tlio sairn; inclination, but they are by
no means well exposed, and a little beyond (east of) Warraband all the rocks bei^orne

concealed by soil.” “Limestones are exposed in the Mula River, about six miles beyond

(east of) Wamiband. They are unmistakably identical with the Pern limestones, and they

dip at a low angle to east-north-east. A mile further the red Pern shales are seen nearly

horizontal, and they continue as far as Nandgaon."

With regard to the general section of lower Vindhyans in CKhattisgarh, Mr. Rlanford has

written : “Ap])arently the section of the lower Vindhyans of Chhattisgarh closely resembles

that in the Pern Gunga valley. Massive sandstone at the base, then limestone, abf>ve shale,

upon lliis apparently rest alternations of thiuly-bedded sandstone and limestone. It should,

however, be remembered that the rocks are only seen in th(; Chhattisgarh plains at distant

intervals, and that but a very imperfect notion of the section can bo obtained without far

more careful examination than it has hitherto been possible to give to the ground. Still

the general section east of Raipur so exactly represent that to the west that the main

sequence, agreeing as it does with that in the Pern Gunga valley, may fairly be considered

as correctly ascertained.”

Could it be shown that these quartzite sandstones are in the Chhattisgarh area

representative of the great thickness of beds in Karial and Nowagarh, then the latter would

have in all probability to be regarded as younger than the limestones ; but I have already

shown that these indubitably rest upon shales—possibly unconformably— whose lithological

resemblance more particularly to the Talchir-like shales described by Mr. Medlicott is still

stronger than is that to be found between the quartzite sandstones of the two areas.
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Jaipub-Bi stau ABEA.-Ouihp Jaipur-Bustar plateau we find a group of limestones,

sliales and quaitzitc-sandstones oi‘ precisely similar character to those of the Chhattisgarh

basin. It is uot improbable that the two areas will be found to be continuous, but the inter-

vening country has not yet been traversed.

In Jaipur the rocks of this group, although they occupy a by no means inconsiderable area,

ai’O, for the most part, so much concealed by superficial deposits that it is quite impossible

to give anything like a connected section of them. But a few detmdied points, marking the

boundaries, have as yet been fixed; from these, however, it would seem that the limestones

and shales occupy a truncated triangular area, which, commencing near the Kaoriingpur and

Jaipur road, spreads westwards into Bustar. It would bo useless with the impoi^ect data at

present available to attempt a discussion in these pages either as to the sequence of the rocks

or the nature of their boundaries ; hut from what I saw, I think it not improbable that both

north and south boundaries may ultimat-ely prove to he faulted. Certainly I did not seo

at any of the points examined any clear case of superposition. At Korenga there are sandy

quartzites with a dip of 35“ to south-west, or away from the crystallines. They are of incon-

siderable thickness, possibly the dip carnes them under some red caI(;areous sandy flags which

are exposed near Jubra, but the interval between the outcrops is considerable. It is not

improbable that the river beds which cross the boundary near Korenga may disclose the

nature of the junction.

To the south of Koiepad there is a fairly continuous section of impure grey limestones

with red shales, exposed in the bed of the Joura Kiver above its junction with the Amhabal.

The limestones dip south 35°. The overlying shales are in places a good deal contorted, but

south-east 40° [represents the principal direction. Lithologic-ally, these rocks correspond

closely with certain beds of the Chliattisgarh basin, as, for example, with some of those above

described in the Mabanadi secjtion at Padampur.

In Bustar the rocks s(ieu consisted chi(‘fly of red flaggy nearly horizontal beds of sandy

clays
;
these, at Karinji, are seen Overlying quartzite sandstones of, apparently, no great

tliickness. These beds are in places calcareous, and occasionally impure red limestones occur.

I Avas unable to visit tbe Cbiterkot falls on the Iiidravati, but s2>ocimens brought thence

included fragments of vitreous quartzite, and a black shale, like that found at the base of the

Karial quartzites.

The examination of the gorge ImjIow this fall may not improbably shed a considerable

light upon the relations of the beds which constitute the plateau.

From the neighbourhood of Chitapur, wliich is about sixteen miles to the south-west of

J ugdalpur, I received a specimen of a limestone of very similar character to the veiy pure form

already mentioned as occurring at Dongri near PadaTn])ur. It is an opaque greyish-white

rock with a sjdintery fracture. A similar rock is Ibund at Korok2
)ur, .sixteen miles to south-east

of Jugdalpur. Lime is manufactured from this rock in preference to all tbe other varieties.

Sakoli Beds.

West of Goiialou on the Eaipur and Nagpur road there is a section of trap-like

rocks, the structural relation of which to other rocks in their vicinity is very obscure.

Within tbe area occupied by them Ave find also ridges of (? psoudomorpbic) quartz-rock

apparently similar in character to some found in the adjoining metamorphic areas, where

they are, in some instances at least, metalliferous, as will be mentioned further on. One
of these ridges is found to the south of the Bagh-nadi bungalow, strike 10® west of

north. Before it is reached, however, between the 94th and 96th milestones, there is a bed

of quaiizoso pebble conglomerate which cannot at present be referred to any known forma-

tion. Tbe pebbles are mostly of white quaiiz and 2 to 3 inches in diameter. A similar
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rock, not improbably the same bed, is met with between the 90th and 89th milestones, and

again between the 86th and 84th. In all cases the dip is nearly vertical, and the recurrence of

the bed may be due to contortion folds. Trap is seen in the intervals. It is a dense dark-

green rock, and save at Burbruj, was nowhere observed to be amygdaloidal. Near the

82nd milestone, the road-cutting exhibits sandy grits and shales alternating with trap in

vertical beds. These imperfect observations were made by me under the very disadvantageous

circumstances connected with travelling along a road crowded with traffic in the middle of

May, and at the rate of fifteen miles a day. They do not, however, constitute the first or only

record of this singular group of rocks. They are mentioned by Mr. W. T. Blanford in

the manuscript notes of his march from Chanda through the Chhattisgarh country. He
writes :

“ To the east and south of Pallandur* are some hills composed of a singular series

of formations which have a very sedimentary appearance, but are, in all probability, decom-

posed volcanic or trappean rocks of ancient date which it is difficult to separate from the

metamorphics, although their mineral character is very unlike that of the hornblend

rocks, diorite and syenite, usually found associated with the groat crystalline formation of

India. In the hills east of Chisgarli, the rock appears to be mainly composed of quartz

and felspar. It is pink in colour
;

associated with it are some red feiTuginous shale beds,

all evidently much altered as if by weathering. In the Garwai Nadi metamorphic^s occur,

the peculiar trappean (?) rocks forming apparently a hill range along the south bank for

some distance, but the road north of the river crosses a mass of the fen’uginous shaly rock

in one place, and tljcn, about two miles before reaching Cliisgarb, ascends a high ghat over

crystalliiK! and compact trap, probably the undecomposed form of tlu' rock already specified.

At the base of tbe ascent are some earthy slaty beds, very similar to those stHui in tbe

lower Vindbyan sandstones at Nowagaon Tank, but rather more schistose. Some of the traps

ai’e amygdaloidal, but I do not think there is any ])robability of their belonging to any

overlying formation; and although it is possible that they belong to a newer series than the

metamorphics, they must, I think, until the country is more closely examined, be classed

wdth those rocks.”

Mr. Blanford also mentions the occurrence of coiiglomorntes similar to those already

described, one of his localities, “ two or three miles east of tbe Bagli Nadi, ” being probably

identical with one of those given above.

Metamobpitio Skbies.

In the wide area under description, the bedded metamorpliic rocks very possibly all owe

their crystalline character to one and the same period of metamoiphism
; but that they all

are tlie result of the metamorphism of but one uniform series of rocks is most improbable.

Not only is it possible, to a great extent, to separate these rocks into groups, distin-

guished by marked lithological cliaracters, but if, as seems probable, the bedding structure

now seen really ( 5orres])onds to the original sedimentary sequence, it is scarcely possible to

conceive that subsequent disturbance could have produced the relations which are sometimes

found to exist between adjacent sections. On the other hand, sucli relations might very

readily be explained by supposing the existence of original unconformity between the beds.

By some authontics it is maintained that these so-called beds are due to foliation on the

large scale ; but when the occurrence in immediate juxta2)Osition of beds of utterly dilFerent

composition is exemplified by the cases of limestones next to schists and conglomeritic schists

in contact with crystalline gneisses, and when the cases afforded by the less modified sub-

metamorphic rocks are all taken into consideration, the conclusion, that the beds now existing

To the BoutU-wcHl of the road Heetion deKeribed above,
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truly represonfc the order and position of an original sequence seems, to be the more legitimate

one to draw.

The limits available for the purpose here will admit of only a veiy brief sketch of the

more prominent features of these rocks.

Valley of the Mahahadi, feom Cuttack to Sonpue.—Passing westward from the

sandstones of the Atgarh basin, along the south bank of tlie Mahanadi, the rocks seen consist

chiefly of varieties of gariietifcrous gneiss. These are best exhibited in the Barmul Pass,

where the river runs almost due north-west south-east between two sugar-loaf peaked ridges,

the dip of the beds being from 40® to 80° to north-east.

Towards Horboiiga, and thence to Sonpur, the rocks consist chiefly of coarse porphyritic

gneiss, whitdi occasionally shows strikes varying from north-w(‘st to west-north-west
;
but not

uncommonly tlie rock is massive, and exhibits no distinct bedding or foliation.

VALfiEY OF THE Mahanadi, feom Sonpue TO Sambalpue.—Between Sonpur and

Binka the rocks, where seen, consist, for the most part, of gi'anite, with quartz veins. In the

Ong River there arc some honiblendic gneisses, and farther on, fine-grained bacillary gneisses

and quartzites. Close to Binka there is a schistose quartzite, similar to a rock seen in the

station of Sambalpur. Its strike is east 35° north, west 35"* south, with a dip of 50° to 35°

soutli of cast. Further north, at Turam, in the bed of the Mahanadi, there are schistose and

grauitie- gneisses, striking north-north -east, with a dip of (>0° to east-south-east : these 'form

the long bill ridges on the eastern hank of the river.

In and near the station of Sambalpur, the rocks are chiefly granitic and porphyritic

gneisses, associated with whicdi is a band of quartz schist. The beds are, for the most part,

vertical, hut in places tliero appears to bo a dip towards the east-south-east. The strike

varies from 10° h) 30° east of north. A point about three mihjs east of Sambalpur seems to he

the centre of a great synclinal basin, the rocks on all sides consisting of granitic and syenitic

gneisses, with schistose and shaly alternations.

Area North op Sambalpur.—Ton miles north of Sambalpur is tlie Kudderbuga

range, formed chiefly of quaidzitcs, which are niuch more strongly developed in the western

half of the range than in the eastern.

In the Bomnn River, south of Katikela, the section exposes a inetamorphic conglomerate.

The matrix is quite schistose, hut very dense and hard, and it includes rounded pebbles of white

quartz. The same rock occurs three and half miles further north, in the bed of the Sumpai,

south of Dulki. Lodes of brown hocraatite (altered magnetite) occur in the rocks near Kudder-

buga, more particularly to north of Rarimoul. The principal one seen there consists of a

quartz-iron breccia, which strikes, with the surrounding rocks, to about west 15° north. The ore

used by the natives is taken from the washed debris of this lode. Close to Talpuchia there is

a Emiall hill of fault rock and gossan. It is possible that a metallic lode may exist there.

Pebbles of carbonate of lead were found in the alluvium about a mile and a half to the south.

The last section in this tract of country which there is space to notice here, is that

afforded by the (Gangpur) Sumpai, a tributary of tho Ebe. Close to Kujerma the bed of the

river discloses a thickness of 50 to 60 feet of blue limestone, dip 40® south-south-east.

Underneath these are somewhat sandy quartzites, and the two rocks taken together are not

unlike the Vindhyans seen near Padampur. Nearer the village, however, these rocks appear

to be conformable to and dip under granitic gneisses, which are in close proximity
; but no

actual junction is scon. A portion of the limestone is of inferior quality, containing tremolite

;

but iniicli of it is a strong pure rock, winch ought to prove valuable, should occasion arise for

ifs employment.
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The same limestone is seen near the junction of the Sumpai with the Ebe, where it

occurs in horizontal bods, abutting against a vein of coarse granite.

Abba in the Mahanadi Valley to the North-west of Sambalpur.—In this area,

which is bounded on the north by the coal-field and on the south by the Vindhyan rocks,

there is a considerable variety of both schistose and granitic beds : of the latter, the most

common is a granular-looking, but really finely porphyritic variety. But, perhaps, the

leading feature presented by these rocks, especially in the area to west of the Ebe,

is due to the presence of several strongly-marked bands of quartzite, which form a scries of

ridges, with an almost constant strike to north-west south-east. The most remarkable of

these is the one which culminates in the Sunari H. S. peak (1,549 feet). The rocks occurring

in this hill are protogine granites, covered by the quartzites and blue-and-red sandy schists,

which dip to north-east at about 80°. The schistose beds have a decidedly sub-metamorphic

aspect, but cannot be separated from the giieissoso rocks. On the same line of strike occurs

the long ridge of quartzites, which hounds the coal field north of Kudderbuga. There are

several parallel ridges to the above, with vertical bedding, which traverse the metamorphic

area north of the Mahanadi. In some places these quartzites are quite vitreous
;
in others,

distinctly granular, and not readily to be distinguished lithologically from certain beds ol*

the Vindhyans.

Area South of the Mahanadi (Dukin-Tir).—The rocks of this area, so far as they

have been examined, consist principally of granitic gneisses, which, however, present no very

leading or prominent features, save that in the neighbourhood of Barpali, and perhaps

elsewhere, trap-dykes occur in some abundance, (leuerally speaking, traces of volcanic action

in the region under description are of extreme rarity.

Patna and Bodosamar Area.—Throughout this area the principal hill formers are

several varieties of garnetiferous gneiss. In the neighhourliood of Bolangir there are felspathie

granites, which, over a limited area, are characterised hy including lenticular masses of limestone,

with which wollastonite is often much mixed. Close to the village of Daramgarli, and also

at Domaipali, there are graphite schists. The graphite, being merely a constituent of the

schist, is of course not of very pure quality, llemarkahly fine rock-crystals occur in some

abundance near Bijkoiuar, to tlie south of Bolangir. They appear to occur in a nest in vein

quartz, but no matrix was seen in contact with the nest us at present exposed.

Karial Area.—In the nortliern part of this area the crystalline rocks consist chiefly of

massive porphyritic granites, which arc occasionally traversed by curite veins.

Towards Kumuna a definite strike to about 20° east of north becomes a])p:iront, and the

]>orphyritic granites, whi(^h often include pink felspar and a green chlorilic mineral, alternate

with occasional beds of gametiferous gneiss.

At Karial town and its neighhourliood the rocks do not continue to strike as above, but

from east to west and (*ast-soutli-east to west-uorth-west become the prevailing directions.

To the east of Karial, at Tukla, and thence towards Ranipur J ural, a fine felspathie slightly

garnetiferous granite occurs in bosses, some of which arc of enormous size and perfectly

symmetrical shape.

The Chaoria hill, to the south of Karial, rises to au elevation of over 3,000 feet, and from

a long distance ofif its massive scarped outlines form a prominent feature in the landscape.

This hill, and most of those in^the group to which it.helongs, is formed of garnetiferous gneiss,

Kalahandi Area.—The rocks of the Tel and Hathie valleys in Kalaliandi are, probably,

to a great extent, similar to those just described ; but in the hilly portion of the easteni half
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of Kulahandi quite a distinct group is met witli. They consist principally of hornblcndic

rocks, being generally dioritic or syenitic; but there are also some crystalline felsitcs, in

which th(ir(i is no trace of hornblend. The few short traverses I was able to make across the

outer ranges of this hilly regiim were not sufficient to enable me to define the limits of this

group of rocks
; and owing in a great measure to what I believe to be the origin of the rocks,

the s(5ctions examined are of a nature very difficult to describe. In some few places, as in

the llodra-jor, these homblendic rocks appear interbedded with schists and garnetiferous

gneiss
; but far more commonly the relations are of a most complicated and disturbed nature

—one, in short, which can only be explained by regarding a portion of the rocks as intrusive.

From the fact that these rocks occur sometimes interbedded with, while at others they

envelop and surround, masses of gneiss, hut more 'particularly from the fact that an

ohsrurc folialion structure is sometimes apparent both in the diorites and felsites, I am
inclined to believe that these roidcs arc the product of original intrusive volcanic rocks, which

have been afl(;clcd by thegcmu-al metamorphic action of the formation, and are not of plutonio

derivation, as might be supposed from their more ordinary lithological characters.

It is impossible to give all the details which I have recorded here. It will be sufficient

at present to give th(^ obs(‘rvaliens made on the longest traverse. The ascent to Moulpatna

is effected by a ghat, about 1,235 f(‘et high, in which there is a confused mass of tumbled

loclvs. Wliat to (yill the principal fonn, it is not easy to say. It contains both quartz and

felspar, and in places might be called a pelrosilex, but it passes into a pegmatite, and is

occasionally even syenitic. Towards the top of the ghat, dioritic rocks, with a spheroidal

(cannon ball) structure?, appear
; and close to Moulpatna, gneisses also are seen striking across

some of the valleys, and ajjparently running under peaks and ridges of the diorites. In the

secjtion of the Indravati tli(‘rc are coarsely cryslalliiie diorites and syenites, with no distinct

sign of either bedding or foliation. Thence, coastward to the Baplaimali plateau, the rocks

seen consist, for tin' most j)avt, of the same rocks, boulders from which strew the surfacjc in

every direction. Gneissost? rocks, however, occur also, and the plateau is foraied of white

ashy-looking beds, spott<*d with magnetic iron. They dip to east*south-cast at angles of from

to 80®, and are ea})ped by a tluekness of 300 feet of laterite. I have once before, in

Maubhum, met somewhat similar I’oeks. In that instance the dioritic rocks, being well

exposed, in plan, in a flat country, often appeared to be interbedded with the ordinary

metamorphic beds
;
but frequently they would suddenly leave the steady strike and pass

across from between one pair of bods to another, and occasionally also occurred as consider-

able amorpbouB masses.

Jaipuu Area.—The crystalline rocks of this area belong to three different groups.

On the the north-east there appears to be a continuation of the just-described Kalahaudi rocks.

In the central northern portions there are ordinary metamorphic rocks, which are characterised

by including an unusual proportion of hornblendic gneisses. These are well seen in the

Boriguma, Poragarh, and Itnigarb groups of bills. On the north-west of Jaipur the rocks

seem to belong to the group of granites and porphyries of Nowagarh, about to be described-

Throughout the whole of the area the rocks arc much concealed by laterite and alluvium, and

it would be useless to enumerate details here.

Bustae Abba.—It is almost certain that crystalline rocks occur in the southern parts of

Bustar, and it is not improbable that they will also be found in the north ; but as there

are none in the portion of Bustar examined by me, we may pass on to the next area.

Nowaqabh Abea.—Throughout Nowagarh I did not meet with a single completely

satisfactory instance of a distinctly foliated or bedded metamorphic rock. Massive granites,

syenites, and dioritic rocks have, with rare exceptions, alone been observed. It is a matter

of some uncertainty whether these should be regarded as being of metamorphic or true igneous
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At the south-west corner of the district T tiaversed a section of these rocks between

Ris^aon and Amar, hut failed to make out any rcf^ular sequence. Ordinary and porpliyiitic

granites, together with some dioritic rocks, alternate, and it is just ])ossiblc strike north and

south with the hill ridges ; but there is no distinct foliation or b<*dding. At Sol)ha there is a

strong north and south ridg(^ fornuid of massive granitie porphyry, which is flanked by a

dioritic rock on the east. Rocks of this character continue to Borgaon and Puljir, often

forming bosses.

The nature of the granite-quartzite boundary has alread}- been described on a previous

page.

An extensive group of hills to the south of Nowagarh town consist chiefly also of

ordinary and porpbyritic granites, which are quite massive and without a trace of foliation.

In the Pairi River, between Badomar and the quartzite boundary, there is a long section, in

which the principal rock is a massive porpbyritic granite, with pink felspar. Towards the

north-west (corner of the plateau the character of the boundary chang(*s, as already mentioned,

the granites running up to an elevation occasionally of as much as 90() feet, e.g., in the

Maliva hill, before they are capped by quartzites.

The Lohari hill to the west of Maliva is formed of granites in some variety, many of

them being remarkably handsome rocks. One form, which coniains both pink .and white

felspars, includes also epidote and a chloritic mineral
;

another, which is altogether white,

becomes locally pegmatitic, owing to the absence of mica.

Towards Paragaon, further west, these rocks form groups of g]-otesqut;-looking bosses

and tors. Beyond these again granites are traceable for some miles down the valley of

the Pairi, whore they occur at the bases of the small jdateaus of quartzite and in the lateral

valleys. Half way between Bourka and Kukda they are covered up and concejiled by these

younger rocks, and do not appe.ar again in the country to the west for many miles.

Abba West of the Raipue Basin.—West of a ridge of pscMulomorphic'quartz, which

crosses the Raipur and Nagpur road at Waraband, ihere is a zone of crystalline rocks,

which extends up to a point two or three miles west of Gortaloii, wh(‘re tlui above-mentioned

Sakoli beds come in. The principal rocks of this zone an* massive granites, which form, more
especially near Ohiclioli, numerous bosses and tors. These granit es are traversed by a series

of more or less parallel runs of pseudomorphie quartz, two of which, and not improbably

all, partak(^ of the nature of lodes. The galena lode in the one, tVmr miles to the west of

Cfliiclioli, has already been described by Mr. Blanford. This is, I believe, the* only locality in

India where fluor spar is known to oecur. At the time of my visit I could see no ti-acc^s

of galena, the exposed poitions having been, I was told, removed by stone-breakei-s, who were

making road metal
;
but both in that lode and one north of the bungalow at Waraband I

found traces of the copper carbonates.

Towards Bandara, and thence to Nagpur, metainorphic rocks, gneisses, and schists are

again seen at intervals
;
but the rocks iu the vicinity of the road are, for th(* most part,

concealed by alluvium.

APPENDIX.

List of papers by the Geological Survey having reference to the geology of this area.

Coal-fields.

Talchir (Blanford and Theobald) : Memoirs, Vol. I, p. 34.

Cuttack, coal and iron of (Oldham) : „ „ p. 1.

Orissa coal-fields (Ball) : Report to Government, 187C.
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Ilai^arli and Hingir, Ist notice (Ball) : Records, Vol.

M 2nd „

Korba (Blanford)

Coal oa«t of Chhattisgarh

Atgarb sandstones (Ball)

IV, p. 101.

VTII,p. 102.

Ill, p. 64.

ITT. p. 71.

X, p. 63.

Mtrcellaneous.

Geological features of Bancoorah, Midnapore, and Orissa : Memoirs, Vol. I, p. 219.

Sketch of the geology of Onssa (Blanford) : Records, Vol. V, p. 66.

Lfiterite of Orissa (Blanford) : Memoirs, Vol. T, p. 280.

Lend vein at Cbicholi, Ituipnr District (Blanford) : Records, Vol. Ill, p. 44.

,, ,, „ „ Vol. I, p. 37.

On the Diamonds, Gold and Lead Cues, of the Samdalpuk Distkiot,

HY V. Ball, M.A., F.G.S., Geological Survey of India.

Diamonds.

When, or by whom, diamonds were first discovered in Sambalpur is quite unknown.

„ .
As in similar ca.se8 in many other parts of the old world, an

First diseovcrcrH unknown.
. , -i., .,i. r*

impenetrable haze shrouds the ancient discoverers trom our view.

Such evidence as exists tends to the belief, that the search for diamonds was earned on,

under a rude system, for many centuries before the year 1860, when the British took posses-

sion of the district from the late Rajah, Narain Singh.

So far as I have been able to ascertain, the first published notice of the subject is to bo

Mr, Motto’fl visit to Sam- found ill the narrative of a journey to Sambalpur, which was
haipur. undertaken by Mr. Motte in the year 1766,* The object of this

journey was to initiate a regular trade in diamonds with Sambalpur, Lord Clive being

desirous of emjiloying them as a convenient means for remitting money to England.

His attention had been drawn to Sambalpur by the fact that the Rajah had a few

months previously sent a messenger with a rough diamond, weigliing 16J carats, as a

sample, together with an invitation to the Governor to depute a trustworthy person to pur-

chase diamonds regularly.

The Governor proposed to Mr. Motte to make the speculation a joint concern, in which

writes the latter :
“ I was to hold a third ; he the other two : all the expenses to be borne

by the concern. The proposal dazzled me, and I caught at it, without reflecting on the

difficulties of the march, or on the barbarity of the country, &c.'*

In spite of his life being several times in danger from attacks by the natives, the loss of

some of his followers by fever, and a varied chapter of other disasters, Mr. Motto was enabled

to collect a considerable amount of intt^resting information about the country. Owing to the

disturbed state of Sambalpur town, however, he was only able to purchase a few diamonds.

After much prolonged negotiation, he was permitted to visit the junction of the Rivers Hebe
(Ebe) and Mahanadi, where the diamonds were said to be found. A servant of the Rajah’s

who was in charge there informed him that “ it was his business to search in the River Hebe,

after the rains, for red earth, washed down from the mountains, in which earth diamonds

were always found. I asked him if it would not be better to go to the mountains and dig

for that earth. He answered, that it had been done, until the Mahrattas exacted a tribute

from the country ; and to do so now would only increase that tribute. He showed me several

* Asiatic Annual Ri>giBtcr, London, 1799.
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heaps of the red earth—some pieces, of the size of small pebbles, and so on, till il resembles

coarse brick-dust—which had be(m washed, and the diamonds taken (uit
”

*

The next mention of Sambalpnr diamonds is to be found in Lieutenant Ivittoe’s account, t

Lieutenant Kittoe 1838
joumey, in the year 1838, through the foi-ests of Orissa. Ho

speaks of the people as being too apathetic and indolent to search

for diamonds. His remarks on the localities where they occur s(3cm to bo derived from

Mr. Motto’s account, to which, indeed, ho refers.

Although published in the same number of the Asiatic Society’s Journal,J we find a

^ paper dated two years later, or in 1840, which was written by

Major Ouselej", on the ‘‘ Process of washing for gold-dust and

diamonds at ITeera Klmmdf In this wm‘ meet the following statement : “The Heera

Khoond is that part of the river which runs south of the islands. The diamonds and gold-

dust are said to be waslu'd down the Ebc River, about four miles abovi3 the Heera Khoond ;

but as both are procurabhi as far as Sonpur, I am inclined to think there may be veins of

gold along the Malianadi.”

No mention is made by Major Ouseley of the sj’stem of throwing a hund across one of

the channels, as is described on a following page ; but from my enquiries, I gathered that

that method of washing was in practice for many years before the period of Major Ousdey’s

visit. He describes the operations of individual washers—not the combined efforts of the

large number, which made that washing successful.

The diamonds found became the propertj’^ of the Rajah, while the gold was the per-

quisite of the washers, who sold it for from twelve to fifteen rujiees per tola.

In the Central Proinnccs Gazetteer it is stated that “during the period of native rule

^ ^ ^ some fifteen or tw^enty villages were granted rent-free to a class

called JhiraSy in consideration of their undertaking the search for

diamonds. When the country lapsed in 1850, these villages were resumed.” So far as can

be gathered from the various sources of information, large and valuable diamonds have been

occasionally met with; but the evidence on this point is somewhat conllicting. I do not think,

however, that what we know is altogether consistent with the statement in the Gazetteer, that

“ the best stones over found here were thin and flat, with llaw^s in them.”

Local tradition speaks of one largo diamond, which was found during the Mahrattaociaipa-

Largost diiiraonds found
made its discovery too notorious; otherwise it

would in all probability, like many other smaller ones, found at

that time, never have reached the hands of the Mahratta Agent. It is said m have weighed

two tolas and two mashas (at ten mashas to the tola),§ which would be about 316*-2 grains

troy, or expressed in carats y9’3. It would be impossible, of course, to make any estimate of

the value of a rough stone of this size, regarding the purity, colour, &c., of which nothing is

known.

Another diamond, in the possession of Narain Singh, is said to have weighed about a tola

the equivalent of which, calculated as above, would be 45*35 carats. Already^ one of 16*5

carats has been mentioned as having been sent to Calcutta in 1766. One large but slightly

flawed diamond, which I saw in the possession of a native in Sambalpur, was valued in

Calcutta, after cutting, at Rs. 2,600. Mr. Emanuel, in his work on Diamonds and Precious

* This deRoription supfii^CBts latcrite as the matrix from which the diamonds were proximately derived. In this

connection it may be noted that one of the principal Bourcos of Capo diamonds is said to be a superficial ferruginous

conglomerate.

t J. A. S. R, VIII, 1839, p. 376.

X Ibid. p. 1067.

§ (One inasha = 14’37 grains troy): properly speaking tlierc are 12 mashas in a standard tola.
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Stones, gives some particulars regarding tlie diamonds of Sambulpur, but the limited in-

fonnation at his disposal does not appear to have been very accurate. He records one

diamond of 84 grains having been found within the period of Biitish rule, but does not

mention his authority. There are said to be a good many diamonds still in the hands of

the wealthier natives in Sambalpur. Of course, large diamonds such as those above

mentioned were of exceptional occurrence ; those ordinarily found are said to have wmghed,

however, two to four rutties, equal on an average, say, to the thirtieth part of a tola, or

4'7 grains == 1'48 carats. In the Geological Museum, there is at present a diamond which

was sent to the Asiatic Society from Sambalpur by Major Ouseley. It weighs only *856

grs.= *26 carats.

As is usual, I believe, in all parts of India, the diamonds were classed as follows :

—

ClaHsiiiuatiou of dlamomls.
I.

—

lirahman,—^White, pure water.

II.

—

Kskaii'ya .—Rose or reddish.

III.— Vasiya,—Smoky.

IV.—Sudra .—Dark and impure.

From personal enquiry from the oldest of the Jharas, or washers, at the village of Jhu-

M 'tl If hi ig
^**'^*’ various other sources, I have gathered the following

details as to the manner in which the operations were carried on

in the Rajah’s time :

—

In the centre of the Mahanadi, near Jhunan, there is an island, called Hira Khund,*

which is about four mih^s long, and for that distance separates the waters of the river into

two (channels, as indicated on the a(XJompanying map.

In each year, about the beginning of March or even later, when other work was slack and

the level of tluj water was approaching its lowest, a large number of people,—according to

some of my informants, as many as five thousand,'—assembled, and as the result of a consider-

able amount of labor threw a hund across the mouth of the northern channel, its share of

water being thus deflected into the southern. In the stagnant pools left in the former, suffi-

cient water remained to enable the washers to wash the gravel accumulated between the rocks

in their rude wooden trays and, cradles.

Upon women seems to have fallen the chief burden of the actual washing, while the men

collected the stulT. The implements employed and the method of washing were similar to

those commonly adopted in gold-washing, save only that the finer gravel was not thrown

away until it had been thoroughly searched for diamonds. Whatever gold was found became

the property of the washer, as already stated. Those who were so fortunate as to find a

valuable stone were rewarded by being given a village. According to some iiccounts, the

washers, generally, held their villages and lands rent-free
;
but I think it most unlikely that

all who were engaged in the 02)eratioii8 should have done so.

So far as I could gather, the i)eople did not regard their, in a manner, enforced services

as involving any great hardship ; they gave me to understand that they would be glad to see

the annual search re-established on the old terms. Indeed, it is barely possible to conceive

of the condition of the Jharas having been at any time worse than it is at present. No doubt

the gambling element, which may be said to have been ever present in work of the above

nature, commended it to the native mind.

According to Mr. Emanuel, these people show traces of Negro blood, and hence it has

been concluded that they are the “ descendants of slaves imported by one of the Conquerors

of India.” They are, however, I should say, an aboriginal tribe, showing neither in their

complexions, character of their features, nor hair, the slightest trace of a Negro origin.

Lit., Diamond mine.
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When Sambalpur was taken over in 1850, the Government offered to lease out the right

Indian Government become to seek for diamonds. And in 1856 a notification appeared in the
proprietors. Gazette describing the prospect in somewhat glowing terms.’’*'

For a shoi*t time the lease was held by a European at the very low rate of two hundred

rupees per annum
;
but as it was given up voluntarily, it may bo concluded that the farmer

did not make it pay. The facta that the Government resumed possession of tho rent-free

villages, and that the Kajah’s operations were carried on without any original outlay, materially

altered the case, and rendered the employment of a considerable amount of capital, then as it

would be now, an absolute necessity.

Within the p.ast few years, statements have gone the round of the Indian papers to the

No diamonds found re- effect that diamonds are occasionally found now by the gold-

wash(!rs of Sambalpur. All my enquiries failed to elicit a single

authentic case, and the gold-washers J spoke to and saw at work assured me that tlie state-

ments were incorrect. Moreover, they did not appear to expect to find an}", as I did not

observ(i that they even examined the gravel when washing.

With regard to the origin of the diamonds, the geological structure of the country leaves

hut little room for doubt as to the source from wlunicci they are
ource of the diamonds.

Coincident with their occ.urreime is that of a gronj) of

rocks which has been shown to be referable to the Viiidbyan series, certain memlK^rs of wliich

series are found in the vicinity of all the known diamond-yielding localities in India,f and, in

the cases of actual rock-workings, are found to constitute the original matrix of the gems.

In several of the previous acicounls, the belief is cither stated or implied that the diamonds

are brought into tho Maluiiiadi by its large? tributary tbt? Ebe. It would not, of course, bel])

the point I am endeavouring to establish to say that tin? Ehe, at least within our area,

except indirectly, J is not fed by waters which pass over Vindhyan rocks, but I have the

positive assurance of the natives that diamonds have not been found in that river, although

gold is and has been regularly washed for. On the other liond, diamonds have been found

in th(? bed of the Mabanadi as far west as Chauderpur and at other intermediate places,

Well within the area which is exclusively occupied by the quartzites, shales, and limestones

of Vindhyan age.

• Notificatiow.—Persons dcKirous of workiDf? the valuaT>!c diamond minus of tho Mahanadi are horehy in-

formed, Uiat after the Ist of .iauuary 1857, the privilege will be leased to any one who shall bo uonsidered to liavo

made the most eligiblo offer for the same.

Besides previous Hlones, gold is tube met with in considerable (juantitics, and the party who may rent

tlio i)riviloge of working the diamond mines will bo entitled to tti)propriate all diamomlH, preeious stones, and gold

that he may find in the bed of that river within the limits of the Sambalpur Division during the period of his lease.

3rrf.—-Unless a proportional induuement bo oflered, a lease will not he granted for a jieriod of more than three

years, but applicants are reQuosted to state at what rate per annum they arc agreeable to rent t lic mines, and how
many years* lease tlidy are desirous of obtaining, with particulars of all modifications they may wish made in the

conditions now set forth.

4<A.--Parties proposing to rent tho mines must be prepared to lodge in the treasury at Sambalpur one year’s

rent in advance os security for the fulfilment of tho terras of the lease taken up by them, and the rent will be de-

manded in three insLalmouts yearly. If at any time during tho lease, the period of one year, calculated from the

date of payment of the last iiistalmcnt, be allowed to elapse virithout tho payment of an instalment, the security

money shall bo forfeited and the lease considered to have expired,

t CoT^. Medlicott, Bundelkund, Mem. G. S. I., Vol. II, p, 66.

„ Mallet, Vindhyan Series, id., Vol. VII, p, 69.

„ King, Kadapah and Karnul formations, »</., Vol. VIII, p. 07.

t By a few small streams which rise in an isolated outlying hill called Gotwaki. It should bo st ated, however,

that one of the tributaries of the Ebe, the Icha, far away in Gaiigpur, is said to produce diamonds
;
but tho state-

ment needs confirmation, and the geology of that part of the country is at present quite uttknowu. Near its sources,

far away in Chota Nagpur, I have heard the Ebe spoken of as tho Hira Nad.
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The more fact that the place Hira Khund, where the diamonds were washed, is on meta-

iiira Kimi d
morphic rocks, may be readily explained by the physical features

of' the gfround. The i*ocky nature of the bed there and the double

channel caused by the island afforded unusual facilities for, in the first place, the retention of

the diamonds brought down by the river ; and secondly, for the operations by which the bed

could on one side be laid bare and the gravel washed by the simple contrivances known to

the natives.

It is impossible to say at present wliich the actual bed or beds may be from whence the

diamonds liave been derived, as there is no record or appearance of the rock ever having been

worked ; but from the goiuiral lithological resemblance of the sandstones and shales of the Bara-

,
pahar bills and the outlier at Borla with the diamond-bearing beds

lloolcH similar to tliainoiia
. . . • th i i -it •

matrix at Pauim and Iianagau- and their associates at Pauua in Bundilkhana and Banaganpilli in
'’**^**

Karnul, I have very little hesitation in pointing to these rocks as in

all iirobability including the matrix. Above Padampur the Mahanadi runs through rocks of

Most favorulilo localities
and I should therefore strongly urge upon any one wlio may

for future oporations. hereafter embark upon the undertaking of Bearcliing for diamonds

in Samhaljmr to confine his operations, in the first instance, to the streams and small rivers

which rise in the Barapahar hills and join the Mahanadi on the south. Besides the obvious

advantage of being, as I believe would be found to be the case, close to the matrix, these

streams would, 1 think, bo found to contain tacilities for obtaining a sufficient head of water

for washing purposes. The works would require hut a few laborers, and could lx*, carried on

for a much longer period every year, say for eight or nine months, than would be possible in

tlu* case of the washings in the bed of the Mahanadi itself.

According to the accounts received by me, the southern channel of the Mahanadi used

not to he emptii'd in the Ilajah s time ; but from various causes I should expect it to yield,

proportionally, a larger number of diamonds than the northern. In the first place, the

stronger current in it would bo more efficient in removing the substances of less specific

gravity than diamonds, while the rocks and deep boles in it afford admirable means for the

retention of the latter. Again, it is in dirc(^t contact with the sandstones and shales (pre-

sumedly diamond-hearing) of the outlying ridge at Borla. Owing to the greater body of

water to be dealt with, it would be found to be more difficult to divert than that which flows

in the noi-thern channel ; but the result in a greater liarvest of diamonds would probably far

more than compensate for the greater expenditure incurred.

In the country to the south of Sambalpur, in Ivarial and Nowagarh, where rocks of

, „ similar age occur to those of the Barapahar hills, I failed to find
Similar rocks further south

i t i i i ^
not known to be diunioud- any traditional record of diamonds having ever been found or

searched for. It is just possible, however, that the names of

several villages in which the word Jfira (diamond) occurs may have reference to some long-

forgotten discovery.

In addition to diamonds, pebbles of Beryl, Topaz, Carbuncle, ATnetli3'st, Cornelian, and

PebhlcB
clear quartz used to ho collected in the Mahanadi

;
but, I liave not

seen either sapidiires or rubies. It is probable that the matrix

of these, or most of them, exists in the metamorphic rocks, and is therefore distinct from that

of the diamonds.

Gold.

In all probability^ gold occurs pretty generally throughout those portions of the district in

which metamorphic rocks prevail. So far as I have been able to gather from personal observa-

tion, tlie washers confine themselves to the bods of the Mahanadi and Ebe
;
but in the rains

they are said to leave the larger rivers and wash in the small jungle-streams.
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In the Ehe, below Tahood, I saw a party of gold-washers encamped on the sand. Tho

Gold washed for within places where they were actually washing were within the area
Talchir boundary. occupied by rocks of Talchir age ; but whether the gold was proxi-

mately derived from the Talchirs or had been brought down by tho river, as is possible, from

the motamorphic rocks, a short distance higher up, I am unable to say.

There is of course no prim6facie improbability in the Talchir rocks containing gold. On*
the contrary, the boulder bed, including, as it does, such a large proportion of materials

^

directly derived from the metamorphic rocks, might naturally be expected to contain gold.

In the original description of the Talchir coal-field the following passage occurs :
—

“ Gold is

occasionally washed in the Tikaria River, and was also a few years since obtaiiu'd from the

sands of the Ouli.” The latter case is rather interesting, since the localities are in a sandstone

country, through which the Ouli mainly flows.* In this connection it may be mentioned that

in Australia, quite recently, a conglomerate bed of carboniferous age has been found to be

auriferous.f

As to the methods employed by, and tho earnings of, the gold-washers, the remarks

Method of waehinft &c.
SiiigbhumJ apply equally

to Sambalpur, and need not be repeated here.

Lead Ores.

Galena at Jhunan .—On the occasion of my first visit to Sambalpur in 1874, Captain

Bowie, at that time Deputy (kimiuissioner of the district, shewed mo some specimens of

galena which had remained in the possession of tho Tehsildar and other residents since

before the occupation of the district in 1860. The history of this galena appeared to be as

follows :

—

It was discovered in the bod of tho Mahanadi at Jhunan, 10 miles west of Sambalpur, in

^ the Raiah’s time, and was at first extracted to a small extent by the
First diBcovery.

^ . o cy j* m • .

people and used as a substitute for ourma or antimony lor anointing

the eyes. Suddenly, however, the Rajah, Narain Singh, bocomiiig afraid that the discovery

might attract the notice of Europeans, ordered the excavation to be stopped and tho lode to be

covered up and concealed.

During the 25 years or so which had elapsed since that time, the river has somewhat

shifted its channel, and sand and clay had been deposited against the bank where, according to

the villager’s recollection, the lode wfis originally exposed. By Captain Bowie’s orders, a i)arty

of these villagers were set to re-discover the position, and on the
Ee-discovery.

December we visited the spot and found that several trenches

had been dug in the sand ;
these, owing to the influx of water and a shifting layer of quicksand,

had failed to lay bare the face of rock, but from the fragments of stone brought up it was

apparent that the lode had not been struck. The rocks seen in the btid of the river consist

chiefly of a coarse granular-looking granitic gneiss, which strikes from about north-west to

south-east. Observing some small veins of quartz to run with the strike, it seemed probable

that the lode would do so too, and I accordingly laid out a line for a new trench, which resulted

a few days later in the re-discovery of the deposit.

Among the first specimens of galena brought into Sambalpur was one weighing

1 maund 6 seers 4 chittacks, of which about one-half consisted of galena, tho remainder

being made up of portions of the quartz gangue and sides of the lode.§ In some of these

• Mom., G, S. I., Vol. I, p. 88.

t Vide Geol. Mapr., 1877. p. 286.

t Records, Vol. II, p. 11.

§ This fiue sample is now in the Geological Museum.
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first specimens, the presence of antimony was apparent, and there were also traces of the

carbonates of copper. On re-visiting* the locality, I was able to satisfy myself that the

Deposit a true lode
deposit occurred as a true lode which, though striking, apparently

with the surrounding granitic gneiss rocks, has a different under-

lie, and cuts across the plains of their bedding and foliation. At this stage, what I subse-

quently found to be tlu* case was not apparent, ws., that the lode does not rise to the surface

or outcrop of the gneiss above the bed of the river, but that it commences somewhat abruptly

several feet below. In the portion of the lode exposed, which was about six feet in length,

the distance between the walls varied from 16 to 19 inches. The strike was from 35° north-

of-west to 35° south-of-east with an underlie of 46°, to 36° east-of-iiorth, that of the sur-

rounding rocks being in places 60°.

The gangue consists of quartz, which is permeated in every direction by nests and strings

of galena. In places massive ore stn‘t(dies from wall to wall.

Besides hydrated pciroxide of iron wdiich forms a kind of gossan

with the quartz, I found no trace of any foreign minerals in thi? gangue.

Nature of panguo.

On assay, the galena yielded 12 oz. 5 dwts. of silver to the ton of lead. This, though a

small percentage, would he sufficient under favorable circumstances

to yield a profit on the cost of extraction,.

On the whole, tin* aspect of the lode, as seen at that tinu* in the bank of the river, was so

promising that, at Captain Bowie’s request, I laid out a system of trenches by which its

extension inland from the river might be proved. Subsequcmtly, a
re imjiiary CXI j ii.

grant of monc^y was made by tlie Ccntriil Brovincjes Govern-

ment for tli (3 purpose of making some cxp(‘rimental excavation, and op(*rations were forthwith

comnnmccd. Just before leaving Sambal])ur in April 1875, T again visited the locality to see

what progress had been made. I found that a tr(;ncli about 2() feet deep had becni dug through

the alluvium some 60 yards fi'om the bank of the river; hut it bad not boon carried to a

sufficient depth to lay bare the rock tlirougboiit. On this occasion I first found out what

I have above noticed, namely, tliat the lode does not, on the scarped river face, rise to the

outcrop of the rock. This, of course, renders the c.haucc of striUing it by mere superficial

trenches in the rock very much smaller than it would otherwise be.

In the absence of any one who could take charge of the work on the spot, I did not

recommend any operation.s in the river bed itself, as, if injudiciously carried out, they would

not imjn-obabl}" injure the prospects of successful mining hereafter by destroying all trace

of the lode and leaving in its jdace an excavation open to the floods. Such work as had been

done was, from fhe want of skilled guidance, not of a conclusive character. I therefore could

not recommend any further outlay being incurred on the exploration, and accordingly nothing

more lias been done in the matter since 1876.

Galena at Padampur .—The above is ilot the only locality in Sambalpur where galena

has been found. Tweiif y-four miles farther up the Mahanadi, in the bed of the river under

the village oi Padampur, strings and small nests of galena occur somewhat irregularly in a

bed of Vindliyan limestoue. This deposit does not appear to exist in sufficient abundance to

become of any economic importance.

C.Hrbonate of load.

T(» the north of Sambalpur, nea^ Talpuchia on the Ebe, some rolled pebbles, consisting of

a mixture of the oxide and carbonate of lead, have been found.

Whence they were originally derived is tincertain, but I think it

possible that the matrix may exist in a small hill to the north of Talpuchia, which consists

of fault-rock and gossan.
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Note on “ Eryon comp. Baebovensis/* McCoy, from the Sripeematce Group near
Madras, by Ottokar Pbistmantel, M.D,

Amongst the fossils from tho Sripermatur group, near Madras, which were sent in by
Mr. Foote, and which contain numerous plant impressions and remains of marine animals,

there is also the impression of a fossil Crustacean. The impression shows a portion of the

carapace, a fragment of one leg, and the abdomen. The specimen is very flatly pressed,

although the adnexa of the epidermis are pretty well marked. From the extremely flat

carapace, and from the condition of the seventh segment and of the caudal plates, is shown
that our specimen belongs to the genus Mryon^ Desm.

CRUSTACEA, DBCAPODA, MACRURA.

Eeyones, Desm.

Eryon comp, Barrovensis, McCoy, Figs. 1, 2, 3.

1849. McCoy ; On tlic classification of some British fossil Crustacea. Ann. and Mag. Nat, II., vol. iv., 2ud

series, p. 172.

1858. Williutn .Tardiuc: Memoirs of Ilujjh Edwin Strickland, London, p. 227 (figure).

18«2. ()i>i)cl : Pahcentologisfho Mittlioilungen 1. Uber jurrassischc Crustacean, p. 11.

18(J0. Woodward (H.): Notes on tho species of the genus Eryon, &c. Qu. Journ. Gool. Soc. of Loudon, vol. xxli,

p. 496, &c., pi. XXV, fig. 1.

In our Kpeciincm there is only about one-tbird of tho carapace preserved, very flatly

])ressed. The lateral margiji, as far as can be seen from tlu^ pnjservcd portion, was denticulatc'd

;

the posterior margin is slightly emarginated : at the point t)f junction of the lateral and

posterior margins there seems to have boon a somowliat projecting angle. In tho median lino

of the carapace arc seen two oblong impressions, which seem to be connected, and of which

the lower one, near tho posterior margin, is deeper and narrower.

These two impressions answer, of course, to tuherelcs of the same form on the surface of

the real sjiecimeii (ours being only a negative impression).

About in the middle between this median series of tubercle impressions and the lateral

margin, there is seen another longitudinal slight impression, nmning in an oblicjue direction

from the posterior margin towards the anterior portion and the median line. This impres-

sion must have beiui caused by a prominent ridge, which had tht‘ same diriictioii.

The breadth of the carapace at the hroad(‘st part was Mi mm. : of its length I cannot

judge. There is a fragment of a leg ;
and from its size and form, I must judge that it

belongs to one of the first pair of legs.

The abdomen is about one-third narrower than the carapace, as far as can be seen from

tho impression.

Seven segments are well seen. The first is narrower and much shoi*ter than the others:

in tlie median line there is an oblong, deep impression : the lateral portions of this segment

are not well shown.

The following four segments are almost equally long, but they get a little narrower

towards the seventh segment. Eacli of these segments shows in the median line an oblong,

pretty deep impression and, besides this, two lateral tubercular impressions, quite close to tho

anterior margin. The sixth segment shows the same condition as the four preceding ones

;

but is narrower. It continues into the seventh, whieli is much narrower, but long(5r, of a

triangular form, ending in a pretty sharp point. At its base this segment is a little con-

stricted, but gains again its entire breadth, finishing from thence in tlie pointed apex.

The lateral margins of this seventh segment are finely find sliarply denticulated.
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On both sides of the median line of this seventh segment are seen two oblong spaces,

beginning broader at the base of the segment, and becoming very attenuated towards the

apex ;
their extension is very well characterised and defined by closely set, sharply marked,

minute holes, like pricks of a needle. I suppose those two spaces are the impressions of two

similar ridges, which in the living animal wore in this place on the upper surface.

On both sides of this seventh segment are the caudal plates, two of them on each side,

and they form, together with the median seventh segment, a pentaphyllous caudal fin. These

caudal plates are connected by a special intervening segmental portion with the sixth

segment. Their form is broadly, sub-quadrately oval ; and they are, as far as I can observe,

traversed by a longitudinal ridge—in our specimen, of course, very fiattened.

On one of the outer plates (in the drawing the right one) I can observe, nearer the

apical margin (the extremity), a curved line, which, I suppose, represents a suture in this plate.

This would agree with Mr. II. Woodward’s observation on -Fryon liarrovensix (1866, l,c.,

p. 496), while Dr. Oppcl (1862, L c., p. 9) stated that the caudal plales are undivided, as is, in

fact, the case wdth the forms from the “ Solenhofen-Schiefcr.” Mr. H. Woodward marked this

suture in the caudal plates as an important distinction of Rryon Barrovensis, from the

Solenhofcn species ; and the character must be used to the same extent in our specimen.

On the inner caudal plates, I could observe that their margin is finely denticulated. The

whole surface of the abdomen, as preserved in our specimen, shows very fine minute holes,

which extend also into the tubercular impressions in the median line of the segments.

These little holes are only the impressions of little warts which covered the epidermis

of the living animal.

The lateral processes (epimera) of the segments are a little decreasing in size towards

the last segment, and are rounded in their anterior marginal portion. The process of the

last segment is more acuminate
; and to this are joined the segmental portions, on which the

caudal plates are inserted. These lateral processes show also the minute holes, which I

mentioned before to be found on the whole surface.

Dimensions of the ahdomcti.

Mm.
0. From the pf»stcrior margin of the carapaco to the apex of the 7th Bcgmont ... ... 48 0

6. Length of Ibt segment ... ... ... ... ... ... 3‘6

c. of 2nd J„ ... ... ... ... ... ... *6

d, of 3rd „ ... ... ... ... ... ... , -e

„ of 4th „ ... ... . . ... ... *6

y. „ of 6th ,, ... ... ... .. ... ,,, *6

fft ,, of 6th ,, ... ... ... ... ... 6'6

h. „ of 7th „ ... ... ... ... ... 16 0

Breadth of the same at base ... ... ... ... ... li o

1. Breadth of inner caudal i)lutcB ... ... ... ... ... ... 8‘6

Length of tlio same ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ]4*0

k. Length of outer caudal jjlate from point of inBortion to the apex ... ... 16'6

l. Greatest breadth of the Hamc ... ... ... ... ... ... IfO
w. Distance of suture in the caudal plate from point of insertion ... ... ... 11‘5

w. Breadth of Ist segment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 28*6

Comparison.—The very flat and broad carapace, the structure of the seven segments

with median and latenil tubercles on the anterior margin, the form and structure of the

caudal plates, leave no doubt that our specimen is an Bryan. The two most closely related

forms are JEryon Rarimanni, v. M., aud JEryon Barrovensis^ McCoy. The general resem-

blance is very close.

Eeyon IIaetmanni is figured by H. v. Meyer in N. Act. Ac. Leop. Carol., vol. xviii.

pt. i, pi* xi-xii. This species is, however, much larger in all dimensions, although the

general form of the carapace would agree. The segments are much broader and longer ;
the
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median tubercles are smaller in proportion to the segments, than is the case in our speci-

men ;
the lateral tubercles are hai-dly marked, while they are distinct in our specimen. The

lateral processes in Eryon Hartmanni are more decreasing in size towards the posterior

se‘^nients than in our specimen. The seventh segment is broader in Eryon Martmanni,

the lateral margins being more curved. The formation of the inner pair of the caudal

plates in our specimen, however, agrees with the same in Eryon Eartmanni; the outer

caudal plates are not well exhibited in H. v. Meyers drawings. The surface of the abdomen

shows also well the warts of the epidermis.

Our specimen shows, however, a closer resemblance with Eryon Barrovensisy McCoy,

when compared with H. Woodward’s restored figure (1. c.) : it shows the median series of

tubercles in the carapace, and also the lateral oblique ridges
;
the median and lateral tubercles

of the segments ; also the lateral processes are identical with those in Eryon Barrovenais,

McCoy. The seventh segment agrees in general form also well with Mr. Woodward’s

drawing, although this figure does not show the two longitudinal spaces, set with the minute

holes ;
but in the figure given in W. Jardine’s work (Z. c.), p. 227, the seventh segment

shows precisely the same two dotted spaces as are seen in our specimen.

The caudal plates are of importance. One of the outer caudal plates m our speevaven

(the right in the figure) shows at the extremity, as already mentioned, a suture, which

H. Woodward has shown also in his figure, and pointed out as an important ^hstinction from

the Solenhofen specimens
;
and the same suture is also shown distinctly in W. Jardine’s

figure (1. e.) This character I consider as most important in the comparison of our specimen
with Eryon Barrovenais, McCoy. The inner pair of caudal plates is in our specimen
broader on the point of insertion than Ls shown in Woodward s drawing

; but in W. Jardine’s
figure they show almost the same condition.

With the Eryones from the Solenhofen-Schiefer, as they are figured in Graf Munster*
Bcitriigo” and in Dr, Oppel’s Falmontologische Mittheilungeii, our specimen cannot be
well compared, most of these having the cauddl plates more triangular ; but the w^ant of a
suture in the outer platt's fomis the chief distinction.

The genus Eryma, Meyer, which has a somewhat similar caudal fin, can, of course, not be
taken into consideration, the carapace being difl'erent.

From what I have said, it wouJ<f follow that we have here a form, which has Us
closest ally in EnvoN Bxreovensis, McCoy, of the Evglish Lias : in fact, our specivu n
dijf'ers from that described by Mr, l/Voodward only by Us heivg a liltle smaller (the

abdomen is 22 mm. shorter), while it agrees completely in size, d^e,, with that given in

W. Jardines work (1. c.)
;
so that ih&i'e is hardly any objection to consider our specimen as

Eryon Barrovensis, McCoy.

As I mentioned, our specimen is from the Sripermatur group (upper Gondwanas), west

of Madras, which contains plants and animals, the plants being, to a great extent, of the

type of the Raimahal flora, which I determiued to be of liassic age.

This Sripermatur group has its immediate representative in the Ragavapuram shales,

on the lower Godavari; and these shales, as described hy Mr. King, overlie beds of the ago

of the Rajmahal group.

Explanation of Figures 1—3.

Fig, 1—Represents the specimen of natural size, showing a portion of the carapace,

one leg, segments, and caudal fin.

Fig. 2—Fifth segment twice enlarged, showing the median (m. t. i.) and lateral tuber-

cular impression (1. t. i.), the dotted surface and lateral processes (1. pr.).
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Fiy, 3— Is the sixth and seventh segment together, twice enlarged, showing lateral

tul>ercular impression (1. t. i.), segmental portion (s. p.), and the dotted spaces

of the seventh segment.

Notes on Fossil Floeas in India, by Ottokab Feistmantel, M.D., Pahrontologist,

Geologiml Survey of India.

XVII,—Some elements of the Artie and Siberian Jurassic Flora amongst the plants

of the Gondwana-system.

1. Ginoko. Lin. {Heer).

Prof. ITeer, the illustrious doscriher of the Ai-tic Fossil Flora, has, in his recent pub-

lications, disclosed to our knowledge tlie .luraasic Floras of S])itzbergen (Cape Boheinan) and

of Eastern Siberia and the Amur countries. A most interesting fact is, I think, the

establishment of the genus Gingho (Salishuria) among the durasaic plant remains—a gemus

whi(5h is at present living in Japan and China. Species of this genus are described from

Sibena and Spitsbergen.

Some forms of this genus were at first described from the Yorkshire Oolitcj as Cyclo-

pteriSi Bgt., Cycloj^terls dlgitata being best known. Later, the name Bajera was

established for these forms by Fr. Hraun. Prof. Beer was so foi*tunate as to re(*eive

more complete specimens, from which he proved them to belong to the genus Gingko. The
fossil n'presentatives of Gingko in the Jurassic formation at present known are—

(1) Spitzbergen—Cape Boheman.*

Gingko digitata. Beer, with varieties.

Gingko lluttoni^ H.

Gingko integriuscida, H.

(2) England “-Scarborough : t

Gingko digitala, II. (Cyclopieris digitata,'B^i.).

Gingko Ifutkmi, H. (Cyclopteris Ilutloni, Stbg.).

(3) South-Eastern Itussia—Kameiika, near Izoum
; J

Cyclopteris inHsa, Eichw.—Closely related with Gingko Iluttoni^ H.

Gingko digitata, H. (as Cyclopteris).

(4) East Siberia (Irkutsk) and Amur countries
: §

Gingko Huttoni, H. (E. Sib.).

Ginqko Schmidtiana, H. (E. Sib.).

Gingko flahellata, H. (E. Sib. ; Amur c.),

Gingko pusilla, H. (E. Sib. ; Amur c.).

Gingko Sihirica, H. (E. Sib. ; Amur c.).

Gingko lepida^ H. (E. Sib.).

Gingko concinna^ (E. Sib.).

Forms of this genus were previously also described from Cretaceous and Miocene

(Greenland, Senegaglia, N.-W. America, &c.).

* Ileer, Flora fossilis arctica, Vol. IV.

t Brongniart, Hist, vcfidt fosB., tab. 61. f. 2. 3 ; Lindley and Hutton, Foss, Flora of Gr. Brit., tub. W.

% Eichwald, Lothaoa BosBica, Vol. II.

§ lleer, Flora foBsilis arctica, Vol. IV.
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I have to record two forms from our Indian Jurassic deposits (upper portion of Goiid-

wana system)

—

Ginko lobata, Fcistin., figs. 4,5.

Cyrlo2)terls lohata, Kim;. Geol. Surv., 1876, p. 126.

Gingko^ Rec. Geol. Surv., 1877, I>.
144.

Tliis species is from the Jabalpur group (Sher River in the Siitpura basin), and was

described by me at first as Cycloptvris, before Hecr had established the genus Gingko,

I distinctly pointed out its relation to CyclopUris digitaia^ Hgt., whic^b itself is now a

Gingko digitata^ H., of which a splendid specimen is figured in the Jurassic Flora of Spitz-

bergen, jd. x, f. 2, by Prof. Heer.

I saw a difference in our specimen from Gingko dlgitata in its not Ixiing so d(*(‘ply tn-

cised, and called it therefore Cycloptaris lohata, which name 1 keej) in transferring the form

to Gingko, but state again, that it is very closely related with Gingko digilaia from the

Yorkshire Oolite (Lower Oolite).

Gingko ciiAssirES, sp, n,, figs. 6, 7.

Foliis ohlonge, roiundatis, hasim, versus attenuatis, margine indivisis, line indv sub-

lohalis, nervis vreherrimis repe'iio dichotomy, v hasi radiaiim eggredientihus, pedivello

vrassiusculoy tinea noiato.

Tills species agrees in the condition of the leaf with Gingko integriuscula, 11., from Spitz-

bergen; our leaf, however, is more oblong: the chief distinction is the thicker peduncle

of our species, which shows well the point of insertion. Tln^ margin is undivided; hero

and there slightly lobed. Veins are numerous, repeatedly forked, radiary.

Locality,—Our specimens (four altogether) were found in the Ragavapuram shales on

the Lower Godavari.

Gingko lohata, Feistm., is from the same place, and in fiict preserved in the same speci-

men of the Jabalpur group on which I first saw the Glosso2Jtcris in these beds, and

Gingko crassipcs, sp. n., is from a group which is on the same horizon as the Hiiperinatur

grou]), from which 1 described the Fryon comp. Barrovensis and as the Kota-Maleri beds.

Gingko Jlnttoni, H., from the Middle Jura in Spitzbergen and E. Slbena, is, aercording

to Prof. Jlecr’s opinion, very close to the living Gingko hiloha, Linn., in Japan and

China.

2. Two other types of fossil plants from the Jabalpur group, which I have not figured

in the plates to he published with the descriptions of the fossil flora of that group, are

represented in the annexed figs. 8 and 9, as I think they are of some interest.

Fig. 8 shows linear impressions, with oval or round swellings in their length. The
drawing represents them rather too distinctly. The only f()s.sil which this specimen

recalls, is the recently-described genus Czekanowskia, Hecr (1. e.), which is said to be a

conifer, the lineal impressions representing leaves, and the swellings being caused by i)ara8itic

fungi. This specimen is from Jabalpur.

Fig. 9 represents a set of lanceolate leaves, apparently converging towards the lower

part, as if they should join there. As far as can be seen, they are traversed by longitudinal

single veins. This specimen is from the Sher River and recalls Prof. Ileer’s Fhonicopsis

(I, c.).

I do not at present intend to identify the figured specimens with the forms mentioned

from E. Siberia and the Amur countries. I wish only to indicate the possible relations, as it
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may happen that by the discoveiy of more and better specimens from the Jabalpur group,

the identity with those forms will be proved. I point to these three forms specially, as in a

general paper they might be overlooked ; but the relations of our Indian Jurassic floras

with those in Asia are much closer.

If wo take the flora of the Jabalpur-ICaf;h group, with the somewhat older flora of

the Kajmahal group, then we find its representatives in South Russia (Izoum, near Kamenka),

in Imracrctia to the south, and Daghestan to the north of the Caucasus, in the Elburz

mountains, near Astrabad, in Irkutsk (E. Siberia), in the Amur countries, in Japan, in

China, west of Pekin, and in the Province Hoopeh
;
and, according to Baron von Richthofen’s

opinion, the coal-beds of Sze-Chwan, Yunnan, &c., are of about the same age. In my paper

on the flora of the Jabalpur group I shall discuss these relations more in detail, showing

the identities.

3. A NEW Dicksonia L’Heeit from the Damuda Series, Figs, 10—11.

In the continuation of the Rajmahal Flora* I have described a DieJesonia as Dicks,

Bindrahunensis ; but as at that time I was not aware of Prof. Heor’s work on the Jurassic

Flora of Eastern Siberia and the Amur countries having been published, I said, page 23,

that “we do not find this name as a fossil genus.” I am glad to see that, although

Prof. Heer was prior in establishing the genus as fossil, I was also correct in my diagnosis,

which I made independently.

I have now to record a form from the Damuda series, which is very close to one of

Prof. Heer’s species. The specimens in question arc from the Raniganj and Jhenia coal-

fields : one of the specimens from the latter locality which were collected by Mr. Hughes,

I have figured (fig. 10), and two leaflets are enlarged in figs. 10« and 10?>.

The sub-opposite pinnje rise from the rhachis, at subacute angles, turning upwards. The

chief rhachis and the rhachis of the pinnulsc are traversed by a median line. The pinnulm are

membranaceous, closely set, oblong, attenuated towards the base, pretty acute at their apex,

and decuiTeut on the rhachis.

The pinnulm, which are closer to the chief rhachis (about 3 or 4) have a sinuately

denticulated margin, while those more distant have almost an entire margin, and only here

and there the averted margin shows a slight sinuation. The enlarged pinnulse, figs. 10a and

lOi^, show this.

There is a chief vein coming out more from the lower part of the base, but almost at

the same spot a secondary vein passes out fiom the chief vein ; besides this, other secondary

veins pass out at pretty acute angles and are forked. No fructification is preserved.

There is especially one species in Prof. Ileer’s work on the Flora of the Amur countries,

Dicksonia concinna (1. c.), page 87, to which our form is closely allied ; and Heer’s fig. 2,

on tab. xvi, approaches very much my drawing, so that I consider both as belonging to

the same group.

In fig. 11 is a pinna of another specimen, which approaches still more Hoer’s

drawings.

This is not the only form in our Damudas which is a Siberian element. Prof. Heer

describes a Phyllotheca Sihiricat^Ui which, as he himself remarks, the Bhyllotheca australis^

McCoy, is most closely allied ; but also our Phyllotheca indica^ Bunb., from the Raniganj

group, is almost undistinguishable from the Jui'assic form in Siberia.

* Palffiontol. Indica, Ser. II, 2, pp. 23, 24.
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Besides these, the Jurassic Flora of Siberia and the Amur coimtrios is voiy ri<5h in forms
of the ^roup of Alcthopteris which also is represented in the Damudas, and
is again frequent in the Upper Gondwanas.

Explanation of Fi^s. ^ to 11.

Flffs, 4, 5.—Two loaves of GingTco lohata.

Figs. 6, 7.—T\vo loaves, with peduncles, of Gingko crassipcs.

Fig. 8.

—

CzekanowsJcia, sp.

S(‘VoraI loaf fragments, which I believe to belong to this peculiar form.

Fig. 9 .—FhoniropsiSf sp.

A spociinon, which I refer to this genus.

Figs. 10, 11, (10a, lOh, 11a).

—

DieJesonia comj). concinna, Heer, pinnsc of natural size

and pinnuhe enlarged.

XVIIT.

—

Notes on Vertebraeta, Schizoneura Zefoophyllitbs, and NdaoEEATniA.

From tha^ndian Damnda series originally two species of were d(^scribed, /. e.,

Yeriehraria radiata. Royle, and Yvrtehraria indica, lloyl(\* which, h()W(‘V(*r, represent only

011(5 and the same fonn, the latter being the longitudinal secti(ui, the foriiH'r tin; transv(*rsal

s(H;tion, Both were (18.50) placed by Ungtu’f with But as this was only
an iiujorrect supposition, we have to keep the original nam»‘s.

From Australia similar relations are to be recorded, Th(‘re is described a Yvrtehraria,

australis^ McCoy,J which is the only figure of this genus with this name. It is a trans-

versel section, and was compared with our Fc/7c6rar/a Uoyle. This YcrUhraria
australis^ McCoy, however, was also placed by Unger vfiWi t^phcnophglUm. as Spheno-

phyltum ausfrale. As, however, this transferring of the Vertchraria australis to the genus

Sphenophgllum was incori*e(jt, the name Verlebraria is to bo rctaiut;d also for this form.

But there is in Dana’s Geology (United States Exploring Expedition, 1849, pi. 14) another

form, described as Clasteria australis. The closer examination, however, shows that Clas-

teria australis, Dana, is to Vvrtvhraria australis, McCoy, in the same relation as is Ycrfe*

braria indica, Royle, to Vertebraria radiata, Koyh‘, or, in other words, Clasteria aus-

tralis, Dana, is the longitudinal section of Vertebraria australis, McCoy, both representing

one species.

We have hero therefon; a fossil plant from Australia which within four years w'as

described with three diHerent names, i. e., Vertebraria au.stralis, McCoy (1847), Clasteria

australis, Dana (1849), and Sphvnophyllum australe, Unger (1850); and for which the

name Vertebraria australis, McCoy, as the original one, has to be kept.

I thought it iisefnl to point to these relations, in order to prevent mistakes, and to show

how in some papers on the Australian coal-hearing rocks confusion may arise when Yertch-

raria, Sphenophyllum, and Clasteria are quoted as three different forms.

I have also to explain another case, the contrary of the preceding, i. e., the correlation

or identification of three diflerent forms in comparing our coal strata with those in Australia

:

I mean the three forms, Schizoneura, Zeugophyllites, and Nbggerathia. A closer examina-

tion and comparison of these three forms shows that they are as diflerent as the fonner

thi*ee are identical.

* Royle, Illustr. of the Tloiany, &o.. Him. Mount, 1839, tab. ii,

t Unger gen. et spec, plant, foss., 1860.

t Ann. and Mug. Nat. Hist., Vol. 20, 1847.
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(a) Schizoneurtty Schimp.—In tliis form the leaves (portions of the spath) consist of

several leaflets, which are long and linear, and attenuated at both ends; by their con-

nexion (be spath is produced. Each of the leaflets is traversed by one single pretty thickish

vein
;
and the spath, or a portion of the spath (leaf), shows as many single pretty thickish

and pretty equally distant veins as there are leaflets joined together.

That the spath is produced by connexion of several single leaflets is shown by the many

instances,' both in the European Trias and in our Damudas, where the spath partly splits

into the single and free leaflets. The stalk of this plant is articulated, and the spath in

the joints is “ amplexicaulis.’*

I have not found any drawing of an Australian plant which could be referred to

Schizuneura,

The characters mentioned distinguish Schizoneura unmistakably from Noggerathia.

(h) ZmgophyUites.—There are noticed two species of this genus: Zetigophyllites cala-

moides, Bgt., from India (Ranigaiij, Bengal)
;
and Zeugophyllites elongaius, Morr., from

Australia.

Brongniart, Morris, and Scliimper, who very well knew the characters of Schizoneura^

did not unite ZeugophgWtes with this genus; on the contrary, compared it with quite

other forms. Brongniart, the original describer, says in bis Tableau des genres de vdgdtaux

fossiles, p. 89* about Zeugophyllites

:

“Sous ce noin j’ai ddsigm? une forme de fouilles

pinnatifides de Monocotylodones ressomblant a d’autres feuillos de Palmiers, telles qiie cellos

des Calamus, des Desmuncus, &<!., dont les folioles ont pliisiciiros iierviires principalcs et no

soni pas pliees en carhios sur la ligne mddiane ; dans la seule espece de ce genre fossile les

folioles Bont opposees comme dans quelques Calamus”

Prof. Schimper thinks to recognise in this diagnosis one of the great Pterophyllum or

Anomozamiles from the Rajmahal Hills.

Of the Zengophylliies calamoides no drawing exists
;
but we have a drawing of

Zeugophylliies elongatus, Morr.f Supposing this drawing is correct (and there is no reason

to think that it is not so), the great difference from any known Schizoneura must be seen :

the veins are much more numerous, and they belong to the leaf itself which is not com-

posed of several leaflets. It rciJalls strongly certain Cycadeacecc, es]>ecially Zamiea;, with

which would also agree the circumstance, that of the Australian Zeugophylliies single

detached leaves are so frequently found, while in Schizoneura the spaths seem to have been

much more closely inserted in the joints. Amongst the fossil CyvadeaccoB,^^ find, especially

with Podozamiies and others, that the leaves arc frequently detached.

That Zeugophyllites cannot be placed with Noggerathia will be seen from the following:

(c) Noggerathia,—Those specimens from the Damuda series which are styled Noggera^

thia, and those which I liavo seen from the upper coal mensuresj of Australia, cannot be

compared with either of the former two. The leaves of the so-called Noggerathia are

obloTigly spathulate, sometimes obloiigly ovately rhomhoidal : the veins passing out from

the attenuated base arc thickish, and radiate into the leaf surface, several times forked.

Tliis character is at least exhibited in all the Indian specimens examined by me. It is

evident that these leaves do not resemble either Schizoneura or the Australian Zeugo^

phyllites ; but neither can they be quite well united with what is described as Noggerathia

from the European coal measures.

• Schimper, Trait d. Pal. veget. IF, p. 600.

t In Btrzelecki, N. S. Wales, d;o., tab. tI, fig. 6, 6a.

t Airave the Marine Fauna,
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My opinion is that the forms of our so-called Noggerathia^rQ all CycadetB^ and especially

ZamiecBt so that in future I will treat them as close to Zamia. We conclude therefore that—

(a) the Indian Sohizoneurat is different from the Australian Zeugophyllites and the

Australian Noggeraihia ; also from the Indian so-called Nbggerathia :

{b) the Indian Nbggerathia is different from the Australian Zeugophyllites

:

(c) The Indian Nbggerathia is more allied to Zamia than to any other form.

XIX.—Note on the occureence op “ Geossopteris ”
(?) in the coal-bearing rocks op

Asia Minor, AND on the occurrence of the same genus in the Tertiary forma-

tion of Novale.

In my notes on the Indian fossil floras, especially those from the Damuda scries, 1 have

made no mention of the supposed occurrence of G1oss()2)ten.s in the coal-hearing strata in Asia

Minor, nor have I found any mention of it in papers relatiiifj to our Damudas or to the

Australian coal-heds, nor have I found it noticed in general palseontological works.

There is, however, a paper by Mr. Schlehan : Versuch cincr gcognostischon Beschreibung

der Gegcnd zwischen, Amasry and Tyrla-Asy, 1852, where fossils are mentioned from the

coal-deposits of Amasry. All thes(5 plants are genuine carboniferous plants, most of which are

specially determined: amongst the ferns, Glosffopteris is mentioned, but without any specific

determination. It is ind(‘ed to b(5 regretted that the names only are given, and nothing is

said about the plants, and no figures arc given, so that no idea can be formed as to the nature

of this supposed Glossoplens. The carboniferous plants which Mr. Schlehan mentioned

from Schiinalu and Tyrla-Asy (Amasry district) are the following

FERNS.

CyclofterU orlindaris ; Sphenopteris elegans; Nevrapteris gigantea ; Neuroptcris

tenuiiolia ; undetermined species of SpUenopteris^ Fecopteris, Odoniopteris,

LYCOPODIACEiE.

Lepidodendron aculeatum ; Lepid, ohovatum ; Lepid. alveolatum ; Lepid.hexagonum ;

Lycopod. pinnaUis ; Lepidostrohus.

SIGILLARIE^.

Sigillaria oculaia ; SigilL alveolata ; S. sulcata; Stigmariaficoides.

EQUISETACE^.

Catamites SueJeowi ; Calam. undnlaius ; Asterophyllites ; YolJcmannia ; Spheno^

phyllum majus ; Sphenopkyllum emarginatum ; Annularia fertilis. With all these fossil

plants of real carboniferous character, undetermined sjjocies of GlossojHeris are mentioned.

As nothing has been published since about the collections of Mr. Schlehan, who is an

Austrian Engineer, I thought it best to go direct to the source, and wrote to Herr

Hofrath von Hauer, Superintendent of the Austrian Geological Survey in Vienna, to obtain

some information about the supposed Glossopteris. I wi’ote on the 31 st of July, and on the

6th of October I received a letter from Hofrath von Hauer, with another^ letter by

Mr. Schlehan, in which he explains the case, and which shows that tlio determination of

Glossopteris wants confirmation. To settle the question, it may be useful to reproduce

some passages of Mr. Schlehan’s letter to Hofrath von Hauer, and which this latter gen*

tleman was so very kind to send me.
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Mr. Sclilelian writes (Obcrlaibach, 8tb of September 1877) :
—

“ you perhaps re-

eolb'et, I had the mana^;em(*nt of the opouing of coal-mines in that region from October

IS 1)2 up to the end of 1843, and had therefore the opportunity of collecting fossils.”

Tlitise ibssils, however, arrived in Europe to a great extent very damaged, so that only

some of them were of any use*. Mr. Schlehan writes further :
—

“ The determination of

the Petrehuia was made in Asia with assistance of Bronn’s ‘Lt^tha^a geognostica* and

(bippert’s ‘ Systema filicum fossilium,’ the only two works at my disposal there. The

pa])er on Amasry atid Tyrla-Asy was ready tor publication already in 1844, but it was

only published later in thi^ German Geological Society through the aid of the long sinc(i

deceas(^d, and so dcjscTvcdly lamented, Herr Leopold von Bueb. If 3^ou now will take

into considerntion how many of the Petrehicta in 1842 had different names from at present,

and how Pabeonlology has developed since the date when I went to Asia, it is quil(}

possil)Ie that what 1 mentioned as Gluaso'^derls has at present quite a dilTerent name.”

Subsequently there jire some notes by Mr. P. Fotterle on these coal-bearing rocks on the

noithern coast of Asia Minor,* wliere these rocks between Eregli and Amasry arc classed as

Permian, tlie following fossils having been asserted to occur: Calam. yifjas ; Peenpt.

Gvluitzi; Oifontopteris ohtKsiloha^ these being Permian species. No Glossoptrris is

nuMitioned. This classification of Mr. Fotterle may indecid, on ;iccount of the fossils

nunitioned, bi‘ eonsid(*red as a correct one; and it is quite possible that, besides carboniferous,

Permian is also developed.

But in his gv(‘at work, Asie Minoure, 1867, Vol. I, Geologic, Mr. P. de Tchibatchefl’

speaks of thes(‘ deposits again as carboniferous. Tl>e fossils, which he was fotiunate to secure

from l)etw(vn Eregli and Amasry, wiire submitted to the competent judgment of M. Adolphe

Bronguiart ; and Mr. Tcliihatclieff sa^^s, p. 709 : “e’est un document important qui, ])our la

premier(5 ibis, constate d’une manicre rigoreusc lage dcs depots houillers situcs entre Eregli et

Amasry.”

Mr. Adolphe Brongniaii determined the following:

—

Sp/u'uopieri.'i ; L(p}di>dendron rnwr/a/wwi, Sthg.
;
Repidodemdron^ io Lvp.elegans

;

Sigillaria CandoJlei, Bgt.
; Sl(f. Srhlotheimi, Bgt. ;

St/nngodvndron pavhgdtrma, Bgt.

;

IStii/mctria fcoldcs, Bgt.; Lcpidophloios ; Calamites JStickoiuif Bgt.; Calam, dubius

;

SjduinophijUum, identical witli the European s])ecics.

Adolphe Brongniart stated that this flora agrees most closely with that of the Rhino

basin; but no Ghssoidcris occurred with these plants, which would have certainly been

recognis('d by Broiigniai4, the original dcscriber of the genus.

Quiie recently, however, I ohseiwcd in the Geological Magazine for July 1877, that a

paper was read before the Geological Society by Mr. Spratt, entitled: “ Remarks on coal-

bearing dt‘posits near Erekli, the ancient Ileraclca,”t wlicrc, amongst plants of undoubted

carbon ilbrous typ(*, as Jjapidodendroriy Lopidusirohm, Calamites, Sphenopteris, Pccup-

tcrisy iSIgilliiria, Stigmaria and Splienopbglltim, a Glossoptcris is mentioned; but again as

Glossoptcris {/). We shall perhaps learn a little more about the impressions mentioned as

Glossojderis (/) when Ibis paper is fully published. We may notice, however, that the

occurrence of G Iossoptcris m iho Jabalpur group is not the highest extension at present

known of the genus. In their Monograph of the tertiary flora of Novale,J Messrs. . Visiani

* Jahrburh k. k, Gool. Uoichsanstalt, ix, p. 8C,

t M(trc ffciirrally known an Eregli.

J JVU'ij). d. Acad, di 7’uriuo, lid Scr., vol, xvii.
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and Massalongo have describod, amonfyst the ferns, a Glossoptcris, as Olossopt, apocyno-

phyllum, on p. 200; and there is a figure of it on pi. I, fig. 1. There is, sup}>osing

the figure be correct, hardly any doubt that this form belongs to those ferns with a

distinct midrib and areolated venation, which in India and Australia art^ called Gloasop-

terig. It is a strange coincidence that with this Glussopteris of Novalo broad-leaved

8i)ecies of Taniopteris were found, with pretty distant dichotomous veins, which are as

distant as in our Macrotceniopterig dancBoides^ Royle : they wert* described as Taomopt. ajfiitis

IVIass. et Vis., and Tmiiopt. crasgicosta^ Mass, et Vis.
; they, however, seem to belong to one

species, wliich must be classed with Macrot<Bniopieris.

I shall now make some remarks on the affinities of Glosgopieris witli living forms, based
mostly on the mode of fructification. In some of the Australian specimens Mr. Carruthers

thinks he has observed a fructification alony the secondary veins, which reminds stronglv

of AnfhropJryum, with which also thi‘ aroolation agrees
;
and already Rrof. Ettingshaiisen*

compared Glossopteris Ttrowniana with Anthrophyum CaycnensVf 8pr., which is a form
of that genus with distinct midrib.

Anth^phyum exhibits, liowevcr, with similar shape of the lenves, also foims with
nidiary net-venation, without midrib

;
and I have already pointed to this ease, to show that,

perhaps, at least certain forms of GlossopIcHs could be to Ganyamojderis in tlie same
relation as are tlie forms of Anthrophyum with midribs to those without midrib.

Amongst our Indian forms of Glossopteris, I think we liave two sbiU's of fnictifica-

tion. On<* is that known in the speciiiums of Nagpur, which are the typical f’orms of Glossopt.

indira, Schiinp.
;
they show a fructification like tliat in the living genus Folypodium, Another

form from tlu‘ Ranigaiij coal-field I think shows some traces of a marginal fniclilication, and

would recall the fructification of the genus Pieris ; it is tlie Glossopteris avyustifolia, llgt.

The foui'th form is the tertiary Glossopteris apoeynophyllum, of which no fructification is

known ; but Ettingshausen suggests that it belongs to Chrysodium.

Our knowledge of the living affinities of Glossojdcris stands therefore as follows :

—

Living.

Fossil,

Older. (.5onus or Bpocica.

OtBcrvod.

Olosiopteris jDrowniana, Bgt. JPolypodiecB Anfhroj)hyumCayenenge,
Spr.

In Austral iu ((’arruthers).

QtouopterU indica, Schinip. Polypodiea Polypodium. In India (Obs. Rrongniurl, fluu-
bury, Ac.).

OlosBopteris angufdifolia, Bjft. Pteridea ... Pieris. In India (the author).

OlogBopteris apocynophyllum. Mass. Acrogtichacea ... Chrygodium. Tertiary, Novale (aut. Ettings-
haubun).

There are, of course, many other specimens and forms in which no fructification or ifny

other character to compare them with living forms has been observed. They can no doubt

partly be referred to the above-mentioned fonns
;
but there may still be diffi‘reni tyiies.

Farreu dor JcUtwclt, p. 26, 1867.
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The Bliini Gboup and the “ Centeal Gneiss*' in the Simla Himalayas,

BY Lieut.-Colonel C. A. McMahon.

L—The Simla Neighbouehood.

On my transfer to Simla from Ilissar, tlie first tiling I attempted to do in the way of

geology, was to trace tlie outcrop of the Blaini* limestone round Simla
;
and I proceed to

give as briefly as ]x)ssible the results of my explorations. The Blaini rocks form such an

important clue to the structure of the region around and beyond Simla, as was pointed out

in the preliminary sketch of the geology of those hills published by the Geological Survey,t
that it may be worth while to record a notice of its position as traced over a large area.

The most convenient starting-point will, I think, be the Lakri Bazaar, Simla. When
I anived at Simla, there was an outcrop visible on the mall, a few yards to the north of

the Lakri Bazaar, and another below it on the road lending to Elysium. Following the

mall round the north of Jako towards Malnisu, there is a good outcrop on the road side

opposite the house called Snowdon, and the Blaini conglomerate is well exposed on the

oi)posite or north sidt^ of the road. The limestone crops out again just below where the

road to Maha.su branches olf from the mall, and thence striking across the mall comes to

the surface on a knoll above the house named Holly Oak at an elevation of 7,6(10 feet.J Still

})roceeding east along the North dako road, a good outcrop is seen on the road side at the

extreme north-east of Jako just where a path descends from the mall to the Mahasu road.

Between this ])oint and the exposure of the rock opposite Snowdon, the conglomerate may
be seen in numerous places both on the North Jako road and on the Mahasu road below it.

From the point on the north-east of Jako, above alluded to, the Blaini rocks strike down

the hhad in a south-easUndy direction and then curve round the flank of Jako, descending

by a gentle but steady slope. The limestone passes just above the villages of Sanguti

(elevation 6,921) 1‘eet) and Chanan (6,000 feet), the outcrop being almost continuous. Thence

it winds round the flank of the Chota Chelsea spur above the village of Balah, and onwards

through Malkana and Kainhali to the cast side of the Chota Simla spur. It then rises to

the crest of the spur and crops out along the top of it until it overhangs some slate (juarries.

From this point the hills drop rapidly to the bed of the Ussan, and the Blaini rocks

have be(‘n removed by the erosion which has carved out the valley of that river. The

outcrop of these rocks, however, can be traced in a north-westerly direction down to the

bottom of the ravine between the two spurs into which the Chota Simla spur bifurcates

;

and from thence in a south-westerly direction up the opposite side of the spui', being well

seen at Chali, Laret, and Jharet.

A little distance beyond Jharet, at a temple above Kwalgarh, the Blaini rocks show

•again, and then they are cut off by a fault which runs towards the eastern boundary of

* T have followed the modern system of spelling adopted by Government within the last three or four years.

The first vowel sound is hard, as in Blind.

t Aledlicott ; Memoirs, Geol. Surv. India, Vol. Ill, where the following classification is given of the rooks of

this region

/ Siwalik.

y
Nahan.<

Tssthhy < rKasauli.

/ Bubathu < Dagshai.

V (.Subatha (nummalitic).

Krol.

Infra-Krol.

Blaini.

Infra-Blaini (Simla slates).

Crystalline schists and gneiss.

t The top of Jako is 8,048 feet. Holly Oak is, according to the Trigonometrical Survey, 7,523 (eei»
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Jatog ;
and to pick tkem up again one has to croes the spur and descend into the gorge of

the Sunal River which runs down from the Combermero Bridge, Simla, over the “ Wator-

I’alls” into the Ussan. The Blaini limestone shows first on the west side of this ridge

under a house called Dkta, near the hamlet of Darmaehi, and thence in a north-westerly

direction until it cuts across the bed of the Sunal under the village of Kwara. It is here

seen typically resting directly on the Blaini conglomerate. The outcrop may ho followed

on the right or west side of the Sunal valley as far as Shall, hut a little beyond this it is

again cut off by the fault above alluded to. Vollowing the line of strike from Shiiil, one

comes on highly metaraorphic schists of the Infra-Krol series, and all trace of the Blaini

bods is lost. Lower down in the hed of the Sunal the line of fault may he clearly seen,

the black carbonaceous Infra-Krol rocks, being on the left bank, brought into juxlaiwsition

with the clear purple and greenish-grey Simla slates, with little disturbance of dip at the

line of junction. Higher up the line of fault, the Simla slates have sulfcred violent

contortion.

Descending the Sunal into the Ussan River the Blaini limestone is again picked np on

the left bank of the Ussan iit Kalog Bag.* Belween Shall and Kalog Bag the intermediate

rochs belong to Infra-Krol series. From Kalog Bag tliero are several exposures of the lime-

stone in and adjoining the Ussan until a low southerly dip takes it below the hod of that

river. Further on, a northerly dip sets in and rapidly becomes very high. Tim rocks are

nearly vertical in the narrow gorge of the Ussan just below the junction ol the Taiidalailt

stream The Blaini Hmvi-toveX is not exposed hero, hut the conglomerate is in great lorce.

The conglomerate as seen here deserves, I think, especial study, as an acauaintance with it

may lead to the ideuti fioatiou of the rock at other places. There are several hods of it-

some sparsely, others abundantly conglomeratic. The suh-angular or partially rounded

blocks of slaty grit are absent, but the white quartz “eggs" are very ahimdant. Some-

times conglomerate is very fine-grained, and it probably passes into the Blaini quartzite

sandstone. This variety of the Blaini coiigloiuerate is at times much flowered over and

pierced by wliite quartz-veins, and u person not laniiliar with the lock might easily he

led to suppose that its peculiar ai.pearance is wholly due to metamorphio action. A close

inspection, however, shows that the rwh is a true conglomerate; rminded pebbles of dark-

grey or puiqile quartzite are sometime.s freely scattered amongst the while quartz “eggs,"

and the former at times contain one or more thin white veins which do not pass into

matrix, showing clearly that the metamorphism of the contained pebble was effected before

it was worn down into its present shape and buried m the matrix.

Followin- the line of strike which leads at first along the crest, and afterwards

alomr the flank of the spur that runs up from the Us.san River to the peaks above Kyan

GhfiUS the limestone crops out again at Baduu. The dip is north-east down inte the

TundLil and the limestone is seen twice between Badiiii and the stream. In the hed of

the latter there is about 60 feet of it, thin-bedded and nearly vertio^ It is here by local

contortion, jammed into the dark Infra-Krol slates, and partakes of the colour of the latter.

Following the line of strike from Badun, the limestone is again seen between that

village and Basna. Near Basna the black Infra-Krol r(«ks and Simla slates arc seen

togeTher. Following the line of junction of the two rocks I passed over the crest of

Thfridge and landed at the exposure of the Blaini limestone on the Simla and Kalka

I Thfstrintkld he’ wap as flowing down from Phar. where it hae Us rise near the Kalh.

Simla road, past Tnndul of the map.
, a . i ,j
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road near Kyari Qliat (13J miles from Simla). About 100 feet in vertical height, below

tlie cai*t road, the limestone crops out and is exposed for some little distance, and is

then lost owing either to a sudden twist in the line of strike or a small fault. At no
great distance, however, to the south-west of this point, it crops out again in great

force in front of Wakna and shows along the path leading to Mamleg* for about half a

inih‘, and is seen resting directly on the conglomerate. It then crosses from the south to

the north side of the spur, and shows almost continuously down to the Chiama hamlets, where

conglomerate of the Ussan type is abundant. The strike now becomes north-westerly, and

the limestone shows abundantly through the several Chiarna hamlets until it is lost in the

cultivated fields overhanging one of the tributaries of the Camber. From this point the

Blaini rocks strike directly for the south end of the Syri hills, and though the limestone

does not again crop up until the Camber is reached, the conglomerate can he easily traced

under and in immediate contjujt with the Infra-Krol slates. On the right bank of the

Gamber the limestone re-appears, and beds of from 10 to 15 feet in thickness are repeated

several times by crushing, the Infra-Krol slates being caught up in the folds. Above the

limestone are the black slates of the Infra-Krol series, and below it the conglomerate in all

its varieties in great abundance.

From the Camber there is an almost unbroken ontcrop of the limestone through Jabal-

Bakesu and Khairi-Bakesu on to Mfimleg. On the ascent up to Mamleg, the limestone gets

astride on the back of an anticlinal tliat extends up to tbe Syri road, and consequently

spreads out to a great width. At Mamleg and below it tbe limestone is seen in great pro-

fusion. The extension of this bed in a south-westerly direction would take it to the Syri

road above Haripur. On the edge of the Mamleg plateau it is seen overhanging the inter-

vening valley, and a limestone ro-appears on the other sidtj. It crops out near Bochi on the

Syri road and along the crest of the ridge, and then dips under the nummulitie rocks, as

veprescutod by tbe pisolitic bottom-rock of the Sabathu group. I cannot he certain that this

last described limestone (tbe Dochi bed) is the Blaini rock, but I think it is.

The north-westerly ontcrop of the Blaini limestone may be followed from Mamleg until

it nearly readies the Haripur and Syri road. On the road side the conglomerate (the

Ussan variety) is seen dipping south-west and north-east. The limestone continues under

the road for some distance, until at last it cuts across it close to where a turn in the road

brings the Syri Bungalow into sight for the first time. From ibis point (proceeding towards

Syri) the outcr()i>s on the road side are numerous. The limestone is also seen in cliffs below

the road, being outcrops along its north-easterly lino of dip. The conglomerate of the

Ussan variety is here very abundant. The limestone forms the crest of the ridge where

the road shifts for a short distance from the east to the west side of the ridge. It finally

leaves the road about one mile from the Syri Bungalow, and strikes in a north-westerly

direction. There is a constant outcrop through Bama and Barog to Chanog, and thence on

to Sharar (Snrair of the map), where I shall for the present leave it and return to Simla.

Following the line of strike to the westward from the Lakri Bazaar, the Blaini lime-

stone is well exposed on the lower roads below the bazaar leading from Waverly to the

Willows. It there strikes down the hill side and has frequent outcrops until hidden by the

wood under the Union Church. It re-appears on the spur about 2(X) feet below Wheat-

field, and from thence the outcrop is pretty continuous to the Simla and Bajji road, which

it crosses at an elevation of about 6,500 feet. From this point its course is just under

Annandale to the east side of the Yarrows spur, which it crosses at about 600 feet in vertical

height below that house. It is well exposed again on the west side of this spur, and it

* Mamlo^ is a village on the western side of the little transverse ridge to the south-west of Hamahi of the map.
A line drawn from <Sairi through Hamahi would strike it.
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crosses the Chadwick Hill spur at an elevation of about 6,250 feet above the son. Frequent

outcrops may be seen in its onward course, and it is exposed in tbo ravine al)out 120 yards

below the Chadwick Water-full. From this point the outcrop is frequent to the crest of the

spur mnnin" north-west from the Chadwick Hill. The cons^lomerato is well exposed in

some places in this vicinity.

The Blaini liinestono is next seen not far from the village of Sarho^, then at Khil, and
next in the ravine below Panti. Panti is on a spur running; north from tbo extrenio

western point of fJatog. From tbo Chadwick spur the strike of the Blaini rocks is in tbo

direction of the princ.ipal town of the Dliaini state, and consequently it (Tosses the nin^(^

of hills nmninj^ north from datofjj some miles from that station. At Doclii* there is a slight

outcrop, the dark carbonaceous rocks bein^ above, and tfie lifjjbt coknired clay-slates below

it. Its course is now via Kansi, Salana, Bahl, Bitinana, Sar, and thence to Hallo*', the

capital of the little state of Dlnimi. The Blaini rocks cross the ridj'e about half a mile or

so to the north of Hallo*', and then curving round in a south-westerly direction are ex[)Oscd

on the west(?rn flank of the rid^'o. The limestone slmws well in fields ICK) to 150 yards

below the villnf'c of Ghnirap on the Hallo^ (Dlnimi) and Bajji road; ap^ain typi(!ally at

Piroi
;
and again on the s])ur below I’iroi to the south-west. The) outcrop at tlu' latter plac^e

is interiisting, because not only are blocks of dark slaty blue limestone seen closer to masses

of a dirty pink colour, but variegated blocks may be scon, tlu^ two (dolours being exhibittul in

patches side by side. Between tiie last outcrop and Pallaini-lca Ghat the Blaini liinestono

shows in six or seven places. It then cuts across the Dhami and Arki road at a place calh^l

Iloh-ke Kbal-t It shows profusely under the road, and thence on toGiatu, and further on at

Pori, near which village it cuts across the Simla and Arki road. There is no exposure on the

road side, but it is seen in the stream (in situ) under the road near where the latter crosses

the crest of a ridge running down from the Marang hill. The strike is hero south- 15‘^-east,

and there are several exposures betwenm the last-mentioned outcrop and Jamrog, where it also

shows. Its course is now via, Baudla, Patti-ko Ghat, Ghach ((iacb (jf the map), and Kaliana

to Sharar (Surair).

From Sharar a branch makes for the hills above Haut. There is a good cxpo.suro

just above the Ivoni River near Banjan, about 2 miles aliove Bil. It shows ubundantly

from this to Chakniat and onwards to Ghat on the Syri and Haut road. Its course is

now south-2()®-west. It forms the crest of a ridge running south from (Jhat and tlmii

appears in cliffs above Chabal. The Blaini limesUme shows on a knoll at Shag, and the

conglomcrfvte on a spur further on. The outer outcrop keeps to tho ‘edge of the hills border-

ing the Dun. It is exposed typically in a stream under Barawari with the conglomerate below

it to the west; dip nearly vertical; strike south-22“-eaHt. An upper outcrop above this

forms cliffs under Paniali ;
caps two knolls above Gori, and fen-ms the crest of the hill

on which Patta (the residence for many years of the present Raja of Suchet) is built. At

Patta the dip is nearly flat. The limestone is 27 feet., and lht‘, conglomerate on which it

directly rests is about 40 feet thick. The latter contains oblong boulders 22 and 2.3J inches

long, and in this respect exactly resembles an exposure on the North Mall, Simla. The

conglomerate here is quite typical, hut all along this lino there is a good deal of tlie Ussan

type also. An extension to the east would take us to the limestone on the crest of the

Syri ridge near Doclii alluded to above.

I may note in passing that the conglomerate is always heloio the limestone : apparent

exceptions may, I think, he readily explained.

• There are two villafrcs of this name, one north of Jatoff, and one near the Syri road,

t between Gobogr aud^ Uhardi of the map.
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Following the lower outcrop from Barawari the limestone shows at a temple (Bijesar

Mahadeo), and from then(;e the outcrop is frequent, and runs vid Thana and Patru to

Parala* on the Syri road just above Haripur. The dip is here high easterly, nearly per-

pendicular. The Sabathu Nummulitics are caught up in a fold of the Blaini rocks which

show on either side of them on the Haripur road. The last outcrop of the Blaini limestone

on this road is about 300 yards noifh of the Bungalow, and in an excavation on the crest

of the ridge at this spot I found the conglomerate.

From this section, and from another between the Blaini Kiver and the Boj range, I

conclude that in some eases the Infra-Krol rocks were totally denuded before the Nummu-
litics were laid down. The course of the Blaini rocks to the Blaini River has been already

described (/. c. p. 31)

.

In the above pages I have simply described the lino of outcrop, but I need hardly say

that I have tested my work by examining the rocks above and below the Blaini group.

A few general remarks may not bo out of plac^e. From the Blaini rocks at the Lakri

Bazaar, Simla, there is an apparently unbroken succession of the Simla slates to Naldcra

(the ridge above Bassantpur), where the limestone scries of the Shali mountain and the

Satlej valley begin. The dip is steady, and there is not the slightest trace of an anticlinal.

From Bhdmi the rocks under the Blaini are the Simla slates, and they extend down until

one comes abruptly on the massive limestone of the Satlej valley. From the Blaini rocks

on the Simla and Arki road, the Simla slates extend down to the limestone series at Arki.

The dip, very moderate at first, soon becomes high, and near Arki vertical.

Regarding the inner (.9?/pra-Blaini) area I note that the Krol rocks at Jatog are suc-

ceeded by the Infra-Krol schists in the downward section, and as the Blaini rocks are

neared, the black Infra-Krol slates show prominently whatever direction is taken. Passing

from Jatog to Simla the extension of the fault alluded to at page 204 brings up the Boileau-

gunj scdiists (Krol quartzite altered), but on the top of Prospeeb Hill (Simla), and on its

west side, there is a dark carbonaceous limestone which, I think, must be one of the bottom

beds of the Krol series.

The Jako rocks are, I believe, Infra-Krol. I think this scries is about 3,000 feet

thick, and that at the Krol and at Jako it either thinned out, or suffered denudation

before the Krol series were deposited. Some sections on the flanks of the Chor suggest

this view, but to confine myself to the area under description, I would point to themountainf

between Tara Devi and the hills above Kyari Ghat. The foundations of a ruined fort

called Man Ghat exist on the top of it. There are dark carbonaceous slates near the summit,

and from the top down to the Blaini beds in the Ussan River the rocks belong, 1 think,

to the Infra-Krol series. There cannot be less than 3,000 feet of them.

The stratification of this mountain belongs to the normal Simla type, i. e., the dip

is comparatively flat at the top, whilst the dip into the mountain increases on the flanks.

In the river beds the normal condition is for the strata to exhibit indications of violent

crushing
;
the beds being usually vertical and contorted. I have rarely struck the Blaini

limestone in the bed of a river without finding it repeated several .times by contortion. I

am aware that other reasons might be given to account for this normal feature in the

Simla area, but I think it may best be explained by the supposition that the present outline

of the hills was to a considerable extent carved out before the last series of disturbances

took place (as has, indeed, been independently shown, 1. c. p. 174). This view would, it seems

to mo, explain the converging dip seen at the Chor, Krol, and elsewhere, as well as the

extreme crushing in the low valleys.

* Between Banalag and Kisu of the map.

On the atlas map a dotted line is drawn down this ridge ftrom the cart road past Shongal to the Ussan River.
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The notion might be best explained by a diagram, but it is quite intelligible in words

:

if a horizontal pressure be set up beneath a deeply eroded surface, any yielding that occurs

would be determined along the lines of erosion, as positions of least resistance, comparative

rigidity being maintained elsewhere by the weight of the mountain masses. We should

thus have extreme contortion in the valleys, extending in diminishing degrees up the flanks

of the mountain to the summit, where there would be a miuimum of effect. This view

would apply to the “transverse” as well as to the “longitudinal” valleys, for in a yielding mass
any pressure becomes quaquavorsal. The view is, no doubt, opposed to what is often stated

ill geological text-books, even of recent date, as a sort of axiom—that the contortions

observed in strata must have been produced far beneath the surface ; but it has been long

since shown, in this very neighbourhood, that the extreme disturbance exhibited in the

enormously thick Siwalik rocks must have been produced at the immediate surface.’**'

I think, then, that the converging dips seen so often in the Simla area, accompanied by

a rapid increase in the angle of the dij) as tlio valleys are neared, indicate that when the

last great disturbance, which has left its marks so deeply on the Simla Hills, took place,

the hill area had been approximately carved out into its present outline.

II.—JUBAL—TaEOCHB—ChEPAL.
The best starting-point for our next excursion will, I think, bo the top of Kupor peak,

in which the Giri takes its rise. A path from Jubal to Chopal passes some hundred feet

below the top of the Kuper, the iiath rising to an elevation of 10,(>50 foot above the sea.

The rooks exposed along the highest part of the road are the schists above the “central

gneiss.” Along the ascent from Jubal, the dip is about north-east; near the top it is

north- ll^-oast. On the south side where a spur branches off in the direciion of Ohepal,

there is a sudden change in the dip to 8outh-ea8t-ll“-ea8t,t and this change brings up the

central gneiss at an elevation of 11,(320 feet.

I hope to show hereinafter that this is the so-called “ central gneiss,” but for the

present I only announce the fact.

As the slope of the hill side coincides with the dip, the path down to Bamlo (Bomta)

runs over the gneiss all the w^ay with the exception of two or three comparatively brief

intermissions where the infra-gneiss mica-schists crop up. Bomta is at an elevation of

8,000 feet, and the gneiss shows as far as that village. My political duties required me to

visit Taroche (Tirhosh), and the patli from Bomta led me in a north-easterly direction down

to the bed of the stream. On leaving Bomta, the dip rapidly veered round from south-

ll°-cast to north-east, but the change i.s masked by grass and trees. In the bed of the

stream I came upon thin-bedded calcareous schists utterly unlike the ciystalline rocks I had

left behind at Bomta. In the light of facts to be subsequently detailed, I do not think I

shall be wrong in calling these calcareous schists Krol rocks.

The path up to Taroche (Tirhosh) soon led me above these rocks (below them strati-

graphically expressed), and 1 passed fhroughmiea..scbi8t (answering well to the Infru-Krol

series) all the way h) Tirhosh. After occasional local wavering to the north-north-west

the strata settled down to a low north-ir-east dip. The stream below Tirhosh was full of

the “central gneiss” boulders, showing the presence of that rock on the southern flank of the

Kanchu peak.

From Tirhosh (elevation 6,960 feet), the road to Chepil makes an exceedingly steep

descent (some 3,000 feet, I should say) to tho stream flowing down from the Kaiieliu peak.

Medlicott, 1868
:
Quar. .TI, O. S., London, Vol. XXTV, p. 47

I have hot, inm of the bcariniiB 1 give, made allowauco for the variation ot t..e
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Dip a little to east of north-north-east. The rocks wore at first earth-coloured mica-schists of

the ordinary lufra-Krol type, and latterly they passed into a dark bluish carbonaceous slaty

schist with a very dark streak. The road now mounted obliquely the eastern side of the

spur, running down from the Kaiichu peak towards Chepal : and a good way up it, I came

on a conglomerate strangely like the typical lllaini rock. Further on near Sartara (not

marked on mup) I came on limestone reminding me of the IJlaini rock. Having crossed

the spur, I descended along its western side towards the Simla and Mussurie road, which

the path 1 followed struck between Chepal and Kadi. About two-thirds of the way down

to the stream, I came on numerous large boulders of undoubted Blaini conglomerate. I

climbed the hill in search of the outcrop, and though I could not find the conglomerate in

aitu, I came upon a limestone answering to the Blaini. It is pink and of a pale bluish-

grey. Like the typical Blaini* it is a magnesian limestone, the pink variety containing

i54*G and the gr(‘y 28'3 per cent, of carbonate of magnesia.

The next day I searched up the bed of the river for a good exposure of the Blaini

rocks, and was fortunate in finding one on the east hank of the stream just opposite where

the desctuii from Chepal terminates, and the Simla and Mussurie road strikes the west

hank of the l iver. I found the eonglomerato resting on slates (Simla slates) with a pale

gny str<‘ak. Resting directly on the conglomerate was a blue thin-bedded limestone from

2() 1 0 30 feet thick ; whilst on the latter rested the black Infia-Krol slates with a black

streak. The conglomerate here is remarkable for the partial metamorphism it has under-

gone. The matrix, more of a schist than a slate, is internally of a light grey colour, but it

weathers to a dark bluisb-grey. The boulders of what would in the Simla section be the

slaty grit are hero a quartzite, of various sizes and shapes, ranging in colour from white

to pink and to a dark grey. The conglomerate is flowered over with white quaidz-veins,

whic.h occasionally penetrate the contained boulders as well as the matrix. 1 have noticed

instances of this in the Simla section.

From a careful study of the outcrop exposed in the bank of the river, I think it is

beyond all reasonable doubt that the rocks there seen are the Blaini rocks. The limestone

and conglomerate seen on the previous day on the eastern side of the spur being in the lino

of strike with the rocks exposed in the river and on the western side of the spur, must also

he the Blaini rocks. The limestone crops out on the west bank of the river, and may bo

traced up to the Simla and Mussurie road. Beyond this I bad not time to trace it. I dare

say it rufis a shoi-t way up the valley of the river which (vide map) flows down from the

Chor past the southern base of the Chepal spur into the Shall u River.

Before taking leave of this section, let lus visit Chugiia (Khagna) at the head of one of

the branches of this river on the south-west side of the Chepal spur. It is at an elevation of

6,1)00 foot, and is not less than 3,0(X) feet in vertical height above the outcrop of the Blaini

rocks in the Shallu River just described. Serai (Serant), which is nearly south of Khagna,

is 7,2oO feet above the sea. The dip is flat between the two places, but at Khagna a

low north dip sets in. On the Serai road, about 2 miles from Khagna, there is a band of

dark-blue limestone of no great thickness which may be traced a long way towards Serai,

* I aualysed two BpecinicDB selected at random- from two typical exposures in the lilaini Kiver with thej follow
ing results

No. 1.

Silica ... 8-6

No. 2.

Silica ... 8-.3

Iron ... 6-9 Iron ... 6*4

Carbonate of Ihno ... 49'9 Qirbonate of lime ... 49-7

Do. of magnesia ... ... 36‘i Do. of magnesia ... ... 35-8

t Scran fsllent n) is a demon who
100-8

1

resides somewhere in the Chor. Our Mahomedau Muushis always write

it Sforaii and suppose that the word means a resting-place for travellers.
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and which must, I think, be a Krol rock. Below it (I examined the descenditiff series

for about 1,600 feet in vertical height) are carbonaceous shaly schists and slaty schists which

become somewhat chloritic. Above the limesfoiie are silicious and garnetiferous mica-schists,

which possibly belong to the “central gneiss” or crystalline series of rocks, and if so, we have

here an instance of the extreme unconformity I believe to exist between these two great

divisions of our rock-series.

I return now, after this digression, to the Blaini rock left in the Shallu Uiver 3,(X)0 feet

below. The Blaini beds there dip north-west at a considerable angle and are repc'sted two
or three times by contortion. On the ascent up to Chepal, the dip drops to 16° north-

ll°-wcst and north-north-west. At Chepal the dip is north. The rocks on the Chepal,

Paterualla (Patantila) and Duha (Dhur) ridges, along which the Mussnrie and Simla road

winds, have been conjecturally identified (/. e. p. 41) as the Infra-Krol and Boileaugunj

(Krol quartzite) series. If this view is correct, and 1 feel sure! it is, the Blaini rocks must
pass under these schists and ought to crop out between Dlnir and the Oiri. Accordingly

where the road crosses the Chota Nadi (the stream which flows down from Patjinala j)ast

Ghodna to the Giri), I observed numbers of boulders of the Blaini conglomerates in the bed

of the stream.

I availed myself of the first opportunity I could get to search the bed of the Chota

Nadi for the Blaini rocks, and I found that the conglomerate cuts across its bed about 2
miles above the bridge on the Dhar and Simla road. The conglomerate exactly resembles

the conglomerate below Ch(‘pal. There are the large pebbles or boulders of the dark

quartzite answering to the slate-grit of the Simla sections; and th(*re are the white quartz

eggs which in this section at times, as in the Ussan Kiver, form a prominent feature of the

rock. Not far from the conglomerate I found a thin bed of limestone. From this point

the conglomerate crops out freely, rising gradually from the river, and rounding the spur

facing Tikera* (Sanj), whence its course is up the left or east side of the valley of the (iiri,

I met several outcrops of limestoue along this section. I left the conglomerate in elifls high

up oil the east side of the valley, and as it was clear from the run of the strata that it must

soon strike down to the Giri, I continued my search for it along the bank of that river. I

found that it cuts across the Giri about ly miles on the Sanj, or south, side of Bagaiii. Tho

slates are here jierpendicular, and those on both sides of the conglomerate have a black

streak which appear to indicate that the Blaini nnsks have been jammijd into the Infra-

Krol slates. Tho boulders in the conglomerate are well rounded, and in j)laeos are so

loosened by the action of water that it required a careful inspection of tlie rock to satisfy

me that I was not looking at river boulders entangled in cracks in the slates
;
hut after a

deliberate examination of the rocks, I felt satisfied that I had got hold of my old friend.

Above the conglomerate the rocks are dark slates, till about one-third of u mile beyond

Bagain,t where mica-schists begin. After this there are mica-schists and silicious schists all

the way to Kot (Kot KhaiJ). They are an exact counterpart of similar rocks at Simla,

and clearly belong to the Infra-Krol and Boileaugunj (Krol) series. The average dip is

east-north-east, sometimes 34", at other times low. Below the conglomerate the rocks are

Simla slates all the way along the road to Tikera (Sanj).

III.—Mahasu, Mattiana, and Shali Hills.

Our starting-point for this excursion shall be Thiog. The old Mattiana road rises to

the fort of Thiog (a fort on a peak to the north of the Dak Bungalow), keeps along the

There may be a village of this name, but Sanj is the name by which tliis halting place is known to Natives and

Europeans.

t Bagain is on the road somewhere between Shilo and Choal of the map.

t Kot Khai is the principal town of the tract of country marked Kot Khai in largo letters in the map It is ou

the upper (iiri.
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crest of the ridge, and then passes to the east of a mountain-top that rises beyond. The
liindustan and Tibet road runs at a lower level on the western side of this ridge

; a spur,

called Kaleri-ki-Dhar, runs nearly due east towards the Giri. On the crest of this spur

the Blaini conglomerate crops out (dip 24® north-east-ll^-north). It is the counterpart of

the outcrop below Ohepal. Where first struck, it would require an eye trained to the

Blaini rocks to identify it, for it is much overgrown with lichen and flowered over with

quartz-veins. Further along the ridge it is more easily recognised, and the white quartz

eggs are abundant. Though the matrix is hard, I was able in some cases to extricate the

rounded boulders of quartzite almost entire. The matrix is of a whitish-grey colour and

of schistose texture, and, in some blocks, the pebbles and boulders are so abundant that it

was difficult to get good specimens of the matrix. Here, too, some of the quartzite pebbles

are traveled by fine quartz-veins that do not extend into the matrix. One large block of

rock I found with one face smoothed down and polished so as to show beautiful sections of

the white quartz eggs which were abundant in the slab. This is undoubtedly the Blaini

conglomerate, and it is in situ. The outcrop coincided with the crest of the I’idge for a

little distance, and then edged away from it down the flank of the spur. The strike of the

bed would, if followed down the pivcipitous descent to the Giri, lead to the outcrop on the

bank of that river already described.

In the opposite direction the line of strike would lead to the Hindustan and Tibet road

somewhere near the 2()th mile from Siiida, but the line passes through a forest and 1 liave

not noticed any outcrop. Bedow the conglomerate (viz., in the direction of Thiog) for some

little distance, the rocks are slates (Simla slat(‘R) with a light grey streak. Dip east-north-

east. Above the conglomerate are the Infra-Krol slates. Some of the latter are quite black.

Following the road towards IVlattiana, the Infra-Krol schists dip at first ncHh-east 39®, but

they subside into a low north •east-ll®-noTth dip. These H(;hi8t8 lead up to and dip under a

strong band of quartzite which begins to show where the road rises to the crest of the ridge.

This can be none other than the Krol quartzite.

Some distance further on, the Hindustan and Tibet road passes over to the western side

of the ridge, whilst the old road, still used by pedestrians, keeps to the eastern side. We
will follow the old road. The rocks exposed are quartzites and silicious, slaty, and micaceous

schists, until about 2| miles from Mattiana, when a bed of bluish-grey limestone, about

3 feet thick, crops out. Dij) east-north-east. As Mattiana is neared, the schists become

feebly calcareous. A little beyond Mattiana, they pass into calcareous chloritic schists, and

in the line of clilTs facing, and some two or three miles beyond, the Dak Bungalow, these

schists become full of iron pyrites, generally in the form of minute cubes. These calcareous

chlorite-schists contain from 6 to 14 per cent.* of carbonate of lime. The variety full of

iron pyrites is a very curious rock. From the partial segregation of the calcite and tho

chlorite it often assumes a highly foliated structure. There are also numerous veins of white

calcite in it. It weathers a deep brown. It has dawned upon me latterly that these rocks,

and there is a considerable thickness of them, must be the Krol limestone highly altered.

But to return to the Blaini rocks. There is a thin bed of limestone on the top of tho

cliffs above Kuni. The point is called Tikka. Elevation 9,280 feet, dip north-easr-ll°-north.

The temple (Nag Devi) there is marked Kolu temple on the map. This rock is a

magnesian limestone, and rests on a bed greatly resembling the matrix of the typical

Blaini (conglomerate. Under it is a quartzite band which forms a line of cliffs. Below

Tikka there is a village on the maj) named Barana. A little distance to the east of this

village, I came upon an extensive outcrop of conglomerate of tho typical Blaini Kiver type.

Associated with it was a strong quartzite and a dolomite containing 33*8 per cent, of

* 1 was careful \o select fair specimens for analysis that would not show an undul}' high percentage.
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carbonate of magnesia. Dip cast. Those rooks seem in the line of strike of the conglo- •

merate at Thiog, and I think they must be the Blaini rocks. I may hero ment ion that

north-west of Thiog and 1,600 foot in vertical height below the D&k Dungalow, I found a

block of the Blaiiii conglomerate of Thiog type (whether in aitu or not I cannot say) in the

bank of the stream close to a thin-bedded limestone dipping north-north-east. In the bed

and bank of the stream little below this is an intrusion of trap of the Mandi typo.

In the opposite direction from Thiog, v/z., near Sanj (Tikera of the map) there is also

evidence of the Blaini group. Sanj is as nearly ns possible 3,000 feet below the Thiog

Dak Bungalow. On the crest of the hill overhanging, and a few hundred feet in vertical

height above Sanj, is limestone. Below the latter arc the Simla slates. On the road from

Sanj to Fagu, as long as the road clings to the flank of the spur running down from Tliiog

to the Giri, I saw numerous blocks of the Blaini conglomerntt? on the hill side, indicating its

presence somewhere above. FurtlKU’ on, on the next s])ur, there are numerous r)utcrops of

limestone resembling the Blaini. On the ascamt up to Fagu, the dip is about north-east.

These outcrops correspond with the horizon of the outcrop of the conglomerate on the opposite

or east side of Giri valley.

Now a word or two about the Shali. This great limestone series extends from the

Shall to the Fagu and Thiog ridge. On one occasion I followed the line of the Nowle Gad^
River from the two Daoti villages up to Thiog, and I found massive limestone cliffs of the

Krol type on both sides of the valley, extending, as far as T could judge, right up to the

Fagu-Thiog ridge. Along my actual route limestone beds cropped out eontirmally all the

way up to Thiog. Following the Hindustan and Tibet road from Fiigu. these limestones

crop out over the road about It/ miles, from the Fagu Bungalow, and the outcrop is from this

point pretty continuous for about 2 miles. In ouc place tht‘ limestone forms a cliff on the

crest of the ridge. It is greatly crumpled, and seems to have been subject to enonnotia

lateral pressure. Thin-bedded slaty limestones appear again in the roadside-cutting a(piarier

of a mile l)eyond the Thiog Dak Bungalow, and show well where the old Mattiana road

branches off. They crop out frequently on tlie road up to the fort, and that structure is

built on them. From this point they cut down in the direction of tlic Shali and are seen on

the sides of the Hindustan and Tibet road a little beyond the 10th milestone. These rocks

may be seen forming cliffs below on spurs extending towards the Shali. Oil the eastern side

of the Thiog Fort, they crop out for some distance (about a mile) along tlie ridge running

down to the Giri and form clifls under Janti Devi, a temple which crowns a point on this

spur. I did not encounter them after this on my way down to the Giri.

Proceeding from tlie Shall in a direct line to Simla, the limestone extends aiu’oss the

Nouti, and crops up for a considerable distunc(‘ on the spur, up wdiich the road to Mashobraf

winds, and then they suddenly give place to the Simla slates. I exjilored the ravine running

down from Mahfisu, between the two Daoti villages to the Nouti until sto])ped by impassable

cliffs. The average dip is 20" to 23" south nearly all the way down. Wlien the Nouti is

neared there are indications of intense crushing, and then the rocks turn shar|> down to a

northerly dip, and from this point to the Nouti they continue to dip at a higli angle. In

the descending sections at first are the Simla slates ;
tlien comes 80 or 1(X) feet of pale

blue or greenish limestone ;
under this are dark schistose slates with strings of quartz in them

(a very common feature in the Infra-Krol schists), and then the black ‘‘crush rock.” Thin-

bedded blue limestones follow
;
the dip then gets flat; there is evidence of great crushing,

and then the black carbonaceous rock re-appears with white calcito irregular veins in it. This

Probably a mispriut for Nouli, the name by which I found the river known on the spot, (jad seems to be the

corruption of Gar, the vernacular word for river.

t Moshobra is the baaaar on the neck of the spur that runs north-weat from the Mah4su spur to the Batlcy.
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rock is here a dense slaty rock almost as black as coal. The secticm above described strongly

suggestfii the idea of a fault.

This leads to the important question, are the Shdli rocks Infra-Blaini or Krol P It

might seem at first sight to follow from many of the facts I have recorded that these rocks

are Infra-Blaini. If the Sh41i were Infra-Blaini then our sections would run thus

—

Simla

^Prospect Hill

I
Boileaugnii^i

I

Jftko

LNorth Jako Road

Y Krol.

... Infra*Krol.

... Blaini.

Mah^Hu ... ... ... Simla alatos.

F^u to Thiog

Thiog to Mattiana

... Shall beds.

/Simla slatos.

1 Itlaini scrios.
"*

} Infra-Krol.
(Krol.

In such a section the anticlinal would be required in the Shali beds and would be

drawn from Shali to a point between Fagii and Thiog. There are seriou.s objections,

however, to the adoption of this interpretation which I am not able to get over. In the

first place, the axis of the anticlinal must be drawn, if drawn at all, from the Simla

end of the Mahasu ridge to the top of the Shali : 2ndly^ whilst we have a great thickness

of Simla slates at the Simla end of the section, there does not appear to bo a corres-

ponding thickness at the other or Mattiana end : and Srdlyy we should after all have to

summon a fault to our aid to get rid of the damaging fact of the presence of the Blaini

rocks at Sanj and to the north-west of Thiog.

The alternative interpretation—the adoption of the Shali rocks as Krol

—

necessitates^

however, the belief in the existence of a fault between the Shali and Mattiana (somewhere near

Kuni) ;
in another between Naldera (the ridge above Basantpur) and Simla; and in a series

of faults, or a sort of circular fault, in continuation of the Naldera fault, running round to

Arki, and probably on to Kakkuhatti 1 It is rather appalling to have to adopt such a theory,

but I do not see my way out of it.

IV.

—

Naekanda—KoTGAEn—

R

ampur.

In my last we travelled as far as Mattiana and for a few miles beyond. From the point

we then reached to Narkanda and on to Kotgarh, the schists, micaceous and silicious, are

somewhat undetcmiinate in character, hut looked to me more like the younger series than

the old. A few huiidn^d feet—5()0 or 600 it may he—below Kotgarh, there is a thin hand

of blue limestone which extends for some distance. Under it and down to the stream that

divides Kotgarh from Kiimharsen, the rocks appeared to be the carbonaceous, micaceous

schists of the Infra-Krol series. The dip at Kotgarh is low and northerly, but wavers

about from north-nortb-east to north-west and even more westerly. On the road down to

Kapu (Kepu) (on the Satlej, due north of Kotgarh), some of the cultivated fields near

Shawat have that peculiar black soil so often seen in the Simla section in the neighbour-

hood of the black crush rock.'* I observed this feature in other places in this direction.

As the Satlej is neared we come first on mica schists and then on the “ central gneiss,"

At Kapu (elevation 3,125 feet), the dip of the gneiss is 40°-north-ll®-wcst.

Following the other road from Kotgarh to the Satlej, viz., that to Nirth, we have first

slates ;
then carbonaceous slates ; then the gneiss alternating with slates. From Nirth to

the Nogli, which flows into the Satlej a few miles south of Bampur, we have slates alternat-

ing with the gneiss
; sometimes one showing, sometimes the other. Regarding the slates
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I not^ m my jonroal, when lu yet I had formed no theory,—" They are often carbonaoeons,
and cloBely rwemble the slaty schists above the Blaini rocks.**

Prom the N<^h to Eampur and beyond, there is an extensive intrusion of trap which
has tossed the rocks about a good deal. Prom Rampur to Nirth tho dip, at first westerly,
changes to east, then to south, and then back again to west*

Following the upper road from the Nogli to Narkanda, on rising from the Satlej, we
come on white quartzite, then dark carbonaceous slates and schists, and in these, a little

under Kumsu, there is a thin bed of blue limestone. It is not ciystalliue. A little above
Kumsu the central gneiss begins. Again on this road, just below the Sungri Bungalow
(on the ridge near Shimal of the map), on the northern side of the ridge, a blue sub-crystal-

line limestone appears. The outcrop being in cultivated fields, the immediate “allure
”

could not be made out. Elevation of Sungri, 8,676 feet.

The facts to be stated further on have an important bearing on the question of the

nature of the contact of the Krol with the older erysiallino series, but I think it will he more
convenient to dLseuss that question now. The view I have formed is that the Krol, Infra-

Krol, and Blaini series were laid down on a denuded surface of the crystalline rocks, and that

the line of contact has been masked

—

(flf). By the subsequent metamorphism of the younger rocks, at the point of con-

tact, in the niet way

;

(6). By the subsequent compression of tbo two series against each other.

That the younger rocks often appear to be conformable to and to dip under the older

rocks I fully admit, but is it that this conformity can be real? Are we to l>elleve

in an inversion extending along a great part of tbc line of the Himalayas? Or arc we to

believe that tho “ central gneiss,” and at least 6,000 f(?ct of mica schists on the top of it,

are really younger rocks than the Simla slates? If they are, by what moans has tho meta-

morphism of the younger rocks been accomplished? Heat, tho product of pressure from

above, and heat, the result of platonic action from below, seem to bo }mt out of court, by

tho fact that the lowest rocks which ought to have been the most chang(‘d are the least

altered.* Metamorphism in the wet way seems to me equally out of the question. Can we

suppose that during the vast ages required for the gradual metaraorjdiisjn, by the slow wot

process, of the great thickness of strata we have to deal with, the Simla slates would have

remained as unchanged as we see them at this day P

But may not the observed facts he rationally explained in the way I have suggested P

A glance at the map will show—and I hope to explain this in detail further on—that the

dip of the older strata is often low, and at times pt‘rfectly flat. It does not seem to require

a great demand on our imagination therefore to suppose that tlie younger rocks were laid

down upon and against the flat strata of the older rocks; and if the plane of junction of

the two series were often more or less steep, would not the subsequent compression of the

two together lead to the idea of conformity, especially if the younger rocks at their point of

junction with the older had been considerably metamorphosed? That the Krol and Infra-Krol

rocks have, as a matter of fact, undergone extensive metamorphism has been pointed out

by others!/, c., p. 34); and that this metamorphism has been produced in the wet way is

indicated by the fact that it is extensive in the porous top schists and stops short at tho

impervious clay slates.

Heat, ibe local product of tangential pressure, seems lo have been hft out of court.-II. B. M.
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V.

—

Shankan and Hatu Ridges.

In Section II we got as far as TCotkhai. I will make this our new point of departure.

The road from Kotkhai (elevation 5,790 feet) passes over the Shankan ridge* at an elevation of

0,500 feet, and then drops down to Deora (elevation 6,600 feet), the capital of the Juhal state.

The dip at first noi-th-cast changed t<) east-north-east, and then back again to north-east. The

angle of dip, generally low, became flat at Dtnmi. About a mile on the Kotkhai side of the

Shankan ridge, a thin bed of “ central” gneiss appears. Between it and Kotkhai, mica-

schists, and occasionally silirnous schists, prevail. 1 found it impossible to say where the

Krol (Boileaugunj) schists and the Infra-Krol rocks ended and the crystalline series began.

As far as outward visible signs went, there seemed no break in the conformity of the two

series. On the crest of the ri<lge, I found a very thin bed of* slate with a dark streak which

seemed carbonaceous. I have obsei-ved this feature in other places well within the area of

the crystalline rocks. Those outcrops always seemed very thin, lentimilar and local. Down
to near Deora, tlu; rocks are fine-grained mica-schists. One bed above the gneiss seems to

retain its character all over the crystalline area. It is a fine-grained mica-schist that splits

readily into large slabs, and is much used for roofing pnrj)oses. One slab 1 measured—and

I give it as a fair sample—was one inch thick by 5 feet 8 imdies long and 4 feet 2 inches

wide. Viewed edge-ways, quartz seems to predominate, whilst tlie flat splitting face ])resents

an unbroken surfacie of mica. On the descent there is a strong dyke of trap, the exact coun-

terpart of the trap near Banellah on the flank of the Chor. As Deora is neared wo come on

the central gntnss, wliicli is here a bed about 50 or 60 feet thick. It runs right round the

head of the Deora valley, as indicated on my map.

Ihe principal characteristic of the “ central” gneiss is that it is always more or less

porphyritic. In its lowest form the crystals arc small and lenticular. As the metainor-

phism advances, they bc(;ome large and oyc-shaped : in the next stage, they take the form

of blunbid cubes. The next advance is to assume a perfectly rectangular form. These

crystals are usually about inches long, but sometimes (as in the 01u)r),they attain a length

of nearly 3 inches. As the metamorphism advance's, the axes of the crystals begin to point

at an angle to the plane of foliation, and the angle gradually increases up to & right angle.

Finally, they point in all directions, and all trace, or nearly all trace, of foliation is lost.

When the rock arrives at this stage, all signs of bedding disappear, and the gneiss weathers

out into large rounded masses after the fashion of true granite, and becomes very dense and

hard to break. The pori>hyritic felspar crystals appear to be orthoclase ;
twin crystals are

not uncominou. An intensely black mica is another characteristic of this rock. It is a

variety, I think, of Biotite. It takes no notice of concentrated sulphuric acid (cold), but

continued boiling in this acid extracts all the iron of which the colouring matter consists.

The rock also contains a silvery mica which is usually quite subordinate to the other.

We will now leave Deora for the present and return to Kotkhai. Our route thence will

be up to Deori, the capital of the little state of Kaiiati. From Kotkhai to Deori the dip is

east-ll®-north, then north-east, then east-1l‘'-north again, in mica-schists and silicious

schists. On one occasion I went by a direct mountain path from Deori to Deora. I struck

the “ central” gneiss above, and to the east of Deori, and again just above Deora. The bed

passes under the mountains from the one point to the other. The outcrop in the Kanati

(Deori) valley takes the form of cliffs, and can be followed by the eye right round the head

of the valley. My last trip in this direction was up to the head of the valley, and along

the ridge which crowns the valhy, to Bagi and on to Narkanda. I struck the gneiss just

above Thanari (Tharan, I presume, of the map), at an elevation of 8,30() feet, where it is seen

extending for miles on either side in the form of cliflTs. The outcrop is here about 100 feet

* iShakoudhar of ihe map. The road from Kot to Deora is marked on the map.
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thick. There is a second outcrop above it at an elevation of 8,8(K) feet, which extends (in thick-

ness) up to 8,940 feet. I cannot say whetluT the bed extends from tlio outcrop at 8,300 feet

np to 8,944) feet, as the intermediate space is w'ell clothed with grass and the numi‘rous blo(;ks

of gneiss on it may or may not be in situ ; h\it I think the more probable explanation is that

the bed has here thickened out to about 040 f(*et.

The gneiss was seen striking in tin* direction of tin* Ikigi road, but my }>.'ith lay along

the north side of the ridge at the head of the Kanati valley, at a liigh eh*VHtion, and I had
to walk for some miles therefore before tin* gTn*iss cut aevijss my path. I came on it again at

an elevation of 9,3(K) feet (this is the elevation of the j)ath—the cn*st of tlie ridge is higher),

and fi’om this point it formed, for a. long distance, the crest and side* o(‘the ridge. Tin* gneiss

is here at times very granitic. My path left the gneiss at an ('levation of 9,375 feet. T note

here that the Ilattu gneiss is simply an extension of this bed in the line of dij), wdii<*h is very

low. Owing to a bend in the line of strike caused by a change in the dip from east-1 l°-north

to east-south-east, and finally to soiitli-(!ast-ll"-east, the gneiss c(*ases to crop out along the

ridge from this point
;
and the underlying mi(;a-.schists take its place along tlu^ (U'est of the

ridge and form tin* j)ictnres<jue rugged ]»cak facing you at Ihigi. Where the [Kith T fol-

lowed struck into the road running north from llagi, the dip is 8" south -east- 1 1 “-east. An-
other bend in the direction of the strike brings down the gneiss again a mile or two further

on. The elevation of tlie road at the out<‘n)]) is 9,3(H) fe(*t. The mica-schists, just before the

gneiss appears, owing to local crushing, di]) north-east, east-noHh-east, and (‘ven norih-west.

The ontcio]) of the gneiss continues for 1^ or 2 miles, when the nnea-schisls re-a])])«*ar, dipping

cast to east-south-east: 4 or 6 miles further ou, the gneiss shows again on the road side,

and continues for some dislauce, half a mile it may be.

These two outcrops demand a few words in detail. In the first of the two, on the Bagi

road, the gneiss has passed into an almost perfect granih* of liner grain, and even more

advanced type than that of tin? Ohor. Jt is only here and there, lispeeially towards the

northern side of the outcro]), that signs of foliation can he detexiti^d. When 1 first visited

this peak, called by the natives Kot {it rises to a considerable elevation above the road, and

is a very prominent object viewed from Ilattu and other places round), I hud not scieii the out-

crop deserilied above. Kot looked very much like true granifi*, and 1 was at first ttunpbal to

suppose that its core had been protruded, iu a more or lesvS plastic stab*, through l.lu* mica-

schists. These rocks were seen dipping easterly on both sidins of the granite iind fringing the

granitic core below the road. At the top the granite seemed to overlap tlie schists. ITaving

now visited this mountain three times, and carefully studied it each tiirn*, I am piirfcctly

satisfied that it is simply an oiib*rop of the central gneiss in an advanced stage of metamor-

phisra. Signs of foliation are, here and there, visible, it sends out no iiitrusive veins* into tlie

neighbouring schists, and the hitter art* not altered at the point of coutaid with it. It is

simply a bed of some 5(K) or 600 feet thick, tlie dip of which, for some distance, coincides

with the slope of the hill, and the strike of wdiioh, for some distance, coincides with tne

direction of the ridge. The outcrop, 4 or 5 miles farth(*r ou, is unmitigated gneiss. I

have dwelt at some length on this outcrop, because I think its right interpretation will help

us to explain the Clior.

The ridge running from Hattu past Bagi to Kot must, 1 think, form the soutli-east

slope of an anticlinal which has carried the central gneiss down to the Satlej. PriH:cediiig

from Kot to Hattu, the di[) is sonth-east-ir^-east, then soiilh-south-east (probably quite

local), and on the flank of Hattu east-ll^-sonth. On the verj^ crest of the ridgi* rising up

from Bagi to Hattu, there are rocks dipping north-east-ll“-north to north. From Hattu

down to Kotgarh the dip is iinsh^ady, but seems to havi* a general north-easterly direction.

I only observed one or two very thiu veins tn the gneiss.
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At Kotgarh tho general dip is low noidliorly, whilst at ICapn, the gneiss dips north-ll°.W(‘Rt.

These facts seem to imlicate an anticlinal hend from the crest of the Jlattu-Kot ridge down

to the Satlej. If this is not the case, there must be a tault, for tliat the gneiss seen along

the left hank of the Satlej, between Ka])ii and the Xogli River, is a continuation of tho

gneiss seen on the crest of the Hattu-Kot ridge, I see no reason to doubt.

VI.

—

SUNQEI—Rampue—Saehan—Sanola.

To get over the ground I must now he very brief and bald. From the outcrop of the

gneiss 4 or 5 miles beyond Kot, there is nothing to rei'ord as far as Sungri. The rocks

are micaceous and silicious schists. Elevation of Sungri 8,676 feet* Dip south-east. The

Hindustan and Til)et road between this and Sarhan having fallen into decay, the road from

Sungri plunges down into a very deep ravine, at tho bottom of which the gneiss shows itself

again. True dip about south-east. Beyond Dalog* the gneiss is again reached, and it con-

tinuesfor a long way. It gives place to mica-sehiats, but at Bali (Bari of the map), elevation

8,000 feet, the gneiss again crops out. Dip, eliminating local variations, south-east, all the

way. The “ central ” gneiss continues to show down the descent to the Satlej as far as Kamsu.
Dip, where road strikes Satlej, south-1 west. From this point them is trap of the Mandi
typo for about 2 miles (the trap shows best in the bed of the river which I crossed and

recrossed freguently on massaks). Scliists resembling the ln£'a-Krol series show after

this, and then the trap again. The strong quartz beds are burst asunder and twisted about

by tho trap in a wonderful manner. From Rampur (elevation 3,600 feet), the road rises to

Gaora (8 miles, elevation 6,620 feet). Dip usually flat. Quartz-rock predominates for a

long way
; there are also micaceous and hornblendic schists. Near Gaora we have chloiitio

and talcose schists, and then gneiss, the foliae of which are much crumpled. It only shows
its small porphyritic crystals at right angles to the foliation.

To Sarhan, 11 miles, elevation of road 6,775 feet, the dip is rather low and north-ll^-east

most of the way, but vc ring round to north -north-west at Sarhan; rocks, mica-schists and
gneiss, hornblendic, chloritic, and talcose schists. Near Sarhan crumpled gneiss. The rocks

are more than once repeated owing to the windings of the road in and out of the side

valleys. This is a common feature in the sections exposed along the Satlej valley.

Sarhan to Taranda,t 14 miles ; elevation of Taranda, 7,200 feet. Dip at first north-ll®-

west, afterwards north-north-west, with an occasional waver to north-west-ll^-north. Near

Taranda there are indications of great disturbance, the dip changes to north-north-west, then

to west-south-west, then to west, then suddenly to south, with a high dip that soon becomes

vertical. Then we come on tliree or four strong bands of hornblende-schists. Four miles

beyond Sarhan the gneiss passes into a fine-grained whitish granite (only the gneiss altered)

and then back into gneiss. From this point the “central” gneiss passes backwards and for-

wards from a porphyritic gneiss into a porphyritic and highly granitoid rock. Small dykes

of the albite granite now become more and more frequent. Near Panuda there are beds

of hornblende-schist turned up perpendicularly with the gneiss, which hard bye dips 37®

to south-west. After this the dip was uovth-west-ll^-north, north-ll^-west, north-north-west,

and finally settled down into north.

From Wangtu, owing to the complication arising from the frequent eruption of the

granite, the gneiss runs into great masses of granitoid texture, and I could not make out

the direction of the dip for many miles ; where the bedding of the gneiss could be discovered,

it dipped north-west-ll°-west, further on, the dip appeared to be north -east-ll°-north.

* Either Naora of the map or a village close to Naora.

t This is, 1 think, aboat a mile to the east of Nanaspar of th^ap, just to east of Stntion, 7,3C2 feet.
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At Wangtu there is a bed of hornblende-schist which, 1 think, is an igneous rock in

an advanced stage of metamorphisra. It varies from 2 to 40 feet in thickness and

traverses the granitoid gneiss, the bedding of which at Wangtu is obliterated. Sometimes

two dykes run a parallel course, at varying distances from each other
; at other times one

dyke only is visible. It appears to be com|X)sed of honiblendc and a triclinic felspar, and

it shows distinct traces of a foliated structure. The manner in which it expands, or con-

tracts, bifurcates and twists, seems only explicable on the supposition of its intrusion,

I was fortunate enough not to miss the minerals of the Satlej valley—^beryl and

kyauite ; the latter I found in the central gneiss, and the former in a dyke of albite

granite. What is noticeable about the beryl is that I found crystals piercing a patch of

mica, a crystal imbedded in the felspar, and another in quartz, showing that it was the

first crystal to became solid in the melted mass. Another specimen which I unfoi*tunatel3r

broke was curved^ which seems to indicate that the beryl crystals remained plastio for

some time.

The trip up the right hmV of the Satlej, which will take us to the scene of great granite
intrusion, I leave for the present, and turn up the Baspa valley. I followed the right
hank of the Satlej as far as Chagaon, crossing to the left bank below that village, and
thence on to ICilba, elevation 6,525 feet. From Kilba to Barwa on the Baspa Itiver (elevation

6,600 feet), dip steady north-east until three-fourths of a mile from the mouth of the Baspa,
where there is change to 48° east. The gneiss through which I had passed all the way
from Wangtu is now lost, and thin-bedded quartzite and mica-schists take its phico. To
Sangla (elevation 8,650 feet), the dip, at first oast-south-east, afterwards varied to east-ll®-

north and ea8t-ll°-80uth. The angle, at one time as high as 45°, dropped rather suddenly

at Sangla to 20°. At Sangla, blocks of the central” gneiss indicate the neighbourhood of

that rock. One end of the bridge rests on a block of gneiss 47' x 41' x 15', The fall of

tho bed of the Baspu is 250 feet per mile.

VII.

—

Rupin Pass—

C

nANSEL Ridob—Pabab Valley.

From Sangla I ascended to Nuru,* and encamped on the snow at an elevation of

13,125 feet above the sea. It was at the very end of November. Shortly after leaving

Sangla, I came on the “central” gneiss. Dip east, and some crushing aud contortion near

Nuru. From Nuni to top of pass (elevation 15,480 feet. Gerard), dip low to east, then flat all

the way down to Basuddarf (eh^vaiion 11,600 feet). Snow all the way, but rocks well seen

in cliffs—^they are mica-schists passing at times into gneissic beds. The latter, however, is

not the central gneiss, or anything like it. Basuddar to Jako
;
elevation 8,950 feet. Dip

fiat all the way. Rocks mica-schist aud silicious schists, getting more and more silicious as

Jako is neared. Jako to Kuar (PajearH of map) , elevation 7,64A1 feet. Mica-sclnsts aB the

way. With some local variations, the dip is fiat as fat as PandaigaT (Gar= River). This

is the Barabati of the map—a name I could not get any one to comprehend. After this the

average dip is low to north-ll°-east.

Near Kuar there is a compact weathered limestone with some (iarhonaceous rooks dis-

integrating into black earth. From Kuar down to the river (a considerable descent), and up

to Dodra (elevation 8,300 feet) on the other side, the rocks are mica-schist closely resembling

those of the Infra-Krol series. There are irregular strings of quartz in these schists

(as in the Infra-Krol rocks), and the earth resulting from their disintegration is dark. Dip

A halting place under the rocks about three miles on the north-east side of the i)as8.

t A halting place nearly under the Goras peak, or thereabouts.

$ Properly Pujiari, so called becauso there is an Idol temple there and a Pujari. Kuar is the collective name

of three or four villages, and is the only name by which the place is known to pei»ple at a distance.
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about wftst-uorth-west up to Kala Pani, a halting place in the forest at an elevation

of 0,175 feet. Pock ordiuary mica-schists. Pip moderate to north-north-west. I now crossed

the Chanscl peaks (elevation of pass 12,825 feet), and descended to Larot (Lorot of map),

elevation 8,480 feet. Mica-schists all the way, gncissic at top of pass. At Larot (8,480 feet)

the “central” gneiss is reached. Its course from this point is in a north-easterly direction

down to the Pabar River, and then up again on the other side of the valley.

The elevation of Saiigla, as before mentioned, is 8,660 feet. The gneiss cropped out, I

should say, about 1,500 fetd above it (I did not take the actual altitude). The elevation of the

outcroj) at Larot is 8,480 feet. There cannot be a difference in elevation of more than

2,000 feet between the two outcrops
;
and unless there are faults, of which I arn ignorant,

the central gneiss must pass right under the snowy pjaks to the south of the Baspa River,

and there must bo fully 6,000 feet of mica-schists above the “central” gneiss.

Again, if the rocks between Knar and Dodra are the Infra-Krol rocks, they, like the Infra-

Krol rocks between Ka.pu and Raiiipur on the Satlej, closely overlie the gneiss, and rest, as

I have suggested, on the denuded surface of the crystalline series.

From the gneiss in the valley of the Pabar, the dip rapidly flattened, and continued flat

all the way to Cfljergao (Chargaon), elevation 6,100 leet. The rocks are sr)mcwliat micaceous

quartzites of a dark-grey neutral tint colour, in which the mica is very subordinate. From
thence to Roru (elevation 5,250 feet), the dip, at first a very low to north-east, suddenly rose

to 60° beyond Mandari, and then became perpendicular. The dip fell again rather suddenly to

35°, wliieli lasted for some distance, and then gradually flattened to a very low north -east-11 °-

north dip. From Mandari the rocks are thin-bedded micaceous silicious schists. In the side

ravines at Roru arc some dark carbonaceous-looking schists brought down from the lulls

above. At Roru the dip is flat, and the thin-bedded mica-schists are often as straight and

regular as the courses of bricks in a house. On the road to Sungri, with a few local excep-

tions, the dip is for some distance flat; afterwards the average dip is 25“ east-south-east.

Mica-schists all the way.

Proceeding in the opposite direction to Dcora (capital of Juhal State), the dip is in

general flat, though occasionally it is low to north-east and sometimes north. Now and then

boulders of the “central” gneiss on the road side attest the presence of that rock in the hills

above. Mica-schists all the way, I have also been from Roru up to the iron mines at Shicl,

and thence down to Deora. Under Shiel I came on blocks of the “ central” gneiss, but owing to

grass and cultivation the gneiss did not crop out in situ on my actual path. I think there

is probably a fault between the central gneiss of the upper Pabar valley and the gneiss to

the west of Roru.

The gneiss, as previously described, crops out round the head of the Deora valley, and

shows high up on the Kuper peak. I have also shown how a sudden change in the dip

brings it out, on the opposite side, on the spur running out from the Kuper.Kanchu range

in the direction of Chepal. On the Kuper-Kauchii spur, the outcrop extends from 9,620 feet

to 8,000 feet. The nearest point on the Chor is Serai (Seran) (elevation 7,250 feet), and the

outcrop of the granitoid gneiss there is on a level with, or a little above Serai. The distance,

as the bird flies between the two points, is between 10 and 11 miles. The Chor gneiss answers

well to the “ central” gneiss in general characteristics. I feel satisfied myself that the granitoid

gneiss of the Chor is simply an extension of the central gneiss beds I have been tracing out in

this paper.

If this be so, does not this fact strengthen the view that the Krol, Infra-Krol, or Blaini

rocks, between the outcrops of the central gneiss on the Chor and the Kuper-Kanchu range,

rest on the denuded surface of the central gneiss series, and that the Chor and Kuper-Kanchu

range were mountains standing up (far under the surface perhaps) of the Krol and Blaini seas ?
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If this view be correct, may we not snppoae that the thickness of the Chor gneiss is

not as great as it seems to be, but that it is, probably, sim])ly an anticlinal in the gneiss, now
masked by the metamorphism which has obliterated all traces of bedding.

In conclusion, I would venture to express the opinion that the metamorphism of the

central’* gneiss is due to plutonic heat. The manner in which, as before described, the

direction of the axes of felspar crystals changes, as the metamorphism increases, appeal’s

to me to indicate a fieedom of motion which the constituent minerals could hardly have

possessed unless the rock had been heated to ai)oint approaching fusion. In the Satlej valley

the signs of granitic, intrusion into the central gneiss i*egion are abundant, and they are not,

1 think, altogether wanting in the Ohor. In the bed of the stream below Cbaita (on the

southern flank of the Chor), there is a huge block of the gneiss It is

penetrated by granite veins which run at various angles
;
the principal one, about 4 feet wide,

has caught up a fragment of the por23hyritic granitoid gm'iss in its passage, and this shows

in the middle of the vein. Tliis surely is an intrusive vein and not one due to segregation.

The presence of granite veins in the central gneiss of the Satlej valley and of the Ohor

seems to me to indicate that the central gnenss was at one time well within the attlion of

the more deep-seated plutonic forces, and that its metainor])hism is due to plntonic heat. If

80, the Krol, the Infra-Krol, and tlu* lilaini rocks cannot he older than tlie gneiss, and cannot

really underlie it, whatever the appearances at ccidairi points may be.

VIII.

—

Chini to Janoi.

My paper has already extended to such length that 1 must be brief in my remalin*ng

observeations. Following the right bank of the Satlej, from Chagaon ])ast Cliini,the rocks fill

the way to Pangi are “ central ” gneiss alternating with schists of the mica-schist series. Near

Chagaon there is a broad dyke of granite, and the signs of granitic crupl.ion now becomo

numerous. At Pangi tlie “central” gneiss is much twisted about by tlu^ rising granib*, wliii^h

high up in the cliffs overhanging Pangi is seen bursting lliroiigh thin-bedded mica-schists.

The mica-schists are much darkened by the jiassage of the granite.

Between Pangi and Rnrang there is jirofuse granitic intrusion, and the rocks are riddled

with granite veins in all direction. Beyond Pangi there is a broad dyke of whitish granite,

and as it is neared the felspar in the gneiss is scattered about in its matrix in a most remark-

able way. About f of a mile on the Pangi side of Raning, a dyke, or 4/JU feet wide, cuts

clean tliroiigh the thin-bedded mica-schists up to the crest of the mountain, sending out

large lateral dykes into the schists.

A little beyond Karang the great eniption has taken place, and it extends from this

point all the way to daugi (8 miles by road—see the Trigonometrical Survey Sheet No. 66).

The schists cling, here and there, to the face of the granite, and foriii subordinate sjmrs,

I’Ound which the road at times winds
;
but the whole core ol the mountain, extending from

Earang on the south-west sides of the Gongra peaks to Jangi on the north-east side ot tlioso

peaks, is all granite. How far it extends in a nortli-westerly direction along the Gongra

range'l cannot say, but it evidently does not extend beyond Jangi along tlie Lipe road, as
,

the natives told me the rocks in that direction were all haicha (friable).

I was not able to examine the left bank of the Satlej opposite Karang, which I longed to

do but as far as 1 could judge by the eye, the granitic ei’uptious seemed to extend to the

south, and 1 should not be suriirisod if the lofty Raldang peaks, which rise to the height of

21,260 feet and tower over the traveller within 6 miles of the road, were formed in whole,

or\n part, of this eruptive granite. That the great mass of granite between Earang and

Jangi is a truly eruptive rock I do not doubt. Between Earang and Jangi I found numerous
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blocks of mica-schist caujs^ht up by and buried in the granite* They are of all shapes, and

varied in diameter from 2 inches to 2 feet. These blocks are identical in appearance and

composition with the mica-schists tlirough which the granite passes, and'eannot, I apprehend

be duo to segregative action.

IX.—Miceoscopical cbaeacteeb op the Gneiss.

In connection with the foregoing field observations, I have prepared many (over

220) thin slices of rocks for examination under the microscope. Latterly I have turned

my attention to the central gneiss. Speaking generally, the internal structure of the rock

—

particularly when it passes into a granitoid state—is that which has usually been described

as characteristic of an igneous rock.* The crystals of felspar and quartz contain wdthin

them micro-ciystals pointing in all directions. Liquid cavities are often numerous, and they

frequently contain bubbles that move about restlessly, similar to those described by Sorby and

others.f

Sorby has shown in his paper on the microscopic structure of crystals (Vol. XIV,

Q. J. G. S., p. 453) that those bubbles have been formed by the “ contraction of the fluid on

cooling.** Air and gas bubbles are readily distinguished under the microscope from vacuum

bubbles.

I note the presence of these fluid cavities and bubbles, because I wish to draw from this

fact the inference that the central gneiss has been subjected to the influence of heat. Tliis

influence may, I think, he drawn from the cavities I have observed in these rocks. These

cavities appear to have been filled with a mixture of steam or highly heated water, and air

or gas, and the two substances have separated on cooling.

That the heat was very great, and reduced the rock to a plastic condition, may be inferred

from the presence of what Sorby calls glass cavities. In those it is seen that the glass or

mineral matter formed contraction-bubbles on cooling, similar , to those in liquid cavities

;

only, in the case of glass cavities, the bubbles are never movable, there are often more than

one of them in the same cavity, and they are not always spheres. Frequently, then, their

shape conforms to that of the crystal or glass cavity in which they are contained.

Sorby remarks of glass and stone cavities :
“ Independent of the fact that in all essential

characters they are identical with the crystals in artificial furnace slags, their very nature

proves the igneous origin of the minerals containing them. This is especially the case with

glass cavities, for nothing hut igneous fusion could so liquefy the enclos^ glass that perfectly

splmrical bubbles could be produced.’*

The presence of cracks in micro-crystals, where the cracks have not extended into the

matrix, as occurs in several of my specimens, is also, I think, good evidence of the rock having
been subjected to great beat. Subsequent to tbe cracking the pieces have been severed and
floated to some little distance from each other. This proves that the matrix was in a limpid
condition and flowed in between the fractured ends so as to leave no trace of the disturbance.

All these cracks were, I apprehend, caused by unequal tension either on the cooling or
re-heating of the mineral. In one case the fractured pieces (one of which contains a
bubble) appear to have lost the sharpness of their outline hy re-heating, whilst two pieces

have been soldered together.

* I do net mean to imply by this either that the ock 8 an intrasivc one that this Btructnre cannot be
prodncod otherwise than by dry heat. The fact noted mplies that, from whatever cause, the molecule* bad perfect
freedom of motion.

t There is, unfortunately, neither time nor means to reproduce the excellent drawings of these object*
sent by Colonel McMahon.—H. B. M.
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Another curious class of crji'Etals has been observed. At first sight they would seem to
be illustrations of what Sorby calls stone cavities

; that is to say, one mineral held in solution
by another in a state of fusion and deposited on cooling. But as the dark opa(’|ue mineral is

sometimes seen uninclosed by crystals and at other times is attached externally to crystals, I

conclude that the dark minerals were first formed and the crystals were afterwards formed
around them, or they were both floating about in a ])lastic sUte in the matrix and the dark
minerals "were absorbed into the white ones. I infer that the dark mineral was in a plastic

state when the white mineral formed around it, or absorbed it into its own body, from the
fact that where the dark mineral touches the outer sides of the white crystals, its surface

generally conforms to the outline of the containing cr3’stal as closidj'^ as if it had been deposited

from a solution within the crystal itself. In one case when one of the dark minerals is seen
riding astride on the back of a white crystal, it was observed that it, had embraced the

rounded form of the latter.

Tlio study of the belonites contained in the fidspar of the granitoid gneiss satisfies me
that the central gneiss in its granitoid form was rexiueed to a plastic condition. Some of

these belonites arc very long, and occup}^ in length, three or four fields of tlio microscope.

Examples of belonites fractured and throAvn out of their origtiial j)ositioTi are not uncommon.
Some can ho distinctly traced to the physical strain of one belon it e on another. These aro

not cases of irregularities of growth, hut of distin<‘t fracture afttn- tlu‘ formation of the

belonites. A very striking instance (a most eonviiuhig one when uctuully seen under the

microscope) occurs in which one of the fractured j)ieces is turned nearly at right angli‘s to its

original direction. The matrix must have been in a ])erfeetly plastic condition to have

allowed of this movement and to have flowed in round the fractured ends so as to leave no

trace of the disturbance. 1 cannot Isdieve that these fractures were simulated at the original

formation of these crystals. I \vould as soon hold that the dij) and contortion of btrata arc

due to peculiarities in the original deposition ol’ the beds.

The facts detailed in those observations show, T think, that the central giK'iss has been

subjected to great heat, and that where it passed into agrunib)id condition, it became perfectly

plastic.

In view of these results I think it would require strong rvidciice to justify the beli(‘fthat

the unaltered rocks of the Krol and Infra-Krol series underlie* the* crystalline rocks of the

Central Himalayas.

The glass cavities, belonites, &c., described in these rocks, were seen under a magnifying

power of 4(50 diameters.

Remarks, explanatory and critical, on some statements in Mr. Wynne s paper on
THE Teetiaries or THE Noeth-West Panjad in Records, Vol. X, Part 3, by

W. Theobald, Geological Survey of India,

In Mr. Wynne s interesting sketch of the tertiary rocks of the North-West Panjab,

there are a few points whereon I should like to make some remarks in correction, as I believe,

of some of the views adopted.

Under the head “ Erratics ” (page 123 1. <?.), Mr. Wynne enumerates numerous examples,

regarding whose origin and character there can he little doubt, save with those who altogether

decline to recognise the existence of glacial conditions in Northern India during recent times

;

hut, in addition to these, my colleague describes others, which are not only, in my opinion, not

‘ erratics ' at all, but belong to diverse geological epochs.
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Tito erratics of the North-West Panjab, properly so called, and to which I would restrict

tlie t<*rin, are composed of the crystalline rocks and slates of various sorts forming the hills

vvhic’L stretch away to the north, or of other rocks, such as limestone, greenstone, &c.

(hut, not granit(‘), outcrops of which are known to occur in the adjoining region.

More or less rounded, and not unfrequently sub-angular, blocks of these rocks of all sizes,

from I 50. or 80 feet in girth, are met with in the Potwar and the country to the north,

some details respecting which I have given in the same number of the Kecords (page 14<^)

;

but. in addition to these undoubted travelled block.s or * erratics
'
prop(u-lv so called, ray colleague,

Mr. Wynne, at t)ngc 121, alludes to smaller and less angular erratic blocks of red granite ”

as b(‘ing (‘oninjon south of Mt. Tills and liottis, and specifics one 7 feet in height and 19 feet

in girth near the Collector’s bungalow at the Mayo Salt Mines at Kewra.

Now, I quite agree with the supposition that these red crystalline boulders'* are

drvived I’rora the crcfaeeons or alire group of the Eastern Salt Range,'* though

not. without a eareal as regards the large block at Kewra. This block rests on the salt

marl, and ibougli it may have bccu derived from the ‘olive group’ b^" tlic simple removal,

b\ (buiudiitiou, of tbe intcrv(*ulug sbalcs and sandstones, it is, in my opinion, equally

]u‘obabh' that it lias weatbored out in situ from the boulder bed which in so many
]»laccs covers the ‘purple sandstones’ immediately overlying the salt marl and is itself

c<»vcrcd by tbe ‘ ohohts Ifeds.' Conglomerates, with red grauiU‘ and purplish jwrpheries, from

soni(‘ unknown source, are found along tlie Salt Range from pahrozoic times down to recent,

and tbe only thing that favors tbe endaeeous age of the Kewra block is that, from its size,

it owes ils transport not improbably to ice, and the oliva* series bus yielded proofs of glacial

jig(*ney, wbieli tbe older Ix'ds bav(‘ not done as yet; but there is no connection between this

possible ‘ orralie ’ of cretaceous age and ibo ‘ erratics ’ of tlie district proper. Both it and tbe

siiuilav boulders from tbe olive group ai’c simidy wa*alhered out of b(‘ds in the mdghhourhood,

out of tlu3 outcrop of ('biys or eongloiiierates of pala‘OZoie, mesozoie, kainozoic or recent age,

and are neither met 'tciih in (he area wherein the true * erraties ’ abound, nor do the northern

erratics occur mixed with these within their own (/. r., red granite boulder) area. A sharp

eontnist exists betvve(‘n ihes(‘ red granite boulders and the '‘erratics* of the Punjab, properly

so culled, both geoh^gieally. geogvai)hiealIy, and physically.

The ditlcrcnee between my colleague and mysell* is one more of definition and terms

than of fact
;
hut it is one which I am not inclined to lose sight of.

Regarding my discovery of an iee-scratehed boulder of red granite in the cretaceous

group, Mr. Wynne's words require a little explanation: “One such boulder polished and

striated apparently by glacial action w’as sliowii me by Mr. Tlieohald, who found it in a wall

lu'ar Wahali, on the eastern ])lateau of tbe Salt Range, not fur from where tbe conglomerate

just miuitioned is in situ.*' Tbe fact is that near Wahali the mdaceous boulder clay (much

resembling IheTalehir boulder ])ed in some resj)ects) constitutes tlie sub-soil in some fitdds, and

llu* boulders are siuqdy gathered out of tbe field to clear it, and piled as a low waU along the

roads, and in sucli a situation it was (virtually in situ) tliat my eye was attracted by the glitter

of the striated surface,v!^eiiedhy a passing shower.

An ‘ erratic' this block doubtless was, quoad its original derivation and deposition in the

* olive ’ series, but it is not an ‘ erratic
*

us regards existing conditions, or to be classed on the

category of Potwar erratics.

Equally inapjilicable, in my opinion, is the term ^erratic* to the red granite blocks

sealtoed about Tilla and Holds. Their original source is, I believe, unknown, though they

may have possibly ctime from the Arvali ranges. Their more proximate origin is from the

denuded boulder clays of the (jretaceous group in the Salt Range, or from still older beds such

as I have already alluded to as covering the palaeozoic “ purple sandstone ” of the Salt Range.
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As re^rards, howcwr, the so-called red j^ranile erratics scjitteivd over the country south of
the Tilla ridge and IlotiiH, the actual inunediatc murcc is in the coarse iip})er Siwalik
conglomerates which are there exposed, and in whirl) both red g)iinite and nnmmuliiic lino*,

stone pebbles occur, as I have myHeirseon both north of tht‘ Bunharliiver and iilso between it

and tlie Chambal range.’*'

Notk or the genera Chcebomebyx and RnAGATHEKTl m by K. Lydekker, B.A., (tcolo^

gical Stirvcg of Jndia,

At page 77 of the tenth volume of the Rt‘cor<Is 1 noti«*«*d a. molar tooth wdiich was
brought from Sind, and which corresponds to the larger of ctu-taiii sjurinuuis ot' teeth IVom
Syllu't fignr(‘d undc'r the name of in tin* srcoml volume of tlic

second series of the ‘‘Transactions of the (Jcological Society," and which ligun*s are (‘opied

on plafo LXVIII of the “ Fauna Antiqua Sivalen^^is."

The teeth so nainod and figured were Hubs<‘qucntly r(‘fen*i*d by 1\T. Pome] to a new
genus, viz,^ Chwcomergx ; lie simj)ly says at page (>S7 of the “Oompt(‘s Uendus " for ISIS,

C/t(rrvmetyx Aiithvaroftwrium sitistcofsc

:

the assumption here being that all the ieetli

called A. iiilisfreuse belonged to Chwromcrgx.

On examining the tooth IVoin Sind for the ])urpos<‘ of figuring it, I observed that, it

did not agree with ]\1 . Pomel’s descrijdion of the molars of Vtuvroua n/x. The Sind tooth

has live columns, and is bunodont
;
now, M. I\>mol, in speaking of Char<>VK‘r?/,i\ says '

Motalres sv/nirienres a (jiuttre mametous scnlvmeutt au lieu de riu <][,'* It is therefore

clear that the Sind tooth cannot lx* Cho romen/.r.

On jigiiin tiuming to the figuri's of the original speeimens (F. A. S., ))lale LXVIII), I lind

that thos(‘ in the Fauna Anti<jua Sivalensis are more ch»ar than lla* oiiginals, and Ihat liny

sliow that th(‘se teetli nvally belong to two distinct gimcra
; the single lai’ge tooth (tig.

being buiUKlont and having five columns on the crown, and tlie smaller teeth (tig, iJli) being

seleiiodont and with only four columns. This dillercnci* np]>eaj’H to liave i scapi'd M. Ponicl,

who followed Pentland in referring all the sjieeimeiis to one species.

The Sind tooth agrees with fig. 2ll, and Ixdongs to the Auihraeutherhhp ,* and seems to

be nearest to tbe genus lihagathcrium, to which I am inclined b) ndbr it. This sjieeimen

wiD be subsequently figured.

The smaller teeth, which alone belong to ChcpromcrgXy seem to me to be so close to

Mergcopolamus that I cannot but think thc3
' belong to a. smaller species of t)j*il, genus.

The changing of the genus of the Sind tooth dws not of course interfere with tinr

inference drawn as to the relation of the Sind and Sylhct deposits.

To the Sind tooth and of course the similar sjurimen ligured in plate LXVIII, fig. 2.'!,

I propose to assign the .specific name and for tlie jiresent, at all events, to place

it in the genus Bhagatherium.

The specific name Silisircnsis will of course apply to the sdenodont- teeth from S^^lhi't,

whether they ho subsequent!}" referred to Chtrmmergx or Mviycojmtamiis,

* From a private note from my collcajfue, Mr. Wynne, I Kattier that he iu v<t fnnn'l these nd fjranite liouhlers

in fitti in iho conffloim-ratea, whciu-e he not nniiaturaily treated tlioni uk 'vrratten* I was trmre fortujiate, tbougli tiot

till after lonj? and patient soan-h. They are rare »» vitu when i.mpared with the nniubcT scattered alsmt, Home

being nearly 2 feet in diainoler oast of the Chambal ran^e and south of Nonjmr fon the llunhar Ili verj ;
hut then

they are very imperibliablo articles, and those scattered over the 8uria<*e represent the waste ol almost cubic miles of

conglomerate

!

Under these cireumstaneea. therefore, I do not think these red granite boulders can he terin*>d ^erruhen
'

unlrsft

we fall baek on the hypothesiB that all of these h.ave been ' rrmitcn’ during a lormer and wholly different phase <J

geological life to that which we at present have to describe and deal with.
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DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

(July to Sbptembeb 1877.)

Three flint knives found together with pottery, copper ornaments, and agato beads

amongst ruins of ancient dwelling-places at Sutkagen Dor near Gwadur in Baluchistan.

E. Mockleb, Major,

Political Agenti
Gwadur,

(through W. T. Blanfobp, Esq.)

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

Feom 1st July to 30th Septembeb 1877.

Titlea of Books. Donors,

Bebohaus, Db. H.—Karte der Alpen aiis Mayr s Alpen—Atlas (1875), flsc., Gotha.

Bboqqeb, W. L.—Om Trondbjcms stifts Geologi (1875), 8vo, Christiania.

The Authob.

Elliot, Sir II. M.—History of India, Vols. V—^VII (1873—77), 8vo, London.

Home Depaetment.

Habman, F. E.—The agricultural condition of Mysore prior to the famine of 1876-77 (1877),

8VO, Madras.

The Authob.

Lyman, B, S.—A report of progi’ess for the first year of the Oil Surveys (1877), 8vo, Tokei.

The Authob.

Obbigny, a, de.—Paleontologie Fran^aise, Terrains Cretac(!*s, Echinoides, Vol. VI and Atlas ;

Terrains Cretaces, Brachiopodes ot Atlas ;
Terrains Jurassiques,

Animaux invert^br^s Echinodermes, Ist series, livr. 20, 22—24,

and 26—28 ; Ditto Brachiopodes, livr. 21, 25, 29 and 37

;

Terrains Jurassiques, Vdgetaux, 2nd series, livr. 19—23 (1860

and 1871 to 1877), 8vo, Paris.

Petebmann, Db. A.—Specialkarte von Australien (1875), flsc., Gotha.

Pettebsen, Kael.—Geologiske Undersogelser (1874), 8vo, Throndhjem.

The Authob.

ScHBAUF, Db. a.—

A

tlas der Krystall-formen der Mineralreiches, Lief. I—IV (1865-75),

4to, Wien.

Stieleb, Adolf.—Hand Atlas (1876), fol., Gotha.

The Coal-fields of Asia, translated from the German by P. Mosa (1877), 8vo, Simla.

Depabtment of Revenue, Agbicultubb, and Commeecb.

Wabino, Geo. E.—Draining for profit and draining for health (1867), 8vo, New York.

Weiss, C. E.—Fossile Flora der jiingsten Steinkohlenformation und des Rothliegenden im

Saar-Rhein—Gebiete, heft II, Nos. 1—3 (1871-72) 4to, Bonn.

White, C. A.—Palaeontological Papers, Nos. 1—5 (1877), 8vo, Washington.

The Authob.
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PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c.

TUles of Books.

Abstracteof theB^portsof the Surveys and of other fieograplucal operations in India for
1874-75 (1877), 8vo, London.

. . _ , - « .
India Office.

American Journal ot Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol. XIII, ISos. 78-70 (1877), 8vv>,

Haren.

Annales des Mines, 7tb Series, Vol. X, livr. 6 (1877), 8vo, Paris.

The Kditous.

1/ Admins, des Mines.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4tli Series, Vol. XIX, No. Ill; XX, Nos. 115—116

(1877), 8vo, London.

Arcliiv fiir Naturgesclii elite, dalirg. XXXIX, heft 6 ; XL, heft 5 (1873-71), 8vo, Berlin.

Athenocuin, Nos. 2590—2(502 (1877), 4to, London.

Bibliotheque Universelle et Revue Suisse, N(‘w Senes, Vol. LVII, No. 227, and LIX, No. 233

(1876-77), 8vo, Lausanne.

Chemical News, Vol. XXXV, No. 916 to XXXVI, No. 928, (1877), 4to, Loiuhm.

Colliery Guardian, Vol. XXXIII, No. 858 to XXXIV, No. 870 (1877), fol., London.

Geographical Magazine, Vol. IV, Nos. 6-—8 (1877), royal 8v(), London.

Geological Magazine, New Scries, Decade II, Vol. IV, Nos. 6—8 (1877), 8vo., London.

Glasgow University Calendar for 1877-78 (1877), 8vo, Glasgow.

The Univuksitt.

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Series, Vol. XVII, Kf>* 2 (1877), 8vo, Paris.

Loudon, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philos()]>hical Magazine and Journal of Sclent^e, 51 h Series,

Vol. Ill, Nos. 20—21; Vol. IV, Nos. 22—23 (1877), 8vo,

London.

Mineral Statistics of Victoria for the year 1876 (1877), fisc.. Mdbourne.

Goveknment Mining Department, Victoria.

Mining Journal with Supplement, Vol. XLVIl, Nos. 2181—2193 (1877), fol., London.

Nature, Vol. XVI, Nos. 398-410 (1877), 4to, London.

Neues Jahrhuch fiir Mincralogie, Geologic uud Pakpontologic, Jahrg. 1877, heft 6-6 (1877),

8vo, Leipzig.

Peteemann, Dr. A.—Geographische Mittheilungen, Band XXIII, Nos. C-—8 (1877), 4to,

Gotha.

Poogendobff, J. C.—Annalen der Pliysik und Cheinie, Band ICO, No. 4, New Sorie.s

Band I, Nos. 1—3 (1877), 8vo, Leipzig.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Vol. VI, No. 25 (1877), 8vo,

Roorkee.

Thomason College of Civil Engineering.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, No. LXVIl (1877), 8vo, London.

Quarterly Journal of Science, No. LV (1877), 8vo, London.

Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines to the Hon’ble the Minister of Mines for the year

1876 (1877), flsc., Melbounie.

Government Mining Department, Victoria.

Report on the progress and condition of the Royal Gardens at Kew during 1876 (1877), 8vo,

London.

India Office.

Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarters ending 31st December 1876

and 3l8t March 1877 (1877), flsc., Melbourne.

Government Mining Department, Victoria.
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GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c.

Tiths of Boohs* Donors,

India.—Selections from tlie Records of the Government of India, Poreig’n Department,

^0. I\i2, Report on the administration of the Baroda State for

1875-76 (1876), 8vo, Calcutta.

Foueigi^ Depabtment.

„ Selections from the Records of the Govenimcnt of India, Forei^ Department,

No. 135. Report on tlie political administration of the terri-

tories witliin the Central India Agency for 1875-76 (1877), 8vo,

Calcutta.

Ditto.

„ Trotter, Captain F.—Re])ort on the administration of the Kliasia and Jaintia

Hills for 1876-77 (1877), 8vo, Calcutta.

Ditto.

Mysore.—Report on rublic Instruction in M3'sore for 1875-70 (1876), 8vo, Bangalore.

Chief Commissioner of Mysore.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OP SOCIETIES.

Batavia.—Natuurkundiz Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch Indie, Vols. XXXIV—^XXXVl
(1874—76), 8vo, Batavia.

The Society.

Berlin.—Monatsbericht der konig. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschafien zu Ik'rlin,

September—November 1871, Septmnber and October 1875,

March—May 1877 (1871, 75, and 77), 8vo, Berlin.

The Academy.

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Oeologischen Gesellschaft, Band XXIX, heft 1 (1877),

8vo, Berlin,

The Society.

Bombay.—Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. VI,

No. 21 ; VIir,No. 24 ; IX, Nos. 26 and 27 ; X, No. 28 ; and XIT,

No. 34A (1862, 68, 70 and 77), 8vo, Bombay,

The Society.

„ Transactions of the Bombay Geographical Society, Vols. V, XVII, and XIX,

(1840, 65, 71, and 74), 8vo, Bombay.

The Society.

Budapest.—Mittheilungen aus dem Jahrhuche der kon. Ungarischen Geologischen Anstalt,

Band IV, heft 3, and Band V, heft 1 (1876), 8vo, Budapest.

The Institute.

Calcutta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. XLVI, Part I,

No. 2, and Part II, No. 2 (1877). 8vo, Calcutta.

The Society.

J5 Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

Calcutta.

Nos. VI—VIII (1877), 8vo,

Ditto.

Copenhagen.—Mdmoires de TAcaddmie Royale de Copenhague, 5th Series, Vol. XI.

Nos. 3 and 4 (1876), 4to, Copenhagen.

The Academy.



PART 4.] Addiliont to the Library, m
Titles of Boohs.

Donors.
CorEKHAGEK.—Oversigt over det kong. danske Videnskabemes Selskabs, No. 2 (1876), Hvo,

Coponhagen.

^ Ditto.

„ Tyge brahes Meteoi-ologiske Dagbog, 1682-1597 (1876), 8vo, Coponbagon.

Ditto.

Dublin.— rrocceditigB of tbe Hoyal Irish Academy, Series II, Vol. II, Nos. 1—3 (1875)
8vo, Dublin.

The Academy.

„ TrausacUotis of (bo Royal Irisli Academy, Vol. XXV, Nos. ItV-li) (1875) <llo

Dublin.

Ditto.

London.—.T ournal of Ibo Aoibropological li\slUuD\ Yo\. VI, No. 4 OS77), 8vo, Tiouibm.

„ ProciH'dlngs of tlio lloyal Society of London, Vol. XXVI, Non. 17'.) and IHl)

(1877), 8vo, London.

Tub Society,

„ Proceedings of ibo Sciontific Meetings of the Zoological Soi'iet}^ of London for

1871 to 1877, Pari 1 (1871—77), 8vo, London.

The Society.

,, Transactions of llic Zoological Society of London, Vol. VITT Parts 1—1) ; IX,

Pads 1—-11, and X Part 1 (1872—77), 4to, London.

Ditto.

Manchesteii.—Transactions of the Muncbesler (Geological Society, Vol. XIV, Nos. 11—18

(1877), 8vo, MuiicJiester.

The Society.

Melboekne.— (icological Survey of Victoria. Report of Progress, No. IV (1877), 8vo,

Midbouriie.

The 1

Moscou.— Dulletin do la Societd Imperiale des Naturalistea do Moscou, Vol. LI, No. 4,

(1876), 8VO, Moscou.

Society.

Mi*NciiEN.—Aiiiialcn der kdniglicboii Stemwarte bci Miincbeii, Band XXI (1876), 8vo,

Munebeu.

Royal Asteonomical Office.

Lamout, Db. J. V.—Moteorologiscbe und Magnetisebo Beobaclitungcii dei- k.

Stemwarte bei Miincben, 1876 (1877), 8vo, MUneben.

Ditto.

Paris.—Bulletin de la Socidtd Gdologiqnc de Fnmce, .“Ird Series, Vol. IV Nos. 9 and 10,

and Vol. V No. 3 (1876-77), 8vo, Paris.

The Society.

Philadelphia.—^Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Scries, Vol. LXXIII No. 6, and

Vol. LXXIV Nos. 1 and 2 (1877), 8vo, Pbiladtdphia.

The Ihstittjtk,

„ Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Parts I—III (1876), 8vo,

PLiladelpbia.

The Academy.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

Rome.—Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei, 3rd Series, VoL I, No*. 6 and 7 (1877), 4to,

Home.

The Academt.

l^ollcttino R. Comitato Geologico d*Iialia, Nos. 5 and 6 (1877), 8vo, Rome.

The Geological Commission.

Stockholm.—Ofversigt af. kongl. Vetenskaps—Akademiens Forhandlingar, Vol. I (1844)

to XIII (1850), 8vo, Stockliolm.

Toronto.—Canadian Journal of Science, Literature and History, New Series, Vol. XV,
No. 5 (1876), 8vo, Toronto.

The Institute.

Washington.—Bulletin of tlie U. S. Entomological Commission, Nos. 1 and 2 (1877), 8vo,

Washington.

U. S. Geol. Survey.

United States Geological Survey. Miscellaneous publications No. 1. List.s of

Elevations west of the Mississipj>i River, 4th Edition (1877),

8vo, Washington.

The Survey.

Wellington.—Hector, James.—Colonial Museum and Geological Survey Department.

Meteorological Report 1875 (1877), 8vo, Wellington.

The Author.

Yokohama.—Mitiheilungen dor Deutschen Gesellschaft fur Natur und Volkerkunde Osta-

siens, heft XII (1877), fisc., Yokohama.
The Society.

Areudt, C.—Episoden aus dem Historischen Roman (1877), fisc., Y^okohama.

The Society.

Dated 29th October 1877.




















